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1 Introduction 

The language situation in late 17th-century Russia has received quite some 
attention from scholars. There was not yet a standardized literary language1 
in Russia (cf. Chapter 4), and the various text genres could be grouped into 
four registers, which had their own traditions with different proportions of 
bookish and non-bookish lingustic features.  

This was a time of intense contact with the Polish language, and many 
translations from Polish were made, of scientific works as well as literary 
texts. One of these translations is the object of the present study: the Polish 
historical text Kronika Polska Litewska/ Zmod%ka/ y wszystkiey Rusi by Ma-
ciej Stryjkowski, printed in 1582 and translated into Russian several times in 
the late 17th century. One of the translations, made in 1673–79, will be in 
focus for reasons explained further on (cf. Section 3.4).  

Through its combination of rich information on Russian history and me-
thodical comparison of sources, this text has influenced Russian history writ-
ing for centuries, which has been well documented by scholars. Its language, 
however, has not been studied. During a time such as the late 17th century, 
with high translation activity and a growth of new genres, this translation 
was, one might say, at the intersection between an old tradition and new 
influence from foreign literature through translation.  

Tradition played an important role since the register system was main-
tained through text orientation, i.e. scribes modeled their texts on earlier 
texts of a similar kind. This could show in the choice of words and phrases 
as well as of bookish or non-bookish linguistic features, and in the extent of 
the variation between them. Therefore, studying the language of this text as 
compared to other texts of the period will show not only where in the regis-
ter system it was placed, but also how it related to different genres.  

Since it is preserved in quite a few copies and since we know that its sub-
ject matter was influential, one may suppose that the language had an impact 
on later writings as well, again through text orientation. Therefore it deserves 
to be studied not only for its own sake, but as a contribution to our knowl-
edge of the history of the Russian language. 

                                                
 
1 Although a more accurate translation of the Russian term &"$'()$*(+,- ./,0 may be 
‘standard language,’ I will follow the practice of Slavists writing in English and use the term 
‘literary language.’ 
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This is one of many Russian texts from that period that have not been 
published, and therefore an important part of the thesis is an edition of a 
portion of the text.  

1.1 Aim and outline of the study 
The aim of the thesis is to give as full a picture as possible of the 1673–79 
translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle, especially its language. The first two 
chapters give background information. Chapter 1, the introduction, presents 
the material and method, defines some important terms and introduces some 
literature that will be used for reference throughout the thesis. Chapter 2 is 
about the author of the chronicle, Maciej Stryjkowski, and the original Polish 
text. This chapter also sketches the background of the historical context in 
which the chronicle was written and mentions some of the major tendencies 
in the historiography of the period.  

The aim of Chapter 3 is to establish the manuscript situation and history 
of the 1673–79 translation. This chapter also gives the historical and cultural 
background for the East Slavic translations, provides information on those 
translators who are known by name and lists the manuscripts belonging to 
the other translations. 

Chapter 4 contains a commentary on some morphological and syntactic 
features of the edited text against the background of the language situation in 
Russia in the 17th century. Focus is on those aspects that show variation be-
tween bookish and non-bookish forms and constructions. The aim is on the 
one hand to describe this particular text, and on the other hand to contribute 
to the knowledge of the language by setting the results in relation to previous 
studies on texts from that period. 

To properly judge the language of the text, the relationship between the 
source text and the target text must be taken into account, and the translation 
technique is also an important field of study considering the great amount of 
translations made from Polish at this time. Therefore, Chapter 5 discusses 
translation theory in Russia during this period and comments on some as-
pects of the translation with the aim of identifying the norms by which the 
translators were guided. Through these translations, and through translators 
of Ruthenian2 or Polish origin (cf. Section 5.1), the Polish language exerted 

                                                
 
2 The name ‘Ruthenia’ will be used in this thesis for the lands historically connected with 
Kievan Rus': parts of present-day Ukraine and Belarus. This term was in use until the 19th 
century (Niendorf 2006: 97). The name ‘Ukraine’ was first applied to the area around the 
Dnepr in the 16th century, and in the 17th century it was quite widely used about that area, 
although it was at this time not yet a sovereign state or a well-defined province. It was also 
applied to the Cossack Hetmanate (cf. Myl'nikov 1999: 77–81; Plokhy 2006: 316–320). I will 
use ‘Ukraine’ and ‘Ukrainian’ to refer to the area from the 17th century onwards, when my 
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influence on Russian. The study of lexical and syntactic polonisms in the 
text aims to determine their role and degree of integration in this text as well 
as their status in the Russian language of the time.  

Naturally, different individuals would make different choices when trans-
lating. This particular text offers a chance to compare parts that were proba-
bly translated by different people. Chapter 6 attempts to determine the divi-
sion of the text between them and at the same time to test criteria that in the 
future may help identify translators of 17th-century texts. For this purpose, 
the edited part of the text is compared with samples from other parts of the 
chronicle.  

Chapter 7 contains a comparison of the text with original Russian chroni-
cles from the same period and tries to determine what characterizes this 
translation as opposed to original chronicles. This is an attempt to contribute 
to the more general picture of the relationship between translated texts and 
existing genres. 

Chapter 8 gives the editorial principles and describes the manuscripts 
used in the critical apparatus in more detail. Chapter 9 consists of a summary 
and conclusions, and the edition concludes the thesis as an appendix. 

1.2 Editions of the Kronika: Polish and Russian 
The original of the studied text, Maciej Stryjkowski’s Kronika Polska 
Litewska/ Zmod%ka/ y wszystkiey Rusi, was printed in 1582 in Königsberg 
(hereafter called “the Kronika” or “the chronicle” – the latter only in unam-
biguous contexts, when it cannot be confused with Russian chronicles). 

It was written in Polish with some dedications and quotes in Latin. The 
main part of it is written in prose, but some chapters or parts of chapters are 
written in verse, especially descriptions of battles.3 The text of the printed 
chronicle is paginated from 1 to 790, but as so often in early printed books, 
there are errors in the pagination. Only one of these will be mentioned here, 
since it falls within the chapters that are in focus in this study: there are two 
pages numbered 92, and they will be referred to as 921 and 922, respectively.  

The chronicle proper is preceded by 42 unnumbered pages containing a 
list of sources, several dedications, a portrait of the author, his rhymed auto-
biography and a preface. References to these pages will be made using their 
signatures, e.g. A1r, where A refers to signature A, 1 to its first leaf and r to 
                                                                                                              
 
sources do so. For earlier periods, and when a less specific area is referred to, I will speak of 
‘Ruthenia.’ For the corresponding language terminology, cf. Section 1.6. 
3 Typical examples of the topics for verse sections can be found in headings such as O Bitwie 
pod Haliczem z Xi1!2ty Ruskimi/ y porá!eniu ich od Polakow (chapter VI: 2, Stryjkowski 
1582: 229) and O s3awney woynie/ y szcz2sliwey bitwie Iágie3owey y Wito3dowey z Krzi!aki 
Pruskimi/ y Xi1!2ty Niemieckiey Rzesze/ Roku 1410 (chapter XV: 1, Stryjkowski 1582: 521). 
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the recto side of the leaf.4 After the main text, there is an index of people, 
places and events (Reyestr/ álbo krotkie náznáczenie mieysc osobliwszych/ 
dla rychleyszego y snádnieyszego ználazienia). The chronicle is divided into 
25 books with a varying number of chapters. The contents of the chronicle 
and the dedications are discussed in more detail in Section 2.3. Roman nu-
merals will be used to designate the books of the chronicle, and Arabic nu-
merals for the chapters. For instance, IV: 1 means book four, chapter one. 

The next edition was printed in Warsaw in 1766 by Franciszek Boho-
molec, who published it in the series Zbiór dziejopisów polskich (Stryj-
kowski 1766; cf. also Nowy Korbut 3: 297). Here, the punctuation has been 
modernized, and the orthography is slightly changed; for instance, the dia-
critical mark has been removed from á (a jasne) in most cases. Capitaliza-
tion follows the 1582 edition closely in that not only proper names but also 
some other nouns were capitalized. The Kronika is followed by a history of 
Russia, Historia odmian w panstwe Rossyiskim, which deals with 18th-
century events. 

The latest edition of the Polish chronicle is a two-volume set published in 
1846 and reprinted in 1985 (Stryjkowski [1846] 1985). It also has 
modernized punctuation and some changes in orthography, including the 
loss of the diacritical mark from á and the introduction of ó according to 
modern usage. Furthermore, y ‘and’ has been changed to modern i. Spellings 
with j have been introduced according to modern usage, e.g. ieden has been 
changed to jeden and Litewskiey to Litewskiéj (with é for e pochylone). In 
the 1846 edition and the 1985 reprint, the text is preceded by two articles, 
one by Miko(aj Malinowski (Malinowski [1846] 1985) and one by Ignac 
Dani(owicz (Dani(owicz [1846] 1985). After the text of the chronicle, a few 
of Stryjkowski’s minor works are also published (cf. Section 2.2.2).  

Quotes and references in this thesis will be made to the original edition 
from 1582, since some scholars have pointed out the shortcomings of the 
1846 edition (e.g. Rothe 1983: 73; Wojtkowiak 1990: 21, 75). Since early 
prints can show individual peculiarities, four copies have been consulted: a 
microfilm version of a copy kept in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, a 
copy kept in the Cathedral Library in Strängnäs, Sweden, a copy kept in 
Wojewódzka Biblioteka Publiczna in Opole and one kept in Zak(ad 
Narodowy im. Ossoli*skich (the Ossolinski National Institute) in Wroc(aw. 
The latter two are accessible online on the digital library web sites 
www.obc.opole.pl and www.dbc.wroc.pl, respectively. No differences have 
been found between the copies that influence the reasoning in the thesis.    

In some cases it has been desirable to be able to conduct a computer 
search for specific words, and for this purpose the 1846 edition has been 
                                                
 
4 The chronicle does not follow the common practice of beginning with signature A. Instead, 
it begins with )( and )()(, which will here be cited as X and XX, and A is the third signature. 
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used. The first volume is searchable on the site Polska biblioteka inter-
netowa (www.pbi.edu.pl). The second volume is to some extent searchable 
on Google Books, and certain parts of it have been converted to text files 
with the help of an OCR tool (www.newocr.com). The converted texts are 
not perfect, but have been considered sufficient for this purpose. 

In the 17th century, the Polish text (in whole or in part) was translated into 
Ruthenian once and into Russian several times (for the terms ‘Ruthenian’ 
and ‘Russian,’ cf. Section 1.6). All these translations will be discussed in 
greater detail in Section 3.2. They are all preserved only in manuscripts, but 
parts of some of them have been published. 

András Zoltán has published one small excerpt each from two of the Rus-
sian translations according to the manuscripts GIM Muzejskoe sobranie, no. 
1391 (the 1673–79 translation, two folios) and GIM Uvarovskoe sobranie, 
no. 4 (the 1688 translation, three folios), once as diplomatic editions (Zoltán 
2003) and later with variants from other manuscripts: RGB Egorovskoe so-
branie, f. 98, no. 243 and BAN 31.4.32 for the 1673–79 translation and BAN 
32.11.4, RGB Piskarëvskoe sobranie, f. 228, no. 171 and RGADA f. 181, no. 
59 for the 1688 translation (Zoltán 2006).5 

R. I. Avanesa& (1961: 387–397) has published excerpts (approximately 
seven folios) from what he considered to be a Belorussian translation of the 
chronicle. Although the manuscript on which he based his edition is actually 
a copy of the Ukrainian Chronograph (cf. Section 3.2.6), Avanesa&’s claim 
makes it justified to mention it here, as well as the fact that large parts are 
verbatim quotes from the Ruthenian translation of the Kronika. 

According to the Polish biographical dictionary PSB (44: 540), the 
Ob45estvo ljubitelej drevnej pis'mennosti in St. Petersburg and Komissija po 
izdaniju gosudarstvennych gramot i dogovorov in Moscow planned in the 
1870s and 1880s to publish a bilingual edition of the Polish chronicle and its 
Russian translation, which never came to pass. The source of this informa-
tion is not specified. 

Aside from the editions, one of the most important titles among the sec-
ondary literature will be introduced here: the historian A. I. Rogov’s mono-
graph Russko-pol'skie kul'turnye svjazi v 6pochu vozro7denija. Stryjkovskij i 
ego chronika (Rogov 1966). It is one of the major works on Stryjkowski’s 
sources, the reception of his chronicle in Russia and the manuscripts of the 
Russian translations and incorporates the results from earlier articles by the 
same scholar (Rogov 1963, 1965).  

                                                
 
5 Cf. Sections 3.5 and 3.7 for more information on the different translations and manuscripts. 
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1.3 Material and method 
As has already been mentioned, this thesis contains an edition of a portion of 
Stryjkowski’s chronicle in Russian translation, which is meant to contribute 
to the knowledge about the Russian language of the late 17th century. The 
edition aims at philologists and linguists, and great detail has therefore been 
observed on all linguistic levels (cf. Chapter 8). 

Different aspects of the language in the translated chronicle have been 
studied. The Russian text in ms. U (UUB Slav 26–28), which is also the 
main manuscript of the edition (cf. Section 3.6.2), has served as the basis for 
the study. Depending on the nature of the various research questions, differ-
ent portions of the text have been chosen as material. 

The chapters that are the object of the edition, chapters IV: 1–3 (cf. Sec-
tion 3.4), have been studied in detail. They will be described against the 
background of the language situation of the late 17th century, based on the 
assumption that there were several genre-dependent text traditions that were 
formed through the use of model texts (cf. Chapter 4). The description cov-
ers some morphological and syntactic features that display, or could be ex-
pected to display, variation, and the findings are set in relation to other 17th-
century texts. 

In other parts of the study, it is not sufficient to study only chapters IV: 1–
3. Certain signs lead us to assume that the translation was the joint work of 
several people, and therefore some aspects of the language at the time are 
best described by comparing different parts of the text. These parts have 
been selected in the following way. 

An estimate of the whole chronicle based on the distribution of verbal 
tenses referring to past events shows that some parts are dominated by the 
aorist and imperfect, some by the perfect tense. They alternate as illustrated 
by Table 1. The segments will be labeled A, B, C and D. This criterion alone 
does not reveal if there were two translators who worked on two parts each 
(A+C and B+D), three translators, one of whom worked on two parts (A+C, 
B and D or A, B+D and C), four who translated one part each, or even more 
(cf. Section 6.3).  
Table 1. Division of the chronicle into segments according to dominant tenses 

Books Dominant tenses Segment label 

I–VI Aorist/imperfect  A 
VII–X Perfect  B 
XI–XIV Aorist/imperfect  C 
XV–XXV Perfect D 

Since the Kronika is a large text and it is difficult and time-consuming to 
work with such large amounts of manuscript text, sample chapters from each 
of the four segments have been chosen and compared. One set of sample 
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chapters is IV: 1–3, the chapters that are the object of the edition. For com-
parison, three consecutive chapters from each of the other segments have 
been chosen. The only criterion was that they had to be written in prose in 
the Polish original, since the translation of verse seems to differ from the 
translation of prose, at least as far as verbal tenses for past events are con-
cerned (cf. Section 5.3.1). Table 2 shows the selected sample chapters and 
the approximate number of words they contain in the Russian translation 
according to ms. U. 
Table 2. The sample chapters 

Segment Sample chapters No. of words 

A IV: 1–3  18,160 
B VIII: 3–5  5,390 
C XII: 3–5  5,120 
D XXIV: 3–5  7,380 

These sample chapters have been used as material primarily in Chapter 6, 
where the validity of this preliminary division has been tested. Lexical and 
syntactic features – in comparison with the Polish original – have been cho-
sen as criteria to distinguish between translators. It should be added that 
although the hypothesis of the different translators is not tested until Chapter 
6, I will assume that it holds true and speak of “the translators” throughout 
the thesis, to avoid bulky constructions such as “the translator or translators”. 

Special attention has been paid to the relationship between the Polish 
original, as found in the 1582 edition, and the translation. The existence of 
polonisms, lexical as well as syntactic, has been noted. These have been 
identified partly with the help of earlier studies, partly by observing glosses, 
alterations and varying translations in the text (cf. Chapter 5). All the sample 
chapters have been searched for polonisms, and the very fact that they were 
probably translated by different people has been helpful when characterizing 
lexical polonisms as more or less integrated into the Russian language (cf. 
Section 5.4.1).  

Although ms. U is the main manuscript in the edition and provides the 
material for most of the thesis, some things could only be studied on the 
basis of another manuscript, ms. B (BAN 31.4.32). In this manuscript, cor-
rections and alterations have been made throughout the text (cf. Section 
3.6.1). Thus, in order to study the nature of these alterations, a different 
manuscript has been used as material than in other parts of the thesis, and 
examples have been taken from the whole text, not only the sample chapters. 

The text has been compared with a variety of original chronicles in search 
of similarities and differences. Attempts have been made to identify syntac-
tic constructions known to be typical for chronicles, and also fixed formulas 
and expressions (cf. Chapter 7). 
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Since this thesis views one text from several aspects, no single method 
has been applied, but in every part of the study, previous studies of a similar 
kind have been used and this text has been compared with their findings.  

Cyrillic script is transliterated according to the recommendations of the 
journal Scando-Slavica, which are similar to the International Scholarly Sys-
tem. When discussing Ruthenians who were active in Muscovy, I use the 
Russian forms of their names. Longer passages from manuscripts are quoted 
according to the principles used in the edition, but accents and paerok have 
been omitted for greater legibility. Isolated words or short phrases quoted in 
the text have been slightly simplified with regard to graphical variation. Bib-
lical quotes and names in English are given according to the King James 
Bible. 

1.4 Historical interest 
The Russian translations of the Kronika were held in high esteem in their 
time. One sign of this is that a manuscript containing the text was in the pos-
session of tsar Fëdor Alekseevi%, and passed on from him to Peter I (Zabelin 
1915: 604; Luppov 1970: 115–116; Luki%ev 2004: 340). Catherine II had a 
copy made for her when she studied Russian history (Rogov 1966: 276–
277). Muscovite noble families turned to the chronicle to establish links be-
tween themselves and Polish nobility, and it served as an inspiration in the 
development of Russian heraldry (Sedov 2006: 401–402, 477).6 

This may say something about the status of the text, but its popularity is 
perhaps best determined by charting its influence on later historiography. 
The extent of that influence, primarily on Russian and Ukrainian historiog-
raphy, has been well studied, for instance by Rogov (1967) and by G. N. 
Moiseeva (1970). The authors and works mentioned below do not give the 
full picture of its influence, but serve as representative examples. 

In Russia, the Kronika was used in chronicle compilations as well as by 
historiographers. Among the first historiographers to use it was Andrej 
Lyzlov, who often referred to it in his Skifskaja istorija (finished 1692), and 
who also translated a part of it (cf. Section 3.3.1) (SKK 1993: 305–306). 
A. I. Mankiev, a man of Polish origin who worked as the secretary of the 
Russian resident in Sweden and spent many years in Swedish captivity, used 
it as a source for his Jadro rossijskoj istorii, which he finished in 1715, al-

                                                
 
6 Sedov (2006: 477) speaks of a copy of the translated Kronika with sketches of Polish and 
Lithuanian coats-of-arms in the margins, and refers to Rogov as his source, but I have not 
found this information in Rogov’s monograph. 
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though it was not printed until 1770 (Rogov 1967: 146–147; Moiseeva 1970: 
85–86).7 

V. N. Tati)%ev used the chronicle as a source for his Istorija rossijskaja 
(published posthumously between 1768 and 1784), partly because it offered 
information from sources to which Tati)%ev did not have access. He also 
held Stryjkowski in high esteem as a historian, even though he pointed out 
some shortcomings. In some respects, Tati)%ev’s way of presenting facts was 
similar to Stryjkowski’s, which may indicate that Stryjkowski served as a 
model for history writing (Rogov 1966: 8; 1967: 150–152). It is not known, 
however, if Tati)%ev used the printed Polish edition or a manuscript of one 
of the Russian translations as his source. When he quotes Stryjkowski, the 
quotes do not coincide with the known Russian translations, and since he 
knew Polish, he himself may have translated these fragments (Rogov 1967: 
154–156; Moiseeva 1970: 87–88).  

M. V. Lomonosov also studied the Kronika in connection with the prepa-
rations for his Drevnjaja rossijskaja istorija, published posthumously in 
1766. He may have come in contact with the Polish original, but according 
to Moiseeva (1970: 90–98), the penciled notes in the margins of ms. R are of 
his hand (cf. Section 3.5.2). 

Late chronicles from Russian territory often used Stryjkowski as a source, 
either directly or through intermediate sources, e.g. other chronicles. One 
example of a chronicle that made use of the Kronika is the Mazurinskij le-
topisec from the 1680s (PSRL XXXI: 3). 

Stryjkowski’s popularity in Russia can to some extent be explained by his 
own attention towards the country (Radziszewska 1978: 97). A remark by 
the d'jak Timofej Kudrjavcev, who in the 1650s was head of the Zapisnoj 
prikaz, the institution that at that time was in charge of official Muscovite 
historiography, implies that Stryjkowski was appreciated for his positive 
view on the Russian people and for the prominent position of the Russians in 
his explanation of the origin of the Slavic peoples, as seen in Section 2.4 
(Rogov 1966: 266–267). G. Brogi Bercoff (2003: 215) claims that Stryj-
kowski was translated because he wrote in a manner reminiscent of East 
Slavic tradition. She also points out that of all the historiographical works 
available during that period, the only one that was translated into Russian 
apart from Stryjkowski was Bielski’s chronicle, which was close to the me-
dieval, annalistic way of presenting history. This, she says, can be related to 
the fact that Russia was never really a part of Renaissance culture. 

It is remarkable that in Russia, Polish historical works were used not only 
to learn about the history of the neighboring countries Poland and Lithuania, 

                                                
 
7 Some scholars believe that the text was written not by Mankiev, but by the Russian resident 
himself, A. Ja. Chilkov (cf. Kozlov 2011: 213–216). 
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but also about Russia’s own history. This may be explained by the fact that 
historiography developed later in Russia (Rogov 1966: 265). 

Stryjkowski, together with other Polish authors, also had a great influence 
on historiography in Ruthenia, since even the parts that were under Musco-
vite rule (cf. Section 3.1.1) had close contact with Poland (Rogov 1965; 
1966: 292–303). According to Rogov, Stryjkowski’s influence there may 
have been greater than in Russia, because historiography developed earlier in 
Ruthenia, and fewer early sources were available there. Old chronicles, for 
instance, were scarce and could only be used as a complement to the Polish 
historiographers. When Russian historiography began to take shape, Ruthe-
nian texts became the main source of information, making Stryjkowski sec-
ondary. Moreover, Russian historiographers had easy access to old chroni-
cles. 

The best-known and most widely spread Ruthenian work for which 
Stryjkowski’s Kronika served as a source was the Kievan Synopsis (1st edi-
tion 1674), printed in the Cave monastery under the supervision of Innoken-
tij Gizel' (cf. Rothe 1983; Moser 2007). It was reprinted 11 times during the 
17th century and the first half of the 18th, and manuscript copies were also 
made from the printed editions to meet the demand (Robinson 1963: 118; 
Rothe 1983: 46–49, 126–127). It was one of the few historical treaties of its 
time to be printed; most printed books were religious ones, whereas secular 
works were usually spread in manuscript (Myl'nikov 1996: 15–16). There 
are numerous references to and quotes from Stryjkowski in the Synopsis, and 
to some extent, his influence is seen in the dating of events, the method of 
comparing different sources, the order of the chapters, etc. (Rogov 1965: 
328–329; 1966: 300–303; Rothe 1983: 76–78). The Synopsis also quotes a 
number of other sources straight from Stryjkowski (Rothe 1983: 72–73). 
Some scholars believe that the Polish printed edition of the Kronika was 
used (Rothe 1983: 76), others claim the source was rather the Ukrainian 
Chronograph, but that the Polish edition served as reference in some cases 
(Tolo%ko 1996: 175–176).  

The Ukrainian Chronograph is based on Stryjkowski’s Kronika, alongside 
the Synopsis and Guagnini’s Sarmatiae Europeae Descriptio (cf. Section 
2.2.2), in some places following the text so closely that it has been mistaken 
for a translation (cf. Section 3.2.6) (Ula)%ik 1968; PSRL XXXII: 4–5). The 
Letopis' Ra5inskogo also used the Kronika as a source (Rogov 1966: 233). 

Stryjkowski’s information was also used on the Orthodox side in the con-
flicts between the Orthodox and Uniate churches in Ruthenia. Although 
Stryjkowski himself was Catholic, he quoted Russian, i.e. Orthodox, sources 
and stressed Russia’s Orthodox history, which became an important argu-
ment (Rogov 1965: 312; 1966: 293; Rothe 1983: 36–37). 

Among Lithuanian historiographers, the Jesuit Albert Wijuk Koja(owicz 
(1609–77) made extensive use of Stryjkowski in his Historia Lithuaniae, 
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printed in two parts in 1650 and 1669, perhaps the first major work to focus 
exclusively on Lithuanian history (Niendorf 2006: 56). 

1.5 Linguistic interest 
Against this background, it is understandable that historians have been inter-
ested in the Kronika and its translations. This thesis, however, deals with the 
language of the 1673–79 translation, which is suitable for such a study for 
several reasons.  

In the 17th century, genetically Church Slavonic and East Slavic language 
elements still co-existed in Russian writing tradition, in different proportions 
depending on the text genre. Some kinds of texts were regulated by norms, 
whereas others allowed great variation. As a result of normalizing efforts, 
the 18th century saw the emergence of a literary language (cf. Chapter 4) and 
the disappearance of the genre-dependent variations (!ivov 2004: 21–28). 
Publishing and examining part of yet another 17th-century text, and such an 
influential one as this, will hopefully contribute to our knowledge of the 
language situation.  

At the time when the chronicle was translated, Polish was one of the most 
common source languages for book translations made in Russia, second only 
to Latin (Sobolevskij 1903: 49–50). It is therefore of interest to examine the 
mechanisms that were at work when such translations were made. Translat-
ing between two similar languages, such as Polish and Russian, increases the 
probability of interference, which leads to two main areas of research: one is 
which of these elements of interference left their imprint on the Russian lan-
guage, and the other is what the translators’ strategies were for avoiding 
interference that would have been unacceptable. It has been suggested in 
connection with this very chronicle that the differences and similarities be-
tween the original and the translation may reveal interesting facts about the 
rules by which 17th-century translators were guided (Davidsson 1975: 74–
75). 

Besides the generally interesting aspects of studying a translated text, this 
chronicle offers even more possibilities since it may be the joint work of 
several translators (cf. Chapter 6). By comparing segments translated by 
different people, we may come to conclusions regarding the mechanisms and 
strategies they applied; that is, we may be able to compare how different 
people chose to interpret and translate parts of the same text, and thus iden-
tify individual and collective norms. A later task could be a comparison with 
the other translations that were made during a period of a few decades, 
which would add a dimension of diachrony. 

Because of its historical theme, the text stands in an interesting relation-
ship to Russian chronicle tradition. Stryjkowski himself used Russian 
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chronicles as sources (cf. Section 2.3.1), and then again, as mentioned above 
(Section 1.4), later Russian chronicle compilations could use Stryjkowski as 
a source in turn. Thus, the language of the Kronika may contain traces of 
earlier chronicle tradition. A comparison of the text with original Russian 
chronicles may reveal to what degree these earlier texts were present in the 
translators’ minds. 

1.6 Terminology: Russian and Ruthenian 
As will be explained in Chapter 4, scholars differ in their views on the lan-
guage situation in 17th-century Russia, and consequently use different words 
for the language varieties found in texts from that time. In the terminology I 
will use, the translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle is in part written in Hy-
brid Church Slavonic and in part in a non-bookish register of Russian. How-
ever, to avoid having to use the term Hybrid Church Slavonic when speaking 
of some chapters and Russian when speaking of others, I will simply call it a 
Russian translation, since it was made in Moscow and in a manner found in 
many other texts written in Russia in the same period. This does not mean 
that every linguistic feature mentioned as occurring in the “Russian transla-
tion” was characteristic of vernacular Russian. 

The language varieties spoken and written in the western parts of Mus-
covy and the eastern parts of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, i.e. in 
Ruthenia, are also of interest, since many translators in Moscow came from 
those areas and since influence from Polish often came by that route. The 
spoken language showed a variety of dialects that could roughly be divided 
into Ukrainian, Belorussian and Polissian (Shevelov 1974: 149).  

As for the written language, there are two main ways of describing the 
situation: either modern Ukrainian and Belorussian each had a predecessor 
in the period under discussion, or they had one in common (cf. Pugh 1996: 
2–5). G. Y. Shevelov (1974: 147–150) speaks of a standard secular language 
that he calls Ruthenian, mainly containing elements found in Belorussian 
dialects, but in which Ukrainian features could also appear more or less 
regularly. In the 16th century, there was no written language that was entirely 
based on Ukrainian dialects, but Ukrainian and Belorussian features can 
nevertheless be distinguished from each other in texts from a quite early 
date. S. Pugh (1996: 6–7), however, points out that using the modern stan-
dard languages as starting points for identifying such features may give an 
inaccurate picture of the situation in the 16th or 17th century, since the situa-
tion at that time was that of a dialect continuum rather than two emerging 
languages. 

J. Besters-Dilger (2005: 239–242) uses the word Ruthenian to cover the 
non-Russian East Slavic written language in the 14th–17th centuries, and the 
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more specific term prosta mova for the language used in written texts, in-
cluding religious ones, from the mid-16th and throughout the 17th century. 
According to Uspenskij (2002: 386–408), the prosta mova existed in a 
Ukrainian and a Belorussian variety, of which the Ukrainian variety was 
more influenced by Church Slavonic and the Belorussian one by Polish. 
Evidence from texts shows that it was clearly recognized as a written lan-
guage with bookish syntax, distinct from the spoken dialects, and that it was 
to some extent codified. 

Some previous scholars have used the term West-Russian (mainly in Rus-
sian: zapadnorusskij); others use the terms Ruthenian and Old Belorussian 
interchangeably (Niendorf 2006: 101).  

In this thesis, unless my sources specify the Ukrainian or Belorussian 
provenance of a certain linguistic element, text or person, or characterize a 
text or feature as belonging to the prosta mova, I will use the term ‘Ruthe-
nian,’ by virtue of its being the most general one, neutral with regard to later 
nationalities and applicable to both the spoken and written varieties. This 
general term is especially useful when discussing the influence of this lan-
guage on the Russian spoken and written in Moscow, since the distinction 
between Ukrainian and Belorussian is even more difficult when seen through 
the prism of Russian. 

When referring to the historical dictionaries SUM and HSBM, I will ac-
cept their definition of sources as Ukrainian and Belorussian, respectively, 
although I am quite aware that the distinction is problematic. However, no 
major conclusions in this thesis are based on that distinction. 

1.7 Earlier studies on chronicle language 
As explained above, this study consists of several parts, and I have chosen to 
present previous research on the different aspects in connection with each 
chapter, e.g. literature about Polish influence on Russian in Chapter 5 and 
about authorship attribution in Chapter 6. Previous studies on chronicle lan-
guage, however, will be used for comparison throughout the thesis, and 
therefore some important contributions to this field will be presented here. 

Several studies have focused on the verbal system, especially the use of 
the simplex preterites (aorist and imperfect).8 V. M. !ivov (1995) has stud-
ied the Mazurinskij letopisec from the 17th century, which was written by a 
scribe who did not fully command the bookish language. The mistakes made 
by the scribe give hints as to what he considered to be characteristic of book-
ishness and chronicle language. He has also studied the Stepennaja kniga, 
                                                
 
8 Cf. Matthews (1995); this corresponds to prostye preterity in e.g. !ivov (1995) and 
Petruchin (2003). 
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which, like Stryjkowski’s chronicle, is not annalistic and only to some extent 
a part of chronicle tradition (!ivov 2011). 

P. V. Petruchin (1996; 2003) has examined the use of verbal tenses refer-
ring to past events in both early and late chronicles. His dissertation 
(Petruchin 2003) deals with the use of the imperfect in early chronicles, the 
use of the perfect and the pluperfect in the First Novgorod Chronicle and the 
use of verbal tenses in the 17th-century Piskarëvskij letopisec. One of his 
observations regarding the Piskarëvskij letopisec concerned the relation be-
tween the verbal aspect and the choice between the aorist and the imperfect. 
The hybrid norm (cf. Section 4.1.3) dictated that the imperfect be formed 
from imperfective verbs and the aorist from perfective verbs, but in a num-
ber of cases, this balance is disturbed for different reasons (Petruchin 2003: 
147–167).  

O. N. Kijanova has studied the language norms in late chronicle writing. 
Her results were first published in a monograph (Kijanova 2006), then de-
fended as a dissertation (Kijanova 2007), which was later published as yet 
another monograph (Kijanova 2010).9 One of the aims of her study, based on 
a large number of chronicles of different types – monastic and provincial 
chronicles and family chronicles kept by the nobility – was to find out if the 
appearance of new types of chronicles led to a change in language usage as 
well (Kijanova 2010: 28). In some cases, chronicles written close to the ad-
ministrative center in Moscow showed more archaic linguistic traits than 
those further from power (Kijanova 2010: 74). She also took into considera-
tion the new type of texts that arose in the 17th century, which are something 
in between chronicles and historical texts of a more narrative type (Kijanova 
2010: 120). In her study, Kijanova used a number of characteristics to de-
termine to what extent a chronicle was written according to the old stan-
dards. One of these was the use of verb forms for the past, since the use of 
simplex preterites was a sign of bookish language. Another such sign of 
bookishness was the use of the dative absolute, and yet another was the use 
of dual forms of nouns and verbs (Kijanova 2010: 34, 47–48). 

 

                                                
 
9 These three works basically contain the same information, although they all have different 
titles. The dissertation and the 2010 monograph share a conclusion that is more substantial 
than the one in the 2006 monograph, and I will therefore refer to the 2010 monograph. 
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2 The author and the Polish original 

The reason for the popularity of Stryjkowski’s chronicle in Russia can per-
haps be found in the views it expressed on different peoples and states. It 
seems to have been more popular in the eastern parts of Poland than in the 
western ones, and the opinion of the author in Russia has been more decid-
edly positive than in Poland (Wojtkowiak 1990: 6–7). Polish writers who 
were influenced by him tended to emphasize the ties between Polish, 
Lithuanian and Ruthenian history, whereas Lithuanian and Ruthenian 
authors increasingly stressed the differences in origins and background be-
tween their lands and Poland (Plokhy 2006: 175). 

The historical context, society and cultural ideas of the Poland-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth in the late 16th century are important to the understanding of 
the chronicle and can also partly explain why it became so popular in Mus-
covy and had such a great influence on Russian history writing. This chapter 
aims to give that historical background, as well as to introduce the author, 
the Polish printed original of the chronicle and a few of its most important 
topics. 

2.1 Polish-Lithuanian society and culture in the late 
16th century 

The country in which Stryjkowski published his chronicle was a large and 
diverse one. Besides most of present-day Poland and Lithuania, it also in-
cluded Ruthenia, the lands historically connected with Kievan Rus'. 

This section is mainly based on three monographs with slightly different 
perspectives. D. Stone’s The Polish-Lithuanian state, 1386–1795 (Stone 
2001) is a thorough historical study that also contains reflections on econom-
ics, society and culture during the indicated period. S. Plokhy’s The origins 
of the Slavic nations. Premodern identities in Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus 
(Plokhy 2006) focuses on national identities in the East Slavic realm, from 
Kievan Rus' to late 18th-century Russia and Ukraine or Little Russia. M. 
Niendorf’s Das Großfürstentum Litauen. Studien zur Nationsbildung in der 
Frühen Neuzeit (1569–1795) (Niendorf 2006) studies Lithuania from various 
angles, containing chapters about ethnogenetic myths, the role of religion 
and language, and a chapter about Samogitia. 
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Through the formation of the Union of Lublin in 1569, the Kingdom of 
Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania went from an originally personal 
and then dynastic to a full union, forming the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth. This meant that the King of Poland was also to be the Grand Duke of 
Lithuania, elected jointly by the two parts of the Commonwealth. There was 
to be a common Sejm and other joint functions. There was firm Lithuanian 
opposition to the union, led by the Radziwi(( family and the magnates who 
did not want to be restricted by stricter Polish laws, but at the same time, 
Lithuania needed Polish support in its dealings with Muscovy (Stone 2001: 
59–63; Plokhy 2006: 114–116). Wars between Lithuania and Muscovy con-
cerning the Ruthenian lands had escalated in the beginning of the 16th cen-
tury (Plokhy 2006: 108–109). Through the union, Poland also became in-
volved in these conflicts. Stefan Batory, who reigned from 1575 to 1586, 
saw war against Russia as an important part of his foreign policy (Stone 
2001: 122–127). 

Because of the territorial overlap between Lithuania and Kievan Rus', the 
Lithuanian dukes could call themselves Grand Princes, as the Ruthenian 
princes had, or Rex Letvinorum et Ruthenorum, and see themselves as the 
successors of the Kievan princes. Although the relations between Lithuani-
ans and Ruthenians had not always been good and local loyalties were often 
of higher priority than regional or national ones, the people of the Grand 
Duchy seem to have kept a sense of unity when faced with external threats 
(Myl'nikov 1999: 301–303; Stone 2001: 3–5; Plokhy 2006: 85–89, 114–
121). In the 16th century, 40% of the nobility in the Grand Duchy of Lithua-
nia was ethnically Ruthenian rather than Lithuanian, but all the same, the 
term ‘Lithuania’ was used for them all, rather than ‘[terrae] Litwaniae et 
Russiae’ used in the beginning of the 15th century (Niendorf 2006: 33).  

To this can be added Samogitia, set aside especially by Stryjkowski in the 
title of his work. This duchy, sometimes called Lower Lithuania, was a re-
gion with a distinct dialect of Lithuanian and a separate status within the 
Grand Duchy that set it on the same level as Lithuania and Rus', and it was 
identified both by its inhabitants and its neighbors as a separate entity (cf. 
Niendorf 2006: 179–199). Thus, its status in Stryjkowski’s writings is partly 
explained by the fact that this was where he lived (cf. Section 2.2.1), but he 
was not the only one to treat it separately from the rest of Lithuania. 

There were social and cultural differences between the various parts of 
the Commonwealth, but as time went by, Lithuanian gentry tended to adopt 
Polish culture, while they still kept their feeling of Lithuanian identity. The 
use of the Polish language spread particularly quickly in Ruthenian areas, 
and even the peasants in Lithuania acquired at least passive knowledge of 
the language, since nobles and priests spoke Polish to them (Stone 2001: 63–
64). Many people were probably multilingual, and the major languages spo-
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ken in the Grand Duchy influenced each other as well as the minority lan-
guages, such as Yiddish (Niendorf 2006: 96–100).  

Humanism had gained entry into Polish culture already in the 15th century 
and left its imprint on many aspects of society. The Jagellonian University in 
Cracow ensured that Poland developed in the same direction as the rest of 
Europe. Lithuania lagged behind somewhat. In political treatises, the divi-
sion of power between monarch, aristocracy and people was defended. In 
religion, humanism inspired reforms and thoughts about a national church. 
Secular literature, especially poetry, developed, and with it a set of genres. 
During the 16th century, Polish took shape as a literary language, although 
many authors still wrote in Latin as well. Lithuanian was also used in printed 
books (Stone 2001: 94–107).10  

Religious tolerance was pledged by all Polish-Lithuanian kings starting 
with Henri Valois in 1573 (Stone 2001: 120). With the growth of Sarmatism 
(cf. Section 2.4) and in connection with the wars against the Lutheran 
Swedes, the Orthodox Russians and Cossacks and the Moslem Turks and 
Tatars, the position of Catholicism was strengthened (Stone 2001: 212). 
Freedom of religion seems to have been greater in the Lithuanian part than in 
Poland, at least until the second half of the 17th century, when the conditions 
for non-Catholics began to change for the worse (Niendorf 2006: 124–125). 

This diversity means, among other things, that when Stryjkowski wrote 
the history of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, he needed to trace the 
origins of Polish, Lithuanian and Ruthenian territories, which in the latter 
case meant Kievan Rus'. This explains why he turned to Russian chronicles 
for information, and hence the interest his writings evoked in Russia. 

2.2 Maciej Stryjkowski’s life and works 

2.2.1 Stryjkowski’s life 
Most of what is known about Stryjkowski has been drawn from his own 
texts. The chronicle is preceded by a rhymed autobiography, and his other 
major work, O pocz1tkach (cf. Section 2.2.2), is followed by an appeal to his 
readers (Stryjkowski 1978: 588–591) that also contains some information 
about his life. In addition to this, there are numerous references to his life 
and travels in the main text of the chronicle and O pocz1tkach.  

Several scholars have extracted information from these sources and dis-
cussed their authenticity. Miko(aj Malinowski, in his introduction to the 
1846 edition (Malinowski [1846] 1985), was among the first to attempt to 

                                                
 
10 During the period 1553–1660, 20 books were printed in Lithuanian (Niendorf 2006: 104). 
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unite them into a biography and bibliography. He was especially concerned 
with Stryjkowski’s travels, describing them elaborately based on information 
from the chronicle. Julia Radziszewska has written about his life and works 
in a monograph (Radziszewska 1978) and in connection with the publication 
of O pocz1tkach (Stryjkowski 1978: 5–25). Zbys(aw Wojtkowiak’s mono-
graph (Wojtkowiak 1990) is the latest major work to have been devoted to 
Stryjkowski’s biography and bibliography. The following information is 
mainly based on Wojtkowiak, since his monograph is more recent and more 
detailed than the others, and since he seems to have been more conscientious 
in critically examining the reliability of Stryjkowski’s information about 
himself (cf. Wojtkowiak 1990: 14, 52). 

The name Stryjkowski (which is the accepted form, although the spelling 
Striykowski is more frequent in the chronicle) is derived from the town of 
Stryków in +ód, voivodeship, Poland, where the author was born in 1547 
(Wojtkowiak 1990: 15–21). He also used the name Osostevicius or Ososte-
wiciusz. He himself traced this from his ancestors, “od […] Osostow z 
Herbu Leliwá” (Stryjkowski 1582: XX1r), thereby implying that he was a 
nobleman. Who they were and where the name comes from has not been 
firmly established, and his relation to other known figures of the name 
Stryjkowski is also uncertain. No other noble families of the name 
Osostevicius are known from that time, and the secrecy and uncertainty sur-
rounding Stryjkowski’s descent may indicate that he was, in fact, not a no-
bleman at all.11 His father’s name, as can be gathered from the patronymic 
Iacobi, which he added to his name (in its Latin form) in one instance, was 
Jacob or Jakub, but nothing else is known for sure about him (Wojtkowiak 
1990: 22–24; cf. Stryjkowski 1582: 23). 

Stryjkowski received his education at a parochial school in Brzeziny, 
close to his hometown. He probably never studied at the university. In his 
texts, he does not mention higher education, but, on the contrary, in the 
rhymed autobiography he calls Brzeziny his Padua and Bologna.12 Still, he 
prided himself on his knowledge of languages and on his ability to write 
poetry and draw portraits and maps (Radziszewska 1978: 19–20; Wojtko-
wiak 1990: 40–51).  

At the age of 16 or 18 he left for Lithuania, where he served in the army.13 
The chronicle does not tell very much about his time in the military. The 
author mentions battles but does not explicitly claim to have taken part in 

                                                
 
11 Cf. Wojtkowiak (1990: 24–35) for a discussion of this. 
12 Some scholars, such as Rogov (1966: 21–22), believe he studied in Cracow, but the regis-
ters of the University of Cracow speak of a Mathias Stanislai de Strykoff – the son of a 
Stanis(aw, and therefore not “our” Stryjkowski (Wojtkowiak 1990: 36–40). 
13 There are two contradicting statements in the chronicle regarding his age at the time of his 
first journey to Lithuania (Stryjkowski 1582: 372 vs. Stryjkowski 1582: A3v). Cf. Wojtko-
wiak (1990: 20–22). 
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them. That, and the fact that he describes a lot of places that were on Russian 
territory, may, according to Wojtkowiak, imply that he worked as some kind 
of spy. He claims to have seen many places along the Russian border in 
1573, which was the last year he spent in that area. One of his duties in the 
military may have been that of a cartographer (Wojtkowiak 1990: 58–69).14 
In 1574, he joined Andrzej Taranowski’s embassy to Turkey, which later 
allowed him to add his own observations when he wrote about Constantin-
ople in his chronicle (Radziszewska 1978: 21–27; Wojtkowiak 1990: 71–
75).  

As can be gathered from his dedications and from the text of the chroni-
cle, Stryjkowski spent the following years as the client of different noble-
men, as discussed further in Section 2.3.2. After the death of one of his pa-
trons, Jerzy (Jurij) Olelkowicz, in 1578, he sought the protection of the 
bishop of Samogitia, Melchior Giedroj-, and during the time of their connec-
tion he became a priest. In a list from 1579, he is mentioned as one of the 
canons in Giedroj-’s diocese (Radziszewska 1978: 38; Wojtkowiak 1990: 
81–86). 

After 1582, when the chronicle – Stryjkowski’s last known text – ap-
peared, we have to rely on archival material for information. In a letter from 
1586, he is called “canonic zmodzki plieban jurborski,” (‘canon of 
Samogitia and curate of Jurbork,’ present-day Jurbarkas), which meant that 
he had risen in the ranks of the church since 1579 (Wojtkowiak 1990: 89–
91). In May of 1592, another man is mentioned as canon of Samogitia, 
which may mean that Stryjkowski was dead and this was his successor. 
Wojtkowiak (1990: 94–97) puts forth the hypothesis that he may have fallen 
victim to the plague that raged in Lithuania in 1590. Other scholars date his 
death to before or around 1593 (Radziszewska 1978: 38). 

2.2.2 Stryjkowski’s works 

The Kronika was Stryjkowski’s largest piece of work and the one he is best 
known for, but he also wrote other texts in prose and verse. However, as is 
the case with his biography, the bibliography is also largely based on his 
own information, rather than on extant texts. Therefore, scholars have 
reached very different results.  

Malinowski ([1846] 1985: 19–30) listed eight printed texts and eleven 
manuscripts by Stryjkowski and believed that he may have written another 
four texts. The two main Polish bibliographies, Estreicher’s Bibliografia 
polska and Nowy Korbut, disagree with each other: Estreicher (29: 350–357) 

                                                
 
14 Cf. also the map in Wojtkowiak (1990) between pp. 56 and 57. 
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lists eight certain and eleven possible titles,15 Nowy Korbut (3: 296–299) 17 
titles all in all. Radziszewska (1978: 145) puts down 21 titles on her list, of 
which 9 survive at least in part, and in the cases where the text is not pre-
served, she indicates where Stryjkowski refers to them in his extant works. 
Wojtkowiak (1990: 180–191) lists ten extant texts (printed or in manuscript) 
and discusses some texts that may since have been destroyed, without mak-
ing a definite list of them. 

Besides the Kronika, Stryjkowski’s other major text was O pocz1tkach, 
dzielno8ciach, sprawach rycerskich i domowych s3awnego narodu litew-
skiego, !emojdzkiego i ruskiego, przedtym nigdy od !adnego ani kuszone, ani 
opisane, z natchnienia Bo!ego a uprzejmie pilnego do8wiadczenia, usually 
called O pocz1tkach, which was not printed during his lifetime but has been 
published in modern times by Julia Radziszewska (Stryjkowski 1978). It is 
preserved in one manuscript, kept in the Biblioteka Narodowa (the National 
Library) in Warsaw.16 For several years, Stryjkowski worked on them simul-
taneously (O pocz1tkach was written 1571–78, the Kronika 1574–82). It 
deals with basically the same subjects as the chronicle, and some scholars do 
not see the two as distinct pieces of work, but rather as two versions of the 
same thing. They differ in form, however: the Kronika is written mainly in 
prose, O pocz1tkach mainly in verse, although verse and prose alternate in 
both. The Kronika consists of books and chapters, whereas O pocz1tkach is 
divided into unnumbered sections (Radziszewska 1978: 67). Wojtkowiak 
(1990: 191–211) has discussed the relationship between the two texts and 
tried to reconstruct how they came into being. He sees one main difference 
in content, namely that the Kronika had the ambition to be the history of the 
Slavic peoples in general, or at least of most of Eastern Europe, whereas O 
pocz1tkach  concentrated on the Lithuanian nobility. Radziszewska (1978: 
67–68) also points out the lack of information on the origin of the Poles in O 
pocz1tkach. 

New editions of two of Stryjkowski’s other texts, printed in his lifetime, 
were included in the 1846 edition together with the chronicle: Przes3awnego 
wjazdu do Krakowa […] Henryka Walezyusa and Goniec cnothy, both from 
1574 (Stryjkowski [1846] 1985, II: 439–563). A manuscript text that was 
listed by bibliographers but considered perished has lately attracted the at-
tention of scholars, but no complete edition has as yet been published 
(Wojtkowiak 2010). 

Stryjkowski also claimed to have written another important historical text. 
He complained in the introduction to his chronicle, in his rhymed autobiog-

                                                
 
15 Wojtkowiak (1990: 175) counts nine titles in Estreicher; perhaps he counted the 1766 edi-
tion of the Kronika as a separate title. 
16 For a description of the manuscript cf. Radziszewska (1978: 54–56), Stryjkowski (1978: 
22–23). 
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raphy and in hints elsewhere in the chronicle that “an Italian” had stolen or 
plagiarized his work, Sarmatiae Europeae Descriptio, and published it 
(Stryjkowski 1582: XX2r, A3v; Wojtkowiak 1990: 177–178). This Italian 
was Alexander Guagnini, who had been his superior in the army (cf. SKK 
2004: 205–207). Guagnini was born in Verona but had been in Polish service 
since 1561, and he was a captain of the cavalry at the fortress of Vicebsk 
(Vitebsk) (Radziszewska 1978: 71). The text was printed in Latin in 1578 
(there is also a Polish translation, printed in 1611). Stryjkowski complained 
to the king about the suspected plagiarism, and in 1580, king Stefan Batory 
decided the case in Stryjkowski’s favor, which did not change the fact that 
the popular text was still published under Guagnini’s name (Radziszewska 
1978: 73). Given the fact that Guagnini does not seem to have written any-
thing else, and given the similarities between Sarmatiae Europeae Descrip-
tio and Stryjkowski’s other texts, the question of whether the latter’s claims 
were true is usually decided in his favor. However, it is not certain if 
Guagnini, in that case, reworked the manuscript and to what extent (Rogov 
1966: 24–25; Wojtkowiak 1990: 179–180). 

2.3 Contents of the Kronika, sources and ideology 
The chronicle deals with the history of Poland, Lithuania, Samogitia and 
Muscovy from the creation of the world until 1580, when the text appears to 
have been handed over to the printer (Wojtkowiak 1990: 88). It concerns the 
relations of these countries to each other and their struggle against Turks and 
Tatars. 

Preceding the chronicle itself in the printed edition from 1582 (several 
copies of which have been consulted, cf. Section 1.2), we find the following: 

1) a title page 
2) a list of sources (one page) 
3) a dedication in Latin to Stefan Batory (five pages) 
4) a dedication in Latin to Jerzy Radziwi(( (two pages) 
5) a dedication in Latin to Jerzy, Szymon and Aleksander Olelkowicz 

(three pages) 
6) a portrait of the author, and below it, beginning on the same page 
7) his rhymed autobiography in Polish (nine pages) 
8) various shorter dedications in Polish and Latin to Stryjkowski from 

other people (six pages) 
9) a letter of privilege in Latin from Stefan Batory (one page) 
10) a preface (przedmowa) in Polish (fifteen pages). 

The chronicle proper begins on page 1 and ends on page 791 (unnumbered), 
and is followed by a list of corrections (one page) and an index (17 pages). It 
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is divided into 25 books, which in turn are divided into a varying number of 
chapters, ranging from book III, which consists of only one chapter, to books 
VI and XV, with 16 chapters each. Many chapters are subdivided into 
smaller units with separate headings. 

2.3.1 Stryjkowski’s sources 

Stryjkowski used a number of sources, which he listed in the beginning of 
the Kronika. He referred to Greek and Roman historians, but most of his 
account was based on Polish historians, primarily Maciej Miechowita 
(1457–1523) and Marcin Kromer (1512–89), but also Jan D(ugosz (1415–
80), Bernard Wapowski (ca. 1450–1535) and Marcin Bielski (ca. 1495–
1575).17 He also made great use of Siegmund von Herberstein’s (1486–1566) 
Rerum Moscoviticarum Commentarii (Rogov 1966: 44–46). 

However, he also used old chronicles and annals of different origin that 
are mentioned in his list, usually with no more detailed reference than e.g. 
“Kijowskie Kroniki stare 4,” “Litewskich Latopisczów 12,” “Ruskie Kroniki 
stare” (Stryjkowski 1582: X1v). Sometimes he repeated information that his 
Polish predecessors had quoted from chronicles, but often when he found 
discrepancies he either quoted both the Polish historiographers and the 
chronicles on equal footing or gave priority to the version found in the 
chronicles. Rogov (1966: 41–44) gives several examples of how Stryjkowski 
compared the sources he had at hand. The following is an example of such a 
comparison:  

A s tey prziczyny stoczy( bitw. z Izas(awem Synem Wo(odimirzowym 
Xi/0.ciá Pereas(awskiego nie Kiiowskiego/ iak Miechouius fol. 62 pisze/ bo 
ná ten czás by( Swatopelk Kijowskim (Stryjkowski 1582: 195–196). 

Rogov (1966: 123–258) has made an important contribution to the research 
on Stryjkowski’s sources about Lithuania, but also on the Russian chronicles 
that provided information on Kievan Rus' (Rogov 1966: 35–122). With the 
help of Stryjkowski’s own comments on the contents of his sources, Rogov 
came to the conclusion that Stryjkowski used the Primary Chronicle, proba-
bly in versions close to the Novgorodsko-Sofijskij svod from the 1430s 
(sometimes dated 1448), the Tverskaja letopis' and the Letopisec Perejaslav-
lja Suzdal'skogo. Short versions of the Novgorodsko-Sofijskij svod were fre-
quent in Ruthenia, as were the other two chronicles (Rogov 1966: 108–114).  

Stryjkowski had access to a fragment of a chronicle that he chose to quote 
in its entirety in Polish translation (Stryjkowski 1582: 184–186). Rogov 

                                                
 
17 Cf. Appendix IV in Wojtkowiak (1990: 236–238). 
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(1966: 83–90, 115–122) tried to trace its origins and connected it with the 
Cave Monastery in Kiev, partly on account of the detailed information it 
gives on important church events. He dated it to the 16th century, but the 
events it tells about occurred between 1093 and 1146. D. Aleksandrov and 
D. Volodichin also turned their attention to this text and published it in a 
modern Russian translation (Aleksandrov & Volodichin 1993). 

Another category of chronicles, one that has raised some discussion, con-
sists of what Stryjkowski sometimes calls “latopisce ruskie,” i.e. Ruthenian 
chronicles, sometimes “latopisce litewskie.”18 These chronicles were written 
on Lithuanian territory and deal with early Lithuanian history, but their lan-
guage is Ruthenian, sometimes called Old Belorussian (cf. Section 1.6). 
Therefore, they are usually called Belorussian-Lithuanian chronicles, al-
though some scholars have used other names for them, such as Lithuanian or 
West-Russian chronicles (Ula)%ik 1985: 3). 

Dani(owicz ([1846] 1985) was among the first to recognize the existence 
of chronicles written on Lithuanian territory and to try to establish the rela-
tionships between them. He wished to separate Lithuanian chronicles, which 
explained the origin of the Grand Duchy and were not annalistic, from Ru-
thenian ones, i.e. chronicles about Rus', but stated that Stryjkowski did not 
do so and that they were all written in Ruthenian. N. N. Ula)%ik, in his 
monograph about these very chronicles, included a summary of the discus-
sions about their nature (Ula)%ik 1985: 9–28). Later scholars have divided 
the existing Belorussian-Lithuanian chronicles into two main groups accord-
ing to what they contain, especially regarding the origins of the Lithuanians 
(cf. Section 2.5).  

Among them, the Chronika (or Letopis') Bychovca (Polish: Kronika By-
chowca), which was written in Ruthenian, but using the Latin alphabet with 
Polish orthography, is usually singled out as being the most complete 
(Ula)%ik 1985: 18, 23, 25–26). It is now lost but was published by T. Narbutt 
(1846) and has been reprinted several times (PSRL XVII: IX, 473–572; 
PSRL XXXII: 8, 128–173). Stryjkowski seems to have had access to several 
chronicles that were similar to it, but more extensive in their presentation of 
events, and sometimes differing in facts (Rogov 1966: 250–251; Ula)%ik 
1985: 94). In general, however, Stryjkowski’s chronicle and the Chronika 
Bychovca coincide so closely that Stryjkowski’s text is used to fill in the 
missing parts in the edition of the Chronika Bychovca (PSRL XXXII: 128). 

                                                
 
18 Cf. Stryjkowski (1582: 47): “To w(asna rzecz Latopiszczow Litewskich po Rusku pissa-
nych,” Stryjkowski (1582: 384): “Látopiszce te0 wszystki Litewskie po Rusku pisane/ ktorych 
Litwá z stárodawná zá Kronik. u0ywa […],” cf. also Ula)%ik (1985: 91). Ula)%ik (1985: 83–
84) provides a list of the instances where Stryjkowski refers to these sources. 
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2.3.2 Connections and ideology 
Many of the chapters in the chronicle are preceded by dedications. Attempts 
have been made to extract information about Stryjkowski’s sympathies and 
political views – especially on the subject of the Polish-Lithuanian union – 
from the text of the chronicle, its dedications and information about his pa-
trons. A few conclusions made by other scholars on this topic will be sum-
marized here. 

2.3.2.1 Connections 
Wojtkowiak (1990: 140–174) discusses the people mentioned in dedications 
and also lists them along with their titles and religious affiliation in Appen-
dix III (Wojtkowiak 1990: 233–234). J. Bardach (1970: 70) also discusses 
some of those mentioned. He notes that there are many dedications to people 
connected with Samogitia and Ruthenia. The people to whom dedications 
were written are too numerous to discuss here, but those who can be be-
lieved to have been Stryjkowski’s patrons at some point will be mentioned. 

As can be gathered from Stryjkowski’s writings, he was connected to the 
Chodkiewicz family. He mentions three members of the family in his texts 
and dedications (Wojtkowiak 1990: 126–128). Aleksander Chodkiewicz, 
starosta of Hrodna (Grodno), who died in 1578, was most certainly one of 
his patrons, since he dedicated a poem from 1574 to “Panu Alexandrowi 
Chodkiewicowi […] panu memu mi(osciwemu” (Wojtkowiak 1990: 128–
129; cf. Stryjkowski [1846] 1985, II: 441). Both Aleksander and his cousin 
Jan Chodkiewicz, starosta of Samogitia and castellan of Vilnius (from 
1574), supplied Stryjkowski with chronicles as sources.19 This family seems 
to have been important to Stryjkowski, since people connected to them by 
marriage can also be found in his dedications (Wojtkowiak 1990: 129–131). 

The Olelkowicz family, princes of S(uck, was related by marriage to the 
Chodkiewicz family. Stryjkowski spent some time at the court of Jerzy 
(Jurij) Olelkowicz before the latter’s death in 1578, perhaps after Stryjkow-
ski’s return from the embassy to Turkey in 1575. O pocz1tkach is dedicated 
to Jerzy Olelkowicz, and in the Kronika, which, as we know, was printed a 
few years later, Stryjkowski wrote an extensive dedication to his three sons 
Jerzy, Szymon and Aleksander (cf. Section 2.3). Stryjkowski seems to have 
received some help in his historical research from the family. Jerzy Olelk-
owicz belonged to the Orthodox church, but two of his sons later converted 

                                                
 
19 Cf. Stryjkowski (1582: 288): “dwu dowodnych Látopisczow/ ktory ká0dy nále1- mo0e w 
Grodku w skárbie s(awney pámi.-i Páná Chodkiewicá Alexandrá Stárosty Grodzienskiego/ y 
ktorego ieszcze u mnie iest Exemplarz,” ”t. przerzeczon/ Kronik. Prusk/ stároswieckimi 
literámi ku wyczytániu trudnymi pissán// nálaz( s(awney pámi.-i Pan Ian Chodkiewic ná 
Zamku Rumborku w Kos-iele […] A ten potym mnie u0yczy(.” 
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to Catholicism, and the household was characterized by religious tolerance 
(Malinowski [1846] 1985: 12–13; Wojtkowiak 1990: 81–82, 131–136). 

Stryjkowski also had connections to the Samogitian bishop Melchior 
Giedroj-, to whom he wrote a large dedication as an introduction to chapter 
II: 1 (Stryjkowski 1582: 21–23). He was an ardent Catholic and Jesuit (Bar-
dach 1970: 69; Radziszewska 1978: 38; Wojtkowiak 1990: 138–140) and 
notable for promoting Lithuanian interests in education and publishing 
(Stone 2001: 107). 

Even though there are many dedications to members of the Radziwi(( 
family in the chronicle, it is improbable that Stryjkowski was particularly 
close to them, since they were adversaries to his protectors, the Chodkiewicz 
family. Most of the members of the Radziwi(( family were Calvinists, but 
there were also Catholics among them (Radziszewska 1978: 31, 35; 
Wojtkowiak 1990: 142–144; cf. Niendorf 2006: 130). They belonged to the 
most active separatists before the union was concluded. 

2.3.2.2 Ideology 
Stryjkowski’s views on the Union of Lublin have been of interest to several 
scholars. Some have considered him to belong to a kind of separatist camp 
(Zachara-Wawrzy*czyk 1963: 29; Rogov 1966: 30–31). Others have 
claimed that he was in favor of the union, but promoted Lithuania’s rights 
within it and its equality with Poland (Bardach 1970: 69–71; Kulicka 1980: 
14). Radziszewska (1978: 12, 31) calls him a Polish patriot who took it upon 
him to write about the less well-known history of Lithuania. 

Wojtkowiak (1990: 140–141) points out the need to be careful when an-
nouncing the affiliations of Stryjkowski’s patrons, since mostly it is known 
what their positions were around the time of the union, but it is uncertain 
how their views might have changed in the years that passed until 
Stryjkowski wrote his chronicle. The same can be said about the religious 
affiliation of the magnates. Bardach (1970: 70–71) also stresses that many of 
those who were originally opposed to the union adopted another point of 
view after its realization, one that concentrated more on the rights of Lithua-
nia within the union. Separatism would, according to him, have been an 
anachronism at this time, and in the 1570s, the existence of the union was 
not debated in the Sejms, only the conditions of it. Stone (2001: 63, 148), on 
the other hand, states that separatism remained in Polish-Lithuanian life for 
as long as the Commonwealth existed. The attempt of Janusz Radziwi(( the 
Younger in 1655 to replace the Union of Lublin with a union with Sweden 
must be counted as an expression of separatism, even though it was mainly 
the initiative of a few people and not a widespread desire (Niendorf 2006: 
51). The question of Stryjkowski’s attitude towards the union may deserve a 
new study. 
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In religious matters, not much can be gathered from the dedications. Al-
though Stryjkowski himself was a Catholic priest and his patron Giedroj- 
was active in the counterreformation, some of the names belong to Orthodox 
persons, Lutherans or Calvinists (Wojtkowiak 1990: 141–142, 233–234). 

However interesting Stryjkowski’s dedications may be, it is not certain 
that they reveal much about his political views. Wojtkowiak (1990: 174) 
believes that they are only signs of whom he was indebted to for the finan-
cial means to print the Kronika. It may therefore be more fruitful to conclude 
something about Stryjkowski’s views from what he says in his chronicle.  

Although he was born in Poland, Stryjkowski apparently identified with 
Lithuania, as can be seen from many details in his chronicle, as well as from 
the very fact that he wrote it, and the manner in which he wrote it. Expres-
sions such as u nas w Zmodzi (Stryjkowski 1582: 298) show that he felt at 
home in Samogitia, and he sometimes used similar expressions about 
Lithuania as well (Wojtkowiak 1990: 216–218), although phrases such as my 
Polacy or Polacy nászy (e.g. Stryjkowski 1582: 87, 149) are also found. Ac-
cording to F. Sielicki, who studied the reception of Russian chronicles in 
Poland, Stryjkowski was the first Polish author to describe Lithuania in a 
positive way, as his own country, instead of using neutral or negative ex-
pressions (Sielicki 1965: 151–152). In his interpretation of events, he often 
chose a Lithuanian version of the story over a Polish one, or judged them as 
equal (cf. Rogov 1966: 153–154, 192–194). 

As previously mentioned, Stryjkowski devoted much attention to the 
early history of Kievan Rus', as the predecessor of Ruthenia. Further on in 
the chronicle, he did not give as much attention to the Muscovite state, other 
than as a neighbor or enemy of the Commonwealth (Rogov 1966: 36–37, 
243). When reporting on Muscovite struggles with Tatars and the Teutonic 
Order, however, Stryjkowski did show some sympathy for Russia (Bardach 
1970: 73). 

Stryjkowski’s writings betray his aversion to the Turks, especially O 
wolno8ci Korony Polskiej i Wielkiego Ksi2stwa Litewskiego, a versed text 
comprising 43 leaves, written shortly after the author’s return from Turkey 
and printed in Cracow in 1575 (Malinowski [1846] 1985: 20; Radziszewska 
1978: 44–47). 

As mentioned above, Stryjkowski had connections with people of differ-
ent religious affiliations. In the text of the chronicle, he also adopted a toler-
ant view on the Orthodox Eastern Slavs, emphasizing the common prove-
nance and related languages of all Slavs, as well as the fact that they all were 
Christians, without placing too much judgment in the fact that some were 
Orthodox and some Catholic (Myl'nikov 1996: 120; cf. Niendorf 2006: 79). 
This may be related to the fact that he saw the Ottoman Empire as a common 
enemy of all Christian peoples. 
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2.4 Sarmatism and the origins of the Slavs 
Early historiographers often saw it as their task to search for the roots of 
their people or nation, and to give them as prominent a place in history as 
possible. These theories were very important in their time, and Stryjkowski’s 
Kronika is frequently mentioned as having a special place in that tradition. 
The most thorough study of the ethnogenic myths among the Slavic peoples 
is A. S. Myl'nikov’s Kartina slavjanskogo mira: vzgljad iz Vosto5noj Evropy 
(Myl'nikov 1996). It will be the main point of reference in this section. 

One way of giving a people ancient and noble roots was to search for bib-
lical ancestry. Many peoples attempted to trace their roots to Noah’s sons 
Shem, Ham and Japheth, primarily referring to Genesis, where the division 
of the earth between them is described. These claims were often supported 
by quotes from Herodotus and other antique or Byzantine writers.  

In the case of the Slavic peoples, such attempts had been made ever since 
Eastern Slavic chronicle writing began. Chronicle writers incorporated the 
legends in their texts, and the Primary Chronicle, for instance, begins by 
describing this division of the earth (PVL 2007: 7–8). As we will see, these 
myths still circulated in the 16th and 17th centuries.  

According to biblical tradition, Noah’s son Japheth was the ancestor of all 
peoples in the northern and western parts of the world, among which were 
the Slavs (Myl'nikov 1996: 21; Kohut 2004: 59–60).20 Most chroniclers and 
historiographers agreed on this and it was an accepted truth among Polish 
historiographers, but they differed in their views on which one of Japheth’s 
sons was to be considered the ancestor of the Slavs. Maciej Miechowita, for 
instance, followed a medieval tradition in claiming that the Slavs stemmed 
from Japheth’s fourth son Javan and Javan’s son Elishah (Myl'nikov 1996: 
22–23). Ukrainian Cossack chronicles, on the other hand, preferred a version 
about Japheth’s eldest son, Gomer. Being a descendant of the eldest son was 
of course the most prestigious (Kohut 2004: 76–77). 

The most widely spread version and the most important one in this con-
text was introduced by Bernard Wapowski and further promoted by Marcin 
Bielski. It claimed Japheth’s sixth son Meshech as the ancestor of the Mus-
covites, based on the similarity of the words Mosoch (i.e. Meshech) and 
Moskva (Myl'nikov 1996: 25; Kohut 2004: 63). This connection between 
Meshech and Moscow gained popularity with time, and Stryjkowski is often 
mentioned in connection with it. An important trait of the Meshech-theory is 
that it emphasized the common ancestry of all the Slavs, despite confessional 
differences. As explained above, Stryjkowski also seems to have harbored 
such ideals (Robinson 1963: 103–105; Myl'nikov 1996: 36–37). 

                                                
 
20 The Bible itself only says that the lands were divided between Noah’s sons, not how this 
was done, cf. Genesis 10: 1–5. 
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Stryjkowski also claimed that when Meshech settled the Slavic lands, he 
was accompanied by “Asarmot […] álbo Sarmata” (Stryjkowski 1582: 922), 
i.e. the biblical Hazarmaveth, descendant of Shem. He associated this name, 
Asarmot or Sarmata, with the ethnonym Sarmatians, which for Polish histo-
rians was synonymous to the ancient Slavs (cf. below). In this way, he united 
two genealogies into one (Myl'nikov 1996: 26). 

Aside from these genealogical discussions, historiographers also had geo-
graphically oriented theories. Once they had agreed that the Slavs were de-
scendants of Noah, they had to determine how they had come from Babylon, 
after the scattering of the languages at the tower of Babel, to the lands they 
now inhabited. One of the first theories about the origins of the Slavs had its 
roots in Byzantium, was taken over by the Slavs and can be found in ancient 
Russian chronicles. It claimed that the Slavs had inhabited the land around 
the Danube, and is known as the Balkan theory, in the terminology of A. N. 
Robinson (1963: 101), or the Danube theory, according to Z. Kohut (2004: 
59–60). 

Another theory, which had its origins in West European, Catholic sources 
and first won acceptance in Polish and Czech history writing, was based on 
the assumption that the Slavs had migrated through the Asian area called 
Sarmatia. Jan D(ugosz and several other Polish historiographers, among them 
Stryjkowski, promoted this theory (Kohut 2004: 60–62). As the importance 
of the Polish state rose, after the Eastern and Southern Slavs had been weak-
ened by Turks and Tatars, the Sarmatian theory gained strength, and in the 
15th–16th centuries it became the predominant theory, not only among the 
Western Slavs, where it had originated, but among all the Slavic peoples 
(Robinson 1963: 101). 

When the Asian Sarmatians, according to the theory, had settled in 
Europe, their new land was also called Sarmatia. Miechowita, in his Trac-
tatus de duabus Sarmatis (1517) and Chronika Polonorum (1519, 1520), 
wrote about the “two Sarmatias,” one European and one Asian or Scythian, 
that were divided by the Don. According to him, Slavic peoples lived in both 
these areas (Myl'nikov 1996: 97; 1999: 125). Guagnini (or Stryjkowski, if 
the latter’s claims about plagiarism were true, cf. Section 2.2.2) devoted his 
work Sarmatiae Europeae descriptio to this question and emphasized the 
common Slavic language of the peoples who lived in this area (Myl'nikov 
1996: 104). Bielski also distinguished between Scythian Sarmatia and Euro-
pean Sarmatia (Myl'nikov 1996: 102). It was not obvious, however, what 
was meant by European Sarmatia. Many Polish authors chose to identify it 
with Poland or the Commonwealth. Others (Kromer, Bielski, Stryjkowski 
and non-Polish authors) had a wider definition that included Muscovy 
(Myl'nikov 1996: 129). This variation in usage can be found in the texts of 
non-Slavic authors as well. It has for instance been documented that Swedish 
17th-century writers used the terms Sarmatae and Sarmatia either for Eastern 
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Europe and parts of Asia in general, or only for the Poles (Helander 2004: 
274–276). 

The West-Russian Chronograph from the 16th century presented the same 
basic thought as the Polish historiographers, but talked about the “two Scyth-
ias” (Myl'nikov 1996: 106). The ethnonyms Scythians and Sarmatians were 
frequently used interchangeably, but according to Stryjkowski, they referred 
to two distinct peoples with different languages and habits. To him, as can be 
gathered from the following quote, Scythians were Tatars, and Sarmatians 
were Slavs (cf. Radziszewska 1978: 97): 

Sk/d si. te0 pokázuie/ isz Sarmatowie nászy/ rozni byli y obyczáymi/ i naro-
dem/ y i.zykiem od Scytow álbo Tatarow: Aczkolwiek stárzy Historykowie 
Greccy y Lá-inscy wszystki Narody pu(nocne/ y miedzywschodnie/ Scytámi 
i Sarmatámi zá iedno zwáli/ ták Polaki/ Russaki/ Litw. y Moskw./ iáko y Ta-
tary iednym by- narodem omylnie rozumiei/c (Stryjkowski 1582: 106–107). 

This combination of the Sarmatian theory (through Hazarmaveth) with the 
Meshech-Moscow theory was a way of covering the origins of all the Slavs. 
Stryjkowski described all Slavs as one people with originally one single 
language. These ideas were elaborated in the Kievan Synopsis, which, be-
cause of its many editions and reprints (cf. Section 1.4), helped spread the 
ideas. In the Synopsis, the Slavs are said to have a common language, called 
slaveno-rossijskij: Slavo-Rossian, using the translation of S. Plokhy. Kiev 
was identified as the core of the Slavo-Rossian nation, but Muscovites were 
also included, as well as, in certain contexts, the Poles and other Slavs (Ko-
hut 2004: 67–70; Plokhy 2006: 261–263). 

In its 16th-century version, the Sarmatian theory served primarily to weld 
the people of the Commonwealth together, Poles and Lithuanians alike 
(Kulicka 1980: 10–11). Stryjkowski equated the Sarmatians with all Slavs 
(Myl'nikov 1996: 263). As time passed, however, the Sarmatians became 
associated primarily with the Polish nobility, not with Slavs in general, 
which in the 17th century estranged other Slavic peoples from this idea. This 
explains why Andrej Lyzlov, in his translation of the Kronika, tried to play 
down the role of the Sarmatians and subordinate Asarmot (Sarmatians) to 
Meshech (Muscovites), cf. Section 3.2.3 (Das 1986: 348).  

When fully developed, the Sarmatian theory served to prove that the Pol-
ish nobility, the szlachta, was not of the same descent as the rest of the Pol-
ish people. The szlachta was said to have come from the Sarmatians, who, 
when they came to the Dnieper and Vistula valleys, became the masters of 
the Slavs who inhabited the land before them. The Sarmatians were hence 
the ancestors of the szlachta, as opposed to the peasants, who were the de-
scendants of the enslaved Slavs (Myl'nikov 1996: 264). Lithuanian nobility 
could also be included into this notion of the Sarmatians, as explained fur-
ther in Section 2.5 (Kulicka 1980: 16). 
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2.5 The origins of the Lithuanians 
Stryjkowski was also very much concerned with the origins of the Lithuani-
ans, particularly of the nobility. As was the case with the Slavs, there were 
legends about the origins of the Lithuanians and attempts to give them as 
honorable roots as possible. Usually, the Lithuanians were said to have their 
origins in Rome instead of in biblical tradition. 

A connection between the Romans and the Lithuanians was mentioned al-
ready by Jan D(ugosz, who in his chronicle from around 1470 compared the 
names Lithuania and L’Italia, drew parallels between Lithuanian and Roman 
pagan beliefs and saw similarities between the Lithuanian language and 
Latin. He came to the conclusion that Romans had come to Lithuania during 
the time of Julius Caesar, but did not name any individuals or families 
(Zachara-Wawrzy*czyk 1963: 18–21; Kulicka 1980: 4–5; Ula)%ik 1985: 
135). It is less probable, however, that D(ugosz, himself a Pole and not 
overly concerned with Lithuania, invented the legend than that he docu-
mented a circulating tale (Niendorf 2006: 59). 

Another version of the legend was to be found in Lithuanian chronicles. 
According to them, the Roman nobleman Palemon left Rome with his family 
and five hundred other noblemen and came to Lithuania. The chronicles 
differ as to when and why this happened. Some claimed that he left because 
of Nero’s cruelties in the 1st century A.D., others added that he also may 
have fled before Attila the Hun in the 5th century (Zachara-Wawrzy*czyk 
1963: 24–25; Myl'nikov 1996: 207). The first type of chronicles has survived 
in for instance the Evreinskaja letopis' (PSRL XXXV: 145–172) and the 
Letopis' Ra5inskogo (PSRL XXXV: 214–238), whereas the second type has 
a lot in common with the Chronika Bychovca (PSRL XXXII: 128–173) and 
the Chronika litovskaja i 7mojtskaja (PSRL XXXII: 15–127). All in all, there 
are six surviving chronicles that tell about Palemon’s flight from Rome (Ro-
gov 1966: 123–125; Ula)%ik 1985: 130).21  

Stryjkowski devoted chapter II: 7 of the Kronika (Stryjkowski 1582: 47–
56) to this legend and related both versions, referring to the chronicles that 
were his sources with the following words: “To w(asna rzecz Latopiszczow 
Litewskich po Rusku pissanych” (Stryjkowski 1582: 47) and “Drugi zá1 
Látopiszec […] tak te0 Kronik. Litewsk/ y Zmodzsk// poczyna prostymi 
s(owy” (Stryjkowski 1582: 48). Afterwards he retold the legends in verse. 

To give the legend a more solid foundation, it was necessary to identify 
Palemon in Roman sources. Marcin Kromer, in his De origine et rebus gestis 
Polonorum from 1555, derived the name Palemon from Publius Libo, whom 
he found in the works of the Roman historian Florus (Zachara-Wawrzy*czyk 

                                                
 
21 The Letopis' Ra5inskogo is, however, of a later date than Stryjkowski’s chronicle and can 
therefore not be one of his sources, cf. Rogov (1966: 233). 
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1963: 26).22 E. Kulicka (1980: 8) points out the contradiction that the closest 
correspondences to the name Palemon in antique history are in fact Greek: 
the deity Palaemon and the Pontic kings Polemon I and II. 

Stryjkowski followed Kromer’s hypothesis. In chapter III: 1, he referred 
to his sources among classical authors:  

Liuius naprzednieyszy Rzymski Historyk/ y Iulius Florus z niego w ksi.gach 
4. w rozdziele 2. Publiussa Libona by- morskim Hetmanem Pompeiussowym 
prze-iw Cesarzowi wspominái/. 

Trogus te0 Pompeius niemniey s(awny Historyk/ y Iustinus z niego/ iáko 
Palemoná/ ták Publiussa Liboná cz.stokro- wspominái/ (Stryjkowski 1582: 
58). 

According to M. Zachara-Wawrzy*czyk (1963: 35), the legend about the 
Roman origins of the Lithuanians was first employed by the Teutonic 
Knights to emphasize their own right to power over these lands, and not until 
Lithuania needed to assert itself against Poland and Russia did they them-
selves claim it. Most scholars in the field disagree with this theory (Kulicka 
1980: 1–4; Niendorf 2006: 59). Kulicka (1980: 5–10) thinks that the legend 
had its origins among prominent Lithuanian families in the 15th century. 
However, she also stresses that it filled the function of claiming their status 
against Poland. It is also possible that these claims were directed towards 
Muscovy or even aimed at Ruthenian families in an internal conflict within 
the Grand Duchy (Niendorf 2006: 59–60). 

The Lithuanian and the Sarmatian legends were originally opposed to 
each other, competing for prestige, but in Stryjkowski’s interpretation, they 
were compatible. According to him, when the Roman noblemen arrived in 
Lithuania, it was already inhabited by the Lithuanians, who were descen-
dants of Japheth and thereby one of the Sarmatian peoples. They mixed with 
the Romans and together with them formed the people of the Common-
wealth. In this way, the two legends were united (Kulicka 1980: 12–14; 
Niendorf 2006: 61–63). 

At a later stage, in the 17th century, Polish magnate families also began 
tracing their genealogy back to Roman ancestors. This led to a situation 
where the lesser nobility in both parts of the Commonwealth traced their 
lineage to the Sarmatians (cf. Section 2.4) and the magnates, likewise in both 
parts, saw themselves as descendants of the Romans, so that the two myths 
were used by different social strata rather than by different nationalities 
(Niendorf 2006: 62). 

                                                
 
22 Florus mentions a Libo, but does not call him Publius; instead he is indexed in the Loeb 
edition as L. Scribonius Libo, cf. Florus (1984: 272–273, 376). 
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3 The East Slavic translations and the 
manuscripts 

A teras iusz do sámey Historiey Ruskiey w imi2 
wszech rzeczy pocz1tku Bogá przyst2puiemy. 

Stryjkowski 1582: 110 

After this presentation of the author and the Polish original text, it is time to 
return to the main concern of the thesis, namely the Russian translations of 
the Polish chronicle, especially the one from 1673–79. The Ukrainian trans-
lation and the Ukrainian Chronograph that relies heavily on it will also be 
discussed here. The aim of the chapter is, however, to determine the relation-
ships between the manuscripts belonging to the 1673–79 translation, since 
this is of importance to the edition as well as to the reasoning in the remain-
der of the thesis. Some of these manuscripts are of special interest and are 
accordingly given more attention. Two identified translators are also intro-
duced here. 

3.1 Russian-Polish relations in the late 17th century 
Where documentation is absent, it is difficult to know the exact reasons why 
a particular text was translated and copied. Nevertheless, the situation in 
Russia, and especially its relations with the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth, at the time when Stryjkowski’s chronicle was translated, may ex-
plain the interest in Polish books in general and, perhaps, this historical work 
with its emphasis on the common ancestry of the Slavic peoples in particu-
lar. There are many aspects to be considered, and this can only be a very 
general outline of the history and culture of that time.  

The monographs by D. Stone (2001) and S. Plokhy (2006), introduced in 
Section 2.1, will be among the main sources in this section as well. Since 
they concentrate on the borderlands between Russia and Poland, i.e. Ruthe-
nia, they will be supplemented by The Cambridge History of Russia (2006), 
which also provides an outline of internal Muscovite events. P. V. Sedov 
(2006) has devoted a monograph to the last years of Aleksej Michajlovi%’s 
reign and to that of Fëdor Alekseevi%, describing the distribution of power 
and the events at court in great detail. A classical work on the connections 
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between Ruthenia and Russia from the mid-16th century to 1762, especially – 
but not exclusively – within the religious sphere, is Charlampovi% (1914). 
The cultural life of this period, especially the expressions of baroque in Rus-
sian literature, has been described by L. I. Sazonova (2006). 

3.1.1 Historical background 
The relations between Russia and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 
during the 17th century were complicated. The beginning of the century had 
seen Poland’s intervention in Russian politics during the Time of Troubles, 
beginning with the Polish support of the first False Dmitrij. After Dmitrij’s 
death, King Sigismund III of Poland attempted to become tsar of Russia, 
while his son W(adys(aw was invited by some of the Russian boyars to claim 
the throne, none of which came to pass. Polish troops occupied Moscow. 
Russia even sought Swedish aid against the Poles, but the credit for liberat-
ing Moscow in 1613 goes to Minin and Po$arskij. Still, Poland did not give 
up its claim to the Russian throne until 1634 (Stone 2001: 140–142; The 
Cambridge History 2006: 409–431; Plokhy 2006: 204–206). 

The desire to win back the territories around Smolensk that the Com-
monwealth had taken over from Russia during the Time of Troubles led to 
Russian involvement in the conflict between Poland and the Ukrainian Cos-
sacks, siding with the Cossack uprising or, as others describe it, the Ukrain-
ian struggle for autonomy, under Bohdan Chmel'nyc'kyj. The Perejaslav 
agreement between Russia and Chmel'nyc'kyj in 1654, which joined Ukrain-
ian territories to Russia, started the Thirteen Years’ War. After Chmel'nyc'-
kyj’s death in 1657, discontent with Russia grew in the Ukrainian and 
Lithuanian areas, and there were internal conflicts between those who sought 
an alliance with the Poles and those who looked to Moscow for support. 
When the threat arose of the Ukraine breaking free with the support of the 
Crimean khan, the Commonwealth and Russia finally, in 1667, signed the 
Treaty of Andrusovo, which meant that Kiev, Smolensk and left-bank 
Ukraine were turned over to Russia (Stone 2001: 165–166; The Cambridge 
History 2006: 500–506; Plokhy 2006: 303–304). Kiev was supposed to be 
returned to the Commonwealth in 1669, but this was not done (Izotova 2004: 
154–155). 

In the second half of the 17th century, ambassadors were sent between 
Russia and Poland almost every year until they exchanged more permanent 
representatives in the 1670s (Nikolaev 2004: 86). The relations between the 
countries were intertwined with internal Russian affairs. A. L. Ordin-
Na)%okin, who was the head of Posol'skij prikaz (the Diplomatic Chancel-
lery) during the years 1667–71 (cf. also Section 5.1), was of the opinion that 
peace with Poland should be sought even if it meant losing Kiev, and that the 
main aim in international affairs should be to challenge Sweden for the Bal-
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tic lands. Not many people shared this view; instead tsar Aleksej 
Michajlovi% and many others thought it very important to keep Kiev. A. S. 
Matveev, who replaced Ordin-Na)%okin as the head of Posol'skij prikaz in 
1671, shared the tsar’s opinion (Sedov 2006: 119–122).  

The conflict between Russia and Poland also had religious implications. 
When Chmel'nyc'kyj appealed to tsar Aleksej Michajlovi%, he did it in the 
name of Orthodoxy, and the areas taken over by Russia were those with 
mainly Orthodox population. This left the Commonwealth with a stronger 
Catholic and Uniate dominance, and increased the Russian notion of being 
the protector of Orthodoxy with the right to intervene on behalf of Orthodox 
believers. Another reason why the Orthodox church in Russia was strength-
ened was because left-bank Ukraine was a cultural center with many well 
educated clergymen (Skinner 2009: 150–154, 167). 

Even after the truce at Andrusovo, all was not calm. Russia felt that its 
control of the left bank was threatened and feared that the Commonwealth 
would break the truce and try to reassume control of the area. There was also 
a fear of an invasion from the Ottoman Empire. The right-bank Cossacks 
still hoped for a united Ukraine and applied to the Ottoman Empire for help, 
which led to negotiations between Poland and Russia and the idea of a mu-
tual defense pact against the Ottoman Empire (The Cambridge History 2006: 
507–516). The conflict with the Ottoman Empire was partly a result of the 
Russian policy after Ordin-Na)%okin’s replacement by Matveev, which fo-
cused on control over the Ukraine. With the Ottoman Empire as the main 
enemy, relations with Poland grew friendlier (Sedov 2006: 121–122). During 
these years it was even suggested that Aleksej Michajlovi% or his son Fëdor 
become king of Poland, but religious differences were an obstacle (Sedov 
2006: 182–183). The change towards a more positive Russian view on Po-
land in the 1660s and 1670s was probably to some extent due to the fact that 
the older generation that still remembered the Time of Troubles and had a 
very negative opinion of Poland was succeeded by a younger generation 
with more experience of Western cultural influence and an attitude towards 
Poland as a possible ally. This generation shift took place gradually and the 
positive attitude did not always prevail (Sedov 2006: 346–349).  

Russian and Commonwealth diplomats met in Andrusovo in 1669, 1674 
and 1678 to discuss the questions that still remained after the Treaty, but not 
only did they not manage to solve the remaining problems during these 
meetings, there even arose new ones. In numerous accusations, both sides 
tried to show that the other party had broken the agreements. For instance, 
during the meeting in 1674, which took place in the middle of a war between 
Poland and Turkey that had begun in 1672, Poland complained that Russia 
had not helped them enough against the Turks and against Cossack troubles 
in right-bank Ukraine in connection with this war. Muscovy denied these 
accusations and began to claim all of the Ukraine, even the Polish-controlled 
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right bank, with the motivation that Poland was not doing well in the war 
and would probably turn those areas over to Turkey (Izotova 2004: 150–
160). 

In connection with the Russo-Turkish war of 1676–81, Muscovy’s posi-
tion was strengthened. A few years later, the Commonwealth, which had 
been weakened and was anxious not to stand alone, sought to form an alli-
ance with Russia. The Treaty of Eternal Peace, which brought some advan-
tages to Russia, was signed in 1686 (Izotova 2004: 161–163; The Cambridge 
History 2006: 507–516). 

The intensity of Russo-Polish relations can to some extent be measured 
by the number of books filled with documents on the subject in Posol'skij 
prikaz. For the whole of the 17th century, the number of books filled was 
234, almost twice as many as were devoted to Swedish affairs, and far ahead 
of any other diplomatic area (Kami*ski 1993: 98–100; cf. Rogo$in 2003: 
194–216). The inventory of Posol'skij prikaz which was made in 1673 also 
shows the dominance of Polish-Lithuanian affairs: it lists some 2,100 docu-
ments on this topic, which surpasses the number of documents devoted to 
Crimean and Swedish affairs taken together (Rogo$in 2003: 161–163). 

3.1.2 Cultural background 
As borders changed, people moved in new ways, and political contacts were 
accompanied by cultural ones. The areas incorporated by Russia in 1654 had 
until then been part of a Western cultural sphere, and when people instead 
began to move from there to Moscow and other Russian cities, they brought 
new influences with them. Many people who later had great impact on Rus-
sian cultural life came from these areas, such as Simeon Polockij, Epifanij 
Slavineckij and Feofan Prokopovi%. The influence of the Orthodox but 
Western-influenced Kiev Mohyla Collegium, founded in 1632, on Russian 
cultural life is also well attested (Kami*ski 1993: 184–185; Plokhy 2006: 
253; Sazonova 2006: 36–45). 

In Moscow, the end of the 17th century was characterized by tensions be-
tween groups with different ideas about the direction society should take. 
The so-called Latinizers embraced Western influences, mediated by Poland 
and Ruthenia, and their ideas of reform were to a large extent centered on 
education. Simeon Polockij and Sil'vestr Medvedev were among the leaders 
of this group, which was supported by Fëdor Alekseevi% and Sof'ja Alek-
seevna at court. The Graecophiles, led by Epifanij Slavineckij and Evfimij 
#udovskij and supported by Patriarch Ioakim, were oriented towards Greek 
orthodoxy, but rejected other aspects of Greek culture (Uspenskij 2002: 426; 
Sazonova 2006: 85–112).  

Culture and trends at the tsar’s court changed during the second half of 
the 17th century. The changes could be felt in many areas, and they were 
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often connected to Western influence. A new form of church singing was 
introduced, based on Ukrainian and Polish models and often performed by 
singers from these areas. Polish clothes became fashionable among Musco-
vite men in the 1670s – although, because of the Sarmatian ideology (cf. 
Section 2.4), Polish fashion was in turn inspired by Turkish and Oriental 
clothing. The women at court began wearing Polish-style hats in the 1680s 
(Sedov 2006: 494–519).  

In the light of the contacts with the West, it is not surprising that the in-
terest in Polish books and history was great in Russia. A number of Polish 
books and pamphlets were known in Russia in the 17th century. Many of 
them were bought by Posol'skij prikaz, whose library in 1673 contained 17 
Polish books, or 14.4%, second only to the number of books in Latin (Lup-
pov 1970: 196–198). The role and importance of Posol'skij prikaz will be 
examined more closely in Chapter 5. Private persons, such as Simeon 
Polockij, tsar Fëdor Alekseevi%, A. S. Matveev and Epifanij Slavineckij, also 
owned books in Polish, to a lesser or greater extent (Luppov 1970: 148–
150). 

Polish literature also had a great influence through translations. A. I. 
Sobolevskij, in his Perevodnaja literatura moskovskoj Rusi XIV–XVII vekov, 
stated that most of the translations in 17th-century Russia were made from 
Latin, the language of science in “Poland and Western Europe” at that time, 
followed by Polish as the second most common source language. The geo-
graphical origins of the source texts are more varied, but many of them were 
not translated from the originals, but rather via Polish translations. Sobolev-
skij points out that the influence by Polish authors was not very large, i.e. 
even though translations from Polish were common, the share of Polish 
authors was not as great (Sobolevskij 1903: 49–50). 

S. I. Nikolaev, in his bibliography of Russo-Polish relations during the 
16th–18th centuries, has listed 60 Polish authors whose texts were translated 
into Russian during this time, as well as 17 anonymous Polish texts. Twenty-
six authors of Antiquity or from Western Europe were translated into Rus-
sian via Polish translations. Four translations have been mentioned in docu-
ments but cannot now be found, and there are 18 texts that can be assumed 
for different reasons to be translations from Polish, but the originals are not 
known (Nikolaev 2008: 244–247). 

The Polish books and translations from Polish concerned many different 
subjects, such as geography, cosmography, astronomy, politics and history. 
There were also translations of literary works, including poetry of different 
types (cf. Sobolevskij 1903; Moiseeva 1973; Nikolaev 2008). Polish pam-
phlets and occasional poetry were translated for diplomatic reasons (Niko-
laev 2004: 87). 
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3.2 The translations of Stryjkowski’s Kronika 
One of the more important historical texts translated was Stryjkowski’s 
Kronika. Sobolevskij (1903: 79–80) recognized two translations, the first of 
which he characterized as Church Slavonic and the second as bad Church 
Slavonic, written by a person with a tendency to switch into Russian. 

A. I. Rogov in his above-mentioned monograph Russko-pol'skie kul'tur-
nye svjazi v 6pochu vozro7denija lists four translations of Stryjkowski into 
Russian: two partial and two complete ones (Rogov 1966: 269–287). He 
gives a survey of the manuscripts containing the two complete translations, 
based on previous descriptions of the manuscripts and completed by his own 
observations (Rogov 1966: 274–287). A more recent and slightly more com-
plete list has been made by S. I. Nikolaev (2008: 101–102), who, on the 
other hand, does not describe the manuscripts, but only refers to existing 
descriptions. These two scholars give no complete list of the manuscripts 
containing Lyzlov’s translation; for that information, one must turn to books 
about the Kurbskij Collection, such as Keenan (1971), Perepiska (1979) and 
Erusalimskij (2009). Neither of these scholars takes into consideration the 
Ukrainian translation discussed in Section 3.2.5. 

Table 3 shows the history of the chronicle on East Slavic territory, begin-
ning with the earliest translation, the Ukrainian one. The translations will be 
described in more detail below, and the manuscript situation is accounted for 
in Sections 3.5 and 3.7, but some parts of the table need a brief explanation 
here. 
Table 3. East Slavic translations of Stryjkowski’s Kronika 

Year Parts translated Known copies Comments Section 

1608–22 The whole Kronika 2 Ukrainian translation 3.2.5 

1668–70 IV: 1–3 (9+1) 
Preserved in mss. together 
with1688 translation and 
parts of 1673–79 translation 

3.2.1 

1673–79 The whole Kronika 11 (12 mss.) Translated by #i$inskij et al. 3.5 

1682 I: 2, part of II: 1, 
IV: 1–3 7 Translated by Lyzlov 3.2.3, 

3.7.1 

1688 I–III? 9+1 
Preserved in mss. together 
with 1668–70 translation and 
parts of 1673–79 translation 

3.2.4, 
3.7.2 

The partial translation from 1668–70 does not exist as separate manuscripts, 
but is preserved only together with the 1688 translation and parts of the 
1673–79 translation, for which reason the number of known copies is set in 
parentheses. 

There are eleven copies of the 1673–79 translation, but one copy is di-
vided into two manuscripts that have different call numbers and are kept in 
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different libraries (cf. Section 3.5.2), and there are therefore twelve manu-
scripts.  

It has not been definitely established what parts of the text were translated 
in 1688, but it is known that the translation from 1668–70 is incorporated 
into the mss. containing this translation, and that large parts of the text are 
very similar to the 1673–79 translation. Nine mss. belong to this translation, 
and there are references to one more copy that perished in 1812, which is 
expressed in the table by the figure “9+1”.  

Nikolaev (2008: 103) listed yet another manuscript, which my studies 
have shown contains some other historical text, not Stryjkowski’s chronicle, 
although I have not been able to identify the text. The manuscript is RNB 
f. 659, sobranie Archeologi%eskogo ob)%estva, No. 33 (previously No. 36), 
from the 17th century. Nikolaev erroneously listed it as BAN sobranie 
Archeografi%eskogo ob)%estva, No. 36, i.e. he was mistaken in the library 
and the collection to which it belonged.23 

Radziszewska (1978: 102) also mentions a Russian translation of IV: 1–2, 
made in 1688, but without reporting her source. No one else mentions this 
translation, and it is probably some kind of misunderstanding. Her list con-
tains one more mistake: she claims that Lyzlov’s translation was of books I–
III, which is incorrect. Therefore, this otherwise unknown translation from 
1688 may also be a misunderstanding on her part. 

The earliest Russian documents mentioning the chronicle date to the 
1680s. One document (RGADA f[ond] 159, op[is'] 1, no. 825, l[isty] 47–50) 
speaks of the translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle being bound, with gilded 
edges, by the bookbinder Ostafij Fëdorov for Posol'skij prikaz. He was paid 
for this, and for the binding of another book, which we will return to later 
(cf. Section 3.3.2), in October 1681.  

According to a description of tsar Fëdor Alekseevi%’s library, it contained 
a copy of Stryjkowski’s chronicle bound in white leather and with marbled 
edges. A year after Fëdor Alekseevi%’s death, twelve of his books, among 
them this copy of the Kronika, were delivered to Peter I (on March 19th, 
1683),24 and on April 12th, 1683, they were passed on to the Masterskaja 
palata (Zabelin 1915: 602–607; Luppov 1970: 116).  

Besides the translations listed in Table 3, there is another text that has 
sometimes been referred to as a Belorussian translation of Stryjkowski and 
will therefore be discussed in Section 3.2.6, even though this attribution is 
incorrect. 

                                                
 
23 Cf. also Prozorovskij (1879: 56–60), who was the first to define this as a translation of 
Stryjkowski’s chronicle in his catalog of the Sobranie Archeologi5eskogo ob45estva. 
24 «2345!6 7489:;5<:;=;, 5> ?!@;A :;B!, C; ;?8!DE C8F<:;G> (9 191 23843 5> 19 HIJK 
<LM :J9=E NI@9:;=; O;<EH386 P386 9 NI@9:;=; QJ6D6 RI483 S@I:<!I59T3 5> U;8;GF 
C89J6@> ;:;@J9TIA V9U;J> 29:949T> 748!WJI5>)» (Zabelin 1915: 604). 
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3.2.1 The translation of 1668–70 
The first Russian translation was made during the years 1668–70. To begin 
with, only a part of the chronicle was translated, namely the part that the 
Russians were supposedly most interested in, i.e. chapters IV: 1–3. They 
concern the origin of the peoples of the world, particularly the Slavs, and the 
early history of Kievan Rus'. As already mentioned, this translation has not 
survived as an independent work, but was included in manuscripts together 
with later translations, cf. Section 3.2.4 (Rogov 1966: 269–270).  

The date 1668 is found in the heading to chapter IV: 1 (RGADA f. 181, 
no. 59, fol. 127r),25 and the date 1670 in a passage in chapter IV: 3: 

" #! $%&' .#(). [72]26 *# ++%,+-./ .0'(1#. [1670] 234 4"#&5 .0'6(7". [1598] 
$%&8 (RGADA 59, fol. 155r) 

In this translation, Stryjkowski’s name is omitted from the chapter headings, 
and the comments he made in the Polish original on what he had seen during 
his travels and the places he had visited were left out. Rogov (1966: 269–
271) sees this as an attempt to disguise the fact that he was the author and 
give him the status of a source among others.  

For instance, when describing the weapons hanging on the walls of Adri-
anople, Stryjkowski refers to his own experience, but this is omitted in the 
translation: 

(1) A ty wszystki d,iwne woienne Instrumenta s/ záwieszone ná murze […] u 
wielkiey bramy/ ktorymem sie ia dobrze przypátrzy!. (Stryjkowski 
1582: 88) 

' &% )9% *")+:- )#4++:4 #;2*"- <#)%,4+: 92&5 +' 9&4+4 [...] 2 
)4$"=#" >',+" (RGADA 59, fol. 129v) 

A similar example is found in the beginning of IV: 2, when discussing the 
origin of the Slavs: 

(2) w(asnymi dzied,icámi Paflagonskiey Ziemie z stárodawnych wiekow by- 
sie powiádái// o czymem ia te" sam z niemi mia! cz#ste rozmowy/ Roku 
1574. gdym tám by! w tych kráinach. (Stryjkowski 1582: 94) 

"9&"$+:?" +'"#$%*+"=" <#@$-.#+9=#% A4?$" "& *;4'#+"( $%&8 
<#)%*'B!9- >:&" (RGADA 59, fol. 137r)  

                                                
 
25 Hereafter, for the sake of brevity, called RGADA 59. 
26 In quotes such as this, where numbers are of particular importance, the corresponding Ara-
bic numerals are given in square brackets. 
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The words left out in example (2) are missing in the 1673–79 translation as 
well (example (70)), even though there, Stryjkowski was acknowledged as 
being the author (cf. also Section 5.3.2). 

The following is yet another example: 

(3) s stárey Kroniki Moskiewskiey/ ktorey ia te" Exemplarz mam/ opissuie. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 128) 

)# /<"9'+"% 9&';#.# $%&#<""C' ?#9=#'9=#.# /<"924! (RGADA 59, 
fol. 172v) 

In many cases, anything that defines Russians as “them” and the Polish as 
“us” has been reversed or changed. For example, expressions such as “iák 
Ru1 pisze” have often been left out (e.g. Stryjkowski 1582: 123, cf. RGADA 
59, fol. 167r) or altered, so that “ktorego d,i1 Ru1 u0ywa” (Stryjkowski 
1582: 141) turns into «=#4.# ?: +(+% ;#"9"-+4 2<#!;4>$-4?8» (RGADA 
59, fol. 185v), and when Stryjkowski uses expressions such as “naszy pol-
skie,” the word “naszy” has often been left out in the translation.  

In chapter IV: 2, Stryjkowski quoted the beginning of different passages 
from Ovid’s Epistulae ex Ponto and then wrote his own translation of larger 
parts of the same verses (cf. also Section 5.3.1): two lines in Latin followed 
by eight in Polish, then two in Latin and twelve in Polish, two in Latin and 
four in Polish. In the 1668–70 translation, both the Latin and the Polish text 
have been translated, but with these introductions to the Polish verses, re-
spectively: 

D'&)4% 34 E&;"=#'9="F G#$9="?" )4H" <",4&8 9"C4 (RGADA 59, 
fol. 148v) 

I E&;"=#'9="F 9"C% <",4!, (RGADA 59, fol. 148v) 

E&;"=#'9="F, (RGADA 59, fol. 149r) 

Thus, the only time Stryjkowski’s name is mentioned, it gives the impression 
that he was the translator of the poems from Latin into Polish rather than the 
author of the whole chronicle. At this time, a translation was often regarded 
as a separate work by a separate author, so this way of treating translated 
texts was not considered as deceiving the reader (cf. Nikolaev 1989: 29). 

The manuscripts in which this translation is included are listed in Section 
3.7.2. 

3.2.2 The translation of 1673–79 
Shortly after this first, partial translation, the whole chronicle was translated. 
Rogov (1966: 278) dated this translation to approximately 1673–79. The 
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date 1673 comes from the same passage in chapter IV: 3 of the text that 
helped date the 1668–70 translation: 

" #! $%&' .#(). [72] *# +(+4,+-.# .0'1(#..)# [1673] 49&5 .0'(1. [1600] 9 
$",=#*# $%&8 (Slav 26, fol. 186r) 

The date 1679 is found in one of the manuscripts, RNB Xrm. 551, which in 
itself is a late manuscript, but with a title page (vol. I, fol.1 1r) which pro-
nounces it to be a copy of a manuscript from 1679 (cf. Section 3.5.3). It is 
true that the same title page also claims that the Polish original was printed 
in 1580, not 1582, so the information might not be entirely trustworthy.  

J. E. "ustova (2008: 15–18) refutes Rogov’s reasoning and instead dates 
the translation to 1672–73. The earlier date is based on documents that men-
tion the binding of a Polish chronicle in November of 1672 (cf. Section 5.1). 
She believes that this refers to the Polish original of Stryjkowski’s chronicle 
that was bound in preparation for translation. Assuming that the text referred 
to is the Kronika, which we do not know for sure, it was bound so late in the 
year that we cannot be certain that the translation work actually began in the 
same year. 

As for the translation being completed in 1673, "ustova believes that no 
more than a year was needed for the translation of the chronicle, considering 
the speed with which books were translated at Posol'skij prikaz. This as-
sumption cannot be proved for certain, since too little is known about the 
time needed for such tasks. For instance, there may have been translations of 
high and low priority. In any case, she claims, the translation was probably 
finished before the death of Aleksej Michajlovi% in 1676, or else his death 
would in some way have been mentioned in the note in Slav 26, fol. 5r (cf. 
Section 3.6.2). However, she assumes that the note was written in connection 
with the completion of the translation, whereas it was actually made by 
Johan Gabriel Sparwenfeld, the Swede who received the manuscript as a gift 
in 1685, and was therefore added long after Aleksej Michajlovi%’s death 
anyway.  

A weighty argument against "ustova’s dating of the translation (and at the 
same time an argument in favor of the assumption that several translators 
took part in the work) is that Stepan #i$inskij, who was involved in translat-
ing the Kronika, did not start working as a translator until 1678 (cf. Section 
3.3.2). Therefore, I will use the date suggested by Rogov, which also has the 
advantage of being the one most widely used by other scholars, which mini-
mizes the risk for misunderstandings. 

This is the translation I am primarily concerned with, and the 12 manu-
scripts belonging to it are described and discussed in Section 3.5. 
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3.2.3 The translation of 1682 
In 1682, the Russian historian Andrej Lyzlov made a translation of I: 2, the 
beginning of II: 1 and IV: 1–3 (except the end of IV: 3), i.e., IV: 1–3 were 
translated a third time. Chapter I: 2 is about the division of the earth between 
the sons of Noah after the flood, and about the peoples that originated from 
them and their sons. As a whole, the text translated by Lyzlov explained the 
origin not only of the Slavs, but of other peoples as well. Perhaps he meant 
in this way to emphasize the position of the Slavs as a part of world history. 
These parts of the Kronika interested him as a sort of introduction or pre-
history to later Muscovite chronicles. At the end of his translation, he sug-
gested the Stepennaja kniga as further reading (Das 1986: 345–347).  

Lyzlov was especially interested in the Slavic peoples’ struggle against 
the Crimean and Ottoman enemy, and this interest was expressed in his 
translation. The Polish text was accurately rendered, but Lyzlov supplied it 
with marginal notes that gave the story a Muscovite bias. He especially 
elaborated on everything that concerned Noah’s son Japhet and his sixth son 
Meshech, who was seen as the forefather of the Slavic peoples (cf. Section 
2.4). In his marginal notes, he emphasized the link between biblical past and 
17th-century  Muscovy through Meshech. He did not, however, stress the 
connection between Hazarmaveth and the Sarmatians, who by that time had 
become synonymous with the Poles rather than with all Slavs. Stryjkowski 
used Rus' and Moscow to signify two different entities, but in Lyzlov’s 
translation – unlike the other ones – Rus' was turned into Rossija, which was 
more or less the same thing as Muscovy, and thereby Moscow’s role in Rus-
sia’s early history was strengthened, as opposed to Kiev (Das 1986: 346–
349).  

Lyzlov’s translation is preserved in some of the manuscripts belonging to 
the so-called Kurbskij Collection (Sbornik Kurbskogo), cf. Section 3.7.1. 

3.2.4 The translation of 1688 
There are a number of manuscripts with the year 1688 on the title page that 
contain a Russian translation of the chronicle (and some without this date, 
but containing the same translation). Rogov (1966: 280–285) lists nine 
manuscripts belonging to this translation, one of which perished in 1812. 
Nikolaev (2008: 102) mentions yet another manuscript.  

However, this was not an entirely new translation. As mentioned above 
(cf. Section 3.2.1), the translation from 1668–70, i.e. IV: 1–3, was incorpo-
rated into it. Furthermore, Rogov (1966: 290) put forth the idea that other 
parts of the 1688 translation were only an edition of the one from 1673–79, 
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and not a separate translation.27 My comparisons show that the two transla-
tions differ mainly in books I–III. From book V onwards, some parts seem to 
be direct copies from the translation of 1673–79, and some parts are slightly 
altered. This is only a preliminary conclusion, however, and one of Rogov’s 
text examples, from the very end of book XXV, shows a great difference 
between the two translations (Rogov 1966: 290). This study does not attempt 
to solve the question of the relationship between the two translations, but one 
may safely say that only parts of the chronicle were translated anew in 1688 
– perhaps only the first three books. 

The manuscripts in which this translation is found are listed in Section 
3.7.2. 

3.2.5 Two Ukrainian manuscripts 
Most scholars have concentrated on these Russian translations, but there are 
also two manuscripts that have been defined as containing a Ukrainian trans-
lation. 

One of these manuscripts is kept in the Kiev National Library (NBUV) 
under the call number f. 1, no. 57487, previously Laz. 48 (Ul'janovs'kyj & 
Jakovenko 1993: 6; Tolo%ko 1996: 159), although it has also been referred to 
as VIII 106m/Laz. 52 (SUM 1: 44). Ul'janovs'kyj and Jakovenko (1993: 6–9) 
explain that the translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle takes up the first 660 
folios of a total of 675. The remaining folios contain a Kievan Chronicle 
(Kyivs'kyj litopysec') from 1618. The scholars have described the manuscript 
thoroughly and accounted for its history. Among other things, they identified 
several different watermarks that they dated to the first half of the 17th cen-
tury. Based on the layout of the text as well as on the degree to which Latin 
quotes and marginal notes were translated, they reached the conclusion that 
the text was translated by several people. Tolo%ko (1996: 159–167), who 
dated the manuscript to some time between 1608 and 1622, studied inser-
tions in the text, made by one of the translators, and traced them to the Sofij-
skaja pervaja letopis' or a chronicle similar to it. This manuscript is used as 
source material for the Ukrainian historical dictionary, SUM. 

The other manuscript is RGADA f. 181, no. 365, which belonged to Petr 
Mohyla, as is seen from a note in his handwriting. Fols. 1–27 of this manu-
script are said to contain excerpts from the Ukrainian translation of the 
Kronika, and have a watermark dated by Ul'janovs'kyj and Jakovenko (1993: 
10–11) to 1614–15. The text corresponds to book I of the Polish text, except 
for the last few phrases. It is written in poluustav with initials and occasional 
marginal notes written in, seemingly, red ink (I have only seen the manu-
                                                
 
27 «[R]I8I5;H 1688 =. C8;9D5;H9@<6 5 :3:;A-4; GI8I < ETI4;G CI8I5;H3 1673–79 ==., 
5I8;64J;, H3BI 5 ;4HI@KJFU GI<43U 8IH3:498;53@<6, 3 JI CI8I5;H9@<6 D3J;5;». 
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script in a microfilm copy). In this manuscript, all parts originally written in 
Latin have been left out, usually with a space in the text, perhaps so that 
some other person could fill in those parts later, which, however, was not 
done.  

After comparing the manuscripts, Tolo%ko (1996: 167–168), came to the 
conclusion that they belong to the same translation, although there are minor 
differences between them. I have not seen the NBUV manuscript, but judg-
ing by the articles by Tolo%ko and Ul'janovs'kyj and Jakovenko, I do not, in 
any case, believe that the text in the RGADA manuscript is a copy of that in 
the NBUV manuscript. One reason for this is that Ul'janovs'kyj and Jako-
venko (1993: 8) claim that Latin quotes are translated faithfully in the first 
folios of the NBUV manuscript, whereas they, as mentioned, are left out of 
the RGADA manuscript. There would be no reason to leave blank spaces 
instead of copying text that had already been translated; it is more probable 
that a translator who did not master Latin omitted the quotes. There are also 
some cases where the RGADA manuscript is closer to the Polish text than 
the NBUV manuscript is, at least if Tolo%ko’s transcription of it is to be 
trusted. 

A comparison of these manuscripts with each other and of the Ukrainian 
translation with one or all of the Russian translations is a project for the fu-
ture. 

3.2.6 The Ukrainian Chronograph 
The manuscript RNB F.IV.688 has sometimes been called a West-Russian 
(Sobolevskij 1903: 80; Pta)ickij 1905)28 or Belorussian translation (Avane-
sa& 1961: 387) of Stryjkowski’s chronicle. Therefore, it will be discussed 
among the translations of the Kronika even though it is in fact a copy of the 
Ukrainian Chronograph (Knjaz'kov 1984). Rogov expressed himself rather 
contradictorily about this manuscript, once speaking of it as a reworked edi-
tion (pererabotka) of Stryjkowski’s Kronika, incorporated into the chronicle 
of Leontij Bobolinskij (Rogov 1966: 17), once calling it Slavjanorusskaja 
krojnika and saying that it used Stryjkowski as a source (Rogov 1966: 295–
297). The latter definition is closest to that expressed by Knjaz'kov. 

As a matter of fact, as Tolo%ko (1996: 169–175) shows, the source of this 
Ukrainskij chronograf was not the Polish original of Stryjkowski’s chroni-
cle, but the Ukrainian translation, which he bases on the fact that the inser-
tions from other chronicles are found in this text as well. This was also stated 
by Knjaz'kov (1984: 23, 93, 149). 

                                                
 
28 Pta)ickij (1905: 381) admitted that it was a translation «< JI?;@KW9G9 59H;9DGIJIJ96G9 
9 <;:83YIJ96G9». 
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The text in RNB F.IV.688 is divided into two parts, which have been con-
sidered to be translations of Bielski’s and Stryjkowski’s chronicles, respec-
tively. Knjaz'kov (1984: 9–10) instead calls the first part the general part of 
the chronograph (ob45eistori5eskaja 5ast') and the second the Slavjano-
russkaja krojnika. The first part is based on Bielski’s chronicle and Caesar 
Baronius’ Annales Ecclesiastici to almost equal shares (Knjaz'kov 1984: 90). 
The second part can be divided into a Russian, a Lithuanian and a Polish 
section. According to Knjaz'kov (1984: 96), 70% of the material in the Rus-
sian section is taken from Stryjkowski, and the Lithuanian section is also 
largely based on his Kronika (Knjaz'kov 1984: 116–117), whereas the Polish 
section relies mainly on Guagnini (Knjaz'kov 1984: 121–122). 

Pta)ickij (1905: 381) also mentioned RNB F.IV.342 in a footnote as be-
longing to the “West-Russian translation.” RNB F.IV.342, however, is a 
collection of 18th-century copies of documents from tsar Fëdor Ivanovi%’s 
reign. Perhaps Pta)ickij was referring to the manuscript RNB F.IV.372, 
which is a fragment of another copy of the Ukrainian chronograph (PSRL 
XXXII 5–6; Knjaz'kov 1984: 45).  

Although the Ukrainian Chronograph exists in other manuscripts as well 
(cf. Knjaz'kov 1984: 216–217), only these two have been mentioned in con-
nection with Stryjkowski. 

Avanesa& (1961: 387) claims that the “Belorussian translation” was made 
in the first half of the 17th century. Knjaz'kov dates the compilation of the 
chronograph to some time after 1625 but not later than the early 1630s, judg-
ing by the sources used and the watermarks of the earliest manuscript 
(Knjaz'kov 1984: 32, 61), and dates the manuscript RNB F.IV.688 to the 
1670s (Knjaz'kov 1984: 37, 81).  

Excerpts from the manuscript RNB F.IV.688 have been published by 
Avanesa& in a textbook of the history of the Belorussian language, where the 
text is presented as a translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle (cf. Section 1.2). 
It is used as source material for the Belorussian historical dictionary HSBM. 
Knjaz'kov (1984: 156), however, characterizes the language as Ukrainian. 
Leeming (1968: 284) uses Avanesa&’s edition in his study of polonisms in 
Ruthenian. Facsimiles of pages from this manuscript can be found in 
Avanesa& (1961: 392) and Knjaz'kov (1984: 232). 

3.3 The translators 
We do not know the names of all the translators involved in the different 
translations of the chronicle. All the translations are anonymous, except for 
the 1682 translation, which was made by Andrej Lyzlov. With the help of 
archival documents, one name can be connected with the 1673–79 transla-
tion, namely that of Stepan #i$inskij. 
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3.3.1 Andrej Lyzlov 
Andrej Ivanovi% Lyzlov was born in a noble family in Moscow in the 1650s 
or 1660s. He participated in several military campaigns during the 1670s–
1690s (Das 1992: 502–503; SKK 1993: 305–306). He was a well-educated 
man, and beside his military duties, he translated a number of texts: the 
aforementioned parts of Stryjkowski’s chronicle, possibly the sections of 
Alexander Guagnini’s Sarmatiae Europeae Descriptio that appear in the 
Kurbskij Collection along with his translation of Stryjkowski, and Szymon 
Starowolski’s Dwór cesarza tureckiego i rezydencja jego w Konstantyno-
polu, originally printed in 1646 (SKK 1993: 306; Nikolaev 2008: 98–100). 
He also wrote a historical work of his own, called Skifskaja istorija (Lyzlov 
1990), which was strongly influenced by Stryjkowski and in which he 
quoted extensive passages from the Kronika, as well as his own translation 
of Dwór cesarza tureckiego, which he included as a final chapter in his book 
(#istjakova 1963: 351–354).  

In E. M. Isserlin’s comparison of the lexical properties of six translations 
of Dwór cesarza tureckiego (cf. also Section 3.3.2), she found Lyzlov’s 
translation to be written in an archaic manner, with a tendency to use ab-
stract words where the others preferred a more concrete wording, to use gen-
eral expressions instead of specific terminology, and to use one polysemic 
Russian word for several Polish – more specific – ones (Isserlin 1961: 16–
19). 

It is sometimes said that Lyzlov introduced to Russian history writing the 
practice of presenting historical material in parts and chapters, with marginal 
notes and a table of contents, which he had learned from the Polish sources 
he used – among them Stryjkowski (Das 1992: 504). 

His translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle is discussed in Section 3.2.3. 

3.3.2 Stepan #i$inskij 
In November 1681, Stepan #i$inskij, a translator at Posol'skij prikaz and 
Malorossijskij prikaz, asked for a pay raise because he translated books “day 
and night and at home.”29 His request was granted because of the large num-
ber of books he had translated – among them Stryjkowski.30 It seems to have 
been common among translators to take work home (Rogo$in 2003: 56–57). 

                                                
 
29 «J'>#&'B - 1#$#+# &)#% &4>! )4$"=#?2 ."#*;B ) <#9#,9=#* " ?'$#;#9"F9=#* <;"-
='A4( *4$+# " +#H+# *' " +' *#?2 &)#" )4$"=#.# ."#*;- =+(." >4&<;49&'$#+# <4;4-
)#32» (RGADA f. 138, op. 1, no. 20, l. 418; cf. also Luki%ev 2004: 339–340). 
30 «K+(.2 # $2+! 9 $'&"$9='.# +' ;2"#=#% <4;4)4, E&;"=#'#9=#.# " L';#+!2,' <4;4-
)#*", 34 ' +(+! &)#- )4$"=#.# ."#*;- +' $'&"$9=#* -A:=4 *'+' <4;4)49&5 +' ;29=#% 
7&# # )9-="( A)!;4(» (RGADA f. 138, op. 1, no. 20, l. 418). 
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Stepan #i$inskij was from the county (powiat) of L'viv and came to Mos-
cow in 1675 (Luki%ev 2004: 337). He soon became active in the first court 
theater, which had been founded in 1672. He was in charge of the theater 
until it was closed down after the death of Aleksej Michajlovi% in January of 
1676 (Kudrjavcev 1963: 238–239; SKK 2004: 229–232). During that time, 
four plays were staged, two at the end of 1675 and two in January of 1676, 
but only two of the four plays have been preserved. #i$inskij is sometimes 
said to have been the author of these plays, and in any case he was responsi-
ble for staging them. Since the main figures at the theater before him, nota-
bly the priest Johann Gottfried Gregorii (SKK 1992: 226–229) and the 
teacher Georg Hübner (SKK 1992: 203–204), had been Germans, some 
scholars claim that with #i$inskij, the repertoire of the court theater changed 
from translated plays to original Russian ones (Istorija russkogo 
dramati5eskogo teatra 1977: 71–72). However, the question of the author-
ship of the plays is disputed, and the language in which they were written 
has yet to be established. 

After the closing of the court theater, #i$inskij was employed at Posol'skij 
prikaz as a translator from Polish and Latin (Kudrjavcev 1963: 238–239; 
SKK 2004: 229–232). He was employed there from February 1st, 1678 
(RGADA f. 138, op. 1, no. 20, l. 385). As already mentioned, he also worked 
for Malorossijskij prikaz. 

Besides Stryjkowski’s chronicle, he also translated for example Johannes 
Hevelius’ Selenographia: sive, lunæ descriptio (which he called 0+"9) : 
&*+; in his request, cf. note 30) from an edition printed in 1647  (Sobolevskij 
1903: 147–148; Nikolaev 2008: 56),31 Szymon Starowolski’s Dwór cesarza 
tureckiego (Sobolevskij 1903: 90–92; Nikolaev 2008: 97–98), Caesar 
Baronius’ Annales Ecclesiastici (<)(:+;*=> in the request from 1681, 
which may be the year of the translation, cf. note 30) from the Latin original 
from 1607 (Sobolevskij 1903: 83–86; Nikolaev 2008: 158), and several other 
texts. #i$inskij died in 1709 (Kudrjavcev 1963: 238–239; SKK 2004: 229–
232).  

The translation of Stryjkowski that he worked on must have been the one 
from 1673–79, since he had not yet come to Moscow when the first transla-
tion was made, in 1668–70, and the documents concerning his pay raise are 
from 1681, i.e. before 1688, when the next anonymous translation was made. 
His participation also helps to verify the latter date of the 1673–79 transla-
tion, since he only began working as a translator in 1678 (cf. also Section 
3.2.2). Furthermore, it is an argument in favor of the hypothesis that the text 
was translated by several people (cf. Chapter 6), since he was not yet em-

                                                
 
31 The lexical properties of the translation have been studied in Sablina & Sacharovskaja 
(1982). 
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ployed at Posol'skij prikaz in 1673, when the translation work had already 
begun.  

Isserlin stated, in her comparison of the lexical properties of six transla-
tions of Dwór cesarza tureckiego (cf. Section 3.3.1), that #i$inskij’s transla-
tion is characterized by great attention to correct Church Slavonic orthogra-
phy and lexicon, without being unusually archaic. Despite this attempt to 
maintain a bookish language, he used numerous concrete words and terms, 
well known from Russian everyday life (Isserlin 1961: 23–24).  

In archival documents, Stryjkowski’s chronicle and Hevelius’ Sele-
nographia often occur together, but there is slightly more information to be 
found about the latter. Both books are mentioned in a document from Octo-
ber 1681 concerning payment for the bookbinder Ostafij Fëdorov (cf. Sec-
tion 3.2). There it is said that the 0+"9) : &*+; was brought to the tsar, but 
there is no such indication regarding the chronicle (RGADA f. 159, op. 1, 
no. 825, ll. 47–50). The pod'ja5ij Andrej Ivanov received payment for hav-
ing written the fair copy of the 0+"9) : &*+; alone (ll. 41–43), but we do not 
know the names of the scribes who wrote the chronicle. In the description of 
Fëdor Alekseevi%’s library, also mentioned in Section 3.2, the chronicle is 
once again found alongside a 0+"9) : &*+;.32 

3.4 The edition: choice of chapters 
After this introduction of the different translations, the choice of text for the 
edition should be explained. 

The chapters IV: 1–3 were the first to be translated into Russian and were 
translated more times than any other part. That makes it fair to assume that 
this was also the part that was the most interesting for the educated strata of 
the Russian society, as well as the most widely spread. This is why these 
chapters have been chosen as the main object of study. 

That particular section exists in three Russian versions: the 1668–70 
translation, the 1673–79 translation and the 1682 translation, found in the 
Kurbskij Collection. The choice fell on the 1673–79 version for several rea-
sons. 

First of all, it exists in slightly more copies than the others, which might 
imply that it was more widely spread than the others. Also, as Rogov (1966: 
276–277) points out, it seems to have been the officially sanctioned transla-
tion, since a copy of it was made especially for Catherine II when she stud-
ied Russian history. 

                                                
 
32 «Z @EJ! 9 ; 5<!U> C@3JI43U> JI?I<JFU>» (Zabelin 1915: 604). 
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 Rogov (1966: 291–292) also suggests that a copy of the 1673–79 transla-
tion (BAN 31.4.32) was later prepared for printing, which I, however, wish 
to argue against (cf. Section 3.6.1). 

Moreover, since one aim of this study is to compare different parts of the 
chronicle, this translation is better suited, since it was, as far as we know, a 
whole new translation, whereas the manuscripts dated 1688 are a patchwork 
of old and new parts. Comparing, for instance, books I, IV and VIII of the 
so-called 1688 translation would actually mean comparing parts translated in 
1688, 1668–70, and 1673–79, respectively, which would not suit the purpose 
of the study. 

3.5 The manuscripts of the translation of 1673–79 
The 1673–79 translation is in focus for this study. As has already been men-
tioned, it exists in eleven copies, one of which has been split between two 
libraries, for which reason there are twelve manuscripts. They can be divided 
into three different groups based on similarities in the text. Because I needed 
to study the chapters IV: 1–3 closely in preparation for the edition, the com-
parison between the manuscripts has been conducted mainly on these chap-
ters. The manuscripts are listed in Table 4, which contains references to sec-
tions where they are discussed in more detail. 
Table 4. Manuscripts belonging to the 1673–79 translation 

Group No.  Sigla Library Call number Section 

1 B BAN 31.4.32 3.5.1, 3.6.1, 3.6.4 
2 G GIM Muzejskoe sobranie, no. 1391 3.5.1, 3.6.4 
3  RNB F.IV.103 3.5.1, 3.6.3, 3.6.4 
4  RNB F.IV.131 3.5.1, 3.6.3, 3.6.4 

1 

5  JaGPU B-596 3.5.1 
6 U UUB Slav 26–28 3.5.2, 3.6.2 
7 E RGB Egorovskoe sobranie, f. 98, no. 243 3.5.2 
8 R RGADA f. 181, no. 58 3.5.2 
9  CGIA SPb 58922 3.5.2 

2 

10  RNB F.IV.172 3.5.2 
11 N RNB Xrmita$noe sobranie, no. 551/1–2 3.5.3 3 

12  RNB Pogodinskoe sobranie, no. 1759 3.5.3 

The following short characteristic of the manuscripts is partly based on exist-
ing descriptions (with Rogov as a starting point), partly on my own observa-
tions. The emphasis is on information that is relevant to dating the manu-
scripts and setting them in relation to each other, as well as the facts on 
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which the choice of manuscripts for the edition has been based. Other infor-
mation, not found in existing descriptions, is in some cases also included. 

For different reasons, I have not been able to study the watermarks of all 
the manuscripts, and have therefore had to rely on Rogov in many cases. 
There are, however, several problems with his information about water-
marks. To begin with, he often gives countermarks and other letter symbols 
in the Cyrillic alphabet, even when they are actually in the Latin alphabet, 
e.g. [2 instead of DM. More seriously, he sometimes gives inaccurate ref-
erences to watermark albums, e.g. he describes a watermark as having the 
countermark CA, but his reference is to a watermark with the countermark 
CAS, or he describes a Seven Provinces watermark but refers to a watermark 
with the Amsterdam coat-of-arms. It is of course impossible to know, with-
out turning to the manuscripts for verification, if the descriptions or the ref-
erences are correct in these cases. Last but not least, he expresses himself 
very briefly when dating watermarks, which gives the impression that a cer-
tain watermark can be dated to a precise year or interval of years, when the 
correct way to express this would be that the watermark in question has been 
found in a book or document from that year. If the watermarks are similar 
but not identical, the dating is of course even more uncertain, and even more 
so if the countermarks are incorrectly deciphered, as there is reason to be-
lieve here. Despite these problems, I have included Rogov’s dates below, but 
have in most cases refrained from repeating his descriptions of the water-
marks. 

Whenever I have had the opportunity of studying the watermarks myself 
and made new findings or drawn new conclusions, this information is natu-
rally included in the descriptions of the manuscripts. 

3.5.1 Group 1 

1. BAN 31.4.32 
This is a manuscript in two volumes, written in late 17th-century skoropis' in 
several different hands. Volume I contains books I–XI (except the end), vol-
ume II contains books XI (the end) –XXV. 

The watermarks were dated by Rogov (1966: 277) to 1676 and 1697, but 
according to the library’s own description, the watermarks in 31.4.32 are 
only similar to the ones found in the albums.33 Most importantly, the water-
mark with the double-headed eagle, said to resemble Tromonin’s watermark 
no. 1349 from 1697 (Tromonin 1965: XCIV), is actually more similar to the 
watermarks no. 1027 and 1028 from GIM’s catalog of watermarks. These 

                                                
 
33 The expressions used are for example «4;=; BI 49C3, :3:», «<U;HIJ <», «9GII4 <U;H<45; 
<» (Opisanie 1959: 40–41). 
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are from 1679 and 1677, respectively (Filigrani XVII veka 1988: 199). The 
difference is obvious: Tromonin’s eagle has its wings spread out, whereas 
the eagle in the BAN manuscript, and in GIM’s catalog, has the tips of the 
wings turned down.  

A watermark not mentioned in Rogov’s or the library’s descriptions is the 
five-pointed Foolscap with the countermark PORE in an oval. This corre-
sponds to no. 353 in GIM’s catalog, from 1675 (Filigrani XVII veka 1988: 
101). 

Although precise dating with the help of watermarks is very difficult, the 
signs point to the end of the 1670s. If the translation is correctly dated, this 
manuscript may be from the very last years of that decade and is probably 
the earliest of the extant manuscripts. It will be discussed in more detail in 
Section 3.6.1. 

The text contains many changes and corrections in two different hands, 
and its wording after the changes corresponds to that in the other manu-
scripts. Parts of volume I are foliated with Cyrillic alphabetic numerals (cf. 
Section 3.6.4). 

The manuscript has been described in the library’s series Opisanie 
Rukopisnogo otdela BAN (Opisanie 1959: 40–41). 

In the critical apparatus and in the text, this manuscript will hereafter be 
called B. 

2. GIM Muzejskoe sobranie, no. 1391 
The manuscript is written in late 17th-century skoropis' in several different 
hands. Rogov (1966: 274) identified watermarks from 1676–82, 1684 (with 
an incorrect reference to Tromonin (1965)) and 1708 (with a reference to 
Klepikov (1958)). Nikolaev (2008: 101) dates the manuscript to the 1680s. A 
few pages in the beginning are missing. On fol. 1r, the text begins: 

 
"># )+4.*' &"F ):9#=#2*#9&)2BH4 (-=# K4+9#;"$, 
" K#-+"$"F I.;"+#<' ) =+".% # 924&% 9)%*4+4M )8 
.+('.% .$()% 9)"*%&4,#9&)24&8) 
 

This passage is found on fol. 7v of UUB Slav 26 (cf. no. 6 below), which is 
the verso of the second folio of text, since the text in that manuscript begins 
on fol. 6r (cf. Section 3.6.2). This leads one to believe that 1–2 folios are 
missing in the beginning of the GIM manuscript. 

Some marginal notes are added in another, perhaps later, hand (hand G6, 
cf. Section 8.3.2). They do not correspond to marginal notes in the Polish 
original, although they are sometimes found in similar places. Some of these 
marginal notes have correspondences in the manuscript JaGPU B-596 (cf. 
no. 5 below). 

As can be seen in the edition, this manuscript has much in common with 
ms. B and is probably a copy of it. This is confirmed by numbers in the mar-
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gin, corresponding to the foliation in volume I of ms. B (cf. Section 3.6.4). It 
is included in the edition to show the development of the text in this group of 
manuscripts. 

In the critical apparatus and in the text, this manuscript will hereafter be 
called G. 

3. RNB F.IV.103 
The manuscript is written in late 17th-century skoropis' in several different 
hands. Rogov (1966: 276) identified one watermark that he dated to 1691–
1712, but his reference to Klepikov (1959) is inaccurate, and this date is of 
little use. The manuscript has been described by Stroev (1825: 106). 

Many variants found in ms. G can also be found in this manuscript, and it 
is very closely related to RNB F.IV.131 (cf. Section 3.6.3). It is not included 
in the critical apparatus, since this group of manuscripts is represented by 
mss. B and G, from which it derives. 

4. RNB F.IV.131 
This manuscript is written in late 17th-century skoropis' in several different 
hands. Rogov (1966: 275–276) found one watermark that he identified with 
one from 1697 in Geraklitov (1963).  

It has many readings in common with ms. G, and it is very closely related 
to RNB F.IV.103 (cf. Section 3.6.3). It is not included in the critical appara-
tus, since this group is representented by the manuscripts B and G. 

 
5. JaGPU B-59634 
This is a manuscript in quarto from 1819. It is written on light blue paper, 
possibly in one single hand. Each of the chronicle’s books is bound sepa-
rately, but the first one is missing, thus leaving 24 books (vol. II–XXV). 
Each book is paginated, starting anew from 1. A note at the end of vol. XXV 
says: 

K#+74+# 17 N=&->;-, 1819 .#*' )# E4$5C! O.;"H'1835 

There are marginal notes, some of which are very similar to the ones in ms. 
G. Others are not, but occur in approximately the same places as the ones in 
ms. G. Some marginal notes in this ms. do not have correspondences in ms. 
G, and and some found in ms. G are missing here.  

                                                
 
34 This is the call number given by Luk'janov (1955: 470) and Nikolaev (2008: 103). The 
number could also be read as B-5961, but the library does not seem to use this number in its 
records at all. 
35 Igri)%i is located south of Jaroslavl', in the province of Ivanovo. 
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Below are examples of cases where the marginal notes are so similar that 
it is unlikely that they have been written independently of each other. 

 
Ms. G JaGPU B-596, vol. IV 
L#$.';: <;"4?$B&8 A'=#+8 
.;4749="F 
G;4?!+' =+-A4M "(# (fol. 121v) 

L#$.';: <;F4?$B&8 A'=#+8 
P;4749=FM " <;4?!+' K+-A4M "18 
(p. 64) 

E)(&:F O4;#+"?8 *',#?'C="F 
K";"$8 " D4Q#*"F (fol. 122r) 

E)-&:M R4;#+"?8 S'$?'&9=FM 
K";"$$8 " D46#*FM (p. 67) 

T)#;4+"4 N)"*F"6 \3];J3 (fol. 127r) T)#;4+F4 N)"*F--U'A#+' (p. 87) 
DV349&)# G;#=V,## (fol. 128v) D2349&)# G;#=2$#)# (p. 95) 
N;V3"4 9';?'&#' (fol. 129v) N;23F4 E';?'&#)8 (p. 98) 
N <;#"A)4*4+"F ;V9#)8, "$" 
;#99"-+8 (fol. 132r) 

N <;#"A)4*4+F" J299#)8, "$" 
J#99F'+8 (p. 108) 

Below are a few cases where the marginal notes are found in corresponding 
places and are similar, but may have been formulated independently of each 
other. 

 
Ms. G JaGPU B-596, vol. IV 
K#+9&'+&"+#<#,#9="F C(;5 
KV;#<#$'&8 <;"9$' 9$')W+#*# 
<"95?4+'  (fol. 108r) 

G4;):- <"95?4+' 2 E$')-+8 *'++5- 
"?8 P;4749="?8 X';4?8 
D"1'"$#?8 K2;#<#$'&#?8 (p. 8) 

U'7'$# <"9?4+8 <#$9="18 (fol. 
108v) 

G4;):- <"95?4+' G#$-=#)8 (p. 10) 

Y;V3F4 *;4)+"(# (fol. 109r) Z#"+9=F- #;2*F- *;4)+"18 (p. 13) 
S;4)+#9&5 -A:=' ?#9=#)9='.# (fol. 
131r) 

S;4)+#9&5 -A:=' E$')-+9='.# 
(p. 103) 

N9=#$*8 " S";8 )8 K"4)! 
O18 #9'*' +' X(;5.;(*8 (fol. 141v) 

K+-34+F4 N9=#$5*' " S";' )8 KF4)! 
G#1#*8 "18 )8 P;4CFB " #9'*' 
X';--P;'*' (p. 145) 

Z#[);'&8 =8 K"4)V (fol. 143r) Z#A);'H4+F4 N$4.#)# )8 KF4)8 
(p. 151) 

If the JaGPU manuscript is a copy of ms. G, the 19th-century scribe may 
have recognized that the marginal notes were written in another hand and 
that they did not belong to the text, so that he felt free to copy some, alter 
others, leave some out altogether and add some notes of his own. In some 
cases the notes in the JaGPU manuscript are more substantial, in other cases 
they are simply phrased differently. As was mentioned above, the marginal 
notes do not coincide with the ones in the Polish original, i.e. neither scribe 
translated the Polish marginal notes directly. 
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Rogov was not aware of the existence of this manuscript, and Nikolaev 
listed it without having been able to establish which translation it belongs to. 
It has not been included in the critical apparatus because this group is al-
ready represented by two manuscripts. 

It has been summarily described by Luk'janov (1955). 

3.5.2 Group 2 

6. UUB Slav 26–28 
This manuscript, written in late 17th-century skoropis' in several different 
hands, consists of three volumes: Slav 26 contains books I–VII, Slav 27 
books VIII–XVI, Slav 28 books XVII–XXV. It was a gift to Johan Gabriel 
Sparwenfeld in 1685 and is described in Nikolaj Glubokovskij’s handwritten 
Russian catalog (Glubokovskij 1918), translated into French by Alexandre 
de Roubetz (Glubokovskij 1919). It is also discussed in an article about the 
library’s Slavic manuscripts (Davidsson 1975: 71–75), which contains a 
facsimile of Slav 26, fol. 260r. 

The manuscript is described in more detail in Section 3.6.2. This is the 
main manuscript in the edition, and it will hereafter be called U. 

7. RGB Egorovskoe sobranie, f. 98, no. 243 
The manuscript is written in late 17th-century skoropis' in several different 
hands. Headings, initials in paragraphs and, in some places, marginal notes 
are written in red ink. It is foliated in pencil by a modern hand from 1 to 519, 
but a mistake has been made in the foliation: after fol. 141, the next folio has 
been numbered 132, and from there the foliation goes on until the end, so 
that there are actually 529 folios. 

Rogov mentions only one watermark: the Amsterdam coat-of-arms, with-
out countermark, and does not date it (Rogov 1966: 275). There are some 
isolated quires (with the numbers 4, 20 and 21) of lighter and slightly thicker 
paper with the watermark Seven Provinces without countermark. The letters 
under the coat-of-arms could possibly be read &I (cursive), which would 
correspond to Klepikov’s no 1145, found in a printed book from 1696 (Kle-
pikov 1959: 85). There is a skrepa in the manuscript mentioning ?9+)$>'@) 
A[,]+) B)C0"+). 

The order of the chapters seems to have been confused towards the end, 
possibly in the same way as Rogov observed in RGADA f. 181, no 58 (cf. 
no. 8 below). The books XXIV and XXV seem, in any case, to be missing. 
The last words on fol. 519v are the following: 

 
[…] 29&V 
<"$8 9 $"&#)9="* )#"9=#?8 #! <#$-=#' 1"&;# <#9&')"' <;4.*4 
) &'"+:( ?!9&'( <!,"( ;'&?"9&;#' ) […] 
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 The last few words are hidden under a paper patch. 
The manuscript might be a copy of ms. U. The text has much in common 

with RGADA f. 181, no. 58, which was possibly copied from it. 
In the critical apparatus and in the text, this manuscript will hereafter be 

called E. 

8. RGADA f. 181, no. 58 
The manuscript is written in late 17th-century skoropis' in several different 
hands. Headings and initials in paragraphs are written in red ink. Rogov 
(1966: 274–275) identified a watermark which he dated to 1708, but his 
reference to Klepikov (1959) is inaccurate and the date of little use. The 
manuscript contains a note from 1707. Nikolaev (2008: 101) dates it to the 
early 18th century. The order of parts of the text has been confused from 
book XXII onwards (Rogov 1966: 274–275). 

Certain details in the text relate it to mss. U and E, of which it might be a 
copy. In the critical apparatus and in the text, this manuscript will hereafter 
be called R. 

9. CGIA SPb, library, inventory no. 58922 
This manuscript is written in 18th-century skoropis', probably in one single 
hand. It contains books I–X of the chronicle, although the beginning of I: 1 
and the end of X: 6 are missing. Rogov (1966: 277) identified two water-
marks: the Amsterdam coat-of-arms with the countermark CA, from 1730 
(with an inaccurate reference to Klepikov (1959)), and the Jaroslavl' coat-of-
arms, from 1750. I did not find either of these, but instead identified the Am-
sterdam coat-of-arms with the countermark LVG, similar to Churchill’s no. 
29, which he dated to 1693 (Churchill 1935: 67), although I have not been 
able to establish if the watermarks are identical. A scrap of paper in the bind-
ing contains the date 1738. The manuscript bears the stamp of the Moscow 
Archeological Society, which also owned other manuscripts that now belong 
to this archive (Rogov 1966: 277). There are a few pencilled notes in the 
text, one of which contains the date 1857, and some changes, made in ink, 
also in a later hand. 

It has been summarily described by Malevanov (1957: 575). 
There are some differences between the text in this manuscript and that 

found in mss. E and R, and it does not seem to derive from them, but forms 
another branch of this group. It is probably not a direct copy of ms. U, which 
was brought to Sweden long before this copy was made.  

It forms a unity with the manuscript RNB F.IV.172 (cf. below). I have not 
viewed the manuscripts side by side, since they are kept in two different 
libraries, but the text portions included in the two manuscripts match, the 
hand is similar, possibly the same, and quire numbering is continuous 
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throughout the two manuscripts. They do not, however, have any water-
marks in common. 

10. RNB F.IV.17236 
The manuscript is written in 18th-century skoropis', probably in one single 
hand. Rogov (1966: 276) identified two watermarks: the Amsterdam coat-of-
arms with the countermark H, from 1720, and with the countermark HK, 
from 1733, but his references to Klepikov (1958) are inaccurate and at least 
one of them should instead be to Klepikov (1959). The manuscript contains 
only the second half of the text, from book XI onwards.  

This manuscript forms a unity with the manuscript CGIA SPb no. 58922. 
The assignment of the text to group 2 has been confirmed by a comparison 
of chapter XXIV: 3 and half of chapter XXIV: 4 of RNB F.IV.172 with mss. 
U, B and N (cf. no. 11 below), as the best representatives of the three groups.  

The manuscript has been described by Stroev (1825: 157). 

3.5.3 Group 3 

11. RNB Xrmita$noe sobranie, no. 551/1–2 
This is a manuscript in two volumes, written in 18th-century skoropis'. Ro-
gov (1966: 276–277) identified one watermark, which he dated to 1786, but 
his reference to Klepikov (1959) is inaccurate. The binding and the index in 
vol. I suggest that it was made for Catherine II.  

As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the title page of this manuscript is used to 
date the translation. The text found there is as follows: 

K;#+"=' =#;#$4)9&)' <#$9='.# )4$"='.# =+-349&)' $"&#)9='.#, 
;299='.#, <;299='.# 3?2*9='.# " ."#*;9&)' ?#9=#)9='.#, 7;4A8 D'&@4- 
E&;"=#)9='.# N9#9&#)"7' ='+#+"=' <#,9='.# +' <#$59=#?8 -A:=! 
"A*'++'- )8 1580*# .#*2 " +'<47'&'+' )8 K;'=#)! <4;4)4*4+' +' 
9$')4+9=#M 98 =#&#;'.# <4;4)#*' 9<"9'+' )8 D#9=)! .0A;(<A..# 
[7187=1678/79] .#*' (vol. I, fol.1 1r)37 

The title page is followed by an index of the books and chapters of the 
chronicle (vol. I, fol.1 2r–19v). 

After this, the chronicle begins, and the foliation starts anew with fol. 1. 
The beginning of the text is slightly modernized. To illustrate this, a sample 
is given below alongside the corresponding text from ms. U. Relevant differ-
ences are set apart in boldface, although there are, as can easily be seen, 

                                                
 
36 According to Nikolaev (2008: 101) erroneously RNB F.IV.171. 
37 The title page and index have one foliation and the text itself another, which is here ex-
pressed by fol.1 and fol.2. 
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other differences as well. These differences cease after a few folios and are 
not found in other parts of the text. 

 
Ms. U, Slav 26, fol. 6r Ms. N, vol. I, fol.2 1 
N 9#A*'+F" ?";' +4#/1#*"?'./, 
A4?$", +(>', " +'7'$#)8 )4H4M: W34  
+' +"18 9V&5  ;'A$"7+: >W1V , 
7"&'&4$B $B>4A+:M, ?+!+"-, " 
*#)#*: 6"$#9#6#)8 " &)#;C4)8 
4$$"+9="18, "+F"  ># >-1V  "34  #! 
<;#<'9&" [corr. chao]38, 94 49&5 #! 
9?!,4+F- )4H4% " 9&"1F" ?";V 
9#&)#;4+V >:&" <#)!9&)#)'1V : # 
94*# " N)"*F" )8 .'\.( =+".'1 
?4&'?#-6#94#", 94 49&5 <;4#>;'34-
+F- <;")#*"&8 9"?" 9$#)49:  

N 9#A*'+F" ?";' +4>' " A4?$", " # 
+'7'$! )4H4M, 7&#  49&5  +' +"18 
;'&$"7+:4 >:$"  7"&'&4$B 
$B>4A+:M, ?+!+F- " *#)#*: 
6"$#A#6#)8 " &)#;C#)8 
4$$"+9="18, +!=#&#;:4  #&8 
>4A*+: "$" #&8 9?4,4+F- )4H4M " 
9&"1FM ?F;2 9#&)#;!+2 >:&5 
<#)!9&)#)'$" , ='=8 # &#?8 " 
N)"*FM )8 10 =+".! 
?4&'?#;6#A4#98 (<;4#>;'34+F-) 
<;")#*"&8 9"?" 9$#)'?" : 

The manuscript has been described together with the rest of the Drmita7noe 
sobranie (Al')ic 1968: 52). 

In the critical apparatus and in the text, this manuscript will be called N. 

12. RNB Pogodinskoe sobranie, no. 1759 
This manuscript is written in 18th-century skoropis'. Rogov (1966: 277) iden-
tified one watermark, similar to watermarks from 1754 or 1762–63, but his 
reference to Klepikov (1959) is inaccurate. The text is very closely related to 
that in ms. N, but is less carefully written and contains more mistakes. It is 
therefore not included in the critical apparatus. 

3.6 Manuscripts of special interest 

Some of the manuscripts listed above deserve special attention for one rea-
son or another. There are also certain points of interest that arise when com-
paring two or more of these manuscripts. 

3.6.1 BAN 31.4.32 (ms. B) 
The manuscript BAN 31.4.32 attracted Rogov’s attention because of the 
numerous changes in its text. He interpreted them as an editor’s notes in 
preparation for printing, but I wish to suggest that these changes were made 

                                                
 
38 This correction has been made by Sparwenfeld. 
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in connection with the process of translation. There are no known documents 
that speak of plans to print the Kronika, and indeed it would be unusual to 
choose to print a secular text such as this. The interpretation of the changes 
as part of the translation work is strengthened by a comparison with other 
manuscripts, as will be explained below. 

Volume I of ms. B is in part foliated with Cyrillic numerals, probably 
contemporary to the writing of the manuscript (hereafter called the old folia-
tion). A later foliation (the new foliation), probably the library’s, includes 
five empty folios before the text starts, so these numbers (on every tenth 
folio) differ by five folios from the old foliation. There is a gap in the old 
foliation, and when the scribe began foliating again, a mistake was made, so 
that after the gap, the old and new foliation differ only by one folio. Volume 
II only has the new foliation, beginning again from 1. 

In the following, I use the new foliation, but the old foliation plays an im-
portant part when determining certain manuscripts’ relations to each other 
(cf. Section 3.6.4). Table 5 shows the relation between the new and old folia-
tion. 
Table 5. Foliation in BAN 31.4.32, volume I 

New foliation Old foliation 

fols. 6–184 fols. 1–179 
fols. 185–192 (no foliation) 
fols. 193–205 fols. 192–204 

The quires are also numbered, both in Cyrillic and Arabic numerals. Quire 
25 (vol. I, fol. 185)39 bears the numbers .123. % .124. and 25, and after that the 
Cyrillic and Arabic quire numbers, when present, differ by one throughout 
the volume. This quire probably contains the text from two quires in the 
exemplar from which the copy was made. In volume II, the Cyrillic numera-
tion of quires is continued, but the Arabic numeration begins over again – 
for instance, we find the numbers .52'. [72] together with (probably) 2 (vol. 
II, fol. 11r). 

The text is full of corrections and changes, which Rogov claims to be 
made in a hand of the early 18th century. Actually, however, changes are 
made in two different hands: in volume I of the manuscript and sporadically 
in volume II, they are made in a hand similar and probably contemporary to 
that of the original text (cf. Illustration 7). It may even be the same hand, but 
this is difficult to determine. In volume II of the manuscript, many of the 
changes and especially marginal notes are made in a different, more careless 
hand (cf. Illustration 8). It is probably also contemporary to the original text, 

                                                
 
39 In this section, all manuscript references, unless otherwise stated, are to ms. B. 
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since it has many superscript letters, characteristic of 17th-century skoropis', 
and more importantly, since the marginal notes added in this hand are also 
found in other manuscripts. The changes are more frequent in some parts of 
the text, but continue throughout.  

After the changes, the text corresponds to that of the other manuscripts. 
This gives the impression of the manuscript being a draft of some sort, 
which was then corrected before the text was considered to be finished and 
copies were made. Rogov apparently did not notice that the text in ms. B 
(before the changes) differs from the other manuscripts. He mentioned that 
dedications were crossed out (Rogov 1966: 291), but did not reflect on the 
fact that the other manuscripts do not contain any dedications. 

Some remnants of the text as it was before these changes were made can 
nevertheless be found in other manuscripts. In ms. N, the beginning of chap-
ter XII: 3 is similar to what we find in ms. B before the corrections, and in 
one ms. belonging to the 1688 translation, Xrm. 551b, fols. 1–2 contain the 
beginning of I: 1 as it was in ms. B before the changes were made, but the 
text then continues in another hand and according to another translation. 

Since the changes are so numerous, it is difficult to systematize them and 
cover them all here. The examples given below are only a small selection, 
and this manuscript would deserve to be the object of a separate study. The 
changes concern many different aspects of the text: orthography, morphol-
ogy, lexicon and syntax, as well as layout. Below are some examples from 
different parts of the text. In the examples, the parts that have been changed 
are set in bold face, both before and after the changes. If nothing is set in 
bold face, it means that the whole example was subject to change (this can 
apply to single words, such as in example (9), or whole phrases, such as in 
example (27)). The corresponding expression in the Polish original is in each 
case provided for comparison. 

In some cases, the new letters or words have simply been written on top 
of the old ones, sometimes the old ones have been crossed out and the new 
ones added between the lines. These different ways of making changes have 
not been distinguished here.  

Orthographical changes include the correction of misspelled words or 
names: 

(4) ="-<4$9="4 ^ ="-=4$9="4 (vol. I, fol. 165v), Polish: Kirkielscy 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 97) 

(5) P4$49&#$&#* ^ P4$49<#$&#* (vol. I, fol. 167r), Polish: Helespontem 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 98) 
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(6) ='9&4, #$-+8 ^ =',&4$-+8 (vol. II, fol. 9r), Polish: Castellan 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 41440) 

(7) <;"?%- ^ K;#?%- (vol. II, fol. 162r), Polish: Cromer (Stryjkowski 
1582: 502) 

There are numerous lexical changes, some of which are also corrections of 
mistakes:  

(8) =#&#;'- <#94?8 #6+'  >:"#&5 ) 9V<;V34"#&)# ^ =#&#;'- <#94?8 
#!*'+'  >:"#&5 ) 9V<;V34"#&)# (vol. II, fol. 32r), Polish: ktora by3á po-
tym wydána w ma3!eEstwo (Stryjkowski 1582: 427) 

In some cases, a word has been replaced by a more or less synonymous one: 

(9) A;'=8 ^ #>;'& (vol. I, fol. 7r), Latin: forma (Stryjkowski 1582: 1) 

(10) 9)%&' ^ ?";' (vol. I, fol. 12r), Polish: Swiátá (Stryjkowski 1582: 3) 

(11) <# <;')*%  ^ <# "9&"++%  (vol. I, fol. 12r), Polish: s3usznie 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 3) 

(12) )9=#;4 ^ '>F4 (vol. I, fol. 325v), Polish: wnet (Stryjkowski 1582: 243) 

(13) A$#;474+"- ^ 1V$V (vol. I, fol. 398r), Polish: blu%nierstwá (Stryjkowski 
1582: 312) (cf. also example (27)) 

(14) / =#;V+#)'+"F <#' #&#;W4?#M  ^ / =#;V+#)'+"F 9V.V>#*  (vol. I, 
fol. 413v), Polish: O Koronáciey dwoiakiey (Stryjkowski 1582: 330)41 

Rogov (1966: 291) suggests that these changes may be due to a moderniza-
tion of the text: 

\I:;4;8FI 38U39TI<:9I 5F83BIJ96 5 <C9<:I D3GIJIJF ?;@II J;5FG9: 
«D83:» J3 «;?83D» (4. I, @. 7), «C;4;CF» J3 «J35;HJIJ96» (4. I, @. 15), 
«C;<@EWJFI» J3 «C;HH3JJFI» (4. II, @. 78) 9 4. C. 

I am not convinced that this is the case, since morphology and syntax have 
not been systematically modernized in the same way, and because it is diffi-
cult to judge the connotations of a word for a 17th-century reader. However, I 
have not tried to resolve this question. 

                                                
 
40 The page number is erroneously printed as 314. 
41 This is also a correction of morphology: while Polish koronácia is feminine and requires a 
feminine ending on the adjective, Russian 0:(*+:@)+"' is neuter. 
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Some lexical changes seem to be a matter of avoiding polonisms, since 
the crossed-out word is closer to the Polish original. Such changes are dis-
cussed more closely in Section 5.4.1.1, dealing with lexical polonisms. 

(15) #! <;";#.*4+"- ^ 49&49&)#* (vol. I, fol. 11r), Polish: s przyrodzenia 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 3) (cf. also examples (28) and (97)) 

(16) &)4;*-1V ^ .$(BH4 (vol. I, fol. 12r), Polish: twierdzili (Stryjkowski 
1582: 3) (cf. also example (99)) 

(17) )4$"=#% 2*!$+#9&"  ^ )4$"=#% 1;'>;#9&"  (vol. I, fol. 413v), 
Polish: dzielno8Fi (Stryjkowski 1582: 330) (cf. also example (100)) 

(18) A')4*4+"W  " <#.V>$4+"- ^ #!*'7"  " <#.V>$4+"- (vol. I, fol. 
415v), Polish: záwiedzenia/ y utrácenia (Stryjkowski 1582: 331) (cf. also 
example (101)) 

(19) #! =;:3'=#)8 A'$#34+:4  ^ #! =;:3'=#)8 V9&;#4++:4  (vol. I, 
fol. 416v), Polish: od Krzy!akow zá3o!one (Stryjkowski 1582: 332) (cf. 
also example (102)) 

In some cases, the translation is more similar to the Polish original after the 
change: 

(20) )A-&:4 =+(A59&)' ;V9="4 ) <;4*%$:  )  V%&*:  #>;'&"$8 ^ )A-&:4 
=+(A59&)' ;V9="4 ) <#)%&:  #>;'&"$8 (vol. II, fol. 37r), Polish: Ruskie 
Xi2stwá podbite w powiáty obroFi3 (Stryjkowski 1582: 429) 

(21) &'&';#)4 . >4& 92<;#&"' #$4+"W  9 )4$"="?" $V<: V,$" ^ 
&'&';#)4 . >4& #!<#;2  9 )4$"="?" $V<: V,$" (vol. II, fol. 557r), 
Polish: á Tátarowie z wielkimi 3upy uszli bez odporu (Stryjkowski 1582: 
775) 

As for morphological changes, there are some cases of mistakes being cor-
rected, such as case endings of nouns being altered and adjectives or verbs 
being brought into agreement with their corresponding nouns (cf. also exam-
ples (14), (30) and (36)): 

(22) ?+#A" +(," <;46=" *!-+"F &4?+#?;'7+:18  +#75B 2*V,4++:18 ^ 
?+#A" +(," <;46=" *!-+"F &4?+#?;'7+#B  +#75B 2*V,4++:18 (vol. 
I, fol. 149r), Polish: wiele nászych przodkow dzieiow Fiemnomglist1 noc1 
záduszonych (Stryjkowski 1582: 87) 

(23) #! $B*4% 9 #7"F -H4;75" ^ #! $B*4% 9 #7?F -H4;75" (vol. I, fol. 
159v), Polish: od lud%i z Iászczorcimi oczymá (Stryjkowski 1582: 93) 
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(24) # [...] =+-&-( [...] )#$:+9=#%  ^ # [...] =+-&-( [...] )#$:+9="(  (vol. I, 
fol. 184r), Polish: O [...] Xi1!2tach […] Wo3ynskich (Stryjkowski 1582: 
110) 

The syntactic changes are of various kinds and affect the text to different 
degrees. Sometimes, prepositions have been added, crossed out or changed: 

(25) 9#  #!7'-+"- ^ #!  5!7'-+"- (vol. I, fol. 150v), Polish: z desperaciey 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 88) 

(26) ) $!&#<"9" )  =+-.9&)' ?#9=/'#9=#.# ^ ) $!&#<"9" =+-.9&)' 
?#9=/'#9=#.# (vol. I, fol. 153v), Latin: in Chorographia principatus 
Moschouiae (Stryjkowski 1582: 90) 

(27) A$#;474+"- +'6 ]"&)#B ^ 1V$V ]"!)% (vol. I, fol. 398r), Polish: 
blu%nierstwá nád Litw1 (Stryjkowski 1582: 362) (cf. also example (13)) 

Sometimes the verbal tense has been changed, a main clause altered into a 
participle construction or vice versa. It should be noted that there are exam-
ples of a seemingly more archaic construction being changed into a more 
modern one, as well as of the opposite: 

(28) Q39J> 34 >:9&5  #!  <;";#.*4+"-  [#$8 ^ K'"+8 34 9:M  
49&49&)#*  [#$8 (vol. I, fol. 11r), Polish: A Cain i! by3 s przyrodzenia 
z3y (Stryjkowski 1582: 3) (cf. also examples (15) and (97)) 

(29) K'"+8  .  ) &# );4?- <;"F*4  +' ?!&V ^ K'"+2  ) &# );4?- 
<;",46,V  +' ?%&V (vol. I, fol. 12r), Polish: á Kain w ten czás tráfi3 sie 
ná cel (Stryjkowski 1582: 3) 

(30) K'"+#): 34 9(+#)4 […] "&#>;%$#  $ K'"+#): 34 9(+#)4 […] 
"&#>;%&#78  (vol. I, fol. 12v), Polish: Kainowi zá8 Synowie […] 
wynále%li (Stryjkowski 1582: 3)42 

(31) =#&#;:4 2. ) &# );4?- = G#,#,4 9$V3'1V  ^ =#&#;:4 2. ) &# 
);4?- = G#,#,4 9$V3"$"  (vol. I, fol. 317v), Polish: ktore iusz ná ten 
czás ku Polszcze s3u!y3y (Stryjkowski 1582: 233)43 

(32) )9- .;'*: +'6 ;4=#B EV$#B <#M?','  ^ )9- .;'*: +'6 ;4=#B 
EV$#B <#M?'$"  (vol. I, fol. 319r), Polish: wszystki zamki nád Rzek1 Sul1 
pobráli (Stryjkowski 1582: 235) 

                                                
 
42 This is also a case of morphological correction, from the neuter singular to the correct 
plural form. 
43 The construction A&*G"$" 0> + dat is not found in SRJa, but a corresponding construction 
for Polish is exemplified in SSP. 
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(33) ."*;&)#)', #  " <#)4$!)', #  ^ ."*;&)#)' " <#)4$!)' (vol. I, fol. 414v), 
Polish: pánowa3 y roskázowa3 (Stryjkowski 1582: 330) 

Some of these cases may also have to do with avoiding polonisms, when a 
word-by-word translation has been changed into a freer one: 

(34) 434  "?%$#  >:&"  6:; 43:; I<4K ^ >:),44  6:; 43:; I<4K (vol. I, 
fol. 160v), Polish: Co musiá3o byF isz ták iest (Stryjkowski 1582: 94) 

Sometimes a word or a part of a word had originally been inserted in the 
wrong place in the text, but the change restored the correct order: 

(35) I+'9&'9"B  E#@"B ,%  ^ I++'&'A"B  "$"  E#@"B (vol. I, fol. 
154r), Polish: Annotazi1/ álbo Zophi1 (Stryjkowski 1582: 91) 

(36) 4<(9=<8 4^)$"4, "$" +#):F A')!&8 ))4-34 )# #.+5, )4$"="F, 
+4);4*" , -34 ) C%$#9&" [...] >:,'  ^ 4<(9=<8 4^)$"4, "$" +#):F 
A')!&8 ))4-34 )# #.+5, )4$"="', 434 ) C%$#9&" "  +4);4*"?#  [...] 
<;4>:9&5  (vol. I, fol. 220v), Polish: Biskup ksi2gi Ewangeliey álbo No-
wego Testamentu wrzuFi3 w ogieE wielki/ ktore namniey nienáruszone w 
cále […] zostá3y (Stryjkowski 1582: 142)44 

(37) ;"?$-+4 ?V$'  K)";"+'  K'9&#;' " G#$B_', `4)49'=' , Z4/;2  
T;-9-)"C2, I;"9';5  ^ ;"?$-+4 K'9&#;' " G#$B_', `4)49', 
a'-&V+2  a4';V  "$"  T;-9')"C2, I;"9' J#?2$' ,  "  K)";"+' ,  "  
<;#9 #  (vol. I, fol. 223r), Polish: Rzymiánie Castora y Poluxá/ Jowiszá/ 
Fortun2/ Febr2 álbo Trz1sc2/ Marsá/ Romulusá/ y Quirinusá etF. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 145) 

In example (35), both readings are possible, but given the Polish original, the 
translator had almost certainly intended to use "&". 

Misplacements such as these may indicate that the manuscript is a copy of 
an obscure exemplar, where these words were written between the lines or in 
the margins and were inserted in the wrong place when the copy was made. 
The manuscript from which it was copied, in that case, is not known. 

The contents of the manuscript are also affected. The most obvious case is 
the question of the dedications. As seen in Section 2.3.2, Stryjkowski dedi-
cated many chapters in his chronicle to different patrons. Judging by this 
manuscript, some of them were translated into Russian but later considered 
unnecessary and crossed out. Chapters with crossed-out dedications are IV: 4 
(vol. I, fol. 222r), VI: 1 (vol. I, fol. 304v), VI: 8 (vol. I, fol. 331r), VI: 10 
(vol. I, fol. 340r), VII: 1 (vol. I, fol. 371v), X: 1 (vol. I, fol. 463v) etc. The 
                                                
 
44 Note that this correction also changes two words (one reflexive pronoun and one verb) with 
plural reference to the singular. The Polish ksi2gi Ewangeliey is plural, but the Russian 'HI9&"' 
is singular. 
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other manuscripts belonging to this translation do not contain these dedica-
tions. 

In volume II, the second correcting hand has added marginal notes in 
many places, of which the ones below are just a few examples. These mar-
ginal notes are found in the other manuscripts as well. 

(38) =;"3'=" )#%+2 ]"!)! " <#$-=#* 9='A'$" (vol. II, fol. 183v) 

(39) &'&';: A ]"!)#B -A:74"='* #>:7'4* ;'A';-B! (vol. II, fol. 187v) 

(40) K#;">2&' <'=" <;#9-! 741" +' =#;#$4'#9&)# (vol. II, fol. 229v) 

In the example below, a comment, which was not present in the Polish origi-
nal, has been added and then crossed out: 

(41) +# [-=#  .$ (4&8  '2&#-  94'  =+".' ]  '& [...] ^ +# '& [...] (vol. I, fol. 
167r) 

Finally, some changes concern the format of the text, its layout. The word 
:$A$)@0) is found in several places, of which at least some (vol. I, fol. 
220v; vol. II, fol. 33r) correspond to paragraph breaks in other manuscripts (I 
have not compared all instances to the other manuscripts). In vol. II, fol. 
559r, there is the note A$()+"J, K;&:" +' :A$)@&"@)$, after which fols. 
559r–559v are left blank. 

These notes seem to be instructions for a scribe copying the manuscript: 
not to leave a blank page, to make a paragraph break etc. Rogov interpreted 
them as intructions for a printer, but the other facts discussed above make 
this less probable. 

At the bottom of the first page of some quires, someone – probably the 
person who made the changes – has written L$'+) (vol. I, fol. 93r; vol. I, 
fol. 101r), as a sign that the text had been read and corrected. 

3.6.2 UUB Slav 26–28 (ms. U) 
The three-volume manuscript UUB Slav 26–28 has several traits that are 
missing in the other manuscripts of the 1673–79 translation. 

Slav 26, fol. 1r (cf. Illustration 1) contains a note on the provenance of the 
manuscript, written in J. G. Sparwenfeld’s hand: 

 
EF4B =+".#B ?4+- <#3'$#)',  
>#-;"$# " ='A'+9=F" )#4)#*'  
=+-A8 O)'$# O)'+#)"9# P#$"C"$# >#$,#%  
]#> D#9=)% $%&' b! )#<$#H4+F-  
L(.' 9$#)' 0'1(<4 ) FV+- ?(C4. 
Rb'+$# P');",# E<'-)4+64$*! 
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Since this note reveals that Sparwenfeld, who spent the years 1684–87 in 
Russia, received the manuscript in June of 1685 as a gift from the boyar and 
voevoda Ivan Ivanovi% Golicyn the elder, it must have been written before 
that date. 

Prince I. I. Golicyn, with the nickname Lob, was promoted from stol'nik 
to boyar on April 19th 1685 (Crummey 1983: 207), or, according to another 
source, on March 19th of that year (Golicyn 1892: 122). He became a 
voevoda in Kazan' in 1685 (Golicyn 1892: 122) and died on June 8th 1686 
(Crummey 1983: 207) or on September 9th 1686 (Golicyn 1892: 122) in Ka-
zan'. 

Golicyn is mentioned several times in the diary Sparwenfeld kept during 
his years in Russia (Birgegård 2002: 169, 179, 183, 189 etc.) and the two 
men seem to have been fairly well acquainted. It is not known where Goli-
cyn got hold of the chronicle. In the description of Fëdor Alekseevi%’s li-
brary, an Ivan Ivanovi% Golicyn is mentioned as having brought books to 
him,45 but it is not known if it was Ivan Ivanovi% the elder or the younger, 
who was also a stol'nik at that time (Golicyn 1892: 122). 

Fol. 2r of Slav 26 (cf. Illustration 2) contains a copy of the first page of 
the Polish edition, also written in Sparwenfeld’s hand. It differs in two ways 
from the title page of the printed original. In the manuscript, the title begins 
KRONIKA Sarmatska, Polska, Litewska, i.e., the word Sarmatska has been 
added. The rest of the title page is faithfully copied, including the informa-
tion about the printing of the Polish original, Drukowano w Krolewcu u Ger-
zego Osterbergera MDLXXXII, after which Sparwenfeld has added Po 
slawensku perewedena w Moskwe. 

Fol. 2v contains a copy of Stryjkowski’s list of sources, also written by 
Sparwenfeld. Instead of the Polish heading (Historikowie y Autorowie 
rozmáiFi z ro!nych Bibliotek…), he has written AUCTORES Quibus usus est 
auctor. 

The list is copied faithfully, except for the fact that the names of the bibli-
cal prophets Esajasz and Ezechiel have been left out. Also, Sparwenfeld 
often uses the Latin versions of names where Stryjkowski uses the Polish 
ones or abbreviates the names in a different way. One can also notice that 
some of the sources are written slightly larger and more distinctly, namely 
Olaus Magnus and Swedskie kroniki, testifying to Sparwenfeld’s interest in 
Stryjkowski’s Swedish sources. 

Fol. 3r contains copies of dedications. It begins with one paragraph of a 
dedication to the three brothers Jerzy, Szymon and Aleksander Olelkowicz, 

                                                
 
45 E.g. «9 192 =;HE Z:46?86 5> 30-A HIJK <LM :J9=E ;HJE :> NI@9:;GE O;<EH38M 5> 
U;8;GF C89J6@> <4;@J9:> :J6DK _53J> :J6B> _53J;5> <FJ> O;@9`FJ>» (Zabelin 1915: 
599). 
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found on page X6v in the printed original (cf. Sections 2.3 and 2.3.2). 
Thereupon follows a Latin dedication, copied from page XX7v in the origi-
nal, where it also has a Polish translation. The Polish version is left out by 
Sparwenfeld. 

Fol. 3v contains another Latin dedication, which is found on page XX8r 
in the original. It also has a Polish translation there, but only the Latin ver-
sion is copied into Slav 26. 

Next, also beginning on fol. 3v, there is a copy of the Latin introduction 
to chapter II: 1 (cf. Stryjkowski 1582: 21–23), which is, as mentioned in 
Section 2.3.2.1, a dedication to Melchior Giedroj-. Some minor parts are left 
out in the copy. It ends on fol. 4r. The dedication is left out from the Russian 
translation of II: 1.  

Fol. 5r (cf. Illustration 3) contains a translation into Russian of the title 
page, written in a calligraphic poluustav by an unidentified hand. It is a 
complete translation of the Polish title page, and here also, just as on the 
copy of the Polish title page, the title begins MNOP?MQ RQNSQTRMQU. At 
the bottom, Sparwenfeld has added that it was translated 
 

)5 <#c9#$9=#?8 <;"='A%, 4.#34 ;#A*+:18  
<4;4)#H"=#)8 )$'9+:4 ;2=" A*%  
#>;4&'B&9-, =#&#;:4 9'?" 9FB  
 9$')+2B =+(.2 <4;4)4$"  
 <# 2='A2 C(;- I$4=94- 
 D"1'"$#)"7- 

The text of the chronicle itself begins on fol. 6r. 
This leads to the conclusion that Sparwenfeld had access to the Polish 

original and that he knew something about where it had been translated and 
perhaps by whom. We will return to his statement about several translators 
later (cf. Chapter 6). The addition of the word Sarmatska is enigmatic, but 
probably means that the scribe was familiar with Sarmatism (cf. Section 2.4) 
and recognized the chronicle as related to that ideology (cf. Myl'nikov 1996: 
106). The word was probably added in the Polish original, from which the 
Polish title page was copied and the Russian one translated. Since the Polish 
title page was copied by Sparwenfeld and the Russian one written by a pro-
fessional scribe, it seems improbable that they would both have added it 
independently of each other. It is likely that Sparwenfeld’s notes about the 
circumstances of the translation were added at the time he heard them, which 
means that the two title pages were probably written in Moscow. 

There are several different watermarks in Slav 26–28. The first two of 
these are by far the most frequent throughout the three volumes: 

1) Amsterdam coat-of-arms with the letters LL/B underneath (B writ-
ten beneath LL) and with the countermark CATINAVD (?). 
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2) Foolscap, 7 points, type IV (Klepikov 1963: 408–410) with the let-
ters AI in italics underneath, without countermark. Cf. no. 894 in 
Klepikov (1959: 76; 1963: 419), found in a document from 1682 and 
a printed book from 1697, and no. 322 in Dianova (1997: 76), found 
in books from 1678, 1679 and 1680. 

3) Foolscap, 7 points, type IV (Klepikov 1963: 408–410) without coun-
termark.  

4) Foolscap, 7 points, type IV (Klepikov 1963: 408–410) with the 
countermark PM. Cf. no. 2645 in Laucevi%ius (1967b: 366), from 
1664–65 (Laucevi%ius 1967a: 211). 

5) Foolscap, 5 points, type I (Klepikov 1963: 408–410) with the coun-
termark PCH written in an oval. Cf. no. 1287 in Klepikov (1959: 
91), found in a document from 1682, also listed as no. 218 in Klepi-
kov (1963: 437) with additional reference to a document from 1687. 

6) Foolscap, 7 points, type IV (Klepikov 1963: 408–410) with the let-
ters AI in italics underneath, with the countermark IV.46 Cf. no. 11 in 
Klepikov (1963: 419), found in documents from 1677–79.  

7) Amsterdam coat-of-arms without countermark. 

The manuscript was donated to Uppsala University Library in 1721, and in 
connection with this, Sparwenfeld listed all the manuscripts that were part of 
the donation. His description of Slav 26–28 (which is listed as no. 111) has 
the following wording: 

NB Mathei Stricowski Chronica Slavorum omnium, &c &c &c Cod. mss, ex 
cancellaria Russica, pereleganter exscriptam et tribus tomis distractam [?] in 
folio ipsum Tsaris Theodori Alexeievici autographum, unicum in toto regno 
Moscovitico (Bibl. Ark. K 52:3). 

Tsar Fëdor Alekseevi% died in 1682, two years before Sparwenfeld came to 
Moscow, so the origin of the information that the tsar’s handwriting is found 
in the manuscript is not clear. It is difficult to imagine the tsar fulfilling the 
duties of a scribe, and moreover, Fëdor Alekseevi% was, according to Sedov 
(2006: 183), not a skilled scribe, which is evident from the strained hand-
writing in two letters from the tsar to Sil'vestr Medvedev, written in 1682 
(RGADA f. 5, op. 1, no. 1). Fëdor Alekseevi%’s hand as represented by those 
letters is not found anywhere in ms. U.  

The library’s description of the donation does not contain this informa-
tion; it reads as follows: 

                                                
 
46 IV stands for Jean Villedary, a French paper-maker who was active from 1668 and made 
paper for, among others, the Dutch factor Abraham Janssen, who usually placed his initials AI 
beneath the main watermark in his paper (Churchill 1935: 21–27). 
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Matthiae Strijkowski Chronicon Sarmaticum Lingua et literis Slaveno-
Russicis voll. III. Mscr. nitidissimum (Bibl. Ark. A 7). 

3.6.3 The relationship between RNB F.IV.103 and F.IV.131 
The manuscripts RNB F.IV.103 and RNB F.IV.131 have been left out of the 
critical apparatus, since they descend from mss. B and G, which are better 
representatives of that group of manuscripts. Nevertheless, they have some 
interesting features that deserve comment. 

A comparison of these manuscripts with the others shows clearly that they 
are closely related to each other and to ms. G. This can be seen in numerous 
places, where words have been left out or distorted in all three manuscripts. 
The relationship is confirmed by the existence of numbers in the margins 
that are connected to the foliation of ms. B (cf. Section 3.6.4). The question 
of whether they are both independent copies of ms. G or if one is a copy of 
the other is less easily resolved. In some places, RNB F.IV.103 and F.IV.131 
differ from G but coincide with each other. This would seem to speak for 
one being a copy of the other. Such instances are: 0(:+"0" C"A)$" +)L)=) 
C"A)$" (F.IV.103 and F.IV.131, fol. 109r) instead of 0(:+"0" C"A)$" 
+)L)=) (GIM Muz. 1391, fol. 108r; cf. Slav 26, fol. 151r), (:#"=) 
(F.IV.103, fol. 130r; F.IV.131, fol. 131r) instead of (:#"A. (GIM Muz. 
1391, fol. 129r; cf. Slav 26, fol. 180r), *A$(:=" (F.IV.103, fol. 130v; 
F.IV.131, fol. 131v) instead of *A$()=" (GIM Muz. 1391, fol. 129v; cf. 
Slav 26, fol. 181v), /*V+,W> (F.IV.103, fol. 135r; F.IV.131, fol. 136r) in-
stead of ()/*V+,W> (GIM Muz. 1391, fol. 134r; cf. Slav 26, fol. 187r) and 
many more. In several of these instances, however, ms. G bears signs of 
changes or corrections, so that it may originally also have had the readings 
found in the other two mss. 

In one place, there is a sign of F.IV.103 being copied from F.IV.131. On 
fol. 185r, something has smudged the text in F.IV.131. In F.IV.103, the 
scribe has left blank spaces where the smudges are in the other manuscript. 
This particular part, then, was copied from F.IV.131 to F.IV.103, since the 
scribe would not have left blank spaces if he had had another exemplar to 
verify the text by. 

However, in an earlier part of the text, approximately in the folios 108–
120, where there are different hands in the two manuscripts, the scribe of 
F.IV.131 has made very many mistakes in spelling, confusing a and o, e/; 
and "/X more than is usual in the other manuscripts, to such an extent, and 
often in such a way (in names etc.), that it is not likely that a scribe could 
reconstruct all the correct readings while copying. Examples of this are: 
Y(:@:Z " R:@:Z (F.IV.131, fol. 118v) instead of Y()@:Z " R)@:Z 
(F.IV.103, fol. 117v; cf. Slav 26, fol. 163r), :(9)+)*$:@ (F.IV.131, fol. 
119r) instead of )(9:+)*$:@ (F.IV.103, fol. 118r; cf. Slav 26, fol. 164r), 
K:&9:(, "&" @:&9:(, (F.IV.131, fol. 120v) instead of K:&9)(, "&" @:&9)(, 
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(F.IV.103, fol. 119v; cf. Slav 26, fol. 166v). Therefore, in this part of the 
manuscripts, F.IV.103 can hardly have been copied from F.IV.131, but pos-
sibly the other way around. However, the numbers in the margins, explained 
in the following section, make it more likely that they were both independent 
copies of ms. G in this part. 

A page-by-page comparison of the manuscripts from a codicological and 
paleographical point of view reveals that similarities can be found here as 
well. For example, the scribes have gone to great lengths to make the quires 
begin and end with the same words in both manuscripts. The text has been 
stretched or compressed, sometimes in one manuscript, sometimes in the 
other. This suggests that they both are copies of the same exemplar with the 
same distribution of the text among the quires. 

Even more striking is the fact that in parts of the manuscripts, notably in 
the beginning, the same scribes have written corresponding quires in both 
manuscripts. Sometimes, not only are the manuscripts written in the same 
handwriting, but even the flourishes are identical. This may suggest that both 
copies were made at the same time. It can be added that the two manuscripts 
do not have any watermarks in common, which may speak against this the-
ory. 

As we see, the relationship between these two manuscripts is compli-
cated, but it is certain that they were written partly by the same scribes, 
probably within a short period of time, and that they interacted closely. For 
the reasons previously mentioned, however, they will not be included in the 
edition. Further study could reveal interesting paleographical information 
about, for instance, the variations that take place in a text copied twice by the 
same scribe within a short period of time, and similar questions. 

3.6.4 Foliation in mss. B, G, RNB F.IV.103 and F.IV.131 
As mentioned in the description of ms. B above, there is foliation (in the top 
right corner of the recto side of the folios) in parts of the manuscript, con-
temporary with the text itself. There are no other numbers in the margins (cf. 
Section 3.6.1). 

Three other manuscripts contain numbers in the margins, also contempo-
rary with the manuscripts themselves. In ms. G, RNB F.IV.103 and RNB 
F.IV.131 there are two overlapping series of numbers. They are related in the 
following way. 

An examination of ms. G shows that it is a copy of ms. B. Ms. G has Cy-
rillic numbers in the margins next to the text in a large part of the manu-
script. These numbers are not always in the top right corner of the folios and 
do not give the actual number of the folio they are on. Instead, they appear 
next to the same words as does the foliation in ms. B, as if they were copied 
from B in the belief that they were marginal notes. 
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When the number 148 was copied in this process, it happened to coincide 
with the top of fol. 111r in ms. G. This is the last folio of a quire, written by 
hand G1. The next quire was written by another scribe, hand G2, who evi-
dently glanced at the last sheet of the previous quire and interpreted the 
number 148 as the number of the folio, since it is at the top of the page. He 
then continued foliating the pages (as he believed) for as long as he wrote, 
and the following scribe, G3, also continued with this for as long as he 
wrote, which was to fol. 140, which, however, he foliated as 177. Fol. 141 is 
again the first of a new quire, written by a new scribe, hand G4, who copied 
the number 192 from B but did not continue foliating what he himself wrote. 

Table 6 shows the relationship between the incorrect foliation and the ac-
tual folio numbers in G. 
Table 6. Foliation and marginal notes in ms. G (GIM Muz. 1391) 

Actual folios Incorrect foliation Comment 

to fol. 110 none hand G1, “marginal notes” from B 
fol. 111 fol. 148 hand G1, last folio in quire 
fols. 112–140 fols. 149–177 hands G2 and G3, foliation but no “marginal notes” 
fol. 141 fol. 192 hand G4, “marginal notes” from B 
fols. 142– none hand G4, “marginal notes” from B 

RNB F.IV.103 and RNB F.IV.131 are copies of ms. G. This can be seen 
from the fact that in these two manuscripts, the foliation series from both B 
and G have been regarded as marginal notes and copied – though with some 
omissions – next to the words in the text where they are found in B and G, 
not in the top right corners of the folios. There are different omissions in the 
two manuscripts, which points to them each being independent copies of G, 
not one of the other, in this part of the text, i.e. approximately fols. 108–123 
(cf., however, the conclusions in Section 3.6.3). 

3.7 The manuscripts of the other Russian translations 
The Ukrainian translation is only preserved in two manuscripts, which have 
already been introduced in Section 3.2.5 and will not be discussed further. 
The remaining Russian translations, however, are preserved in more copies, 
which will be listed here.  

3.7.1 Lyzlov’s 1682 translation 
Lyzlov’s translation of Stryjkowski can be found in some manuscripts con-
taining the Kurbskij Collection (Sbornik Kurbskogo). The core of this collec-
tion consists of letters written to Ivan IV by his former vassal Andrej Kurb-
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skij and the tsar’s answers during the period 1564–79 (SKK 1988: 496–497). 
As time went by, other texts were added to copies of these letters, hence the 
name “collection.” The manuscripts are usually grouped according to the 
redaction of the first letter. The copies of the Kurbskij Collection containing 
Stryjkowski’s Kronika all belong to the same group and can be dated from 
the end of the 17th to the later half of the 18th century (Perepiska 1979: 287–
289). 

There is plenty of literature dealing with Kurbskij’s letters and the Kurb-
skij Collection,47 and they also contain information on the contents of the 
different manuscripts involved. Therefore, the manuscripts containing the 
translation of Stryjkowski are simply listed below in approximate chrono-
logical order. The list is based on Keenan (1971: 193), Perepiska (1979: 
283–286) and Erusalimskij (2009: 565–635).48 

1) RNB sobranie Pogodina, no. 1494 (sobranie Stroeva, no. 18) 
Late 17th or early 18th century 

2) RGADA f. 181, no. 60/82 
Late 17th century 

3) GIM Uvarovskoe sobranie, no. 302 
18th century 

4) RGB f. 310, sobranie Undol'skogo, no. 779  
18th century 

5) GIM Uvarovskoe sobranie, no. 242/1582 
18th century 

6) RGB f. 209, sobranie Ov%innikova, no. 500 
18th century 

7) NB SPbGU Otdel redkich knig i rukopisej, ms. E.IV.47 
18th century 

3.7.2 The 1668–70 and 1688 translations 
As explained in Section 3.2, the translation dated by its title page to 1688 
actually consists of one part translated in that year, one part from 1668–70 
and a large part of the 1673–79 translation, slightly reworked. The manu-
scripts that contain this compilation of translations have been listed by Ro-
gov (1966: 280–287) and by Nikolaev (2008: 102), whose lists have been 
used as a base for the one below. Information about earlier descriptions of 

                                                
 
47 Poslanija (1951); Keenan (1971); Perepiska (1979); Erusalimskij (2009), cf. also SKK 
(1988: 501–503).  
48 Keenan (1971: 5–6) is mainly concerned with arguing that the letters were not written by 
Kurbskij, but by several other persons in the 1620s or 1630s. The majority of scholars do not 
share this view (cf. Perepiska 1979: 222–224; Erusalimskij 2009: 19–63). I do not wish to 
enter into that discussion, but will nevertheless make use of Keenan’s information about the 
manuscripts, as it is very clear and well arranged. 
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the manuscripts is, in most cases, not given here, but can be found in Ro-
gov’s and Nikolaev’s works. 

1) GIM Uvarovskoe sobranie, no. 4 
Late 17th century 

2) RGB Piskarëvskoe sobranie (f. 228), no. 171 (formerly Muzejnoe so-
branie, no. 606) 
Late 17th century 

3) Ul'janovskij Dvorec knigi, Otdel redkich i rukopisnych knig, no. 8 
Late 17th century 

4) Vladimiro-Suzdal'skij istoriko-chudo$estvennyj i architekturnyj mu-
zej-zapovednik, Vladimirskoe otdelenie, no. 405 
Late 17th century 

5) BAN Archangel'skoe sobranie, C no. 136 
Late 17th century 

6) RGADA f. 181, no. 620/1130 
Late 17th century 

7) RGADA f. 181, no. 59/81 
Early 18th century 

8) RNB Xrmita$noe sobranie, no. 551b (1–2) 
Early 18th century 

9) BAN 32.11.4 
Dated 1758 

10) Sobranie professora Bauze (perished in 1812) (Moiseeva 1980: 334) 

3.8 Chapter summary 
Rogov’s picture of the history of Stryjkowski’s chronicle in East Slavic 
translations has been updated here to comprise one complete Ruthenian or 
Ukrainian translation (early 17th century), three partial Russian translations 
(1668–70, 1682 and 1688) and one complete Russian translation (1673–79). 
In 1688, the translations from 1668–70 and 1688 were combined with parts 
of the 1673–79 translation to form a translation of the whole Kronika.  

Two translators have been identified: Andrej Lyzlov, who made the 1682 
translation, and Stepan #i$inskij, who participated in the 1673–79 transla-
tion, although he cannot have been involved from the beginning, since he did 
not begin working at Posol'skij prikaz until 1678. 

The 1673–79 translation was chosen as the primary object of study be-
cause it is a complete translation and not a compilation, as well as because it 
may have been more widely spread and held in higher esteem than the oth-
ers. Chapters IV: 1–3 were singled out for the edition and closer study be-
cause their subject matter made them especially interesting for Russian read-
ers.  
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The manuscript situation for all the translations has been sketched, with 
special emphasis on the 1673–79 translation. This is the first time that in-
formation on the manuscripts of all the Russian translations of Stryjkowski’s 
chronicle, including that found in the Sbornik Kurbskogo, has been pub-
lished in one place, alongside information about the Ukrainian translation. 
The alleged Belorussian translation was also discussed, but as some earlier 
scholars have shown, it cannot be considered an independent translation of 
the chronicle. 

There are eleven copies of the 1673–79 translation, but twelve manu-
scripts, since one copy of the text has been split up into two manuscripts, 
kept in different libraries. The manuscripts can be divided into three groups 
according to the variant readings, marginal notes and other characteristics 
they display. Group 1 contains five manuscripts, the best of which is ms. B. 
Group 2 contains five manuscripts (but four copies of the text), the best of 
which is ms. U. Group 3 contains only two manuscripts, the best of which is 
ms. N. The main manuscript in the edition is ms. U, and representatives of 
all three groups have been selected for variant readings. 

Ms. B was identified as the earliest extant manuscript. The history of the 
1673–79 translation can be reconstructed as follows: the Polish original was 
divided between at least four translators (cf. Chapter 6), one of whom, ac-
cording to archival documents, was Stepan #i$inskij. The Polish original 
was possibly bought and bound in 1672, and the translation may have been 
begun in the same year, but #i$inskij’s part of the work was not done until 
after 1678. We do not know if the text was immediately divided between 
translators or if they worked on it in succession. A copy of the translation 
was bound in 1681. 

The original draft of the translation is no longer extant. Possibly, some 
editorial changes were made in that original draft. Ms. B is a copy of it, and 
seemingly, the draft was unclear in places, which led to some mistakes in 
ms. B that later had to be corrected. Mss. U and N, it seems, copied the text 
correctly from the beginning, or else used a better copy as their exemplar. 
Ms. N also shows signs of the original draft in one place. 

Mss. U and B are the best manuscripts, in the sense that the text in them is 
more complete and less corrupted than in the others. In most places, the 
readings in ms. B are better or equal, but in vol. I, fol. 191v, it has a lacuna 
of three words that are present in Slav 26, fol. 195r. For this reason, ms. B 
cannot be the original copy of the translation, and we must assume that there 
was an even earlier draft. Mss. U, B and N together give a picture of what 
the language of the first draft must have looked like and what the translators 
had in mind. 
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4 The language of chapters IV: 1–3 

The object of study in this chapter is the text found in the edition, i.e. chap-
ters IV: 1–3 of the translation, based on the main manuscript, ms. U. 
Whereas the three following chapters aim to shed light upon different as-
pects of the text and take into account only such features of the language as 
serve their respective purposes, the intention in this chapter is to describe as 
many aspects as possible of its morphology and syntax that may be of inter-
est. Contexts where variation occurred, either in this text or in the language 
of the period in general, have been seen as especially worthy of attention. 
The text is set in relation to discussions about the language situation of the 
late 17th century, which involve such concepts as diglossia, literary language 
and registers. It is also compared with studies of other texts, mainly from the 
same period. 

4.1 The language situation of the late 17th century 
The nature of the language situation in pre-Petrine Russia has been the sub-
ject of some debate, and scholars disagree as to whether one can speak of a 
literary language (literaturnyj jazyk) during this period.  

A. V. Issatchenko’s definition of a literary language, cited here according 
to D. S. Worth (1975: 6), is that it is polyvalent, i.e. “accessible to all mem-
bers of the given society and serving their various communicatory needs,” 
normalized, obligatory for all members of the given society, and stylistically 
differentiated (cf. also !ivov 1996: 14; 2009: 2). This does not refer only to 
the language of literature, but rather means ‘standard language.’49 Scholars of 
Slavic languages writing in English disagree as to which term is preferable, 
‘literary language’ or ‘standard language,’ but I will use the former, which is 
well established in the field.  

Worth (1975: 1–7) relates the opinions of many earlier scholars on the 
origins of the Russian literary language. According to one well-known the-
ory, promoted by B. A. Uspenskij and others, Church Slavonic and Russian 
were in a situation of diglossia, which means that they were two separate 
                                                
 
49 Cf. Worth (1975: 8–9): “There was a language of literature […] but there was no standard-
ized literary language per se.” 
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languages but were not perceived as such by their users. They had wholly 
different spheres of usage, Church Slavonic assuming the role of literary 
language, and Russian being the spoken language and the medium of non-
bookish written texts (Uspenskij 2002: 23–32). 

A modification of this is the view, supported by M. L. Remnëva and oth-
ers, that Church Slavonic was the only literary language in Russia before the 
18th century, but that it existed in two varieties, a strict, standardized one and 
a less strict one that allowed some variation of Church Slavonic and East 
Slavic forms. Scholars of this opinion recognize that yet another norm ex-
isted, based on East Slavic and used for business and law, but unlike the two 
Church Slavonic varieties, it is not given the status of literary language (Ki-
janova 2010: 16–19). 

Most convincing, however, is the theory that there was no literary lan-
guage in Russia during that time at all, and that the term cannot be applied to 
the Russian situation before the 18th century if the criteria listed above are to 
be fulfilled. Worth (1975: 6–9) argues that a literary language is monocen-
tric, i.e. it has a neutral core, and all stylistic variations are regarded in rela-
tion to this core, which is what is meant by stylistic differentiation. The lan-
guage situation in Russia at this time, however, was polycentric, in the sense 
that there was not one single neutral norm with stylistic deviations, but sev-
eral norms or conventions, depending on the type of text. 

V. M. !ivov, in his monograph Jazyk i kul'tura Rossii XVIII veka (1996), 
which has been translated into English with the title Language and culture in 
eighteenth-century Russia (2009), provides similar arguments, and also 
points out that the written language as a whole was not codified in the 17th 
century. Church Slavonic was described in e.g. Smotrickij’s grammar, but 
the other language types, or registers (cf. Section 4.1.1), were not explicitly 
regulated, although some norms can be deduced from texts. The 16th and 17th 
centuries saw the appearance of some texts written in a manner not moti-
vated by their genre, but this was only a step towards a literary language. 
Only in the 18th century, as the result of a conscious language policy, did 
some of the registers disappear or become marginalized. The language was 
codified and adopted some features of the former registers, filling them with 
stylistic connotations, which led to stylistic differentiation and the formation 
of a literary language (!ivov 1996: 14–16).  

Since much of what is to follow is hinged on the existence and use of the 
simplex preterites, aorist and imperfect, it should be pointed out (stating the 
obvious) that these were no longer in use in the spoken language by the late 
17th century. Although some aorist forms, known from religious texts or 
prayers, could be part of the passive knowledge of Russians of that time, one 
may assume that only a person with experience of the written language 
would be able to form this tense independently. In other words, the simplex 
preterites were wholly a factor of the written language, and without a certain 
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amount of experience, a scribe would not know how to apply them, which 
can be seen from texts where forms are used incorrectly (e.g. !ivov 1995: 
53–55). This study, then, concerns the written language, and does not pre-
tend to give a picture of the spoken language of 17th-century Russia. 

4.1.1 The registers 
The diglossia theory is based on the parallel existence of two languages, 
Church Slavonic and Russian, covering different spheres of usage. Consider-
ing the great variation between texts, and especially the number of texts that 
present neither pure Church Slavonic nor pure vernacular Russian, it seems 
appropriate to distinguish between more than two such spheres of usage. A 
primary division into bookish and non-bookish registers (kni7nye vs. ne-
kni7nye registry) can be made – the term ‘register’ being preferable to ‘lan-
guage.’ The registers differed in the structuring of information and by the 
presence or absence of markers of bookishness (priznaki kni7nosti). For in-
stance, Church Slavonic, with some orthographical and morphological adap-
tations to East Slavic traits, but with Church Slavonic syntax, was used for 
biblical and liturgical texts, whereas a variety of Church Slavonic, which can 
be called the hybrid register (cf. Section 4.1.3), is found in other texts, for 
example chronicles (!ivov 1996: 15, 31–32). There were also several varie-
ties of non-bookish Russian, of which chancellery language is the one that is 
most relevant in this thesis (cf. Uspenskij & !ivov 1983: 150–157). Inherent 
in the notion of registers is that the same person could express himself in 
different registers depending on the type of text he was creating, and even 
within the borders of a single text (Uspenskij & !ivov 1983: 162–166; !ivov 
1998: 223).  

Speaking of bookish and non-bookish features, rather than Church Sla-
vonic and Russian or East Slavic ones, stresses that what was important to 
the scribes was not the genetic, but the functional factor, i.e., not the Church 
Slavonic or Russian origin of a linguistic feature, but the status associated 
with it (!ivov 1996: 19–20). An originally East Slavic phenomenon could 
for instance be adopted in the Russian redaction of Church Slavonic, and 
Church Slavonic and East Slavic elements could be seen as stylistically 
equivalent and equally acceptable in written texts. Also, what was seen as a 
marker of bookish language depended on the characteristics of the spoken 
language, and therefore these markers could vary over time (!ivov 1996: 
26–33). 

4.1.2 Mechanisms for text production 
Until the 16th century, the East Slavs did not possess any dictionaries or 
grammars of the Church Slavonic language. The usual way for a person in 
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medieval Russia to learn Church Slavonic was not to study it, as one would 
study a foreign language. Rather, he would learn to read by spelling out syl-
lables and later by reading and memorizing passages from the Psalter and 
other texts. In doing this, he would compare what he had read with his native 
language, and his mother tongue would serve as the basis for his written 
language as well. Professional scribes probably received additional educa-
tion, but it seems to have concerned mainly orthography, not the lexical and 
syntactic levels of the text. Reading texts and imitating them still probably 
made up most of the scribes’ education. Not everyone who learned to read 
also learned to write according to orthographical rules (!ivov 1996: 20–23; 
1998: 218–220; Uspenskij 2002: 119–121). The imitation of model texts 
expressed itself both in the contents of a literary work and in its linguistic 
traits (!ivov 1998: 225). 

Even in the 17th century, despite the fact that by this time there were 
guidelines such as Smotrickij’s grammar (1st ed. 1619), it seems that many 
scribes still mainly used texts they had read as models for what they wrote.50 
Therefore, one may assume that such models played a role even for skilled 
scribes when determining how to construct the text lexically, morphologi-
cally and syntactically. 

There were two main mechanisms at work when a new text was being 
written, two ways of relating to the model texts. One was the mechanism of 
conversion (mechanizm peres5ëta), which meant that a relationship was es-
tablished between the spoken language and the written text, so that a person 
with active knowledge of Church Slavonic could exchange, for instance, the 
perfect forms of his spoken language for simplex preterites. This was useful 
when a wholly new thought was to be expressed, and no set phrase had been 
learned that could express it. The second mechanism was text orientation 
(mechanizm orientacii na teksty). Since people learned the written language 
by learning large portions of text by heart, in many situations they would 
find that they already knew a suitable phrase and would not need to construct 
a wholly new one. This could concern the sentence level, but also syntagms 
and probably individual forms. Both mechanisms were put to work when a 
new text was being written (!ivov 1996: 23–25). The principle of text orien-
tation is essential to the reasoning in Chapter 7. 

It must not be supposed that the intention of a scribe was always to write 
in correct Church Slavonic, and that all texts that contain Russian elements 
were badly written. The aim was usually to convey information and to do it 
in a manner that corresponded as closely as possible to existing texts of the 
same kind (!ivov 1998: 225).  

                                                
 
50 Cf. also Kijanova (2010: 285), who explains that Remnëva’s school is of the same opinion 
in this case. 
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4.1.3 The hybrid register 
The term “hybrid Slavonic” was coined by R. Mathiesen (1984: 47–48) to 
describe a mixture of Church Slavonic and vernacular elements in different 
proportions, not as a random conglomerate, but as a “secondary linguistic 
system in its own right.”  
!ivov (1996: 25–29) links the emergence of the hybrid register to the 

mechanism of conversion (cf. Section 4.1.2). A scribe who mainly used the 
mechanism of text orientation would produce a text very similar to the bibli-
cal texts, written in Church Slavonic. However, a scribe who mainly applied 
conversion would produce a text that differed in some ways from Church 
Slavonic texts, since the conversion might sometimes fail. This is the origin 
of the hybrid register. Situations arose when an element in the spoken lan-
guage could, in different surroundings, correspond to different elements in 
the written norm. The scribe would then use the two elements alternately, 
and variation would arise. Because of this, variation became characteristic of 
hybrid texts.  

It can be assumed that the scribe’s own linguistic background, dialect, etc. 
had more influence on texts that were written with the help of conversion 
than those that were the result of text orientation. Hybrid texts can therefore 
be expected to differ greatly from each other. 

Eventually, as the hybrid register became the basis of a new text tradition, 
we must no longer assume that scribes aimed at creating standard Church 
Slavonic texts, and that any deviation was considered a failure. A scribe 
could choose to apply only some markers of bookish language, namely the 
ones that were best suited and would most easily set the standard of the text. 
The important thing was that they were used at all, not that they were used 
consistently. This variation between bookish and non-bookish elements 
makes the label “hybrid” very suitable (!ivov 1996: 32–33). 

One may say that the hybrid register emerged in the chronicle genre. 
When the first chronicles were written in Rus', there were no models for 
them, which means that the mechanism of text orientation could not be used. 
Byzantine chronicles had been translated into Slavonic and could have 
served as models, but they were not written in the same way – they were not 
annalistic – and, moreover, they were not the kind of texts that were learned 
by heart. This meant that the scribes had to use the conversion mechanism, 
which led to deviations from the Church Slavonic norm (!ivov 1998: 229–
230, 242).  

The chronicles were based on annual notes that were then compiled and 
elaborated. They often contained fragments of folk tales, treaties and hagio-
graphic texts. Therefore, the chronicle genre can in itself be said to be a 
“conglomerate of different genres” (Kijanova 2010: 10). The very narrative 
was heterogeneous, and this was accompanied by linguistic variation (Petru-
chin 2003: 142). Later chronicles could use earlier ones as models, so that in 
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later chronicles, the variation was a product both of conversion and of text 
orientation, where earlier chronicles served as model texts. Thus, the chroni-
cles became the origin of the hybrid register, which then spread to other 
types of texts and became the main register into which translations were 
made in the 16th and 17th centuries, when the opposition between secular and 
religious literature was formed (!ivov 1998: 230–232).  

Since the chronicles were compiled over a long period, they may reflect 
language development with older parts written in a more archaic language 
(!ivov 1995: 49–50; Petruchin 2003: 15–16). Still, it must be remembered 
that older parts were compiled and edited, so that more modern language can 
appear in a section of the text dealing with very early events, and formulaic 
expressions from earlier sources were used when describing certain later 
events, so that the language of these later events can contain archaic traces 
(!ivov 1998: 237). 

Contrary to this, Uspenskij (2002: 100–101) believed that Byzantine 
chronicles did in fact serve as models for Russian chronicles. In his diglossia 
paradigm, he placed chronicles firmly in the Church Slavonic tradition, not-
ing, however, that they often contained a certain number of Russian traits. In 
his view, the dominating use of the simplex preterites and other syntactic 
constructions qualified chronicles as Church Slavonic. 

Remnëva and the scholars who follow her theory (cf. Section 4.1) believe 
that even though Russian forms abound in the chronicles, the scribes still 
perceived their language as Church Slavonic. Because the different elements 
of the chronicle influenced the language, the result was not pure Church 
Slavonic, but Church Slavonic with a less strict norm (sni7ennaja norma) 
(Kijanova 2010: 15–20). 

I adhere to the view that chronicles represent the hybrid register. As will 
be shown below, the translated text under discussion here shows many traits 
characteristic of the hybrid register. 

4.2 Description of IV: 1–3: morphology 
The chapters IV: 1–3 of the 1673–79 translation are the main object of this 
study. The reasons for this choice have been explained in Section 3.4. The 
linguistic features of this portion of the chronicle will be examined more 
closely against the background of the language situation explained above. 
Because orthography and phonology vary greatly between manuscripts and 
scribes, investigating them would have been too extensive a task. Instead, 
the description will concentrate on some aspects of the morphology and syn-
tax of the text, even though some variation between manuscripts can be seen 
here as well.  
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The study describes the language of the main manuscript, ms. U (Slav 
26–28), and exact figures for the occurrences of linguistic features only refer 
to the situation in this manuscript, but differences between manuscripts will 
be commented on when relevant, and features that vary to a particularly high 
degree will be especially stressed. All manuscripts included as variants in the 
edition have been used for reference and are referred to by their sigla (cf. 
Table 4). 

4.2.1 Verbs 

4.2.1.1 The aorist 
In the 17th century, the aorist and imperfect were no longer actively used, 
and any knowledge of them was the result of some degree of education or at 
least imitation of model texts. The degree of correctness in the use of these 
tense forms can show something about the scribe’s (or, in this case, transla-
tor’s) background and perhaps also about the model texts he used (!ivov 
1995: 45). 

Most of the forms found in the text have the correct person and number 
form (cf. however K.=' in Section 4.2.1.4). They are also for the most part 
found in the etymologically correct forms, spelled according to Church Sla-
vonic of Russian redaction, e.g. 3rd person plural aorist forms ending in -=) 
instead of OCS -=[. They have been checked against Nandria (1965) and the 
online OCS morphology website http://rhssl1.uni-regensburg.de:8080/OCS. 
Some verbs show parallel aorist forms and deserve comment. 

The 3rd person singular aorist of #)$" in this text is #)#', which was an 
innovative form based on the present stem of the verb and replaced OCS 
#)A$> or #) (Pennington 1980: 277). The 3rd person plural, however, is the 
original form #)=). Of the related prefigated verbs, some have the old aorist 
forms and others have innovative ones: /#)$" has the aorist /#) and 
A:/#)$" becomes A:/#) (three times), but @#)$" is found in the form @#)#' 
(four times), :$#)$" in the form :$#)#' (twice), @:/#)$" in the form 
@:/#)#' and C:##)$"A. in the form C:##)#'A.. There is no variation be-
tween manuscripts in this regard.  

The verb .$" belonged to a group of verbs that in the 3rd person singular 
aorist could take the ending -$> (Borkovskij & Kuznecov 1963: 256). Such 
aorist forms can for example be found in the Stepennaja kniga (Otten 1973: 
235). This form, however, was identical to the past passive participle .$>. 
The form .$> occurs twice in the edited chapters (in all manuscripts). In the 
following example, the verb form corresponds to the Polish poimany, and I 
therefore consider it to be a participle: 

(42) y Asbaldus Hetman Rzymski poimány 0ywo iest spalon od Bulgarow ná 
ofiár. (Stryjkowski 1582: 99) 
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" I9)',*8 )#4)#*' ;"?9=FM W&8  " 3")8 9#A34$ #! >#,.';#)8 +' 
34;&)V (Slav 26, fol. 168v) 

In another instance, the Polish finite form zgwa3ci3 is translated as .$ X 
+)A"&:@). I have interpreted this instance of .$> as an aorist with the ending 
-$>: 

(43) Zon. Brátá zábitego Greczk. zgwa!%i! (Stryjkowski 1582: 131) 

" 34+V >;'&' 9)#4.# .;47'+=V -!  F +'9"$#)' (Slav 26, fol. 213v) 

This is the only instance of this ending, and one may assume that it was mo-
tivated by the fact that the aorist would otherwise have consisted of only one 
letter. Aorist forms of corresponding prefigated verbs (@/.$", C(".$", 
C:.$", C:#.$") do not have the ending -$>. 

The 3rd person singular aorist of the verb G"$" is G"@' rather than OCS 
G", but the prefigated verb C("G"$" is found in the form C("G" (cf. 
Borkovskij & Kuznecov 1963: 255–256). This applies to all manuscripts. 

4.2.1.2 The l-participle 
This section deals with the form of the l-participle that forms part of the per-
fect tense (with or without an auxiliary verb), the pluperfect and conditional 
constructions. The distribution of elliptic and full forms of the perfect tense 
will be treated separately in Sections 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.1.3. 

The forms found in this text for the most part correspond to those of to-
day’s Russian past tense. Verbs with consonant stems yield forms such as 
:$@'&>, :$@'&", *+'A>, 0&)&>, V:9&:, V:9&", #:A$"9&" and "/:K('&". The 
forms ('0&>, :K,0&>, V:9&> and C'('V:9&> differ from the state in modern 
Russian. According to Pennington (1980: 277), such forms betray Polish or 
Ruthenian influence. There is no variation between manuscripts regarding 
these forms. 

The Polish original has vowel alternations of the type pocz13/pocz2li. This 
is reflected in one Russian plural form, which is found in all manuscripts: 
/)L'&"A\ (Slav 26, fol. 198v). In other cases, ms. U uses forms with Russian 
vocalism: C:L)&" (Slav 26, fol. 150v) and +)L)&" (Slav 26, fol. 202v). There 
are, however, variant readings with the vowel -'- to both these instances in 
other manuscripts (most notably ms. B, which has -'- in both cases). 

The form C('+'K('W> has been classified as a perfect form in the mascu-
line singular, where -W> is the voiceless counterpart to a fricative pronuncia-
tion of -9>. Mss. ERN show the spelling with -9>. 

The reflexive particle in perfect forms ending in a vowel mostly has the 
form -A\, sometimes -A..  
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4.2.1.3 The infinitive 
Until the 16th century, the original infinitive endings -$", -]"/-L" and -A$" 
dominated in texts from all registers, except in everyday texts (bytovye tek-
sty), even though the final vowel had begun to disappear in the spoken lan-
guage several centuries earlier. In the 17th century, however, the new endings 
-$\, -L\ and -A$\ became more frequent, and the registers began to diverge 
more in their usage (!ivov 2004: 131–137). 

There are 274 infinitive forms in the text as found in ms. U. Two of them 
have a superscript final -$, and it can therefore not be determined if this 
stands for -$" or -$\. Four occurrences of the form L).$\, originally an 
infinitive but by this time a particle (cf. Section 5.4.2.2), are also excluded 
from the table below, as well as four forms of "#$" and related prefigated 
verbs. The remaining 264 infinitive forms are distributed as seen in Table 7. 
Table 7. Infinitive endings 

 -$"/-$\ -$"A./-$\A.+-$J) -]"/-L\ -A$"^/-A$\ Total 
Old forms  172  25  6  10  213 
New forms  42  2+1  2  4  51 

% new forms 19.6 10.7  25 28.6 19.3 

The total share of new forms is 19.3%, which stays within the limits of what 
is common for hybrid texts: 25% or less (!ivov 2004: 158). It can be ob-
served here, as in connection with certain other hybrid texts (!ivov 2004: 
141, 155), that forms of the type A;L", i.e. with East Slavic consonantism but 
with the Church Slavonic infinitive ending, do not occur. Another typical 
characteristic is that reflexive verbs show the lowest share of new forms. The 
spelling -$J) may have been associated with chancellery language (!ivov 
2004: 148–150). 

Eleven forms have variant readings in one or several manuscripts. The 
most common variation is the occurrence of the ending -$\ where ms. U has 
-$", six times all in all (twice in ms. R, three times in mss. ER and once in 
mss. BGN). There is also variation in the reflexive endings. 

As a whole, the distribution of infinitive forms in this text is similar to 
that in the second half of the Mazurinskij letopisec (!ivov 2004: 140–141).  

4.2.1.4 The verb !"#$ 
The verb K,$" differed from other verbs in OCS and Old Russian texts in 
that it had three paradigms of simplex preterite forms, exemplified by the 3rd 
person singular forms K.=', K; and K,A$\. That K.=' was imperfect and 
K,A$\ aorist is well known, but the character of K; is disputed. C. H. van 
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Schooneveld (1959: 64–69) reports on different views on this, and comes to 
the conclusion that K; was an imperfective aorist.51 

The use of these forms in chapters IV: 1–3 in ms. U is as follows. There 
are 42 forms from the K,A$\ paradigm: 19 K,A$\, 2 K,W> (one of which is 
an auxiliary verb in a conditional construction) and 21 K,=) (one of which 
is an auxiliary verb in the pluperfect). There is also one instance of C('-
K,A$\ and one of C('K,=). There are 47 occurrences of K; (four of which 
are auxiliary verbs in the pluperfect) and two of K;W*. There are four in-
stances of the K.=' paradigm: one K.=' and three K.W*. The form K.=', 
however, is incorrect, since it belongs to a plural subject. In ms. B, K.=' has 
been corrected to K,=), which is also found in ms. G. The only other varia-
tion between manuscripts, aside from scribal errors such as K: for K; or 
omissions, is that the form K;W* has been changed to K.W* in both instances 
in ms. G and in one instance in mss. BN. Thus, the distinction between the 
K; and K.=' paradigms is somewhat blurred in that several scribes changed 
K;W* to K.W* at least once, and the only occurrence of the form K.=' is in-
correct.  

It should also be mentioned that the forms from the K,A$\ paradigm do 
not exclusively carry the meaning ‘to become’ in this text, as was often 
characteristic for them (cf. Uspenskij 2002: 238–247).  

4.2.1.5 Adverbial participles 
As explained in more detail in Section 7.3, by the 17th century, active parti-
ciples in adverbial (or predicative) function had largely lost their inflection 
and were on their way to becoming the gerunds we find in present-day Rus-
sian. In the translation of the Kronika, adverbial participles take several dif-
ferent forms that have their origins in old inflectional endings.  

The most common ending in the present tense is -)/-., which was the 
masculine singular ending in certain conjugations. The ending -,"/-"" oc-
curs in e.g. G"@," (Slav 26, fol. 157v), A," (fols. 166r, 205r, 206v), V:9X" 
(fols. 181v, 199r) and "A0X" (fol. 210v). This is a remnant of the long (pro-
nominal) form of the participle in the masculine singular of other conjuga-
tions. The ending -*L", which occurs for instance in "#*L" (fols. 152r, 153r), 
K*#*L" (fols. 156r, 202v, 215r) and ;#*L" (fol. 168r), has East Slavic conso-
nantism, and the vowel -" has its origins in the feminine singular form (cf. 
below).52 Forms ending in -*]'/-Z]'/-.]' have Church Slavonic consonan-
tism, and -' originates in the masculine plural. Examples of this are @'#*]' 
                                                
 
51 Van Schooneveld uses the 1st person singular to symbolize the paradigms, i.e. K.W>, K;W> 
and K,W>, which in my opinion is not quite appropriate, since the form K.W> is a construct. I 
will therefore use the 3rd person singular. 
52 In the First Pskov Chronicle, Bjørnflaten (2010: 23) also found that participles with East 
Slavic consonantism all ended in -", and Cocron’s examples (Cocron 1962: 221–222) testify 
to the same thing. 
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(fol. 159v), W:$.]' (fols. 201v, 222r), C(:A.]' (fols. 212r, 218v) and 
9& 2Z]' (fol. 224v). The only form with Church Slavonic consonantism end-
ing in -" is the long form W:$.]X" (fol. 174v). 

The form /"G#.", a long form of the participles in -)/-., is remarkable 
because of the construction in which it occurs: 

(44) Bo cá(e lat dwádzie1-ia z sze1- ty mury budowa! Anastasius Cesarz 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 98–99) 

A'+4 .=([. $%&8 &% 9&%+: >%  A"3*W" . I+'9&'9F" C(;5 (Slav 26, fol. 
168r) 

Participle constructions with the verb K,$" were originally a calque from 
Greek and thus a sign of Church Slavonic syntax (Uspenskij 2002: 256). The 
use of this construction is a strong marker of bookishness, especially since 
the Polish original does not have anything similar. 

The present tense adverbial participle of the verb K,$" is found in three 
different forms in the text: A,", A*]' and K*#*L". The form A," has mascu-
line singular reference and A*]' masculine plural, but K*#*L" is used with-
out agreement in gender or number.  

The past tense is dominated by forms ending in -@>, which was the mas-
culine singular form in some conjugations. The forms ='#> (also found with 
the corresponding prefixed verbs), /)G'9>, ('0>/+)('0> and @A;#> have a 
zero ending, which was the masculine singular of other conjugations. There 
are also forms in -@=', which was the masculine plural form of the paradigm 
ending in -@>, and forms where -=" or -=' have been added directly to the 
verbal stem, which was the feminine singular or masculine plural, respec-
tively, of the paradigm with a zero ending. Examples of the latter are 
:K(;$=" (fol. 164r), C("='#=' (fol. 172r), ('0=' (fol. 209v) and ()/K'9-
="A. (fol. 217r). There are no examples of forms ending in -@=". There are 
also a few isolated forms that seem to be participles but have anomalous 
endings. They have not been taken into account here. 

In both the present and the past tense, the ending -" originated in the 
feminine singular and -e in the masculine plural. In the 17th century, -" had 
spread to the plural, replacing the original ending -'. Once the feminine sin-
gular and the masculine plural began to be confused, the masculine singular 
could be used for feminine singular subjects as the only unambiguous singu-
lar form, and eventually all the forms were used interchangeably (Bjørn-
flaten 2010: 23–26). 

The most common endings, i.e. -)/-. in the present tense and -@> and the 
zero ending in the past tense, are used here without agreement, but some of 
the other forms seem to be more strongly connected to their original gender 
and number category. Thus, -,"/-"" is only used in the masculine singular 
and forms ending in -*]'/-Z]'/-.]', -@=' and -=' mainly in the plural. 
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There is quite a lot of variation between manuscripts regarding the forms 
of the adverbial participles. Of approximately 300 occurrences, 31 show 
some kind of variation. In most of these cases, some mss. have finite verb 
forms instead of participles, such as :K(;$:=) in mss. ER instead of 
:K(;$=" (fol. 164r) or @:/K()+.=' in ms. G instead of @:/K()+.]' (fol. 
213r), although the latter case and a few others like it may be the result not 
of a substitution of forms, but of a general confusion of = and ] in some 
forms of skoropis' (cf. Uspenskij & !ivov 1983: 175–176). There are also a 
few instances of the opposite substitution: a finite form in ms. U correspond-
ing to a participle in other mss. In some cases, all manuscripts have partici-
ples, but in different forms. Ms. G, for instance, has two instances of 
C("='#=' for C("='#> (fols. 198v, 199v), and in a few cases, one or more 
mss. have changed the particle G' to the ending -=', such as *$@'(#"@=' 
in mss. ER for *$@'(#"@ G' (fol. 209v).  

4.2.2 Nouns 

4.2.2.1 The nominative plural 
The original nominative plural forms of hard-stem masculine nouns ended in 
-", and a few such forms are found in the texts, although the vast majority 
have the new ending -,, originally the accusative plural form. The forms 
with the old ending are: +)(:#" (Slav 26, fols. 154r, 164v, 166r, 224v), 
9'+'$" (fol. 159r), )C:A$:&" (fol. 171r), ()K" (fol. 221v, 2x), #")0:+" (fol. 
224v). All these refer to humans, which is in accordance with the types of 
nouns that usually retained this ending in the 17th century (Cocron 1962: 65–
67). Since +)(:#> refers to a group of people, it is somewhat of a special 
case, and there are also numerous examples of the nominative plural 
+)(:#,. Other nouns with human referents (most of which are ethnonyms) 
are also found with the ending -,, such as K:&9)(,, A'(K,, #:&V)$,, 
0)(@)$, (fol. 151r) or 9:$,, 0"V@(,, " @)+#)&"$, (fol. 165r), to name 
only a few. There are only two instances of variation between manuscripts: 
ms. N has 9'+'$, for 9'+'$" (fol. 159r) and mss. BG have "#:&" for "#:&, 
(fol. 225v). 

In Polish, this distinction remains to this day: masculine personal nouns 
take the old ending -i, whereas most other masculine nouns take the innova-
tive ending -y. The use in the translation of the Kronika may therefore be 
influenced by the Polish system, even though the individual forms do not 
always correspond. The Polish narod, for instance, always has the nomina-
tive plural form narody, and the correspondence to )C:A$:&" is 
Aposto3owie. 

The form +)A&'#+"J, (nine times) as a nominative plural of +)A&'#+"0>, 
"A$:L+"J, (once) of "A$:L+"0> and A@.]'++"J, (twice) of A@.]'++"0> 
show the effect of the second palatalization, which took place before the 
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vowel -i, but instead of the original -J" we find -J,, since -J- had become 
hard by this time. No variation is found between manuscripts. In Polish, 
masculine personal nouns ending in -k take the ending -cy in the nominative 
plural, which may have influenced the usage, although the individual forms 
in this text do not always correspond. The Russian +)A&'#+"J,, for instance, 
is often used to translate Polish potomkowie.  

The nominative plural of nouns ending in -)+"+>/-.+"+> in ms. U takes 
the ending -)+'/-.+' in most cases: there are 75 such forms, compared with 
three ending in -.+., one in -'+. (!), two in -)+" and four in -)+,. The form 
A()J,+" is an uncertain case and is not included in this group, since it is 
only found in the plural here, and the singular, according to SRJa, could be 
A()J"+> or A()J"+"+>. There is some variation between manuscripts re-
garding these endings, the most common being that one or several mss. may 
have -.+. where ms. U has -.+' (nine times). There are examples of this 
from all the other mss.  

For these nouns, the ending in -' is the original one and has remained 
dominant throughout, although forms ending in -" and -, can be found spo-
radically, cf. examples from the Hypatian Chronicle (Iordanidi & Krys'ko 
2000: 108–112). The ending in -. was common in the 16th century and was 
still to be found in the 17th. It can perhaps be viewed as an influence from 
collective nouns in -) or -\., since these plural forms of nouns designating 
people could be seen as collectives. Examples from the 17th century can be 
found for instance in Avvakum’s and Koto)ichin’s writings (Cocron 1962: 
73, 91–92). 

4.2.2.2 The genitive singular masculine 
As in other texts from the same period, the translation of the Kronika shows 
variation between the endings -)/-. and -*/-Z in the genitive singular of 
masculine nouns. The ending -*/-Z is not very frequent; there are only 26 
instances of 21 different nouns (or 22, if the two meanings of V"(> are 
counted separately) in the edited chapters according to ms. U.  

The following list contains all genitive forms ending in -*/-Z with refer-
ences to other studies and dictionaries where such forms are quoted from 
17th-century sources. Former o-stems and u-stems will not be listed sepa-
rately, since the old system was no longer intact in the 17th century. 

K:- (Sørensen 1958: 213; Cocron 1962: 37) 
9 )#M *# >#B  "&>;'++:?" (Slav 26, fol. 203r) (Pol. bitwy) 
N$4( 34 V,46 A >#B  (fol. 211v) (Pol. pogromu) 
?+#349&)' ;'*" +';#*' >43'H"( 9 &#.#. >#B  (fol. 211v) (Pol. –)53 

                                                
 
53 Cf. also Section 5.5. 
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@:A0> (Sørensen 1958: 213; Cocron 1962: 37) 
N,.' 34 #>4H' 4?2 "9 K"4)' <;"9$'&5 )#9=2 , =#. " $B*4M 

;'>#&+:( (fol. 205v) (Pol. Woskow) 

@,K:(> (SRJa) 
F & >$".+"?" >4& ):>#;V  " 9&:*' .*% =#*: <#$B>"$#95, 9#)#-

=V<$-$"95 (fol. 192r) (Pol. rozno8Fi) 

@,@:#> 
) +'7'$4 ):)#*V  +';#*' <#$9=#.# (fol. 161r) (Pol. wywodu) 

9:#> (Sørensen 1958: 214; Cocron 1962: 37) 
*# c;"#&' .;<.)# .#*V  (fol. 185r) (Pol. lat) 
*# $%&' .C(=@. .#6:  (fol. 228r) (Pol. roku) 

#:@:#> 
"A *#)#6:

54 .;4749="(, $'&"+9="(, 4);4M9="(, 1',#*4M9="18 
<"9'&4$4M (fol. 149v) (Pol. dowodu) 

#:&9> (Sørensen 1958: 215; Cocron 1962: 37) 
#!A*% 9$#)' -=# $V!,')#, ' +4 *#,.V  "$" #>4H'+F- V<#?"+'4?9W 

(fol. 175v) (Pol. rzeczy winney) 

#:V> (Cocron 1962: 37) 
+4 *#?#)"&8 #! 9)#4.#, 9)#"?" ;V='?" A*'++#.# *#?V  (fol. 188v) 

(Pol. Domu) 
D#"9"- 9 $B6?" "9;'"$&-+: #! 6';'#+' #! *#?V  ;'>#&: (fol. 

206r) (Pol. domu) 

Y:+> (Sørensen 1958: 215; Cocron 1962: 37) 
" )4A*% =;V.8 K"?4;F- L#9@#;', " 74;+#.# ?#;W, S#+V , N=", 

Z#,.", K'?:, S+4+;', L#.', S49+:, S+49&;', SV+'- (fol. 158v) (Pol. 
Tanais) 

V"(> (Sørensen 1958: 217; Cocron 1962: 38) 
) $%&# #! 9#&*'+"- ?";V  (fol. 151v) (Pol. Swiátá) 
9#)%&#)' d;#<#$=V <;#9"&" ?";V  " &","+: (fol. 213r) (Pol. poko-

iu) 

                                                
 
54 Mss. E and R have the genitive plural #:@:#, but the genitive singular is probably the 
intended form. 
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V:A$> 
9 ):9#=#.# ?#9&V  9)4;34+8 (fol. 211v) (Pol. mostu) 

+)(:#> (Sørensen 1958: 217; Cocron 1962: 38) 
O& &#.#. 9$')4+9=#.# +';#*V  (fol. 171r) 

+)(.#> (Sørensen 1958: 217) 
4*)' O.#;5 9 &;4&54B 7'9&"B +';-6:  ) K"4)8 V>43' (fol. 200r) 

(Pol. Armaty) 

C:0:- (Sørensen 1958: 219; Cocron 1962: 39) 
"34 " <#=#B  +4 A+'$" (fol. 180v) (Pol. pokoiu) 

C:&> (Sørensen 1958: 219; Cocron 1962: 39) 
9 )4$"F* ?+#349&)#* =+(A4% .;4749="( " 34+9='55 " *()7' <#$2 56 

"*4 (fol. 223r) (Pol. Fraucimeru) 

C:&:+> (Cocron 1962: 39) 
" ?+#349&)/ <#$#+2  " *#>:7" ) <474+%.9=#?8 #>#[4 +'>;'$" 

(fols. 217v–218r) (Pol. po3ony) 

C:V"+:0> 
)?%9&# <#?"+=V  *;V.>: &#?V34 C49';B I).V9&V <#9$'$" (fol. 

180v) (Pol. za upominek) 

AL'$> (Cocron 1962: 41) 
9 7"9$#*, $%&8 ):,4"?-+#)'++:( .;4749=#.# " $'&"+9=#.# 974&V  

(fol. 152r) (Pol. ráchunku) 

*(.#> 
."#*;9&)# " A4?$- +(,' )4$"=' " #>",+' V;-*V  . ) +4?8 +%&8 (fol. 

194r) (Pol. spráwy) 

L"+> (Sørensen 1958: 224; Cocron 1962: 42) 
&#1#?# <# ?4+- <;#&")8 ?#4.# 7"+2  <;",$"&4 $B*4% 749&+%M-

,"18 (fol. 202r) (Pol. stanu) 

                                                
 
55 Mss. E and R add. " ;()+J, V"(:V, which is a distorted rendering of the Polish frau-
cimeru. 
56 Mss. B, G and N have C:&), i.e. an a-genitive. 
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./,0> 
F># ?43*V "?" ?+#.# 1;"#&FW$ &#.#. 9$#)4+9=#.# WA:=V  >:,' 

(fol. 169v) (Pol. i2zyk1) 

Most of these nouns are listed either by Sørensen (1958) or by Cocron 
(1962) as being found with the genitive ending -* in the 17th century. The 
word @,K:(> is found in this form in several examples in SRJa. Others 
(@,@:#>, #:@:#> and V:A$>) correspond to genitive forms ending in -u of 
their Polish cognates, which could have evoked the choice of this form. The 
occurrences of C:V"+:0>, *(.#> and ./,0> in this form are less easily ex-
plained, but such forms may be attested in other sources than the ones 
Sørensen and Cocron had access to. It should also be emphasized that many 
of the nouns mentioned above are also found in this text with the genitive 
ending -). For instance, there are 39 occurrences of the form +)(:#) and 19 
of ./,0). 

There is little variation between manuscripts. Aside from the variant 
noted above – C:&) for C:&* in mss. B, G and N – there are four instances 
where mss. E and R have a form in -*/-Z where the others have one in -)/-.: 
P:Z, +)(:#* (2x) and *A$)@* instead of P:., +)(:#) and *A$)@), respec-
tively. 

In Polish, far more nouns take the genitive ending -u. One might have ex-
pected a larger share of -*/-Z in the Russian translation than is the case, and 
the translator seems to have followed Russian norms rather than copying the 
Polish pattern. 

4.2.2.3 The locative singular masculine 
As in the genitive singular, there was variation in the ending of the locative 
singular masculine. Here, the alternatives were -;/-' and -*/-Z. There are 14 
occurrences of the locative ending -*/-Z in this part of the text in ms. U, but 
only six different nouns. 

Just as in the previous section, references are made to studies and diction-
aries where these forms are mentioned. Former o-stems and u-stems are 
listed together. 

K(:#> (Cocron 1962: 42) 
9#&)#;" . Z$'*"?4- +' &#* >;#6: , "*%34 >% <#>%*' *;V."F 

G4;4-9$#)$5 (Slav 26, fol. 218r) (Pol. ná tym brodzie) 

Y:+> (Cocron 1962: 42) 
V 74-+#.# ?#;-, "$" +' S#+V  " <# Z#$.% ;4='?8 <#9%$"$"95 (fol. 

190r) (Pol. nád Tanais álbo Donem) 
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?/K:(A0> 
' T;V)#;V +' <9=#)9=#* )8 O&>#;" #=2  (fol. 196v) (Pol. w Zborsku/ 

álbo Izborku) 

&"A$> (Cocron 1962: 43) 
) .$()% .'\.% ) =+".4 .'\.% 34 ) $"9&V  .'\.*# 34 (fol. 160r) (Pol. fol.)  
) =+".4 .'\.% ) .$()% .)\.% ) $"9&V  .)\.* (fol. 187v) (Pol. fol.) 
) $%&/<"9" 9)#4% ) $"9&V  .=(4.* (fol. 189v) (Pol. ná kárcie) 
) =+(.% .'\. ) .$')% .*\. ) $"9&V  .[\. (fol. 192r) (Pol. fol.) 
) =+".% .)\. ) .$')% ..\. ) $"9&2  .=(*.* (fol. 207r) (Pol. fol.) 
)# #<"9'+F" 9&';#)# $%&#<"9C' ?#9=#)9=#.# +' $"9&V  .4\.* (fol. 

209v) (Pol. fol.) 
) =+".'( 9)#"( # D#9=)% +' $"9&2  .#(4.* (fol. 221r) (Pol. fol.) 
P4->4-,&4"$ +' $"9&V  .#(*.* (fol. 225v) (Pol. folio) 
+' .A\.* $"9&2  )# #<"9'+"F D#9=): (fol. 226r) (Pol. fol.) 

(.#> (SRJa) 
)# );4?4+' O#'$#+' &;4&"-.# ) ;-6:  .7(@.)# <'<: (fol. 153v) (Pol. w 

rz2dzie) 

W:&V> 
.#;#*#=8 ]">46 "$" ]B>475 <#9&')" +' ):9#=#* 1#,?V  (fol. 

191v) (Pol. ná kopcu) 

The words K(:#>, Y:+> and &"A$> are attested in this form in Cocron’s 
sources. In the case of ?/K:(A0> and possibly W:&V>, the Polish original 
may have served as an influence. The noun (.#>, which still has a u-locative 
in modern Russian, is found in this form in several of the examples in SRJa. 

The noun &"A$> is never found in these chapters with any other locative 
ending. The words (.#>, W:&V>, K(:#> and Y:+> are only found this one 
time each in the locative, so there is no material for comparison. ?/K:(A0> is 
found once with the ending -;. 

There is no variation between manuscripts regarding the distribution of 
these locative endings. 

As seen in the list above, the word &"A$> is constructed with the preposi-
tion @> up to and including fol. 207r, and with +) beginning from fol. 209v. 
This distribution of prepositions is the same in all mss. that have been con-
sulted. Two possible explanations have been found. Firstly, four of five con-
structions with @> are series of the type @> 0+"9; […] @> 9&)@; […], which 
may favor the use of the preposition @> once again, whereas in the construc-
tions with +), the immediately surrounding text is less formulaic. Secondly, 
in ms. B, there is a change of scribes between fols. 205v and 206r in volume 
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I (cf. Section 8.3.2), which corresponds to Slav 26, fol. 208r. The possible 
significance of this border is discussed in Section 6.10. 

4.2.2.4 The a-expansion in oblique cases of the plural 
The process known as the a-expansion concerned nouns of the o-, jo-, i- and 
consonant declensions in the dative, instrumental and locative plural and 
refers to the replacement of the original endings of the respective declen-
sions by what was originally the endings of a- and ja-stem nouns. In other 
words, the endings -)V>, -)V" and -)W> spread at the expense of -:V>/-'V>, 
-,/-"/-\V" and -;W>/-'W>, respectively. 

The exact circumstances of this process and the internal chronology of the 
development of the cases in the spoken language have been debated, but in 
the written language, innovative forms spread in the dative and locative ear-
lier than in the instrumental (!ivov 2004: 270–271). Eventually, the use of 
new forms in the instrumental became more frequent, and in the second half 
of the 17th century, masculine o-stem nouns had the highest share of new 
forms in the locative, lower in the instrumental and even lower in the dative, 
i.e. L > I > D, which can be called the neutral distribution. There were dif-
ferences between the registers in terms of both the share of new forms and 
their distribution between the cases. The neutral distribution was characteris-
tic of non-bookish everyday texts (bytovye teksty) and of the hybrid register. 
Chancellery texts, on the other hand, showed the distribution I > L > D, 
which can be explained by a normalizing effort to avoid homonymy of the 
instrumental plural with the nominative and accusative plural. This distribu-
tion, but with much lower shares of new forms, can also be found in some 
standard Church Slavonic texts under the same normalizing influence. Thus, 
a high degree of orientation on model texts led to a low share of new forms, 
and a high degree of normalization led to the distibution I > L > D (!ivov 
2004: 314–319). 

The a-expansion in the studied part of the Kronika is extensive, or 4irokoe 
(!ivov 2004: 284), amounting to 34.3% (132 out of 385) if ambiguous cases 
are included (cf. below), or 40.2% (132 out of 328) if they are not.  

The results for the instrumental plural of masculine o-stems, jo-stems, 
consonant stems and i-stems are partly uncertain due to the fact that the old 
o- and jo-stem ending -,/-" was homonymous with the accusative and, later, 
nominative plural. An important theme in the text is explaining the names of 
the Slavic peoples, and constructions such as +)("J)W*A. or ('L'+" A*$\ 
are common. It seems that the normal way to construct these verbs was with 
the instrumental, but nevertheless, there are some cases where a nominative 
form, not homonymous with the instrumental, is used, as in example (45) 
(cf. also Slav 26 fols. 161v, 165r, 171v et al.), indicating that it was also 
possible to construct these verbs with the nominative.  
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(45) 9$')'=" ># SV+'M +';"7B&8 Z"9&4;8 , " $'&"++"=" O9&4;8  (Slav 
26, fol. 164v) 

Forms ending in -, or -" without attributes are therefore ambiguous in such 
contexts. Because of this ambiguity, two tables will be shown below, one 
where the ambiguous examples are included and one where they are ex-
cluded. The difference will be noticed in the cells containing instrumental 
endings for masculine o-stems, jo-stems, consonant stems and i-stems. The 
number of ambiguous cases amounts to 57, which means that they make up a 
large share. The greatest difference is seen in the masculine o-stems, where 
the exclusion of ambiguous cases reduces the number of old endings by 
more than half. In the tables below, the numbers in parentheses are the 
shares of new forms in percent. 
Table 8. The a-expansion in oblique cases, ambiguous cases included 

 Ending m. o-st. m. jo-st. n. o-st. n. jo-st. m. cons. m. i-st. f. i-st. 

D #?8/4?8 
'?8/W?8 

33 
3  (8.3) 

14 
5  (26.3) 

– 
2  (100) 

– 
1  (100) 

15 
–  (0) 

2 
–  (0) 

3 
1  (25) 

L 418/!18 
'18/W18 

15 
27  (64.3) 

– 
7  (100) 

10 
8  (44.4) 

– 
15  (100) 

6 
–  (0) 

– 
– 

2 
6  (75) 

I 
:/" 
'?"/W?" 
?" 

81 
49  (37.4) 
1 

10 
–  (0) 
4 

11 
6  (31.6) 
2 

6 
2  (25) 
2 

24 
2  (7.7) 
– 

1 
–  (0) 
7 

– 
–  (0) 
6 

Table 9. The a-expansion in oblique cases, ambiguous cases excluded 

 Ending m. o-st. m. jo-st. n. o-st. n. jo-st. m. cons. m. i-st. f. i-st. 

D #?8/4?8 
'?8/W?8 

33 
3  (8.3) 

14 
5  (26.3) 

– 
2  (100) 

– 
1  (100) 

15 
–  (0) 

2 
–  (0) 

3 
1  (25) 

L 418/!18 
'18/W18 

15 
27  (64.3) 

– 
7  (100) 

10 
8  (44.4) 

– 
15  (100) 

6 
–  (0) 

– 
– 

2 
6  (75) 

I 
:/" 
'?"/W?" 
?" 

33 
49  (59) 
1 

7 
–  (0) 
4 

11 
6  (31.6) 
2 

6 
2  (25) 
2 

14 
2  (12.5) 
– 

– 
–  (0) 
7 

– 
–  (0) 
6 

As we can see from the tables above, new forms are almost completely ab-
sent from the consonant declension, represented by nouns ending in -"+>. 
They show only two instances of the new ending in the instrumental. This is 
in accordance with evidence from other texts, where this declension has also 
been seen to be resistent to innovations (cf. !ivov 2004: 277). The masculine 
i-stems, represented by the two nouns &Z#" and #'$", also lack new end-
ings, but are not very well represented to begin with. The instrumental forms 
@:'@:#, and #:K,L" of a-stem nouns are innovations not included in the 
tables above. 

In masculine o-stem nouns, the locative is the most progressive in adopt-
ing new forms, followed by the instrumental and then the dative, i.e. the text 
follows the neutral distribution, as may be expected of a hybrid text. If the 
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masculine o- and jo-stem nouns are taken together, they are also in accor-
dance with this distribution, whereas the jo-stem nouns by themselves show 
a larger share of new forms in the dative than in the instrumental. 

The instrumental ending -V" is not uncommon even outside of the i-
declension. This can be seen as a marker of bookishness (!ivov 2004: 300–
301), although the a-expansion as a whole (or absence of it) was not always 
a part of the system of markers of bookishness (!ivov 2004: 318–319). 

As for variation between manuscripts, it is mostly a question of isolated 
substitutions with no apparent tendency. The only exception is the dative 
plural, where ms. N has new forms instead of old forms in six instances. As 
opposed to these more modern forms, ms. N has the archaic instrumental 
plural $;&;A, instead of $;&)V" (Slav 26, fol. 211v). 

All in all, the distribution of innovative forms according to cases reminds 
of the one in the Letopisec 1619–1691 gg., where, however, the share of new 
forms is only 19.17%, and of the distribution in Lyzlov’s Skifskaja istorija, 
with 25.6% new forms (!ivov 2004: 304–307). Thus, the share of new forms 
in the translation of Stryjkowski is higher than in these texts, although they 
can be said to belong to the same tradition, which testifies to a lower degree 
of connection to the tradition of the genre. However, the distribution of new 
forms according to declensions and cases is approximately the same. With 
its high share of new forms and the distribution L > I > D between the cases, 
this translation actually comes closest to the everyday register in its usage, 
although such extensive usage of new forms has been attested in other hy-
brid texts as well. 

4.2.2.5 The vocative 
Vocative forms are regularly used in the contexts where this is appropriate. It 
can be noted that the Polish original also has vocative forms, so the use of 
the vocative in the translation could be either a bookish element or a sign of 
influence from Polish. There are vocative forms of masculine as well as 
feminine nouns, some of the most frequent being L"$)$'&Z &ZK'/+," (six 
times), with the adjective always in a form identical with the nominative, 
and J)(Z (four times). Other forms are N"V' (Slav 26, fols. 178r, 178v), 
@'&"0"" 0+.G' (fols. 198v, 216v), _&'+: (fol. 205v, 2x), A,+* (fol. 208r), 
R@)#:&$' (fol. 211v), `&)#"V"(* (fol. 216v) and `&)#"V'(' (fol. 220v). 
The endings correspond to Church Slavonic norm, except in the case of the 
name `&)#"V"(>, where two different endings are used. The ending -' is the 
etymologically correct one, and the ending -* may have been motivated by 
the Polish form W3odimirzu. 

There are also a few instances of a nominative used in a vocative context, 
especially of feminine nouns, such as 9:AC:G) 0+.9"+" (fol. 203r) and 
0+.9"+" O&\9) (fol. 205r). The plural 9:AC:#) A@)$:@' (fol. 201v) – where 
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the ending -:@' is probably infuenced by the Polish panowie swatowie – and 
the former consonant stem #]" did not have a separate vocative form. 

The vocative forms do not differ between manuscripts. 

4.2.3 Adjectives 

4.2.3.1 The nominative and accusative plural of adjectives 
The declination of long forms of adjectives, participles and ordinal numbers 
(for the sake of brevity, I will simply speak of adjectives below) in the 
nominative and accusative plural displays a combination of “old” (Church 
Slavonic of Russian redaction) and “new” (East Slavic) forms. The old 
forms were -"" in the nominative masculine, -,[ (here usually spelled -,.) 
in the accusative masculine and the nominative and accusative feminine, and 
-)[ (here usually spelled -).) in the nominative and accusative neuter. The 
new ending -,; (here usually spelled -,') originally belonged only to the 
accusative masculine and the nominative and accusative feminine, i.e. it was 
the East Slavic counterpart to -,[, but could by this time be used for all 
genders and both cases under consideration (cf. !ivov 2004: 409–410).  

In this part of the text according to ms. U, the new ending -,'/-"' is 
found in all gender and case combinations discussed here and is dominant in 
most of them, but all the old endings can also be found. It should be noted 
that in a few instances, the case and number of an adjective have been diffi-
cult to establish, especially in translations of Latin book titles that were not 
integrated into the syntax of the Polish text, or in other cases of obscure syn-
tax. These instances do not affect the results to a great extent.  

There are 141 adjectives in the nominative plural masculine. The most 
frequent ending is -,'/-"', with 86 occurrences. The old ending -"" is found 
52 times in the text. In twelve of these forms, adjectives of nationality with 
the suffix -A0- have the bookish ending -A$"", due to the effects of the 2nd 
palatalization. This development was present in OCS and is also found in 
Church Slavonic texts of Russian redaction, but it was absent in East Slavic 
(Uspenskij 2002: 197). There is also one instance with the ending -," in a 
participle (Slav 26, fol. 188v), a form that had arisen in the language as a 
result of -,- becoming a general plural marker (!ivov 2004: 410). This form 
is included with the ending -"" in Table 10 below. The ending -,./-". is 
found three times. 

The accusative plural masculine shows five instances of the old ending 
-,./-". and 24 instances of -,'/-"'. 

In the nominative plural feminine, the ending -,'/-"' dominates (12 in-
stances), but in one case the originally masculine ending -"" is used, perhaps 
because the adjective is separated from the corresponding noun by a few 
other words (Slav 26, fol. 171r). In the accusative, there are 45 instances of 
-,'/-"', 12 of the old form -,./-"., and one of the originally neutral ending 
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-)., alongside an adjective ending in -,., which qualifies the same noun. 
Here, the adjective ending in -). was probably influenced by the fixed ex-
pression " C(:$L). ‘and so forth’: 

(46) <;"+494 34 " "5/<= " ?#H" 9)(&'.# K$"?#$&', " F=#+: " =+"." " 
;"A: " <;#!7'-  V&)';" C (;=#' #+:-  (Slav 26, fol. 224r) 

In both the nominative and the accusative plural neuter, three endings are 
found: -,./-". (three in the nominative and six in the accusative), -)./-.. 
(one in the nominative, 15 in the accusative, including the syntactically more 
independent occurrences of " C(:$L).) and -,'/-"' (eight in the nomina-
tive, 25 in the accusative). 

There are some cases, such as example (46), of adjectives with different 
endings modifying the same noun, a type of variation that was characteristic 
of the hybrid register (cf. !ivov 2004: 421, 428). 

As a whole, the new ending -,'/-"' constitutes 66.6% of all the nomina-
tive and accusative plural adjective endings, which exceeds that of all hybrid 
texts studied by !ivov (2004: 418–437) except one. 41.4% of the instances 
of the ending -,./-". (12 of 29) occur in positions where this ending was not 
originally used, but it is much less frequent than in some other hybrid texts, 
where -,'/-"' and -,./-". are used for all gender-case combinations stud-
ied. 28.8% of the endings are correctly used old endings, which is approxi-
mately the same as in the later part of Mazurinskij letopisec. 

Table 10 is patterned on the tables in !ivov (2004) to facilitate compari-
son with the texts discussed there. The numbers for etymologically correct 
old endings have been set in boldface. 
Table 10. Adjective endings in the nominative and accusative plural 

 Npl masc. Apl masc. NApl fem. NApl neutr. Total 

-99/-F9  53  –  1  –  54 
-F6/-96  3  5  12  9  29 
-36/-66  –  –  1  16  17 

-FI/-9I  86  24  57  33  200 

Total  142  29  71  58  300 

Variation between manuscripts is quite frequent with respect to these adjec-
tive endings; approximately 45 of the 300 forms have another ending in one 
or more manuscripts. The variation goes in different directions and is diffi-
cult to describe in a general way, but the most common trend is that mss. E 
and R often have the ending -,. where ms. U has -,'. This variation occurs 
in all gender-case combinations studied, so these manuscripts illustrate the 
above-mentioned tendency to use both -,'/-"' and -,./-". without consid-
ering the etymology. There is also some variation regarding the old nomina-
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tive masculine ending: on the one hand, ms. R often has what looks like a 
short form of the adjective (cf. Section 4.2.3.3), on the other hand, ms. N has 
a few instances of the ending -," where the others have -"".  

4.2.3.2 The genitive singular of masculine and neutral adjectives 
In the genitive singular of adjectives referring to masculine or neutral nouns, 
the two endings -:9: and -)9: compete. The ending -:9: prevails in ms. U 
with 204 against 74 -)9:, or 73.4% and 26.6%, respectively, of the 278 in-
stances. There is also one occurrence of the ending -:@:.  

The choice of form varies considerably between manuscripts: approxi-
mately half the instances show variation in at least one other manuscript. 
Moreover, there is variation between hands within the manuscripts. Ms. N, 
especially hand N1, uses -)9: to a much greater extent than the others. To a 
lesser degree, ms. E also tends to use -)9: where ms. U has -:9:. In ms. R, 
hand R1 often uses -:9: where ms. U has -)9:, whereas hand R2 does the 
opposite. These differences between hands in a single manuscript, as well as 
between mss. E and R, which are usually very close to each other, probably 
show that it was acceptable for each scribe to apply the adjectival ending he 
preferred in these cases. The form ending in -:@: has the ending -:@) in mss. 
E and R, which have this ending in one other instance as well. 

4.2.3.3 Short forms 
There are a number of short forms of adjectives and participles in the text. 
Ordinal numbers, however, are always found in the long form when they are 
spelled out with letters. Possessive adjectives (except those with the suffix 
-A0-) form a category of their own (cf. Larsen 2005: 221) and are always 
used in the short form in this text. They will not be discussed further here, 
since variation is not possible (cf., however, Section 4.3.4). 

The toponyms P:@9:(:#>, P:@9:(:#:0> and <;&::/'(: are also ex-
cluded here, even though the first elements are declined as short adjectives, 
because of the fixed form of these combinations and the absence of varia-
tion. The case forms of these toponyms attested are the nominative, the geni-
tive, the dative, the accusative and the locative, i.e. all short forms that were 
possible at the time are found here. 

With these excluded, there are 122 adjectives (of a total of nearly 2000) 
and 100 participles (of a total of approximately 225) in the short form. Of the 
total of 222 short forms, 124 are used predicatively, i.e. with verbs such as 
K,$", K,@)$" or C('K,$" or in a context where a verb of that type is im-
plied or understood from the Polish original. 26 short forms are in a position 
that could be interpreted as either attributive or predicative. The ambiguity 
arises when the adjective or participle is modified in some way, which al-
lows an interpretation of it as part of an elliptic relative clause. In example 
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(47), the adjective V'#.+> is clearly an attribute to 0:$&:0>, whereas the 
participle C:A@.]'+> is ambiguous: 

(47) Z &#. );4?W .4<"*: <;4*=" 3?/%*9=F- " $"&#)9=F4 =#&$#=8 
?4*W+8  <# #>:7'B 9)#4?V <#.'+9=#?V <#9)-H4+8  )?%9&# 
<#?"+=V *;V.>: &#?Ve34 C49';B I).V9&V <#9$'$" (Slav 26, fol. 
180v) 

Six of the forms are participles forming part of dative absolute constructions 
(always in the singular – as we will see below in Section 4.3.5.1, the two 
occurrences of dative absolutes with the plural have the participle in the long 
form). 62 forms are used as genuine attributes. Four forms are used inde-
pendently of nouns, either because they are substantivized or because they 
are named simply as words, e.g. as explanations or translations of other 
words, such as in the following example: 

(48) )?%9&# E';?'&' 434 #! 4);4M9=#.# &#,=V4&9- ):9#=8  " 749&4$ , 
9');#?'&: +';4H" ?#3'1V <;/&")+:?8 #>:7'4*# #! 9');#" (Slav 
26, fol. 184r) 

Passive constructions with a predicative use of a past passive participle ac-
count for the large share of short forms in participles. Participles do not oc-
cur in an attributive position as often as adjectives do. Present passive parti-
ciples are also used in the short form as part of passive constructions, but are 
more rare than the past passive participles. Present active participles are 
rarely used in the short form; this is the case only when they are part of da-
tive absolute constructions.  

Predicative short forms and the short forms in the ambiguous positions 
explained above are always in the nominative, which is inherent in the con-
structions themselves. The purely attributive short forms are found mainly in 
the nominative and accusative, both singular and plural, but there are also a 
few genitive singular forms and, in addition to the participles in dative abso-
lute constructions, one more dative singular form. The instrumental and 
locative singular and the oblique cases in the plural are not attested. Adjec-
tives in the short form follow the noun more often than they precede it (cf. 
Larsen 2005: 217), but prepositive short form adjectives are represented here 
in all existing case-number combinations except the dative singular.  

In the nominative plural, the adjectives and participles can take either the 
ending -" (the old masculine nominative plural ending) or -, (the old mascu-
line accusative plural ending). To some extent, this follows the division be-
tween animate and inanimate nouns. For instance, the form ('L'+" (A*$\) is 
used frequently and always refers to people. The form ('L'+, (or ('L'++,) 
can also refer to people, but once it refers to (*A0"' /'V&", which is not 
animate. This distribution of the endings -" and -, also holds true in most 
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cases for other adjectives and participles. There is also one instance of the 
neuter plural form ()/&"L+).  

In a few cases, ms. R has the short form -" in the masculine plural nomi-
native where the other mss. have -"" (cf. Section 4.2.3.1). However, adjec-
tives in the masculine singular nominative, which end in -,"/-"" in other 
mss., also frequently have the ending -,/-" in ms. R, such as in example 
(49).  

(49) G;#=#<"F &'=#.*4 9$'' #+:  " *; ()+"  <#)%"#&#<"94C8 (RGADA 58, 
fol. 75r; cf. Slav 26, fol. 162r) 

Since this is not the correct short form in the masculine singular, it is prob-
able that this shortening of the ending was not an attempt to use the short 
form of adjectives and participles, but an idiosyncracy of the scribe’s spell-
ing, possibly reflecting his pronunciation. 

4.2.3.4 Degrees of comparison 
Comparative and superlative forms of adjectives and adverbs are discussed 
here together, since their forms do not differ from each other (cf. Pennington 
1980: 256). 

There are declinable as well as indeclinable forms of the comparative in 
ms. U. Among the declinable forms we find V'+="", &*$L"", Z+="" and 
K:&="", although it can sometimes be discussed if this last form is positive 
or comparative. The context and comparison with the Polish original have 
served as determining factors.  

Forms with the suffix -'"=-, such as #('@+'"="", or -=- with a preced-
ing palatalization of the stem, such as 0(;C&\="" or $@'(G="", can also be 
declined. This suffix originated in the feminine singular form of the com-
parative. In the 17th century, it was a slavonicism and, according to Cocron 
(1962: 129), used mainly in the titles of sovereigns. His observation does 
not, however, hold true for this text. 

The most common ending in the undeclinable adjectives and adverbs is 
-;'. There are also many forms with the ending -', such as C:/G' and @,='. 
Some indeclinable forms have the ending -", such as &*$L", K:&=", W*G" 
and 9:(=", although several of these have variant readings ending in -' in 
other manuscripts, especially in ms. N. 

The forms 0('CL)' (fol. 150r), AV;&.' (fol. 186r) and A0:(.' (fol. 217r) 
show an ending that had developed from -;' and that was often used with 
adjectives whose stem contained the letter -'-, in order to avoid having the 
same vowel in three consecutive syllables (Pennington 1980: 257–258). 
This, however, is not the case in the last of the three examples. 

Aside from the above-mentioned variation between the endings -" and -' 
and various ways of spelling the consonant cluster in the word &*$L'/ 
&*$='/ &*L=', there is no variation between manuscripts. 
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4.2.4 Pronouns 

4.2.4.1 Personal pronouns 
The nominative of the first person singular in ms. U is either )/> (nine 
times) or . (three times). The accusative is V'+. (two times), V. (seven 
times) or V'+' (three times). The dative is expressed by V+; (ten times) or 
V" (six times). The genitive, the instrumental and the locative do not occur. 

In the oblique cases of the second person singular, the forms found are: in 
the genitive $'K' (two times), in the accusative $'K; (one time) or $. (three 
times), in the dative $'K; (two times) and in the locative $'K; (one time). 
The instrumental does not occur.  

The reflexive pronoun is usually used in its long forms A'K. (eleven 
times), A'K' (three times) and A'K; (30 times), but the accusative A. also 
occurs (once). The majority of these forms are in the dative case, which al-
ways has A'K;. The locative form is also always A'K;, whereas the genitive 
and accusative vary between A'K;, A'K' and A'K.. The enclitics of reflexive 
verbs are not included here. 

There is little variation between manuscripts, except such that can be put 
down to scribal errors. One of the instances of $'K' instead has the form 
$'K. in mss. B, G and N, and one occurrence of A'K; is instead found as 
A'K. in mss. G and N. 

The use of the short forms V., V" and $. is a sign of bookishness 
(Cocron 1962: 136–137). Originally, the use of one form or another was 
connected with their status as full words or clitics. The long forms were used 
when they needed to be stressed, and the position of the short forms (which 
were enclitics) in the phrase was determined by certain rules. The earliest 
rules prescribed the use of the enclitics except in some very specific cases, 
but during the course of time, long forms became possible in all contexts 
(Zaliznjak 2008: 130–134). The choice of form in this text should also be 
viewed in relation to the Polish original, since the Polish system of personal 
pronouns included full and clitic forms, some of which (such as the enclitic 
mi2 in the accusative, which occurs frequently here) have since disappeared 
(Klemensiewicz et al. [1955] 1981: 321–322).  

In the cases where the use in the Russian translation differs from that in 
the Polish original or from the old rules, it is nearly always a question of the 
long form appearing where a short form is to be expected. The only excep-
tion is the phrase )/ $. : _&'+: "/K()W> (Slav 26, fol. 205v), where a short 
form occurs instead of an expected long form. The position immediately 
before an appeal, such as _&'+:, was a situation where even according to the 
original rules the long form was preferred, although the short form was also 
possible (Zaliznjak 2008: 132). Moreover, the Polish original of this phrase 
has the long form ciebie. This makes the use of the short form in the transla-
tion all the more surprising. The general impression is that the short forms 
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were markers of bookish language and not applied regularly, but also that the 
translator knew something about their proper use, since he used a short form 
incorrectly only once. 

The forms of the personal pronouns in the third person singular and plural 
are largely identical to the ones used in modern Russian. In the nominative, 
the forms used are :+>, :+), :+: and :+", and the oblique cases are also the 
modern ones.  

In the accusative of masculine and feminine pronouns, however, there 
was still some competition at this time between the old accusative forms " 
and Z, respectively, and the forms that originally belonged to the genitive, 
i.e. '9: and '. or ';, respectively. In the masculine accusative, ms. U shows 
only the form '9:, originally the genitive form (sometimes spelled '@:), and 
the original accusative " is not found. In the feminine accusative, on the 
other hand, the original accusative form Z prevails, and the genitive form '; 
or '. is never used in an accusative context. In the plural, the form "W> is 
more frequent than ., which was the original accusative form.  

Aside from one instance where '; in ms. U corresponds to '. in mss. B, G 
and N, the only variation between manuscripts concerns a few instances of 
confusion of '9: and '9:G' and similar cases. 

The difference between the usage in the masculine and feminine may re-
flect the fact that '9: for the accusative was introduced earlier than '; or '. 
in the same contexts. However, this development took place several centu-
ries earlier (Krys'ko 1994: 130–133), so that if it has any bearing on this text, 
it must be because of the usage in model texts, perhaps through different 
degrees of acceptability of the various forms. 

4.2.4.2 Relative pronouns 
In ms. U, there are 22 instances of the relative pronoun 0:$:(," in different 
forms. Far more common, however, are forms of "G', with approximately 
200 occurrences. 

In eleven instances, 0:$:(," is followed by a noun that echoes the word 
in the main clause to which the relative pronoun refers. All these occurrences 
correspond to an identical structure in the Polish original. Of these, only 
example (50) repeats the same noun in the main and subordinate clauses:  

(50) Tego dopiero wnuk Wasili wielki Xi/dz Moskiewski/ Zamek Moskiewski 
pocz/( murem y wie"ámi obwod,i-/ ktore mury potym przes lat trzy-
dzie1-i cá(e potomkowie iego ledwo dokonáli (Stryjkowski 1582: 91) 

&#.# )+V=8 Z'9"$F", )4$"=FM =+(A5 ?#9=#)9=F", .;'6 D#9=)V +'7' 
9&%+#B  ='?4++#B  "  >',+-?"  #/)#*"&", =#&#;:4  9&%+:  )8 
.$\. $%&8 +'9$%*+"C: 4.# #*)' 9#)4;,",' (Slav 26, fol. 156r) 
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In the other instances, the noun in the subordinate clause can be e.g. a syno-
nym, a hyponym or a hypernym of the one in the main clause. The following 
example is typical: 

(51) Drug/ zá1 Column. widzia(em zá Andrinopolim/ ná ktorym mieyscu 
Bulgárowie niewdzi.cznie oddái/c dar pismá H(aholskiego […] prze-
rzeconego Cesárzá Michá(á Kurop(átá wzruszywszy mu przymierze 
porázili (Stryjkowski 1582: 88) 

*;V.F" 34 9&#,#<8 )"*4( A' I$ #*;"'+#<#$4?8  +'  =#&#;#*  
?%9&4  >#,#.';: +4>$(.#*';+# )#&*'- *'- <"9?4$#+:M [...] ):,4-
;474++#.# C(;- D"1'M$' KV;#<#$'&' ?"- ;'A#-)')8 <#>",' (Slav 
26, fols. 152r–152v) 

This construction was represented in different registers, but mainly in chan-
cellery language and only sporadically in chronicles (Hüttl-Folter 1996: 54; 
!ivov 2004: 111–112). S. C. Gardiner (1963: 124–125) remarks that it was 
found in the language of Posol'skij prikaz, but not in other Russian 17th-
century sources, unless they were influenced by other languages. W. Wit-
kowski (1978: 35) points to the fact that it became widely spread in Russian 
precisely during a time of Polish influence, and that Polish had used it for a 
long time, patterned on Latin constructions.  

When the Polish relative pronoun was followed by a noun in this way, the 
translator seems to have preferred the translation 0:$:(,". In a few cases, 
który + noun was translated using "G', but always without a following 
noun; the construction "G' + noun was probably impossible. The translation 
0:$:(," + noun was closer to the original in these cases, which is probably 
the reason why it was preferred. 

In some cases, forms of "G' – most often its neutral singular form 'G' – 
are also used as a translation for Polish co, referring to a whole phrase. It 
may also be a translation for Polish relative kto. 

An oddity is the form :+:G' (Slav 26, fol. 150r), which is used to trans-
late a form of który. 

The relative pronouns are as a rule declined according to their role in the 
subordinate clause. In a few cases, the relative pronoun does not agree for-
mally with the noun, but rather semantically, such as on fol. 183r, where the 
Polish Russacy with a following plural relative pronoun is translated as the 
singular N*A\, followed by a plural pronoun. The plural pronoun is probably 
motivated by the collective meaning of the word N*A\, which also often 
takes plural verb forms. Another case is found on fol. 191v, where the Rus-
sian translation, like the Polish original, has a masculine relative pronoun 
referring to the toponym M:('@"J) (Korewica). The Russian choice could be 
motivated by an underlying 9()#>, as well as, of course, by the Polish origi-
nal, but the Polish use of the masculine is more difficult to explain.  
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4.2.4.3 Other pronouns 
Forms of the pronoun "+:" occur 82 times in ms. U, whereas the form 
"++," with -++- only occurs twice. There are three occurrences of the short 
form "+>. The form with -++- can be seen as a polonism (Moser 2007: 235). 
There are a couple of more instances of the spelling with -++- in other mss., 
and some additional variation that can probably be put down to scribal errors 
caused by the similarity of the letters " and + in some hands. 

Forms of $:$> and $:" both occur frequently. Forms of A'" are also 
very frequent. The demonstrative a$:$>, however, does not occur at all. 

The pronoun ‘every’ takes the form 0X"G#: (five instances), with no 
variation between manuscripts. It is mainly used independently, meaning 
‘everyone’ (e.g. fol. 165r), but also together with a masculine noun (fol. 
204r). The etymology of this word is 0> + G\#: (Leskien 1886: 97), and 
originally, the first element was declined and the second was undeclinable, 
unlike today’s 0)G#,-. 

4.2.5 Numerals 
Numerals (cardinal as well as ordinal) are often given as Cyrillic alphabetic 
numerals in ms. U, especially in the case of large numbers, such as years, but 
also in references to books, chapters and pages in Stryjkowski's sources. Ms. 
G (hand G2, cf. Section 8.3.3) uses alphabetic numerals in a few cases where 
the other mss. spell the numerals out in full. Ordinal numbers written as al-
phabetic numerals are often, but not always, followed by an indication of the 
case form as a superscript letter. This also varies between manuscripts, and 
will not be commented on below. The discussion below is based on the nu-
merals that are spelled out in full in ms. U, and the variation that is men-
tioned also refers only to forms that are spelled out. 

4.2.5.1 Cardinal numerals 
Both :#"+> and '#"+> are used approximately ten times each in different 
case forms. As in Koto)ichin’s text (Pennington 1980: 248–249), '#"+> 
shows long forms in oblique cases. 

The forms of the number ‘two’ found in the text are #@) (accusative neu-
ter, twice), #@; (accusative feminine, three times: twice animate, once in-
animate), #@* (once genitive neuter, once accusative masculine animate, 
once genitive masculine animate), #@*W (once accusative masculine animate, 
and once genitive neuter as part of a compound numeral), #@'V. (instrumen-
tal masculine), #@;V) (instrumental neuter, as part of a compound numeral). 
The only variation between manuscripts is that ms. R has the form #@'V. 
instead of #@;V).  

These forms show that the distribution known from contemporary Rus-
sian, where #@) refers to the masculine and neuter and #@' to the feminine, 
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applies to this text, as to several other 17th-century texts. The variation be-
tween #@* and #@*W is also known from other texts of the period (Cocron 
1962: 189–190; Pennington 1980: 265), although it is unusual for #@* to 
prevail as it does here. The instrumental form #@;V) is the original one, and 
the form with the ending -V. is more recent, but there is no example here of 
the contemporary form #@*V., where the vowel from the genitive form has 
spread across the paradigm. This is in agreement with Cocron’s findings 
(Cocron 1962: 190–191). 

The distribution of :K) and :K; corresponds to that of #@) and #@;. There 
is also an occurrence of :K:" in the nominative neuter. This is originally a 
collective form, which later disappeared in Russian but remains in the 
oblique cases (Cocron 1962: 195–196). The other forms attested are :K:"W> 
(accusative masculine animate and genitive feminine), :K:"V> (dative mas-
culine) and the unusual form :K:Z (accusative feminine), which is probably 
also a heritage from the flection of :K:". Mss. E and R have :K) for :K:", 
and ms. N has :K;"V> instead of :K:"V>. 

The forms of the numeral $(" that occur, aside from the nominative-
accusative form, are the genitive $('W (nine times), the dative $('V (once) 
and the instrumental $('V) (once). Both the dative and the instrumental 
forms are the old ones (cf. Cocron 1962: 191). Mss. G, E and R have the 
newer form $('V. instead of $('V). 

The number ‘four’ is only found spelled out in the instrumental 
L)$,(V), which, like $('V), has an old ending that gradually fell out of 
use in the 17th century (Cocron 1962: 191). Mss. B and G have L'$,(V) 
here, and ms. N has L'$,(V., with the newer ending. 

The genitive of the number ‘six,’ =$" (in a compound numeral), is found 
once and was normal for this period (Cocron 1962: 192; Pennington 1980: 
266). 

The number ‘ten’ is found either with hard or soft final consonant, which 
varies between manuscripts. 

The number 12 occurs once as #@)+)#'A.$" (accusative), and the number 
15 is found twice in the form C.$\+)#'A.$\. In contrast to this, Cocron 
(1962: 193) and Pennington (1980: 266) list only the contracted forms 
known from contemporary Russian. 

The number 20 is found both in its full and contracted form: #@)#'A.$\  
and #@)$J)$. b.$\#'A.$\ and A'#V\#'A.$\ are also found. More surpris-
ing is L'$,('#'A.$\ (in a compound numeral) instead of the expected 
A:(:0>, which may be explained by the fact that the Polish has czteridzie8ci. 
There is variation between manuscripts as to whether the final consonant in 
these numerals is hard or soft, and mss. R and N have A'V- instead of 
A'#V\-.  

Higher numerals (hundreds and thousands) have the forms still found in 
today’s Russian. 
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4.2.5.2 Ordinal numerals 
Most of the ordinals have the same forms as in contemporary Russian. The 
following forms deserve to be mentioned. 

According to Pennington (1980: 268), the normal word for ‘second’ at 
this time was #(*9:", and it is also the only one attested in Cocron’s sources 
(Cocron 1962: 202). In ms. U, however, the ordinal @$:(," is found eight 
times in different cases. Y(*9:" is also used, but it can sometimes be hard to 
tell if it is intended as a numeral or as the pronoun ‘other.’ 

The ordinal ‘third’ shows a variety of forms, which is in line with what is 
observed in other 17th-century texts, since it was influenced by other ordinals 
and shows endings belonging to the original flection of adjectives in -\j\- as 
well as endings borrowed from ordinary adjectives in the long form (Cocron 
1962: 202). The forms found here are the following: nominative-accusative 
masculine $('$"" (seven times), genitive masculine and neuter $('$".9: 
and $('$\.9:, genitive feminine $('$'" (twice), dative masculine 
$('$"'V*, accusative feminine $('$"Z, instrumental masculine $('$""V 
and instrumental feminine $('$\'Z. 

Other ordinals do not require comment, and there is no variation between 
manuscripts. 

4.2.5.3 Other types of numerals 
A few examples of numerals of multiplication or repetition can be found. 
These are: '#"+:G#,, #@)]" (mss. E and R have #@)G#"), $("G#, and 
V+:9)G#, (once) or V+:9)]"/V+:9:]" (twice; ms. R has V+:9:G#, in 
both instances). `#@:' also belongs here. 

4.3 Description of IV: 1–3: syntax 

4.3.1 Verbal tenses for past events 
As explained in Section 1.3, chapters IV: 1–3 of the translation of Stryj-
kowski’s chronicle are part of a large segment of text (segment A) where 
mainly aorist and imperfect forms, i.e. simplex preterites, are used.  

The perfect tense without auxiliary verb (elliptic perfect, cf. van Schoone-
veld 1959; Matthews 1995) is also well represented in the text. For reasons 
explained in Section 4.3.1.3, it will be discussed apart from perfect forms 
with an auxiliary verb in the present tense, or “the Perfect tense proper, the 
full form” (Matthews 1995: 301). Not all scholars distinguish between full 
and elliptic perfect forms. When earlier studies are used as comparison 
below, it will be noted in each case if they treat these forms separately or 
jointly.  
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Full perfect forms are rare, as is the pluperfect (with an auxiliary verb in 
the aorist, imperfect or perfect). Table 11 shows the distribution of the tenses 
used for past events in IV: 1–3 according to ms. U. 
Table 11. Distribution of tenses for the past in IV: 1–3 

Tense or form Amount Percent Comments 
Aorist  711  66.3%  

Imperfect  163  15.2%  
Elliptic perfect  178  16.6% Without auxiliary verb 

Full perfect  9  0.8% With auxiliary verb in the present tense 
Pluperfect  11  1.0% With auxiliary verb in aorist, imperfect or perfect 
Total  1072  99.9%  

The simplex preterites – aorist and imperfect – dominate. Together they ac-
count for more than 80% of the verbal usage for past events. The elliptic 
perfect is more unusual, and the full perfect and the pluperfect rare excep-
tions. Some situations have been identified where they are especially liable 
to be used (cf. Sections 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.1.3). 

4.3.1.1 The use of the aorist 
Although approximately one tense form in six, referring to the past, is an 
elliptic perfect tense form, there are some verbs that occur more than six 
times, but always or almost always in the aorist. One may suspect that they 
are used formulaically. These verbs are listed below with details as to their 
occurrences. Only verbs that occur nine times or more in ms. U, and that 
have no more than one occurrence there in another form than the aorist, have 
been included. 
Table 12. Verbs with a great majority of aorists in IV: 1–3 

Verb Total past forms Aorists Comments 
@/.$" 22 21 1 elliptic perfect 

@:/@()$"$"A. 9 9  
#)$" 12 12  
"#$" 26 25 1 imperfect 

+)L)$" + +)L)$"A. 23 + 2 22 + 2 1 elliptic perfect 
C:@'&;$" 25 25  
C(""$" 27 27  

C(".$" 16 15 1 elliptic perfect 
('L" 17 17  

A:$@:("$" 10 10  
*V'(;$" 9 9  
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4.3.1.2 The use of the elliptic perfect 
Elliptic perfect forms amount to 16.6% of the verbs for past events in IV: 1–
3. Some semantic, lexical and other patterns in the use of this tense can be 
discerned. Of the verbs that occur frequently enough to allow discussion, 
few have a large share of perfect forms. Therefore, unprefigated verbs are in 
some cases discussed together with their prefigated counterparts. 

The verb C;<I@949<6 
The verb C:A'&"$"A. is in ms. U (and most other mss.) almost evenly di-
vided between the aorist (seven instances) and the elliptic perfect (five in-
stances). In ms. G, the distribution is six aorists and six elliptic perfect 
forms. The verb also occurs once in the pluperfect. The earliest occurrences 
of this verb are from the 17th century (SRJa), so perhaps it seemed like an 
anomaly to use it in an archaic form. It is mainly used as a translation of 
Polish osie8F, which in other cases is translated as :@&)#'$", usually in the 
aorist. 

The verb <!TK with and without prefixes 
The verbs A;L\ (twice), :$A;L\ (once) and C:A;L\ (once) only occur in the 
elliptic perfect (all in the plural). However, several of these occurrences are 
also found in the context of ‘conquering the enemy’ (cf. below) and may 
therefore be semantically motivated. 

The verb G;TK with and without prefixes 
The verb V:L\ is almost evenly divided between the aorist (four instances) 
and the elliptic perfect (three instances). `:/V:L\ is only found in the aorist 
(four instances) and C'('V:L\ in the elliptic perfect (once), so that this ver-
bal root, with or without prefixes, occurs eight times in the aorist and four 
times in the elliptic perfect, which is quite a large share. No explanation for 
this has been found. 

Verbs with the prefix 5F- 
In the analyzed chapters, as found in ms. U, 13 verbs with the prefix @,- 
occur one time each. Eleven of these are in the elliptic perfect and two in the 
aorist. This predominance of the elliptic perfect may be connected to the fact 
that the prefix @,-, which is of Russian origin, had stylistic connotations that 
could trigger the use of the perfect. Verbs with the prefix "/-, which was the 
bookish counterpart of Church Slavonic origin, are mainly used in the aorist. 
There are only two minimal pairs, where the same verb occurs with both 
prefixes: @,K"$"/"/K"$" (used in different senses) and @,"$"/"/:"$". 
They follow the expected distribution of tenses, i.e. the verbs with the prefix 
"/- are used in the aorist (cf. also Uspenskij 2002: 253). 
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Negated forms 
Where the verb is negated, the share of elliptic perfect forms is unusually 
high, even though the simplex preterites, when added together, still domi-
nate. Out of a total of 36 negated instances, 14 are in the aorist, 10 in the 
imperfect, 11 in the elliptic perfect, and one in the full perfect tense. Thus, in 
negated clauses, perfect forms (full or elliptic) make up 33.3%, clearly en-
croaching more on the aorist than on the imperfect. 

The use of the perfect tense in negated clauses has been attested in the 
Novgorodskaja pervaja letopis'. There it has been explained by the fact that 
the perfect was often used to convey background information, in clauses 
with what P. V. Petruchin (2003: 119–121) calls lowered communicative 
status. As D. Matthews (1995: 303–304) phrases it, events expressed in the 
perfect tense (full or elliptic) are often “under absolute negation,” negation 
not referring to any specific time, and they do not form a part of the narrative 
chain. 

‘Conquering the enemy’ 
There are three passages, similar in subject matter, where several (four to 
six) elliptic perfect forms are used together, which may mean that the use of 
the perfect tense is semantically motivated here. In the descriptions of how 
Olga massacred the Drevljans (example (52)), how Svjatoslav conquered the 
Greek (example (53)) and how Rus' conquered the Pe%enegs (example (54)), 
the elliptic perfect is used for the actions: 

(52) ?+#349&)# *;4)$-+8 <#>"$" , <#9%=$" , F <#&#<"$" , ' "+"F A 
34+'?" " & *%&?" <#.#;%$" , "+:18 . A%$# ?+#.# ) K"4)8 ) 
+4)#$B #!)4$" , ' "+:( -=# 9=#&8 <;#*')'$"  (Slav 26, fol. 204v) 

(53) >43'H"18 . .;4=#'# <#>")'$" , 9%=$"  "+:18 <#4?,4 3"):(, 
<#&#?8 E)-&#9$')8 2<#&;4>$-- <#>%*: .;4749="- 9&;'+:, ;'A-
#;-,  " <V9&#,"$8  (Slav 26, fol. 210r) 

(54) J2" 34 V&%='BH"( >"$"  9%=$" , =#$#$" , $#)"$" , "+:( ) 
T;2>434 ;4=% <#&#<"$" , " ?+#349&)/ <#$#+2 " *#>:7" ) 
<474+%.9=#?8 #>#[4 +'>;'$"  (Slav 26, fol. 217v–218r) 

This can be labelled ‘conquering the enemy’ or, viewed more broadly, ‘vio-
lent or dramatic action.’ The use of the perfect tense here remains to be ex-
plained, but it seems to have been an active choice, especially in example 
(52), since the Polish parallel to this text passage does not have finite verb 
forms, but uses an impersonal passive construction. 

4.3.1.3 The use of the full perfect 
The full perfect (with the auxiliary verb K,$" in the present tense) will be 
treated separately, despite the fact that, as we will see below, the choice be-
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tween it and the elliptic perfect (without auxiliary verb) is partly dictated by 
the subject, and their distribution is thus complementary. However, since the 
forms with auxiliary verbs were no longer in use in the spoken language of 
the 17th century (cf. Gor)kova & Chaburgaev 1997: 330–331; Uspenskij 
2002: 247–249), these forms can be seen as marked, which justifies treating 
them as a separate category. 

There are only nine instances of the full perfect tense in these chapters, 
and all except one (Slav 26, fol. 174r) are found in direct speech. Since there 
is an obvious connection between direct speech and the full perfect tense, we 
will look more closely at the overall distribution of tenses referring to past 
events in direct speech. There are a total of 22 such verbs, and the distribu-
tion of tenses is as follows: 11 aorist forms, one imperfect form, two elliptic 
perfect forms and eight full perfect forms. In other words, 36.4% of the in-
stances are in the full perfect, and the full and elliptic perfect forms together 
make up 45.5% of the instances. A similar proportion has been observed by 
Matthews (1995: 299) in direct speech in the Galician Chronicle, which re-
lates events of the late 13th century. 

All instances of the full perfect, including the one that is not found in di-
rect speech, have the auxiliary verb in the first or second person (singular or 
plural). This is not surprising, since even in early texts, perfect forms in the 
third person singular or plural were sometimes used without an auxiliary 
verb, whereas the full perfect form remained in use much longer in the first 
and second persons (Zaliznjak 2008: 236, 239–240). Since it is natural for 
first and second person forms to appear in direct speech, rather than in narra-
tive parts of the text, this explains the connection between the perfect and 
direct speech. In this way, one may argue that the distribution of elliptic and 
full perfect is complementary in this text. 

As for the choice between the aorist and the full perfect in direct speech, 
it can be assumed that when rendering a person’s speech, the translator 
might tend to use a form that was a little closer to his own spoken language. 
The full perfect, even if it was not in use in the late 17th century, probably 
seemed closer to the spoken language than did the simplex preterites. There 
are, however, instances of simplex preterites in the first person, both in direct 
speech and in the author’s comments.  

A connection between the perfect (full or elliptic) and direct speech in 
chronicles has been observed by other scholars as well, and it seems to have 
been a tradition of that genre (Matthews 1995: 299; !ivov 1995: 73; cf. also 
Kijanova 2010: 57). 

A typical occurrence of the full perfect is shown in example (55), where 
the narrative is written using only the aorist, whereas the full perfect is used 
in Jaropolk’s speech to Svadolt (the elliptic perfect occurs in a marginal note 
not quoted here): 
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(55) ) &;4&F" *4+5 #>;%&#,'  4.# ?4. &%$'?" 7$()749="?" ?4;&)', " 
<;"+49#,'  &%$# 4.# <;46 f;#<#$='. f;#<#$=8 . )"*%  &%$# 
>;'&' 9)#4.# ;474  = E)'*#$&V, E)'*#$&4 94.# <#34$', #  49" , F 
<#.;4>#,'  4.# ) N);27". (Slav 26, fol. 211v) 

4.3.1.4 The use of the pluperfect 
There are eleven instances of the pluperfect in these chapters. However, 
since all these forms except one correspond to pluperfect forms in Polish, it 
is more appropriate to speak of the translation of the Polish pluperfect than 
to discuss its use independently of the original. For this reason, the pluper-
fect will be dealt with in Section 6.8.2, where the translation of Polish plu-
perfects in the different segments will be compared.  

4.3.2 The use of dual forms 
Dual forms of verbs are not used in the sample chapters chosen from the 
chronicle. Some dual forms of nouns are found in chapters IV: 1–3, but only 
in the context of paired objects, such as eyes or hands, e.g. :$ :L"Z '9: 
(Slav 26, fol. 223v), @C)#:W @ (*J; +'V"&:A$"@," (fol. 225v), :$ (*0* "W 
(fol. 227v). This is in accordance with the usage noted by Kijanova (2010: 
282) in many other late chronicles. However, the tendency found in her 
sources that instrumental forms were used in a higher degree than other 
cases cannot be confirmed here. 

In most contexts of duality, plural forms are used, especially when they 
refer to two objects that are not inherently paired, such as two brothers or 
two rivers, cf. for instance V'G#* Y()@:Z, " R)@:Z ('0)V" (fol. 163r), 
+)# [Y]+'C(:V " Y:+:V ('0)V" (fol. 177r), OA0:&:# " Y,(> [...] @:/-
@()$"=)A. (fol. 197v), 0'A)(" G' 9('L'A$"" `)A"&"" " M:A$.+$"+> 
C:A&)=) (fol. 209r), / #@'V. A 2+, (fol. 212r), W M:A$.+$"+* " `)A"&"Z 
A 2+:V (fol. 222r). There are also examples of the plural with inherently paired 
objects, such as C: :K:"V57 K'('9)V (fol. 166r), A@:"V" (*0)V" (fol. 188v, 
2x), @ (*0)W> (fol. 214r). 

If we look outside the chapters under consideration here, there is a part of 
the text that contains many dual forms. It is a short chronicle, quoted in its 
entirety by Stryjkowski, known as the chroni5ka and discussed by several 
earlier scholars (cf. Section 2.3.1). It is quoted in chapter V: 4 of the Kronika 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 184–186) and found in Slav 26 on fols. 288v–291r. In 
this part of the text, the Russian translation contains a large number of dual 
forms, often used incorrectly, in singular or plural contexts. This incorrect 
use of dual forms is not limited to the quoted chronicle, but is also to be 
found in the text surrounding it, although it seems to be more frequent in the 

                                                
 
57 Ms. N has :K;"V>. 
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translation of the quoted text. Hypercorrect use of dual forms can be found 
in original Russian chronicles from the 17th century and has been explained 
as a way for the scribes to set the bookish standard of the text, i.e. they used 
them as markers of bookishness (cf. !ivov 1995; Kijanova 2010: 50–51, 62). 
The beginning of the chroni5ka may serve as an illustration. 

<#94?8 4.*' d;#9$')8 Z$'*"?4;#)"75 )4$"=F" =+(A5 ="4)9=F" 2?;4, 
9:+#)4 34 4.# &;"4 9)#>#*"9&'  *-*B 9)#4.# EV*"9$')' "9 <#;V>5-, 
94M '>"4 >:9&5 "+#=8 ' O.#;5 ) E?#$4+9=V V?;4, " ;'A*4$"9&'  
E?#$4+49=8 +' &;" *#$", 29&;#" O.#;5 ) G4;4-9$#)$4 C;(=)5 9)(&'.# 
D"1'M$' ='?4++VB. 2?;4 . EV*"9$')8 9&';4C8, ' V `'9$')' 
="4)9=#.# =+(AW ;#*"9- 9:+8 E&#<#$=8 D"1'M$#. ;#*"9- E&'9$')V 
9(+8 N$418. ' <# +4?8 )&#;:M S)(*8, <#94?8 &;4&F" P$%>8, <#94?8 
<;F"*#9&'  <#$#)C: ) ;V9=VB A4?$B <;#&")V "18 "A:*#9&'  &;"4 
-;#9$')#)"7" `'9$')8, E&#9$')8, " Z94)#$#*8, " >%9&'  +' Y,#A4, 
9+F"*#9&'9W  ;'&". " .+%)#* L(3F"?8 <#;'34+: 9V&5 1;"#&"-+4, " 
>%3'9&'  )#4)#*: ;V9="- 9# ?+#349&)#* ;'&+:( $B*4M. (Slav 26, fol. 
289r) 

4.3.3 The category of animacy 
The use of genetical genitive forms to express the accusative of animate 
nouns (hereafter A=G) in certain gender-number combinations in Russian 
has developed over time. The original accusative forms for the groups of 
nouns concerned were either identical with the nominative (hereafter A=N), 
as in the masculine singular, or coincided with them at an early stage, as in 
the masculine plural. Even though masculine nominative plural forms, dis-
tinct from the accusative plural, can be found in this text (cf. Section 
4.2.2.1), the situation in the 17th century was such that it is possible to speak 
of variation between A=N and A=G. 

The use of the A=G form for animate nouns began in the masculine sin-
gular and then spread to the masculine plural and later, because of the ten-
dency towards unification of the genders in the plural, to the feminine and 
neutral plural (Krys'ko 1994: 126). Words for animals showed variation be-
tween A=G and A=N longer than words for humans, both in the masculine 
singular and in the plural (Krys'ko 1994: 200–201). 

The distribution of A=N and A=G forms in this text, according to ms. U, 
is as follows. 

In the masculine singular, humans, animals (a horse, fol. 198v) and gods 
(including the noun "#:&>, fol. 224r, cf. Krys'ko 1994: 4) have A=G forms. 
This applies both when the noun is an accusative object and in positions after 
prepositions. This form is also used when the accusative object is the name 
of an author, used as a metonymy for his works, e.g. L$" c'(K'A$'"+) (fol. 
209v). All in all, this fits in with Cocron’s observations, although he found 
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that the word 0:+\ varied between A=N and A=G in the singular (Cocron 
1962: 98–99). 

In the masculine plural, the use varies. The A=G forms dominate with 
personal nouns; there is no example of A=G for animals. There are some 
cases of A=N forms, that include ethnonyms such as +'VJ, (fol. 187v) and 
C'L'+;9" (fol. 208r), other humans such as C:A&, (e.g. fols. 169v, 222r) and 
G"$'&" (fol. 174v), and the animals 0:+" (fol. 207v). There is also an in-
stance of A=G plural of a masculine a-stem, @:'@:#>. Constructions with the 
prepositions @> and +), especially formulas such as "#' +)… (cf. Section 
7.4.2) and C:A&)$" @>... (e.g. fols. 193v–194r, 194r, although this verb is 
usually constructed with 0> + dative), seem to be a special case, and in these 
positions the A=N form is favored. Cocron (1962: 100–102) also noted a 
tendency towards the A=N form after prepositions, as opposed to uses with-
out prepositions, where the form A=G prevailed in his sources. 

There are not many instances of animate feminine plural objects, but in 
most cases where they do appear, they have A=N. This concerns humans, 
G'+, (fol. 222r), as well as animals, (,K, (fol. 180r) and :@J, (fols. 201r, 
203v). The A=G :@'J> (fol. 177v) also occurs once. According to Cocron 
(1962: 101), it was unusual for feminine personal nouns to have A=N in the 
plural, but variation was common for feminine animals. 

In Polish, the category of animacy developed at different times in the sin-
gular and the plural. For the accusative singular of animate masculine nouns, 
A=G forms are attested in early texts, in the 16th century it was a rule for 
persons and had also spread to animals, although that category was more 
conservative (Klemensiewicz et al. [1955] 1981: 271–272). Isolated in-
stances of genitive forms for the accusative plural of masculine personal 
nouns are found in texts from the 16th century; they became more common in 
the 17th century, and by the 18th century the use of the old accusative forms 
had an archaic character (Klemensiewicz et al. [1955] 1981: 281–282). In 
Stryjkowski’s Polish text we see variation between the two constructions, 
but A=G forms in the plural are by no means unusual or exceptions.  

Sometimes the choice of form in the Russian translation is identical to the 
Polish original and can be considered to be modeled on it, but sometimes 
they are different, in which cases it is mostly Polish that has A=N and Rus-
sian A=G. 

4.3.4 Possessive adjectives 
In Old Russian as well as in Old Polish, possession could be expressed with 
a possessive genitive or a possessive adjective (in Old Russian, there was 
also a possessive dative, which, however, is not found in this text). The 
choice between them depended mainly on whether the possessor was ex-
pressed by a single word or several. Single-word possessors were typically 
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expressed by a possessive adjective, and multiple-word possessors by a pos-
sessive genitive (Eckhoff 2006: 40–45). However, there were exceptions to 
this norm in Russian as well as in Polish (for Polish examples, cf. Pisarkowa 
1984: 129). 

Both the Polish original and the Russian translation of the examined chap-
ters of the Kronika follow this principle quite faithfully, with no great differ-
ences between the manuscripts of the translation. An exception in the Polish 
text is the name Noe ‘Noah,’ which does not form a possessive adjective (but 
itself is declined as an adjective, since it ends in -e), whereas the Russian 
equivalent P:" regularly forms a possessive adjective, P:'@>. In some in-
stances, a possessive genitive in a Latin quote in the text is translated as a 
possessive adjective in Russian in accordance with the aforementioned 
norm. All in all, the translator seems to have been aware of the norm, apply-
ing it even when the Polish original diverged from it, when the original was 
in Latin, or when the text was altered in some way. When two single-word 
possessors were coordinated with a conjunction, they were treated as single-
word possessors and translated with possessive adjectives (cf. example (59) 
below). H. M. Eckhoff (2006: 165–167, 212, 282) treats such examples as 
constructions with a complex possessor that should normally have been ex-
pressed with the genitive case.  

The following examples illustrate cases where the original and the transla-
tion differ, although it is difficult to say if different norms applied in the two 
languages or if the Polish original diverged from the norm and the translator 
corrected this. It is a question of whether paratactic constructions are inter-
preted as one single (multiple-word) noun phrase or as (single-word) head 
nouns with (single- or multiple-word) appositions. The presence of the con-
junction albo in example (56) seems to have put the translator in favor of 
treating it as a single-word possessor with an apposition, whereas in example 
(57), no conjunction is inserted between the elements, so the translator per-
ceived them as a multiple-word possessor: 

(56) co iesliby ták by(o/ tedyby -i Xi/0.tá potomkámi Palemoná álbo 
Publiussa Liboná Rzymskiego Xi&"#%iá/ álbo towárzyszámi iego by- 
musieli (Stryjkowski 1582: 118) 

434 'H4 >: 9"C4 >:$#, &#.*' &F" =+(A" +'9$%6+"C: G'$4?#+#):  
"$" GV)$F'  ]")#+'  ;"?9=#.#  =+ (A- , "$" &#)';:H" "( >-1V 
(Slav 26, fol. 195v) 

(57) A ieszcze zá 0ywotá Olechowego opiekuná swego poi/( sobie w 
ma(0e*ski stan Olch. Práwnuczk. Gostomisselow. ze Pskowá. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 121) 

' 4H4 <;" 3")#&% N141'  [sic] *-6="  9)#4.#  <#- 94>% ) 
9V<;2.9&)# N,#.V <;')+V7=2 P#9&#?"$#)V "A# G9=#)' (Slav 26, fol. 
200r) 
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In the following example, the Polish original has a two-word possessor in the 
genitive, but in the Russian translation, one element has been removed and 
the construction has accordingly been altered to a possessive pronoun:  

(58) A naprzod Swadolt nijaki przednieyszy Pan rádny nieboszczyká Swento-
s!awá przyiáchawszy ná Kijow do Jaroze(ká [sic] Xi/0.ciá Kijowskiego 
stárszego z brátow (Stryjkowski 1582: 129) 

) +'7'$% <4;):F *V?+:F E)-&#" #$')#' #  >#-;"+8 "?4+4* E)'*#$&8, 
<;"%1''# ) K"4)8 =5 d;#<#$=V =+(AB ="4)9=#?V >#$,#*: #! >;'&F" 
(Slav 26, fol. 211r) 

In example (59), the Polish original names two authors joined by a conjunc-
tion and therefore expresses each single-word possessor as a possessive ad-
jective. The conjunction has been omitted from the Russian translation, or 
else it has merged with the following name, which begins in the same letter, 
but the names are still given as possessive adjectives: 

(59) Wywodz/ te0 niektórzy Rusaki z Kolchis kráiny oney s(awnej/ do ktorey 
Iason po z(ote runo álbo we(n. 0eglowa(/ o czym sie iusz wyzszej z 
Historiey Trogussowey y Iustinowey powiedziá(o. (Stryjkowski 1582: 
113) 

<;#"A)#*-&8 34 +%C:" ;V9'=#'# #! 9&;'+: =#,1"9="- 9$')+:-, ) 
+B.3 O'9#$ <# A$'&#4 ;V+# %&*",#, # 74* ):,4 94)# ) <#)49&" 
T;#.#)#%  OV9&"+#)#M  ;4749- (Slav 26, fol. 188v) 

An interesting example is @;(*Z]". @ 9A ##) + 2='9: ?XA*A d(A #$) (fol. 219v), 
where the first element is not declined at all, showing that this was perceived 
as a single name rather than as two. All other consulted manuscripts, how-
ever, have the first part in the form A=G as well.58 There is a similar instance 
with a genuine genitive (not an A=G), namely @ C(:"/@'#'+"" (:#:A&:@". 
?AA #> d(A #$:@) (fol. 159r), where the first element is undeclined in all manu-
scripts. In the phrase @ C:/+)+"' "A$"++:9: < 29) " eA*A) d(A #$) A 2+) '9: 
'#"+:(:#+)9: C("@'#:=) (fol. 228r), which is also a genuine genitive form, 
both elements of the name are declined in all manuscripts. 

There are no examples in the Polish text of a possessive adjective formed 
from a feminine noun, but in one case, the genitive of the name Holha is 
replaced in the Russian translation by the possessive pronoun O&9"+>.  

The translation contains one possessive adjective formed from an i-stem 
noun, namely C: :K,L)Z /@;("+* (fol. 192r). This corresponds to obyczái-
em %wierz2cym in the Polish original. The Russian 9A ##+. corresponds to 
Polish PaEska. Both languages have the suffix -\j\- in Bo!y/<:G"". 

                                                
 
58 In mss. B and G: ?XAA), in mss. E and R: ?X 2A), in ms. N: ?"A*A). 
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The flexional morphology differs between the two languages. The Polish 
text mainly uses pronominal forms of the possessive adjectives. In the Rus-
sian translation, mainly nominal forms are found, except in the oblique cases 
of the plural, which had always had pronominal forms, and in the genitive 
and locative singular feminine, where pronominal forms had begun to spread 
at this time. This text has only nominal forms in the locative singular mascu-
line, where pronominal forms were also spreading (Cocron 1962: 121–123).  

In Polish, the last remnants of the nominal flection of possessive adjec-
tives with the suffixes -ow- and -in- gave way to pronominal forms in the 
late 16th century. The two sets of forms are found alongside each other in the 
nominative and accusative of the masculine and feminine during the last 
decades of the 16th century (Burzywoda et al. 2002: 127–129). The process 
of the disappearance of the possessive adjectives and their replacement by 
the genitive case of the corresponding nouns began, according to K. 
D(ugosz-Kurczabowa and S. Dubisz (2006: 468), in the 16th century. Ac-
cording to M. Siuciak, this process was practically finished in the 18th cen-
tury (Burzywoda et al. 2002: 127–129). Among the examples listed by Siu-
ciak, there are very few formed with the suffix -in-. Although nothing is said 
in the consulted grammars about the distribution between possessive adjec-
tives and nouns in the genitive case, all their examples of constructions with 
possessive adjectives have a single-word possessor.  

In the context of the Nikonian reforms, the Russian possessive genitive 
began to spread into the realm of the possessive adjectives and the posses-
sive dative, patterned on the Greek genitive, which had a broad field of ap-
plication. For this reason, the use of possessive adjectives in the 18th century 
became a non-bookish marker (Uspenskij 2002: 450–458). Since there are 
no traces of such corrections in the translation of the Kronika, we can con-
clude that it followed earlier Slavic tradition and was not influenced by the 
Nikonian reforms in this respect. This is to be expected, since the Nikonian 
corrections were mainly applied to translations from Greek. 

4.3.5 The dative absolute  
In Old Church Slavonic and in early stages of other Slavic languages, the 
dative absolute was used as an alternative to subordinate clauses of different 
kinds or to constructions containing adverbial participles, i.e. the equivalent 
of today’s gerunds (cf. Section 7.3). It could express temporal, causal or 
other circumstances and had a backgrounding, subordinating function (cf. 
Corin 1995). In East Slavic it was frequently used in bookish texts, but never 
in non-bookish texts (!ivov 2011: 148, cf. also Corin 1995: 269). In some 
late (18th-century) chronicles it was more or less the only Church Slavonic 
element, setting the level of bookishness in a surrounding of East Slavic 
verbal tenses and conjunctions (Kijanova 2010: 176–177, 203). 
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The dative absolute in its classical form, where the logical subject of the 
absolute construction is not identical to the subject of the main clause, was 
characteristic of bookish language in general, including chronicles. The 
tautosubjective dative absolute, with a subject identical to that of the main 
clause, is also frequently attested in East Slavic texts, including chronicles 
(Corin 1995: 276–277). No such constructions have been found in the trans-
lation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle.  

The dative absolute existed in Polish, but was, according to D(ugosz-
Kurczabowa and Dubisz (2006: 475), due to Latin influence via Czech. The 
authors do not, however, give any Polish examples, only Church Slavonic 
ones from an earlier period (D(ugosz-Kurczabowa & Dubisz 2006: 439). 
Corin (1995: 270–272) believes that the dative absolute was inherited from 
Common Slavic, but that it was lost first in West Slavic. It is less well at-
tested in Old Czech and Old Polish than in East Slavic.  

As a rule, Stryjkowski does not use the dative absolute in Polish; Kar-
plukówna (1985: 44) only found one instance (outside the sample chapters 
used here), probably with a Ruthenian chronicle as its source, where the 
noun is in the dative but the participle undeclined. The ablativus absolutus 
occurs in his Latin quotes. Since the choice of the dative absolute was inde-
pendent of the Polish original and the construction was a bookish one, the 
examples cited below from the Russian translation are a sign of independ-
ence from the original and of the translator being acquainted with the book-
ish norm. 

The four sets of sample chapters (cf. Section 1.3) have been searched for 
dative absolute constructions. The samples from segments B and D contain 
no such constructions, which is perhaps not surprising, since they, with their 
dominance of the elliptic perfect tense, have a less bookish character, and 
they are more influenced by the Polish original (this holds especially true for 
segment B, cf. Section 5.4.2.4). The occurrences from segments A and C are 
listed below. 

4.3.5.1 Dative absolutes in chapters IV: 1–3 
The translation of chapters IV: 1–3 contains seven examples of the dative 
absolute. In example (60), found in chapter IV: 1, it corresponds to a Latin 
ablativus absolutus:  

(60) vbi asserit Sarmatas esse Slauos & Venedos, Ipsosque esse priscos Sar-
matas, vel ut Graeci dicunt Sauromatas: dispersisque a turris Babilonicae 
edificatione, post diluuium uniuersae terrae hominibus, has oras occu-
passe opinentur (Stryjkowski 1582: 922) 
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"*%.3 .$(.#$4&8 9';?'&#*
59 >:&" 9$#)-+8 " )4+4*-+8, " &%18 >:&" 

*;4)+"18 9';?'!, "$" -=# .;4=" .$(.#$B&8 9'^;#?'&: " ;'&-
9%W++:*  <# A*'+F" 9&#$<' )')"$/$9=' <# <#&#<4 )94' A4?$" 
$B*4?8 , 9"- 9&;'+: #)$'*%),"18 +4<HVB&8 (Slav 26, fols. 159r–
159v) 

The other instances all occur in chapter IV: 3. Four of them correspond to 
Polish temporal subordinate clauses:  

(61) Gdy tedy Rurik pánowa! ná Wielkonowogrodskim Xi.stwie w Ladodze/ 
á Truwor ná Pskowskim w Zborsku/ álbo Izborku/ Trze-i Brát ich Sinaus 
ná Bia(ym Iezierze umár( bez potomstwá (Stryjkowski 1582: 118) 

Z$'69&)VBHV  .  JB;"=V  +' )4$"=#+#).#;#69=#?8 =+-.9&)4 ) 
]'*#.4, ' T;V)#;V  +' <9=#)9=#* )8 O&>#;"#=2, &;4&F" >;'&8 "18 
E"+'V" +' L4$%#A4;4 V?;4 >4& +'9$%*"- (Slav 26, fol. 196v) 

(62) á gdy to wyrzek! wnet 0mijá iádowita z onego (bá ku*skiego wyskoczy(á 
y uiád(á go w nog. (Stryjkowski 1582: 121) 

9"-  .  4?2  "&;4=,V , '>"4 A?F- FA# $>' =#+9=#.# ):9=#7"$' F 
V3'$"$' 4.# ) +#.2 (Slav 26, fol. 199v) 

(63) á gdy wielk/ moc/ do Konstantinopolá %i&gn&!/ mái&c s sob/ po 
pi.tna1cie kro- tysi/c okr.tow/ y inszego naczynia wodnego/ zebra( sie 
prze-iw im Romanus Cesarz Grecki z pomoc/ Rzymsk// y inszych Pánow 
Chrze1-iá*skich (Stryjkowski 1582: 121) 

)4$"4B .3 9"$#B = X(;B.;'*V "*VHV  4?2 , "?%BHV  . <-&5+'-
*49-&5 =;'&: &:9-9 =';'/$4%, " F+:18 9V*#)8 )#*-+:(, 9#>;')9-60 
<;#&")8 4)# J#?'$ C(;5 .;4749=F" 9 <#?#75B ;"?9=#B, " F+:( 
."#*;4% 1;"#&"-+9="( (Slav 26, fol. 200r) 

(64) A gdy sie z woyskiem Swentos!aw przybli"a! do Konstantinopolá/ Gre-
kowie odkupui/c sie wielk/ dani// od gránic go Greckich odwro-ili 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 129) 

E)-&#9$')V  .  9 )#"+9&)#* 1 K#9&-+&"+#<#$B <;">$"3'BHV-
9- , .;4=" #! +4.# "9=V<#)'1V9- *'+"B )4$"4B " #! .;4749="18 
.;'+"C8 4.# #!);'&",' (Slav 26, fols. 210r–210v) 

In example (65), the Polish original has a passive participle in the dative, 
which refers to the pronoun mi and is motivated by the modal niegodzi. The 
translation instead has an active participle, connected with V+:G'A$@:V> to 

                                                
 
59 Some mss. have A)(V)$:@, which is probably the correct translation, since the accusative 
with infinitive in the Latin original could be translated by an identical construction (cf. 
Section 5.4.2.3). 
60 Some mss. have A:K()A.. 
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form a dative absolute. These forms could also be interpreted as instrumental 
singular, but I find this less probable. 

(65) A isz mi sie wielko'%i& nieprzyia-o( ogárnionemu u-ieká- niegodzi/ y 
wymkn/- sie pro0no/ przeto ia m.0nie á státecznie b.d. sta( (Stryjkowski 
1582: 128) 

' ?+#349&)#?8  +4<;"-&4$4% ?- #/,46,"?8  +4 <#*#>'4&8 ?+% 
>%3'&" " V%&" +4)#&?#3+#, +# ?V349&)4++# <;#&")8 "18 >V*V 
9&#-&" (Slav 26, fol. 209v) 

Example (66) has a conditional meaning. This is unusual, but nevertheless 
attested in early sources (Corin 1995: 278; Ve%erka et al. 1996: 187). 

(66) ktory hárdo stoi/c […] wo(a( ná Rusaki […] á iesliby niesmia! ieden/ 
tedy sam ná si. trzech wyzywa(. (Stryjkowski 1582: 134) 

=#&#;#M .#-*# 9&#- )#<"- +' ;V9'=#)8 [...] 4*"+#?V  .  +4  
9?%BHV , &;4( +' >#;>V <;"A:)',4 (Slav 26, fol. 217r) 

A fact that could be of some importance is that all these examples, except the 
first one, which has a correspondence in Latin, occur in the part of the text 
that relates information from original Russian chronicles, beginning with 
Rurik’s reign, as we see in the first example. This could imply that the trans-
lator connected this syntactic feature with chronicle language, even though 
late chronicles, at least, differed greatly in this respect, as seen in Kijanova’s 
study, where she found that some chronicles used this feature extensively 
and others lacked it altogether (Kijanova 2010). 

4.3.5.2 Dative absolutes in chapters XII: 3–5 
There are two instances of the dative absolute in chapters XII: 3–5. They 
correspond to subordinate clauses in the Polish original, which have a pre-
dominantly temporal meaning, although gdy had a wide range of uses. 

(67) Czego gdy Xi&"# Constantin Koriatowic niech%ia! uczyni-/ áni ná to 
pozwoli-/ áby mia( wiár. odmieniá-/ wzgárdzi( (powiádái/ Látopiszcze) 
successi/ ná Krolestwo Polskie (Stryjkowski 1582: 427) 

=+ (AB  38  K#9&-+&"+V  9#&)#;"&" 94.# +4  1#&-HV , +"34 +' &# 
9#"&)#$"&", *'>: "?!$8 )!;V <;4?4+-&". <;4+4>;434 (.$(.#$B! 
$4&#<"9C:), +'9$!*"4 =#;#$4)9&)' <#,#9=#.# (Slav 27, fol. 193v) 

(68) Ale gdy omieszka! [Fiedor Koriatowic] przyd, ná odsiecz swoim Wo(o-
chom/ W tym czasie Olgerd z Litw/ doby( Brás(awia/ Ská(y/ Sokolcá y 
Smotrycy zamkow pod Wo(ochy. (Stryjkowski 1582: 428) 
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#?46$"),V  34  4?V  <;"F&" +' ):;V7=V 9)#"?8 )#$#,'+#?8 " ) 
&# );4?- N,#.4;*8 9 ]"&)#B )A- L;'9$')8, E='$V, E#=#$4C8, " 
E?#!;"CV .#;#*: V )#$#,'+8 (Slav 27, fols. 194r–194v) 

4.4 Chapter summary 
This chapter has been devoted to the language primarily in the chapters IV: 
1–3 of ms. U, but also to some extent in other parts of the translation of 
Stryjkowski’s chronicle, against the background of the language situation in 
17th-century Russia. During this period, the language was not codified, at 
least not to any great extent. Studies of different text genres show that they 
can be arranged into four registers, two bookish and two non-bookish ones, 
and that the registers had different norms, which could probably be more or 
less pronounced and obligatory. The mechanism of text orientation led to 
continuity within each genre and influenced the language development. 

The study shows that this text fits well into what has been called the hy-
brid register. It is dominated by simplex preterites, but has a 16.6% share of 
elliptic perfect forms, and other linguistic features display variation of a kind 
that has also been observed in other hybrid texts. 

The linguistic features of the text can be placed along two scales. One 
concerns the use of bookish and non-bookish forms, or functionally Church 
Slavonic and Russian forms. It was apparently not always necessary to use 
bookish forms throughout; instead a few markers of bookishness could be 
used to signal the bookish character of the text. The other scale determines 
which forms tended to vary between manuscripts and which did not. If a 
feature varies, it may either vary freely – there may be substitution in both 
directions – or there may be conscious substitution in one direction. The 
norms concerning variation and conscious substitution could vary between 
scribes, and of course over time. Five of the manuscripts consulted for the 
edition were probably written within three decades, from 1679 to the first 
years of the 18th century. Ms. N is a century younger and therefore some-
times differs from the others. 

The verbal system is quite typical of the hybrid register, dominated by 
simplex preterites and with frequent use of the bookish adverbial participles 
(the precursors of today’s gerunds), which are found with a variety of end-
ings. Polish influence can be suspected in some perfect forms. Variation 
between manuscripts is mainly found with regard to adverbial participle 
forms (approximately 10% of the participle forms have variant readings in 
one or more mss.), but also in the infinitive. 

The nominal system shows some bookish traits, such as the use of old 
nominative plural forms of masculine nouns with the ending -" and vocative 
forms. Polish has both these features, and influence from the original can 
therefore not be ruled out, but in that case it would be influence from the 
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system as a whole, not from individual forms, since they do not always 
match. The a-expansion in the oblique cases of the plural is more extensive 
here than in most hybrid texts, but the distribution of new endings according 
to cases and noun stems follows a pattern typical of this register. The pres-
ence of genitive and locative singular endings in -*/-Z is also quite consis-
tent with what is found in other texts. The only studied nominal ending that 
varies to any considerable degree between manuscripts is the plural ending 
of nouns ending in -)+"+>/-.+"+>, which mainly varies between -)+'/-.+' 
and -)+./-.+.. 

The declension of adjectives shows variation similar to that in other hy-
brid texts. In the nominative and accusative plural, the “new” form -,' is 
dominant, but at the same time, there are such bookish traits as nominative 
plural masculine forms ending in -A$"". In the genitive singular of mascu-
line and neutral adjectives, -:9: prevails over -)9:. These two categories of 
adjectival endings show great variation between manuscripts and between 
scribal hands within manuscripts. Some scribes seem to have had conscious 
preferences, especially regarding the genitive singular forms, whereas others 
were inconsistent in their substitutions. Short forms of adjectives are found 
mostly in predicative position, but are also found attributively in several case 
forms. 

The pronoun system shows signs of bookish language, such as the domi-
nance of )/> over . and the use of the short (enclitic) forms V., V" and $.. 
The latter are mostly used correctly, except in one case. The Polish original, 
which also has both long and short pronouns, may have influenced the use of 
these forms. Regarding third person pronouns in the accusative, a more ar-
chaic form prevails in the feminine and more modern forms in the masculine 
and the plural. The bookish relative pronoun "G' is much more frequent 
than the non-bookish 0:$:(,". The pronoun system does not vary much 
between manuscripts. 

The numerals show some archaic features, such as the instrumental forms 
#@;V), $('V) and L)$,(V). The forms #@)+)#'A.$" and C.$\+)#'A.$\ 
are also archaic compared to other 17th-century texts, which show contracted 
forms. Among ordinals, @$:(," is used rather than #(*9:", and $('$"" 
shows a variety of endings. There is occasional variation between manu-
scripts regarding numerals, but there are too few occurrences to tell if it is 
systematic. 

As mentioned above, simplex preterites dominate the verbal system. The 
elliptic perfect is also quite frequent, and is especially liable to be used of 
certain verbs, under negation and in contexts involving violent or dramatic 
action. The full perfect is used almost exclusively in direct speech, and al-
ways in the first or second person. 

Dual forms of nouns are used in some instances referring to inherently 
paired objects. The plural is, however, more common in these contexts. Dual 
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forms of verbs are not used in this part of the text, although there are exam-
ples from other parts. 

The accusative of animate nouns is A=G in the masculine singular, varies 
between A=G and A=N in the masculine plural and is mostly A=N in the 
feminine plural. The Polish original also shows variation, but is more in-
clined towards A=N. 

Possessive adjectives are used with single-word possessors in accordance 
with tradition. Dative absolute constructions are used sporadically, which 
shows that the translator (at least of chapters IV: 1–3) commanded the 
Church Slavonic language quite well and consciously aimed at bookishness. 

Syntactic features do as a rule not vary between manuscripts, which 
means that the text as found in ms. U is probably very close to what the 
translator intended in that respect. Morphological variation is much more 
frequent, which may have practical reasons – it is easier to replace a flec-
tional ending than to rewrite a dative absolute construction – but probably 
also means that variation was accepted, especially in some categories. 

In most of the studied cases, this text fits well in with what earlier schol-
ars have found in hybrid texts from the same time period. It is not an archaic 
text through and through, but has some very obvious markers of bookish-
ness. 
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5 Evaluating the translation 

Aside from being set against the more general background of the language 
situation of the late 17th century, the Kronika should also be studied as a 
translation in relation to its source text and to other translations of the time. 
Therefore, this chapter will be devoted to translations in general and the 
strategies used in this translation in particular. 

There are two main questions to be asked. The first is how accurate the 
translation is and was meant to be, as well as how to judge this. As an at-
tempt at answering this question, some characteristics of the translation will 
be described, such as instances where the Russian translation differs in some 
way from the Polish original, or solutions to problems posed by particular 
Polish constructions. The second question is to what extent the language of 
the translation was influenced by the original or, possibly, by the translators’ 
language. For this purpose, lexical and syntactic polonisms will be sought 
out and discussed. 

5.1 Posol'skij prikaz and its translation activities 
According to a note by Sparwenfeld in ms. U (cf. Section 3.6.2), the chroni-
cle was translated in Posol'skij prikaz by several translators. Even without 
being aware of this note, some scholars have stated that the translation was 
rather precise and made in the tradition of Posol'skij prikaz (Luki%ev 2004: 
340).  

It should be mentioned that Rogov (1966: 278–279) quotes a document 
connected with Malorossijskij prikaz, in which the binding of a Polish 
chronicle is mentioned, and believes that the chronicle in question may have 
been Stryjkowski’s (cf. also Section 3.2.2). Both A. L. Ordin-Na)%okin 
(head of Posol'skij prikaz in 1667–71) and A. S. Matveev (1671–76) were 
also responsible for Malorossijskij prikaz (Rogo$in 2003: 77–78). Appar-
ently, the two institutions also partly shared employees, since Stepan 
#i$inskij, in his aforementioned request for a raise (cf. Section 3.3.2), called 
himself a translator for Posol'skij and Malorossijskij prikaz. There was un-
doubtably a connection between the two, which makes it possible that the 
Polish chronicle was indeed Stryjkowski’s, but Posol'skij prikaz is more 
probable as a candidate for the location of translating activities. 
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Posol'skij prikaz played a very important role in 17th-century Russia, be-
ing in charge of diplomatic relations with other countries. Because of its 
diplomatic duties, the need for translators and skilled scribes was great, and 
from the 1670s onwards, these translators and scribes were also employed in 
making books. Translating literature and poetry became a part of their duties. 
Poems and other literary works supplied information about other countries 
and were seen as sources of news (cf. for example Kudrjavcev 1963: 181; 
Moiseeva 1973: 438–439; Nikolaev 1989: 50–54; Luki%ev 2004: 336).  

Because of the intensive relations between Russia and Poland at the time 
(cf. Section 3.1.1), many documents and books were translated from Polish, 
and Russia was especially interested in anything that concerned Polish-
Turkish relations. Pamphlets that slandered Russia were actively sought out 
(Rogov 1966: 260–262; Nikolaev 1989: 32–36). Russian ambassadors trav-
elling to Poland were instructed to buy books in Polish and Latin – the two 
most common languages in the growing book collection of the prikaz, cf. 
Section 3.1.2 – such as historical works and dictionaries. This activity be-
came especially intensive in the period 1667–71, under Ordin-Na)%okin’s 
leadership (Luppov 1970: 196–198).  

Posol'skij prikaz employed not only translators and scribes, but also illus-
trators, bookbinders and gilders who had their part in completing the books 
(Belokurov 1906: 54; Luppov 1970: 42–43). Some books were kept in 
Posol'skij prikaz to serve as exemplars for later copies, and perhaps to be 
shown to foreign visitors (Kudrjavcev 1963: 186). They were often made 
alongside elaborate copies for the court. During the years 1671–76, when 
Matveev headed the prikaz, the writing and decoration of manuscripts for the 
court began to take place on a regular basis (Sazonova 2006: 372–375). 

In the 1670s and 1680s, there were an average of 20 translators at a time 
in Posol'skij prikaz, of which three or four usually translated from Polish. 
Many of them were foreigners who in one way or another had entered Rus-
sian service, although there were also some Russians who had learned for-
eign languages. Some of the translators of foreign origin eventually became 
Russian subjects and converted to the Orthodox faith (Rogo$in 2003: 46; 
Nikolaev 2004: 104–105). A. V. Beljakov, in his dissertation about the em-
ployees at Posol'skij prikaz in the late 17th century, has stated that in 1673–
80, the number of translators from Polish usually varied between five and 
seven, except for the last year of the period, when there were only three. 
During this time, translators from Polish formed the third most numerous 
group, after Tatar and Latin (Beljakov 2002: 118, table 5). As was stated 
already by K. V. Charlampovi% (1914: 430), Ruthenians (West-Russians, in 
his terminology) were often employed as translators in Posol'skij prikaz, 
since their knowledge of Polish and Latin usually surpassed that of the Mus-
covites. Thomson (1993: 194) claims that much of the translation activity in 
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Muscovy was due to Greek, Polish, Moldavian, Ukrainian and Belorussian 
immigrants. 

If the anonymous 1673–79 translation of the Kronika was indeed made at 
Posol'skij prikaz, the translators may eventually be identified among those 
employed there in the 1670s, or at least they text may be characterized as 
Muscovite Russians, Ruthenians or Poles.  

Stepan #i$inskij has already been mentioned and identified as having par-
ticipated in translating Stryjkowski’s chronicle (Section 3.3.2). A compari-
son of his known texts with the translation of the chronicle could perhaps 
lead to the identification of his contribution. Similarly, other identified trans-
lations could be compared to the Stryjkowski translation in an attempt to 
find similarities. This is not within the scope of this study, but may be a fu-
ture project. As a basis for further study, the names of other possible transla-
tors will be listed here. 

Known translators from Polish at Posol'skij prikaz in the 1670s–80s are: 
Semën Lavreckij, Grigorij Kul'%ickij, Ivan Gudanskij, Gavrila Dorofeev, 
Ivan Vasjutinskij, Stachej Gadzalovskij, Stepan #i$inskij, Petr Dolgovo and 
Ivan Tja$kogorskij (Nikolaev 2004: 105). This list, which Nikolaev set up 
with the languages as a starting point, fits well in with the list made by 
Charlampovi% (1914: 430–435) of translators with Ruthenian (West-
Russian) names. The only one not mentioned by Charlampovi% was Petr 
Dolgovo, which means that all the translators from Polish at that time except 
one had Ruthenian names. None of them, except #i$inskij, have been set in 
connection with the translation of Stryjkowski. The following is known 
about them. 

Semën Lavreckij worked as a translator from Polish and Latin for 
Posol'skij prikaz from 1660 to the beginning of the 18th century. He was 
involved in the translation of Velikoe zercalo in 1675–77, cf. Section 6.2 
(SKK 1993: 213–214). 

Grigorij Kul'%ickij translated from Belorussian and Polish starting in 1669 
and was also involved in the above-mentioned translation of Velikoe zercalo, 
although by that time he was instead employed by Malorossijskij prikaz 
(Charlampovi% 1914: 431; SKK 1992: 166). 

Ivan Gudanskij worked as a translator from Polish and Latin for Posol'skij 
prikaz from 1666 to the 1680s. He was also involved in the translation of 
Velikoe zercalo (SKK 1992: 244–245), and in 1677, he made one of the two 
translations of the Melusina Saga (SKK 1993: 127–129). 

Gavrila Dorofeev (or Dorofeevi%) may, according to Charlampovi% (1914: 
432), be identical to Gavrilo Bolotinskij, who worked as a translator from 
Polish and Latin from 1674 to 1678. 

Ivan Vasjutinskij worked for Posol'skij prikaz from 1675 to 1678. It is not 
known if he translated from other languages than Polish. He was also in-
volved in the translation of Velikoe zercalo (Der$avina 1965: 27–28). 
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Stachej Gadzalovskij (or Godzalovskij) was a Pole from Vilnius who 
worked for Posol'skij prikaz from 1667 to at least 1689 and translated from 
Polish and Latin. Among his translations from Polish were Alkoran Mach-
metów (from an original printed in 1683), Hippica albo nauka o koniach, 
which he translated in 1685 (SKK 1992: 191) and a book about Polish her-
aldry, in 1682 (Sedov 2006: 477). According to Charlampovi% (1914: 431), 
he translated a chronicle from Polish in 1671–73 while accompanying Mus-
covite troops in the Ukraine. He taught Sparwenfeld Russian and perhaps 
also Polish, and sold a Latin-Slavic dictionary to him (Birgegård 1985: 74–
75). 

Petr Dolgovo worked for Posol'skij and Malorossijskij prikaz until his 
death in 1678, with translation as one of his duties. He helped Nikolaj 
Spafarij translate a number of books, although his part in the work has not 
been determined (SKK 1992: 276). 

Ivan Tja$kogorskij was a Catholic, possibly of Ukrainian origin, who 
worked in Posol'skij prikaz at least from 1668. He took part in the translation 
of numerous books from German, Latin and French, as well as from Polish. 
He died after 1704 (SKK 2004: 52–53). 

Charlampovi% (1914: 432) also mentions Christofor Silobratskij, who is 
never listed as an employee at Posol'skij prikaz, but who is mentioned in 
documents regarding a transfer from Aptekarskij prikaz. 

5.2 Translation theory 
The aim of this section is to provide the background and terminology for the 
remainder of the chapter, where the translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle 
will be characterized. 

Many scholars who deal with translations try to determine their fidelity to 
the original, using categories such as literal, word-for-word or free. Such 
labels are mostly intuitive and only loosely defined. In our case, this can be 
illustrated by the contrast between M. P. Luki%ev’s (2004: 340) characteriza-
tion of the 1673–79 translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle as rather precise 
(cf. Section 5.1) as opposed to the opinion expressed by C. Davidsson (1975: 
74–75) that the sentence and clause structure of the translation often deviate 
considerably from the original. To some extent, this is a matter of which 
level of the text the observations are based on. For instance, major altera-
tions and omissions are rare in the chronicle, and one would therefore be 
tempted to agree with Luki%ev, but a more detailed study may yield different 
results. This should be attempted not only for the sake of placing the text in a 
category, but in order to be able to identify instances where the influence of 
the Polish original has been especially strong or weak.  
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G. Toury (1995: 53–69) has emphasized the role of norms in translation. 
Norms occupy the large space between rules and idiosyncrasies, and can 
bear more or less resemblance to either of these extremes. It is in the nature 
of norms that they vary across space and time, between different schools of 
translators, etc. There may be extratextual and textual sources for the recon-
struction of translational norms, and Toury gives priority to the textual 
sources (the translations themselves) as primary products of the norms, 
whereas the extratextual sources (prescriptive theories and statements) are 
secondary and often do not agree with what can be observed from the actual 
texts.  

The information gathered from extratextual sources can also be called ex-
plicit translation theory, i.e. translators’ own statements about their work, 
their decisions and principles (Koller 2004: 34–35). Such statements about 
this period of Slavic translation exist only regarding Greek as a source lan-
guage, and there are none about e.g. the norms at Posol'skij prikaz. Although 
we know that the translations made there were evaluated (Rogo$in 2003: 
264) and that translators had to prove their skills before they were accepted 
(Rogo$in 2003: 41), we do not know the criteria by which they were judged, 
and no written instructions for their work have been preserved. Section 5.2.1 
will be devoted to explicit translation theory regarding early Russian transla-
tions from Greek, even though we can be fairly certain that these norms only 
applied to a particular group of texts. 

The textual sources provide us with implicit translation theory, i.e. the 
principles that can be deduced from studying the relationships between 
source texts and target texts (Koller 2004: 35). Section 5.2.2 describes some 
studies on early Russian translations where observations of this kind have 
been made. 

A central concept in translation studies is that of equivalence, a term that 
refers to the relationship between the source text and the target text, which 
can be of different kinds. One pole on the equivalence scale is formal 
equivalence, which is oriented towards the original text, i.e. the source text. 
A formal-equivalence translation attempts to reproduce consistency in word 
usage and use the same grammatical forms as in the source text. Rather than 
rephrasing idioms, word play etc., marginal notes or footnotes are often 
used. The opposite pole can be called dynamic equivalence, which means 
that the translator focuses on the receptor response of the translation, which 
ideally should be the same as the response of the receptors of the original. 
No knowledge of the source culture should be necessary to understand the 
text (Nida 1964: 165–171). 

A dichotomy of a similar kind is that of adequacy and acceptability. An 
adequacy-oriented translation aims at retaining the norms of the source lan-
guage and source culture, whereas striving towards acceptability means 
adapting the translation to the target language and target culture (Toury 
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1995: 56–57). In this study I will use Toury’s terminology, which I find con-
venient and suitable to my purposes. 

In addition, I will use the term domestication or domesticating transla-
tion, which, according to L. Venuti (2008: 13–20), is the adaptation of a 
translation to the target language and the target culture. In its mildest form, 
domestication is simply the effort to make the translation seem as fluent and 
natural as possible, to make the reader forget that it is a translation. The term 
can also be applied to the practice noted in Section 3.2.1 of not including the 
author’s name, in order to disguise that it is not an original work, as well as 
to several other more serious interventions in the text (cf. Venuti 2008: 24–
25; 43–46; 54–55). Venuti considers every act of translation to be an act of 
violence, but sees domesticating translations as more violent than their oppo-
site, foreignizing translations. In this study, the term domestication will be 
reserved for the instances where information has been consciously adapted 
to Russian practice, such as the ones discussed in Section 5.3.3. The use of 
Venuti’s term does not mean that I subscribe to his moral judgement on the 
translator’s choice. 

5.2.1 Explicit translation theory and early translations in Russia 
Much of the literature on translations into Church Slavonic or Old Russian 
concentrates on translations from Greek, especially of religious texts, which 
is understandable, because their status as holy texts demanded that they be 
translated as faithfully as possible. This attitude towards holy texts was of 
course not unique to the Slavic context; it may suffice here to refer to St. 
Jerome, the translator of the Vulgata, whose famous claim that he translated 
not word by word, but sense by sense, was modified by “absque scripturis 
sanctis, ubi et verborum ordo mysterium est,” ‘except for the holy scriptures, 
where even the word order is a mystery’ (cf. Ågren 1995). 

Conflicts and reforms regarding religious texts reveal the explicit transla-
tion theory of translators and editors. For instance, the importance of being 
true to the Greek text and the awareness of the elements of language became 
apparent in the case of Maksim Grek. He systematically changed 2nd person 
aorist forms to perfect forms in order to avoid homonymy with the 3rd person 
aorist, since there was no corresponding homonymy in Greek, but was ac-
cused of heresy because of how others perceived these changes. Such 
changes were also made later during Nikon’s reforms (Mathauserová 1976: 
45–50; Uspenskij 2002: 230–238). Other examples from Nikon’s reforms 
are the introduction of new forms in the masculine genitive plural in order to 
avoid homonymy with the nominative singular, and an increased use of the 
genitive case instead of the dative or possessive adjectives, again because of 
the situation in Greek (cf. Section 4.3.4). It is evident from editorial notes 
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and polemic writings that the innovators actively oriented their work on 
Greek grammar (Uspenskij 2002: 450–467). 

Another conflict related to translations took place in the 1680s between 
the Graecophile Evfimij #udovskij and the Latinizer Simeon Polockij (cf. 
Section 3.1.2). The former had translated many religious texts from Greek 
and argued for literal translation. He preferred to use Slavic words with an 
etymology that corresponded to that of the Greek words, rather than the 
Slavic words that were actually in use. The latter, on the other hand, had 
published the controversial Rhymed Psalter, Psaltir' rifmotvornaja, in 1680, 
and in general had, one might say, a more acceptability-oriented view of 
translations (Mathauserová 1976: 42–44; Sazonova 2006: 92–93, 97–98). 
Evfimij #udovskij famously expressed himself as follows: 

_ C;H;?3I4 9<49JJ; 9 C835; C8I5;H949 ;4 <@;53 H; <@;53, J9T4; 83DEG3 
9 8!TIJ9A C8IGIJ66, 9 4;A I<4K C8I5;H94I@K 5!8JFA, 9BI 9 83DEG, 9 
8!TIJ96 C8I5;H94 JI@B95;, J9T4; ;<435@66 9@9 C8IGIJ66 (after Sazonova 
2006: 93). 

Interestingly enough, Simeon Polockij expressed himself in a very similar 
way, also attaching importance to the central concepts re5enie and razum, 
but stressing that neither should be left out rather than that they should not be 
changed. He also gave the word re5enie a broader meaning than Evfimij 
#udovskij did (Mathauserová 1976: 53–55). 

5.2.2 Implicit translation theory and early translations in Russia 
As already mentioned, all explicit statements about translations made in 
Russia until the 17th century concern religious texts. Early secular transla-
tions were made according to other norms that allowed much greater liber-
ties, but there does not seem to have been much discussion at the time on the 
nature of such translations, so that in these cases, we must rely on implicit 
translation theory (Mathauserová 1976: 37–38). 

Although so many translations from Polish were made during this period, 
no comprehensive study of the translation techniques has been published. 
Observations on different approaches to translation have been made on the 
basis of single texts, text collections and genres, often in connection with 
editions. Besides the studies listed below, others that concentrate primarily 
on lexical aspects are mentioned in Section 5.4.1. 

S. I. Nikolaev, whose bibliography of translations from Polish to Russian 
has already been frequently mentioned, has written a study of Russian trans-
lations of Polish poetry from 1650 to 1730, with a section on translation 
technique, although its pronounced main aim is to draw attention to the texts 
themselves and provide information about them (Nikolaev 1989).  
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E. M. Isserlin’s study of the lexicon in six translations of Dwór cesarza 
tureckiego has already been mentioned in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The 
translations that used a language she called delovaja re5' tended to prefer 
concrete words and terms, whereas those that were written in a language 
variety with archaic elements used abstract words and avoided terminology. 
She saw a connection between the type of words used and other linguistic 
features (Isserlin 1961: 16, 22).  

G. Bergman’s edition of the Melusina Saga, another translation from Pol-
ish, contains a commentary on translation technique (Bergman 1964: 166–
183). She found instances of what she calls “censorship,” i.e. omissions due 
to domestication. She also compared the clause structure of the original and 
the translation and found some tendencies, such as the use of the dative ab-
solute in Russian for Polish subordinate clauses (cf. Section 4.3.5) or Rus-
sian active clauses for Polish impersonal passive constructions. 

There are also studies on texts from the same time period translated from 
West European languages other than Polish. I. Maier (2008: 153–190) has 
commented on certain types of strategies in the Vesti-Kuranty, 17th-century 
translations of mainly German and Dutch newspapers into Russian. For in-
stance, information deemed to be less important was often omitted, as were 
foreign names that were probably unknown to the translators. In other cases, 
changes were made in the translation compared to the original to make it 
more easily understandable: deictic expressions were replaced by more spe-
cific references to people or places, the location of cities was specified with 
additional information, and verbal forms could be changed to adjust to the 
time that had passed between the writing of the original news article and its 
translation (cf. the changed years in the Kronika, Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). 
The transcription of toponyms and anthroponyms is also discussed there, as 
well as some words and constructions that might have presented difficulties 
for the translators. 

Several texts from Vesti-Kuranty have also been studied separately. Per-
haps the most relevant in relation to the present study is an article about a 
translation of a pamphlet from 1666, printed in Polish and German (Maier & 
Pilger 2003). Lexical and syntactic parallels show that the Russian transla-
tion was made from the Polish, not the German, text, which is illustrated 
with numerous examples. The scholars come to the conclusion that the trans-
lator was not a Pole. 

A letter, translated from English to Russian in 1673, has been studied by 
S. C. Gardiner (1963), with a discussion of misunderstandings of the origi-
nal, omitted words, calques and what Gardiner calls transformations, e.g. 
substitutions of a clause for a single word or one type of clause for another.  

G. Hüttl-Folter’s (1996) monograph on 18th-century translations from the 
French and their influence on Russian syntax concentrated on the translation 
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of different types of clauses from French to Russian, providing tables of the 
amount of correspondences in three texts. 

Studies such as these can, when taken together, give an impression of the 
implicit translation theory of a certain time period. They can also, of course, 
provide inspiration for work on translations that have not previously been 
studied. 

5.3 Aspects of the translation technique 
Aided by the terminology introduced in Section 5.2, we will now discuss 
different aspects of the translation. The study of the translation technique for 
verse sections is inspired by an earlier study, whereas the other aspects have 
been chosen because they strike the eye when comparing the source text and 
the target text. Depending on the point of view, the scope of the text studied 
will vary: sometimes only the chapters included in the edition will be treated, 
sometimes the four sets of sample chapters, sometimes text passages outside 
the sample chapters. The choice will in each case be justified by the ap-
proach taken (cf. Section 1.3).  

5.3.1 Translation of verse 
As mentioned in Section 5.1, translating Polish poetry was a part of the du-
ties of the translators at Posol'skij prikaz. Some prose texts, among them 
Stryjkowski’s chronicle, contained verse fragments, which meant that the 
translators were confronted with different tasks in the main text and in the 
verse sections. 

In his monograph on Russian translations of Polish poetry in the 17th and 
18th centuries, S. I. Nikolaev (1989: 113–116) examined the treatment of a 
verse from Ovid’s Epistulae ex Ponto in five different translations into Rus-
sian, three from translations of Stryjkowski’s Kronika (from 1668, 1673–79 
and 1682) and two from translations of Guagnini. Here, as in several other 
places, Stryjkowski first quoted two lines of the poem in Latin, and then 
translated a larger part (eight lines) into Polish (cf. Section 3.2.1), including 
the two lines already quoted (Stryjkowski 1582: 105). In the 1673–79 trans-
lation, the Latin beginning was omitted and only the Polish text was trans-
lated, which shows that the translators preferred using Polish as their source 
language. The same tendency can be seen in translations of other poems as 
well (Nikolaev 1989: 58–60, 66–67). In the case of Stryjkowski, this proba-
bly only shows that the Polish text was given to translators whose preferred 
source language was Polish, and when confronted with Latin parts, they 
were capable of translating them (as can be seen by the many instances of 
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Latin text with no Polish counterpart that were nevertheless translated), but 
preferred working with Polish whenever possible.  

Nikolaev (1989: 113–116) compared the three Russian translations of 
Stryjkowski’s Polish version of the poem and commented on the number of 
syllables, word order and rhymes. In the translation from 1673–79, each line 
contains 13 syllables, like the original. The word order corresponds to that in 
the original, but in most cases, new rhymes are found. In contrast, the 1668 
translation copies all the rhymes from the Polish verse and keeps very close 
to it in general, which results in a variation of syllables from 13 to 16 per 
line. Lyzlov’s 1682 translation has not copied any rhymes and has 13 sylla-
bles per line. 

Looking beyond this one poem, Nikolaev (1989: 62–63) also evaluated 
the general impression of the different translations of all verse sections in the 
Kronika, quotes as well as Stryjkowski’s original verse descriptions of e.g. 
battles. In the 1673–79 translation, verse quotes, such as the ones mentioned 
above from Ovid, were translated as verse, but larger verse sections, written 
by Stryjkowski himself, were sometimes translated as verse, sometimes in 
prose. The latter is the case for example in chapter II: 7, as can be seen in 
Zoltán’s (2006) edition of that chapter (cf. Section 1.2). In that case, even 
Stryjkowski’s reference to the verses was abolished: “ále iusz czytay Rytmy 
násze” (Stryjkowski 1582: 49) was turned into the meaningless «+# 7&" 
+',"» (Slav 26, fol. 106r). Nikolaev says nothing about his general opinion 
of the 1668 translation, but comments on the fact that Lyzlov translated all 
Polish verse parts as isosyllabic verse in Russian. This was rather unusual for 
translated poetry at the time, even though it was becoming more wide spread 
in poetry originally composed in Russian (Nikolaev 1989: 67). 

Since verse quotes make up only a small part of the chronicle, it is un-
likely that the translators had a certain strategy for translating poetry; it was 
probably a result of their overall translating technique (Nikolaev 1989: 115). 
Neither can one detect a consistent way of translating poetry at Posol'skij 
prikaz: the choice of technique seems to have depended on the character of 
the poem and the purpose of the translation (Nikolaev 1989: 52, 113).  

Whatever the attitude of the translators toward the verse sections may 
have been, it had practical implications for the linguistic properties of the 
result. Within segment A (books I–VI), where simplex preterites prevail (cf. 
Section 1.3), there are some chapters and parts of chapters that are written 
using almost exclusively the perfect tense, for example VI: 2, the second part 
of VI: 5, the first part of VI: 7 and the first part of VI: 8. All these parts are 
written in verse in the Polish original.  

The choice of the perfect tense might have been a strategy on the part of 
the translator to keep as close as possible to the Polish source text. For in-
stance, if a pair of line-final, rhyming Polish past tense forms did not refer to 
the same grammatical person, it would be difficult to replace them with 
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aorist or imperfect forms. However, perfect tense forms do not only domi-
nate in line-final position.  

For the sake of comparison, Nikolaev’s criteria have been applied to a 
few other portions that were originally written in verse. The Russian transla-
tion is given according to ms. U, and the syllable counts apply only to that 
manuscript. The layout of the text has been checked in the best manuscripts 
from each of the three groups (cf. Section 3.5), mss. B, U and N. 

Chapter VI: 2 is written wholly in verse in the Polish original, and it is 
also translated as verse. In mss. B, U and N, the text is even divided into 
lines in the beginning, although this is not done throughout. 

Kazimirz Polskie Xi/0. Siestrze*cá Ms-is(awá/ 
Chc/c posád,ic ná Xi.stwo d,ied,icznego práwá/ 
Przyci/gn/wszy pod Halicz z woyskiem sie po(o0y( 
Pátrz/c iákby y s ktorey strony Zamku po0y(. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 229) 

G$4?-++"=' K'A"?4- <#$9=#M =+(A5 D9&"9$')', 
1#&- )9'*"! +' =+-.9&)# *!*"7+# <;')', 
<;",46 <#6 P'$"75 9 )#M9=#* 9)#"?8 9&',, 
9?#&;- ='=# >: " 9 =#4- 9&#;#+: .;'*' *#9&'$8. 
(Slav 26, fol. 347v) 

The number of syllables in the Russian translation varies from 10 to 16. The 
first two rhyming words correspond to the Polish original, but the next two 
do not. The choice of the perfect tense in line three does not tell us much, 
since it has to rhyme with the l-participle in the conditional construction in 
line four, but the perfect tense is also used further on in the text. 

In the Polish original, the first half of chapter VI: 5 is written in prose and 
the second in verse. In the translation of the prose section, simplex preterites 
dominate, but this changes when the Polish text switches to verse. Below, 
the beginning of the verse part is given in the Polish original and the Russian 
translation. In mss. B, U and N, the Russian text is not divided into lines, but 
for the sake of clarity, such a division is made below. 

Roman Xi/0. uphái/c hárdzie w swoiey mocy/ 
Y w szcz.1ciu ktore d,iwnie ludzkie spráwy toczy/ 
Pod Zawichwostem le0/c bespecznie woiowa(/ 
W Polszcze przez swe zagony lud siek( y mordowa(.  
(Stryjkowski 1582: 240) 

J#?'+8 =+(A5 +'*!-9- .#;*# +' 9)#- 9"$: 
" ) 97'"#&54 434 *")+# 7$()749="4 *4$' >:$", 
<#6 `')"1)#9&#?8 >4A#<'9+# 9&#- )#4)',, 
) G#$,4 9)#"?" +'.#+: $B*4M ?V7"$8 " <#94='$8, 
(Slav 26, fols. 360r–360v) 
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The number of syllables varies from 14 to 17. The word order is chiefly re-
tained, but three of four line-final words are new, only the pair woiowa3 – 
@:'@)& is left. Nevertheless, only the perfect tense is used, no simplex 
preterites. Aorist forms are, however, found further on in the text.  

Chapter XIV: 5 contains several verse sections with short prose para-
graphs between them. The Russian translation is not, in mss. B, U and N, 
divided into lines, and does not seem to be a conscious verse translation. 
Nevertheless, it will be divided into lines here, for the sake of comparison. 

Wito(d ch-iwy y s(awy/ y pá*stwá wielko1ci/ 
Postánowiwszy Litw./ y Ru1 w bespieczno1-i/ 
Zebra( woyská/ á ci/gn/( polmi od Kijowá/ 
A0 przyszed( przez Tanaim do Zamku Azowá: 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 506) 

Z"&#,#&8 34$'&4$+:F 9$'): " ."#*;59&)' )4$"749&)' 
#9&')")8 ]"&)V " J#"#9"B >4A>!*+V 
9#>;' )#"9=' "*-,4 <#$W?" *# K"4)' 
*'38 7;4A8 S#+8 <;"*4 = &)4;*:+" IA#)' 
(Slav 27, fol. 363r) 

The translator does apparently not aim at a verse translation. Simplex 
preterites are used, just as in the surrounding text. It can be noted that he 
translates od Kijowá erroneously as #: M"'@). 

A large part of chapter XVII: 2 is written in verse in the original. The 
Russian translation is not divided into lines in mss. B, U and N, but to facili-
tate comparison this will be done here. 

Potym Swidrigie( z nowu w Witebsku mieszkái/c/ 
Zebra( wszystk. Rusk/ moc/ y s/siad wzywái/c/ 
Z Kniá,iem Twierskim/ z Moskiewskim/ y z Mistrzem Liflandskim 
Ci/gn/( w Litw. y z Cárzem woiui/c Kázá*skim. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 582) 

G#94?8 E)"*;".4$8 <'=" ) Z"&4/9=2 <;4>:)'- 
9#>;'$8 )9B ;V9=VB 9"$V " 9#9!*8 )A:)'- 
9 =+(A4?8 &)4;9="?8 9 ?#9=#)9="?8 " 9 ?"9&;#?8 $"6$-$*89="?8 
,4$8 ) ]"&)V " 9 C(;4?8 )#B- ='A'+9="?8 
(Slav 28, fol. 5r) 

Here, the translation rhymes, and three of four line-final words correspond to 
the Polish original. It is difficult to judge if a conscious attempt has been 
made to render the verse form, or if the translator simply followed the Polish 
text very closely. Some instances further on in the text suggest that the latter 
is the case. 

As we see, the translation technique differs, and one must agree with 
Nikolaev’s conclusion that there was no general norm for translating verse. 
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It is often difficult to identify even the individual norms. As opposed to Ni-
kolaev’s findings from IV: 2, none of the examples above were translated 
with isosyllabic verse.  

5.3.2 Omissions and additions 
In this section, omissions from and additions to the text in the sample chap-
ters, mainly in chapters IV: 1–3, will be discussed. Omissions of whole 
paragraphs will not be mentioned here, if it is probable that they result from 
mistakes rather than conscious choices. Such omissions are noted in the edi-
tion, however; cf. for instance Slav 26, fols. 154r, 199r and 227v. 

To begin with, the dedication to chapter IV: 1 of the original has not been 
translated, or rather, it was translated and later crossed out in ms. B but is not 
found in the other manuscripts (cf. Section 3.6.1). However, the dedication 
to chapter XXIV: 4 was translated and not crossed out, and is therefore pre-
sent in other mss. as well. The other sample chapters have no dedications in 
the original. Chapter headings, when present in the original, are always 
translated. 

As was mentioned above (cf. Section 3.2.1), references to the author’s 
experience were sometimes left out in the 1673–79 translation, just as in the 
one from 1668–70. The following examples are found in IV: 1–3: 

(69) á st/d te0 y nazwisko Sauromatow wywod,i/ iako lud,i gniewliwych/ y 
strászliwych/ ktorym pop.dliwo1- y iádowita srogo1- z oczu iáko Iászczo-
rom okrutnym (ktorychem sie ia w Turcech miedzy ská!ámi nápátrzy!) 
pierszá(á (Stryjkowski 1582: 93) 

" #!&V*V $8;474+F4 9'^;#?'&#'# <;#"A)#*"&8, -=# $B*4M .+%)$"):( 
" 9&;',+:18, "?834 -;#9&5 " 349&#=#9&5 -*#)"&' "& #74M, -=# 
-H4;"C'*# 9)";%<:*# W)$-,49- (Slav 26, fol. 161r) 

(70) w(asnymi dzied,icámi Paflagonskiey Ziemie z stárodawnych wiekow by- 
sie powiádái// o czymem ia te" sam z niemi mia! cz#ste rozmowy/ Roku 
1574. gdym tám by! w tych kráinach. (Stryjkowski 1582: 94) 

+# "9&"++F" *%*"7" <'@$-.#+9="4 A4?$" "& *;4)+"18 )%=#' >:&" 
9='A:)'B&9W (Slav 26, fol. 162r)  

(71) od Brai(owá/ D,iurd,iewá y Urusciuká/ Zamkow podunaiskich/ gdzie'my 
sie my dwá kro% y tám y sám przewo(ili. (Stryjkowski 1582: 98) 

#! L;'"$#)', SB-*%4)', " g;V9&B=' .#;#*/' <#*V+'M9="18 (Slav 
26, fol. 167r) 

Outside the sample chapters, the following example from chapter II: 1 de-
serves to be mentioned. Had not the author’s comment been omitted, it 
might have provided support for the dating of the translation: 
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(72) Bo gdy d(ugo nád tym Morzem/ ktore Prussy/ Du*ska/ Swedska/ 
Zmod,k// Lotewsk/ Ziemi. zálewa/ mieszkáli/ y ktorem ia te" Morze 
swoi& w!asn& bytno'ci& Roku przesz!ego 1580. zwiedzi!/ tráfi(o sie […] 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 25) 

">/ )+4.*' *#$.# +'6 &!?8 ?#;4?8, 434 <;V9: *'!C=VB ,)469=2B 
3?#%*9=2B $#&#)9=2B A4?$B #>$")'4&8 3",' 9$V7"9- [...] (Slav 
26, fol. 55v) 

There are also instances (although not ubiquitous) of ‘us’ and ‘them’ chang-
ing places or being left out, as there was in the 1668–70 translation (cf. Sec-
tion 3.2.1): 

(73) á stolic. swoi. zá(o0y( w Sworcech álbo w Izborku/ á wed(ug Miechoui-
ussá w Zborku/ ktory ono nászy zá spráw/ Kniáziá Alexandra Po(ubiens-
kiego byli w,i.li/ Roku 1566. ále go odzier0e- nieumieli. (Stryjkowski 
1582: 117) 

.;'*8 . 9&#$+:F 9#&)#;" ) E)#;C4 "$" )8 O&>#;9=%, ' <# D%1#)"B: 
) `>#-=%, 4.#.3 +%=#.*' A' <;#?:9$#* =+(A- I$4_'+*;' <#$2-
/%$"15)# )A-,' <#$-="  ) $%&# .0'6(_[. +# *4-3'&5 +4 V?%$" (Slav 
26, fol. 195r) 

(74) Roku 6486. wed!ug Rusi od stworzenia Swiátá. (Stryjkowski 1582: 132) 

) $%&# #! 9#!)#;4+"- ?";' .0[2(<[.4 (Slav 26, fol. 213v) 

There are also other cases where the translator has omitted or modified 
something. There may have been different reasons for this: in some cases the 
translator may not have understood the source text completely, in other cases 
he may have aimed at an acceptability-oriented translation.  

In IV: 3, when speaking of the genealogy of the Russian princes, the 
wording is changed to become more general, since, of course, when the 
translation was made, Ivan IV was no longer tsar: 

(75) od ktorych te0 wielcy Kniá,iowie Moskiewscy/ y d(isieyszy Iwan Wa-
silewic Ród swoy by- z Rzymian twierdz/ (Stryjkowski 1582: 118) 

#! +"18. )4$"="4 =+(A" ?#9=#)9="4 F  + (+4,+"4  )4$"="4  ." #*;"  
;#6 9)#% >:&" #! ;"?$-+8 &)4;*-&8 (Slav 26, fols. 195r–195v) 

In the following example, describing the struggle between the man from 
Perejaslavl' and the Pe%eneg, Stryjkowski compares them to Hercules and 
Anteus (Heracles and Antaeus). The names of these heroes were left out in 
the translation, but it cannot be determined if this was done by mistake or in 
an attempt at acceptability – perhaps they were not well known to Russians. 
The name Hercules occurs elsewhere in the chronicle as well, and there it is 
not omitted from the translation, cf. example (151). 
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(76) zátym go zá gárd(o uchwy-iwszy/ nieináczey iáko Hercules Anteusá ták 
d(ugo du1i(/ ász ná onym plácu dusz. z niego wyt(oczy(. (Stryjkowski 
1582: 135) 

" A' .#-$# 4.# V1)'!> *'34 *(,2 +' &#?8 ?%9&4 ):$#?",# (Slav 26, fol. 
217v) 

There are cases when the Polish original gives two synonyms and the Rus-
sian translation only gives one word, presumably the one that would be fa-
miliar to Russian readers (cf. also the treatment of parallel name forms, Sec-
tion 6.6.2): 

(77) Roku czwartego pánowánia Ninusa Krolá trze-iego Babilo*skiego Twis-
kon Gigas álbo Obrzym Sarmaty Praw álbo ustaw uczy u Rhenu/ et-. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 93) 

) $%&# 94.# U"+' 74&)4;&#4, )')"$#+9=#./ &;4&5W.# C(;W T)"9=#+8 
"9<#$"+8  9';?'&#' A'=#+' " 29&')' <#27'4! 2 J4+' (Slav 26, fols. 
160r–160v) 

(78) Leoná trzeciego Cesárzá/ ktory by( názwan Ikonomachus/ to iest 
obrázow borzy%iel (Stryjkowski 1582: 99) 

])V &;4&F4?V C(;B, "34 >% #>;'A#>#;4C8  ;474$ (Slav 26, fol. 168r) 

(79) Bo Pausanias pisze/ isz sam widzia( Pancerz Sarmatski/ z rogow/ kopyt 
ko*skich/ ná xta(t Karaceny/ álbo !uski Smokowey uczyniony (Stryj-
kowski 1582: 108) 

<",4&8 ># G'VA'+F", -=# 9'*# )"*% <'+9:;5 9';?'C=FM, "A ;#.' 
=#<:&8 $#,'*"+:18 <# <#*#>"B 74,V"  A?""+#M  V7"+4+8 (Slav 
26, fol. 181r) 

(80) Niktorzy te0 chc/ ich miánowa- od p!%i y barwy smladey álbo z ru-
miánoczarney/ co iest pospolita p(e- Ruskiego/ zw(aszczá Podolskiego y 
Wo(y*skiego narodu (Stryjkowski 1582: 113) 

"+F" 38 1#&-&8 "?4+#)'&5 #! C)%&'  ;V9' , "34 49&5 #/H4 C)%&8 
;V9=#)# " </*#$9=#.#, F )#$:+9=#./ +';#*' (Slav 26, fol. 188r) 

(81) Wywodz/ te0 niektorzy Rusaki z Kolchis kráiny oney s(awney/ do ktorey 
Iason po z(ote runo álbo we!n# 0eglowa( (Stryjkowski 1582: 113) 

<;#"A)#*-&8 34 +%C:" ;V9'=#'# #! 9&;'+: =#,1"9="- 9$')+:-, ) 
+B.3 O'9#$ <# A$'&#4 ;V+#  %&*",# (Slav 26, fol. 188v) 

(82) á miásto dani y ho(du z ká0dego domu bielczáne álbo wiewiorcze skorki 
wybieráli (Stryjkowski 1582: 116) 

" )?%9&# *'+" F <#6*'+9&)' 9# )9-=#.# *)#;' >4$49 #"  =#3"C:  
):>";'$" (Slav 26, fol. 192v) 
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(83) s ktor/ Iarope(k ták0e/ poki ieszcze Mniszk& álbo Czernic& by(á/ przed-
tym ni0 i/ zá 0on. poi/(/ mia( Syná (Stryjkowski 1582: 131) 

9 +4B34 f;#<#$=8 <#=' 4H4 74;+"C4B  >:$' <;4.*4 *'34 +4 
<#-&" 4?V B ) 34+V "?% 9(+' (Slav 26, fol. 213v) 

(84) Potym y drugie Zá-mienie S(o*cá by(o/ ták i0 tego iednego Roku cztery 
si. Eclipses álbo Za%mienia/ S(o*cá dwoie/ á Miesi/cá dwoie przytráfi(y. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 760) 

<#&#?8 " 6;V.#4 A'!?!+"4 9$$C' >:$# &'=8 7&# &#)# #6+#.# .#*V 
74&:;" A'!?!+"- , 9$$C' *)#4, ' ?"#C' *)#4 <;"$V7"$"9- (Slav 28, 
fol. 319v) 

The same strategy is applied when the Polish original uses two verbs that are 
more or less synonymous. This is quite frequent, and was perhaps a rhetori-
cal device that Stryjkowski favored. These cases cannot, however, be ex-
plained by one of the words being foreign. Probably, the translator consid-
ered it redundant to give two synonyms, i.e. such phrases were not part of 
the norm. Another possible explanation could be that he could simply not 
think of two corresponding Russian synonyms. The following are only a few 
examples of this:  

(85) Y od tych iusz porz/dek y successi/ pewn// ták Rusacy wszyscy/ Wielcy 
Kniáziowie Moskiewscy prowádz& y wywodz& (Stryjkowski 1582: 89) 

" #! &%( 234 7"+8 " +'9$%*"4 "&)%9&+#4 JV95 )9- )4$"="4 =(+A" 
?/9=#)9="4 <;#"&)#*-!  (Slav 26, fol. 154r) 

(86) tedy te0 ich potomkowie zá szcz.sliwym winszowánim y w(asno1ci/ imi-
on przodkow swoich/ y b(ogos(áwie*stwem Noego Patriarchy/ osiád(o1-i 
swoie dáleko rozszerzyli y rosci&gn#li (Stryjkowski 1582: 921) 

&#.*' +'9$%*+"C: "18 <# 97'9$")#?V <;")%!9&)V " 9)#M9&)#?8 
"?-+8 <;4*=#)8 9)#"18, " <# >$(.#9$#)4+FB U#W <'!;F';1' 94$4+"- 
9)#- *'$474 ;'9<;#9&;'+",'  (Slav 26, fol. 158r) 

(87) isz Moscus Mosoch álbo Moskwá/ Moskiewskie Krolestwá w Aziey wes-
po(ek y w Europie zá!o"y! y rozmno"y!. (Stryjkowski 1582: 93) 

-=# D#918 D#9#18, "$" D#9=)' ?#9=#)9=F4 C(;9&)' )# I9F", =V++# 
" )# f);#<4 V?+#3"  (Slav 26, fol. 160r) 

When the original text contains Latin quotes with Polish translations, usually 
only one of the two is translated into Russian. This is an understandable 
strategy, since the result would otherwise be a repetition of information. The 
translation is usually closer to the Polish wording, sometimes to the Latin, 
and sometimes it is difficult to determine which version was translated and 
which was left out. In example (88), the Polish text has probably served as 
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basis for the translation. The strongest argument for this assumption is that 
the words in bold typeface are absent from the Latin version: 

(88) Má(o zá1 potym pisze: Num qui uero supra Roxanos habitent, ignotum est 
nobis, Roxani quidem aduersus Mitridatis Eupatoris Ductores belligera-
runt. A teras powiáda coby zá narody dáley po Roxanach mieszká(y/ nie-
wiemy/ et%. Iednák to pewna/ isz Roxani prze-iw Hetmanom Mitridates-
sa Eupatora walczyli (Stryjkowski 1582: 111) 

D'$# . +"34 <",4&8, ' +(+4 ='=F4 <# ;#_'+418 +';#*: 3")V&8 +4 
)%?: "  <;#9 ,  #*+'=#.  &/  "A)%9&+#  -=/ ;#_'+4 <;/&")8 
)#4)/6 D"@;"*'&' f2<'&#;' >"$""# (Slav 26, fol. 185v) 

An exception is found in chapter IV: 2, where both versions are translated, 
even though the shorter Latin quote could easily have been left out: 

(89) Tám0e te0 pisze ná ko*cu. Omnibus ad occasum & meridiem paratis gen-
tibus &c. Gdy iu0 ná zachod S(o*cá y ná po(udnie usmierzy( Augustus 
woyn/ wszystki narody (Stryjkowski 1582: 108) 

T'?834 <",4&8 +' =#+C%, )9%*# +' A'<'6 " <#,*4+5 V?";"'#,"?9- 
+';#*#?8, )+4.*' +' A'<'6 9$(+C' " +' <#,*4+5 2?";" I).V9&8 
)#M+#B )9% +';#*: (Slav 26, fol. 180v) 

There are isolated instances where the translator has added information that 
is not present in the Polish original: 

(90) tám im opowiedzia(/ co z nim zá rozmow. mia( oko(o wiáry 
Chrze1-iá*skiey Kirus Grecki Philosoph/ isz ktoby sie ochrz-i(/ umárwszy 
ma wstá- z nowu/ y krolowá- ná wieki (Stryjkowski 1582: 136) 

&'?# )#&)49&" "?8 >49%*V # )%;4 1;"#&"'$9=#% K";"$' @"$#9#@', 
'H4 =&# =;"#&"!9- )#*#B  F  * (1#*  )#  "?-  #! (C'  "  9 (+'  "  9) (&'.#  
* (1' , 2?4;:" "?'&5 )#9&'&", " C(;9&)#)'&" )# )%=" (Slav 26, fol. 
220r) 

The reason for this addition is unclear. Perhaps this was a fixed formula in 
the translator’s mind, added out of pure habit, or from a sense of piety. 

The following is an example of a minor change: 

(91) wed(ug Ptolomeussá y inszych stárodawnieyszych: Roxolanow y Roxa-
now imi. iásne by(o: Wszák0e od tego ostátecznego do Missiey álbo Bul-
gariey wtárgnenia Roxolanow y od roku 72. do dzisieyszego 1580. iest 
iusz pu(torá tysi/cá lat y o1m. (Stryjkowski 1582: 111) 

<# G&#$#?"B, " F+:?8 *;4)+4M,"?8 ;#_#$-+#)8 " ;#_'+#'#, "?W 
>% 9$')+#, ' #! &#.# +',49&)"- <#9$%*+-.# ;#_#$-+#)8  "  
;#_'+#)8  ) D"99"B, "$" L#$.';FB, " #! $%&' .#(). *# +(+4,+-.# 
.0'1(#..)# 49&5 .0'(1. 9 $",=#*# $%&8 (Slav 26, fol. 186r) 
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The addition of the parallel ethnonym in the translation is probably ex-
plained by the fact that both variants were used in the preceding sentence. 

5.3.3 Domestication 
As explained above in Section 5.2, domestication is a term used for an adap-
tation of the translation to the target culture, sometimes involving quite sub-
stantial changes in the text. Below are some examples of changes that have 
been made in the Russian translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle. As opposed 
to the omissions in Section 5.3.2, which can at least theoretically be the re-
sult of the translators’ limitations, these alterations are quite clearly due to a 
strategy of acceptability, and testify to the translators’ knowledge of both the 
source and target cultures. The examples below are some of the most obvi-
ous changes made in the different sets of sample chapters.  

Names 
The transcription and adaptation of names into the Cyrillic alphabet is a 
separate question that will be discussed in Section 6.6.2, but in the tale about 
Olga’s conversion to Christianity in chapter IV: 3, a more significant change 
has been made: 

(92) Ten ci. sam wybáwi- ma/ iakosz y zbáwi( […] trzech m(odzie*cow Sid-
rachá/ Misacha y Abdenago z piecá ognistego (Stryjkowski 1582: 125) 

&#M &- "A>')"&8, -=#.3 "&>')" [...] &;418 #&;#=8 I+'+"B ,  
IA';"' ,  D"9'"$'  #! <4H" #.+4++#% (Slav 26, fols. 205v–206r) 

This refers to the Book of Daniel, chapter 3, where the Jews Shadrach, Me-
shach and Abednego refuse to bow down to Nebuchadnezzar’s image of 
gold and are cast into a fiery furnace, but not burnt. In Daniel 1: 3–7, it is 
explained that the men’s Hebrew names are Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah, 
but when they enter Nebuchadnezzar’s service they are given new (heathen) 
names. They are then called by these names, but use the Hebrew names 
among themselves (as in Daniel 2: 17). Thus, there are two sets of names 
used in the Bible, of which Western tradition uses one set and the Russian 
tradition the other.61  

The substitution here shows that the translator was well acquainted with 
the Bible and with the different traditions, i.e. he recognized the names used 
in Polish but assumed that his readers would be more familiar with the ones 
frequent in Russian tradition. In contrast to this, the 1668–70 translation 
transcribes the Polish set of names: 

                                                
 
61 Cf. in NPL (1950: 39): “5> 9G6 <564FU> 3-9 ;48;:>: SJ3J96, SD3896 9 29<39@3”. 
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&;"418 #&;#=8 E'*;'1'  D"9'1'  " I)4*+'.#  #! <4H" /.+4+:- 
(RGADA 59, fol. 169v) 

The subject of the fiery furnace was well known in Muscovy. It was the sub-
ject of a liturgical drama, the Pe45noe dejstvie, which was performed every 
year. Presumably, the Russian naming tradition was followed in the drama. 
The subject was taken up by Simeon Polockij in a play written around the 
year 167362 (Istorija russkogo dramati5eskogo teatra 1977: 58–62), but he 
used the Western names. 

Measurements of distance 
Different measurements of distance were used in Poland and Muscovy at this 
time. A Polish mile (before 1819) was 7146 m, whereas a Russian versta or 
popri45e was approximately 1077 m (Günther-Hielscher 1995: 240, 375). 
Thus, a Polish mile was approximately 6.6 Russian versts. There was also a 
Lithuanian mile, longer than the Polish mile, and a Lithuanian versta, longer 
than the Russian. One Lithuanian mile was equal to five Lithuanian versts 
(Brockhaus, Efron: V"&.). Pamva Berynda’s dictionary probably refers to 
the Lithuanian measurements where it says: «N8><43: C6436 T3<4K G9@9» 
(SRJa: @'(A$)). 

The two Russian measurements versta or popri45e were identical in 
length and are used alternately in different sources, although popri45e pre-
vails in religious texts and versta in secular sources, as can be deduced from 
the sources of the quotes under the two entries in SRJa. This division is not 
absolute, as the examples in the dictionary include parallel readings from 
different chronicles where one uses versta and the other popri45e (SRJa: 
C:C("]'). In an example from a 17th-century text, popri45e is explained as 
«R;C89YI – 5I8<43, 6BI 9G34K <3BIJIA 750» (SRJa: @'(A$), C:C("]'). 
Most of the chronicles listed in Section 7.2 seem to prefer versta. 

In the translation of Stryjkowski’s Kronika, Polish miles have usually 
been converted into Russian measurements, either popri45e or versta, by 
multiplying by five. There are eleven occurrences of the word mila in sample 
chapters A, and they are usually translated as versta, as in example (93). 
These chapters have only one occurrence of popri45e. The ten occurrences in 
sample chapters C are all translated as popri45e, as in example (94).  

(93) á Stolic. swoi. ná wyspie Ieziorá Ladogi (ktorego iest wszerz mil 60. á 
wzd(u0 sto/ iák Herberstein pisze) trzydzie'%i y siedm mil od Nowogrodá 
wielkiego zá(o0y(. (Stryjkowski 1582: 117) 

                                                
 
62 Published in Tichonravov (1874: 324–336). 
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9&#$+:" 34 .;'6 +' #9&;#)% #A4;' $'*#.9=#.# (4.#.3 ) ,";"+2 .& \ .  
[300] )4;9&8  ' )*#$5 .6\ .  [500] )4;9&8  <",4&8 P4;>4;9&4$) .; (<4 .  
[185] )4-9&8  #! )4$"=#.# U#)'.#;#68 <#9&')" (Slav 26, fol. 194v)  

(94) Przeto im podobniey by(o z Olgerdem z Witebská do Moskwy przes puste 
w on czás kráiny bez wie1-i przy1-/ y przez Twierskie przyia-ielskie 
Xi.stwo mil 16. od Moskwy gránicz/ce/ nisz do Frankfortu z Wilná przez 
100. mil (Stryjkowski 1582: 423) 

&#.# ;'*" V*#/+!4 ]"&)! >:9&5 9 N$.4;*#?8, "& Z"&4<9=' <#6 
D#9=)V 7;4A8 <V9&:- &#.*' 9&;'+: >4& )49&" <;"F&" " 7;4A8 
&)4;9=#4 *;V349=#4 =+-39&)# .< \ .  [80] <#<;"H8  #! D#9=): 
"?VH44 +434$" <#6 a;'+=#@#;&8 "& Z"$+' 7;4A8 .6\ .  [500] 
<#<;",8  (Slav 27, fol. 183r) 

The correspondence one Polish mile – five versta was the one usually used 
at Posol'skij prikaz (Maier 2008: 190). Der$avina (1963: 329) observed in 
the translation of Velikoe zercalo from 1677 that 12 plus five miles in the 
Polish original were turned into 70 plus 30 popri45e. Thus, the correspon-
dence in Velikoe zercalo was one Polish mile to six versta or slightly less.  

In sample chapters D, the measurements have not been changed or recal-
culated. Instead, milja is used for all three occurrences of the Polish mila, 
such as in the following example: 

(95) A Owcyná Opiekun Wielkiego Kniáziá m(odego Iwaná Wasilewicá z 
wielkim woyskiem wtárgn/( do Litwy tego0 Roku 1535. gdzie wielkie á 
práwie Pogánskie okrucie*stwo ogniem y szabl/ uczyniwszy/ dziatki nie-
winne y Bia(e g(owy ná ko(y wtykái/c/ y oboi. p(e- rozmáicie mordui/c/ 
á0 si. w pi&%ina'cie mil od Wilná wro-i(. (Stryjkowski 1582: 758) 

' Y)C:+' *-*- )4$"=#.# =+(AW ?#$#*#.# O)'+' Z'9"$54)"7' 9 
)4$"="?8 )#%9=#?8 <;",#,# ) ]"!)V, &#.#. .#6: .0'6($4.)# .*! 
)4$"=#4 <'74. <#.'$#9=#4 9)";!<9&)# /.+4* " 9'>$4B, 9#&)#;"'#,4, 
*!&" +4<#)"$+:W, " 34$9="F <#$8 +' =#,# )A>")'W " #>#F <#$8 
?V7' +4?$"#&)# *'34 ) <-!+'!C'&"  ?"$-(  /! Z",#+" )#&);'&",#9- 
(Slav 28, fol. 315v) 

The different ways of treating the Polish mila in sample chapters A, C and D 
speak in favor of the hypothesis that the segments were translated by differ-
ent people (cf. Chapter 6), and show that the translators of segments A and C 
aimed more at acceptability than did the translator of segment D. There are, 
however, no examples from sample chapters B, and therefore this criterion 
will not be used in Chapter 6. 

Monetary units 
In one place in sample chapters D, a Polish monetary unit is recalculated into 
a Russian one: 
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(96) Zá czym by( g(od wielki w Wilnie/ iáko si. to w on czás drogo zdá(o/ 
pu(beczek 0ytá po pu!tory kopy kupowano. (Stryjkowski 1582: 760) 

" >:$8 .#$#*8 )4$"=#% ) Z"$+4 -=#34 ) &# );4?- ?+"$#9- *#;#.# 
<#,#>#7=" ;3" <#  6)'!C'&"  <#  <-&"  ', #&:+8  (Slav 28, fol. 319v) 

The Polish kopa was associated with the number 60, and as a monetary unit 
it corresponded to 60 groszy. When the Ruthenian lands were incorporated 
into the Muscovite state, a kopa was considered equivalent to half a ruble 
(Brockhaus, Efron: 0:C)). One ruble was equal to 200 den'ga (Günther-
Hielscher 1995: 298) and an altyn to six den'ga (Günther-Hielscher 1995: 
17), which means that one and a half kopa was indeed equal to 150/6=25 
altyn. The situation in the Ruthenian lands probably made it necessary to 
master the conversion of these monetary units, and it is perhaps not surpris-
ing that a translator at Posol'skij prikaz had that ability.  

Planet name 
The name of the planet Saturn (Stryjkowski 1582: 87) was changed to 
M(:+> (Slav 26, fol. 150r), which was the usual name of that planet in Rus-
sian at the time (SRJa: 0(:+>). 

5.4 Polish influence 
An important criterion for characterizing the translation is identifying the 
influence of the Polish language, recognizable in the frequency of polo-
nisms, i.e. words of Polish origin (lexical polonisms) or syntactic structures 
typical for Polish (syntactic polonisms). The influence of Polish on Russian 
was great during this period. Therefore, the occurrence of polonisms in the 
text may testify either to the character of this particular text or to the Russian 
language of the period in general. In the case of lexical polonisms, compari-
sons with historical dictionaries allow at least a tentative solution to that 
question. 

From the point of view of the history of the Russian language, it is also 
important to take into account the influence of Ruthenian, which was geo-
graphically closer, and was spoken by many people even in Moscow. Many 
of the words characterized as polonisms may have been introduced into the 
Russian language not directly from Polish, but by way of Ruthenian 
(Kochman 1975: 22–27). Many of the translators employed in Moscow were 
of Ruthenian descent. Therefore it can be difficult to judge whether an ap-
parent polonism is not in fact an influence from the dialect of the translator 
(cf. Isserlin 1961: 39). Either way, this influence characterizes the translation 
and the translator. In this study, I do not have the ambition to differentiate 
between Polish and Ruthenian influence, but it should be kept in mind that 
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although I mostly speak only of polonisms, Ruthenian influence is equally 
probable.  

In some cases, spoken Russian and Polish were similar to each other in 
usage, but opposed to Church Slavonic (e.g. Russian 0:$:(," and Polish 
który vs. Church Slavonic "G'). In such cases, it is difficult to say if a cer-
tain feature in the text is a sign of Polish influence or of the influence of a 
non-bookish register in the Russian language. Other Polish features were 
instead similar to Church Slavonic grammar (e.g. the use of the vocative in 
Section 4.2.2.5), so the use of these features in the translation may be either 
a polonism or a marker of bookishness. 

Lexical polonisms will be treated in Section 5.4.1 and syntactic polonisms 
in Section 5.4.2. Previous research on each of these topics will be presented 
in the respective sections. 

5.4.1 Lexical polonisms 
When speaking of the influence from Polish, most scholars have concen-
trated on lexical polonisms, either as their primary topic of investigation, 
such as Kochman (1975), Leeming (1968, 1973, 1976) and Ruposova (1982, 
1985),63 or in connection with studies of individual texts, such as Kosta 
(1982: 114–119). Three of these studies will be used for reference below, 
especially in Section 5.4.1.2, and will therefore be presented here. 

S. Kochman’s monograph Polsko-rosyjskie stosunki j2zykowe od XVI do 
XVIII w. (Kochman 1975) is dedicated to Polish influence on the Russian 
lexicon from the 16th to the 18th centuries, including most of the latter, since 
he does not share the opinion of many other scholars that the Polish influ-
ence subsided in the 1730s. This monograph considers words of Slavic ori-
gin as well as international words borrowed into the Russian language by 
way of Polish, and determines the status of the words as polonisms by com-
paring the history of the cognates in the Slavic languages (Kochman 1975: 
10–13). Kochman also points to semantic calques from Polish, i.e. Russian 
words whose meaning changed under the influence of the corresponding 
Polish word (Kochman 1975: 17–22). He examines approximately 100 
words and gives examples from numerous Russian sources from the three 
centuries – mostly printed texts or later editions of manuscripts, but his 
sources also include some manuscripts. He also consults dictionaries con-
temporary to the texts, as well as historical dictionaries of all the languages 
involved (Kochman 1975: 147–154). 

H. Leeming concentrates on so-called internationalisms and tries to em-
phasize the paths by which these international words have entered into the 
language – in this case, through Polish into the East Slavic languages. In his 
                                                
 
63 Cf. also references to her articles in Nikolaev (2008: passim). 
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monograph Rola j2zyka polskiego w rozwoju leksyki rosyjskiej do roku 1696. 
Wyrazy pochodzenia 3aciEskiego i romaEskiego (Leeming 1976), he studies 
the Russian vocabulary until 1696 (the beginning of the reign of Peter I) and 
lists more than 720 words that have their origins in Latin or the Romance 
languages. There are additional sections for words that were not morpho-
logically adapted to the Russian language and for calques. His sources in-
clude printed texts and some manuscripts. The texts are of different kinds: 
translations from Polish and from other languages as well as original texts, 
e.g. ambassadorial reports, travel accounts, diplomatic correnspondence and 
other documents (Leeming 1976: 21–27).  

In a study of polonisms in a Ruthenian text, Leeming (1968) constructed a 
scale on which he placed the polonisms he found, with the points Highly 
active – Very active – Active – Passive, according to the types of texts where 
the words appear. He used four groups of texts: dictionaries, Ruthenian legal 
texts, original writings in Ruthenian and translations (from Polish). The first 
three were called active contexts. A word that occurred in three active con-
texts was considered highly active, one that was found only in translations 
was considered passive, and the intermediate steps referred to words that 
occurred in one or two active contexts. A classification based on Leeming’s 
article will be used here, but with only three categories, not four.  

The term “polonism” is used here to cover several types of words, all of 
which had their origins in the Polish language. Some of them were intro-
duced into Russian as a result of Polish influence, but soon became an inte-
grated part of the language, without most speakers being aware of their for-
eign origin. Some words were used regularly, but mainly in interference 
texts, i.e. translations from Polish, texts written by Ruthenians or by Rus-
sians who had spent much time in Poland (cf. Moser 1998: 48–49). Some 
words were not incorporated into the Russian language, but are only found in 
isolated instances, probably as a result of misunderstandings or mistakes. All 
these types will be covered by the term “polonism,” but inspired by Leeming 
(1968), they will be divided into very active, active and passive words.  

These three types of words have to be defined anew for each time period: 
every polonism, even one that becomes a very active, fully integrated word, 
must at some stage have been passive and used only sporadically. It is there-
fore important to use the language of that time as a starting-point, and not 
compare only with the presence or absence of a word in modern-day Rus-
sian. There is a risk of seeing polonisms where there are none, since words 
that had developed independently in several Slavic languages may have been 
in use in 17th-century Russian and disappeared later. For instance, in the 
translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle, we find words such as @:/()A$> 
‘build, size’ and +)9&: ‘suddenly,’ which would appear to be polonisms but 
which, according to N. Sablina (1982: 103), are not. 
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In Sections 5.4.1.1 and 5.4.1.2, words that can be suspected to be polo-
nisms have been retrieved by methods that will be explained in the respec-
tive sections. These words have then been studied in the following way to 
determine their status in late 17th-century Russian. 

To begin with, the sample chapters of the translated Kronika (cf. Section 
1.3) have been searched for other occurrences of the Polish word corre-
sponding to the suspected polonism, and alternative translations into Russian 
have been registered.  

In addition to this, Russian historical dictionaries have been consulted, 
primarily SDJa, SRJa and Sreznevskij’s dictionary, and in some cases also 
Vasmer’s etymological dictionary. Sparwenfeld’s Lexicon Slavonicum, 
which belongs to the time period under consideration, has also been used. 
The source material on which these dictionaries are based must be taken into 
account when evaluating their evidence. SRJa, in particular, has many inter-
ference texts among its sources, and Sparwenfeld’s dictionary was largely 
based on Pamva Berynda’s and Epifanij Slavineckij’s dictionaries, both of 
which were Ruthenian rather than Russian, even though he used the second 
redaction of Slavineckij’s Latin-Slavic dictionary, which was more oriented 
on Russian Church Slavonic than the first (Birgegård 1985: 31–32).  

The Ukrainian historical dictionary SUM has been used to compare with 
the Ukrainian language from the 16th and early 17th centuries, and the Belo-
russian historical dictionary HSBM, with its main emphasis on the period 
from the end of the 15th to the middle of the 17th century, has provided in-
formation about the Belorussian language. As explained in Section 1.6, I 
prefer the term Ruthenian, but will not question the classification of texts as 
Ukrainian or Belorussian by the editors of these dictionaries. None of my 
conclusions depend on their distinctions. 

Two Polish historical dictionaries, S3ownik staropolski (SSP) and S3ownik 
polszczyzny XVI wieku (SP XVI), have been consulted, as well as Linde’s 
dictionary. References to them will not always be given explicitly in the text, 
only where it is deemed necessary.  

Last but not least, the word index to the edition of Vesti-Kuranty (2009) 
from approximately the relevant time period (1656, 1660–62 and 1664–70) 
has been used as reference, since these texts, mainly translated from German 
and Dutch, are known to contain few polonisms, and an occurrence of a 
word in them would indicate that it was well incorporated into Russian. Be-
low, references to Vesti-Kuranty are to this volume, unless otherwise stated. 
There is one identified translation from Polish in this volume, and one of the 
words discussed below (@/)"V+,-) occurs only in that text. Words that oc-
cur in that text and many other texts as well have not been commented on. 

If a word is used consistently in the Kronika, if the historical dictionaries 
show examples not only from interference texts and if it is furthermore 
found in Vesti-Kuranty, it is considered to be very active. These are words of 
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Polish origin but in the late 17th century integrated into Russian to such a 
degree that they were a natural choice to many scribes and translators, even 
when the source language of the text was not Polish. 

If a word is found in the chronicle, but not as the only alternative, if dic-
tionaries mainly give examples from interference texts and if it is rarely used 
in Vesti-Kuranty, the word is active. This is seen as a sign that although the 
word was in use, it was not a part of everyone’s vocabulary and was perhaps 
perceived as foreign. 

If it is a rare exception in the chronicle, not registered in dictionaries as 
used at this time and not found in Vesti-Kuranty, a word is considered pas-
sive. Again one must remember that this label is only valid for this particular 
time period. A word that was passive in the 1670s may very well have been 
integrated into the language at a later stage. 

The object of this study is not to list all the polonisms in the translation. 
Instead, a number of words that for some reason can be assumed to be polo-
nisms are classified according to their degree of integration into the Russian 
language in the 1670s. In Section 6.9, the results of this classification will be 
discussed again with the aim to characterize the translation of the different 
segments of the Kronika.  

5.4.1.1 Corrections and alterations 
One way of determining if a word was perceived as foreign is to see if it is 
explained, or glossed, either in the text itself or in the margin. In this particu-
lar text, marginal glosses occur sporadically, but many of them are explana-
tions of words of Greek origin, and the glosses have been left aside as not 
very relevant to the study of polonisms.  

Other possible ways of detecting polonisms would have involved meth-
odological difficulties. For instance, if a word was translated differently in 
different parts of the text, this might be a sign that it was a foreign element, 
but it would be extremely time-consuming and complicated to compare the 
translation of every Polish word, and therefore this is used as one of the de-
fining factors in the classification of a word, not as a way of identifying 
words to study. To give another example, it could be interesting to look at 
words that were distorted by later scribes when copying the text, since this 
might mean that they did not recognize the word. This would have to involve 
comparing virtually every word in all manuscripts, and yet this method 
would not be quite reliable, since on the one hand there can be other reasons 
for such distortions, and on the other hand later scribes might have known 
Polish and recognized the polonisms, or else copied faithfully even words 
they did not know. 

However, some of the lexical changes in ms. B (BAN 31.4.32, cf. Section 
3.6.1) have already been mentioned as possible corrections of polonisms. 
These changes will now be examined more closely. 
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In the examples below, Russian cognates of Polish words have been 
crossed out and replaced by synonyms. This suggests that the crossed-out 
words were perceived as unacceptable, and the task here is to see whether 
this may have been due to their similarity with the Polish words. With this 
method, of course, only potential polonisms that were then removed from the 
text are identified. Those polonisms that remained and are found in the other 
manuscripts as well are not found by this method, even though it would per-
haps be interesting to spot precisely these, since they were the ones that later 
scribes and readers came in contact with. Some of these are instead identi-
fied in Section 5.4.1.2. 

Although the words discussed below did not remain in the text, most of 
them are attested in other Russian sources, which means that the discussion 
here of whether they are polonisms or not can still be relevant in relation to 
the language of the period as a whole.  

In the examples below, bold typeface is used to mark the results of 
changes in the manuscript, and the words in square brackets, marked with 
“ante corr[ectionem],” are the ones that have been crossed out, and are thus 
under discussion as possible polonisms. In some cases, other changes have 
also been made, but this will not be indicated in the examples. Unless other-
wise indicated, manuscript quotes in this section are from ms. B. References 
to this manuscript will therefore only indicate the volume and folio. The 
examples are given in the order in which they appear in the manuscript. 

b("(:G#'+"' 

(97) A Cain i0 by( s przyrodzenia z(y (Stryjkowski 1582: 3) 

K'"+8 34 9:A 49&49&)#*  [ante corr. #! <;";#.*4+"-] [#$8 (vol. I, 
fol. 11r) 

SRJa has separate entries for C("(:G'+"' and C("(:G#'+"', but with 
similar meanings and examples. The meaning ‘nature, character’ of the word 
C("(:G'+"' fits well here. One example of this meaning is taken from the 
16th-century Naziratel', which is a translation from Polish (there it is given as 
a synonym to 'A$'A$@:: b("(:G'+"' "&" 'A$'A$@: A:#;&:@)'$> +) 
#('@'A'W &"A$@"'), one is found in the 16th-century Lucidarius, which is 
probably a translation from German but has been said to contain polonisms 
(SKK 1989: 73) and one in a military instruction, translated64 in the early 17th 
century.  

In Sparwenfeld’s dictionary, the word occurs several times, once as a 
synonym to 'A$'A$@: (Lexicon Slavonicum I: 378), but this entry is taken 
                                                
 
64 The list of sources to SRJa does not provide information on the source language for the 
translation. 
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from Pamva Berynda’s dictionary, which confirms the Ruthenian association 
of the word (cf. Birgegård 1985: 54–55). The word was, according to Leem-
ing (1968: 296), highly active in Ruthenian, meaning that it occurred in sev-
eral kinds of texts, not only in translations from Polish. It is found in HSBM 
in the form C("(:G'+\', with examples beginning from the 15th century.  

The word C("(:G'+\' occurs twice in Vesti-Kuranty (2009), once as a 
translation of the German ‘Ursprung.’ The noun 'A$'A$@:, on the other 
hand, does not occur. 

The Polish word przyrodzenie is found one more time in the examined 
chapters, but there it is translated with an adjective: 

(98) á widz/c isz trudno by(o moc/ Miástá y Zamku dostá-/ dla twárdo1-i z 
przyrodzenia mieyscá/ udá(á sie do fortelu przemyslnego (Stryjkowski 
1582: 124) 

)"*- .3 -=# +42*#>+# >% 9"$#B .;'*' )A-&" =;%<#9&" ;'*" 
49&4" #&)4++:-  ?%9&' <;46 )#9<;"- <;#?:9$8 &)#;"&" (Slav 26, 
fol. 204r) 

The word C("(:G#'+"' can thus be defined as a polonism that was well 
established in Ruthenian and had been in use in Russian for a long time by 
the late 17th century. It is so rarely used in the sample chapters that its status 
cannot be established from this text, but the historical dictionaries and Vesti-
Kuranty suggest that it was very active. 

T@'(#"$" 

(99) Bo byli Heretikowie obrzydliwi/ ktorzy go zá Patriarch. swoiego wielbili/ 
á zwáli sie Caianámi/ y twierdzili to i0 on s(usznie Ablá zábi( (Stryjkowski 
1582: 3) 

>-1V /5 4;4&"=" 9=)4-+F" %.3 <'!;"'-1' 9)#4.#, )4$"7'BH"F 4.#: 
+';"C'1V 34 9- ='"'+4, .$ (BH4  [ante corr. &)4;*-1V] . -=# <# 
"9&"++% I)4$- V>" (vol. I, fol. 12r) 

Sreznevskij lists the word $@\(#"$" with four meanings, none of which, 
however, fits the Polish sense ‘to claim.’ SRJa, however, lists ‘E45I8BH34K, 
:;J<43498;534K’ among other meanings, and has a few early examples of 
this use, as well as several from the late 17th century. SUM and HSBM have 
not reached the letter T. This verb does not occur in Vesti-Kuranty (2009). 

In chapters IV: 1–3, the verb twierdziF occurs five times. Once it is trans-
lated as 9& 29:&'$> (Slav 26, fol. 156v), but the remaining four times the Rus-
sian cognate $@'(#"$" is used (all in the present tense), which implies that 
the word was not perceived as foreign, at least not by that particular transla-
tor. Thus, the substitution in ms. B can probably not be explained only by the 
fact that it was similar to the Polish word, especially since two other words 
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in the same sentence were also changed (V'(/:A$+"" to A0@'(+"" and 
C()@#; to "A$"++;).  

Since the Polish word is only found in one set of sample chapters and 
there is little other information to go by, it is difficult to be certain, but the 
early examples in SRJa and the fact that $@'(#"$" is used four of five times 
as a translation of the Polish cognate imply that it was very active, if it was a 
polonism at all. 

f#;&\+:A$\ 

(100) M1cis(aw Chrobry Xi/0. ruskie/ M/0 wielkiey dzielno1-i (Stryjkowski 
1582: 330)  

D9&"9$''# 1;'/;:M =+(A5 ;V9="F ?V. )4$"=#% 1;'>;#9&"  [ante corr. 
2*!$+#9&"] (vol. I, fol. 413v)  

The word *#;&\+:A$\ is not listed by Sreznevskij, who only gives the word 
*#;&\+,-, associated with *#;&> ‘lot.’ The scribe probably meant to write 
#;&\+:A$\, which would be closer to the Polish word. SRJa has #;&\+,-, 
defined as ‘fit for battle,’65 but no corresponding abstract noun. SUM, how-
ever, gives ‘courage’ as one of the meanings of the noun in Ukrainian, and 
HSBM confirms this for Belorussian as well, with several quotes from what 
it defines as the Belorussian translation of Stryjkowski (the Ukrainian 
Chronograph, cf. Section 3.2.6). Neither #;&\+:A$\ nor #;&\+,- is attested 
in Vesti-Kuranty (2009). 

In the other examined chapters of the Kronika, the word dzielno8F ‘cour-
age’ is usually translated as V*G'A$@: or W()K(:A$\, and the word #;&: is 
used when the meaning is ‘action.’ This confirms the impression that the 
Russian translation in the example above was influenced by the Polish text, 
and it could be called a polonism, although one that apparently was not 
widely used since it is not recorded in dictionaries or by scholars. The word 
#;&\+:A$\ should therefore be labeled passive. 

g)@'#'+"' 

(101) Mendog Krol Litewski/ álbo 0alem záwiedzienia/ y utrácenia ziem swoich/ 
Zmodzkiey/ Litewskiey/ Iatwie0skiey/ Weize*skiey/ y Kurlandskiey po-
ruszony (Stryjkowski 1582: 331) 

D4+*#.8 =#;#$5 $"&#'#9="F ",% 3'$#9&"B #!*'7"  [ante corr. 
A')4*4+"W] " <#.V>$4+"- A4?4$5 9)/"18 3?#"6C=#M $"&#)9=#M, 
W&)"9=#M )#M34$9=#M F =V;$-+*9=#M *)"3"?8 (vol. I, fols. 415v–
416r) 

                                                
 
65 «R89=;HJFA H@6 5;IJJFU HIA<459A». 
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The Polish verb zawie8F has several meanings, one of which, ‘encumber 
with debt,’ is illustrated with this very quote in Linde’s Polish dictionary.66 
Neither SRJa nor Sreznevskij list /)@'#'+"', and it does not occur in Vesti-
Kuranty (2009). The verb /)@'A$" does not seem to have this meaning in 
the dictionaries or in Vesti-Kuranty. The noun is found in SUM, but not in 
this sense. HSBM, however, gives an example of this meaning in Belorus-
sian.  

In Russian, the word :$#)L) was clearly a better choice than the crossed-
out word, which was almost certainly influenced by the Polish text. It was a 
passive word that did not gain a foothold in the Russian language. 

g)&:G"$", @,@:(:$"$" 

(102) Miástá wszystki nowo od Krzy0akow zá(o0one z gruntu wywro-i( (Stryj-
kowski 1582: 332) 

.#;#*: )9! +#)# #! =;:3'=#)8 V9&;#4++:4  [ante corr. A'$#34+:4] 
*# #9+#)'+"- ;'A#;", #  [ante corr. ):)#;#&:,#] (vol. I, fol. 416v) 

Both SDJa and SRJa list the verb /)&:G"$" in the sense ‘to found’ (as do 
SUM and HSBM), and rather than being a polonism, this meaning seems to 
have developed independently in each of the languages concerned. The Lexi-
con Slavonicum, however, only gives the meaning ‘pawning, mortgaging’ 
for the noun and ‘to put down’ for the verb. 

Vesti-Kuranty (2009) contains two instances of this verb, one of which 
has this meaning. 

In chapters IV: 1–3, the noun za3o!enie and the verb za3o!yF are in most 
cases translated not by the Russian cognate, but by some other word, such as 
*A$(:"$", C:A$)@"$", A:$@:("$" or the noun :A+:@)+"'. Thus, the dic-
tionaries and the evidence from the Kronika contradict each other. Perhaps 
the Polish and Russian words did not convey quite the same meaning, or 
perhaps there was some other reason for substituting them. This word is 
difficult to classify because of the contradictive information, but as a com-
promise it will be put into the middle group and called active. 

As for @,@:(:$"$", it is listed in SRJa as meaning ‘to deduct, keep back 
(money or payment),’ with an example from 1648, but this is not the mean-
ing intended here. Nor is it found in Lexicon Slavonicum. In SUM, however, 
the verb is represented by four quotes, all from the same text: a chronograph 
from the mid-17th century. Three separate meanings are listed, but they are 
all related: ‘to ruin,’ ‘to defeat’ and ‘to overturn.’ HSBM shows a similar 
situation, with examples from different texts from the beginning and middle 
of the 17th century. It is not found in Vesti-Kuranty (2009). 
                                                
 
66 “[S]eine Gütter mit Schulden, mit Verschreibungen belasten, oneriren, beschweren”. 
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This verb (or its aspectual partner, wywracaF) is only found two more 
times in the sample chapters. In segment A, wywracaF is translated as 
"A0:('+.$", and in segment C, wywrócone is translated as ()/@()]'++,. 

The situation in the dictionaries shows that the Russian verb 
@,@:(:$"$" in the sense under discussion here was not yet a part of the 
Russian language and that it was also quite new in Ruthenian at this time. 
This, together with the fact that it is absent from the sample chapters, shows 
that it was a polonism and a passive word. 

?/#)@+), A&*G"$" 

(103) ták0e te0 Zamkow Litwie zdawná s(u0/cych wiele pobra(. (Stryjkowski 
1582: 658) 

&'=#. .#;#*: ?+#."4 ]"!)4 "9=#++#  +'$43'H"4  [ante corr. 
"A*')+' 9$23'H"18] <#>;',# (vol. II, fol. 366v)67 

According to SRJa, the word "/#)@+) is known in Russian since the 10th or 
11th century. There is, however, no entry for "A0:++:, although the corre-
sponding adjective and the adverb "A0:+" are found in the earliest texts. 
SUM shows the same situation in Ukrainian. HSBM does not list the adjec-
tive or the adverb "A0:++:, but has entries for "/#)@+) and "A0:+". In Vesti-
Kuranty (2009), "/#)@+) is attested, but not the other two words. 

Throughout the sample chapters from segment A, zdawna is translated as 
"/#)@+). In sample chapters B and C, zdawna occurs one time each and is 
translated both times as #('@&'. Based on the evidence from dictionaries, 
however, there is no reason to believe that the substitution in the example 
above had any connection to polonisms. 

As for s3u!yF, the Polish verb meant ‘to serve,’ but sometimes, in connec-
tion with words for property, ‘to belong to.’ The Russian cognate does not 
seem to have had the latter meaning, according to SRJa, nor is it found in 
Vesti-Kuranty (2009). The dictionaries SUM and HSBM have not reached 
the letter S and could therefore not be consulted.  

The reason for the substitution here was probably that the word 9:(:#> 
(ante corr. 9()#>) was interpreted not as a metonym representing the people 
in the city, which would have allowed the translation A&*G"$", but in a 
direct sense, making the verb +)&'G)$", ‘to belong to,’ preferable. The use 
of A&*G"$" with that interpretation would have been a polonism. As ex-
plained below in Section 5.4.1.2, +)&'G)$" was also a polonism, but at 
least one that was in use.  

                                                
 
67 This whole phrase is crossed out in the main text and the correction added in the margin. 
Aside from the words discussed here, the only difference is that 9()#:@> V+:9: is changed to 
9:(:#, V+:9"'. 
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OC*A$"$" 

(104) dla tego Husárze W.gierscy mnimái/c by nászych by(o wi.cey/ noc/ 
omylni uciekli opu1-iwszy Krolewicá Albrichtá (Stryjkowski 1582: 664) 

&#.# ;'*" .V9';: )4$.4;9="4 ;'&:?%- +(,"( >:&" >#$,"( +#H"B 
<#>$V*")8 >43'H' #9&')")8  [ante corr. #<V9&")8] =#;#$4)"7' 
I,#>;"(&' (vol. II, fol. 377r) 

The Polish opu8ciF means ‘to leave, desert,’ and according to SRJa, 
:C*A$"$" could have the same meaning, exemplified with a quote from the 
Gennadij Bible (1499). The verb :A$)@"$" in this sense is also well at-
tested, and as opposed to :C*A$"$", it is also found in SDJa. It was proba-
bly a more frequently used word, and :C*A$"$" could be interpreted as a 
polonism here. HSBM shows that both verbs existed in this sense in Belo-
russian, whereas SUM has not reached the letter O. In Vesti-Kuranty (2009), 
:C*A$"$" occurs twice, but one of these instances is a crossed-out occur-
rence in a draft, and in the fair copy it is replaced by :$A$)@"$\.  

The Polish word is found in similar contexts twice in sample chapters A, 
where it is translated as :A$)@"$", once in sample chapters B, where the 
verb :$&:G"$" is used, and twice in sample chapters D, also translated as 
:A$)@"$". This variation, in combination with the substitution in Vesti-
Kuranty, speaks in favor of treating :C*A$"$" as a polonism. It can be clas-
sified as active. 

R0)(K>, &*C> 

(105) y Miásto zburzyli/ gdzie wielkich skárbow y (upow dostáli (Stryjkowski 
1582: 772) 

" .#;#6 A>V;",> .*% ?+#.#  ='&+"  F  *#>:7"  [ante corr. )4$"="( 
9=';>#'# " $V<#'#] *#9&'$" (vol. II, fol. 553r) 

The word A0)(K> is well attested from Russian texts of different kinds, such 
as chronicles, meaning both ‘riches’ and ‘treasury,’ but Vasmer considers it 
to be a loan word from Polish. It is found once in Vesti-Kuranty (2009). 

In sample chapters A, the Polish skarb is translated either as A:0(:@"]' 
or as 0)/+), depending on its meaning. The Russian cognate was apparently 
not seen as the most appropriate translation, and perhaps it was considered a 
polonism. The dictionaries SUM and HSBM have not reached the letter S 
and cannot contribute to our knowledge of this word. The fact that it is found 
in Russian texts but avoided in this translation allows us to characterize it as 
active. 

The Polish 3up means ‘loot’ (noun). The word &*C> is not listed in SRJa, 
but it has the words &*C'G>, &*C"$'&\ and &*C"$" ‘to undress; rob.’ The 
noun is not found in Vesti-Kuranty, but the verb occurs once in the text iden-
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tified as a translation from Polish. Lexicon Slavonicum mentions &*C> twice, 
as a synonym to 0:(,A$\ (II: 52) and :K(.]) (II: 292), but in both cases it 
is taken from Pamva Berynda’s dictionary, which points to its Ruthenian 
nature.  

The word 3up occurs twice in sample chapters A, where it is translated as 
#:K,L), and six times in sample chapters B, all translated as /#:K,L\. Sam-
ple chapters C present one occurrence, translated as 0:(,A$\, and sample 
chapters D have both 0:(,A$\ and #:K,L). All these words – #:K,L), 
/#:K,L\ and 0:(,A$\ – are found in SRJa and Vesti-Kuranty (2009) as well 
as SUM (which has, however, not reached 0:(,A$\) and HSBM. Interest-
ingly, the article for /#:K,L\ (A#:K,L\) in SRJa has the remark “cf. Old 
Polish zdobycz,” which might mean that it should be regarded as a polonism. 
The word /#:K,L\ is also among the synonyms to :K(.]) in Lexicon Sla-
vonicum, which supports this assumption. In any case, the crossed-out 3up 
would have been a polonism, and it should be characterized as passive. 

5.4.1.2 Polonisms according to other scholars 
This section is based on Kochman’s (1975) and Leeming’s (1976) mono-
graphs. The sample chapters of the translated chronicle were searched for 
words listed as polonisms by these two scholars. If a word is found at least 
once in the Russian version of the sample chapters, the translation of the 
Polish cognate in the rest of the sample chapters is studied. As above, the 
words are categorized as highly active, active or passive with the help of 
historical dictionaries, Vesti-Kuranty and the variation within the Kronika. 
These words will be discussed again in Section 6.9. 

@/)"V+,- 
Many Slavic languages have adjectives corresponding to @/)"V+,-, but in 
several of them, the word has been borrowed and not developed independ-
ently. In Russian, this is shown by the fact that the Polish phrase w zajem 
went through a semantic development that formed the base for the adjective 
wzajemny, whereas the Russian cognate did not. The word entered the Rus-
sian language through Ruthenian, and Ukrainian and Belorussian still retain 
the vowel -e-. It is first attested in interference texts, often in the form 
@/)'V+,- (Kochman 1975: 133–138). According to SRJa, it is attested since 
the late 17th century. It is found only once in Vesti-Kuranty (2009), and this 
is in a translation from Polish. Ukrainian mainly showed the form @/)hV+,- 
(SUM) and Belorussian @/)'V+,- (HSBM).  

In the sample chapters of the Kronika, it is found once in sample chapters 
A as a translation of Polish wzajem and twice in sample chapters C, translat-
ing wet za wet and wzajemny. The adverb @/)'V> is found once in sample 
chapters D as a translation of wzajem. No other translations are found for 
these Polish words, which shows that although @/)"V+,- may have been of 
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Polish origin, it was at this time integrated into the Russian language. It can 
therefore be called very active. 

9()+"J) 
According to Kochman (1975: 62–68), Common Slavic gran\ originally 
meant ‘pole, post,’ and the meaning ‘border’ was a West Slavic innovation. 
He also claims that the derivate granica was originally West Slavic, which is 
shown by its occurrence first in Polish, then in Ruthenian and from the end 
of the 15th century in Russian diplomatic acts, often concerning the western 
borders of Muscovy. Therefore it is to be considered a polonism in Russian. 

In SRJa, the only occurrence listed in the meaning ‘border’ is from 1685, 
and there it is glossed: 9()+"J*, $: 'A$\ (*K'G. The word is frequent in 
Vesti-Kuranty (2009), although (*K'G> is even more common there. It 
seems to have been well attested in 16th- and 17th-century Ukrainian (SUM) 
and Belorussian (HSBM). There is, however, an occurrence of the word 
9()+"J) in a birch-bark letter dated to the 1430s–1450s, which complicates 
the picture (Zaliznjak 2004: 680–681). 

It is found several times in the sample chapters as a translation of Polish 
granica: once in segment A, four times in segment B and once in segment D. 
Sample chapters A mainly use (*K'G> and sample chapters C use C('#'&> 
to translate granica (cf. Section 6.7.3). The variation in the ways of translat-
ing the Polish word implies that 9()+"J) was perceived as foreign, at least 
by some translators, and that it was an active word. 

#:@:#>  
The noun #:@:#> is derived from the verb pair #:@:#"$\/#:@'A$", which 
originally meant ‘to investigate’ and then ‘to prove,’ a shift in meaning that 
occurred earlier in Polish and Ruthenian than in Russian. However, the noun 
#:@:#> in the sense ‘argument,’ connected to the latter meaning of the verb, 
occurred first in Ruthenian. In any case, this speaks of influence of the west-
ern neighbors on Russian (Kochman 1975: 55–56). The first example in 
SRJa in that sense is from 1532, but it does not occur at all in Vesti-Kuranty 
(2009). 16th-century Ukrainian shows this meaning (SUM), and the first ex-
amples in HSBM are from the middle of the 15th century.  

It is found four times in sample chapters A. The adverb #:@:#+:, not 
mentioned by Kochman, also occurs four times in those chapters. These 
words are used to translate Polish dowod and dowodnie, respectively. There 
are, however, several other ways of translating the two Polish words, of 
which A@"#'$'&\A$@: and A@"#'$'&\A$@:@)+> occur three times in sample 
chapters A and C("@:#> three times in sample chapters C. The variety of 
translations indicates that this was a polonism and not fully integrated into 
the language, i.e. an active word. 
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#:0)/)$"  
The original meaning of the verb #:0)/)$" in all Slavic languages was ‘to 
finish speaking.’ The modern meaning ‘to prove,’ which is represented in 
most Slavic languages, developed in Polish in the 15th century, probably 
under the influence of Latin docere. According to Kochman’s sources, the 
first occurrences in Russian are from the beginning of the 18th century 
(Kochman 1975: 51–53). In other words, the example in the translation of 
Stryjkowski’s Kronika is two decades earlier than the occurrences previously 
known. SRJa does not list this word, and neither does Sreznevskij. It does 
not occur in Vesti-Kuranty (2009). SUM gives Ukrainian examples in this 
sense from the early 17th century and the earliest Belorussian examples in 
HSBM are from the late 16th century.  

It occurs once in sample chapters A as a translation of Polish dokazowaF. 
The Polish verb appears three more times in the sample chapters, although 
sometimes it is difficult to determine the exact meaning of the verb. It is 
translated differently every time: $@:("$" in segment A, *L"+"$" in seg-
ment B and C:&*L"$" in segment C. This variation, together with its ab-
sence from the dictionaries and from Vesti-Kuranty, shows that #:0)/)$" 
was a polonism and very rare in the language of the time. It is therefore clas-
sified as passive. 

/+)0> 
The noun znak is well attested in 16th-century Polish texts, but in Russian 
texts from that time, other derivatives of the same root are used, such as 
/+)V. and /+)V'+"'. g+)0> did not appear in Russian until the 17th century, 
and then primarily in interference texts. The word appeared in Ruthenian in 
the second half of the 16th century (Kochman 1975: 138–140). According to 
SRJa, it is first attested in a translation from Polish, made in 1628. It is found 
several times in Vesti-Kuranty (2009), which also has /+)V'+"', but never 
/+)V. in this sense. Both SUM and HSBM contain numerous examples from 
the 16th and 17th centuries.  

It is found twice in sample chapters A, once in sample chapters B and 
once in sample chapters D as a translation of Polish znak. In addition to these 
occurrences, znak is translated three times as /+)V'+"' and once as /+)V. in 
sample chapters A, which shows that although /+)0> was rather well inte-
grated, it nevertheless competed with the older Russian words. It can be 
characterized as active. 

0:A$'&> 
The word 0:A$'&> is, according to Leeming (1976: 72), a polonism, which 
is not surprising, since it refers to a Catholic church. He gives numerous 
examples from the 17th century, and SRJa also has some from the 16th cen-
tury. HSBM has examples from as early as the 14th century. 
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It is found twice in sample chapters A, five times in sample chapters B, 
once in sample chapters C and seven times in sample chapters D as a transla-
tion of ko8ció3. In some cases, ko8ció3 is translated as J'(0:@\, and in sample 
chapters C, the most frequent translation is W()V>. The word 0:A$'&> usu-
ally refers to Catholic churches, but given the variety of translations in the 
different segments, the consistency of this has not been verified. Since this 
word refers specifically to a West European concept, it has not been placed 
in a category. 

&'G)$" 
The geographical meaning of the verb le!eF ‘to be situated’ appeared in Pol-
ish in the 15th century, probably under Latin influence. Examples of the Rus-
sian &'G)$" in the same sense can be found in interference texts from the 
16th and 17th centuries (Kochman 1975: 83–84). The earliest example in 
SRJa in this sense dates from the 14th century, which does not fit this picture, 
but the other two examples cited there are taken from 17th-century texts. The 
earliest examples in HSBM are from the 15th century. The verb is found in 
this sense in Vesti-Kuranty (2009), although it is rare. 

This meaning of the verb is found ten times in IV: 1–3, where the geogra-
phy of the Slavic world is described. The Polish original has le!eF. The Pol-
ish verb is used in this sense only twice in the other sample chapters, but 
neither of these occurrences is translated as &'G)$": once (in segment B) 
the Polish phrase na po3udnie le!1cej is translated as C:&*#'++:", once (in 
segment D) the verb is translated as A$:.$". Despite this, due to the consis-
tency in the translation in segment A and the fact that it is used in Vesti-
Kuranty, it can be labeled a very active word. 

V*/,0)  
S*/,0) and its derivatives, originally from Greek but borrowed via Latin 
musica, was adopted from Polish muzyka, as can be seen by the choice of the 
vowel -,- (Leeming 1976: 82–83). In SRJa, it is listed as an alternative 
spelling to V*A"0), and the earliest occurrences for both spellings are from 
the 17th century. HSBM gives the spellings V*/,0) and V*/"0) in examples 
beginning from the early 16th century. Vesti-Kuranty (2009) shows one in-
stance each of V*/,0) and V*/"0). 

The Polish-influenced spelling is found once in segment D, whereas 
elsewhere in the text, we find V*A"0". (segment C) and V*A"0""A0"" (seg-
ment D). Both these words are attested earlier than V*/,0), according to 
SRJa. In the Polish original, the word is sometimes spelled in the Polish 
way, sometimes in the Latin way, but the variation between these forms does 
not coincide with the Russian variation in spelling. The variation justifies 
calling this an active word. 
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V=) 
S=) comes from a Latin word (missa) that was borrowed into Russian by 
way of Polish msza. It is found in Russian texts since the 16th century (cf. 
Leeming 1976: 81). Since it refers to the Catholic mass, it is not surprising 
that a word from the closest Catholic neighboring country was borrowed. 
According to HSBM, it is found in Belorussian since the late 15th century. 

Here (in sample chapters D) it occurs once as a translation of msza, in the 
immediate vicinity of such polonisms as V*/,0) and 0:A$'& (cf. Section 
5.4.1.3). Because it refers to a foreign concept, it has not been placed on the 
scale. 

+)&'G)$" 
The verb +)&'G)$" could have many meanings in the early stages of the 
Slavic languages, some of which are found for instance in OCS, such as ‘to 
advance,’ ‘to take by force’ and ‘to threaten.’ However, the meanings ‘to 
rely,’ ‘to depend’ and ‘to be appropriate,’ which developed in Polish in the 
16th century, were probably not derived from the earlier meanings, but rather 
from the construction le!eF na + locative, the existence of which makes it 
probable that this is a Polish innovation. In this case, however, chronology 
does not support this claim, since Russian diplomatic documents from the 
16th century show examples of the meanings ‘to depend,’ ‘to be appropriate’ 
and ‘to belong’ (Kochman 1975: 95–98). SRJa lists 13 meanings for this 
verb, but ‘to depend’ is not among them. The earliest example of ‘to be ap-
propriate’ is from the 15th century, and two more are from the late 17th cen-
tury. All the examples for ‘to belong’ are from the late 17th century (cf. also 
Section 5.4.1.1). All the meanings discussed here are attested in Belorussian 
since the 16th century, according to HSBM. Vesti-Kuranty (2009) has several 
instances of the verb, and although it is sometimes difficult to determine the 
exact meaning, it can at least be established that it is found in the sense ‘to 
be appropriate’ a few times. The meaning ‘to belong’ is, however, much 
more frequent. 

J. Besters-Dilger (1997: 21) sees the impersonal modal +)#&'G"$ or 
+)&'G"$ ‘it is appropriate’ as a borrowing from Polish or Ruthenian, inde-
pendent of the development of the verb +)#&'G)$\. She does not comment 
on the status of other meanings of this verb as independent developments or 
polonisms. 

Here, the verb is used in the senses ‘to belong’ (once in segment A, once 
in segment B, twice in segment C) and ‘to depend’ (once in segment B). The 
Polish original has nale!eF or przypadaF. The Polish verb nale!eF is never 
translated in any other way in the sample chapters. All in all, the history of 
this verb is complicated, but the lack of variation in the translation shows 
that even the more recent meanings were not perceived as foreign, and it can 
therefore be labeled very active. 
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C)+J,(\ 
b)+J,(\ and C)+A,(\ were two alternative spellings, of which the first 
shows influence from Polish, the second, according to Leeming (1976: 85), 
from German. SRJa gives examples of both spellings, but C)+A,(\ is at-
tested already in Gennadij’s Bible from 1499, whereas the earliest occur-
rence listed in the dictionary of C)+J,(\ is from the 17th century. Both spell-
ings, as well as C)+J'(>, C)+J"(\ and several more, are found in HSBM, 
but their chronology in Belorussian can not be established. Vesti-Kuranty 
(2009) has one instance of the noun, spelled C)+A,(\, as well as the adjec-
tives C)+A'(+,- and C)+J'(+,-. 

Both spellings occur close to each other in the translation of the Kronika 
(segment A):  

(106) <",4&8 ># G'VA'+F", -=# 9'*# )"*% <'+9:;5  9';?'C=FM, "A ;#.' 
=#<:&8 $#,'*"+:18 <# <#*#>"B 74,V" A?""+#M V7"+4+8, 
=#&#;#% =;%<#9&"B " $4.=#9&"B +4 1V3" >:,# .;4749=#.# (='=#): 
+(+4 V +'"#) <'+C:;W  (Slav 26, fol. 181r) (cf. also example (79)) 

The Polish word in both cases (Stryjkowski 1582: 108) is pancerz. Mss. E 
and R use the spelling C)+A,(\ in both cases. These are the only occur-
rences of the Polish word in the sample chapters, so that there is no variation 
in translations that could shed further light on the status of the Russian word 
as a polonism. Judging by the evidence from dictionaries and Vesti-Kuranty, 
it should probably be called active. 

C)C'G> 
b)C'G> is attested already in the Ostromir Gospel from 1056/1057, but 
despite this occurrence in a Church Slavonic text, Leeming (1976: 86) con-
siders the word to be a polonism when found in 17th-century texts. Accord-
ing to Uspenskij (2002: 74), however, the presence of this word is a sign of 
West Slavic influence even in the case of early texts. HSBM shows several 
16th-century examples. In Vesti-Kuranty (2009), C)C) is much more frequent 
than C)C'G>. 

In all sample chapters of the Kronika, the translation C)C) prevails, but in 
sample chapters B, the translation C)C'G> occurs once, next to C)C).  

(107) ):<;')",# &'34 L#$49$''# GV*"=8 2 I$4_'$*;' <'<43'  74&)4;&'.# 
<;")"$"- [...] #>'74 &# = *!$V +4 <;",$#, 'H4 <'<'  <"9',# = 
';C:>"9=#<V .+!A+"+9=#?V [...] (Slav 27, fol. 35r)  

The Polish word in both cases is papie! (Stryjkowski 1582: 340). Curiously 
enough, a 17th-century example of this word in SRJa also is a quote that con-
tains the words C)C) and C)C'G> alongside each other. Due to its foreign 
reference, this word has not been categorized. 
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C:(.#:0> 
Kochman (1975: 110–111) claims that Polish porz1dek is attested since the 
mid-16th century, Ruthenian borrowed the word in the late 16th century, and 
Russian C:(.#:0> is attested since the late 17th century. SRJa confirms the 
date for Russian, but according to HSBM, there is one occurrence of this 
word in Belorussian from as early as 1499. The word occurs twice in Vesti-
Kuranty (2009). 

It is found only once in sample chapters B as a translation of Polish 
porz1dek. In another instance, in sample chapters A, porz1dek is translated 
as L"+>. The material from these chapters is too small to contribute to a 
characterization of the word C:(.#:0>, but the fact that there is an alterna-
tive translation, together with the information from SRJa, motivates charac-
terizing it as active. 

C('#:0> 
According to Kochman (1975: 114–115), C('#:0> is found in diplomatic 
correspondence, under influence from Ruthenian, from the 15th century, and 
in Russian literary texts from the 18th century. SRJa gives an example from a 
15th-century interference text, but also several from the 17th century. HSBM 
has many examples from the late 15th century. The word occurs twice in 
Vesti-Kuranty (2009). 

In the translation of the Kronika, this word is of course especially fre-
quent when the ancestry of different peoples is discussed, and hence it is 
used 20 times in the sample chapters from segment A, but only once each in 
the other sets of sample chapters. It is used as a translation of Polish przodek, 
which is never translated in any other way. This gives the impression that the 
word was not perceived as foreign, but was fully integrated by this time, and 
thus very active. This does not quite agree with the picture conjured up by 
Kochman that it was only used in specific contexts before the 18th century. 

A0&:++,-, A0&:+'+"' 
The adjective A0&:++,- and the nouns A0&:++:A$\ (not found here) and 
A0&:+'+"' are borrowed from Polish. They appear in interference texts from 
the middle of the 16th century and more frequently in 17th-century transla-
tions (Kochman 1975: 21, 125–126). Most of the examples of A0&:++,- in 
SRJa are from the 1690s, and only one, taken from Vesti-Kuranty, is earlier, 
from 1646. In the sense found here, A0&:+'+"' is first attested in the 
Naziratel' from the 16th century, which, as has already been mentioned, is a 
translation from Polish. These words are quite frequent in Vesti-Kuranty 
(2009). 
R0&:++,- occurs once in sample chapters A as a translation of the com-

parative sk3onniejsze. The noun A0&:+'+"' is found once, also in sample 
chapters A, as a translation of nachylenie ‘inclination.’ There are no other 
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occurrences of the Polish words, and there is too little material here to char-
acterize the Russian words further, although the evidence from Vesti-
Kuranty indicates that the words were fully integrated into the Russian lan-
guage at this time and should be labeled very active. 

5.4.1.3 Polonisms in context 
The following example is intended to show a larger context with several 
polonisms. Some of them have been discussed above, whereas some have 
not been mentioned and will be commented on below. 

 
Stryjkowski 1582: 748 Slav 28, fols. 294r–294v 
Miko(ay te0 Rádziwi(/ y Stánis(aw 
Gasto(t z wielkim kosztem z Polski w 
Musice -wiczonych mieli przez sto/ 
po Moskiewsku/ y po Tátarsku/ y 
Kozácku przybránych m(odzie*cow/ 
ktorzy z Instrumentámi rozmáitymi 
musices z Száblámi y z Saydakámi ná 
krzywych botách przed Cesárzem w 
Ko'ciele figur/ záw0dy Msze y 
Nieszpory spiewáli 

D"=#$'" &'=#. J'*")"$8 " 
E&'+"9$')8 P',&#$*8 9 )4$"="?8 
+'=$'*#?8 "9 G#$," ) ?VA:=4  
9#)4-,4++:18 "?!$" >#$4" 9&' 
<#?#9=#'9=2  " <#&'&';9=" " 
<#='['C=2  29&;#4+:18 ?#$#6C#)8 
=#&#;:4 9 ;#&+:?" "+89&;V?4+&: " 
+';-*: ?V9"="%9="?" 9 9'>$-?" " & 
9''*'='?" ) =;"):( 9'<#.'18 <;46 
C49';4?8  ) =#9&4$4  )94.*' ?,2  " 
)474;+B <!$" 

Besides the polonisms V*/,0), 0:A$'&> and V=), that were mentioned 
above, it is fair to suppose that the adverbs C:V:A0:@A0* and C:0)/)J0* 
were influenced by the Polish original, where such adverbs have the ending 
-u. Ms. N also has C:$)$)(A0* instead of C:$)$)(A0". i'A)(\ was not a 
polonism as such, but the use of this word rather than J)(\ may have been 
influenced by the Polish cesarz. 

5.4.1.4 Summary of lexical polonisms 
The study of the alterations in ms. B showed that some polonisms were re-
moved from the text in connection with editorial work. Their status as polo-
nisms is attested by dictionaries and by the treatment of the corresponding 
Polish words in other places in the text. In some cases, the substitutions were 
apparently made for other reasons, even though the removed word was a 
cognate of the word used in the Polish original. This is the case with the 
replacement of "/#)@+) by "A0:++:. 

To identify polonisms that remained in the text, earlier works on the Pol-
ish influence on the Russian lexicon were taken as help. Some of the words 
listed in them were found in the text, and their status as polonisms was in-
vestigated with the help of alternating spellings or translations, historical 
dictionaries and other texts from the same period.  
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Words referring to Western concepts, such as C)C'G>, V=) and 
0:A$'&>, form a separate category, and their status as polonisms is not dis-
puted. A number of other words of Polish origin were grouped into very 
active, active and passive words. Among the very active words is C('#:0>, 
which is so frequent in the Russian text that it does not seem to have been a 
foreign element at all. Possibly, Kochman’s sources led him to draw a mis-
taken conclusion about its status as a polonism. 

At the other end of the scale we find #:0)/)$", which has not previously 
been attested in 17th-century texts, and was probably still quite foreign to the 
Russian language at this time. 

The following table shows the classification of the polonisms studied in 
Section 5.4.1.2. Their distribution among the sample chapters will be dis-
cussed again in Section 6.9. The words in question are marked in boldface, 
and other translations of the Polish cognates are also included. Empty cells 
signify that the Polish cognate does not occur in the original of those chap-
ters and that the Russian word does not occur in the translation. The word 
“other” means that there is no single word in the Russian translation that 
corresponds to the word in the Polish original. The number of times a word 
occurs is not given in this table. 
Table 13. Lexical polonisms in the sample chapters 

 A B C D 
)*+,-./0  )*+,-./0 )*+1-2 
314+5, (other)  <4;649 
.+314+5, .+314+5, .+314+5,  
67189:2 67189:2 67189:2 67189:2 

Very active 

;:39../0 
;:39.1.,1 

   

<7+.,=+ 
8E?IB> 

<7+.,=+ 
 

C8IHI@> <7+.,=+ 
8E?IB> 

89)982 
89)98.9 
<59HI4I@K<45; 

 C895;H>  

*.+:2 
DJ3GIJ9I 
DJ3G6 

*.+:2  *.+:2 

  GE<9:96 ->*/:+ 
GE<9:99<:99 

6+.=/7? 
C3J<F8K 

   

Active 

T9J> 697@89:2   
Passive 89:+*+5, 

45;8949 
ET9J949 C;@ET949  
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5.4.2 Syntactic polonisms 
The syntactic influence from Polish on Russian has been less frequently 
studied. The main scholar on that area is Michael Moser who, in his 1998 
monograph, examined some syntactic structures that can be assumed to 
originate in Polish or Ruthenian influence on 16th- and 17th-century Russian 
(Moser 1998: 73–76). In a later article, he studied some types of subordinate 
clauses that were rare before the days of Peter I, but that are not necessarily 
polonisms (Moser 2000).  

W. Witkowski (1978) also concentrated on Polish influence on Russian 
hypotax, but stressed that this mostly took place through the mediation of 
Ruthenian. 

In the following, all four sets of sample chapters have been examined for 
some of the constructions that were classified as syntactic polonisms in 
Moser’s 1998 monograph. The choice of these particular constructions was 
quite subjective and motivated mainly by the fact that they were relatively 
easy to identify. 

5.4.2.1 The spread of %& + genitive 
In OCS as well as in Old East Slavic, the construction #: + genitive with a 
local meaning could only be used in limitative contexts, expressing move-
ment to a limit but not beyond. From the late 15th century, this construction 
had gained ground in Polish and occurred in many cases where w or k had 
earlier been used. From Polish, the usage spread to Ruthenian texts, as well 
as to Russian interference texts. The use of #: + genitive to express finality 
is also a sign of interference. Such constructions were common in Russian 
until the 18th century, but then they disappeared (Moser 1998: 260–273). In 
the Kronika, this use of #: + genitive is found, but not with equal frequency 
everywhere. 

In the sample chapters from segment A, the construction #)G' #: + geni-
tive is frequently used with the names of rivers, seas and cities in a limitative 
sense. Aside from that, there are only two occurrences of #: + genitive, 
compared with approximately 140 instances where the construction is trans-
lated by other means. In the first case, the Polish original has two construc-
tions with do next to each other, one of which is translated using 0> + dative 
and the other #: + genitive: 

(108) Ci gdy przyp(yn.li do vy'%ia Dunayskiego/ ci/gn.li wzwod. swoie nawy/ 
á0 przy0eglowáli do u'%ia Sawu y Drawu rzek/ potym Sawem rzek/ pod 
gory W(oskie Alpes przyszli (Stryjkowski 1582: 96) 

&F" <;",46 =  V9&5B  *V+'%9=#?2 )$4=#,' ))4;18 )#*: =';'>$" 
9)#", &'. <;F"*#,' *#  29&5W  ;%=8 E'): " S;'):, <#&#* ;4=#B 
E')#B <#6 .#;: )#$#9=F4 ',<F"9=F4 <;F"*#,' (Slav 26, fol. 164r) 
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The other occurrence has final meaning, and the local construction in the 
same sentence is translated using @> + accusative: 

(109) Holha te0 iáko obiecá(á/ z Kijowsk/ Slácht// m.0ámi do bitwy prze-
bránymi/ ná czás náznáczony/ do Choroscienia przyiáchá(á (Stryjkowski 
1582: 123) 

N,#.' 34 -=# #>4H' 9 ="4)9=#B ,$-(&#B, 9 )#M *#  >#B  "&>;'+-
+:?" +' );4?- +'&+'74++#4 )  c#;#9&"+8  <;F"*4 (Slav 26, fol. 
203r) 

In the translation of sample chapters B, as a contrast, the construction occurs 
frequently, 21 times, but the Polish counterpart is also translated by other 
means 33 times. The following is a typical example, where the great depend-
ence of the translation on the original is also shown by the large share of 
lexical cognates: 

(110) wyiecha( z Monasteru Pinskiego/ do Nowogrodká/ á potym zebrawszy si. 
z Nowogrodczány w Xi/0.cym pot-ie ruszy( si. do Kiernowá/ gdzie go 
wszyscy Pánowie/ Boiáre/ y Pospolstwo […] przyi.li (Stryjkowski 1582: 
338) 

):!1',# F& ?+"#&;- <"+9=#)# *#  U#' #.#;#6=' , ' <#94?8 9#>;'),"" 9 
+#'#.#;#67'+: ) =+-3#% <#7&!, *)".+V,#9- *#  K4-+#)'  .*! 4)# )9! 
.#9<#*' >#-;- F <#9<#,#9&)# [...] <;"-,' (Slav 27, fol. 32r) 

In example (111), the construction of the Polish verb is transferred into Rus-
sian. NawiedzaF do + genitive was acceptable in 16th-century Polish, but 
historical dictionaries do not give any examples of C:A'])$" #: in Russian: 

(111) i0 ktobykolwiek wtorego dniá Miesi/cá Czerwcá náwiedza( do Ko'%io!á 
Sendomirskiego Pánny Mariey (Stryjkowski 1582: 333) 

7&#/ 1&# +" 49&5 )&#;'.# *+- ?"#C' FB+- <#9!H',# *#  =#9&4$'  
94+*#?";9=#.# <;"#)&:4 *!): D';F" (Slav 27, fol. 20v) 

The sample chapters from segment C offer only seven examples of #: used 
in this manner in the Russian translation, as opposed to nearly 60 cases 
where the construction is translated by other means. The following is one of 
the seven occurrences: 

(112) Przeto skoro Olgerd do Wilná przyiácha( z Moskiewskiey wypráwy/ ná 
prze(o0enie s(uszney skárgi Gástoltowey da( sci/- pi.- set Wilnowcow 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 424) 

&#.# ;'*" =#M 7'98 N,#.4;*8 *#  Z", #+"  9 ?#9=#'#9=#.# <#1#6: 
<;"F*4, +' <;46$#34+"4 <;')46+:- 3'$#>: P#9&#,#*#)#% <#)4$! 
.6\ . )"$4+C#)8 V9!=+V&" (Slav 27, fol. 185r) 
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The translation of sample chapters D contains 12 instances of this use of #:, 
whereas the corresponding Polish construction is translated in other ways 
approximately 100 times. In example (113), two different translations are 
used close to each other, one in the main text and one in a marginal note 
(marked by asterisks). In another similar case, however, on fol. 307v, #: is 
used both in the main text and in the margin. 

(113) Przeto Pánowie Koronni w niebytno1-i Krolewskiey pos(ali do W#gier 
Janá Laskiego Arcibiskupá Gnieznienskiego/ y Krystophá Szyd(owieckie-
go woiewod. Krákowskiego *Pos(owie Polszcy do W#gier* (Stryjkowski 
1582: 749) 

&#.# ;'*" =#;V++:4 ) +4>:&"F =#;#$4)9=#?8 <#9$'$" =  )4$.;'*  
h+' ]-9=#.# ';C:>"9=V<' .+4&+"+9=#./ " K;",&#@' i"*$#-
)"C=#)# )#4)#6: =;'=#'9=#./ *<#9$: <#$9="4 *#  )4+8.;#'* (Slav 
28, fol. 298v) 

The following is another example of two different translations in close vicin-
ity to each other: 

(114) A potym tego0 Roku odiácha( Kro( Sigmunt z Litwy do Polski ná Siem 
Piotrkowski/ ktory odpráwiwszy/ iácha( do Krákowá (Stryjkowski 1582: 
756) 

' <#&#* &#.#. .#6: #!!1',# =#;#$5 j".?V+&8 9 ]"&): *#  G#$,"  
+' 94"?8 <4&;=#'9="F =#&#;#% 9#)4;,"'# <#!1', )  K;'=#'  (Slav 
28, fol. 311v) 

To sum up, all sets of sample chapters contain instances of this syntactic 
polonism, and it is especially frequent in segment B. It is difficult to say if 
the occurrences of the construction are due to the influence of the Polish 
original or the translators’ own usage, or both. A tentative guess would be 
that in the chapters where it occurs only sporadically, these instances are due 
to carelessness in translation, whereas in segment B, where it occurs fre-
quently, it may have been part of the translator’s language. 

5.4.2.2 Necessity expressed by $'(#$ + infinitive 
The modality of necessity in the Slavic languages has some qualities that 
have made it a subject of study in several articles (e.g. Besters-Dilger 1997, 
2005; Hansen 2000). The earliest stages of the Slavic languages did probably 
not have an auxiliarized expression of necessity. In OCS, for instance, all 
words that conveyed a sense of necessity or obligation – aside from the most 
common way of expressing necessity, the construction dative + infinitive – 
also had a lexical meaning and were restricted syntactically, which disquali-
fies them from being fully-fledged modal auxiliaries (Hansen 2000: 86–90). 
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Many of the Slavic languages filled this gap in the system of modals, so 
to speak, by borrowing the German müssen, among them (before the 14th 
century) Polish, where it took the form musieF (Hansen 2000: 80–82). 
Through Polish influence on Ruthenian, the verb was adopted by the prosta 
mova (Besters-Dilger 2005: 239–240, 247), and eventually by Ukrainian and 
Belorussian, which still use the verbs V*A"$" and V*AjJ\, respectively 
(Hansen 2000: 82–83). 

The spread of the Polish construction mieF + infinitive, which expresses a 
weaker necessity than musieF, is less obvious. In OCS, the verb "V;$" had 
three functions: it expressed possession, modality (of necessity or possibil-
ity) and future. By the 17th century, the use of this future-tense construction 
in Russian texts was a clear sign of Church Slavonic influence (Moser 1998: 
330–331). 

In Polish, the modal meaning seems to have been present even in the ear-
liest preserved texts, which can be illustrated with a very well-known exam-
ple from the Kazania gnie%nieEskie (late 14th century), where it is found as a 
gloss for musieF (Besters-Dilger 1997: 23–24). There are also plenty of Ru-
thenian examples from the 16th century where this construction expresses 
deontic necessity. Russian interference texts from the 16th and 17th centuries 
often contain this construction, which points to it being a syntactic polonism, 
although it cannot be excluded that the influence came from Ruthenian 
rather than from Polish (Moser 1998: 331–335).  

The examples below will be divided into three types: future (or future 
preterite) meaning, counterfactual meaning (cancelled future preterite) and 
modal meaning (deontic or epistemic). Epistemic meanings have not been 
widely discussed in previous literature. It is often hard to distinguish the 
modal use from the future meaning that was influenced by Church Slavonic, 
and classification can sometimes be difficult. The meaning of the verb is 
often determined and emphasized by words in the context. To enable the 
reader to verify the classification, page and folio references to all examples, 
even those that are not quoted, are given below in the form (118 – 26: 195v), 
which should be read as (Stryjkowski 1582: 118 vs. Slav 26, fol. 195v). 

Only "V;$" is studied in Moser’s monograph, but below, the different 
ways of translating both musieF and mieF in all sample chapters will be 
listed, since both constructions open possibilities for polonisms. 

Constructions with musie- 
The Polish original of the sample chapters from segment A contains six oc-
currences of musieF. In the translation, the modal is omitted and a finite form 
of the main verb used five times (118 – 26: 195v; 118 – 26: 196v; 134 – 26: 
216v; 137 – 26: 220v; 137 – 26: 221r), whereas "V;$" is used once: 

(115) A tu Czytelniku mi(y rzecz y porz/dek spraw W(odimirzowych troch. 
przerwa% musz# (Stryjkowski 1582: 143) 
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k"&'&4$B $B>4&+:M #<"9'+"4 *%M9&)8 Z$'*"?";#):( +4?+#.# 
#9&')"&"  F?'*  (Slav 26, fol. 228r) 

The sample chapters from segment B have only one occurrence of Polish 
musieF, which is translated with a modal construction using the verb 
#:&G'+A$@:@)$": 

(116) A gdy Litwá most ná Preglu zbudowa(á/ s ktorego do Zamku sturmowáli/ 
wiele ich zbitych strzelb/ od Krzy0akow poleg(o/ ták i0 musieli od 
obl.0.nia odci/gn/- (Stryjkowski 1582: 332) 

' 4.*' ]"&)' ?#9&8 +' G;4.$4 29&;#"$' 9 =#&#;#.# = .#;#6: 
<;"9&V<'$" ?+#.# "( A>"&:( 9&;4,#>#B #! =;:3'=#'# <#$4.$#, &'=8 
7&# *#, #3+89&)#)'$"  #! #9'*: #!"&" (Slav 27, fols. 17v–18r) 

In sample chapters C, the Polish construction with musieF occurs once and is 
translated with C("+*G#'+>: 

(117) Teodricus z Aldemburgu Mistrz Pruski […] w-i/gn/( do Litwy Zimie […] 
ále gdy si. Litwá i Zmod, stale broni(á/ obaczywszy pro0n/ prac// y 
u1i(owánie swoie dáremne/ ták0e utrát. w ludziach pod cz.sto przegrány-
mi szturmámi/ musia! si. do Prus wro-i- (Stryjkowski 1582: 426–427) 

a4#*#;"&8 9 I,#*4+8>V;.' ?'."9&;! <;V9="F [...] )+"63 ) ]"&)V 
A"?#B [...] +# 4.*' ]"&)' " j?#"6 ?V349&)4++/ A'H",'1V9-, 
2;'AV?!)8 &H4!+:M &;V6 " V94;*9&)#)'+"4 9)#4 <;'&*+#4, &'=#. 
.">4$5 $B*4?8 ) 7'9&:( <;"9&V<4(, <;"+V3*4+8  )#A);'&"&"9- ) 
G;V9: (Slav 27, fol. 191r) 

Sample chapters D have seven occurrences of musieF in the Polish original. 
In the translation, the construction is replaced with a finite form of the main 
verb five times (752 – 28: 305v; 753 – 28: 307r; 755 – 28: 311r; 756 – 28: 
311v; 758 – 28: 316v) and translated with #:&G'+> once (762 – 28: 323v). 
Once, it is slightly altered in that the modal is removed and a finite verb used 
instead, but it is not a direct translation of the verb in the Polish original:  

(118) Miko(ay Fierley z D/browice Hetman wielki Koronny z Pány y z Slácht/ 
Rusk// y Podolsk/ goni( ich á0 do Wisniowcá/ ále i0 nie rown/ widzia(/ 
musia! dá- pokoy. (Stryjkowski 1582: 750) 

D"=#$'" a";$4" A S#,#>;#)"C: .4!?'$ )4$"="F =#;V++:F 98 
."#*'?" " & ,$-1&#B ;V9=#B " <#*#$9=#B .+'$8 "18 *'. = 
Z",+4)CV +# <#+434 +4;')+2B 94>4 "18 9"$V )"*!$8 #!9&V<"$8  
#! +"18 (Slav 28, fols. 300r–300v) 

The Polish construction musieF is thus sometimes translated with a finite 
form of another verb, sometimes with a modal construction, but never with 
the cognate in the sample chapters. A search of the entire online text of the 
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Kronika in the 1846 edition (cf. Section 1.2) and comparison with ms. U 
reveals that of the 190 hits for forms of musieF, only one is translated by the 
cognate V*A"$". This example does not belong to the sample chapters, but 
is nevertheless given below. It is, however, found in a verse section, which 
might mean that the translator felt bound by the rhyme: 

(119) Przeto Litwinie bracie niezayrzy te0 Rusi/ 
Gdy0 te0 s/ niemniey s(awni zezná- ká0dy mu'i/ (Stryjkowski 1582: 247) 

94.# ;'*" $"&)"+4 >;'&4 +4 A'A;" 34 JV9" 
<#+434 +4?4+," 9$'): 9V&5 "9&"++V )9-=8 ;4H" ?V9"   
(Slav 26, fol. 368r) 

Thus, modal words of different kinds sometimes occur as translations of 
musieF, but it is more common to use a finite form of the main verb. 

Constructions with future mie- 
As mentioned, mieF or "V;$" as an auxiliary verb to form the future tense 
(or the future preterite, if the auxiliary verb is in a past tense) is an old con-
struction that is also found in OCS, but here it occurs as a translation of the 
Polish cognate, which probably motivated its use. It is often difficult to draw 
a clear line between temporal and modal uses, but I have chosen to interpret 
examples as temporal if they describe something positive, intended or done 
voluntarily, so that obligation and necessity are less probable. 

There are four cases in sample chapters A where mieF is used as a part of 
a future or future preterite construction, and these are all translated using 
"V;$". Besides the one given below, they are found on 125 – 26: 205v 
(close to the counterfactual example (125)), 130 – 26: 212r and 136 – 26: 
220r. 

(120) Drzewlánie b.d/c temu rádzi/ isz iusz wszystkie Xi.stwá Ruskie ich 
Xi/0.ciu/ z ták wielk/ Ma(0onk/ b.d/ podáne/ zá ktorym powodem nád 
Russaki wzaiem/ b.d/c pirwey poddánymi/ Pány by% mieli (Stryjkowski 
1582: 123) 

*;4)$-+4 . &#?V #/;'*#)'),49-, -=# )9% =+-.9&)' ;V9="4 =+(AB "( 
9 &#$5 )4$"=#B 34+#B <#6*'+: >V*V&8, " &%?8 +'6 ;V9'='?" 
)A'"?+# >V*V7" <4;)# <#6*'++:?", ."#*'?" >:&"  "?%-12  (Slav 
26, fol. 202v) 

There is one example in sample chapters B of a future preterite (future in the 
past), translated using the same construction. The phrase “co si. y ssta(o” 
prevents a counterfactual interpretation: 

(121) Bo ták rozumia(/ co si. y ssta(o/ i0 Iatwie0owie iáko do zwy-i.stwá/ ták 
do m.0ney smier-i uporni/ mieli mu dá% bitw./ cho-by te0 y przegráli 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 339) 
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F># &'=8 7'-$8 7&# F >:&5, 7&# -&)!A: -=# = <#>!*4 &'=8 = 
?V349&)4++#% 9?4;&" 2<;-?:4 F?!$"  9 +"?8 *'&5  >#M 1#&- >: 
&'34 F <;#".;',> (Slav 27, fol. 33v) 

There are no examples in sample chapters C of this use of mieF. 
The following instance from sample chapters D is an example of the fu-

ture preterite, translated with the same construction: 

(122) Tego0 czássu Mendlikierey Carz Prekopski gdy by( wzi/( 0o(d od Krolá 
Sigmuntá/ y mia! ci&gn&% záraz z Litw/ na t. woyn. prze-iw Moskiews-
kiemu/ tedy w tym chytrze post.pui/c/ po(o0y( si. nie dáleko od woyská 
Krolewskiego (Stryjkowski 1582: 747) 

) &#. );4?- D4+*$"=4;4" C';5 <4;4=#<9="F )[-)8 ='&+2 #! =#;#$- 
j"."?V+&' " "?!$8  "!&"  ) &#! 34 7'98 9 ]"!)#B +' &2 )#M+2 
<;#&"' ?#9=#'9=#.# &#.*' ) &#?8 1"&;# 7"+- 9&'$8 +4*'$474 #! 
)#"9=' =#;#$4)9=#.# (Slav 28, fol. 292v) 

Thus, "V;$" is always used in the translation when the construction carries 
a future meaning. This was to be expected, since this use was not entirely 
alien to Russian. 

Constructions with counterfactual mie- 
If the verb mieF is part of a conditional construction with the particle by, it 
often has a counterfactual meaning, i.e. it points at something that was going 
to happen, or was supposed to happen, but did not. Events assumed to be 
true but that prove not to be, i.e. hearsay, are also included here. It is to some 
extent an additional meaning that adds to a meaning of future or obligation. 
Sometimes, the fact that the event did not come to pass is expressed very 
clearly, sometimes it can only be deduced from a wider context. 

This meaning is found three times in the Polish original of sample chap-
ters A. One of these is translated with a modal construction using "V;$":  

(123) A i0by Miásto Moskwá inszym kráinom przezwisko od siebie dá% miá!á/ 
to nie pewna (Stryjkowski 1582: 91) 

W=# *'>: .;'*8 D#9=)' "+:* 9&;'+'?8 <;#A)'+F4 #! 94>4 *'&"  
"?%$#68, 9F4 +4 <#*$"++# (Slav 26, fols. 156r–156v) 

In one case, the modal verb is removed and a finite form of the main verb – 
which happens to be "V;$" – is used: 

(124) Wszák0e y to swoie mniemánie/ y ono 0eby od Twiskoná/ mieli pocz/tek 
mie% Sarmatowie sam0e Bielski kassuie (Stryjkowski 1582: 93) 

                                                
 
68 Some mss. have "V;&). 
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#*+'=#. " &# 9)#4 ?+%+F4, " -=# #! [T])"9=#+' "?V&8  +'7'$# 
9'-?'&:, 9'?8 34 L4$9=F" #!9&')$-4&8 (Slav 26, fol. 161r) 

One occurrence is translated with a dative + infinitive construction. This 
example also contains an instance ("V)=" [...] C:.$") that expresses inten-
tion and has been labeled as future (cf. above): 

(125) y iákosz mi. masz poi/- ochrz-iwszy mi. sam iáko O-iec/ y názwawszy 
mi. sobie cork// gdy0 w zakonie Chrzes-iá*skim/ y u Pogánow to iest 
rzecz obrzydliwa y nies(ychána/ áby mia! o%iec cork. poymowá%. (Stryj-
kowski 1582: 125) 

='=# "?'," ?- <#-&" =;49&")8 9'?8 -=# #! (C8, " +';4=8 ?- *H4;5 
94>%, <#+434 ) A'=#+% 1;"#&"'$9=#?8, " )8 -A:C4( )4H8 49&5 
9=)4;+', " +49$:1'+' #! (CV  *H4- <#"?'&"  (Slav 26, fol. 205v) 

In the sample chapters from segment B, there are two examples of this coun-
terfactual construction in Polish, where the verb "V;$" is used in the trans-
lation: 

(126) Bo Koron. otrzymawszy/ Krolem sie wszystkiey Ru1i tytu(owa(/ á w 
Greckiey wierze (Rzymskiey zániechawszy) po stáremu trwa(/ y co mia! 
Chrze1-ian od Tatar broni%/ to ich sam przez Hetmany swoie/ y Litw. z 
Swarnem Siestrze*cem swoim/ á z Mendagiem Krolem Litewskim do 
Polski násy(a(. (Stryjkowski 1582: 331) 

"># #/*4;3''# )4+4C8 =#;#$4?8 )94' J#9"F F?-+#)'9-. ' ) .;4749=#% 
)!;4 (;"?9=VB #!$#3') <# <;43+4?V <;4>:)',#, F 7&# F?!$8  
1;"#&"-+8 #! &'&';8 >#;#+"&5 , &# "( 9'?8 7;4& .4&?'+: 9)#" " 
]"&)V 9 E)';+#* <$4?-++"=#* 9)#"?8 F 9 D4+*#.#?8 =#;#$4* 
$"&#)9="* +' G#$,V +'9:$',# (Slav 27, fol. 14v) 

(127) á dani/ si. ma(/ okupili/ ni0by márnie wszyscy od száble okrutney 
pogá*skiey/ y z zamkiem zgin&% mieli (Stryjkowski 1582: 333) 

' *'+"B ?'$#B #=V<"$"95 +434$" >: )#!H4 )9! #! 9'>$" ?V7"-
&4,#9=#M <#.'+9=#% " & .#;#*#* <#."/+V&"  F?!$"  (Slav 27, fol. 
19r) 

Sample chapters C show three instances of the construction, two of which 
are translated with "V;$" and one with a dative + infinitive. They all express 
hearsay: 

(128) A iesliby si. tu komu rzecz niepodobna zdá(á/ áby Olgerd z Litw// mia! 
ták bez wie1ci pod Miásto Moskw. przy%i&gn&% z Witebska/ Tedy o tym 
wiedz Czytelniku mi(y (Stryjkowski 1582: 423) 

'H4 $" >: =#?? A*! +4V*#/+' -)$-$'9- )4H8, *'>: N,#.4;*8 9 
]"&)#B "?!$8  &#$5 >4&)!9&+#. "& Z"&4+9=' <#6 D#9=)V <;"F&" , 
)4A*! V># # $B>"?:M 7"&'&4$B (Slav 27, fol. 182r) 
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(129) Látopiszce Litewskie swiádcz// i0by y Alexander Koriatowic záraz po 
Constantinie y Jurgim Brátach mia! umrze%/ á i0by Fiedor czwarty Brát 
po ich smier-i mia! Podole osie'%/ ále Cromer swiádczy z D(ugoszá/ y z 
pewnych dowodow/ i0 by( 0yw potym Roku 1366. (Stryjkowski 1582: 
428) 

$!&#<""#C: $"&#)9="4 9)"*!&4,#9&)VB&8, '=">: " I$4_'$*;V  
K#;"'&#)"7B ; '>"4 <#9$4 K#9&-+&"+', " P4#;."- >;'&"-18 
V?;4&" , " '=" a4#*#-# >;'&8 74&)4;&:M G#*#$"4 "?!$8  A'9!9&" . 
+# K;#?4;8 9)"*!&4,#9&)V4&8 "& S$V.#,' " "& <#*$"++:( 
<;")#*#)8, -=# <#94?8 3")8 >:9&5 $!&' .0'&_[. (Slav 27, fol. 195r) 

The sample chapters from segment D contain no examples of the counterfac-
tual construction. All in all, the translations are varied, but often contain a 
modal element, either "V;$" or a dative construction. 

Constructions with modal mie- 
There are several constructions with the verb mieF (often in the present 
tense) where the main meaning is a modal one. Several of these describe the 
conditions of an agreement or a promise, and although they also have a tem-
poral aspect, the element of obligation involved in such agreements calls for 
a modal interpretation. There are also a few examples of epistemic necessity, 
i.e. something supposed.  

The translation "V;$" is used three times in sample chapters A, two of 
which are identical contexts close to each other: 

(130) Bo S(awacy mái& by% w(asnie y prawd,iwie zwáni wed(ug zdánia 
m/drych lud,i S(awakámi od s(awy (Stryjkowski 1582: 102) 

<#+434 9$')'=" "?%B&8  >:&"  9)#%9&)4++# " F9&"++# ;474++F" 
<# ;'&9V3*4+"B ;'AV?+:18 $B*4M 9$#)'=" #! 9$'): (Slav 26, fol. 
172v) 

(131) iáko gdy mái& mowi% digna, mowi/ dina uel dinia [...] Ták0e te0 gdy 
mái& mowi% Slauo Slauonia uel Slauones, mowi/ Siauo, Siauonia, y Siaui 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 103) 

)+4.*' ># "?V&8  .$ (.#$'&" , *".+', .#)#;-&8 *"+', "$" *"+"- [...] 
9"C4 34 4.*' "?V&8  .$ (.#$'&" , 9$')#, 9$')#+F-, "$" 9$')#+49=8, 
.$(.#$B&8 9"-)#+FW, 9"-)/, " 9"-)" (Slav 26, fols. 174r–174v) 

Once, the Polish construction mieF + infinitive is translated with the particle 
L).$\ ‘probably,’ etymologically an infinitive (cf. Pennington 1980: 264), 
that expresses epistemic modality: 

(132) y Powiát Radimicki Polskiego Xi.stwá (ma by% podobno Radomski) pod-
bi( pod swoi. moc (Stryjkowski 1582: 132) 
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F V%A*8 ;'*"?"C=F" <#$9=#.# =+-.9&)' (7'-&5  ;'*#?9=F"69 <#6 
9)#B *4-3')V <#=#;" (Slav 26, fol. 214v) 

In the Polish original of sample chapters B, there are two instances of the 
construction with mieF in a modal sense. One of them is found in close vicin-
ity of the counterfactual example (126). In both cases, the same construction 
is used in Russian: 

(133) Tego0 Daniela znowu w Drohiczynie ná Krolestwo Ruskie koronowáli/ á 
wzi.li od niego przysi.g./ i0 opu1-iwszy Ceremonie Greckie/ tak on sam/ 
iako wszystek narod Ruski/ mia! Koscio(a Rzymskiego wiernie á szczerze 
násladowá% (Stryjkowski 1582: 331) 

&#.#. S'+"F$' <'=" ) S;#."7"+4 +' =#;#$4'#9&)# ;V9=#4 <#?'A'$", 
F )A-$" 2 +4.# =$-&)V, 7&# #!$#3"'# *!M9&)' .;4749="4 &'=# #$ 9'?8 
-=# F )495 +';#*8 ;V9="F F?!$8  =#9&4$V ;"?9=#?V )!;+# F "9&"++# 
+'9$!*"&5  (Slav 27, fols. 14v–15r) 

(134) W czym Sabinom/ Samnitow/ Weientom/ Equom/ Campanom/ Kartagi-
nenczykom/ Spartenom ad Termopillas, y inszym rozmáitym narodom 
[…] przyrownáni á sna1- y sowito w Rycerskich dzielno1ciach nád nich 
prze(o0eni by% mái&. (Stryjkowski 1582: 340) 

) 74?8 9'>"+#* 9'?+"&#?8 )44+&#?8 l=)'?8 ='*<'+#?8 =';@'."-
+4+7"=#?8, 9<';&-+#?8 2 &4;?#<",#$-?8 " <;#&7"?8 ;'A+:?8 
+';#*'?8, [...] <;";#)+4+: ' &+'&5 " 9V.V># ) ;:C4;9="18 *!$418 
<'74 "18 9&';!","+: >:&"  "?!B&8  (Slav 27, fols. 34r–34v) 

There are six occurrences in the Polish text of sample chapters C of mieF 
expressing modality. One is in a marginal note that has been omitted in the 
translation. Three are translated into Russian using "V;$": 

(135) Suriwi( (podobno ma by% Swidrigel) (Stryjkowski 1582: 425) 

EV;V)"$8, 7'B "?'&5  >:&"  E)"6;"."$4% (Slav 27, fol. 188r) 

(136) Czego gdy Xi/0. Constantin Koriatowic niech-ia( uczyni-/ áni ná to poz-
woli-/ áby mia! wiár. odmieniá%/ wzgárdzi( (powiádái/ Látopiszcze) suc-
cessi/ ná Krolestwo Polskie (Stryjkowski 1582: 427) 

=+(AB 38 K#9&-+&"+V 9#&)#;"&" 94.# +4 1#&-HV, +"34 +' &# 
9#"&)#$"&", *'>: "?!$8  )!;V <;4?4+-&" . <;4+4>;434 (.$(.#$B! 
$4&#<"9C:), +'9$!*"4 =#;#$4)9&)' <#,#9=#.# (Slav 27, fol. 193v) 

(137) zgodzi( si./ i0 Iurgi Narimuntowic mia! do pewnego czássu ná Krzemi-
e*cu pánowá% (Stryjkowski 1582: 429) 

                                                
 
69 The other half of the parenthesis is missing in Slav 26, but is present in, for instance, mss. B 
and N. 
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<#?";",#9-, 7&# m;5" U';"?V+&#)"75 *# <#6$"++#./ );4?4+" +' 
K;4?4+C! "?!$8  =+ (3"&"  (Slav 27, fol. 197r) 

In one case, the translation omits the modal verb and uses a finite form of the 
main verb: 

(138) post.pui/c nak(ádow woiennych nagrod./ záchowánie státecznego pokoiu 
raz potwierdzonego/ y gránice z Litw/ takie iákieby s(uszne by% miá!y/ y 
ná ktorych Olgerd z rycerstwem swoim przestánie. (Stryjkowski 1582: 
421) 

#>4H'- V>:!=#'# )#"+9="18 )#A*'-+"4 9#1;'+4+"4 <#9&#-++#.# 
?";V, 4*"+#3*: <#6&)4;34++'.#, " <;4*!$: 9 ]"&)#B, &'=#): 
='=#): "9&"++:4 >:$" , +' =#&#;:4 N,#.4;*V 9 )#"+9&)#?8 4.# 
V.#6+: >V*V&8 (Slav 27, fol. 179v)  

In another instance, the verb mieF with its implication of obligation has been 
replaced by :K'])$", which conveys a similar meaning: 

(139) tám0e przydano/ i0 Krol Kázimierz y Lubárt/ mieli sobie zobopoln/ y 
wzaiemn/ pomoc ná ká0dego nieprzyja-ielá dawá% (Stryjkowski 1582: 
429) 

&'?34 <;"$#34+#, 7&# =#;#$5 K'A"?4;8 " ]B>';&8 #>4H','  
94>! #/HVB " )A'"?+VB +' )9-=#.# +4<;"-&4$- *')'&"  <#?#H8 
(Slav 27, fol. 197v) 

The following examples of mieF in a modal sense occur in the Polish original 
of sample chapters D. They all describe agreements, and the translation al-
ways uses "V;$": 

(140) A tá by(á Summá rzeczy postánowionych/ y spo(nie uchwalonych ná tym 
s(awnym ziezdzie […] Przymierze te0 z Moskiewskim prze-iw Litwie 
postánowione mia! wypowiedzie% (Stryjkowski 1582: 748) 

' &# >:$# #)4;,4+"F )4H4% <#9&'+#'$4+:18 " 4*"+#?:,$4++# 
21)'$4+:18 +' &#* 9$')+#* 95!&*4 [...] <;"?";"4 &#. " 9 ?#9=#'-
9="?8 <;#&")8 ]"&): 27"+4++#4 "?!, #  #!='A'&5  (Slav 28, fols. 
294v–295r) 

(141) Mistrzá ták0e Pruskiego do uczynienia y wype(nienia powinno1-i y do 
pos(usze*stwá/ y áby Koronie Polskiey/ y Krolowi przysi.ga(/ przywie'%/ 
álbo go odst&pi% mia! iáko spolnego nieprzyiacielá (Stryjkowski 1582: 
748) 

?"9&;' &'=#. <;V9=#.# =# V7"+4+"B " "9<#,#+4+"B *#,@3+#9&" " 
= <#6*'+9&)2 " 7&# =#;#+4 <#$9=#" " =#;#$B <;9-.+2$8 <;")49&"  
"$"  #!9&2<"&"  "?!$8  '=" /& #/H'./ +4<;"-&4$- (Slav 28, fol. 
295r) 
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(142) iedná cz.1- Rzeczypospolitey Koronney/ ku obronie prze-iw Tátarom/ 
druga ná wystáwienie Ko1cio(á Arcibiskupiego Gnieznienskiego miá!á 
by% oddána. (Stryjkowski 1582: 751) 

4*"+' 7'9&5 ;!7" <#9<#$"&#" =#;V$+#" +' A'H"H4+"4 <;#&"' 
&'&'- *;V.'- +' 9&;#4+"4 =#9&4$' ';C:>"9=2/9=#.# .+4&+"+9=#.# 
#!*'+' F?!$'  >:&"  (Slav 28, fol. 303v) 

In one instance, a Polish construction with mieF is translated using #:&G'+>. 
The modal meaning is made clear by the words wed3ug postánowienia y 
powinno8Fi:  

(143) Potym Carz Prekopski ná Nowie Czerwcá Miesi/cá/ ktory mia! wed(ug 
postánowienia y powinno1-i do Moskwy wtárgn&% (Stryjkowski 1582: 
749) 

G#&#* C';5 <4;4=#<9="F ) +'7'$! ?"#C' "B+- =#&#;#" *#, #34+8  
>:$8  <;#&")8 <#9&'+#'$4+"- " *#,#3+#9&" D#9=)! +',49&)"4 
27"+"&"  (Slav 28, fol. 299r) 

The modal construction with "V;$" is thus represented in all the sample 
chapters, and there are also a few cases where other modal words are used.  

Whereas mieF was regularly translated by modal words and often simply 
by its cognate "V;$", Polish musieF was usually replaced, sometimes with 
modal constructions, sometimes with indicative forms. The Russian cognate 
V*A"$" occurs only once, outside the sample chapters. The expression of 
necessity with "V;$" was a polonism that, as seen in these chapters, was 
quite frequently used in the Russian language during a certain period. The 
fact that "V;$" was used as a translation not only of mieF, but also in one 
case of musieF, shows that it was in active use. 

The reason why musieF was replaced but mieF often translated by its cog-
nate may be that musieF was perceived as more foreign – "V;$" existed 
with another meaning, but V*A"$" did not. There might also be a semantic 
explanation. Since musieF expresses strong obligation, it implies that the 
main action referred to did indeed take place, and it can therefore be ex-
pressed without a modal construction in the translation. Weak obligation, as 
expressed with mieF, may tend towards a counterfactual meaning, or does at 
least not imply as strongly that the action took place, and therefore a modal 
is needed in the translation as well. 

5.4.2.3 The accusative with infinitive 
The accusative with infinitive (accusativus cum infinitivo, abbreviated aci) is 
a syntactic construction well known from Latin and Greek, in which the 
subject of a subordinate clause is in the accusative case and the verb in the 
infinitive. The construction arose in Polish as a calque from Latin. Accord-
ing to K. D(ugosz-Kurczabowa and S. Dubisz (2006: 474), this construction 
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was rare in 15th-century Polish, because translations from Latin were often 
made with Czech texts as support in that period, but from the 16th century, as 
more translations were made without the help of Czech texts, the frequency 
of aci constructions grew. It declined in the 18th century, as the influence of 
Latin became weaker (Klemensiewicz et al. [1955] 1981: 436).  

K. Pisarkowa (1984: 152–154) emphasizes the frequency of examples 
with the verb byF in contexts where it is actually redundant. In such cases, 
the accusative in the construction is usually a reflexive si2. This use of the 
aci is not found in classical Latin, but was a Polish innovation. In some 
cases, the infinitive byF is not overtly expressed, but D. Ostaszewska still 
counts these as an “incomplete” (niepe3ne) variety of the construction 
(Burzywoda et al. 2002: 270–271). Such examples have not been counted 
below, only occurrences where the infinitive is expressed.  

In Church Slavonic, the aci could occur as a calque from Greek (Uspen-
skij 2002: 256–257). It could also originate in supine constructions, which 
expressed finality. In later East Slavic texts, however, it was rarely used in 
such contexts, and was instead the result of Polish influence. This can be 
seen by the fact that it spread earlier in Ruthenian than in Russian, and that it 
was typical of interference texts (Moser 1998: 182–202).  

The original text of sample chapters A contains 31 instances of the aci, ei-
ther in Polish or in Latin. 23 of these are translated using the same construc-
tion. In the majority of cases, the infinitive is K,$", as in example (144), but 
there are a few exceptions, such as example (145): 

(144) Albertus zá1 Crantius Niemiecki Historyk mieni by% názwánych S!owa-
kow od wielamowno1-i s(ow (Stryjkowski 1582: 102)  

I,#>4;&8 34 K;'+&F" +4?4C=F" <#)%9&+"=8 .$ (.#$4&8  >:&"  
;474++:( 9$')'=#' #  #! ?+#.#;%7F- 9$#)8 (Slav 26, fol. 172v) 

(145) á potym wed(ug swego rachunku roku od stworzenia Swiátá 6370. Xi&"&t 
Wareckich trzech Bratow rodzonych/ Rurika/ Truwora y Sinaussa w 
Xi.stwach swoich […] pánowá% pisz&. (Stryjkowski 1582: 89) 

<#&#* 34 <# 9)#4?2 H4&2 ) $%&# #! 9#&*'+"- ?";' .0[(&#, = (+A4%  
)';-.#)8  &;4(  >;'&#'  JB;"=' ,  T;")#;' ,  "  E"+''9' , ) 
=+-.9&)'( 9)#"18 [...] ." #*;9&)#)'&"  <",V!  (Slav 26, fol. 153v)  

However, there are also a few examples of some other construction being 
used in the translation instead: a gerund, a prepositional phrase or a subordi-
nate clause. 

Sample chapters B have only one instance of a Polish aci. The same con-
struction is used in the translation. 

In sample chapters C, the Polish original contains two instances of the 
aci. In both cases, the translation has the same construction. There is also 
one instance of a subordinate clause in the Polish original that corresponds to 
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an aci in the Russian translation, which shows that this construcion could be 
used independently of the Polish original: 

(146) Wito(towi Synowcowi iego przypissui/ niebácznie/ niepátrz/c w tey mier-
ze ro0no1-i czássow/ y prawdziwego doswiádczenia istotney rzeczy y 
porz/dku lat/ Bo mnimái& by tylko ieden Wito!d w Litwie by! s!awny 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 423) 

Z"&#,#*V <$4?-++"=2 4.# >4&;'&9V*+/ <;"<"9VB&8, +4'#A";'- ) 
&#?8 ;'[+#9&" );4?-+", "9&"++#.# "9<:&'+"- 9'?#.# *!$', " 
$!&#;'&<#$#34+"-, ?+-&  ># 4*"+#.#  &#7"B Z"&#, #*'  ) ]"&)! 
>:&"  9$')+#%  (Slav 27, fols. 181r–181v) 

Sample chapters D have only one instance of a Polish aci. It is translated 
using the same construction. 

This polonism is thus represented in all sets of sample chapters, and the 
corresponding Polish or Latin construction is translated by other means only 
in a few instances. 

5.4.2.4 Summary of syntactic polonisms 
These three syntactic polonisms are all to be found in the translation of 
Stryjkowski, and what is more, they are present in all four segments of the 
text. Table 14 shows the data for these types of polonisms in the sample 
chapters. The figures for mieF show first the counterfactual examples, then 
the purely modal ones, i.e. “1+2” means that one counterfactual example and 
two modal ones have been translated as indicated. The figure “2+1” for aci 
in sample chapters C means that the construction is used twice as a transla-
tion of aci and once of another construction. 
Table 14. Syntactic polonisms in the sample chapters 

 A B C D 
do ^ H; 2 21 7 12 

do ^ other ca. 140 33 ca. 60 ca. 100 
mie- ^ 9G!49 1+2 2+2 2+3 0+3 
mie- ^ other 2+1 0 1+2 0+1 
aci ^ aci 23 1 2+1 1 

aci ^ other 8 0 0 0 

With the reservation that some of the constructions are much more frequent 
than others in the Polish original, the table indicates that the use of the con-
struction #: + genitive in Russian was avoided to a higher degree than the 
other syntactic polonisms. Possible explanations for this could be either that 
it was perceived as more foreign, and therefore generally avoided even in the 
segments that otherwise use a large share of polonisms, or that it was easier 
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to avoid than the other constructions, in the sense that substitution of a 
preposition is easier than changing the other constructions. 

The sample chapters from segment A avoid syntactic polonisms to a 
higher degree than the others. Although the aci is frequent in these chapters, 
there are other ways of translating the construction as well. The three re-
maining sets of sample chapters do not present other solutions for the aci. B 
and D tend to translate modal mieF with "V;$". Segment B has a far larger 
share of Russian #: + genitive than the others, and must therefore be said to 
be the richest in syntactic polonisms. As will be discussed in Section 6.9, 
segment B is also characterized by lexical polonisms of the active category. 

5.5 Comparison of text passages 
To catch elements of the translation technique that have not been covered in 
the sections above, parallel passages will be shown and discussed. I have 
chosen passages where the translation differs more than usual from the 
original. 

 
Stryjkowski 1582: 129–130 Slav 26, fol. 211v 
Ták tedy Iaropo(k Swadoltow/ rád/ 
poduszczony/ podnios( woyn. ná Brátá/ 
y porá,i( woysko iego Drewlanskie/ á 
Olech sámo Xi/0. u-iekái/c z pogromu 
ná Zamek swoy Wara0 (wed(ug Mie-
chouiussa) niemog( sie w-isn/- przed 
wielkim tumultem Ludu uciekái/cego. 

E"C4 . f;#<#$=8 <# 9#)%&V 
E)'*#$&#)V <#VH4+8 <#6- )#M+V +' 
>;'&', " )#M 4.# *;4)$-+9="4 <#>", 
N$4( 34 V,46 A >#B (<# D41#)"B) 
?+#349&)' ;'*" +';#*' >43'H"( 9 
&#.#. >#B, +4 )#&?#34 ).+49&""# )# 
.;'6 9)#M Z';-.. 

The translation of Swadoltow1 rád1 poduszczony is not quite correct. The 
translator evidently began by changing this construction into C: A:@;$? 
R@)#:&$:@?, but then added C:?]'+> as a translation of the Polish partici-
ple. 

The word order in the translation of porá%i3 woysko iego Drewlanskie has 
been changed in that the verb has been moved to the end. Also, the noun has 
been transferred to the plural (the spelling with - is only an orthographical 
trait and does not indicate a singular ending), perhaps because the Polish 
adjective has an identical form for the neuter singular and the plural. 

The attribute sámo Xi1!2 has not been translated. 
The constituents from á Olech onwards have changed places in the Rus-

sian translation. The relation between finite verbs and participle forms has 
been preserved, but the information about the crowds is given before the 
information of where Oleg was going. Also, the information A $:9:G K:Z 
has been added by way of explanation. 
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Stryjkowski 1582: 130 Slav 26, fol. 211v 
A Iarope(k ubie0awszy Zamek Wara0 y 
opánowawszy go/ kaza( Brátá Olechá 
szuká-/ ktorego pod mostem miedzy 
trupámi ledwo trzeciego dniá náleziono 
umár(ego/ zá ukazánim iednego Drew-
laniná/ á kazawszy go przed siebie 
przynie1-/ rzek( do Swado(ta pátrz/c ná 
trup Braterski: Swado(cie/ oto1 tego 
po0ada(. Potym go pochowano w Ow-
ruczey. 

f;#<#$=8 . )# .;'6 Z';-. )+"*4 " 
<#)4$% >;'&' 9)#4.# N$41' "9='&", 
" <# )A-&F" .;'68 ) &;4&F" *4+5 
#>;%&#,' 4.# ?4. &%$'?" 
7$()749="?" ?4;&)', " <;"+49#,' 
&%$# 4.# <;46 f;#<#$='. f;#<#$=8 
. )"*% &%$# >;'&' 9)#4.# ;474 = 
E)'*#$&V, E)'*#$&4 94.# <#34$',# 
49", F <#.;4>#,' 4.# ) N);27". 

Here, the two participles ubie!awszy and opánowawszy have been replaced 
by the finite verb @+"#', which does not express the process of conquering. 
This is instead expressed in the temporal C: @/.$X" 9()#). 

The location pod mostem is left out of the translation, as is the explana-
tion zá ukazánim iednego Drewlaniná. The Polish relative clause in which 
these elements occur is transformed into a main clause, coordinated with the 
preceding one with the conjunction ". 

The Polish original continues with the participle construction kazawszy 
[…] przynie8F, whereas in the Russian version, the finite form C("+'A:=) is 
used instead. 

Then the Russian translation calls Jaropolk by name again. The Polish 
gerund pátrz1c is turned into the aorist @"#;, which might have been a 
scribal error but for the fact that all consulted manuscripts show this reading. 
The constituents rzek3 do Swado3ta and pátrz1c ná trup Braterski have 
changed places in the translation. 

The Polish impersonal construction go pochowano is changed to 
C:9('K:=) '9:. 

 
Stryjkowski 1582: 130–131 Slav 26, fol. 212v 
Potym záraz swie0ym zwyci.stwem y 
przybáwienim Pskowskiego Xi.stwá po1i-
lony do Kijowá prze-iw Brátu Iaropo(kowi 
ci/gn/(/ á gdy mu Iarope(k niesmia( polá 
stáwi-/ záwár( sie w Kijowie/ W(odimirz 
te0 Kijowá u1ilnie dobywa(/ ále isz go 
wyrozumia( trudno moc/ dostá-/ wypráwi( 
táiemnego Pos(á*cá do Bludá naywiernie-
yszego Páná rádnego Iaropo(kowego/ 
ktorego zowi/c Oycem y obiecui/c wielkie 
dáry/ pro1i( áby mu doda( rády/ ktorymby 
sposobem Iarope(ká brátá mog( zábi-. 

G#&#?8 Z$'*"?4;8 &#B <#>%-
*#B " <;"9#)#=V<$4+"4* 94>% 
=+-.9&)' <9=#)9='.# V=;4<")9-, 
"*4 1 K"4)V <;#&")# d;#<#$=', 
d;#<#$=8 9-*4 ) K"4)4, ' Z$'*"-
?4;8 #9'6> 4.#, " ;'&:?% -=# 
9"$#B +4 )A-&" 4.#, <#9$' &'%+# 
=5 d;#<#$=#)V )%;+#?V *V?+#-
?V >#-;"+2 = L$V*V +';"C'- 4.# 
#! (C#?8, " <#9$' = +4*: *';: 
*#)#$+:, ?#$- *'>: <#*',# 4?V 
9#)%&8 d;#<#$=' V>"&" 
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Here, the Polish participle po8ilony in the first clause is replaced by the ger-
und ?0('C"@A. in Russian. The word order in the main clause has been al-
tered by bringing the verb to the front. 

The clause á gdy mu Iarope3k niesmia3 polá stáwiF has not been trans-
lated, but it is difficult to say if this is because the translator was inattentive 
or because he did not know the expression pole stawiF ‘to give battle.’ 

The phrase W3odimirz te! Kijowá u8ilnie dobywa3 has been slightly sim-
plified. In the following phrase, an accusative with infinitive has been altered 
to an infinitive construction. 

The word order in the presentation of Blud has been changed, so that in-
stead of his name coming first and then the explanation of who he is, as in 
Polish, it is the other way around in Russian. 

The relation between main and subordinate clauses has been changed, so 
that instead of the verb sequence zowi1c […] obiecui1c […] pro8i3, the Rus-
sian translation has +)("J). [...] C:A&) [...] V:&.. The end of the sentence 
has been simplified. 

5.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter has been devoted to the translation of the Kronika as a target 
text in relation to its source text. Against the background of explicit and im-
plicit translation theory in connection with early Russian texts, some aspects 
of the translation were highlighted. 

As a parallel to an earlier study by S. I. Nikolaev, the translation of a 
number of verse sections was studied. They differed as to their adherence to 
rhyme and syllable count.  

Obvious departures from the source text were discussed, such as omis-
sions, additions, the numerous instances where two Polish near-synonyms 
were expressed by only one Russian word and cases where Polish names or 
measurements were adapted to Russian practice. The latter procedure (do-
mestication) shows that the translators were capable of identifying informa-
tion that would not be understood by a Russian reader and adapting it, i.e. 
their strategy was acceptability-oriented. 

The influence of Polish on Russian – possibly mediated by Ruthenian – 
was quite significant at the time when this translation was made. Therefore, 
the occurrence of polonisms (lexical or syntactic) may characterize either 
this text or the language of the time in general. Historical dictionaries, edi-
tions of other texts and the works of earlier scholars were used as material to 
try to solve this question.  

The lexical influence was discussed on the basis of words that have been 
crossed out in ms. B, probably because they were cognates to the words in 
the Polish original. Two monographs on this subject were also used to iden-
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tify polonisms. The studied words were characterized as very active, active 
or passive in relation to the Russian language of the time. The very active 
words can be said to reveal Polish influence on the language in general, 
since these words were already integrated into Russian, whereas the active 
words are more indicative of the influence on this particular text, since 
words from this group were used by some translators and not by others and 
otherwise occurred mainly in interference texts. 

The results regarding some individual words were contrary to expecta-
tion. For instance, in ms. B an instance of the word "/#)@+), found many 
times in the translated Kronika and attested in dictionaries and sources, has 
been changed to "A0:++:, a word that is not found anywhere else. The oc-
currence here of #:0)/)$" is two decades earlier than those previously 
documented. The word C('#:0> is used here so regularly that it was catego-
rised as very active, contrary to the statement by S. Kochman that it was not 
in general use before the 18th century. 

Three syntactic structures, identified by previous scholars as polonisms, 
were also studied. The use of #: + genitive with a local but not limitative 
meaning is found in all sets of sample chapters, but the corresponding Polish 
construction is more often translated with the expected @> + accusative or 0> 
+ dative. The translation of modal mieF as "V;$" also occurs in all sets of 
sample chapters and is either dominant or occurs in equal proportions with 
alternative translations. In connection with this, the translation of Polish 
musieF was discussed. The accusative with infinitive, or aci, is also found in 
all sets of sample chapters, although some have very few occurrences. Only 
in one segment are other solutions to translate this construction sometimes 
found. 

The sample chapters from segment B have the highest frequency of (ac-
tive) lexical and syntactic polonisms. The differences between the segments 
in this regard will be discussed more closely in Chapter 6.  
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6 Variation between different segments 

As mentioned in Section 1.3, the text of the translated Kronika can be di-
vided into segments according to the distribution of verbal tenses referring to 
past events. Table 1 from that section is repeated here as Table 15. 
Table 15. Division of the chronicle into segments according to dominant tenses 

Books Dominant tenses Segment label 

I–VI Aorist/imperfect  A 
VII–X Perfect  B 
XI–XIV Aorist/imperfect  C 
XV–XXV Perfect D 

This chapter will be devoted to these segments and ways of distinguishing 
between them. The indications that the translation was divided are strong, 
but based on the verbal tenses alone, it cannot be determined if there were 
two, three or four translators. Answering this question is one of the aims of 
this chapter. The other aim is to evaluate the criteria used for distinguishing 
between translators and discussing their usefulness for this and other similar 
studies.  

6.1 Previous studies on authorship attribution 
The field of authorship attribution – establishing the authorship of a given 
text, mostly with the help of identified texts by possible authors as compari-
son – is well developed. Less work has been done on what could be called 
translation attribution, which poses slightly different problems. Many of the 
parameters used in authorship attribution must be ruled out when the object 
of study is a translation, especially if the translation is close to the original, 
since they are properties of the original text rather than of the translation. If 
they are to be used, they cannot be computed without comparing the results 
with the original. 

According to B. M. Kloss (1980: 105–106), moreover, early Russian texts 
are more difficult to study in this way than modern ones, since many traits of 
the text were determined by the genre and theme, which led to less pro-
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nounced stylistic differences between authors. The compilative character of 
many texts also adds to the difficulties.  

In the following, I will avoid the term ‘style’ (A$"&\), since I consider it 
to be ambiguous. Kloss uses it for the sum total of an author’s individual 
preferences,70 but it also echoes Lomonosov’s three styles of language, and 
to avoid that association I will speak of authors’ preferences rather than their 
style, and use the term ‘register,’ introduced in Section 4.1.1, for ‘style’ in 
Lomonosov’s sense. 

Despite the difficulties connected with early Russian texts, Kloss (1980: 
106) gives examples of studies that have been made on chronicles, where 
scholars have been interested in identifying sources and learning when one 
scribe took over after another. He has investigated the authorship of the Ni-
konovskaja letopis' (16th century), comparing it with the works of some 
authors of the period. His methods include comparing the frequency (or exis-
tence) of certain lexemes, identifying biblical quotes preferred by the differ-
ent authors, as well as observing rhetorical strategies (Kloss 1980: 112–130). 
The particular lexemes used in his study cannot be applied to Stryjkowski’s 
text, despite the fact that both are chronicles, because Kloss has chosen 
words from the religious sphere that are not as widely represented in the 
Kronika. Also, the Nikonovskaja letopis' is more than a century older than 
the translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle. 

A. A. Gippius (2006) has performed a detailed study of the Novgorod-
skaja pervaja letopis', using the distribution of 76 parameters on different 
linguistic levels to determine the borders between the scribes of the manu-
script from which the extant copy of this chronicle was made. The parame-
ters were grouped into features of codicology and palaeography, graphics, 
orthography and phonetics, morphology, syntax, lexicon, structure and style 
(Gippius 2006: 129). In his work he also lists other attempts to segment 
chronicle language (Gippius 2006: 119–120). 

When the object of the study is a translated text, some of the difficulties 
mentioned by Kloss are avoided. For instance, a translation is not a compila-
tion in the sense of e.g. chronicles. Also, the presence of the original pro-
vides something with which to compare the variation. Nevertheless, I have 
not been able to find many such studies, at least not on early Russian texts. 

E. M. Isserlin’s comparison of the six translations of Dwór cesarza 
tureckiego (Isserlin 1961) has already been mentioned several times (cf. 
especially Section 5.2.2). Its aim is slightly different, since the material con-
sists of several translations of the same text and the author does not need to 
prove that there were different translators, but the methods may perhaps be 
applied to other texts as well. 
                                                
 
70 «2F ?F <:3D3@9, T4; <49@K – b4; ;C8IHI@6IG36 D3H3TIA 9<<@IH;53J96 <;5;:ECJ;<4K 
U383:4I8JFU H@6 H3JJ;=; C9<34I@6 ;<;?IJJ;<4IA I=; 45;8TI<453» (Kloss 1980: 103). 
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Regardless of whether one is working with an original text or a transla-
tion, one can choose criteria from different levels of the text. When working 
with a manuscript, the graphical and orthographical levels could be useful, 
but mainly when dealing with an autograph, since spelling, punctuation etc. 
can vary greatly between scribes. There are exceptions, such as Gippius’ 
above-mentioned study, in which he found that the scribe probably copied 
the graphics and orthography of the exemplar faithfully, so that such criteria 
could be used (Gippius 2006: 130–139). Many computerized methods of 
authorship attribution that have otherwise proved successful are problematic 
because they would merely show the variation between scribes, not between 
authors or translators. This is true of for instance the distribution of letter 
bigrams or trigrams, i.e. the distribution of two- or three-letter combinations 
(Graham, Hirst & Marthi 2005: 409–412). 

Lexical markers have often been applied. In some cases, synonym pairs 
can be used, or the presence or absence of certain words, but it can be diffi-
cult to find enough such pairs or characteristic words to reach certainty 
(Mosteller & Wallace 1964: 10–14). Some factors that Isserlin (1961) noted 
in the aforementioned study, such as the distribution of general and specific 
words or the use of terminology, could probably also be used to distinguish 
between translators within the same text. Good results have been reached by 
looking at the frequency of so-called function words (Mosteller & Wallace 
1964).  

Morphological and syntactical factors have been less frequently applied, 
since they are more difficult to search for automatically, and authorship at-
tribution is a computer-dominated field. Word bigrams and trigrams, i.e. the 
distribution of two- or three-word combinations, combine elements of lexi-
con and syntax (Juola 2006: 265–266). 

6.2 The practice of dividing translations 
As seen in Section 3.6.2, Sparwenfeld wrote in his copy of the chronicle that 
it was the work of several translators. Sobolevskij (1903: 42) mentioned, 
when discussing the role of Posol'skij prikaz in the translation activities of 
the period, that it was not unusual for larger texts to be divided between sev-
eral people. There are also 17th-century documents – from Posol'skij prikaz, 
no less – that tell about instances of books being divided between translators. 

For instance, the French text L’instruction du Roy en l’exercice de montes 
à cheval by A. de Pluvinell was divided into six parts of 50 folios each, 
which were distributed between six translators, although not all of them ful-
filled their duties (SKK 1992: 242–243). Another example was the compila-
tion Wielkie zwierciad3o przyk3adów, originally written in Latin (Speculum 
magnum exemplorum) but translated into Polish and from Polish into Rus-
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sian in 1675–77 (Velikoe zercalo). Documents reveal that it was divided into 
five parts, which were given to different translators (Der$avina 1965: 27–28; 
SKK 1992: 165–171). The manner of translation is, according to scholars, 
similar throughout the text and executed in a way typical of translations from 
Posol'skij prikaz, and it is therefore difficult to identify the translators. The 
text has probably been the object of later editorial work. The parts translated 
by different individuals can perhaps be determined mechanically: many “ex-
amples,” or chapters, were not translated into Russian, which may be ex-
plained by assuming that each translator only managed to translate part of 
his task before the work was interrupted for some reason. The gaps would in 
that case correspond to the breaks between translators (Der$avina 1965: 29; 
Walczak-Sroczy*ska 1976: 504–506; SKK 1992: 244–245). 

In some cases, later scholars have believed certain texts to be the works of 
several translators, judging not by documents, but by the character of the 
texts themselves. Sometimes their reasons for believing this are not stated 
explicitly. For instance, O. A. Dja%ok, who has written about translations of 
Guagnini’s Sarmatiae Europeae descriptio, claimed such a division in con-
nection with two of the translations (one of which may be connected with 
Posol'skij prikaz). In neither case, however, can we be absolutely certain that 
the evidence speaks of different translators, rather than simply different 
scribes (Dja%ok 1990: 22, 29).71  

Since this practice is documented, there is no reason to doubt that Spar-
wenfeld’s note is true, although it still remains to find a way to determine the 
borders between translators and characterize their different individual pref-
erences.  

6.3 The segments 
The segments mentioned above are not completely homogeneous within 
themselves, even with regard to verbal tenses. There are variations that can 
be explained thematically, lexically, syntactically or by other factors (cf. for 
example Sections 4.3.1.2 and 5.3.1). However, since the dominance of the 
different tenses in the respective segments is so great, such factors can 
probably explain the variation between simplex preterites and the perfect 
tense only within the segments, not between them. 

The variation between the segments could be a sign that several transla-
tors have been at work. The possibility that a single translator chose different 
linguistic means for the translation in different parts should, however, also 
be taken into consideration. Two well-known examples of authors switching 
                                                
 
71 One of the translations is a Ukrainian translation of Guagnini that, according to Dja%ok 
(1990), was the joint work of 47 translators! 
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registers within their texts are Koto)ichin, who used genetic Slavonicisms 
mainly in the historical account of the tsars in the first chapter of his text 
(Pennington 1980: 382–385) and when writing about icons (cf. Uspenskij 
2002: 95), and Avvakum, in whose autobiography, dominated by the perfect 
tense, some parts with mainly doctrinal content show a higher share of 
aorists (Timberlake 1995: 37–38). In these texts, however, the variation is 
usually thematically motivated. 

Even assuming that the differences between segments point to several 
translators, we cannot distinguish between segments A and C, and between 
B and D, respectively, without using additional criteria (cf. Section 1.3). To 
determine whether one person worked with several parts of the text, or 
whether all four segments were translated by different people, we need to 
find other factors that can express the individual preferences of the transla-
tor, and that are not too easy for a scribe to alter. If they coincide with the 
borders between the segments, we may assume that we have identified the 
borders between translators.72  

Finally, it is possible that there were more than four translators, and that 
there are segments in the text that happen to coincide in their use of verbal 
tenses and therefore have not been detected in the initial examination. This 
risk was inevitable when dealing with a manuscript text of this size, since it 
could not be searched digitally. One such possible border within the sample 
chapters will be discussed in Section 6.10. 

6.4 The sample chapters 
The Kronika is a large text, too large to be examined in its entirety in search 
of differences between translators. Therefore, sample chapters from each of 
the four segments have been chosen and compared. One set of sample chap-
ters is IV: 1–3, which are the object of the edition. For comparison, three 
consecutive chapters from each of the other segments have been chosen. The 
only criterion was that they had to be written in prose in the Polish original, 
since the translation of verse seems to differ from the translation of prose, at 
least as far as verbal tenses for past events are concerned (cf. Section 5.3.1). 
Table 16 shows the selected sample chapters, the approximate number of 

                                                
 
72 It is not entirely certain that the borders between the segments lie precisely along chapter 
boundaries. For instance, one would assume that the easiest place to divide a book would be 
along the quires, if the book itself was taken apart and distributed to the translators. The bor-
ders mentioned here do not coincide with quire boundaries, book VII beginning on the third 
leaf in a quire and books XI and XV on the fourth leaves of their respective quires, all in 
quires that contain six leaves. Books VII, XI and XV all begin on a right-hand page, however, 
so that division could still have been made at these boundaries. The consulted copies of the 
Kronika all have the same quire boundaries. 
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words they contain (in the translation) and the headings of the chapters or – 
for chapters that do not have a heading – a short characterization of what 
they are about. 
Table 16. The sample chapters 

Seg-
ment 

Sample 
chapters 

No. of 
words Headings 

A IV: 1–3 18,160 IV: 1 The writing systems of the Slavic peoples. The origins 
of the name Moskwa. 
IV: 2 N <;#"A)#*% 9$')+#./ +';#*' ;V9=#.#, 
9$#)4+9=#.#, 9';?'C=#.#, " *$- 74.# ;474+" 9V&5 
9$')W+4 
IV: 3 N >%$#M F 74;+#M J#9"F, 
Z#9&#7+:(, <#$V+#,+:(, " # <#$V*4$+:18 +';#*%18 
*;4)+"18, " F18 =+-&-18 )4$"=#+#).#;#6C="18, 
"&>#-9="( <9=#)9="18 >4$#/A4;9="18 ="4)9="( 
$VC="18 )#$#*"?4;9="18 )#$:+9="( .'$"C="18 
<#6.#;9="18, <#*#,#9="18 " F+:18 

B VIII: 3–5 5,390 VIII: 3 Y =#;#+#)'+"F 9V.V>#?8 +' =#;#$4)9&)# ;V9=#4 
S'+"F$' J#?'+#)"7' $"&#)9=#.#, .'$"C=#)<, 
)$'*"?4;9=#.# *;#."C=#.#, F <;#&7'W, =+(AW $!&' #! 
c;"#&' 0'9(?[.)# [1246] ' <#94?8 .0'9(+..)# [1253] 
VIII: 4 N ;'A#;4+F" 9V.V>#* D'A#',' 7;4& ]"&)V " JV95 
$!&' .0'9(_).)# [1262] " # V9474+"F E4?#)"&' =+(A- 
VIII: 5 Z#"9"4,=8 "$" Z#$9&"+"=8 9(+8 D4+*#.' 
=#;#$- >V*V7" <4;)#% F+#=#?8 A'=#+' ;V9=#.# "& 
?+"#&;- -=# K'A"?4;8 <4;):" <#$9="F +' )4$"=#4 
=+-39&)# $"&#'#9=#4 " 3?#"6C=#4 "&>;'++:F F 
)#&):,4++:" $!&' .0'9(_*. [1264] 

C XII: 3–5 5,120 XII: 3 N .#;*#*# #!)!&4 S?"&;4- E!?49#=' )4$"=#.# 
=+(A- ?#9=#'#9=#.# N,#.4;*V " )4$"=#?V =+-.9&)V 
$"&#'#9=#?V <#9$'+#?8 " # /!*'+"F )4$"=#*4++'.# 
4MC' $!&' .0'&($). [1332] 
XII: 4 Y ;'A#;4+"F D'A#'#," /! ]"&): " <;49$')+#M 
1;'/;#9&" $"&#'#9=#M )+4.*' #<#$7'1V9- =;:3'=#?8 ) 
.#;#*4 GV$4+4 $!&' .0'&($[. [1336] 
XII: 5 Y A')$'*!+"F ;V9="18 9&;'+8 )4$"="?8 
K'A"?4;#?8 =#;#$4?8 <#$9="?8, " # 2?";4+"F 4.# 9 
=+(A" $"&#)9="?" $!&' .0'(&?. [1340] 

D XXIV: 3–5 7,380 XXIV: 3 The Congress of Vienna in 1515. 
XXIV: 4 Y ;'A#;4+"F A4?4$5 ;V9="18 7;4& &'&';: " # 
)#M+4 <;V9=#% 
XXIV: 5 Y =/;#+'C:% j".?V+&' I'#.V9&' )4$"=#.# 
=+(A- $"&#)9=#.# +' =#;#$4'#9&)# <#$9=#4 $!&' .0'(6$.4 
[1530] 

6.5 Parameters for comparison 
Based on what was said in the beginning of this chapter, the parameters with 
which to compare the segments may be chosen from different linguistic lev-
els, and the choice depends in part on the type of text. In this case, the deci-
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sive properties of the material are that it is a 17th-century Russian text, pre-
served in manuscripts and translated from another language. 

The first property forms the basis for the primary division of the text into 
segments, since during this time there were different registers that could be 
used in written language (cf. Section 4.1.1). The choice of verbal tenses for 
past events can be said to be determinative of the register chosen by the 
author or translator. In 17th-century texts, other morphological variables 
tended to follow this distribution, according to the so-called principle of 
register harmony (Timberlake 1995: 26; !ivov 2004: 155). Even when they 
did not coincide fully, there was often a tendency towards a certain distribu-
tion of different variables. Thus, for example, the use of -$" and -$\ in the 
infinitive of verbs followed much the same pattern as the distribution of ver-
bal tenses and would say little about individual preferences (cf. !ivov 2004: 
181–182). Such register-dependent variations are therefore not suitable pa-
rameters for this study. 

Because of the second property, that it exists only in manuscripts, it is 
important not to use criteria that vary between scribes. By comparing the 
different manuscripts, a number of criteria can easily be ruled out. For in-
stance, orthographic variation does not help in identifying the translators. 
Some morphological factors, such as the plural adjective endings discussed 
in Section 4.2.3.1, can also be seen to vary between manuscripts, and are 
unsuitable for this reason. An exception to the rule about orthographic vari-
ants may be the spelling of foreign names. One could imagine that foreign 
toponyms and anthroponyms, not well known in Russian, may be transcribed 
differently by different translators and not changed deliberately by later 
scribes who were not acquainted with the names. Therefore, the transcription 
of names will be studied in Section 6.6. 

The third characteristic of the text, the fact that it is a translation, might 
prove more helpful. This makes it possible not only to count the occurrences 
of certain words, a method which in itself has been seen to yield good results 
when applied to other languages (Mosteller & Wallace 1964: 10–14), but to 
compare the ways of translating words from the original. Here, pairs of 
synonyms or near-synonyms can be useful. If a Polish word had two transla-
tions into Russian, which were more or less synonymous, the use of one or 
the other of these could tell something about the preferences of the transla-
tor. In connection with the work on the edition, it was established that varia-
tion between manuscripts in this regard is very rare, which means that the 
choice of words is that of the translators, not of the scribes. It is of course 
important to bear in mind that some lexical pairs may have been dependent 
on register harmony, as some were associated with Russian and some with 
Church Slavonic. This must be judged from case to case. Sections 6.7.1, 
6.7.2, 6.7.3 and 6.7.4 deal with sets of synonyms. 
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Usually, it is said that the less meaning a word carries, the more suitable it 
is for studies such as this one, since it will be more topic-independent 
(Mosteller & Wallace 1964: 17; Juola 2006: 242, 265). This means that con-
junctions and prepositions would be preferable. However, there were in 
many cases parallel sets of conjunctions, some of which were used as mark-
ers of bookishness (cf. Kijanova 2010), and this group of words has there-
fore not been used to a great extent. The occurrence of the preposition #: in 
contexts not typical for Russian, which has been dealt with in Section 
5.4.2.1, rather belongs to the syntax.  

Syntactic criteria can be difficult to apply, partly because they may be de-
pendent on the register rather than on individual preferences, partly because 
it can be difficult to find a significant number of them in a reasonable 
amount of text. The translation of Polish pluperfect is treated below, but 
certain other syntactic features that have been discussed elsewhere in this 
study and seen to vary between segments, such as the dative absolute (Sec-
tion 4.3.5), are probably connected to register harmony and therefore not 
suitable for this purpose. 

In the following sections, tables with the numbers of occurrences of dif-
ferent words or forms will be shown. It should be noted that they represent 
the distribution in those parts of the original that were actually translated. 
That is to say, an occurrence in a marginal note or paragraph that was left 
out of the Russian translation is not listed at all in the table, whereas the noti-
fication “translation: none” means that that particular word or construction 
was left out, even though the surrounding text was translated. The entry 
“translation: other” may mean that the whole context was rewritten so that 
no single word can be said to correspond to the one under discussion, or that 
the word used in the translation is so isolated that it has not been necessary 
or possible to include it. In some cases, such translations are commented on 
in the text. 

6.6 Anthroponyms, toponyms and ethnonyms 
Whereas the study of lexical or syntactic variation is a question of finding 
different target-language correspondences to one source-language element, 
studying the transcription of names in the translation of the Kronika involves 
an element of generalizing. Since the sample chapters deal with such differ-
ent periods of time and different places, it is natural that the same names do 
not occur in all sample chapters. Instead, one must search for patterns, and 
therefore, before turning to the sample chapters, a categorization of the 
names must be made according to the questions we wish to answer. 
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6.6.1 Categories of names 
The text contains names of different origin. Presumably, Russian names 
would be more easily recognized by the Russian translator than foreign 
names and therefore easier to transcribe correctly. Greek and Latin names – 
and other foreign names as well – may not have been well known to a Rus-
sian scribe. Therefore, looking at the way the names were transcribed might 
provide some information about the translators, their different strategies and 
possible mistakes. 

Maria Karplukówna, in her monograph on Stryjkowski’s language, has 
devoted a chapter to Ruthenian influence on his language, which is noticed 
primarily in his treatment of Russian and Ruthenian words and names (Kar-
plukówna 1977: 43–70). Her results have been taken into account when ex-
amining how these names were then transcribed back into Russian. 

Polish or other Slavic names that have a Russian equivalent could either 
be transcribed or “translated,” i.e. the corresponding Russian name could be 
used. They do not always refer to Polish people; what matters here is the 
form of the name. A person who translated from Polish would probably be 
familiar with both the Polish and the Russian form of the name, and individ-
ual choices could become apparent in this category. 

Latin forms abound, since the (mainly) Polish text of the Kronika is inter-
spersed with Latin elements, longer quotes as well as the names of Stryj-
kowski’s sources (authors and their books). Latin names and Latin forms of 
other foreign names were declined either with Latin endings, and in such 
cases usually additionally marked by being printed in an antiqua typeface, or 
with Polish endings, in which case they were printed in blackletter together 
with the rest of the text. Polish names occur either in their Polish form or 
Latinized. This is connected to the fact that Polish authors often wrote in 
Latin and were probably well known in Poland by the Latin forms of their 
names. The important feature here is again not the nationality of the bearer 
of the name, but the Latin ending. Greek endings are treated in the same way 
as Latin ones. 

In Polish, as in most Western European languages, Latinized forms of 
Greek names were and are used. Russian, on the other hand, had borrowed 
these names directly from the Greek, which meant that the Russian transcrip-
tion reflected a later Greek pronunciation. Therefore, the Russian and the 
Polish ways of transcribing the names differed (cf. Uspenskij 2002: 449). 
Sobolevskij (1903: 79–80) mentioned Greek names as a criterion for de-
scribing the translation of the Kronika. He stated that the translator of 1673–
79 knew Greek, because he sometimes used Greek versions of names, 
whereas there were no Grecisms in the 1688 translation. It may be interest-
ing to see if this applies to the different segments in equal degree. 

In the Polish original, the spelling of many Russian (and other) names 
varies. This is probably due to the fact that Stryjkowski used sources in dif-
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ferent languages, primarily Polish, Latin and Russian. Variation in the origi-
nal does not always coincide with variation in the translation. 

To sum up, four questions can be posed: How are Russian names tran-
scribed? Are other Slavic names transcribed, or have the translators chosen 
the corresponding Russian names? How are Latin and Greek endings 
treated? How are Greek names transcribed? 

6.6.2 The transcription of names in the sample chapters 
The types of names included in this part of the study are anthroponyms, 
toponyms and ethnonyms, including adjectives derived from these. They are 
divided into groups according to the questions posed above. Other frequent 
names or names worthy of comment are also discussed, as well as the treat-
ment of parallel name forms.  

Ms. U has been used as material for all sample chapters, but in segment 
A, other manuscripts have been consulted for comparison. For the other 
segments, this has only been done in isolated instances. 

6.6.2.1 Transcription in segment A 

Russian names 
In chapter IV: 3, tales from early Russian chronicle tradition are told, such as 
the arrival of the Varangians and the reigns of Rurik, Igor, Olga, Svjatoslav 
and Vladimir. Therefore, numerous names associated with Russian tradition 
(although partly of Scandinavian origin) occur in segment A, many of them 
several times. Some names have unexpected forms in Polish, but the transla-
tor has transcribed many of them according to Russian tradition. The names, 
in normalized forms, are listed below in alphabetical order according to the 
Latin alphabet. The conclusions from this section will be repeated and dis-
cussed in Section 7.5, with an emphasis on the possible influence from 
chronicle language. Here, the primary goals are to see if the translator has 
been consistent even when the original is not, and if so, which form he has 
chosen. 

Dir (the brother of Askold) is spelled in several different ways in the Pol-
ish original: usually Dzir, with two instances each of Dyr and Dir. The spell-
ing in the Russian translation varies between Y"(> (two times, once for Dir 
and once for Dzir) and Y,(> (eight times, once for Dir, mostly for Dyr and 
Dzir). This shows that in the case of this name, the translator did not use one 
form consistently, but neither does the translation reflect the Polish spelling. 

Igor is usually called Ihor in the Polish text, but sometimes Ikor or Igor. 
One instance of Ikor is mentioned as a misprint in the errata list after the end 
of the chronicle, but there are other occurrences that have not been corrected, 
and in some instances, variation in spelling is intended, as is shown by such 
cases as Ihor álbo Igor and Ikorus álbo Igorus (Stryjkowski 1582: 121). 
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Karplukówna (1977: 58) believes that variants with k may have their origins 
in the Ruthenian habit of writing 09 instead of 9 to indicate a non-fricative 
pronunciation, although she does not give any examples of this particular 
name with that spelling. The familiar form ?9:(\ is always used in the Rus-
sian translation. 

Jaropolk is sometimes called Iaropo3k, sometimes Iarope3k in Polish, 
where Iarope3k is a polonized form, showing a Polish development of *l n, i.e. 
syllabic l (Karplukówna 1977: 47; cf. Klemensiewicz et al. [1955] 1981: 
121). There is variation in the Russian translation as well, but of a different 
kind: sometimes U(:C:&0>, sometimes _(:C:&0>. The spelling varies be-
tween manuscripts. 

Oleg can refer to two persons: Rurik’s successor or Oleg Svjatoslavi%. 
Both of them are usually called Olech in Polish and O&'W> in the Russian 
translation. This spelling might be the result of a fricative pronunciation of 9, 
i.e. [o], which became voiceless [x] in word-final position. Pronouncing the 
letter 9 as a fricative was at this time characteristic of Ruthenia and of book-
ish pronunciation all over Russia (Uspenskij 2002: 155–159) and is still 
known from southern Russian dialects, Ukrainian and Belorussian. When 
referring to the former of the two men, this spelling occurs not only when the 
consonant is word-final, but also in inflected forms, e.g. O&'W). Here, as 
opposed to the case of ?9:(\, the translator seems to have followed either 
the Polish original or a Ruthenian norm. In the case of the latter Oleg, how-
ever, there is some variation in the Polish text, which is partly mirrored in 
the translation. Some Polish inflected forms seem to be forms of the femi-
nine Olga: the first dative form in the phrase Oldze álbo Olhowi (Styjkowski 
1582: 127), the accusative forms Olh2 and Holh2 (Stryjkowski 1582: 129, 
130) and the genitive Olhy and Holhy (Stryjkowski 1582: 132). In the trans-
lation, these forms are sometimes treated just as Olech, e.g. O&'W). In some 
cases, however, they are rendered as O&9* (dative) and O&9) (accusative and 
genitive). In ms. N, two instances of the genitive are altered to O&'9). 

In the Polish text, Olga is sometimes called Olha and sometimes Holha. 
There are also a few instances of the spelling Olcha. The initial H- in Holha 
occurs in other names and words of Ruthenian origin as well (often before 
the letter -o-), as well as in some words of other origin. It may be either a 
feature of Stryjkowski’s dialect, or an influence from Ruthenian (Kar-
plukówna 1977: 34–35, 55–56). The second -h- or -ch- may reflect the pro-
nunciation, just like the -ch in Olech. Despite this variation, the name is al-
ways recognized in the Russian translation as O&\9). The spelling of this 
name thus differs from that of Oleg in being more consistent with Russian 
tradition. 

In the name Svjatoslav, the -ja- has its origin in an old nasal vowel, which 
is rendered in different ways by Stryjkowski, although rarely with a Polish 
nasal 2 or 1. The forms Swatos3aw and Swetos3aw probably originate in 
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Stryjkowski’s chronicle sources, and Swentos3aw and Swantos3aw in Polish 
historical works using the Latin alphabet (Karplukówna 1977: 49–50). In the 
Polish text of these chapters, Swentos3aw is the most common spelling. It is 
always transcribed R@.$:A&)@> in Russian. The translator seems to have 
followed Russian tradition rather than the Polish original. 

The name forms Wo3odimierz, with pleophony, and W3odimirz, without 
pleophony, were used alternately by Stryjkowski, although W3odimirz is 
more frequent (cf. Karplukówna 1977: 44). The Russian translator wrote the 
name without pleophony, but with variation in the second part of the name: 
`&)#"V"(> or `&)#"V'(>. There is great variation between scribes (within 
and between manuscripts) in this regard.  

The relative adjective derived from the name Moskwa has the Polish form 
Moskiewskie, but is always V:A0:@A0:' in the translation (cf. Karplukówna 
1977: 47). 

Karp(ukówna (1977: 49–50) notes the unusual spelling Pereas3aw, which 
can be found in Russian chronicles, albeit rarely. The Russian translation has 
b'('.A&)@&\ or b'('.A&:@&\. The spelling varies both within manuscripts 
and between them. 

The Pechenegs are usually called Piecynigowie in the Polish text. Kar-
plukówna (1977: 51) takes the spelling -nig- as an example of the Ukrainian 
development *k > i. This does not, however, explain the spelling with -cy-. 
In ms. U, this word is always spelled C'L'+;9", and although this spelling 
dominates in other manuscripts as well, some of them also have forms such 
as C'L"+'9", C'L"+"9" or C'L'+"9". 

Polish and other Slavic names 
When Polish name forms occurred that had a corresponding Russian form, 
that Russian equivalent was normally used in the translation. For instance, 
the name of the author himself, Maciey, was turned into S)$@'" or 
S)$l'", Micha3 became S"W)"&>, Miko3ay became P"0:&)". It may be 
noted that Ian (i.e. Jan) usually became ?:)++>, the canonical, Church Sla-
vonic form of the name, rather than ?@)+> (Uspenskij 1969: 5–7; cf. also 
Sections 6.6.2.3 and 6.6.2.4). In one instance, however, it is transcribed as 
U+>. 

Latin and Greek endings 
When dealing with Latin and Greek names or foreign names in Latin forms, 
the translator usually replaced the Latin and Greek endings with Russian (or 
Church Slavonic) ones, just as is done in modern Russian. For instance, 
Livius became m"@"", Iosephus Flavius became ?:A"l> n&)@"", Eneas 
Sylvius became _+'" R"&@"" and so on. This also holds true for the inflected 
forms of the names, including possessive adjectives formed with the suffix 
-:@-, such as in the following example:  
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(147) Blondus zá1 ktory przed lat stem y dwudziest/ o náchyleniu ku zgubie 
Rzymskiego Cesárstwá/ Histori/ pisa(/ gdzie Arkadiussowego y Hono-
riussowego pánowánia/ ktorzy byli Cesarzámi/ Roku od Christusá Páná 
298. wzmiank. dawnieysz/ czyni (Stryjkowski 1582: 95) 

L$#+*8  34, "34 A' 9&# " A' *)'&C'&5 $%&8 # 9=$#+4+F" = <#.">4$" 
;"?9=#.# C(;9&)' <#)%9&5 <"9', "*%34 I;='*F4)'  " N+#;F4)'  
)$'9&)#)'+FW, "34 >W1V C(;5?", ) $%&# #! c;"#&' .9(7". <#?"+#)4+F4 
*;4)+%M,44 &)#;"&8 (Slav 26, fol. 163v) 

The result of this replacement of the endings is that although the Polish 
original used the forms Kuroplates and Kuroplat alternately, the Russian 
form was always M*(:C:&)$>, and the form M(:V'(> was used for both 
Cromerus and Cromer. 

According to the same principle, Moises, Moizesz and Moses were all 
rendered as S:"A'" and Karolus as M)(&>. 

Transcription of Greek names 
Greek names were usually given in Russian, not Latinized, transcription, but 
there is some variation. As mentioned above, Greek endings were replaced 
by Slavic ones. The Polish Berosus (from Greek cdefgghi) was always 
given as `"(:A>, and Mitridates (Greek jklekm!noi) became S"o("#)$>. 
Strabo (Greek pneqrfs), however, was alternately called R$()K:+> 
(twice), R$()@:+> (twice), and even R$()p:+> (once), and Herodotus 
(Greek petmhnhi) was written ?(:#:$> (twice) or c'(:#:$> (once). 

This Grecized way of transcribing names was sometimes even applied to 
names that were not Greek, such as the Latin Publius Libo, transcribed as 
b*@&"" m"@:+>, with -@- instead of -K-, although this was supposed to be the 
Roman nobleman from whom the Lithuanians descended (cf. Section 2.5). 
Examples of such “purism,” in the words of H. Leeming (1976: 12–13), or 
hypercorrection, can be found in other texts as well, where words of non-
Greek origin have been changed in this way. Such examples as these led 
Sobolevskij to believe that the translator knew Greek, although I would 
rather say that he knew how Greek names were to be transcribed into Rus-
sian. 

Parallel name forms 
Other patterns, not directly connected with the categories discussed above, 
can also be discerned in the translation. For instance, in many cases 
Stryjkowski used two parallel forms of a name, either from different lan-
guages, such as one Slavic and one Latin, Greek or German form, or two 
forms found with different spellings in different sources, where both forms 
could be Slavic or the origin difficult to determine. The translator could then 
either transcribe both names or choose one that was familiar to him. 
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A typical example of this is the river Don. In the Polish text, it is often 
called Tanais albo Don, the first being the Latin name form and the second 
Slavic. Sometimes only the Latin form was used. The translator, however, 
always used the form Y:+>, even when the Polish text only had Tanais, such 
as in the following example: 

(148) ci/gne(o dáley potomstwo iego w pu(nocne kráiny zá pontskie álbo czar-
ne morze/ gdzie nád Tanais álbo Donem y Wo(g/ rzekámi/ y nád Ie,io-
rem/ álbo odnog/ morz/ Meotis/ w ktore Tanais wpada w polach szeroko 
osiedli (Stryjkowski 1582: 921) 

"*4 *'$%4 +'9$%*"4 4.# ) <#$V+#H+:W 9&;'+: A' </$&9=#4  "$"  
74;+#4  ?#;4 , "*%34 +'6 S#+#*#  " Z#,.#B ;4='?", " +'6 #A4;#* 
?4#&FM9="?8 ) =#&#;#4 S#+8  )<'*'4&8, ) 9&4<W18 <;#9&;'++# 
<#94$",'9- (Slav 26, fol. 158r) 

Example (148) also shows that the Black Sea was called by both its Latin 
and Polish name, and both names were expressed in the translation. Usually, 
however, only the Russian name was used, even when the Polish text had the 
Latin form Pontus Euxinus. 

In cases where two Slavic name forms or different – sometimes distorted 
– versions of a name were used, the translator could also choose between 
transcribing both names or only one. One may assume that the translator was 
more disposed to transcribing both names if they were unusual and unknown 
to him, or if they were so distorted that he could not judge which one was 
correct. In the following example, both names have been translated in all 
cases: 

(149) Trzecie Xi/0. Warackie Truwor álbo Trubor wzi/( Xi.stwo Pleskows-
kie73 álbo Pskowskie w udzia( trzydzie1-i y sze1- mil od Wielkiego No-
wogrodá/ á stolic. swoi. zá(o0y( w Sworcech álbo w Izborku/ á wed(ug 
Miechouiussá w Zborku (Stryjkowski 1582: 117) 

T;4&F" =+(A5 )';-.9=F" T;V)#;8  "$"  T;V>#;8  <;"- =+(39&)# 
<$49=#)9=#4  "$"  <9=#)9=#4  V*%$+#4 .;(<. )4;9&8 #! )4$"=#.# 
U#)'.#;#*' .;'*8 . 9&#$+:F 9#&)#;" )  E)#;C4  "$"  )8  O&-
>#;9=% , ' <# D%1#)"B: ) `>#-=%74 (Slav 26, fol. 195r) 

Only a little further on, however, w Zborsku/ álbo Izborku was translated as 
@> ?/K:(A0*, and w Pleskowie álbo we Pskowie as @: bA0:@'. 

                                                
 
73 The -l- is an original part of this name, and the form b&'A0:@> is found for instance in the 
Primary Chronicle. In the 17th century, however, Pleskow might have been associated with the 
German form Pleskau. It is difficult to say if Stryjkowski found the name in an early Russian 
source or in a German one. The translators at Posol'skij prikaz had probably seen the German 
form in texts. 
74 Some mss. have gK:(A0'. 
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Generally speaking, the practice of transcribing or translating only one 
name was used mainly for familiar places, such as the Black Sea and the 
Don, although there are exceptions, as shown above. In approximately 35 
out of 60 cases where the Polish original has two names, there are also two 
names in the translation. Instances where two names are cited for the express 
purpose of comparing them are excepted from this count, and the difficulties 
of drawing that border is the reason for the approximate numbers. 

Another pattern is the variation between names and their adjectival forms, 
such as the Sea of Azov in example (148). In the Polish text, it is called by 
its Latin name, Meotis (for Maeotis), but the translator transformed this into 
an adjectival construction. The same relationship between nominal forms in 
Polish and adjectival forms in Russian occurs in several places in the text, 
although it seems to be limited to a few names. The Sea of Azov is treated in 
this way two more times, and we also find Iezioro Ladoga vs. :/'(: &)#:G-
A0:' (117 – 26: 194v),75 Babel Wie!a vs. A$:&C> @)@"&:+A0"" (94 – 26: 
162v; 109 – 26: 183r) and gory W3oskie Alpes vs. 9:(, @:&:A0X' )&CX"A0X' 
(96 – 26: 164r). There are two examples of the opposite: D%winnych y Niem-
nowych vs. Y@"+, " P'V+) (921 – 26: 158v) and Bramy Korssunskiey vs. 
9()#) M:(A*+. @()$) V;#+,' (137 – 26: 221r). 

Variation in the Polish original is found with respect to the city of Con-
stantinople. It is usually called Konstantinopo3 or Constantinopo3, with only 
four instances of Czarygrod. Two of these occur in the tale about Oleg and 
his horse, one in the report of Igor’s campaign on Constantinople and one in 
the tale about Olga’s christening, which suggests that the name may have 
been taken from Russian sources. Regardless of the Polish form, it is usually 
translated as i)(\9()#> (28 times, including derivations), but 14 times it is 
transcribed as M:+A$)+$"+:C:&\ (most of these are instances of the derived 
adjective). The Greek name is especially common in some contexts, associ-
ated with the emperor and the church. For instance, the emperor of Constan-
tinople is called J)(\ 0:+A$)+$"+:C:&A0"" five times, compared to only 
one instance of J)(. J)('9()#J0:9: (Slav 26, fol. 153r). The translator may 
have wished to avoid the repetition of the root J)(\. It is also used when 
speaking of the patriarch of Constantinople (three occurrences vs. one with 
J)('9()#A0"") and in the phrase ("VA0"" " 0:+A$)+$"+:C:&A0"" (twice). 
A typical example of the treatment of this name is the following: 

(150) gdy z wielk/ Armat/ ci/gna( do Konstantinopolá wodn/ bitw/ by( 
porá0on od Romaná Cesárzá Konstantinopolskiego/ y wielk/ poraszk/ 
by( odbity y odp.dzony od Czárygrodá. (Stryjkowski 1582: 121) 

                                                
 
75 The same system for references is used here as in Section 5.4.2.2. 
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)+4.*' "*4 9 )4$"="* +';-*#?8 = X(;B.;'6: , )#*-+:?8 >#4?8 #! 
J#?'+' C(;- =#$9&'+&"+#<#$9=#) #  F&>"4$ >:9&5 F 9 )4$"="?8 
V;#+#?8 #&#.+'+8 >:9&5 #! X(;-.;'68  (Slav 26, fol. 200v) 

The treatment of names in IV: 1–3 can be summarized as following Russian 
tradition in most cases. Most Russian names are given in their familiar form 
even when the Polish original shows variation (although there are excep-
tions), Russian equivalents are usually given of other Slavic names, and 
Latin and Greek endings are always replaced by Slavic ones. The treatment 
of parallel name forms varies, possibly according to the degree to which the 
names were familiar to the translator. 

6.6.2.2 Transcription in segment B 

Russian names 
Chapters VIII: 3–5 relate the actions of the Russian prince Daniil Roma-
novi%, who in the Polish original is usually called Dani3o, but also (twice) 
Daniel, whereas the form Y)+""&> is always used in Russian. His brother is 
called Wasi3ko in Polish, but in the translation, he is called `)A"&0: the first 
two times he is mentioned and `)A"&"" the third time. In other words, varia-
tion in Polish corresponds to invariation in Russian and vice versa. 

Name forms ending in -o and -ko were typical of Polish dialects under 
Ruthenian influence, and Karplukówna (1985: 39) believes that Stryjkowski 
had found them in chronicles. 

Polish and other Slavic names 
Here, as in segment A, Russian equivalents of Polish name forms were used: 
Micha3, which occurs twice, was turned into S"W)"&>, Matheusz, which 
occurs once, into S)$l'", Ian (once) into ?:)++>, Ierzy (once) into 
c':(9"", Hrehor (twice) into c("9:("", and Andrzey (five times) into 
Q+#('". Not all Polish names have Russian correspondences, of course, so 
that for instance Agnieska (sic) is transcribed as Q9+"=0). 

Latin and Greek endings 
Latin and Greek endings in names were usually replaced. Miechovius was 
usually rendered as S'W:@'", sometimes as S'W:@"". The name forms Cro-
mer and Cromerus were both turned into M(:V'(>, except for one instance 
(Slav 27, fol. 14r) where we find the spelling M(:V'("", which actually 
would be the equivalent of the non-existent form Cromerius. Petrus was 
given as b'$(> and Paleologus as b)&':&:9>. In one instance, however, the 
name Boles3aw Pius was given as <:&'A&)@&\ b"ZA> (335 – 27: 24v). 

Other names and parallel name forms 
When two forms of a name or two parallel names were used in Polish, both 
of them were usually given also in the Russian translation. An approximate 
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14 cases of 17 were treated in that way, whereas in the remaining three 
cases, only one of the name forms was transcribed. It may be observed that 
most of the names featured in these chapters were not Russian, so that a Rus-
sian translator might not be able to judge which of two forms was preferable. 

There are many names in these chapters that do not fall within the catego-
ries dealt with above, such as Mendog, Konrad, Dowmant and Woisie3k. 
They were probably unfamiliar to the translator and were transcribed fairly 
accurately, except that Dowmant was usually changed to Y:@V:+$>. 
Woisie3k was transcribed as `:"A"'&0> or `:"A'&0>, although there is occa-
sional variation between manuscripts. In ms. B, for instance, `:"A"'&0> has 
in a few instances been altered to `:"A'&0> in connection with the changes 
made in that manuscript (cf. Section 3.6.1). 

6.6.2.3 Transcription in segment C 

Russian names 
The most frequently occurring Russian name in these chapters is Dimitrij, 
which in Polish is spelled Dimitr, but in Russian usually Y"V"$("" (once 
Y"V"$('", once YV"$('").  

As in segment A, the Polish name form W3odimirz (pleophony occurs 
only once, in the derived adjective Wo3odimirski) can be rendered as either 
`&)#"V'(> or `&)#"V"(>. There is some variation between manuscripts in 
this regard: in ms. N, for instance, only the spelling `&)#"V'(> is found in 
these chapters (in segment A, however, there is variation between the two 
forms in ms. N, just as in the other mss.). There are no instances of a spelling 
with pleophony in the translation. 

There is also one occurrence of the name Swatos3aw, transcribed as 
R@.$:A&)@>, and one of Wassil, given as `)A"&"". The name Iurij occurs 
twice, and it is given as q("". It may be noted that the Polish version of the 
name is declined as an adjective (genitive: Iuriego). 

The name Siemion Iwanowic (which refers to a prince) is translated as 
R"V':+> ?:)++:@"L\. Despite the fact that both the name and the patro-
nymic in the Polish original seem to be adapted from Russian R'V'+ 
?@)+:@"L\, the canonical name forms R"V':+> and ?:)++- have been cho-
sen in the translation (cf. Uspenskij 1969: 5–7). See also Sections 6.6.2.1 and 
6.6.2.4 for the names ?@)+> and ?:)++>.  

Polish and other Slavic names 
The name form ?:)++> is also used once in correspondence to the Polish 
name Ian. 

The most frequent Polish name is Kazimierz, which is mostly transcribed 
as M)/"V'(>. The spelling M)/"V"(> occurs once in ms. U, but mss. B and 
N have M)/"V'(> in all instances. The first part of the name seems to be 
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transcribed according to the spelling rather than the pronunciation of the 
Polish name. 

Piotr is transcribed, as expected, as b'$(>. 
Gregorz – a Polish name form, although it refers to a saint – is rendered 

as c("9:("". 
Iurgi occurs five times, and the Russian translation varies: twice it is 

c':(9"", three times q("". 

Latin and Greek endings 
Throughout most of the sample chapters from segment C, the translator has 
attempted to replace Latin and Greek endings in names. We find, for in-
stance, the usual S'W:@"" for Miechovius and M(:V'(> for Cromerus, as 
well as <'&A0"" for the unusual name form Bielscius.  

This treatment of the names is, however, less consistent than in the other 
sample chapters. The following passage from chapter XII: 3 about the ab-
sence of heroes in Polish, Russian and Lithuanian history shows several 
deviating forms: 

(151) Náláz(oby si. wiele w Polszcze/ w Litwie y w Ru1i Herculessow/ 
Hectorow/ Achilessow/ Ewripilussow/ Diomedessow/ Pandarussow/ 
Patroclessow/ Nestorow/ Aiaxow/ Antenorow y Eneassow/ kiedyby byli 
Homerussowie/ álbo Maronowie/ a ku temu hoyni Mecaenassowie/ 
Polionowie/ Augustowie, etc. (Stryjkowski 1582: 423) 

?+#A" #/;4$"9- >: ) G#$,4, " ) ]"&)!, " ) J#9"F P4;=V$49: , 
P4=&#;:, I1"$4" #9: , f);"<"$V" #9: , S"#?4*4" #9:  G'+*'-
;V" #9: ,  G'&;#=$4" #9: , U49&#;: I-=9:, I+&4+#;:, " f+4'" #9: , 
=#.*' >:,' P#?";:  "$" D';#+:, " = &#?V H4*;:4 D4C4+'"9: , 
G#$"#+:, I).V9&:, " "+:4 (Slav 27, fols. 181v–182r ) 

As we see, in most of the cases, the Latin and Greek endings were not re-
placed; instead the Russian endings were simply added to them. Perhaps the 
translator did not recognize the names, and only in the case of Homer, whom 
he may have known better than the others, did he use a Russian form. 

There are other examples of Latin or Greek endings being included in the 
Russian translation. In chapter XII: 3, contrary to the usual translation of 
Miechovius as S'W:@"", the words u Miechouiuszá/ Cureussá are translated 
* S'W:@"*A) * M:('*AA). The form Herkulessowego is translated as 
c'(0*&'AA:@). In chapter XII: 4, Metellus is turned into S'$*&*A>. 

In contrast with segment A, where the name Karolus was translated as 
M)(&>, the endings of three inflected forms of this name in chapter XII: 4 are 
included in the translation: Karolussa vs. M)(&*A), Karolussowego vs. 
M)()&*A:@) and Karolussa vs. M:(&*A). The variety of spellings indicates 
that this name was not familiar to the translator. 
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Other names and parallel name forms 
There are two occurrences of parallel name forms in the Polish original of 
these chapters. Twierskie álbo Tuwierskie is given as T@'(A0:' (although in 
most cases the Polish text also has only one form: Twierskie). In the other 
instance, both forms are transcribed: Ugr2 álbo Iuhr2 Rzek2 is transcribed as 
f9(* "&" q9(* ('0*. Since these are the only two instances in these chap-
ters, no certain conclusions can be drawn. The river Ugra, which, as the 
chronicle explains, originates close to Smolensk and joins the river Oka near 
Kaluga, could have been familiar to a translator in Moscow. There is thus no 
reason to believe that the translation of both name forms is due to the ten-
dency found in other chapters, that only one name was translated in the case 
of familiar (Russian) names, whereas both forms were transcribed when they 
were less familiar.  

Polish or Lithuanian names with no Russian equivalent are frequent in 
these chapters. Examples are Kieystut, which is consistently transcribed as 
M'"A$*$>, Gedimin vs. c'#"V"+>, Olgerd vs. O&9'(#>, Wito3d/Wito3t vs. 
`"$:&#> and Gasto3t, which is alternately spelled c)A$:&#>, c)A$:&$> or 
c:A$:&#>. The alternation between -#> and -$> can be explained by de-
voicing in word-final position. 

6.6.2.4 Transcription in segment D 

Russian names 
There are few Russian names in the sample chapters from segment D. The 
most frequent name is Vasilij, in Polish somewhat inconsistently written as 
Wasi3, Wasil or Wasiley, of which the last form testifies to Ruthenian influ-
ence (Karplukówna 1985: 37). It was usually rendered as `)A"&'", but once 
as `)A"&"", which amounts to a difference between Russian and Church 
Slavonic endings. 

Iwan and Iwanowic are given in the Russian forms ?@)+> and 
?@)+:@"L\, respectively.  

Siemion is treated in different ways: we find R'V'+>, R"V':+> and the 
unusual R'V":+>. 

Polish and other Slavic names 
In these chapters, the correspondence of Russian equivalents to Polish names 
varies. Some names are given predominantly in their Polish form, other in 
the Russian variant. The ones listed below are the most frequently occurring. 

Andrzey is given as Q+#('" (four times). 
Ian is transcribed eight times as U+>, 18 times the equivalent ?@)+> is 

chosen and once ?:)++>. We see, then, that in these sample chapters, as 
opposed to those from segments A and C, the Russian form of the name is 
preferred to the Church Slavonic one (cf. Sections 6.6.2.1 and 6.6.2.3), al-
though the Polish name form also occurs. 
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Iurgi (nine instances) and Ierzy (one instance) are mostly translated as 
q(\". Only once is Iurgi transcribed as q(\9"". 

Maciey is turned into S)$@'" (five times), but the name Maciejewski is 
transcribed as S)J'@A0"". 

Miko3ay/Miko3aiewic is rendered as S"0:&)"/S"0:&)'@"L\ 14 times and 
as P"0:&)'@"L\ only twice.  

Piotr/Piotrowic is, as expected, given as b'$(>/b'$(:@"L\ (three 
times). 

The frequently occurring names W3adis3aw or Stanis3aw do not seem to 
have presented a problem to the translator, and were transcribed as 
`&)#"A&)@> and R$)+"A&)@>, respectively. 

Latin and Greek endings 
Latin and Greek endings in names were mostly replaced by Russian ones, 
such as Iodocus Decius vs. ?:#:0> Y'0"", but there are a few exceptions: 
Piotr Mraxius is rendered as b'$(> S()0A"*A>, Woyciech Fontinus as 
`:"$'W> n:&$"+*A> (sic) and Pirrus as b"((*A>. 

The name Carolus/Karolus occurs three times in these chapters in the 
forms Karolussowe vs. M)(&*A:@,, Carolus vs. M)(&*A> and Carolus cesarz 
vs. M:(:&\ (0:(:&\?) 0'A)(\. 

Other names 
One name that occurs very frequently is Sigmunt or Sigismund. The Russian 
form is either r"9"V*+$> or r"9V*+$>, approximately 15 times each, 
with one single instance of r"9V:+$>. The spelling with r"9- was not 
oriented on the Polish spelling or pronunciation, but rather on Russian tradi-
tion, as it occurs in Vesti-Kuranty (2009) and in various chronicles. 

The name Hel!bieta is rendered twice as _&"A)@'l) and four times as 
_&"A)@'$) or _&"A)@'$\. Isabella is given as _A)@'&>. 

There are no instances in these chapters of two name forms being used 
together. 

6.6.2.5 Summary of the transcription of names 
The four segments are fairly similar in their intention to use Russian versions 
of Latin names, but this is executed less consistently in the chapters from 
segments C and D than in the other sections. When it comes to giving the 
Russian equivalents of other Slavic names, the chapters from segment D 
frequently use the Polish forms of Miko3ay and to some extent of Ian.  

Since the sample chapters deal with different historical events and there-
fore mention different persons and places, it is difficult to find material that 
is useful for comparison. Still, the two differences mentioned above are not 
without importance. 
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6.7 Lexical variation 
Some Polish lexemes can have two or more Russian translations that are 
more or less synonymous. The distribution of these near-synonyms can give 
a clue to the translators’ individual preferences. Since the choice between 
them may have been influenced by the register of the text, some comments 
on their history have been included to help evaluate the findings and increase 
the validity of the results. 

The Polish words discussed below have been chosen because they occur 
in all sample chapters and, more importantly, can be translated in several 
ways into Russian. On account of the difficulty of finding lexemes that fit 
both demands, it has been necessary to use lexemes that are not equally fre-
quent in all parts of the text. This makes the results difficult to rely on in 
some cases, but some tendencies may nevertheless be discerned.  

As was explained in Section 6.6.2, the sample chapters have been exam-
ined as found in ms. U. In some cases, mss. B and N, as the best representa-
tives of their groups (cf. Section 3.5), have been used for comparison, and 
variation has sometimes been discovered, but for the sake of consistency, the 
numbers given in the tables always apply to ms. U. Variation between the 
manuscripts will be commented on, however.  

6.7.1 The translation of ró!ny and rozmaity 
The Polish words for ‘different’ and ‘difference’ occur rather frequently in 
the text. Two adjectives are used: rozmaity and ró!ny. The corresponding 
noun is ró!no8F. Adverbs formed from these adjectives also occur sporadi-
cally. They are counted together with the adjectives, since they are too few 
to justify separate treatment. 

The two Polish adjectives (and adverbs) are represented in Russian by 
(:/+," and ()/&"L+," (usually with this distribution of the spellings with 
()/- and (:/-, although there is some variation between manuscripts) and the 
two nouns ()/+:A$\ and ()/&"L"'. 
N:/+," and ()/&"L+," seem to be more or less synonymous, although 

this is not entirely certain. The distribution of the spellings ()/- and (:/- 
could possibly point to a connection with register harmony, since ro- was the 
result of an East Slavic development of Common Slavic *or-, whereas ra- 
was the corresponding Church Slavonic result (Uspenskij 2002: 192). 

These words occur very frequently in the sample chapters from segment 
A, whereas they are less frequent in segments B, C and D.  

6.7.1.1 Translations in segment A 
In IV: 1–3, the word ró!ny occurs 13 times, rozmaity 29 times and ró!no8F 
nine times. The translation ()/&"L+," is preferred for both adjectives, but 
there are also examples of (:/+," for both adjectives. They are also some-
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times left out in the translation. The treatment of the noun is inconsistent: it 
is translated as ()/+:A$\ twice and as ()/&"L"' five times. Once a different 
construction is used, involving the adjective ()/&"L+,", and once the noun 
@,K:(> is used in the translation.  

The dominance of the translation ()/&"L+," can be seen in the following 
example: 

(152) insze rozmáitych Narodow i.zyki pocz/tki rozmno0enia/ w(asno1-i/ y 
rozne dla rozno'%i gránic wymowy swoie mái/ (Stryjkowski 1582: 95) 

"+:4 ;'&$"7+:18  +';#*#)8 -A:=" +'7'$' 2?+/34+"- 9)#M9&)', 
" ;'A$"7+:  ;'A$"7+:18  ;'*" ;V>434M ;%7" 9)#" "?%B! (Slav 
26, fol. 162v) 

Table 17 shows the distribution of translations in ms. U. Differences be-
tween manuscripts amount to a few omissions and two instances of the spell-
ing ()/&*L"' for ()/&"L"' in mss. E and R. 
Table 17. Translations of ró!ny, rozmaity and ró!no8F in IV: 1–3 

 8;DJF9 83DJF9 83D@9TJF9 83DJ;<4K 83D@9T9I other/none 

ró0ny 2  10   1 
rozmaity 2  22   5 
ró0no1-   1 2 5 1 

 

6.7.1.2 Translations in segment B 
In VIII: 3–5, the Polish word rozmaity occurs four times, ró!ny once and 
ró!no8F twice. The adjectives are always translated as (:/+," or (a/+,". 
The spelling varies between manuscripts, and in fact ms. U seems to be an 
exception here, since both mss. B and N have only (a/+,". The noun 
ró!no8F is translated as ()/+:A$\. 
Table 18. Translations of ró!ny, rozmaity and ró!no8F in VIII: 3–5 

 8;DJF9 83DJF9 83D@9TJF9 83DJ;<4K 83D@9T9I other/none 

ró0ny 1      
rozmaity 1 3     
ró0no1-    2   

 

6.7.1.3 Translations in segment C 
In XII: 3–5, the adjective rozmaity occurs four times and the noun ró!no8F 
once. The preferred translation for rozmaity is ()/&"L+,", which is used 
three times of four. N)/+," occurs once (mss. B and N also have this spell-
ing). 
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Table 19. Translations of ró!ny, rozmaity and ró!no8F in XII: 3–5 

 8;DJF9 83DJF9 83D@9TJF9 83DJ;<4K 83D@9T9I other/none 

ró0ny       
rozmaity  1 3    
ró0no1-    1   

 

6.7.1.4 Translations in segment D 
In XXIV: 3–5, the adjective rozmaity and the adverb rozmaicie are used 15 
times, whereas ró!ny is used only once and the noun ró!no8F does not occur 
at all. The Russian adjectives (:/+," and ()/&"L+," occur with nearly 
equal frequency. The spelling varies between manuscripts: mss. U and B 
both have only (:/+,", but ms. N has three instances of ()/+,"/()/+:. 
Once, the adjective @A.0"" is used, and once the adjective is omitted in a 
slightly obscure translation.  
Table 20. Translations of ró!ny, rozmaity and ró!no8F in XXIV: 3–5 

 8;DJF9 83DJF9 83D@9TJF9 83DJ;<4K 83D@9T9I other/none 

ró0ny 1      
rozmaity 6  7   2 
ró0no1-       

 

6.7.1.5 Summary of ró)ny and rozmaity 
It is difficult to compare the segments, since these words are more common 
in some sample chapters than in others. The sample chapters from segments 
B and C contain so few examples that only a tendency towards a certain 
distribution can be seen. Still, it seems that segments A and C prefer the 
translation ()/&"L+,", segment B prefers (:/+," and D has even shares of 
()/&"L+," and (:/+,". In segment B, ()/+," is used alongside (:/+," in 
ms. U, and it is the only spelling used in these chapters in mss. B and N. In 
segment D, ms. N shows variation between ()/+," and (:/+,". 

6.7.2 The translation of zamek and miasto 
As we will see below, the Polish word zamek ‘castle, fortress’ was usually 
not translated in this text by its cognate /)V:0>, but by 9:(:#> or 9()#>. 
This indicates that at the time of translation, the distinction between modern 
Russian 9:(:# and /)V:0 had not yet been established. Therefore, there is 
some variation in the translation of the Polish words zamek and miasto ‘city, 
town,’ with the diminutive miasteczko. The distribution of the translations of 
these Polish words may reveal the practice of different translators.  
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Variation in the translation of the Polish words zamek and miasto has also 
been observed in a study (Bergman 1964) of the two Russian translations of 
the Melusina Saga, one from 1676, one from 1677 (SKK 1993: 127–129). In 
the major part of the manuscripts belonging to the first translation, miasto 
was translated as 9()#> and zamek as 9:(:#>. In the latter part of one manu-
script, zamek was instead translated as 0('C:A$\. The manuscripts of the 
second translation use mainly 9()#> or V;A$:, and sometimes /)V:0> 
(Bergman 1964: 22–26). This shows that these words presented a challenge 
to translators, and confirms that they may be subject to individual choices 
and therefore useful for our purpose. 

In the tables below, occurrences of two words together have been listed 
separately, since some unusual translations can be found in these contexts. 
Thus, an occurrence of zamek y miasto does not add to the count under 
zamek and miasto, but is only counted under its own heading. Occurrences 
of zamek or miasto in combination with the Polish word twierdza ‘fortress’ 
have also been included. The expressions stolica, sto3eczne miasto and 
g3ówne miasto ‘capital’ have been noted, since they have a lot in common 
with the studied words and appear in the same contexts. Since they do not 
occur in all sets of sample chapters, they are only discussed in the text and 
do not appear in the tables.  

6.7.2.1 Translations in segment A 
In IV: 1–3, zamek and miasto occur frequently, miasteczko four times on its 
own and once in combination with zamek, and twierdza occurs only once 
together with zamek. 

In most cases where they stand alone, zamek and miasto are translated as 
9()#>. Zamek seems to have presented a challenge to the translator, since it 
is translated in a variety of ways, although 9()#> is predominant. Miasteczko 
is translated as 9:(:#:0> three times, once as 9:(:#> and once, in combina-
tion with zamek, as V'A$'L0:. It also occurs once in a marginal note that 
was not translated. 

Zamek and miasto seem to have been perceived as synonymous, because 
even when they occur close to each other in the text, they are usually trans-
lated with the same Russian word, so that in Polish, there is an opposition – 
in example (153), the city was surrounded, and Olga barricaded herself in the 
castle – whereas in the Russian translation, this distinction is ignored: 

(153) Piecinigowie […] przyci/gn.li do Kijowá/ y oblegli Miásto/ á ná Zamku 
Kijowskim záwár(á sie by(á Ho(ha (Stryjkowski 1582: 127) 

<474+%." [...] <;F"*#,' <#6 K"4)8, " #9'*",' .;'6 ,  )# .;'*4  34 
="4)9=#?8 A'<4;$'95 >:$' N$.' (Slav 26, fols. 207v–208r) 
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When the two words occur together in the Polish text as zamek y miasto, this 
combination is most often translated only as 9()#> (seven times). Only once 
has the translator chosen two different Russian words. In the two cases when 
zamek is combined with other words than miasto, both words are translated. 
Table 21. Translations of zamek, miasto etc. in IV: 1–3 

 =83H> =;8;H> D3G;:> :8IC;<4K =;8;H;:> none others 

miasto 23 2    4  
zamek 22 2 2 1 1 3  
miasteczko  1   3   
zamek y miasto, 
miasto y zamek 7     2 1 (=;8;HF 9 

D3G:9) 
zamek y mias-
teczko       1 (=83HF 9 

GI<4IT:3) 

zamek y twierdza       1 (=;8;HF 9 
:8IC;<49) 

Polish expressions for ‘capital,’ such as stolica, sto3eczne miasto, miasto y 
zamek sto3eczny, g3ówne miasto and g3ówny zamek, are usually translated as 
A$:&+," 9()#>. Since stolica could at this time also carry the meaning 
‘throne’ (cf. SSP), it is sometimes translated as C('A$:&>, including in-
stances when either reading was possible.  

The general picture in these chapters is that zamek and miasto are seen as 
practically synonymous, and /)V:0> occurs rarely. When zamek and miasto 
occur together, they are usually translated with one word. c()#> is used 
rather than 9:(:#>, which is probably due to register harmony (simplex 
preterites dominate in these chapters). 

6.7.2.2 Translations in segment B 
In VIII: 3–5, zamek and miasto are frequent, and miasteczko occurs once. 
Twierdza is used twice, but always in combination with another word. The 
Latin word urbs also occurs once, in the name of a church. 

The dominating translation for both zamek and miasto is 9:(:#>, and 
9:(:#:0> is used for miasteczko. The two words zamek and miasto were 
probably perceived as synonymous, since they were both translated as 
9:(:#>, even when they occured next to each other and referred to different 
things: 

(154) Sendomirskie Miásto spalili/ Potym Zamku na ktorym si. by(á wszystka 
Sláchtá Sendomirska […] záwárli […] dobywáli (Stryjkowski 1582: 333) 

94+*#?";9=#% .#;#6  9#3.$", <#94* .#;#*'  ) =#&#;#?8 >:$' )9- 
,$-1&' 94+*#?";9='- [...] A'<4;$"95 [...] *#9&')'$" (Slav 27, fol. 18v) 
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In example (155), it seems that the translator did not even understand that 
the words zamek and miasto, used next to each other in the original, refer to 
the fortress and the town around it, and translated the passage as though 
there were two different fortresses or towns: 

(155) Zamek Lubelski/ ktory by( ná ten czas drzewiány/ y Miasto spali( (Stryj-
kowski 1582: 331) 

.#;#*8  $B>4$9="F =#&#;:M >:,# ) &# );4?- *4;4)-+:M F *;V.#M  

.#;#6  9#.34 (Slav 27, fol. 16r) 

In these chapters, the translator has apparently tried to find two words in 
Russian where two words occur together in Polish. As shown in Table 22, 
this is solved in different ways. The following translation is perhaps not very 
adequate:  

(156) Helzberk/ Krutzbork/ Konigsberg álbo Krolewiec/ Bartenstein Zamki y 
Miástá pod Krzy0aki wzi.li. (Stryjkowski 1582: 334) 

P4$A>4;=8, K;V3>#;=8, K#+"">4;.8 F$" K#;#$4)4C8, L';&4$-
,&4"$, .#;#6="  "  .#;#*:  <#6 =;:3'=" )A-$" (Slav 27, fol. 23v) 

The translation of the Latin urbs is also curious: 

(157) tákie iákie w Rzymie ma Ko1-io( ktory zow/ Sanctae Mariae de urbe. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 333) 

9"C4):4 ='=#): ) J"?4 F?!4&8 =#9&4$8 =#&#;:" A#)V&8 9)(&:- 
D';F" 9 ?!9&'  (Slav 27, fol. 20v) 

Even though the original here is in Latin, not Polish, where miasto could 
have motivated the choice of V;A$:, this unusual translation is chosen. 
Table 22. Translations of zamek, miasto etc. in VIII: 3–5 

 =83H> =;8;H> D3G;:> =;8;H;:> others 

miasto  6    
zamek  17 1   
miasteczko    1  
zamek y miasto, 
miasto y zamek     2 (=;8;H:9 9 =;8;HF, 

=;8;H 9 D3G;:>) 
miasto y twierdza     1 (=83HF 9 45I8HFJ9) 
zamek y twierdza     1 (=;8;H;5 9 ?3WIJ>) 
urbs     1 (G!<4;) 
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The word stolica occurs four times and is translated three times as 
C('A$:&>, once as A$:&"J). The combination stolic2 zamek is translated as 
A$:&+," 9:(:#>.  

The translator of these chapters probably considered zamek and miasto to 
be more or less synonymous and preferred the translation 9:(:#> for both, 
but did not think it appropriate to use only one word for them when they 
occurred together. Instead he tried to find ways to express both in Russian, 
and he was consistent in using two Russian words to translate two Polish 
ones. The word $@'(#,+. was a part of the translator’s vocabulary, but he 
apparently did not think it was the most suitable translation of zamek. 
c:(:#> was used rather than 9()#>, which is probably due to register har-
mony. 

6.7.2.3 Translations in segment C 
In chapters XII: 3–5, the Polish words zamek and miasto are used frequently. 
Twierdza occurs twice in combination with zamek. The Latin arx is found 
once. Adjectives formed from these nouns are also used, mainly zamkowy. 

In these chapters, 9:(:#> or 9()#> are often used for both miasto and 
zamek, but the translator also introduces $@'(#,+. as a translation for Pol-
ish zamek, which is chosen almost half the times when zamek occurs. It 
should be noted that the translation /)V:0> does not appear at all. 

The word 0('C:A$\ also occurs as a translation for zamek, alone or to-
gether with twierdza, as in the following examples: 

(158) ták0e insze wszystkie zamki/ y twierdze Podolskie […] posiad( y 
opánowa( (Stryjkowski 1582: 428) 

&'=#.. =;!<#9&"  <#*#,#9="4 […] #9!$8 " #/$'*' (Slav 27, fol. 194v) 

(159) wzi/( Miasto z obeimá Zamkami przez podánie (Stryjkowski 1582: 429) 

)A-$8 .;'6  9 #>!?' =;4<#9&5?"  A*'74B (Slav 27, fol. 196v) 

Often when two words are used in Polish, they are translated with two words 
in Russian as well: 

(160) (Bo sámo Miásto y Zamek Tuwer tylko 36. mil od Miásta Moskwy) 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 423) 

(9'?:M .;'6  "  &)4;*:+- . T)4;5 .;(<. <#<;"H876 #! D#9=): .;'*') 
(Slav 27, fols. 182r–182v) 

                                                
 
76 Cf. Section 5.3.3 regarding the recalculation of the measurement. 
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(161) wi.cey ni0 pi.-dziesi/d [sic] twierdzy y zameczkow wzi/( y spali(. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 424–425) 

)-H" <-&"*49-&" =;4<#9&4%  "  .#;#*#)8  <#>;' " <#&34 (Slav 27, 
fol. 186r) 

In one instance, one Polish word is translated by two Russian words, al-
though in the corresponding marginal note, zamki is translated only by 
$@'(#,+": 

(162) á zamki i0 by(y drzewiáne spali( (Stryjkowski 1582: 429) 

&)4-*:+"  . "$"  .;'*: , <#+434 >:,' *;4)-+:, 9#&34 (Slav 27, 
fol. 196v) 
 

Table 23. Translations of zamek, miasto etc. in XII: 3–5 

 =83H> =;8;H> D3G;:> :8IC;<4K 45I8HFJ6 none others 

miasto 7 1    1 1 (<4;@JF9 
=83H) 

zamek, zamkowy 14 4  2 17  1 (45I8HFJ9 
9@9 =83HF) 

zamek y miasto, 
miasto y zamek, 
zamkowy y miescky 

1      

2 (=83H 9 
45I8HFJ6, 
45I8HFJ9 9 
=83HF) 

zamek y twierdza, 
twierdza y zameczek    1   1 (:8IC;<4I9 

9 =;8;H;5) 
arx     1   

Miasto sto3eczne is translated as A$:&+," 9()#> and stolica as A$:&"J). 
In these chapters, then, there is an attempt to distinguish miasto and 

zamek, but it is not carried out consistently. The occurrences of the transla-
tions $@'(#,+. and 0('C:A$\ for zamek (but never for miasto) may suggest 
that the translator did not see the Polish words as being entirely synonymous. 
c()#> is used more often than 9:(:#>, which is in accordance with the reg-
ister of these chapters. 

6.7.2.4 Translations in segment D 
In chapters XXIV: 3–5, the Polish words zamek, miasto and miasteczko are 
used. c:(:#> is the most common translation for both zamek and miasto, 
and it is also used once for miasteczko, which is, however, usually translated 
as 9:(:#:0>. Zamek can also be translated as /)V:0> and 0('C:A$\, and in 
example (163), where it means ‘prison’ rather than ‘fortress,’ it is translated 
more freely into Russian: 
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(163) inszych do Zamkow ná wi.zienie rozes(a(/ á drudzy ná morze uciekli. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 754) 

' "+:( ) 99:, #=2  "  )  &B;?:  ;#[#"#$', ' "+:4 2,$" +' ?#;4 (Slav 
28, fol. 308r) 

Two of the three times when zamek and miasto occur together, they are 
translated as one word. One instance is more unusual: 

(164) Soliman potym wzi/( Budzy* y insze Zamki y Miástá (Stryjkowski 1582: 
754) 

E#$"?'$ <#&#* )A-,# L2*&:+5 F "+:- .#;#*:  "  ?!9&'  (Slav 28, 
fol. 308v) 

Here it seems that the translator first chose his usual translation, 9:(:#,, for 
zamki, and when he then wanted a separate translation for miasta, he wrote 
the similar-sounding V;A$). 
Table 24. Translations of zamek, miasto etc. in XXIV: 3–5 

 =83H> =;8;H> D3G;:> :8IC;<4K =;8;H;:> others 

miasto  8     

zamek, zamkowy  13 3 1  2 (5 <<F@:E 9 5 4M8GF, 
:;8;@I5<:9U>) 

miasteczko  1   5  
zamek i miasto  2    1 (=;8;HF 9 G!<43) 

The word stolica occurs only once and is translated as A$:&"J). 
The translator seems to have regarded zamek and miasto as more or less 

synonymous and preferred the translation 9:(:#> for both of them, but 
zamek also gives rise to some rather free translations. The occurrences of 
/)V:0> are all found within a small part of the text. The use of 9:(:#> rather 
than 9()#> is in line with the register of these chapters. 

6.7.2.5 Summary of the translation of zamek and miasto 
Judging by the sample chapters, there are similarities between the four seg-
ments in that zamek and miasto are treated more or less as synonyms in all of 
them, but there are some differences as well. The most obvious difference is 
the frequent use of $@'(#,+. in segment C. The segments also differ in how 
they handle combinations of Polish words: whether they translate them as 
one word or two, and which translations they choose. Segment B is the most 
consistent in using two Russian words for two Polish ones, although such 
occurrences are rare in all the sample chapters. These differences, taken to-
gether, are large enough to point towards different translators. 
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c()#> and 9:(:#> are found in very early Russian texts, and they both 
originally designated a fortification as well as – later – the towns that 
emerged around them. This translation is from the period when the words 
9()#> and 9:(:#> were going from this more general meaning to the later, 
more specific one, and a part of their sphere of usage was taken over by new 
words (Isserlin 1961: 36–37).  

The earliest attestation of the word /)V:0> in this sense in SRJa is from 
1549, found in a document concerning Polish and Lithuanian lands. Vasmer 
defines it as a loan from Polish, and Leeming (1973: 346) considers it to be a 
loan word in Ukrainian by virtue of its semantics and prosody, although the 
vowel shows the expected East Slavic development of Common Slavic 
*zam>k>. It can be noted that it has the stress on the penultimate syllable, as 
all Polish words do. The use of /)V:0> in the translation, although rare, 
could therefore possibly be informative as to the origins of the translators. 

The word 0('C:A$\ was originally an abstract noun, connected with the 
adjective 0('C0"-, i.e. meaning ‘strength’ (it is found in this sense in Slav 
26, fol. 204r). In the 16th–17th centuries, it took on more concrete properties, 
referring, on the one hand, to a document that confirmed (“strengthened”) an 
agreement and, on the other hand, to a stronghold, a fortress (Isserlin 1961: 
35–37). In SRJa, the earliest example of 0('C:A$\ in the sense of ‘fortress’ 
is from 1613. At the time the translation was made, this word had not been in 
use for very long, which could be the reason why it was not used throughout 
the text. However, it probably does not speak of any Polish influence. 

The modern Russian A$:&"J) did not occur in texts until the early 17th 
century and was evidently not common. The earliest example in SRJa is 
from 1610, and Kochman (1975: 130), who lists it in his monograph over 
polonisms in Russian, quotes an example from 1607–08, found in a docu-
ment regarding diplomatic relations between Muscovy and the Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth. Before this word entered the language, there 
were several other expressions, one of which was the noun phrase A$:&\+," 
9()#> (or 9:(:#>), found in the translation of the Kronika and attested from 
very early texts (Kochman 1975: 129–130).  

6.7.3 The translation of granica 
As mentioned in Section 5.4.1.2, there is some variation in the translation of 
the Polish word granica ‘border.’ It occurs a handful of times each in sample 
chapters A, B and C, but unfortunately only twice in the sample chapters 
from segment D. Within each of the first three segments, the translation is 
rather homogeneous. 
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6.7.3.1 Translations in segment A 
In chapters IV: 1–3, two words are used as translations of granica: (*K'G> 
is used nine times and 9()+"J) once. The use of 9()+"J) may be a lapse by 
the translator, since Kochman (1975: 62–68) considers it to be a polonism, 
as discussed above. 

6.7.3.2 Translations in segment B 
All four occurrences of granica in chapters VIII: 3–5 are translated as 
9()+"J). 

6.7.3.3 Translations in segment C 
All six occurrences of granica in chapters XII: 3–5 are translated as 
C('#'&>. 

6.7.3.4 Translations in segment D 
There are two occurrences of granica in chapters XXIV: 3–5. It is translated 
once as (*K'G> and once as 9()+"J). The word C('#'&> occurs only as a 
translation of kaplica, meaning ‘chapel.’ 

6.7.3.5 Summary of the translation of granica 
Only sample chapters A, B and C contain enough occurrences of the word 
granica to allow a conclusion. They all prefer different Russian words, but 
there is little variation within each set of sample chapters, which is a sign 
that these were the preferences of different translators. The use of 9()+"J) in 
the translation is probably influenced by the Polish cognate, although, as 
explained in Section 5.4.1.2, it is not entirely certain that the word is a polo-
nism. It is more difficult to draw any conclusions about what motivated the 
choice between (*K'G> and C('#'&>. 

6.7.4 The translation of roku 
Throughout the chronicle, annalistic formulas are frequent. They can be di-
vided into introductory formulas, such as roku 454, roku od Christusa Pana 
713, roku od stworzenia 8wiata 4074, and the connecting formula tego! 
roku. They are so frequent in all the sample chapters that variation in the 
translation will show clearly. Such expressions are well known from Russian 
chronicles as well, and variation may say something about to what degree 
the translators were acquainted with chronicle tradition. Therefore, the re-
sults from this section will also be commented on in Section 7.4.1. 

Not all expressions occur in all sample chapters, which makes comparison 
difficult in some cases. The most obvious example of this is that the use of 
od stworzenia 8wiata and od Christusa depends on the sources Stryjkowski 
was referring to. In the tables below, complex expressions have been di-
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vided, so that roku od stworzenia 8wiata 4074 appears both as an instance of 
roku and of od stworzenia 8wiata. For practical reasons they are separated 
into different tables. Occurrences of the word rok outside of the formulas are 
not included in the tables, but are in some cases discussed in the text. 

6.7.4.1 Translations in segment A 
This section relates the ancient history of the Slavs according to writers of 
the Antiquity as well as Russian chronicles. Therefore, the dates here refer to 
diverging views as to when something happened and form part of the narra-
tive, rather than occurring as chronicle formulas. In several places, there are 
chains of references, including dates according to old Russian and European 
chronology, sometimes also from the foundation of Rome. 

The Polish introductory formula roku is nearly always translated with a 
prepositional phrase: @> &;$:. Twice it is translated with a bare genitive: 
&;$). The word 9:#> is sometimes used, but never in this formula. Evi-
dently, both words were part of the translator’s vocabulary, but the norm 
seems to have required the use of &;$: in the annalistic formula. The con-
necting formula tego! roku does not occur in these chapters. 
Table 25. Translations of roku… etc. in IV: 1–3 

  ) $!&#… $!&'… .#*2… &#.#34 
$!&' 

&#.#34 
.#*2 

) &#?34 
.#*2 none others 

roku… 45 2       
tego0 roku         

The expressions od Christusa and od Christusa Pana are usually translated 
as :$ d("A$), with two instances of :$ d("A$) 9:AC:#). 

The translation of the expression od stworzenia 8wiata varies in an inter-
esting way. In the beginning of these chapters, it is translated as :$ 
A:/#)+". V"() (the last time is Slav 26, fol. 204v), but in one instance as :$ 
A:$@:('+". A@;$) (Slav 26, fol. 211v), using cognates of the Polish words. 
The remaining five times, the expression is translated as :$ A:$@:('+". 
V"(). This gives the impression that something changed in the translator’s 
work (cf. Section 6.10). 
Table 26. Translations of od Christusa etc. in IV: 1–3 

 #& 
c;"9&' 

#& c;"9&' 
.#9<#*' 

#& 9#A*'+"- 
?";'/?";2 

#& 9#&)#;4+"- 
?";'/?";2 none others 

od Christusa 13      
od Christusa 
Pana 10 2   1  

od stworzenia 
1wiata   8 5 1 1 (#& 9#&)#;4-

+"- 9)!&') 
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6.7.4.2 Translations in segment B 
In these chapters, the Polish introductory formula roku is usually translated 
using a bare genitive: &;$). Outside of the introductory formula, i.e. in the 
connecting formula tego! roku or in less formulaic constructions such as na 
drugi rok, the translation involves the word 9:#>, such as $:9:G' 9:#*, @> 
$:VG' 9:#* or +) #(*9:" 9:#> (three times, not included in the table). Just 
as in the sample chapters from segment A, 9:#> was a part of the translator's 
vocabulary, but the annalistic formula triggered the use of the word &;$:. 
Table 27. Translations of roku… etc. in VIII: 3–5 

  ) $!&#… $!&'… .#*2… &#.#34 
$!&' 

&#.#34 
.#*2 

) &#?34 
.#*2 none others 

roku…  25       
tego0 roku     2 3   

There are only two instances of od Christusa and one of od Christusa Pana. 
They are translated as :$> d("A$) and :$> d("A$) <:9), respectively. 
Table 28. Translations of od Christusa etc. in VIII: 3–5 

 #& 
c;"9&' 

#& c;"9&' 
.#9<#*' 

#& 9#A*'+"- 
?";'/?";2 

#& 9#&)#;4+"- 
?";'/?";2 none others 

od Christusa 2      
od Christusa 
Pana      1 (#& c;"9&' 

L#.') 
od stworzenia 
1wiata       

 

6.7.4.3 Translations in segment C 
Here, the Polish roku is usually translated with the bare genitive &;$). The 
word &;$: is also used outside of the introductory formula, i.e. in the con-
necting formula $:9:G' &;$) or in non-formulaic expressions such as @> 
K*#*]'' &;$: or @: @$:(:' &;$: (these are not included in the table). The 
word 9:#> is also used in such contexts, but less frequently than in other 
segments. 
Table 29. Translations of roku… etc. in XII: 3–5 

 ) $!&#… $!&'… .#*2… &#.#34 
$!&' 

&#.#34 
.#*2 

) &#?34 
.#*2 none others 

roku…  15     1  
tego0 roku    5 1   1 (&#.# $!&#) 

The expression od stworzenia 8wiata is translated as :$> A:/#)+". V"(), 
and the only occurence of od Christusa Pana is translated as :$> 
(:G#'A$@) d("A$:@). 
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Table 30. Translations of od Christusa etc. in XII: 3–5 

 #& 
c;"9&' 

#& c;"9&' 
.#9<#*' 

#& 9#A*'+"- 
?";'/?";2 

#& 9#&)#;4+"- 
?";'/?";2 none others 

od Christusa       
od Christusa 
Pana      1 (#& ;#3H49&)' 

c;"9&#)') 
od stworzenia 
1wiata   3    

 

6.7.4.4 Translations in segment D 
In these chapters, the Polish roku is most frequently translated as the bare 
genitive 9:#*, and the word 9:#> is also used outside of the fixed formula. 
Only seven times do we find the translation &;$) in formulas, compared 
with a total of 63 instances of 9:#*. 
Table 31. Translations of roku… etc. in XXIV: 3–5 

  ) $!&#… $!&'… .#*2… &#.#34 
$!&' 

&#.#34 
.#*2 

) &#?34 
.#*2 none others 

roku…  7 23  1  4 1 ()... .#*2) 
tego0 roku     38    

The formulas od Christusa and od stworzenia 8wiata do not occur in these 
chapters. 

6.7.4.5 Summary of the translation of roku 
The sample chapters differ clearly with regard to the translation of the annal-
istic formulas. Segments A, B and C all prefer the lexeme &;$: in the trans-
lation of the introductory formula roku, although in segment A, it is usually 
@> &;$:, and in segments B and C a bare genitive, &;$). Segment D prefers 
the translation 9:#* (genitive). In the connecting formula, as a translation of 
tego! roku, only segment C uses &;$:, whereas segments B and D have 
9:#>, and the formula does not occur at all in segment A. Segments A, B and 
D use the word 9:#> in other contexts, outside the formulas, but segment C 
prefers &;$: in those contexts as well. 

Since the expressions od stworzenia 8wiata and od Christusa Pana do not 
occur in all sample chapters, it is not possible to draw any conclusions based 
on them. 

6.8 Syntactic variation: the pluperfect 
Although syntactic structures can be difficult to use as a criterion for identi-
fying translators because of their possible connection with the opposition 
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between Russian and Church Slavonic, or between non-bookish and bookish 
language, an attempt has nevertheless been made to study the translation of 
the Polish pluperfect. 

6.8.1 The pluperfect in Russian texts 
There are two types of pluperfect found in early Russian texts. Both kinds 
consisted of an auxiliary verb and an l-participle, but differed with regard to 
the tense form of the auxiliary verb. The Church Slavonic pluperfect, often 
simply called the pluperfect, had the auxiliary verb K,$" in the imperfect or 
imperfective aorist. The other, often called the Russian pluperfect, had the 
auxiliary verb in the perfect tense, full or elliptic (Uspenskij 2002: 251–252; 
Petruchin 2003: 56–58). In this text, there are no instances of the full perfect 
form as an auxiliary verb, only elliptic perfect forms. 

The pluperfect is traditionally said to refer to an event preceding another 
event, expressed in a past tense form, typically the aorist. It could also be 
used to signify absolute remoteness in time, i.e. that an event happened very 
long ago (!ivov 1995: 48). Some scholars consider the Church Slavonic and 
Russian pluperfect to be identical in meaning, but in early non-bookish texts, 
the Russian pluperfect may also signify an interrupted event or an event that 
happened but was later cancelled (Gor)kova & Chaburgaev 1997: 361–364; 
Petruchin 2003: 56–58).77 The modern Russian construction with K,&:, that 
has a similar meaning, is usually said to be a continuation of this usage 
(Petruchin 2003: 89). The bookish pluperfect could also carry this meaning, 
but probably under influence of the Russian pluperfect (Petruchin 2003: 
190). 

Until the 17th century, the auxiliary verb of the Russian pluperfect was 
conjugated, but in the 16th and 17th centuries there are also occurrences of a 
pluperfect with the auxiliary in the neuter singular, but with the main verb 
agreeing with the subject. This construction achieved the modern sense of an 
interrupted event. Gor)kova and Chaburgaev (1997: 361–364) seem to con-
sider the shift between agreement and non-agreement to have taken place in 
the 17th century, as they cite examples like C:=&" K,&" and #:=&" K,&: 
from the 1620s. Pennington (1980: 283) speaks of “isolated instances” of 
agreeing forms in the 1640s. Cocron (1962: 236–238) lists only occurrences 
with the auxiliary in the neuter singular (K,&:) from the 17th century, but 
among these there are examples of the original, temporal meaning, as well as 
the meaning of an interrupted event. 

                                                
 
77 Cf. also Petruchin (2003: 91–92) for examples from chronicles. 
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6.8.2 The pluperfect in the sample chapters 
For the sake of brevity, the two types – Church Slavonic and Russian pluper-
fect – will both simply be called the pluperfect below, but this does not mean 
that the form of the auxiliary verb is without importance. In fact, when the 
translations of Polish pluperfect forms are listed, the tense of the auxiliary 
verb will be the main criterion by which they are categorized. The results 
will be summed up in Section 6.8.2.5, Table 32. 

In the Polish pluperfect, both the main verb and the auxiliary verb were 
always in agreement with the subject. This tense could be used both for an 
event preceding another event, expressed in the past tense, and for an event 
that was unrelated to other events but had occurred long ago. It was common 
in the 16th and 17th centuries, but is almost out of use in modern Polish 
(Burzywoda et al. 2002: 171–173). 

There are a few occurrences in the Polish text (as a matter of fact, one in 
each set of sample chapters) of the combination by + auxiliary verb + l-
participle, which conveys a conditional meaning, and which D(ugosz-
Kurczabowa and Dubisz (2006: 316) call “more complex forms of the condi-
tional mood” (“bardziej z(o0onych form trybu przypuszczaj/cego”), com-
mon in 17th-century Polish. Three of these constructions are translated as K, 
+ l-participle. Although the conditional is a mood and not a tense, these con-
structions will nevertheless be referred to as “conditional pluperfect” and 
“conditional perfect,” respectively, to capture the distinction between them. 

6.8.2.1 The pluperfect in segment A 
In the Polish original of chapters IV: 1–3, the pluperfect occurs 30 times, one 
of which is a conditional pluperfect. Three of these occur in text sections that 
were not translated, which leaves 27 pluperfects to study.  

Ten of the Polish pluperfect forms are translated as pluperfects. The aux-
iliary verb is the aorist K,=) once, the imperfective aorist K; four times, a 
perfect form with agreement once and a perfect form in the neuter singular 
four times.  

17 times, other tenses or constructions are used in the translation: the 
aorist 12 times, the imperfect once, the elliptic perfect once, participles twice 
and an infinitive once (the conditional example). 

The following example can be interpreted in two ways. As I see it, there 
are two pluperfect forms with a single auxiliary, byli zábili y pogrzebli, since 
both these events precede the main narrative. The translator, however, 
probably interpreted only the first of the two as a pluperfect, since he trans-
lated the second one as an aorist: 

(165) Wyzwoli(á potym sobie u nich isz posz(á ná mieysce/ gdzie iey m/0 
pierwszy Ihor Rurikowic Xi/0. by( pogrzebiony/ bo go tám0e w Chorosti-
nie Drewlánie byli zábili y pogrzebli (Stryjkowski 1582: 123) 
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V<;#9" <#&#?8 V +"( <#"&" +' ?%9&/ "*%34 ?V. 4- <4;):F R.#;5 
JB;"=#)"75 =+(A5 <#.;4>4+8 >:9&5, &'?# ># ) c#;#9&"+% V>"$"  
>:,'  4.# *;4)$-+4 " <#.;4>#,'  (Slav 26, fol. 203r) 

In one case, the Russian translation uses a pluperfect construction (with the 
auxiliary verb K;) when the Polish original does not: 

(166) Ale Rochmidá […] niechiá(á ná to pozwoli-/ ále zá Iarope(ká Brátá iego y 
nieprzyia-ielá w ma(0e*stwo sie brá(á/ od ktorego te0 dziewos(.bow oc-
zekiwá!á. (Stryjkowski 1582: 130) 

J#1?"*' . [...] +4 )#"#1#&% A' +4.# "!&" +# A' >;'&' 4.# " 
+4<;"-&4$- d;#<#$=' #! +4.#. " 9)'&#'# #3"*'$'  >%  (Slav 26, fol. 
212r) 

There is great variation in these chapters, with the aorist and the pluperfect 
as the most common choices and a variety of tenses for the auxiliary verb of 
the pluperfect. 

6.8.2.2 The pluperfect in segment B 
In the chapters VIII: 3–5, the pluperfect occurs 15 times, one of which is 
conditional. This conditional pluperfect is translated with a conditional per-
fect construction. The remaining 14 pluperfects are all translated using a 
pluperfect, always with the auxiliary verb in the perfect tense. In 12 of these 
cases, the auxiliary verb is in agreement with the subject, and twice it is in 
the neuter singular. The following example is typical for these chapters: 

(167) Bowiem Boles(aw Xi/0. us(yszawszy i0 Sendomierzá dobyli Tatarowie/ 
u%iek! by! z 0on/ do W.gier. (Stryjkowski 1582: 333) 

+# 2># L#$49$''# =+(A5 29$:,''#, 7&# E4+*#?";8 )A-$" &'&';:, 
2,#, #  >:, #  A 34+#B *# )4+.4;8 (Slav 27, fol. 20r) 

This is the conditional example: 

(168) Iu0 bárdzo duszno y ci.szko […] nietylko Mázowszu/ ále y Boles(awá 
Wstydliwego Xi/0.ciá Krákowskiego y Sendomirskiego Monarchy ná ten 
czás Polskiego kráinom od Litwy by(o/ by by! Pan Bog sam pomocy y 
rátunku z niebá zes(á- nie raczy!. (Stryjkowski 1582: 335) 

2. [!$# *V,+# F &-3=# [...] +4 &#=?# D'A#),! +# " L#$49$')' 
9&:6$")#.# =+(A- =;'=#)9=#./ " 94+*#?"-9=#.# ?'+';1' ) &# 
);4?W <#$9=#.# 9&;'+'*, F #! ]"&): >:$#, 4.*' >:  ."#*5 L(.8 
<#?#H" 9 +>(9" 9#9$'&" +4 9#"&)#$"$8  (Slav 27, fols. 25r–25v) 

One example shows disagreement between the auxiliary verb and the main 
verb both in the Polish original and the Russian translation. This is probably 
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motivated by the incongruency of the feminine singular szlachta and its plu-
ral meaning: 

(169) Potym Zamku na ktorym si. by!á wszystka Sláchtá Sendomirska/ Pani.tá 
y pospólstwo z 0onami/ z dziatkámi/ y mai.tno1-iámi záwárli przez cá(/ 
noc y dzie* u1ilnym sturmowánim dobywáli (Stryjkowski 1582: 333) 

<#94* .#;#*' ) =#&#;#?8 >:$'  )9- ,$-1&' 94+*#?";9='-, ."#*' F 
<#9<#,#9&)# A 34+'?" " & *4&?" F 9 :?4+"4?8 A'<4;$"98  74;4& 
)9B +#75 " *(+5 9"$+:* <;"9&V<#* *#9&')'$" (Slav 27, fol. 18v) 

The preservation of almost all the Polish pluperfects in these chapters indi-
cates that the translation keeps very close to the original, an observation that 
is confirmed by the fact that the grammatically dubious construction in ex-
ample (169) was copied so closely. 

In ms. N, both instances that here have the auxiliary verb in the neuter 
singular instead have an auxiliary verb that agrees with the subject. Unfortu-
nately, it was not possible to consult ms. B in this respect, since this was 
discovered at a late stage in the work. However, as will be seen in Section 
6.8.2.4, mss. B and U have identical readings in segment D, whereas ms. N 
shows a trend towards agreement in the auxiliary verb. Therefore, it will be 
assumed that this is the case here also, and that the results from ms. U repre-
sent the original readings. 

6.8.2.3 The pluperfect in segment C 
In the Polish original of chapters XII: 3–5, the pluperfect occurs ten times, 
one of which is conditional. One instance is in a marginal note that is not 
translated into Russian at all. In correspondence to the Polish pluperfect, the 
translator has chosen the aorist seven times, a conditional perfect construc-
tion once (for the conditional pluperfect example) and a participle construc-
tion once. In other words, the pluperfect is never used in the Russian transla-
tion of these chapters. 

6.8.2.4 The pluperfect in segment D 
In the Polish original of chapters XXIV: 3–5, the pluperfect occurs 20 times, 
one of which is conditional. 14 of these instances are translated into Russian 
using the pluperfect. In nine of these 14 instances, the Russian auxiliary verb 
agrees with the subject; in four instances, it is in the neuter singular and does 
not agree with the subject; and in one instance the subject is in the neuter 
singular so that it can not be determined if the auxiliary verb is meant to be 
in agreement or not. The pluperfect is translated with perfect forms five 
times (one of which is a conditional perfect as a translation of the conditional 
pluperfect) and a participle once. In the following example, the pluperfect is 
used in the translation, although there are some other changes in the syntax: 
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(170) Potym ná schodzie Novembrá/ Tátarowie ktorzy z Moskwy wyci/gn/ws-
zy/ po!o"yli si# byli u czarnego lássu/ rozdzielili zagony ná cztery wo-
yská/ z ktorymi do Ru1i y ná Podole wtárgn.li. (Stryjkowski 1582: 752) 

<#&#* ) :91#63 +#-/;- &'&';#)- =#&#;:4 9 D#9=): ):7$" 9&',%  
>:$#  <#6 k#;+:* $!9#* " ;'&*!$"$""# +' 74&:;4 7'"#&" )#%9=' 9 
=#&#;:?" ) ;2"#="4 9&#;#+: " ) G#*#$54 )9&2<"$" (Slav 28, fols. 
304r–304v) 

In ms. N, two more auxiliary verbs, that are in the neuter in ms. U, are in 
agreement with the subject, i.e. the proportions are 11 in agreement, two not 
in agreement and one in agreement with a neuter singular subject. The usage 
in ms. B coincides with that in ms. U. Since two of the three manuscripts 
deemed to be the best in their respective groups show the same readings, and 
moreover, since these two are 17th-century manuscripts, whereas ms. N is 
from the 18th century, the readings in mss. U and B probably convey the 
original intention of the translator.  

6.8.2.5 Summary of the pluperfect 
Table 32 shows the translation of the pluperfect in all sample chapters. 
“4+1” in segment A refers to the occurrence in IV: 1–3 of a pluperfect with 
imperfect auxiliary without Polish counterpart, whereas “9+1” in segment D 
refers to the form with a neuter singular subject, where it cannot be deter-
mined if the auxiliary is meant to be in agreement. 
Table 32. Translation of the pluperfect in all sample chapters 

 Segment A Segment B Segment C Segment D 

pluperf. with aux. K,=) 1    
pluperf. with aux. K; 4+1    
pluperf. with agreeing l-aux. 1 12  9+1 
pluperf. with neut. sg. l-aux. 4 2  4 
aorist 12  7  
imperfect 1    
perfect 1 1 (cond.) 1 (cond.) 5 (1 cond.) 

other 
1 inf. (cond.) 
2 part. 

 1 part. 1 part. 

 
In other words, the four segments behave rather differently with regard to the 
pluperfect. In segment A, it is translated with the pluperfect approximately 
one third of the times it occurs in Polish, using a variety of tenses for the 
auxiliary verb. In segment B, it is translated in close keeping with the Polish 
original, usually keeping the verb agreement in the auxiliary verb. In seg-
ment C, the pluperfect is absent from the translation altogether. In segment 
D, it is usually translated as pluperfect, but less consistently than in segment 
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B. Verb agreement of the auxiliary verb is also less common than in segment 
B. The Church Slavonic pluperfect is only used in segment A, and then only 
in half of the cases. 

The form with the auxiliary verb K,=) stands out from what other schol-
ars have observed about the pluperfect. Gor)kova and Chaburgaev (1997: 
325–326), for instance, discuss only forms with auxiliary verbs from the 
K.=' and the K; paradigms (cf. Section 4.2.1.4), and van Schooneveld 
(1959: 122) says outright that a form with K,=), found in the Primary 
Chronicle, “stands alone and is obviously a corruption.” 

The share of pluperfect forms in chronicles decreased with time. In the 
Primary Chronicle and the First Novgorod Chronicle, it was 1%, whereas in 
the Mazurinskaja letopis' from the 17th century, it was only 0.1%. This 
probably means that the pluperfect was no longer recognized as a part of the 
tense system by later scribes and was replaced by other tenses (!ivov 1995: 
60–61, 73). The Stepennaja kniga contains only 53 examples, all forms of 
the Church Slavonic pluperfect (Otten 1973: 333). No percentage is given in 
Otten’s study, but since there are 12 000 instances of the aorist alone, the 
share of pluperfect forms is considerably less than 0.01% (Otten 1973: 62).  

In the sample chapters studied from the translation of the Kronika, the 
pluperfect is used with varying frequency: 1% in the chapters from segment 
A (cf. Section 4.3.1), 3% in segment B, 0% in segment C and 2.5% in seg-
ment D. These numbers, except of course for the one in segment C, might be 
said to be quite high. What they reveal, however, is the degree of depend-
ence of the translation on the original, rather than any independent use. 

In this light, one might say that the translator of segment A probably 
knew the most about the bookish language, since he was able to transfer 
Polish pluperfect with auxiliary verbs in the perfect tense to Church Slavonic 
pluperfects, but he was perhaps not entirely sure of their use, since he also 
chose other tenses. The translators of segments B and D were the most de-
pendent on the Polish original, and the translator of segment C was the most 
independent, but probably not well versed in the use of the pluperfect tense.  

6.9 Polonisms in the sample chapters 
In Section 5.4 above, lexical and syntactic polonisms in the sample chapters 
were studied. Some differences between the sets of sample chapters could be 
seen, but as this was not the primary goal of that section, the results reached 
there will now be discussed again with focus on this aspect. 

In Section 5.4.1.2, 15 words that have been pointed out as polonisms by 
earlier scholars were studied, and 12 of these were categorized as being ei-
ther very active, active or passive. It was mentioned that this classification 
may reveal something about the translators of the different sample chapters. 
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For this purpose, only the active words are used. This is based on the as-
sumption that very active words, which were already integrated into the lan-
guage, would have been used by most people, perhaps without their realizing 
that the words were of Polish origin. Passive words, on the other hand, were 
so rare at the time that they may simply have been mistakes, due to misun-
derstandings or inattentiveness rather than the translator’s language usage. 

Table 33, which is a section of Table 13, shows the distribution of the six 
active words (in boldface) in the sample chapters, along with other transla-
tions of their Polish cognates. In this table, the number of times each word 
occurs as a translation of the respective Polish cognates is included in paren-
theses. 
Table 33. Lexical polonisms in the sample chapters 

 A B C D 

<7+.,=+ (1) 
8E?IB> (9) 

<7+.,=+ (4) 
 

C8IHI@> (6) <7+.,=+ (1) 
8E?IB> (1) 

89)982 (4) 
89)98.9 (4) 
<59HI4I@K<45; (3) 

 C895;H> (3)  

*.+:2 (2) 
DJ3GIJ9I (3) 
DJ3G6 (1) 

*.+:2 (1)  *.+:2 (1) 

  GE<9:96 (1) ->*/:+ (1) 
GE<9:99<:99 (1) 

6+.=/7? (1) 
C3J<F8K (1) 

   

Active 

T9J> (1) 697@89:2 (1)   

Of the six words that were categorized as active, only one can be compared 
in all four segments, since the only Polish cognate that occurs in all sets of 
sample chapters is granica. Nevertheless, the table shows that when sample 
chapters A contain a polonism categorized as active, the corresponding Pol-
ish word is also translated in other ways in the same chapters. Sample chap-
ters B contain three active words and no alternative translations. Segment C, 
on the other hand, never chooses a polonism as a translation for these Polish 
words. Segment D shows parallel translations in two cases and one polonism 
without a parallel translation. 

Judging from the active category of words, segment B is the most prone 
to use lexical polonisms, segment C the least, and segments A and D vary in 
their use.  

Section 5.4.2.4 shows that sample chapters B also have a larger share of 
syntactic polonisms, although the only syntactic polonism that occurs in 
numbers large enough to judge is the construction with do + genitive.  

Both these criteria also point to the segments having been translated by 
different people. 
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6.10 Other possible borders in the text 
The division into segments is based on a linguistic feature that is easy to 
detect: the choice of tense for past events. During the work with the text, 
however, other variations have been revealed that are not as obvious, but that 
bring into focus the question of the history of the text. 

The importance of ms. B was established in Chapter 3. As was explained 
in the summary of that chapter, the alterations in the text would make it 
probable that this was a working draft of the text and the exemplar for later 
copies, were it not for the fact that there is a lacuna in the text where other 
mss. do not have one. This makes the early history of the text somewhat 
unclear.  

Nevertheless, in at least one place, a change of hands in ms. B coincides 
with variation in certain features. It concerns the border between hand B3 
and B4, between fols. 205v and 206r of volume I (cf. Section 8.3.2), which 
corresponds to Slav 26, fol. 208r in ms. U. Several differences have been 
noticed between the text written by hand B3 and that written by hand B4. 

In the part of the text that was written by hand B3, marginal notes from 
the Polish original are not translated. The first six pages of text written by 
hand B4 have marginal notes, but then they cease. 

As noted in Section 4.2.2.3, hand B3 writes @> &"A$* whereas hand B4 
writes +) &"A$*. 

When translating the phrase od stworzenia 8wiata, discussed in Section 
6.7.4.1, hand B3 writes :$> A:/#)+". V"() and hand B4 writes :$> 
A:$@:('+". A@;$) or :$> A:$@:('+". V"(). 

Despite these differences, I do not believe that this particular border 
points to different translators. Firstly, it seems more plausible to shift be-
tween translators at the beginning of a chapter than in the middle of a para-
graph. Secondly, as mentioned, this is probably not the original translation, 
although it is an early copy. Thirdly, compared to other features of the text 
that are consistent throughout sample chapters A, these differences are rather 
small. They are probably the result of editorial work rather than a shift in 
translators. 

6.11 Chapter summary 
The point of departure for this chapter was the assumption that the 1673–79 
translation of Stryjkowski’s chronicle was the joint work of several transla-
tors. This was suggested by Sparwenfeld’s note in ms. U, by the use of dif-
ferent verbal tenses in different parts of the text and by the fact that although 
the date 1673 occurs in the text, the one translator known by name who par-
ticipated was not employed until 1678, and could therefore not have been the 
only one. It was not unusual for larger texts to be divided among translators.  
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Since it seems quite certain that several people were involved, one aim 
with this chapter was to use the text as material to identify criteria that can 
distinguish between translators. The other aim was to apply these criteria to 
four sets of sample chapters (A, B, C and D) to find out if they had all been 
translated by different people, or if the same person had translated A and C 
or B and D, respectively. The parameters for comparison were chosen with 
regard to the facts that this is a 17th-century text, preserved in manuscripts 
and translated from a known source text.  

A division of proper names according to origin or type of name proved to 
be a useful method, but the treatment of names was to a large extent similar 
in all segments, and the characteristics of the segments often consisted of 
isolated deviations from a norm that all translators seemingly had in com-
mon. For instance, sample chapters C and D stood out by not consistently 
replacing Latin endings by Russian ones, but there were few examples of 
this.  

The distribution of the synonyms (:/+,", ()/+," and ()/&"L+," as 
translations of Polish ró!ny and rozmaity was seen to coincide with the dis-
tribution of tenses, and without further knowledge about these two words, it 
cannot be excluded that this difference is a matter of register harmony, rather 
than of individual preferences. The translations of Polish zamek and miasto 
were more varied, which made this criterion very interesting, but complex. 
The results would have been difficult to judge without support from the 
other criteria. The translations of the word granica were helpful, since there 
was a clear distinction between the sample chapters, but little variation 
within each set. Annalistic formulas were frequent and therefore useful. The 
sample chapters were quite consistent in this regard as well. 

The only syntactic criterion applied was the translation of the Polish plu-
perfect. The sample chapters treated it rather differently, although the dis-
tinction was not as clear-cut as with some of the lexical criteria. 

The active polonisms from Section 5.4.1 were difficult to use, since most 
of them did not occur or have correspondences in all sets of sample chapters. 
When treated as a group, they showed a certain tendency, which would 
probably be strengthened if a larger number of polonisms were studied. 

The chapters from segment A were characterized by the following: they 
consistently adapted names to Russian practice, translated zamek and miasto 
mostly as 9()#> and granica as (*K'G>, used the annalistic formula @> 
&;$:, a variety of translations for the pluperfect, and there was also variation 
in the use of lexical polonisms. 

The chapters from segment B had the following properties: names were 
mostly treated according to Russian norm; zamek and miasto were mostly 
translated as 9:(:#> and rendered with two words when they occurred to-
gether; granica was translated as 9()+"J); the introductory annalistic for-
mula was &;$) and connecting formulas were formed with the word 9:#>; 
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the pluperfect was strongly influenced by the Polish original; and lexical and 
syntactic polonisms were frequent. Some of these facts point to a translator 
with Polish or Ruthenian as his native language (cf. also Section 5.4.2.1). 

In the chapters from segment C, Latin and Greek endings of names were 
not as consistently replaced by Slavic ones as in other segments; the word 
$@'(#,+. was introduced as a translation for zamek and used more than half 
the time, with 9()#> as the other alternative; granica was translated as 
C('#'&>; the annalistic formulas were similar to those in segment B; the 
pluperfect was never used in the translation; and lexical polonisms were rare. 
The latter two characteristics suggest that the translator actively tried to 
avoid words and constructions similar to the Polish original. 

The chapters from segment D had the following characteristics: Slavic 
names were not consistently given in their Russian form; 9:(:#> was the 
most frequent translation for zamek and miasto, but with a few occurrences 
of /)V:0>; granica was translated as (*K'G> or 9()+"J) (although only 
once each); the annalistic formulas were mainly formed with the word 9:#>; 
the pluperfect was strongly influenced by the Polish original; and there was 
variation regarding the lexical polonisms.  

It seems fairly certain, then, that the four segments were all translated by 
different people, but there are examples of variation within segments that 
still remain to be explained. A study devoted exclusively to ms. B would 
probably reveal more about the history of the text and help identify the re-
sults of later editorial work. 
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7 Comparison with original chronicles 

The chronicle is a very old and important text genre in East Slavic tradition. 
The best-known chronicles are the earliest ones, but compilations and con-
tinuations of chronicles were still being made in the 17th century. The Rus-
sian translation of Stryjkowski differed from early East Slavic chronicles 
because it was not annalistically structured. It was, however, similar to new 
types of chronicles that had begun to emerge at this time. Therefore it may 
be said to belong to the chronicle genre, and if the translators made this as-
sociation, it may have activated the mechanism of text orientation (cf. Sec-
tion 4.1.2). 

It has been proposed, however, that the translators who in the 17th century 
began to translate secular texts perceived their task as to some extent sepa-
rate from previous written tradition, and translated texts differ in some ways 
from original ones, such as chronicles (!ivov 2004: 147). Despite the subject 
matter, the translation of the Kronika may have had more in common with 
translated texts on other topics than with original chronicles. Therefore, this 
chapter – which is based on the article Watson (2010) – will be devoted to a 
comparison between the translation of Stryjkowski’s Kronika, on the one 
hand, and a selection of original Russian chronicles, on the other, to find out 
if the language of the translation shows any signs of being connected with 
chronicle tradition. The comparison is made on the basis of a syntactic con-
struction, a few formulaic expressions and the transcription of names known 
from chronicles. 

7.1 The chronicle genre in the 17th century 
The task of the chronicles differed very much over time, and with it their 
form. As a rule, the earliest chronicles were kept in monasteries and to some 
extent at princely courts. Most chronicles from this period take a local view 
of events, depending on which town they were kept in, and there were such 
chronicle centers in many different Russian towns. In the late 15th century, 
however, Moscow assumed a leading role in Russia and consequently took 
over chronicle writing, making its interpretation of history the official one. 
Local chronicles were more or less replaced by chronicles kept for the bene-
fit of the Grand Princes and, later, the tsars. State officials took over the task 
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of chronicle writing from clerics, and state documents began to be incorpo-
rated into the chronicles (Kijanova 2010: 10–12). 

Early Russian chronicles have received much attention, but chronicles 
written from the end of the 16th century onwards have been less thoroughly 
studied. At this time, the old kind of annalistic chronicle, beginning from the 
creation of the world, had given way to new kinds of texts. On the one hand, 
there were chronicles with a traditional, annalistic structure, but with a lesser 
scope, covering perhaps the reign of one or a few tsars. On the other hand, 
historical narratives that were not annalistically organized appeared and 
partly replaced the chronicles. Instead of continuing older chronicles, they 
were based on other sources (Licha%ëv 1947: 376; Vovina-Lebedeva 2004: 
376–377; Kijanova 2010: 11–12). This form of narrative, in Russian called 
chronograf (as opposed to letopis'), had become dominant on Eastern Slavic 
territory in the 17th century, influenced by Polish and Western European 
sources (Myl'nikov 1996: 16). A well-known example of this tradition is the 
Novyj letopisec. Instead of the annalistic form it has short chapters that deal 
with such subjects as a battle, the coronation or death of a tsar, the building 
of a town or monastery (Licha%ëv 1947: 384; Vovina-Lebedeva 2004; cf. 
PSRL XIV: 23–154). Another innovation was the appearance of short 
chronicles, a form that probably indicates that they were accessible to more 
people. Noble families also began keeping their own chronicles (Kijanova 
2010: 13–14). 

At the same time, from the middle of the 16th century onwards, official 
Moscow chronicle writing decreased. One reason for this may have been that 
the chronicles could no longer satisfy the state’s needs for documentation. 
Diplomats and state officials needed more information than chronicles could 
supply, and that role was taken over by archives. Thus, the official Moscow 
chronicles were replaced by documents on the one hand and historical narra-
tives on the other hand (Licha%ëv 1947: 375–376, 423). In the 17th century, 
the centers for chronicle writing were instead to be found in the provinces. 
Regional chronicles were kept in a traditional manner, primarily in Nov-
gorod and Pskov (Licha%ëv 1947: 375, 386; cf. also Kijanova 2010: 156–
157). In 1657, there was an attempt to centralize official chronicle writing to 
Zapisnoj prikaz, headed first by Timofej Kudrjavcev and then by Grigorij 
Kunakov, but its work was not successful, and it was closed a few years later 
(Luki%ev 2004: 362–375). 

In short, early and late chronicles differed greatly from each other, and the 
variation between different types of late chronicles was great. A comparison 
of the three chronicles from the last quarter of the 17th century that have been 
published in volume XXXI of PSRL gives an example of the varieties of 
chronicles at that time. The Mazurinskij letopisec (PSRL XXXI: 11–179) 
continues the tradition of beginning the tale from Noah and his sons (cf. 
Section 2.4). It also retains, to some extent, the annalistic form, arranging the 
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information according to years rather than under any other sort of headings, 
but it does not count empty years, as the earliest chronicles did. The Le-
topisec 1619–1691 gg. (PSRL XXXI: 180–205), as the heading tells us, be-
gins in 1619 and consists of additions to other historical texts in a compila-
tion (PSRL XXXI: 6). It is also written in an annalistic form, but with many 
long accounts. The Letopisnoe skazanie Petra Zolotareva (PSRL XXXI: 
206–233), on the other hand, does not attempt to give any early history, but 
has a set theme: the invasion of Astrachan by Stenka Razin’s troops in 1670. 
Some paragraphs open with references to years, but it is mainly arranged 
under thematic headings. The list could be made much longer, but these 
three will suffice to give a picture of the diversity of the texts that fit under 
the name of late Russian chronicles. 

The heritage from the chronicles continued to be present for some time, 
even in historical works of the new kind. For instance, the traditional appeal 
of the chronicler to his readers to correct any mistakes they might find in the 
text can be found also in later, non-anonymous texts (Robinson 1963: 46–47; 
cf. also Kijanova 2010: 168). On the one hand, the authors had made a con-
scious choice to write a new type of historical text and not to continue the 
tradition of chronicle writing, which was seen as insufficient (Robinson 
1963: 53), but, on the other hand, they knew that genre so well and used 
such sources that the result was often a compromise between chronicle and 
chronograph (Robinson 1963: 57).  

7.2 Method of comparison 
Because of the long time span of Russian chronicle writing, and because of 
the hybrid nature of chronicles and their language (cf. Section 4.1.3), it is not 
easy to determine what is typical of chronicle language. Early and late 
chronicles differ, and many chronicles reflect the development of the lan-
guage from their earliest parts to the latest (cf. Gippius 2006). The develop-
ment of new types of chronicles probably also introduced new characteristics 
of chronicle language. 

 To capture at least some aspects of chronicle language, the comparison in 
this chapter has been conducted with two different starting points. The first 
is to make use of earlier studies of chronicle language, especially the lan-
guage of late chronicles, and study the translation of Stryjkowski’s Kronika 
to see if similar patterns can be found there.  

However, most earlier studies (some of which were presented in Section 
1.7) do not aim to single out what separates chronicle language from other 
types of texts, but either use chronicles as material to study some linguistic 
feature, such as Petruchin (2003), or show the variation between individual 
chronicles, such as Kijanova (2010). In other words, it is impossible to say if 
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the results achieved in those studies characterize a genre – chronicles – or a 
certain time period, geographical area, etc., and their results are not easily 
compared with the translation of Stryjkowski. 

For instance, the parameters used by Kijanova (2010) – simplex 
preterites, the dative absolute and the dual number – are indeed interesting 
when determining how archaic or bookish a 17th-century text is, but the fact 
that she has not quantified her results in any way makes it difficult to relate 
the translation of the Kronika to them. Also, when she reports her findings of 
dual forms in late chronicles, this does not necessarily mean that the use of 
dual forms is typical of chronicle language; it only means that the chronicles 
were written in a bookish register. Another problem is that constructions 
such as the dative absolute may not be very frequent even in a bookish text, 
which makes any statistics very uncertain. Nevertheless, considering the 
great number of chronicles included in her study and the different types of 
chronicles represented, it provides an interesting point of comparison. 

The second starting point is to single out formulas in the translated text 
that strike the eye as reminding one of chronicle language – a very subjective 
choice, but reminiscent of the process of text orientation, and therefore suit-
able nevertheless – and then comparing them with the Polish original, on the 
one hand, and Russian chronicles, on the other hand. If one of these expres-
sions in the Russian translation corresponds to several different expressions 
in the Polish original, this has been seen as evidence that the expression is 
formulaic. If the same expression is frequent in original chronicles, it shows 
that chronicle language may have been the inspiration for using that particu-
lar expression. This does not exclude the possibility that the same expres-
sions may have been frequent in other text genres as well. A further study on 
formulaic expressions could include comparisons with several genres.  

Even though we know to some extent which chronicles Stryjkowski had 
access to (cf. Section 2.3.1), this does not mean that precisely these chroni-
cles are the most probable models for the Russian translation, since the trans-
lators may have been acquainted with wholly different chronicles. They may 
have come in contact not only with 17th-century chronicles, but also with 
considerably older texts. Therefore, parallels have been sought in various 
types of chronicles, listed below, that represent possible types of model 
texts, but it can naturally not be assumed that these very chronicles were role 
models used by the translator. In some cases this would not even be possible: 
the Mazurinskij letopisec used Stryjkowski’s Kronika as a source (!ivov 
1995: 53) and the first edition of the Synopsis was printed when the transla-
tion work had already begun. Instead, these texts should be seen as other 
representatives of the tradition of history writing, and similarities with these 
chronicles do not mean that they influenced the translator, but that they and 
the translation of Stryjkowski’s Kronika belonged to the same branch of that 
tradition. The chronicles listed below have been chosen for different reasons, 
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but share the trait that they contain a relation of the events described in IV: 
1–3 of the Kronika, so as to facilitate the comparison of phrases and formu-
las. The following chronicles were chosen: 

1) The Primary Chronicle (Povest' vremennych let, PVL) according to 
the Laurentian manuscript, because of its central position among 
chronicles and its great accessibility. The first 60 pages of the 123-
page edition have been studied (PVL 2007: 7–66), up to and includ-
ing the year 6544 (1035/36). An online word index, covering the 
whole chronicle, has been consulted.78 The Hypatian copy, in the 
digitalized version in the Regensburg Diachronic corpus of Rus-
sian,79 has also been used to some extent. 

2) The First Novgorod Chronicle (Novgorodskaja pervaja letopis' 
star4ego izvoda, NPL), as another representative of the earliest 
chronicles (NPL 1950: 15–100). It has been thoroughly studied by 
Gippius (2006), which facilitates comparison. An online version has 
also been consulted.80 

3) The Piskarëvskij letopisec, a chronicle from the first half of the 17th 
century, as a representative of late chronicles (PSRL XXXIV: 31–
220). Some aspects of the text have been studied by Petruchin 
(2003). An online version has also been consulted.81 

4) The Mazurinskij letopisec, another late chronicle, approximately 
contemporary to the translation of the Kronika. The first 50 pages of 
the 170-page edition, up to and including the year 6662 (1153/54), 
have been used (PSRL XXXI: 11–60). It has been studied by !ivov 
(1995). 

5) Belorussian-Lithuanian chronicles (cf. Section 2.3.1), because they 
are similar to Stryjkowski’s sources and because if the translators 
were of Ruthenian descent, they may have been acquainted with 
chronicles of this kind. The main emphasis is on the Suprasl'skaja 
letopis' from the 16th century (PSRL XXXV: 36–67), since few of 
the other Belorussian-Lithuanian chronicles accessible in print con-
tain accounts of early Kievan history. The 15th-century Niki-
forovskaja letopis' (PSRL XXXV: 19–35), which is very similar to 
it, but slightly shorter, has also been used to some extent. Online 
versions of these chronicles have been consulted.82 

6) The Kievan Synopsis in the 1681 edition, by virtue of its being a 
widely spread printed book, approximately contemporary to the 
translation of the Kronika. It has a different character than the annal-

                                                
 
78 www.lrc-lib.ru/rus_letopisi/Laurence/lavrfrm.htm 
79 www-korpus.uni-r.de/diakorp 
80 www.litopys.org.ua/novglet/novg.htm 
81 www.krotov.info/acts/17/azaryin/b61.htm 
82 www.litopys.org.ua/psrl3235/lytov16.htm, www.litopys.org.ua/psrl3235/lytov15.htm 
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istic chronicles and represents another branch of the tradition of his-
tory writing. The first 88 pages of the 254-page text in a facsimile 
edition have been chosen for comparison, since they correspond to 
the subject matter in the relevant chapters of Stryjkowski’s Kronika 
(Rothe 1983: 143–231). 

In the cases where a chronicle is available online or where there is a concor-
dance, these resources have been used alongside the printed editions. It will 
not be specified in each case which of these sources has been used. Page 
references and quotations given below apply to the printed editions. 

7.3 Coordination of finite verbs and participles 
In modern Russian, the relationship between a gerund and a main clause is a 
hypotactic one, which means that they are asyndetically linked: no conjunc-
tion is used to express the relationship between them.83 The same rule ap-
plied to participial constructions in Greek and, under Greek influence, in Old 
Church Slavonic. This rule was sometimes broken in OCS, so that the parti-
ciple and the main clause were syndetically linked, usually with the help of 
the conjunction " (Ve%erka et al. 1996: 204–205). In Old Russian, syndetic 
linking was even more common, such as in the following example, found in 
an early entry in the Primary Chronicle: 

(171) _ D3E483 )2;5+)2 , 71A1 : <EY9G> < J9G> ETIJ9:;G>: ”N9H94I @9 
=;8F <96? [...]” (PVL 2007: 9) 

Several scholars have pointed out that this construction was quite common in 
chronicles (Alekseev 1987: 188; !ivov 1995: 56–57; 2011: 143–144). 
Therefore, the translation of the Kronika has been searched for such con-
structions. Before proceeding to the study, however, a matter of terminology 
should be cleared up, and the history of what we know as the gerund should 
be outlined.  

In OCS and early Old Russian texts, participles – active and passive, long 
and short forms – were as a rule declined, regardless of their function, ac-
cording to the gender, number and case of the word to which they referred. 
The active participles in some positions later lost their inflection and devel-
oped into today’s gerunds, namely when they were used adverbially, i.e. as 
secondary predicates,84 or copredicates (cf. Haspelmath 1995: 17–20).  
                                                
 
83 Cf., however, Weiss (1995: 268–270) on some constructions that border on syndetic link-
ing. 
84 This is not to be confused with the Russian term vtorostepennoe skazuemoe, which has 
been used to describe precisely the contexts with syndetic linking and other constructions that 
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The modern term ‘gerund’ cannot be applied to the Old Russian situation, 
but using the term ‘participle’ without further specification would also be 
incorrect, and therefore a term is needed that covers all the stages of devel-
opment of this construction. There have been numerous suggestions for such 
terms, cross-linguistically speaking. One term widely used in Slavic linguis-
tics is ‘adverbial participle,’ since these forms are verbal adverbs (Haspel-
math 1995: 45–46), or “a nonfinite verb form whose main function is to 
mark adverbial subordination” (Haspelmath 1995: 3). Because of their status 
as predicates in a subordinate construction, they have sometimes been called 
‘predicative participles’ (Bjørnflaten 2010: 19–20). Haspelmath (1995: 45–
46) prefers the term ‘converb.’ Here, ‘adverbial participle’ has been chosen 
to describe the form during the whole of its development, since the construc-
tion studied below originates in a time when the form in question was still a 
participle, but in the 17th century probably should be seen as containing a 
gerund. In this way, the origins of the form as a participle is emphasized, and 
the choice is also in keeping with Slavic scholarly tradition. In unambiguous 
contexts, for the sake of brevity and to avoid repetition, ‘participle’ will also 
be used. 

The loss of declension of adverbial participles seems to have begun be-
fore the 14th century, and in texts from the 17th century, uninflected forms are 
widely used. The change began with adverbial participles with a plural refer-
ence (in both the present and past tense) adopting the ending -" instead of -'. 
This resulted in ambiguous forms and the deterioration of the declension 
system. Several endings competed for dominance, and in the 17th century, 
the endings -)/-. and -*L" in the present tense, and -@> and -@=" in the past 
tense, respectively, were not distinguished (Bjørnflaten 2010: 21–27). The 
distribution of the endings represented in the Kronika can be found in Sec-
tion 4.2.1.5. 

According to A. A. Alekseev (1987: 192–193), syndetic linking was es-
pecially common when the adverbial participle construction preceded the 
finite verb, and especially after a past adverbial participle, where his mate-
rial, Skazanie o Mamaevom poboi45e in a redaction from 1526–1530, shows 
a share of 41% syndetic constructions (cf. Alekseev 1987: 188–189). In the 
Hypatian copy of the Primary Chronicle, the share is 24%, and in the Kievan 
chronicle 40% (!ivov 2011: 144). It is frequent in other later texts as well 
(!ivov 1995: 56–57). Examples abound in Kijanova’s material (late chroni-
cles), and she states that the construction is common in chronicles, even 
though she does not specify if it characterizes them as opposed to other gen-
res.85  

                                                                                                              
 
bear witness to an intermediate stage in the development from participles to gerunds (Alekse-
ev 1987: 187). 
85 Cf. for example Kijanova (2010: 57, 133, 186, 241). 
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There are examples with postpositive adverbial participles as well, and 
!ivov (1995: 56–57) considers the independent predicative status to be espe-
cially emphasized in such cases. 

The syndetic construction shows the tendency in chronicles towards para-
tax and the “stringing” (nanizyvanie) of clauses (Alekseev 1987: 195). If we 
look beyond participle constructions, the high frequency of the conjunction " 
between main clauses and in the beginning of sentences testifies to this ten-
dency (Alekseev 1987: 195–196; Gippius 2006: 170–171). Dative absolute 
constructions, that were also subordinate constructions with a participle form 
as one of their constituents, could also be syndetically linked to the main 
clause (Corin 1995: 262–264). Several other constructions also attest to the 
independence of participles in OCS and the early stages of other Slavic lan-
guages (Ve%erka et al. 1996: 199–214; cf. also Weiss 1995: 274–275). Corin 
(1995: 272) mentions the common Slavic character of the syndetic construc-
tion and sees its origins in Czech. 

Syndetic linking of adverbial participle constructions existed in Polish 
throughout the 17th century, but disappeared towards the end of the 18th cen-
tury (Grybosiowa 1973: 91–92; Soko(owska 1976: 73–77; Pisarkowa 1984: 
224–225, 245). T. Soko(owska (1976: 73–77) specifies that different con-
junctions were generally used with prepositive and postpositive participles: a 
when the participle was postpositive, i when it was prepositive. She gives 
examples of both positions, but it can be noted that there are very few exam-
ples of postpositive past participles. D. Ostaszewska lists a few examples 
with postpositive adverbial participles, mainly in the present tense, but the 
distribution of conjunctions proposed by Soko(owska cannot be observed 
here (Burzywoda et al. 2002: 274). 

With this in mind, we turn to the translation of the Kronika. Participles 
with no apparent link to a preceding or following main clause have been 
excluded from the counts below. This applies to a few instances of partici-
ples in parentheses, and also to the adverbial participles "#*L" and '#*L", 
which seem to function differently than other verbs. ?#*L" in Slav 26, fol. 
152r appears in parentheses, making the link to preceding clauses less 
strong, and where it appears on fol. 153r, the subject in the preceding main 
clause is inanimate and cannot in any way be the subject of the adverbial 
participle. This also applies to the form '#*L" on fol. 168r. Therefore, these 
forms are not connected to a main clause. Hüttl-Folter (1996: 270, 286–287) 
gives similar examples of what she calls absolute gerund constructions, 
where the adverbial participle does not refer to the subject of the main 
clause, but has a more general meaning. Several of her examples also con-
tain verbs of motion. This independent use of adverbial participles is attested 
in Old Polish as well as in Old Russian (Soko(owska 1976: 111–112). 

The study is based on the text found in ms. U, and it may be noted that 
there are some differences between manuscripts in this regard: not primarily 
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in the presence or absence of conjunctions, but in verb forms that are finite 
forms (e.g. aorists) in some mss. and participles in others. For instance, in 
Slav 26, fol. 212v, there is a whole chain of participles that are not connected 
with a finite verb form, since the finite verb form in the Polish original has 
been altered to a participle in ms. U. This form is an aorist in some other 
mss., so that if the study had been based on ms. B, one prepositive past parti-
ciple and one postpositive present participle would have been added to the 
material. This means that the percentages of syndetic constructions in the 
table below may be slightly different if calculated on other manuscripts, but 
the general picture would probably be the same. Variation between manu-
scripts will be commented on in connection with the examples below. 

The share of syndetically linked participle constructions in the Russian 
translation of the Kronika is not as large as in the original chronicles studied 
by other scholars. There are 18 examples of the construction in IV: 1–3. The 
conjunctions used are ", ) and +:. P: is not traditionally found in this role 
and is not mentioned by Ve%erka et al. (1996: 204–208), but is found here 
twice.  

The 18 occurrences are distributed as follows according to the tense of the 
adverbial participle and its position in relation to the main clause. 
Table 34. Constructions with adverbial participles 

  prepos. synd. prepos. asynd.  postpos. synd. postpos. asynd. 

present participle  7  (9.7%) 65  (90.3%)  5  (6.9%) 67  (93.1%) 
past participle  6  (5.2%) 109  (94.8%)  0  (0.0%) 13  (100.0%) 

As we see, the hierarchy of frequency of the syndetic construction estab-
lished by Alekseev (1987: 192–193), prepositive past participle > preposi-
tive present participle > postpositive participle, does not show here, but 
instead we see prepositive present participle > postpositive present partici-
ple > prepositive past participle. Since there are rather few examples, they 
will all be listed below. The primary division will be according to how the 
construction relates to the Polish original, but within those groups, a subdivi-
sion will be made according to the tense of the adverbial participle and its 
position. As for the primary division, the relation between the original and 
the translation can be one of the following: 

a) there is an identical construction in the Polish original,  
b) the Russian translation uses the same verb forms as the original but has 

inserted a conjunction, i.e. participle + finite verb becomes participle + 
conjunction + finite verb or finite verb + participle becomes finite verb + 
conjunction + participle,  

c) a finite verb has been changed to an adverbial participle, i.e. finite verb 
+ conjunction + finite verb becomes finite verb + conjunction + participle 
or participle + conjunction + finite verb, 
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d) an adverbial participle has been changed to a finite verb, i.e. participle 
+ conjunction + participle becomes participle + conjunction + finite verb or 
finite verb + conjunction + participle. 

There are three examples of case a), where the Polish original has an iden-
tical construction. In all cases the adverbial participle is prepositive. One 
example contains a past participle: 

(172) zebra( sie prze-iw im Romanus Cesarz Grecki z pomoc/ Rzymsk// y ins-
zych Pánow Chrze1-iá*skich/ á stoczywszy srog/ bitw. z Rusk/ Armat/ 
ná Morzu czarnym/ y porá(i! wielkie woyská Ruskie ná g(ow. (Stryj-
kowski 1582: 121) 

9#>;')9-86 <;#&")8 4)# J#?'$ C(;5 .;4749=F" 9 <#?#75B ;"?9=#B, " 
F+:( ."#*;4% 1;"#&"-+9="(, 9#&)#;")8  . #<#$74+"4 9 ;29="?8 
+';-*#?8 +' 7#-+#?8 ?#;", "  <#>"  )4$"="4 )#"9=' ;29="4 (Slav 
26, fol. 200r) 

The other examples contain present participles:  

(173) A i0bych tu krotko1-i y teskliwemu czytelnikowi folgui&c/ y inszych 
Cesárzow Greckich/ Rzymskich/ ták0e tysi/c dowodow o Sarmatskiey 
Rycerskiey dzielno1-i opu'%i!/ tedy to sámá rzecz pokázuie (Stryjkowski 
1582: 108) 

" *'>: A*% =;#&=#9&", " &#9=$")#?V 7"&'&4$B +#;#)W , "  F+:1887 
C49';4M .;4749="18 ;"?9="18, &'=#34 .0'\. 9)"*%&4$9&)8 # 9';?'C-
=#% )#"+9=#M 1;'>;#9&" #9&')",  (Slav 26, fol. 182r) 

(174) Ktorego wielkiego gwa(tu Cesarz Constantinopolski nie mog&c wy-
trzymá-/ á pomocy ná odsiec znisk/d sie nie spodziewa!/ przeiedna( 
Olechá wielkimi dárámi/ odkupui/c pokoy (Stryjkowski 1582: 120) 

" &#)# +'9"$"- C(;5 =#$9&'+&"+#<#$9=F" +4 ?#.F"  ):*4-3'&5, F  
<#?#7" +' ):;V7=2 +"#!=V*V +4 7'-$8 , V&#$" N$41' )4$"="?" 
*';: <#=#% <#=V<'- (Slav 26, fol. 199r) 

The following examples illustrate case b), where the Russian translation uses 
the same verb forms as the original but has inserted a conjunction. The ma-
jority of these contain prepositive past participles: 

(175) ktorey potym ko1-i W(odimirz wnuk ochrzs%iwszy sie/ zá swi.te podnios! 
y iest miedzy swi.te policzona (Stryjkowski 1582: 127) 

=#9&" . 4- )+V=8 Z$'*"?4;8 =;49&")9- , "  ) ?%9&' 9)(&:- <#6- , " 
?4.*V 9)(&:- <;"7&4+' (Slav 26, fol. 208v) 

                                                
 
86 Mss. B and G have A:K()A.. 
87 Ms. N has "++,W> instead of " X+,W>, i.e. an asyndetic construction. 
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(176) Nátychmiast tedy po1iliwszy Ricerstwo/ z wielkim p.dem rzu-ili sie y 
gwa(townie uderzyli ná prze-iw stoi/ce woysko Greckie/ á przerwawszy 
y przebiwszy uprzeym/ nawá(no1-i/ ich uffy szykowáne/ zwyci.stwo 
otrzymáli (Stryjkowski 1582: 128) 

V&)4-*") 34 &#.*' )#"$9&)/ "*4 9 )4$"=#B 9=#;#9&"B " V*';" 
349&#=# +'<;#&")8 9&#-H44 )#"+9&)# .;4749=#4, ;'A#-)')  34 " 
;#&>")8  )4$"="?8 +',49&)"4* <#$=" V9&;#4++:4 "18, "  &'=# 
<#>%*V )#&<;"-,'  (Slav 26, fols. 209v–210r) 

(177) Potym W(odimirz b.d/c iusz zupe(nym Iedynow(ayc/ wszystkiey Ru1i/ 
zebra( wielkie woysko/ s ktorym przepráwiwszy sie przez Dunay/ opáno-
wa! Ziemie Bulgarsk/ […] (Stryjkowski 1582: 133) 

" >V*V7" 9#)4;,4++:* 9'?#*4-3C4* )94' J#9F", Z$'*"?4- ,46  9 
)4$"F?8 )#M9=#?8 7;4& SV+'% "  #)$'*%  A4?$" >#$.';9=2B [...] 
(Slav 26, fol. 215r) 

(178) á Peres(awiánin przyskoczywszy nie da( mu si. powtore popráwowá-/ ále 
go záraz osiod!awszy pocz&! t(uc w sczeki á0 mu z.by wespo(ek ze krwi/ 
pádá(y (Stryjkowski 1582: 135) 

;V9"+8 . +4 *'*4 4?V )9&'&" )9%6  +' +4.# "  +'7'  >"&" <# H4='*, 
7&# AV>: ? +4.# 9 =;#)"B ):<'*'$" (Slav 26, fol. 217v) 

Two examples contain prepositive present participles:  

(179) á Popowie dawái&c ká0dey gromádzie z ossobná imi./ Timochwiey/ Wa-
sil/ Piotr/ álbo Siemion/ polewáli ich wod// á modlitwy nád niemi zwyk(e 
odpráwui/c/ chrz%ili wszystkich m.sczyzn. y niewiásty/ w Imi. Oycá y 
Syná y Duchá swi.tego. (Stryjkowski 1582: 140) 

9)(H4++"C: . =;49&-H4  "( )# "?- #! (C' " 9(+' F 9)(&')# *(1', "  
*')'12  "?8 "?-+', Z'9"$F". G4!;8, O#'$, T"?#@4% E"?4#$. " 
<;#9 (Slav 26, fols. 224v–225r) 

(180) co ráchui&c z dzisieyszym Rokiem Pá*skim kiedy to pisz/ 1579. uczyni 
599. Lat. (Stryjkowski 1582: 423) 

" 97"&'-  9 +(+4,+"?8 $%&#?8 ."#*+"?8 .0'6(#@.% "  &#./ >V*4&8 , 
.6(7@. $%&8 (Slav 26, fol. 226v) 

Yet another example has a postpositive present participle: 

(181) woyská z obudwu stron sta!y spokoynie pátrz&c ná on. biesiád. ch(opká 
má(ego z obrzymem (Stryjkowski 1582: 134) 

)#M9=' . 9 #>#"( 9&;'+8 9&#-1V  &"1#, "  &;-H4  +' >#;>2 ?'$#.# 
?23"7=' 9# "9<#$"+#* (Slav 26, fol. 217v) 
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In the following cases, examples of c), Polish finite verbs have been changed 
to adverbial participles in the Russian translation. In example (182), two 
finite forms have been turned into prepositive past participles: 

(182) ále skoro sie wywiedzieli liczby Zo(nierzow iego/ wnet te0 woyská swoie 
Greckie spissáli/ y wiedli prze-iw Swentos(awowi (Stryjkowski 1582: 
128) 

4.*' 34 2)%*'),4  7"9$# )#M+9&)' 4./, )9=#;4 )#- 9)#" .;4749="4 
9#>;'),4 , "  <;#&")# E)-&#9$')' )4*#,'  (Slav 26, fol. 209r) 

Two examples have prepositive present participles. Both of these use the 
conjunction +:: 

(183) Widz&c to Piecinigowie/ isz sie im pot.0nie W(odimirz stáwi(/ nie smieli 
ná-ierá- wst.pnym boiem/ ále pos!áli do W(odimirzá z ták/ kondici/ [...] 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 133) 

)"*-  34 <474+%." -=# Z$'*"?";8 <;#&")# "( 9&#"&8 )# 
?+#349&)4 9"$:, +4 9?%-  +' +4.# >#4?8 +'9&V<'&", +#  <;#9",'  
V +4.# [...] (Slav 26, fol. 216r) 

(184) gdy ich ták0e s(udzy […] pu1-i- nie chieli/ iáko nieprzyiacio( y przychod-
niow/ ász ich ták0e […] rozgámi y puhami rosp!oszyli et-. (Stryjkowski 
1582: 138) 

&'=#. 9$V." " <$%++"=" [...] 1#A-4)8 9)#"( [...] -=# +4<;"-&4$4% ) 
*#?: <V9&"&" +4 1#&-H4 , +#  <# ?+#."( >;'+4( 1#A-4)' "&.+','  
"( &'=#.*4 " <;#9: (Slav 26, fol. 222r) 

The majority, however, contain postpositive present participles: 

(185) A gdy go insze Xi/0.tá dárámi b(ágá(y/ odkupui/c pokoy/ á Swentos(aw 
Z(otá y Panadokmi Kleinotow (iako ich Ruskie Kroniki miánui/) nie 
chcia! brá- y gárdzi! nimi/ A ty(ko száty y broni/ Zbroie/ Tarcze/ Miecze 
od Grekow przys(áne prziymowa!. (Stryjkowski 1582: 128) 

" 4.*' E)-&#9$')' "+"F =+(A" V?#$-1V *';:, <;#9- <#=#-, A$'&#* " 
<'+'*#=?" >"94;4'# (-=# ;V9="4 $%&#<"9C: "?-+VB&8,) +4 )#9-
1#&%  <;"F?'&", "  .+V,'-95  "?", &#=?/ #! .;4=#)8 #*4.*:, 
#;V3"- A>;V" H"&:. ?47" <;"9$'++:4 <;"4?$-  (Slav 26, fol. 210r) 

(186) Y pocz&! rádzi% Blud Iaropo(kowi znowu/ áby pokoiu u Brátá nád si. 
dáleko mocnieyszego pro1i( do W(odimirzá te0 potáiemnie wskaza!/ isz 
mu iusz wnet chc. brátá wydá-/ y przede* przywie1-. (Stryjkowski 1582: 
131) 

)"*- . "&+V3*4+"4 "18 L$V6, 9#)%&#)'  d;#<#$=V <;#9"&" ?";V " 
&","+: V >;'&' 9)#4.# Z$'*"?4;'. '  Z$'*"?4;V <;46)#&)%H'- , 
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7&# V34 d;#<#,#=' 1#H4! ):*'&5, " <;46 +4.# <;")4"#&" (Slav 26, fol. 
213r) 

(187) á naprzód Bá(wan bárdzo wysoki postáwi! Piorunowi álbo Porkunowi/ 
Bogowi gromow/ chmur/ y (yskáwic. Ktorego nabo0niey z wielk/ 
uc0-iwo1-i/ chwali! (Stryjkowski 1582: 132) 

" <#" #&;#", #  +'7'$+#% >#$)'+8 A%$# ):9#=8 G4;V+V "$" G4-=V+2 
>#.V .;#?#)8 &4?+:( #/$'=#'# " ?#,+F" "  >$(.#7"++# 4.# <#7"&'-  
(Slav 26, fol. 214r) 

(188) Drugie Bá(wany by(y miánowáne/ Uslad/ Korssa/ Dassubá/ Stribá/ Syma-
ergla/ Makosz/ etc. Ktorych Russacy Kumerami iednostáynie názywáli/ y 
tym ofiáry czynili/ y modlitwy Boskie wyrz/dzáli (Stryjkowski 1582: 132) 

"+:- . >#$)'+: +';474 g9$'6, K#;99', S'99V>', E&;">', E"?', 
4-.$' [sic], D'=#,5, " <;#&7'-, "(34 JV"# =V?";'?" +';"C'1V , "  
34;&): "?8 &)#;-H488 (Slav 26, fol. 214r)  

There is one example of case d), where a Polish adverbial participle has been 
changed to a finite verb in Russian. This example contains past participle 
forms in Polish, but the participle that remains in the Russian translation is in 
the present tense. 

(189) Ták tedy Syny opátrzywszy Swantos(aw y rozdzieliwszy im Xi.stwá 
porz/dnie/ niemog( gnusnie- w pokoiu (Stryjkowski 1582: 127) 

O &'=# E)-&#9$')8 9(+: V9&;#-  "  ;'&*4$"  "* =+-.9&)', 9'?8 . ) 
<#=#4 +4 )#&?#34 <;4>:)'!> (Slav 26, fol. 209r) (cf. also example 
(197)) 

In some of these examples, the translation also differs from the Polish origi-
nal in choice of words, word order or syntax. These are perhaps the most 
interesting examples, since they show a conscious choice by the translator. 

All the examples listed above, except no. (173), which corresponds to an 
identical construction in the Polish original, are found in IV: 3, the chapter 
that relates events from Russian chronicles. This fact may imply that the 
construction was perceived as inherent to chronicle language. Still, the share 
of such constructions in this translation does not come close to the numbers 
mentioned for original chronicles. Also, Alekseev’s information about the 
conditions under which this construction is most common does not hold true 
for the translated Kronika. The reason for this difference in distribution is 
unknown.  

When compared to the Polish original, different alterations (or absence of 
alteration) seem to be connected to different tenses and placements of the 
                                                
 
88 Ms. R has $@:(.W?, making this an ordinary coordination of finite verbs in that manuscript. 
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Russian adverbial participle. This is illustrated by Table 35. The reason for 
these differences has not been investigated. 
Table 35. Types of translations in relation to the position and tense of the participle 

 a: no alteration b: conj. added c: finite ^ part. d: part. ^ finite 

past prepositive 1 4 1  
pres. prepositive 2 2 2 1 
pres. postpositive  1 4  

The sample chapters from segment B contain one instance of case b), where 
a conjunction has been added in the Russian translation: 

(190) á Dowmant te0 iáko Ho(downik z nimi by( poszed( ná t. woyn. wed(ug 
powinno1-i/ upatrzywszy czás pogodny wro%i! si. názad z ludem swoim/ 
wymowiwszy si. u Hetmáná Mendogowego wie(k/ á gwa(town/ potrzeb/. 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 336) 

' S#)?#+&8 &'. -=/ .#,#*#)+"=8 9 +"?" >:,#, <#,4,# +' &#4 )#M+V 
<;#&")V *#,#3+#9&", ' V9?#&;- );4?- 9#.$'9+#4 )#&);'&", #9W  
+'A'6 9 $B6?" 9)#"?", F  9<;#9"),""  2 .4!?'+' D4+*#.#)' 
)4$"=#B F +V.+#B <#&;4>#B (Slav 27, fol. 27v) 

The sample chapters from segment C do not contain any examples of the 
construction. 

The sample chapters from segment D contain six occurrences. Five of 
these are concentrated to chapter XXIV: 5. There are three instances of case 
b), where a conjunction has been added: 

(191) A w tym Prokop y Alexander Sieniawscy z Herbu Leliwy rodzoni Brácia/ 
przypadwszy z Rotámi swie0ymi w bok Wo(ochom/ rozerwáli ich 
(Stryjkowski 1582: 757) 

' ) &#?8 G;#=#@"F " I$4_'$*;8 E"+W'#9="- A .4->V $4$"):. ;#6+:- 
>;'&5- <;"" #=#7'  9 ;#&'?" 9)!3"?" ) >#=8 )#$#1#)8 "  
;#A#-)'$"  "18 (Slav 28, fol. 313v) 

(192) skoczyli wszyscy zápalczywie do Wo(ochow/ ktorzy zárázem ty( podáli/ 
ro0no po polách uciekái&c (Stryjkowski 1582: 757) 

9=#7"$" )9! 9 1;'/;#"#&"B = )#$#1#?8 =#&#;:4 &#!7'98 
)#&);'&"$"9W  "  ;#&+# <# <#$'?8 2&4='-  (Slav 28, fol. 314r) 

(193) A ták z!&czywszy si. z Polaki ci&gn#li zá Moskw// wzi.li Zamek Homel 
w Siewierskiey ziemi nád Rzek/ Sos. (Stryjkowski 1582: 758) 

" &'=# 9#4*"+"),49W  9 <#$W='?" "  ,$"  +' D#9=)#B " )AW$" 
.#;#6 P#?4$8, ) 94)4-9=#% A4?$! +'6 ;4=#B E#38 (Slav 28, fol. 316r) 
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There is one instance of case c), where a Polish finite verb has been changed 
into a participle: 

(194) Tego0 czássu Mendlikierey Carz Prekopski gdy by! wzi&! 0o(d od Krolá 
Sigmuntá/ y mia! ci/gn/- záraz z Litw/ na t. woyn. prze-iw Moskiewski-
emu (Stryjkowski 1582: 747) 

) &#. );4?- D4+*$"=4;4" C';5 <4;4=#<9="F )[-)8  ='&+2 #! 
=#;#$- j"."?V+&' "  "?!$8  "!&" ) &#! 34 7'98 9 ]"!)#B +' &2 
)#M+2 <;#&"' ?#9=#'9=#.# (Slav 28, fol. 292v) 

In these chapters, we also find two instances where a finite verb has been 
changed to a participle and a conjunction has been added, i.e. a combination 
of b) and c): 

(195) Tego0 roku Piotr Opalenski poszed! do Turek/ ziedna! przymierze z obi-
emá Krolámi do0ywotne/ od Turkow/ Tátarow y Wo(ochów. (Stryjkowski 
1582: 757) 

&#.#. .#6: G4!#;8 Y<'$4$9="F, <#,#, # *# &V;#1# "  <;"?";"' # 9# 
/>4?' =#;#$W?" *# 3")#&', /! &V-=#)8, &'&';#'# " )#$#1#)8 (Slav 
28, fol. 314v) 

(196) Tám te0 skárbow y inszych rozmáitych wzdobycy Litwá y Polacy bárdzo 
wiele dostáli/ wszák0e ogie* nie má(o popsowa!. (Stryjkowski 1582: 758) 

&'*34 >#.'!9&)' " "+:( ;'&$"7+:( A*#>:7" ]"&)' " <#$-=" A4$# 
<#>;'$" , '  />'74 +4?'$# " #.#+5 <#<'$"' # (Slav 28, fol. 316r) 

These two examples may have another explanation, however. In both cases, 
the participle is in the past tense with the ending -@. In this part of the text, 
there are several more cases of Polish past tense forms in -l being translated 
as Russian forms in -@ (cf. also example (194)). This raises the question of 
whether these forms are really meant as participles, or if they might rather 
bear witness to the translator’s Ruthenian origin, since the corresponding 
ending in modern Ukrainian is -@ and in Belorussian -s. 

Because of this uncertainty in how to define the forms in -@, the propor-
tions of syndetic and asyndetic participle constructions in sample chapters D 
have not been calculated, but as we see, all four possible combinations of 
tenses and positions are found: present and past participles, prepositive and 
postpositive. 

7.4 Formulas 
It has been observed that chronicles used fixed formulas and clichés to a 
great extent, especially when reporting recurring events: births, deaths, natu-
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ral phenomena or battles. Some of these formulas could vary over time.89 In 
late chronicles, some such expressions still remained as a reminder of 
chronicle tradition even when most other traditional elements had been 
abandoned (Kijanova 2010: 154–155). If these formulas were familiar to the 
translators of the Kronika, one might expect that they would insert them in 
appropriate places of the translation, according to the principle of text orien-
tation. 

Due to the fact that little has been written about formulaic expressions, 
there is no easily applicable method with which to compare the texts. Those 
that have been mentioned by earlier scholars have been sought out, with the 
addition of others that, on reading the translated Kronika, strike the eye as 
frequent.  

As explained in Section 7.2, occurrences of the selected constructions in 
the translation of the Kronika have been compared to the corresponding 
places in the Polish text. If a construction in the translation differs from the 
one used in the Polish original, or if it corresponds to several Polish expres-
sions, this has been seen as an indication that it presented itself as a formula 
to the translator and was an active choice on his part. Similar contexts have 
then been sought out in the original chronicles used as material for compari-
son to determine whether chronicle language may have been the source of 
the formula in question. This procedure has not been applied to the annalistic 
expressions, since they are undeniably formulaic.  

7.4.1 Annalistic formulas 
As seen in Section 6.7.4, the translation of annalistic formulas differs be-
tween segments. In segments A and B, the word &;$: is used in the intro-
ductory formula, whereas the word 9:#> occurs in other contexts, and their 
distribution is rather consistent. The fact that both words were part of the 
translators’ vocabulary makes the choice of &;$: seem formulaic. In seg-
ments C and D, &;$: and 9:#>, respectively, are dominant throughout, so 
that it is more difficult to judge to what degree they are formulaic. The most 
relevant results from that section are summarized in Table 36. 
Table 36. Summary of the annalistic formulas 

 ) $!&#… $!&'… .#*2… &#.#34 
$!&' 

&#.#34 
.#*2 

) &#?34 
.#*2 non-formulaic use 

A 45 2     =;H> 
B  25   2 3 =;H> 
C  15  5 1  $!&#/=;H> 
D  7 23  39  =;H> 

                                                
 
89 Cf. #i$evskij (1960: 57–58, 102, 205, 259–260) for examples from different periods. 
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Original Russian chronicles differ in their way of expressing this. According 
to V. N. "%epkin (1967: 157–158), @ &;$: dominated in early texts, but 
&;$) took over in official documents in the late 15th century and in ecclesi-
astic and literary texts in the course of the 17th century. The use in Ruthenia 
varied, but &;$) dominated in the 16th century. The expression (:0* spread 
there in the 17th century. 

The consulted chronicles point in the same direction. The Primary 
Chronicle mainly uses the introductory formula @ &;$: (:$ A:$@:('+". 
V"()), and connecting formulas include @ A'G' &;$:, @ $:G' &;$:, 
$:9:G' &;$) and @ $)G' &;$). The word &;$: is used outside the formu-
las as well, whereas the word 9:#> is rare. Segment C of the translated 
Kronika comes close to this use, in that it also has &;$: in both formulas, 
but the introductory formula in the Primary Chronicle is the one found in 
segment A. 

Similarly, the First Novgorod Chronicle uses @ &;$: as the introductory 
formula and several different versions of the connecting formula: @ $:G' 
&;$: or $:VG' &;$; and, in the later part of the chronicle, $:9:G' &;$) 
(Gippius 2006: 181–183). The construction $:VG' &;$; is not found in the 
translation of the Kronika. Again, there are similarities with segment C and 
segment A. 

The Piskarëvskij letopisec has almost exclusively the word &;$:. The in-
troductory formula is @> &;$: or @> &;$), the connecting formula $:9:G' 
&;$). The word 9:#> is found only sporadically. This is also reminiscent of 
segment C. 

The Mazurinskij letopisec uses &;$) (:$ A:$@:('+". V"(*) and the 
phrase $:9:G' 9:#* very frequently, although other expressions are used as 
well. There are also instances of :$ (:G'A$@) d("A$:@). This reminds of 
the expressions in segment B.  

Not all Belorussian-Lithuanian chronicles are annalistically organized, but 
the annalistic formulas still occur. The Suprasl'skaja letopis' and the Niki-
forovskaja letopis' mainly use @> &;$: as the introductory formula and 
$:9:G' &;$) as the connecting formula, although the Suprasl'skaja letopis' 
also contains other connecting formulas, such as @> $:G' &;$:. The word 
9:#> is not very frequent. This is similar to what is found in segment C, and 
the introductory formula is identical to that in segment A.  

The Synopsis is slightly differently organized, and although there are an-
nalistic formulas in the text, they do not introduce every year’s entry, as they 
do in more traditional chronicles. There are some occurrences of expressions 
containing the word (:0>, such as (:0* :$ A:/#)+". V"() (Rothe 1983: 
178, 182, 187, 190), (:0* :$ A:$@:('+". A@;$) (Rothe 1983: 214, 236) 
and (:0* :$ (:G#'A$@) dI@) (Rothe 1983: 270, 272, 351, 357–360), i.e. 
containing the Ruthenian word for ‘year,’ which is not found in the transla-
tion of Stryjkowski’s Kronika, but also of expressions with &;$:, for in-
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stance &;$) (or @> &;$:) :$ A:/#)+". V"() or :$ (:G'A$@) dI@) (Rothe 
1983: 234, 275, 362, 381). The Synopsis, then, is rather heterogeneous and it 
is difficult to draw parallels with the Kronika, in particular because of the 
frequent use of (:0> in the Synopsis. 

Judging by this criterion only, segment A is closest to the Primary 
Chronicle and the Belorussian-Lithuanian chronicles, segment B to later 
chronicles, in particular the Mazurinskij letopisec, and segment C to the First 
Novgorod Chronicle, the Piskarëvskij letopisec and Belorussian-Lithuanian 
chronicles. Segment D seems to be less connected to chronicle tradition. 

As we see, it is not easy to generalize about the use of annalistic formulas 
in original chronicles, since for example the two late chronicles differ in 
their treatment of the connecting formula – the Piskarëvskij letopisec seems 
to follow earlier tradition, and the Mazurinskij letopisec is more innovative. 
Later chronicles of course relied on earlier ones, and the variation may de-
pend either on their different sources or on their differing degree of faithful-
ness towards them. This, in turn, demonstrates the difficulties in determining 
the influence of these chronicles on the translation of the Kronika. 

7.4.2 The verb "#$" referring to military campaigns 
In Old Russian from the 11th and 12th centuries, the verb "#$" and its prefi-
gated forms had a broader meaning, to be compared with the English verb 
‘to go,’ whereas ;W)$" and its prefigated forms was marked with respect to 
the manner of motion. By the 14th century, their roles had been reversed, so 
that ;W)$" was unmarked and "#$" could only mean ‘to walk’ (Gippius 
2006: 176–177). 

The early stage is found in for instance the Primary Chronicle, where re-
ports of military campaigns and diplomatic undertakings often begin with 
"#' +) + ethnonym or toponym in the accusative (cf. Section 4.3.3), such as 
"#' ?9:(\ +) c('0" (PVL 2007: 22), "#' `:&:#"V'(> A> @:" +) M:(A*+\ 
(PVL 2007: 49) and many more. Prefigated forms of the verb "#$" were 
also used in such contexts, such as S"W)"&> J)(\ "/"#' A @:" K('9:V> " 
V:('V> +) K:&9)(, (PVL 2007: 12), where the word V:('V> indicates that 
it is not a matter of walking. 

In sample chapters A of the Russian translation of Stryjkowski’s Kronika, 
this use of the verb occurs 20 times, most often as a translation of the Polish 
verb ci1gn1F (12 times), but also for wyprawiF si2 (four times) and other 
verbs (przypu8ciF, przybli!aF, wróciF si2, pospieszaF si2, one time each). The 
translation "#$" for ci1gn1F is also the usual one in contexts other than mili-
tary or diplomatic, but the verb wyprawiF si2 can be translated in other ways, 
even in a military or diplomatic sense. The frequent use of "#$", especially 
in the aorist, which gives a very formulaic impression, may reveal that this 
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was a fixed formula in the translator’s mind, especially since it is used to 
translate so many Polish verbs. The following is a typical example: 

(197) Ták tedy Syny opátrzywszy Swantos(aw y rozdzieliwszy im Xi.stwá 
porz/dnie/ niemog( gnusnie- w pokoiu/ znowu sie wypráwi! do Bulgári-
ey (Stryjkowski 1582: 127) 

O &'=# E)-&#9$')8 9(+: V9&;#- " ;'&*4$" "* =+-.9&)', 9'?8 . ) 
<#=#4 +4 )#&?#34 <;4>:)'!> <'=" "*4  +'  >#$.';:  (Slav 26, fol. 
209r) (cf. also example (189)) 

Here, the aim of the campaign is changed from do + toponym to +) + eth-
nonym, which is reminiscent of the use in Russian chronicles.  

The Primary Chronicle has already been mentioned, and it is very consis-
tent in this regard: ;W)$" is only used three times in the whole chronicle, 
whereas "#$" occurs more than 200 times. 

The First Novgorod Chronicle uses this construction in its earlier part, 
whereas ;W)$" is first found under the year 6754 (1245/46) (Gippius 2006: 
177). 

The Piskarëvskij letopisec uses "#$" in a formulaic way, both the unpre-
figated and prefigated forms. It is also to be found in the Mazurinskij le-
topisec, even if this chronicle seems to prefer prefigated forms to the unpre-
figated verb.  

In Suprasl'skaja letopis', prefigated forms of "#$", such as C:"#', are 
common, but the unprefigated verb is less frequent. Forms of ;W)$" are 
used, almost always prefigated. The situation is the same in the very similar 
Nikiforovskaja letopis'. 

The Synopsis sometimes uses "#$" or its prefigated forms in this way, 
but it does not give the same formulaic impression as other chronicles. The 
following example illustrates this: 

(198) E8>;')," 34 Z$'*"?F;8 )4$"=VB 9"$V )/"+9=V2, <#M*4 =8 
T');"=F", B34 +(+! G4;4=#<#* +';"C'B&8 (Rothe 1983: 212) 

The fact that this use of the verb is found even in late chronicles shows that 
the language in them was influenced by their sources. However, this mean-
ing of the verb "#$" in earlier times was of course not unique to chronicles, 
so that for the translated Kronika we cannot exclude the possibility that other 
text genres served as models. Still, it seems certain that the translator per-
ceived it as a fixed formula, and the inspiration probably came from early 
texts, whatever their genre. 

If this can be seen as the opening formula for campaigns, the closing for-
mula known from the Primary Chronicle and other chronicles – @:/>@()-
$"=)A. @> A@:.A" (cf. PVL 2007: 13, 21–23, 57; PSRL XXXV: 29, 47, 48) 
or similar constructions – is not found in the Russian translation of Stryj-
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kowski. Instead, forms of the verb are used on their own, without the addi-
tion of @> A@:.A". 

7.4.3 Deaths 
Deaths and births are often considered to be formulaically expressed in 
chronicles, usually in the aorist (cf. Kijanova 2010: 42–43). There is only 
one reference to a birth (the birth of Christ) in sample chapters A of the 
Kronika, so that no conclusions regarding its status as a formula can be 
drawn. 

When reporting deaths in the past with the help of a finite verb, the trans-
lation of the Kronika mainly uses *V('. There is one occurrence of (:$ 
G"$".) C('A$)@"&"A\, i.e. in the perfect tense, as opposed to the nine 
aorist instances of *V'('$". The prevalence of this verb is not surprising. 
The Polish correspondences of these occurrences are mainly umrzeF for hu-
man beings and zdechn1F for animals (more specifically, Oleg’s horse). One 
of the instances of *V(' (Slav 26, fol. 211v) is a free translation of the Polish 
passive phrase by3 zát3oczony y záduszony (Stryjkowski 1582: 130), and the 
occurrence of :$ G"$". C('A$)@"&"A\ (Slav 26, fol. 192r) corresponds to 
!ywot z smierci1 przemienili (Stryjkowski 1582: 115).  

It can also be noted that throughout the Kronika, even in the segments 
that use mainly the perfect tense, the verb *V'('$" almost always occurs in 
the aorist, which confirms observations by other scholars that this was a very 
widely spread formula. Uspenskij (2002: 110–111), for instance, points to 
the fact that *V(' was still used alongside *V'( as late as in the 18th century.  

The three verbs that dominate in original chronicles are *V'('$", 
C('A$)@"$"A. and A0:+L)$"A.. They are partly used in different contexts.  

The Primary Chronicle mainly uses *V(' for both human beings and ani-
mals (cf. for instance PVL 2007: 41–44, 58–65). There are also instances of 
A0:+L) G"@:$> or A0:+L)A. (e.g. PVL 2007: 10, 58, 60), and quite many 
examples of C('A$)@"A., concentrated in parts of the text (e.g. PVL 2007: 
57–58). 

The First Novgorod Chronicle has a handful of occurrences of *V(', (e.g. 
NPL 1950: 22, 27), but C('A$)@"A. prevails in most parts (especially NPL 
1950: 28–44, 79– 98). There are only a few instances of A0:+L) G"@:$> or 
A0:+L)A. (NPL 1950: 76). 

In the Piskarëvskij letopisec there are numerous occurrences of *V(', es-
pecially in some parts of the text (e.g. PSRL XXXIV: 49–70). However, in 
most parts C('A$)@"A. is prevalent (e.g. PSRL XXXIV: 69–84, 97–119, 
139–144). The form A0:+L)(A.) is only used about a dozen times, mostly 
towards the end of the chronicle. 

In the Mazurinskij letopisec, the verbs have different spheres of usage in 
that A0:+L)(A.) is used mainly for saints and martyrs (cf. especially PSRL 
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XXXI: 15–25 and 32–35), *V(' (PSRL XXXI: 26, 28, 36, 38) or C('-
A$)@"A. (PSRL XXXI: 53, 54, 56, 59, 60) for princes and *V(' for Oleg’s 
horse (PSRL XXXI: 37). 

Nikiforovskaja and Suprasl'skaja letopis' are not quite as consistent in this 
division. fV(' is widely used (PSRL XXXV: 19, 20, 23, 27, 29, 32 for Niki-
forovskaja letopis' and 37, 38, 45–47, 49, 54, 61 for Suprasl'skaja letopis'). 
They also use C('A$)@"A. (PSRL XXXV: 23, 28–33, and 41, 45, 46, 49–57, 
61, respectively), often for church officials but also for princes. The follow-
ing example from Suprasl'skaja letopis' shows two verbs with different sub-
jects: 

(199) N @!4; 6885. B7,;5+),;@ C31:;1, -,579693,5 uI583@6 12. V;=; BK 
@!43 >-71 :.@*? )13,:/ 3,59);:/, D3<,78?, 9 <6HI C; JIGK <FJK 
I=; GIJW9 v=39@;. (PSRL XXXI: 49) 

The Synopsis has "/#=' (from "/#:W+*$") for Oleg’s horse (Rothe 1983: 
171), otherwise *V(' (e.g. Rothe 1983: 172) and C:9"K' (e.g. Rothe 1983: 
176), but often avoids this formula altogether, instead referring to a person’s 
death with C: AV'($" or similar expressions. 

The form C('A$)@"A. is common in many other late chronicles as well 
(Kijanova 2010: passim); *V(' is less frequent in these, but it does occur 
(Kijanova 2010: 214–215). 

Here, then, the usage in the translation of the Kronika is formulaic com-
pared to the Polish original, but does not quite reflect the more diverse pat-
tern from original chronicles. 

7.5 Names 
Section 6.6.2.1 discussed the Russian renderings of the anthroponyms, topo-
nyms and ethnonyms used by Stryjkowski in chapters that related to Russian 
chronicles, with the purpose of finding patterns that could distinguish be-
tween translators. Here, some of the Russian names discussed in that section 
will be compared with occurrences of the same names in Russian chronicles. 
Of course, many anthroponyms were common in the 17th century and known 
not only from chronicles, and toponyms and ethnonyms could also be known 
from other sources or from experience. Therefore, the most interesting points 
here will be names that occur in an unexpected form. 

As we have seen, the translation of the Kronika knows two spellings of 
the name Dir: Y"(> and Y,(>, of which the second is more common. How-
ever, the Primary Chronicle, the Piskarëvskij letopisec, the Suprasl'skaja 
letopis', the Nikiforovskaja letopis' and the Synopsis all use only the form 
Y"(>. The First Novgorod Chronicle of the older redaction does not contain 
this tale, since the beginning is missing, but the younger redaction only has 
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the form Y"(>. In this case, then, all chronicles agree, and the translator uses 
a different form than they do. There is only one person by that name in the 
chronicles, and the name occurs only a handful of times in each chronicle, so 
that tradition was probably not strong here. 

In the translation of the Kronika, corresponding to Polish Iaropo3k and 
Iarope3k, we see a variation of the spellings U(:C:&0> and _(:C:&0>, within 
and between manuscripts. The Primary Chronicle, the First Novgorod 
Chronicle and the Synopsis have only U(:C:&0> (or U(:C>&0>), and other 
names with the same first element are also spelled U(:-. The Piskarëvskij 
letopisec and the Mazurinskij letopisec show mainly the form U(:C:&0>, but 
also isolated instances of _(:C:&0>. The Suprasl'skaja letopis' and the Niki-
forovskaja letopis' only have U(:C:&0>, but the index of names in PSRL 
XXXV (288) shows that the spelling _(:A&)@> for U(:A&)@> can be found 
in one of the Lithuanian-Belorussian chronicles. This variation in spelling is 
thus probably typical of late texts. 

The Polish original of Stryjkowski’s chronicle has the spelling Olech for 
Oleg, and the Russian translation spells the name O&'W>. In a few cases, the 
Polish original has what seem to be forms of the feminine name Olha or 
Holha instead, but the translation uses masculine forms beginning in O&9-. 
The Primary Chronicle, the First Novgorod Chronicle, the Mazurinskij le-
topisec, the Suprasl'skaja letopis', the Nikiforovskaja letopis' and the Synop-
sis all know only O&'9> (or O&\9>), usually with the stem O&9- in inflected 
forms. In the Piskarëvskij letopisec, the spelling O&'9> also dominates, but 
there is one single occurrence of O&'W>. Inflected forms vary between the 
stems O&9- and O&'9-. However, as seen from the index of PSRL XXXV 
(291), Belorussian-Lithuanian chronicles using the Latin alphabet have 
forms such as Oleh and Olh. The spelling O&'W> in the Russian translation of 
the Kronika is probably dependant on the Polish original rather than on 
chronicles, but it is not without interest that there are chronicles where a 
similar form can be found. The forms in O&9- agree with what is found in 
chronicles. 

The name Olga has the forms Olha, Holha or Olcha in the Polish original, 
but is always O&\9) in the translation. O&\9) is the common spelling in all 
chronicles (and probably other texts). The Primary Chronicle also occasion-
ally has `:&\9). Belorussian-Lithuanian chronicles written in the Latin al-
phabet use the form Olha (PSRL XXXII: 222). As opposed to the treatment 
of the name Oleg, this name follows Russian tradition. 

Although the Polish original of the Kronika uses the spellings Swatos3aw, 
Swetos3aw, Swantos3aw and Swentos3aw alternately, this name is spelled 
R@.$:A&)@> throughout the studied chapters of the translation. This is also 
the usual form in for instance the Primary Chronicle, the First Novgorod 
Chronicle, the Mazurinskij letopisec, the Piskarëvskij letopisec and the Niki-
forovskaja letopis'. It dominates in the Suprasl'skaja letopis', which, how-
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ever, also has two instances of R@;$:A&)@>. In the Synopsis, the form 
R@.$:A&)@> is used in the first (1674) edition and R@;$:A&)@> in the third 
(1681) (Moser 2007: 259). In the Russian translation of the Kronika, the 
translator has used what is apparently the original form of the name and not 
the alternative form, which may be Ruthenian, since it occurs in a Belorus-
sian-Lithuanian chronicle and in the Kievan Synopsis. 

As for the variation between `&)#"V"(> and `&)#"V'(> in the transla-
tion of the Kronika, it relates in the following way to original chronicles: the 
Primary Chronicle uses forms with pleophony, mostly `:&:#"V'(>, with 
some instances of `:&:#"V"(>. The First Novgorod Chronicle also usually 
has pleophony, with many instances of both `:&:#"V'(> and `:&:#"V"(>, 
but the latter dominates. The Mazurinskij letopisec does not have pleophony; 
the usual form here is `&)#"V'(>. The Piskarëvskij letopisec has approxi-
mately equal shares of `:&:#"V'(> and `&)#"V'(>. The Suprasl'skaja le-
topis' and the Nikiforovskaja letopis' are dominated by `:&:#"V'(>, with 
slightly fewer instances of `&)#"V'(> and isolated cases of forms ending in 
-V"(>, with or without pleophony. The Synopsis has `&)#"V"(>. Forms of 
this name without pleophony appeared in the 14th century in connection with 
the so-called Second South Slavic influence (Uspenskij 2002: 42). It seems, 
then, as if variation in the second part of the name, as in the translation of 
Stryjkowski, was common in chronicles, and that a consistent spelling with-
out pleophony in the first part was typical of late texts. All possible spellings 
of the name are attested from chronicles.  

7.6 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the history of the chronicle genre was briefly summarized, 
with the emphasis on late chronicles, with which the translation of 
Stryjkowski’s Kronika might perhaps best be compared. By the 17th century, 
the original annalistic way of writing chronicles had partly given way to 
thematically organized historical narratives, some of the roles of chronicles 
were instead filled by archival documents, and new text types such as short 
chronicles had appeared. This means that there were several types of chroni-
cles that differed greatly from each other, something that must be considered 
when discussing the validity of the conclusions. If we suppose that the trans-
lators oriented their work on chronicles and other historical texts of which 
they had experience, the result may turn out very different depending on if 
they associated it with annalistic early chronicles, later chronographs, short 
chronicles, etc. A diverse selection of chronicles was chosen as material for 
comparison, in order to represent different types of history writing, early and 
late, from various regions. 
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The language of the translated Kronika was compared with that of these 
original chronicles by searching the translation for traits mentioned by other 
scholars as being typical for chronicles. The syntactic construction participle 
+ conjunction + finite verb was found to be present in the translation, but to 
a lower degree than in original chronicles. In the sample chapters from seg-
ment A, this construction is mainly concentrated in chapter IV: 3, which 
presents events from the Primary Chronicle. It also occurs several times in 
the sample chapters from segment D. 

Formulaic expressions have also been mentioned as a typical feature. The 
annalistic formula varies between segments of the Kronika, but most seg-
ments have something in common with the formulas used in chronicles of 
different kinds. The exception is segment D, which seems to be less oriented 
on chronicle language in this regard. The use of the phrase "#' +) + eth-
nonym in connection with military campaigns and the aorist *V(' to report 
deaths both seem to have a formulaic character, but it is difficult to deter-
mine if chronicles have served as model texts for them. In the former case, 
the influence may have come from other early texts, and in the latter case, 
chronicles use a more complex array of verbs.  

The spelling of names partly coincides with that in chronicles, and in 
some cases, influence from Belorussian-Lithuanian chronicles can be sus-
pected. These names may of course have been familiar to the translators for 
other reasons. 

Thus, the translation of the Kronika seems to follow chronicle tradition to 
some extent, since there are instances where it is more similar to Russian 
chronicles than to the Polish original text, but there is a limit to the influence 
from chronicles. Due to the variety of chronicles and their different features, 
it has been difficult even to say what characterizes chronicle language. 
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8 Editorial principles 

The editor of a manuscript faces the decision of how closely the edition 
should follow the manuscript text. To begin with, there is a choice between a 
diplomatic and a critical edition. 

A diplomatic edition is as exact a copy as possible of a single manuscript, 
often without variant readings (Licha%ëv 2001: 484). A critical edition, on 
the other hand, aims to establish the readings of the protograph and involves 
emendations that are not found in any of the manuscripts (Öberg 1992: 60).  

A so-called modified diplomatic edition unites features from both these 
types. Which features are taken from which type of edition may vary, but the 
main principle is that the text of one manuscript is followed faithfully. Read-
ing may be facilitated by insertion of capital letters, word division and punc-
tuation. Errors in the text can either be corrected, which is marked somehow, 
or left as they are, but commented on in the critical apparatus (cf. Öberg 
1992: 85–90). This edition is a modified diplomatic edition, and its charac-
teristics are explained in Section 8.2.1. The readings of the Polish original 
have been given in the apparatus where deemed necessary.  

Licha%ëv (2001: 483) claims that a diplomatic edition of a single, early, 
well-preserved manuscript without variants from other copies may be suit-
able for linguists who are not interested in the changes that the text under-
went. I wish to argue, on the contrary, that a very interesting aspect for lin-
guists is to see which linguistic features vary between manuscripts and 
which do not.  

The aim of this chapter is to explain the choice of manuscripts for the edi-
tion, clarify the principles according to which they are reproduced and ex-
plain the abbreviations and symbols used. It also contains a description of 
the scribal hands found in the relevant chapters in all the manuscripts in-
cluded in the edition. 

8.1 Choosing the manuscripts for the edition 
Since the Polish original is available for comparison, choosing the main 
manuscript has been a matter of finding the one with the least omissions and 
mistakes compared with the original. A comparison of the manuscripts with 
each other and with the Polish original has shown that there are three groups 
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of manuscripts (cf. Section 3.5) that together give a good picture of how the 
first draft of the translation may have looked. 

Manuscripts from all three groups have been included in the edition. Be-
sides the best one from each group (U, B and N), manuscripts derived from 
these (G, E and R) have also been included to illustrate how the text devel-
oped. The remaining five copies of the text (in six mss.) have been excluded 
because they are more recent or more corrupt representatives of their groups. 

The relationship between the manuscripts has been established with the 
help of lacunae and other major differences that would have been difficult 
for a scribe to correct. Such differences might, of course, be eliminated by a 
scribe using two exemplars, i.e., contamination is possible. Since the read-
ings in the various manuscripts are so similar, it is difficult to determine if 
contamination has taken place, but this does not seem to be the case. 

The possibility of a scribe correcting his copy with the help of the Polish 
original cannot be ruled out (cf. Licha%ëv 2001: 394). For example, Spar-
wenfeld evidently had access to the Polish original, since he copied its title 
page etc. (cf. Section 3.6.2), and if he did, so might the scribes who origi-
nally copied the manuscript. It is perhaps not so likely that a scribe would 
look up the errors he found in the manuscript he was copying and correct 
them according to the Polish original, but it is not impossible. There are oc-
casional signs that later scribes had access to the Polish original, such as the 
addition of " p()+J, V"(:V in mss. E and R, corresponding to the Polish 
fraucimeru (cf. Slav 26, fol. 223r), but this is only an isolated instance, and 
there does not seem to have been any systematic correction. 

8.2 The reproduction of manuscripts in the edition 

There are different opinions as to the edition principles for early Russian 
texts. Editions aimed at linguists differ from those published for the benefit 
of historians and scholars of literature (Licha%ëv 2001: 470–474). This is a 
linguistic edition, and the principles for the reproduction of the main manu-
script, as well as the variants in the critical apparatus, have been chosen ac-
cordingly. 

8.2.1 The main manuscript 
The edition principles for the main manuscript are based on the ones used by 
Anne Pennington in her edition of Koto)ichin (Pennington 1980: 13), as well 
as the ones used in the editions of Vesti-Kuranty (2009: 62), since these are 
two highly regarded editions of texts from the same century as the Kronika. 
Since they are diplomatic editions, the question of variants from other manu-
scripts is not discussed there. The handbook Pravila lingvisti5eskogo 
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izdanija pamjatnikov drevnerusskoj pis'mennosti (Pravila 1961) has also 
been consulted. 

According to the principles of the abovementioned editions, I distinguish 
between ' and ;, " and X, * and ?, / and t, . and A, : and <. The letters X, j 
and u are all represented by X (which is here, unlike in the two other editions, 
preferred to j because it is the more common variety), and ' and h are repre-
sented by ' (cf. Pennington 1980: 191). I have chosen not to distinguish be-
tween . and iotized ), as the edition of Vesti-Kuranty does. Several Greek 
letters occur in the text, some only as numerals, some in words, and they are 
also rendered in the edition: B, ;, C, D.  

The text contains two letters that were not entirely typical for the 17th cen-
tury. There is one instance of the letter a, which at this time was a sign of 
chancellery usage, influenced by Ruthenian practice (Pennington 1980: 191). 
The letter -, which occurs sporadically in the manuscript, was not regularly 
used in Russian before the 18th century, but could be found under Ruthenian 
influence in the 17th century (Pennington 1980: 193). It is sometimes diffi-
cult to distinguish from the letter " with a spiritus, which could be written 
over a vowel following another vowel (cf. below). 

Superscript letters are printed in the line in italics. Abbreviations have not 
been expanded. Capital letters are introduced in the beginning of paragraphs 
and for proper names, including possessive adjectives derived from proper 
names by way of the suffixes -:@- and -"+-, but not adjectives formed with 
the suffix -A0-, since they have a more adjectival character. As for words that 
can be either toponyms or ethnonyms, such as S:A0@), m"$@), m:$@), 
rV:"#\ and N*A\, they have been capitalized throughout. 

Word division in the text has been normalized. The scribes often did not 
leave spaces between words or were inconsistent in word division. For in-
stance, compound nouns and adjectives were often written as two words but 
have here been written as one word. Prepositions have been separated from 
the following word, although they were at the time often joined into one. 

Some words consisting of two parts are almost always separated in the 
manuscripts, although we would write them as one word today (most notably 
i)(> 9()#> and P:@> 9:(:#> and related words). These have been joined 
into one word, except where they are divided by e.g. a punctuation mark. 

The particle G' deserves to be mentioned separately, since it can have 
different meanings. Etymologically, what we in Russian see as one G' are 
two different words, of which one, derived from *-dje, had the form G#' in 
OCS, whereas the other was G' in OCS as well as in Old Russian (Vaillant 
1951: 288; cf. Gippius 2001: 158, 175). The former was a particle with an 
identifying function that formed demonstrative and relative pronouns and 
adverbs. Such words are here written jointly, because their meaning is 
formed by both elements together, and G' does not carry a meaning of its 
own. This applies to forms of the relative pronouns "G' and :+:G', the 
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demonstrative pronouns $:G' and A'G' ‘the same’ and adverbs such as 
"#;G', '9#)G' and $)VG', among others. The other G' was a conjunc-
tion and carried a meaning of its own, for which reason it is written here as a 
separate word. To determine which meaning of G' is meant, and thus if it 
should be written jointly or separately, the Polish original has been used for 
reference. If the Polish text has a or te!, the Russian G' has been seen as a 
translation of this and separated from the preceding word. In this way, ten!e 
= $:$G' and a ten = $:$> G' can be kept apart. There are some cases 
that are on the border between the two meanings, and where the Polish 
original does not provide help. In these cases, individual solutions have been 
found, which may be questioned, of course. 

The punctuation of the main manuscript is followed. This includes com-
mas, a comma followed by a period, and parentheses. The square brackets 
used in the manuscript have been changed to regular parentheses, and square 
brackets are reserved for the editor’s comments. Asterisks mark text that was 
written in the margins. Unlike in the editions mentioned above, line breaks 
are not marked here, but page breaks are marked by two vertical lines. 

In a few instances, the last letter of one word is also the first letter of an-
other, such as in +)#+'C(:V. If the latter word, in this case Y+'C(, also oc-
curs outside of this combination, so that one may assume that the scribe 
knew the proper form, this has been rendered by +)# [Y]+'C(:V. In other 
cases, I have hesitated to make such corrections, since there are no signs to 
show what the scribe perceived to be the correct form. It is for instance diffi-
cult to know if "*A$"+ (for Latin & Iustinus) is meant to be ?*A$"+, " 
fA$"+ or " [?]*A$"+. In this particular case, I have opted for ?*A$"+. 

As mentioned above, abbreviations are not expanded. Such abbreviations 
are usually covered by a titlo, which is rendered in the edition. A pokrytie 
over superscript letters is also reproduced. Sometimes, a titlo-like sign ap-
pears next to superscript letters. This sign, which seems to fill the same func-
tion as a pokrytie, is not reproduced.  

The acute accent oxia (Steensland 1997: 15–19) and the grave accent 
varia (Steensland 1997: 19–26) are reproduced, as well as paerok (Steens-
land 1997: 68–70), which originally stood for an omitted > or \, but can here 
be written between any two adjoining consonants. The spiritus (Steensland 
1997: 48–49), often written over initial vowels and vowels following another 
vowel, is omitted. The placement of diacritical marks in the manuscript is 
very inconsistent. It is often difficult to determine the placement of accents, 
as well as to distinguish the oxia and the paerok.  

In general, the goal has been to produce a text that gives a faithful impres-
sion of the main manuscript but is nevertheless clear and legible. It is not 
within the scope of this thesis to comment on all the graphical variants used 
by the different scribes, but they will hopefully not disturb the reading of the 
text, and possibly arouse curiosity in some readers. 
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8.2.2 The critical apparatus 
In the critical apparatus, I give variant readings from five further manu-
scripts. One aim of these variants is to come as close as possible to the pro-
tograph, i.e. the translation as it was first recorded in a manuscript, as we can 
suppose that if the correct reading (when compared to the Polish original) is 
found in one or several manuscripts, it is probably taken over from the pro-
tograph. 

Furthermore, the variants show the different forms in which the text lived 
on. This may be of interest when studying the development of language 
norms, determining what difficulties the scribes had in copying the text and 
what liberties they took with it.  

Variants include errors, corrections and omitted, added or substituted 
words. The placement of words or phrases in the margin or above the line is 
also commented on. Orthographical as well as morphological variants are 
included. 

The variations between 3 and ;, % and > etc. are not included, nor the 
purely graphical alternations between Cyrillic and Greek letters, such as E 
and F, C and 1". A special case is B, which can alternate with both * and @. 
Such variants are therefore included. The alternation between abbreviated 
and non-abbreviated forms is as a rule left out, unless the abbreviation is 
very unusual. In general, it can be said that ms N, which is a late manuscript, 
has nearly no Greek letters (except when used as numerals) and fewer ab-
breviations. The variation between numerals spelled out in full and Cyrillic 
alphabetical numerals is not included. Ms. G has alphabetical numerals more 
often than the others. 

In most manuscripts, voicing assimilation of prepositions to the following 
word is reflected in the spelling, e.g. "/ `:&:#"V'(. but "A 0:()K&.. In ms. 
N, the prepositions have in most cases achieved their modern form. The 
preposition 0> before words beginning with 0- is regularly dissimilated in all 
manuscripts except ms. N, e.g. W 0:(:&Z vs. 0 0:(:&Z. These alternations 
are not reproduced in the apparatus, except for the few cases where such 
alternations occur in other manuscripts than ms. N. I do, however, include 
variation between voiced and voiceless prefixes (K'/L'A$"'/K'AL'A$"') and 
between forms of prepositions such as @>/@:. 

Variations in paragraph breaks and punctuation are not shown in the ap-
paratus, with an exception for the placement of parentheses. Neither is varia-
tion in spacing between words included, except in isolated cases when it 
affects the meaning or implies that the scribe did not understand the text he 
was copying. Line breaks are usually not marked in the variants, but if an 
unusual reading can be explained by a line break, it has been marked with a 
vertical line. Diacritical marks are not reproduced in the apparatus. 

Alterations and corrections in ms. B are always included in the apparatus. 
As for the other manuscripts, alterations are mentioned when they seem to be 
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the result of conscious work on the part of the scribe, e.g. when a word in the 
exemplar can be read in different ways and the scribe has first written one 
and then corrected it to the other. Corrections of apparent slips of the pen, 
unrelated to other mss., are not included in the apparatus. When alterations 
have been made by writing the new letter on top of the old one, it can some-
times be difficult to determine what the original reading was, in which case 
the uncertain letter or letters are enclosed in curled brackets:{}.  

In some of the cases when text has been lost in one of the manuscripts, 
due to e.g. trimming of the pages, it has been supplied from other manu-
scripts and enclosed in square brackets. 

The manuscripts are quoted in the order BGERN. When several of the 
manuscripts in the critical apparatus have similar readings, but differ among 
themselves in details, such as the use of superscript letters or variations be-
tween ' and ;, " and X, etc., the form given in the critical apparatus is the one 
found in the first of the mentioned manuscripts. Additional marginal notes, 
mainly found in ms. G, are separated from the other variants and designated 
by letters instead of numbers.  

8.3 Properties of individual manuscripts 
Six manuscripts are involved in the edition, and each manuscript is the joint 
work of several scribes. Therefore, many elements in the manuscripts are 
characteristic of one scribe only – this is particularly true of the graphic vari-
ants and superscript marks used, but orthography and morphology are also 
affected. Many factors, such as spelling, spacing and the use of certain 
graphemes and diacritical marks, vary greatly not only between manuscripts, 
but also between different scribes within a single manuscript. It is, of course, 
important to separate the traits of the text and of the scribe when examining 
the text. Below, the division of the text between different hands in the rele-
vant chapters is given for each of the manuscripts in the edition, and some 
characteristics of each hand are listed. 

References to the tables of letter shapes in L. V. #erepnin’s Russkaja pa-
leografija (1956) are given when possible, so that the reader will not have to 
rely only on verbal descriptions. Unless otherwise indicated, references are 
made to the table of 17th-century skoropis' (#erepnin 1956: 365–366), with 
the variants of each letter numbered from left to right. 

8.3.1 Ms. U 
The edited text is found in Slav 26, fols. 148v–228v. The distribution of 
hands in the selected chapters is as follows: 
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U1, fol. 148v (and before) to fol. 154v (cf. Illustration 4). A very liga-
tured hand that adds flourishes to many letters. The letter B is quite flat (cf. 
BI, line 4 from the bottom). The letter G in word-final position is often su-
perscript as an almost vertical wavy line (cf. 4;V, line 5). At the end of a 
paragraph, this hand sometimes uses a period and a comma after each other, 
and once (fol. 150v) above each other in the shape of a semicolon. 

U2, fols. 155r–188v (cf. Illustration 5). This is a clear and distinct hand 
that uses the letters A and w and sometimes hyphenates words. The letter Y is 
occasionally written with the “tail” in the middle, in the old way, like 
#erepnin’s variant no. 2 of that letter (cf. HYI8K, line 4). The letter W is used 
frequently. Several varieties of 5 are used, of which one is tall with two 
rounded parts that do not meet in the middle (cf. 5I@9:;=;, line 4). The letter 
V is sometimes written not in one stroke, but the top and the bottom part 
seem to be written separately (cf. ?VHVT9, line 7). The letter _ is often writ-
ten carefully, with the “tail” traced rather than scribbled. The letter B is 
found mainly in two designs, one with a connected bow to the right, like 
#erepnin’s no. 3, and one where the stroke from the upper left to the lower 
right is very pronounced. Superscript G has the same shape as the ordinary 
letter. There are very few examples of superscript U. 

U3, fols. 189r–228v and after (cf. Illustration 6). A more ligatured hand. 
The letter B is often small and round, E (rather than V) is more common than 
in the other hands. Superscript D and G are very similar and wavy. Super-
script U is frequent and looks like a horizontal 8. In punctuation, this hand 
uses a big round dot, comma or semicolon, and also dashes. 

8.3.2 Ms. B 
The relevant chapters are found in vol. I, fols. 146v–221v. The distribution 
of hands is as follows: 

B1, fol. 146v (and before) to 168v and fols. 180r–192v (cf. Illustration 7). 
An upright hand with many ligatures and superscript letters. The letter 9 is 
often quite large and similar to #erepnin’s no. 9. The letter V often has a 
sweeping left stroke. The letter C in the beginning of words is often large. 
The word BI is often written in full in superscript. Whether in the line or as 
superscript, these letters are ligatured so that the lower right stroke of the B 
curves around and connects to the top of the I (cf. line 8 and VGJ;BIJ96, 
line 9). The letter 5 is often written with a box on the left and then a bow, 
like #erepnin’s no. 10. In superscript G, the left arch is more pronounced 
than the right. Marginal notes from the Polish original are absent. 

B2, fols. 169r–179v. This hand is very similar to B1, but does not have 
the characteristic ligature of BI. Also, it has two variants of the letter H, one 
similar to the printed one and one with a downward tail, whereas B1 prefers 
the former kind. Marginal notes from the Polish original are absent. 
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B3, fols. 193r–205v. A hand that is similar to the other two and that has 
the ligature BI found in B1, but without the superscript G so typical for that 
hand. The letter B is often connected on the left side, and both sides droop a 
little. The printed-style H prevails. Marginal notes from the Polish original 
are absent. 

B4, fol. 206r (foliated as 201) to 221v (and after). A small hand with low 
letters and the rows close together. There are many superscript letters. Mar-
ginal notes from the Polish original are translated. 

8.3.3 Ms. G 
The relevant chapters are found on fols. 106v–165v. The distribution of 
hands is as follows: 

G1, fol. 106v (and before) to 110v. An upright hand with rather low and 
regular letters. Dots are sometimes used to separate words. The letter : is 
one of the more pronounced letters, reminiscent of #erepnin’s no. 9, and its 
tail is often written with the broad side of the pen, which makes it even more 
prominent. The letter 6 is sometimes written as an iotized a, similar to 
#erepnin’s no. 13. 

G2, fols. 111r–121v. This is a slightly inclined hand with few ligatures. 
Superscript G is often simply a stroke or a bow, like #erepnin’s no. 7, but 
more bent. Superscript 8 is very similar to #erepnin’s no. 5, but with a 
downward hook on the right end. The letter B, when written in the line, con-
sists of three separate strokes, but as a superscript it is written in one stroke 
and is rather flat. 

G3, fols. 122r–140v. This hand, which uses a broad pen that makes some 
lines very pronounced, has many letter shapes in common with hand G2, 
such as the superscript 8 and the difference between in-line and superscript 
B. The bow-shaped superscript G, however, is not found at all. The letter _ is 
also written in a different way, with a more pronounced upper part. This 
hand uses the letter ] (dzelo). The shift between G2 and G3 takes place in the 
middle of a quire. 

G4, fols. 141r–148v and 157r–165v (but not after). A very upright and 
narrow hand with relatively few superscript letters, but with many tall letters 
and pronounced strokes in for instance :, < and B. The latter has an unusual 
shape, where the top-left to bottom-right stroke is made separately and the 
other two form a diagonally flattened loop. The letter / is frequent.  

G5, fols. 149r–156v. A small hand with many flourishes and round 
shapes. Superscript G is wavy. Superscript 5 forms a pretzel and then contin-
ues to form a titlo for itself, rather like #erepnin’s no. 12, but horizontal. 

G6, marginal notes and occasional corrections in the text. A hand with 
narrow, angular letters. 
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8.3.4 Ms. E 
The relevant chapters are found on fols. 70r–119v. The distribution of hands 
is as follows: 

E1, fol. 70r (and before) to 79v. A rather irregular hand with many super-
script letters, sometimes low but sometimes sprawling. The letters <, 9 and ' 
are often very high. The letter ! is often connected to the preceding letter and 
written in one stroke that starts with the vertical line, then traces the bow, 
crosses the vertical line to the left and then to the right. This is the most 
characteristic trait of this hand. It can also begin with a top stroke and not 
really have a crossing line, so it is shaped rather like a high and large >. The 
letter E is sometimes large and curved to the left so that it resembles the let-
ter b. This is another very characteristic trait. 

E2, fols. 80r–119v. An irregular hand, similar to E1 but lacking its char-
acteristic traits. The letter ! instead often is similar to #erepnin’s no. 10, 
where the crossbow is written first and the line is then looped down to cross 
it. In the letter B, the three strokes are sometimes not connected at all, like in 
#erepnin’s no. 1. The letter E can have the leaning shape in this hand as 
well. The letter W occurs frequently in a shape like #erepnin’s no. 5. In the 
preposition ;4, the letter 4 is often superscript and shaped like a bow or a 
horseshoe with the opening facing downwards. The letters HI are often su-
perscript, but in a form not mentioned by #erepnin. 

In this manuscript, prepositions are sometimes omitted. This is also typi-
cal for ms. R. 

8.3.5 Ms. R 
The relevant chapters are found on fols. 70r–113v. The distribution of hands 
is as follows: 

R1, fols. 70r–77v. This is an even and regular hand where most of the let-
ters are low, but there are also flourishes and superscript letters. The letter C 
in the beginning of words is often very large. The letter ] (dzelo) is used 
rather frequently and in many different words. The letter B is often written 
elaborately in one stroke, rather like #erepnin’s no. 1 in the table of 16th-
century skoropis', but larger and more sweeping (#erepnin 1956: 362). 

R2, fols. 78r–113v (and after). This is also an even and regular hand with 
letters that are just as low as the ones of hand R1, but with fewer flourishes. 
This hand also uses the letter ] (dzelo) in many words. It is sometimes writ-
ten not smoothly, but with a point before it curves to the right, in a way not 
shown by #erepnin. The letter I is often shaped as a mirrored 3 with the 
upper bow larger than the lower, like #erepnin’s no. 2 in the 17th-century 
table. The letter : is sometimes tall with a part in the middle where the two 
strokes overlap, so that they look like a single line. The letter / is frequent. 
The vertical lines in the letters W and ` are sometimes slightly wavy. 
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In this manuscript, the adjective ending -," is often written -, (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2.3.3). 

8.3.6 Ms. N 
The relevant chapters are found on fols. 108v–168v. The distribution of 
hands is as follows: 

N1, fol. 108v (and before) to 158v. This is a small hand with rounded let-
ters and practically no superscripts or flourishes. The letter H is usually like 
no. 11 in #erepnin’s table of late 18th-century skoropis' (#erepnin 1956: 
481), but can also have its upwardly stretched tail shaped differently, have a 
tail that points straight downward or be shaped almost like a modern printed 
H. The letter : often consists of two parallel lines. The letter 5 is sometimes 
box-shaped. The letter ? is similar to the modern handwritten letter, like no. 
3 in #erepnin’s table of early 18th-century skoropis' (#erepnin 1956: 478). 
The letter = is shaped like the modern handwritten letter. 

N2, fols. 159r–168v (and after). This hand is very similar to hand N1 but 
the tips of some flourishes are more tightly curled. The letter H is often simi-
lar to the modern printed letter but can also have a tail that points downward 
and to the left or, sometimes, upward, but more curled than the similar vari-
ant in hand N1. The letter ? is similar to the modern printed letter, like 
#erepnin’s no. 5 from the early 18th century (#erepnin 1956: 478). The letter 
= is similar to the modern printed letter, but with an upward curl at the end. 

This is the latest manuscript, and some unique features of the language set 
it apart from the other manuscripts. Firstly, as mentioned above, prepositions 
are not assimilated to the voicing of the following word. Secondly, hand N1 
regularly writes the genitive singular ending of masculine or neuter adjec-
tives as -)9:, not -:9: (cf. Section 4.2.3.2). Thirdly, while the other manu-
scripts regularly have the form @A", this manuscript often has @A; instead. 

8.4 Abbreviations and symbols used in the edition 
ad., add. Added 
ante corr. Before correction 
in marg. Written in the margin 
in ras. Erased or crossed out 
in textu Written in the text, as opposed to in marg. or suprascr. 
om., omm. Omitted 
suprascr. Written above the line 
{} Uncertain readings 
[] Text supplied by the editor; editor’s comments 
** Text written in the margin of the main ms. 
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9 Summary and conclusions 

A tu niechay b2dzie Czytelniku mi3y Xi1g dokoEczenie. 

Stryjkowski 1582: 462 

In the wave of translations from Polish into Russian in the 17th century, Ma-
ciej Stryjkowski’s Kronika Polska was one of the few historical works to be 
translated. It was translated several times, however, in part or in whole, and 
there are 28 known manuscripts preserved of the Russian translations added 
together, as well as two manuscripts belonging to a Ukrainian translation. It 
was thus an influential text, and the 1673–79 translation, which is preserved 
in more copies than the others, is especially interesting for several reasons. 

This thesis had as its aim to describe as many aspects as possible of the 
1673–79 translation, its history and language. Three chapters, approximately 
80 folios in the main manuscript, were in focus. They were edited with the 
aim to be of use to linguists. 

There are twelve manuscripts belonging to this translation, but two manu-
scripts, kept in different libraries, are two halves of a single copy of the text, 
so there are eleven copies. The manuscripts can be divided into three groups 
according to the relationships between them. The best manuscripts of each 
group are ms. B (BAN 31.4.32), ms. U (UUB Slav 26–28) and ms. N (RNB 
Xrmita$noe sobranie, no. 551). 

According to my observations, ms. B is the earliest extant manuscript, 
probably from the end of the 1670s. Corrections and changes in the manu-
script, previously believed to be part of preparations for printing, were 
shown to be editorial corrections at an early stage of the history of the text. 
The changes are numerous and diverse, and although some of them may 
have been made in order to avoid polonisms, others remain to be explained. 

Ms. U is the main manuscript of the edition. It is also an early manuscript 
– written before 1685 – and contains copies of a number of pages from the 
Polish original, a translation of the title page and a note, written by its owner, 
Johan Gabriel Sparwenfeld, that reveals that it was translated in Posol'skij 
prikaz by several translators at the behest of tsar Aleksej Michajlovi%. 

Ms. N is a late manuscript, made in the 1780s for Catherine II, but ac-
cording to its title page, it was copied from a manuscript from 1679. 

There was no standardized written language in 17th-century Russia. In-
stead, the situation can be described as an interplay of four registers, two 
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bookish and two non-bookish. In the translation of the Kronika, some parts 
have many features typical of the bookish hybrid register, whereas other 
parts have some non-bookish characteristics and may perhaps have been 
influenced by chancellery language.  

The language of the edited chapters, as found in ms. U, was subject to 
particular study. These chapters are typical of the hybrid register. The sim-
plex preterites, by that time purely a feature of bookish written language, 
dominate over the elliptic perfect tense, used in speech and in non-bookish 
texts. There are numerous examples of morphological variation, often fol-
lowing patterns that can be found in other hybrid texts as well, although 
sometimes more reminiscent of chancellery texts. Several syntactic struc-
tures that were markers of bookishness can be found in the text, such as the 
dative absolute and occasional dual forms of nouns. 

Besides this variation of bookish and non-bookish forms within the chap-
ters as recorded in one manuscript, the variation between manuscripts was 
also studied. It was found that some linguistic features, such as adjectival 
endings and the forms of participles, tended to vary between manuscripts to 
a higher degree than for instance pronouns, the choice of verbal tense or the 
syntactic structure of the text. Where there was variation, it could be seen 
that some scribes had consciously replaced, for instance, the adjective end-
ing -:9: with -)9:, whereas others had made substitutions in both directions. 
This implies that some scribes accepted variation where others followed a 
norm that prescribed one ending. 

The relation between the Polish source text and the Russian target text 
was studied and described in terms of adequacy and acceptability. In many 
cases, it was seen that the person who translated chapters IV: 1–3 identified 
information that may have been unfamiliar to a Russian reader and adapted 
it, e.g. recalculated measurements of distance from Polish to Russian stan-
dards. However, the text contains both lexical and syntactic polonisms, i.e. 
words and syntactic structures influenced by the Polish language. It could 
not be established with any certainty if this is due to the influence of the 
Polish original or of the translators’ own usage – many translators employed 
in Moscow were Ruthenians, and the Ruthenian language had long been 
under Polish influence for geographical and political reasons.  

There is reason to believe that the translation was the joint work of sev-
eral people, and a preliminary division of the text into segments was made 
on the basis of the verbal tenses used to relate past events: simplex preterites 
or the perfect tense. These segments were used throughout the thesis, but the 
number of translators and the exact division of the text between them was 
not known. Therefore, one chapter was devoted especially to this question, 
and to identifying criteria that may be helpful in future attempts of a similar 
kind, such as comparing the distribution of a number of synonyms and near-
synonyms in different text segments. The study confirmed that there were 
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quite obvious differences between the four sets of sample chapters chosen 
for comparison, but further study is needed to establish if there are still more 
segments that have not been identified. If the same parameters were used to 
compare the segments of this text with identified works by translators known 
to have been active in the 1670s, it would perhaps be possible to attribute 
parts of the Kronika to specific translators. 

Since it is a historical text and genre tradition was strong in this period, 
the Kronika was compared to a variety of original chronicles in order to see 
if they influenced the language of the translation. It was stated that the trans-
lation contains some formulaic expressions that may have been inspired by 
chronicles, but on the one hand, influence from other text genres cannnot be 
ruled out without further study, and on the other hand, the chronicle genre is 
very diversified and difficult to characterize. 

The 1673–79 translation of Stryjkowski’s Kronika can be described in 
terms of tradition – chronicle tradition and the chancellery tradition of 
Posol'skij prikaz – and translation – the influence of the Polish source text 
and the translators’ strategies when they chose to deviate from it. The tradi-
tion of the hybrid register was strong in the chapters that were in focus, but a 
comparison between manuscripts shows clearly that this tradition allowed a 
certain amount of variation, at least with regard to some linguistic features.  

Although a number of lexical and syntactic polonisms were found in the 
translation, there are also numerous instances where the translator could 
have chosen a cognate of the Polish word but did not, used a syntactic struc-
ture that did not exist in Polish or followed Russian norms and traditions in 
some way. It is therefore quite informative as to the norms of the written 
language in late 17th-century Russia.  

This thesis treats many aspects of the text, some of them in a cursory way. 
I therefore have many suggestions for further study. Ms. B and its numerous 
changes deserves more attention, not only because this may answer some 
questions about the history of the translation, but also because a systematic 
study of the changes may reveal more about the norms of Posol'skij prikaz. I 
have already mentioned an extension of the comparison between text seg-
ments to involve translations made by people employed at the prikaz in the 
1670s, in order to attribute text segments to individual translators and to 
characterize their language. 

A comparison of the Russian translations with each other would say 
something about the translation norms during the last decades of the 17th 
century. The Ukrainian translation could also be used for comparison. Last 
but not least, an edition of the whole chronicle would be desirable.  

Contact has been established with the Regensburg Diachronic Corpus of 
Russian to make the edited text searchable within that project. 
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Appendix: Edition 

IV:1 
 
D'&@4e-1 E&;"=#'9=#.#2 N9#9&4e)"7'3 
K;#e+"='4 <#e$9='- ;Ve9='W ="4)9='- ?#9=#'#9='-, || 
O5 F&)%9&+:M6 ):e)#e*:7 )9%18 +';#*#'# 9$#)4e+q9="18 9 )4$"e="?8 
;'*%e+"4* " &;V*#$B/+:?8 &qH'e+"4* 9#>;'+:. 
K+".' .*\. W 
P$')' .'\. W 
L.(8 9;6C8 7$()749="18 "&)%9&+%M,FM8 9)"*%&4$5 2e+%4 )%e9&5 =#e$5 
)4$"=8 <;4"A-Hq+:M " +42*#/+:M &;V6 9" =;%<$5,FM <'74 
.#;q*"9=#10 *='@'?9=#)<

11* 2eA$' I$4_'$*;#?812 ;'&9%74+#)<
13 

14(<#+434 >%15 +4)#&?#.+#16 ;#&)-A'&"17 VeA#,#)9, 14 <#6-( 7"&'&4$B 
$B>4&+:M, ;'*%- 9 <;"$%3'+"4*, *'>:( &FM18 "e9&"+q+:M "19 
9)"*%&4$9&)#)'$

20 ):)#6 +';#*#' +'e,"(
21 9';?'e&qC9="(

22 
9$')4$#9="(

23 ;V9="(, ' <;"&#* $"&#'9="( "&-)",#. ='=# #!=V*V 
='=#):* #>:7'4* #! +'9$%*"- U#4)' <#"*#,', ='=# . " ='="e?8 
<;"$Ve7'4* ) 9"( 9&;'+'( <#94$"e,'9-, " #! ?'$:( +'7',#, ) &#$5 
)4$"="4 +';#*: " <;#9&;'e+9&)# )$'*%+"- || <;#"A;'9&#e,' 94.# 
+'?%e;4+"- 7'e9&5, -e=# ) +'7'$4 94M =;#e+"=" ?#4% <;" ):)#63 +';#*' 
$"&#e)q9='.#24 <;#9&;'e+q+# " *#)#6+#, "&

25 "9&"++:(
26 " ;'&$"7+:( 

<#)%9&#<"9C/'#
27 28"&-)"(

29; &'34 +';#*#' )9%( <#6 +(>#?8 +' 94M 
)94$4e+q+4M30 3")VeH"(

28, #! U#4):( 34 9:+#' 31" +'9$%6+"=#?831 
"&;-6+:* ;#*#9$#)"4* "*VH"18, +'7'e$' " 2?+#34e+"-32, -e=# "933 
=#;'/$-34 "A)4*#(. &#.*' <'e=" 4.*' <;F"*#( = *%-+"*

35 ;V9=#.#36 
+';#e*' "&9&';"37 9$')+'.#38, ' 7'-&5 <;4*;4)+4%,'.#, "9&#7+"='  

__________________________ 
 

1 B D'&@4' GER D'&)%- | 2 EN E&;"=#)9='.# R E&;"%)9=#.# | 3 N N9#9&#)"7' | 
4 R =#;#+"=' | 5 ER omm. | 6 BN FA)%9&+: G F&)%9&+:?8 | 7 U ante corr. )#4)#*: 
ER )#4)#*: | 8 N "A)%9&+%M,4M | 9–9 BGN in marg. | 10 B .#-*F"9=# ER .#-*"9=#% | 
11 B in marg. +' <#$4 ='@"*9=#)# G ='@"?9=' ER omm. N ='6"?9='.# | 12 G I$4_'$*;' | 
13 G ;'74+#.# ER ;'&9%74++'.# | 14–14 N om. parentheses signs | 15 G ># | 16 ER +4&?#.+# | 
17 G ;'&)-A'&" | 18 BGN &" | 19 ER omm. | 20 G 9)"*%&4$9&)#)'+:M ER 9)"*%&4,#9&)#)',# | 
21 G )(,"18 | 22 BGERN 9';?'C="( | 23 BGRN 9$#)4+9="( | 24 GR $"&#'9=#./ | 25 ER F | 
26 G :9&"++:18 | 27 GN <#)%9&#<"9C4' | 28–28 B in marg. | 29 G "&-)" | 30 R 94$4++4% |    
31–31 B suprascr. | 32 E 2*#+#3",4+"- | 33 R " | 34 R =';'/$- | 35 BN *%-+"-* G 
*4-+"+#?8 R *%-+"4?8 | 36 ERN ;V9='.# | 37 R "&&';"F | 38 R 9$''#+#.# 

148v 

149r 

149v 
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9$#)4$9="( )9%18 A4?4e$5 " +';#*#', -)" ?" 9- )4H81 >:e&" <#&;4>+', 
+' 94?8 <4e;)#?8 +'7'e$4 =;#e+"="2 ;Ve9=#M, <'74 . ;#*#9$#)"4* 
+';#*#' 9$#)4$#9="18 ;V9="( "A;-6+:?8 <# )#&?#.9&)2 ;'&:?' " 9",# 
+'e,"(, "A *#)#6:

3 .;4749="(, $'&"+9="(, 4);4M9="(, 1',#*4M9="18 
<"9'e&4$4M <#$#3"e&", *'>:e, +' /9+#)'e+FM || 4.#;'&*# 2=;4<q$4e+q+#?8 
2*#/+%4 " =;4<7'44 ?#.$" 9$"7'e&5 *%-+"- ;V9="( " $"&#'9="( 
+';#e*#'. 
D+#."- ># <#e)49&" -e34 >4&9?4-&"4*

5 *%$' 7$()749='-6 2=;','eB&8, 
<#$9="4. $"&#e)9="4. ;V9="4, " "+:( +';#*#' 9=V*#9&" ;'e*" $B*4% 
;'&:?+:( <#.">#,' 94.# ;'e*" A'7',# +';#*#' 9)#"( *%&4$9&)' " 
)$'*%+"-7 =+(A4%, "8 F&)%e9&+'.#9 );4?4+"10, a )# <G+#34 7&# >:9&5 
)%*'&" +4 ?#.V!, +';#*: ># +'e," 9$#)4+9="4 9';?'!C="411 ) 
9&V*4+:( 9&;'+'(

12 <#$V+#eH+:(
13 <#$#34+: 9=$#e+q+: >-1V )94.*' = 

99#e;'?814, = ?V7"&4$9&)'* " =# )$'*%+"B 7B3"( A4?4e$5, +4ee34$" =# 
274e+"B 9"4 34 A' <#)4*4+"4* " 9#/9&)#?815 +4<;"-&+'.#16 +(>' " 
>;'$#$")'.#17, 4?Ve34 9"- 9&;'+: <#6$43'!, K;#+' " 9=#-<"- || 
-*#)"e&'.#18. "e34 ;Ve9="( A4?4e$5 >#$,VB 7'e9&5 A'9$#+". 94.# ;'e*" 
?+#eAF +'e," <;46=" *%-+F" &4?+#?;'7+#B19 +#e75B 2*Ve,4+q+:(

20 ) 
)%7+#?q;'e7+:18 )4-&4<'(

21 " <;#<'9&4(
22 *9$4<:(*23 <#.">#,', #! 

+"(34 /H +(+4 +'9$%6+"C: A;'=" <;"$#e.", " <#274e+"-24 
*#/;/*%&4$4% " *%-+4M25 )#"$#9="( "A>";'e&", " <#9&#;#e+q+:* 
+';#e*#?8 *#/;#4 ;'&:?%+"4, " )%*#?#9&526 # 9$''+:( <;46='( 
9)#"e18, " 9'e?" # 94>% = )4$"=#?V " 9$''+#?2 ;#&.$',4+"B, "e?4+"27 
9)#4.# 27"+"&" ?#.$"e; 
Y*+'=#., JV95, D#9=)'e, " >#,#.';:, "$" )#,#.';: #! Z#,#." ;4="e (<# 
=#&#e;#% <;#9&;'e+q+# "&*')+' 3")-1V) ;474+"28, &'=#.*4 "+:e4 
9$')-+429 <4-)44, +434e$" ?:e <#$-=" <"9'&5 <#7'$"30. D"1'%$8 >#, 
KV;#<#$'&831 C(;5 =#$#9&-$#&"+#||<#e$9=FM32, b ;'&V-33 A >#,#.';:34, 9 
9$')-+:35 +';#*' ;V9=#.#36, "34 ) &# );4e?- .;4749="-37 ."#*;9&)' 
;'A#;-e1V, " a;'=F", &'=#.*4 S',#?'eC"F38 7'9&5 )4$"=VB #)$'*%e$", <# 
*#,#."( >#-( <;"?";"9- 9 +"e?" ) $%&# #! ;3"#&)'39 c;"#&#)' .r(7. " +' 

__________________________ 
 
1 BGN )4H5 | 2 E =;#M+"=" | 3 ER *#)#6 | 4–4 E written twice, the first time circled | 
5 R >%&?4;&"4?8 | 6 N 74$#)%939=F- | 7 E )$'*%-+"- | 8 ER omm. | 9 R "[)!9&+#.# | 
10 N );4?-+" | 11 BGERN 9';?'C="4 | 12 B ante corr. 9&;'+:( | 13 ER <#$V+#H+"18 
N <#$2+#,+:18 | 14 E 9#;'?8 R 9#;#?8 | 15 ER 9#>:&)#?8 | 16 BR +4<;"W&+#.# | 
17 R >;'+$")#./ | 18 R -*#)"&#./ | 19 B ante corr. &4?+#?;'7+:18 | 20 G V*V,4++# | 
21 BGN )4;&4<418 ER ))4-&4<'( | 22 E <;#<#"#&418 | 23 B suprascr. GERN in textu | 
24 ER <#V74+"4 | 25 N *%-+FM | 26 E )%*#?'"#&5 | 27 ER "?-+" | 28 ER ;474+"F | 
29 BG 9$')-+- N 9$#)-+- | 30 BR <#74,% | 31 ER KV;#<#$-&8 | 32 G =#9&4+&"+#<#,#9="F 
ER =#9&-+&"$5<#,9="F N =#+9&-+&"+"<#$59=#M | 33 E ante corr. ;V&'- R ;V&'- | 34 R 
>#$.#;: | 35 E 9$-)-+: | 36 ERN ;V9='.# | 37 ER .;4749='- | 38 G *',#?'C="F | 39 R ;349&)' 
 
a G in marg. =';'=&4;8 94)!;+:18 +';#*#)8 | b G in marg. =#+9&'+&"+#<#,#9="F C(;5 
KV;#<#$'&8 <;"9$' 9$')W+#*# <"95?4+' 

150r 

150v 

151r 
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&+'=81 *;V.>: "2 #/H'.# <;"?";4+"- ;474e++:M C(;5 KV;#<#$'!, 
)9%?8 >#,#.';#* " 9$#)-+#*

3 <#9$' )q?%e9&# *';' 9$#)'. 4'. >. ).4 " 
<;#7'-, -34 &#.*' "A .;4749="( +#)#"A#/;%&4+: >:e,' 9$')-$# ;'e*"., 
T%( 9$#' -e=# )94.*'e >:)'e4&8 +#)'- )4eH85, )9-=' <;"-&+%%,'-, 'e>"4 
21)'&"e$"95 >#,#.';:, 94;>:, *#,#?'&:, =';)'e&:6, " JV95, " &%?" 
9$#)'e?" *4$' 9)#"e " =;#+"=" <"9'&" +'7',' +4 &#e=q?/ &%( || *%,# 
7"e+8 ) =+"e." 9+#9-, -34 V +"( " #! +"( &)#;"e?"7 >-e1V, +# "8 -34 
*#,#.#B <'e?-&5B ) ;'&:?%9 9)#4?810 #! *;4'+"( <;46=#' 9)#"( 
9$:e,'+q+' "?-e1V <"9?#* +' )%7+VB 9$'e)V, ) =+"." 9)#"e11 9#>";'e$" 
" 9#=;#)"H9&)#)'e$", ):;'&:?%)812 -e=# <#e)49&" 9#=;#)"H4 
>4&9?4-&+:-13 9$'e): 9V&5., 
G#$-="14 . +'e," 4*)' +'7'e,' <"9'e&" #! c;"#&' ) $%&# .C(_).4 )#e );4?- 
D47"9$')'15 <4-)'.#16 1;"#&"-e+9=#.#17 =+(A- <#e$9='.#, " L#$49$')' 
1;'/;'.#18 <4-)'.#19 =#;#$- =#;#+#)'++#.#20 Y!&#+#*

21 C49';4* ) 
P+%&+4 ) $%&# .C(7@. F(34 #*+'=# JVe95 .9(@. $%&8 ) *;4'+#9&" <#e)49&" " 
<"9?' 9)#4.# <;46)';"$"a, 22;V"#9F'+423 >#22, 24 +'7',' <"9'&", ) $%&# 
#! 9#&*'+"- ?";V || -=# .;4e=" " JVe95, 97"&'B!, .0[(2[. 2594 49&525 #! 
c;"#&' .r(7, "$"e ?'e$# 7&# <#&34, ' <# ;"?9=#*: H4&226 ) $%&# #! 
9#&*'+"- ?";' .0*r(?4. #! A'$#34+"- J"e?' ) $%&# .0'6(+', #! c;"#&'27 
.

28 .s(',29 F30 # &#* )9% $'&"+q9="4, " .;4749="431 </)%9&#<"e9qC: 
9/.$'9VB&9- "32 ) $%&# .0'6(#*. ) X(;".;'63

33 9'e?8 "9=V9"(, "*%34 
"9&-AVe- <;"$%.+#, # *;4'+#9&-(

34 .;4749="( " )"A'+q&FeM9="( )"*%18 
9&#,#<8 ?;'e?#;q+:M 9 +'<"9'e+"4* C(;- D"1'%$' KV;#<#$'&'35, " 9 
7"9$#*, $%&8 ):e,4"?-+#)'e+q+:(

36 .;4749=#.#37 " $'&"e+q9=#.#38 
974e&V. 4.#34 ;474e+q+:M C(;5 <#9&'e)" 39*)5 f*"=2,

40 "*27" 9&';#% 
A'?#1# )4$"=#)#

41 K#$9&-+&"+'42*39 ) A+'e?4+"4 <#>%e*: +' >#,#.';418 " 
9;'C:e+4( <#$V74e+q+:W43. *;V.F" 34 9&#,#<8 )"*4( A' 
I$#*;"'+#<#e$4?844 +' =#&#;#* ?%9&4 >#,#.';: +4>$(.#*';+#45 )#&*'- 
*'- <"9?4$#+:M46 || "e?8 )q A+'e?4+"4 *;V.>: <;"9$'$#+#.#47,  

__________________________ 
 
1 G A|+#=8 | 2 ER omm. | 3 GER 9$')-+#* | 4–4 B ante corr. .'\. .>\. .)\. ER .'\. .>\. .)\. | 5 BGRN 
)4H5 | 6 U ante corr. =;{#}'&: G =V;)'&: E =');'&: R =");'&5 | 7 N &)#;"?: | 
8 ER omm. | 9 ER ;VAV?% | 10 E 9)#"?8 | 11 ER 9)#4% | 12 E ):;V&:?%)8 | 13 G >4&9?4;&+:4 
| 14 R <#$-+" | 15 R D%7"9$#)' | 16 R <4;)#.# | 17 G 1;"&"'$9=#)# EN 1;"#&"-+9='.# | 
18 GR 1;'/;#.# | 19 R <4;)#.# | 20 BEN =#;#+#)'++')# R =#;#+#)'+9=#.# | 21 B ante corr. 
N1&#+#* | 22–22 R ;V"#9" '+4># | 23 B ;V"#9"'+- G ;V"9"-+4 N ;299F-+- | 24 G om. | 25–25 N 
9749&5 | 26 G 974&V | 27 R ;(349&)' | 28 G om. | 29 E .#((!'. | 30 ER omm. | 31 R .;4749="W | 
32 ER omm. | 33 GER X(;".;'*8 | 34 G *;4)+#9&"-( | 35 R KV;#<#$"&' | 36 GER 
):,4"?4+#)'++:18 | 37 BERN .;4749=')# | 38 EN $'&"+9='.# | 39–39 BG in parentheses 
N in parentheses, in textu | 40 ER f*"+#=2,# | 41 EN )4$"='.# | 42 G K#9&4$&"+' BER 
K#9&-$#&"+' | 43 N <#$274++:4 | 44 BG I*;"'+#<#$4?8 ER N$*;"'+#<#$4*# | 
45 ER >$(.#*'-+# | 46 G <"9?4+:" | 47 GN <;"9$'++'.# 
 
a G in marg. +'7'$# <"9?4+8 <#$9="18 

151v 

152r 

152v 
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):e,4;474++#.#1 C(;- D"1'M$' KV;#<#$'e&'2 ?"- ;'A#-)'e)83 <#>",', 
W=# 9 <#.;#e?' 4*)' 9'* 2>43', <#&#?8 s4 #!7'-+"- ?#+'( >:9&5, 
#*+'e=#38 #! &%(34 >#,#.';#' 2>"4$# >:e9&5., 
K&#e >:)',# )# I$#*;"'+#e<#$FM5 "$" >V*4&8 2eA;"&8 A+'?4+"-6 &%18 
*;4e)+"( >#4' >#,#.';9="187 Aq .;4e=" >V$'): =#e3'+: " *;4)-e+: 
*"e)+:?8 #>;'A#* 9#&)#;4++:8, a, -e*;'9 +' 74<-( ;#.'&: 34$%&+:, 
#9$#<:10 9 )4$"="?" .)#&*?"11, 9Ve$"C: A 34$%A#* #9&;:* +'=;"#&8 
#/#9&;4++:?8, "e1834 <41#e&' ;"e?9='- || -e=# ]")FM12 <"e,4!, +' 
13)9&;%74 <4-)#%

13 2<#&;4>$-1V #/$#?=" 9'>4$5 9&';:(, " &% )9% 
*"e)q+:4 )#"$#9="414 #;Ve*"-, <#)%,4+: 9V&5 +' 9&4+%, "*V7" 7;4& 
$'e)q=" "915 &V-9=#.#16 .#;#*' )# I$#*;"'+#<#$517 ='e?4++:M 
1;"#&"-$#9=F"18 2 )4$"="( );'!, =#&#e;:?5 - .#;'&*# <;"9?#&;"e$9W., 
Y! &#.# &#.*'e D"1'%$' KV;#<#$'&'19 C(;- C(;4.;'6C=#./20, >#,#.';:, 
JV95, " )9% 9$')-+-21 =;#?% <#$-=#'#, " 741#' <"9?4+' <;"-' *%$' 
9)#" <"9'e&" +'7',', <# 2>"4+"F22, b . KV;#<#$'&#)4 ."#*;9&)#)'23 +' 
C(;9&)% .;4749=#* ]4)8 #;?-e+9=#M, "34 c;V+' >#,#.';9=#.#24 =(+A- 
2>"e, )# );4?- K'-$'25 )4$"=#.#26 C4e9';-, ) $%&# || #! c;"#&' .s('. " )# 
);4?4+' O#'$#+' &;4&"-.# ) ;-6: .7@.)#

27 <'e<:. 
E"C4 . ;#"9"'e+428 'eH4 #!

29 .r(<. $%!, 94 49&5 #! c;"#&' .s('. <"9?# 
"?%B&830, #*+'e=# )9"31 $%&#<"9"32 ;Ve9="4, &#e=?# &%( >:e&"33 <4-):(

c 
=(+A4% ) ."#*;9&)'( 9)#"( 9='A:)'B!, KF-, #! +4.#.

34 K"e4'# E&%=', #! 
+4.#. E&4=')"C' K#;4e)' " 949&;V "18 ]4>4*V, N9=#$5*' . " S"e;' 
+'9$%6+"=#' "(, <#&#* 34 <# 9)#4?2 H4e&2 ) $%&# #! 9#&*'+"-d ?"e;' 
.0[(&#, =(+A4% )';-.#)8 &;4( >;'&#' JB;"=', T;")#;', " E"+''9'35 , ) 
=+-.9&)'(

36 9)#"18 +#).#;#6C="(
37, <9=#'9="(, "&>#-9="( " 

>%$##A4-9="(
38 ."#*;9&)#)'&" <",V! || " #! &%( 234 7"e+8 " +'9$%e*"4 

"&)%9&+#4 JVe95 )9- )4$"e="4 =(+A" ?/9=#)9="439 <;#"&)#*-!, 
*',#+4%,"(

40 34 " *;4)+4M,"( +'7',# +';#*' 9)#4.# <;#"&)49&" +4 
?#.V! 9=Ve*#9&" ;'*" <#)49&4M. " <#)49&#<"9C4'#

41.,42 

__________________________ 
 
1 BEN ):,4;474++')# | 2 R KV;#<#$"&' | 3 G ;#A#-)')8 | 4 B ante corr. 9# | 5 BN 
I+*;"'+#<#$" G I*;"'+#<#$"F | 6 G A+'?4+"4 | 7 R >#$.#;9="18 | 8 R 9#&)#;4+: | 
9 N -*;- | 10 B ante corr. #9$#>: G #9$#): | 11 N .)#A*-?" | 12 N c")FM | 13–13 BGN <4;)#% 
)9&;%74 | 14 ER )#"9=" | 15 ERN "& | 16 ERN &V;9='.# | 17 BG I*;"-+#<#$5 
N I+*;F-+#<#$5 | 18 N 1;"9&F'+9=FM | 19 R KV;'<#$'&#% | 20 BN C(;4.;'69='.# 
G C(;4.;'69=#.# E C(;4.;'6C='.# | 21 ER 9$#)-+4 | 22 G V>"4+"4 R V>"4+" | 23 GER 
."*;9&)' | 24 BN >#,#.'-9='.# | 25 G K#;$' | 26 EN )4$"='.# | 27 ER 4)# .@\. | 28 B ;#99"'+- 
G ;#9"-+- N ;#99F-+- | 29 N om. | 30 G "?%4! | 31 N )9% | 32 N $%&#<"9C: | 33 ER >:&"% | 
34 ER +4.# | 35 B E"+'29' ante corr. E"+''#9' G E"+'V9' E E"+429' ante corr. E"+')9' R 
E"+4V9' | 36 N =+-349&)'18 | 37 R +#).#;#C="18 N +#).#;#*9="18 | 38 E >%$#A4;89="18 
| 39 ER ?/9=#)9="- | 40 G *#,#+%%,"18 | 41 N <#)%9&#<"9C#)8 | 42 [Paragraph untranslated] 
 
a G in marg. /;V3F4 *;4)+"(# | b G in marg. C(;5 .;4749=" ]4)8 | c G in marg. KFM, t4=8, 
K#;4)8, " ]4>4*' =+WA- ;#"#9"9&M, +'9$+"1# "( S";8 (in ras.) | d G in marg. JB;"=8, 
T;V)#;8 " E"+4)98 =+A% & )';W.#)8 <;"A)'+: +' C(;9&)# +#)#.#;#*C=#4 (in ras.) 
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Y*+'=#. &# 49&5 =;%<$5,44 " &)4-3,441 #9+#)'e+"4, 7&#2 -=/ #! 
"+:( 9:+#' U#e-3 " +'9$%6+"=#' 4.#4. "+Fe" 2?+#e3",'9- ;'&$"e7+"5 

+';#*", &'e=# " #! D#9#1' =#$%+#+'7'$+"=' +'e,4.# ,49&')# 9:+' 
O'@4&#)', " #! +'9$%6+"=#' 4.# JV"#9'6, 7]4e1', " k4e1'8 )9- JV957, 9 
<#$-e=", D#9=)', >#,#.';: 741", " =#$"=# 10*"e18 <#6 +(>#**10 
9$#)4e+q9=#.#11 6DF:312 2<#&;4/$-B!

13, "9&"++#4 +'7'$#, " 
<;#"&)#.*4+"4 "?V!, 9 =#&#;:* <;#9&;'e+q+4M,"* *#)#*#* +V.+:( 
;'*" )"$# *# "+#.#14 );4?-+"15 #!$#3"(9-16 || A*% &#e=q?# # D#9#e14 
=#$%e+#+'7'$5+"C4 9$#)4e+q9=#?817 )=;'e&C4 ?%9&'18 <#$#3B19, 2 
$Ve&q7"( <#)%9&#<"e9qC#)820 "34 &# "e?- D#9#(. D#e9=8, D#e9=', D#9=", 
D#e9=#)521, D#"1#)"!

22 D#*#='-
23 " <;#744 "&*'e)q+' )#9<#?"+'B!., 

Z +'7'e$4 D#"94M <;5#;=8, "24 L(3"- A'=#+'a *')4C8 )q >:&"-( ) .$')! 
.F\.% Z";#"# 9)(H4++"=8 " <#)%9&#<"e94C825 1',#*4M9=F" *;4e)+F" ) =+".'( 
.*\.( " .4\.% ) $%&# <# <#&#<% .;($'.4 9"eC4 <"e,4! D#e918 34. D#e9q1"26. 
$31:+$5

27 )# IeAF" " )5 f);#<428 +'94$". # 74* F +' "+:( ?%9&4(, 434 
A*% +';#7+# #9&''$-B )9<#?"+'4!

29., 
G#&#*

30, b u4+4@#$
31 ) <#e)49&" )#&);'&' .;4=#'#, I<<#$#e+F"32 ) 9&"1%33 

';.#+'2&"749=#*, O;#*#!
34 " = +4M35 m$F" E#$"$#, ) .$')% .=\.% " .?\.% 

G&#$#?F" ) =+".% .4\. ) .$')'( .[\.% .@\.% " ..(F.%. G$"e+F"36 49&49&)4$#+:- 
<#)49&" ) =+".4 .4\.% ) .$')% .=(A.% " ) =+"e.4 || .[\.%. )q37 .($)%38 .@\.% "39 
.F\.%. T;#e.8, G#*<4M40, O29&"$ G#?q<4Mc D4$q$-, ) <#)49&" # 94$4e+F" 
)q94$4e+q+:W, )q .($)% .)\.% O#9"F

41 a$'e)F"42. *;4e)q+#9q&4M 4)q;4M9="18 )q 
=+"e.4 .'\.%. v"$#e+843 O2*4We+"+8, *q;4e)q+#9&4M )")q$F"9="1844, 
K#;q+"e$F", T'eC"&8 E&;'e>#+8, " <q;#7"4 )q9" *q;4e)q+F"45 4)q;4M9&F", 
1'$q*%M9&F"46, .q;4749q&F"47, $'&"+q9=F", " $%&#<"9qC: *q;4)+F", '  

__________________________ 
 
1 BG &)4;36I,44 R &)4-3,84 N &)4;*,44 | 2 B suprascr. | 3 ER U#B | 4 ER add. " | 
5 G ;'&$"7+"F | 6 ER JV9' | 7–7 E in marg. | 8 EN add. F | 9 R ad. "18 <#6 +(>#?8 | 10–10 B 
suprascr. GN in textu R om. | 11 EN 9$#)%+9='.# | 12 B ad. <#6 +(>#* suprascr. in ras. | 
13 G 2<#&;4>$-4! | 14 N "+'.# | 15 BGRN );4?4+" | 16 N #&$#3"&9- | 17 R 9$#)4+9="*# | 
18 G ?%9&# | 19 N <#$#32 | 20 ER <#)%9&#<""#C4)8 | 21 GE D#9=#)8 | 22 BG D#1#)"&8 | 
23 G D#*'=';8 | 24 BN "& ER omm. | 25 ER <#)%9&#<""#C4)8 | 26 UB ante corr. D#91: | 
27 GN +#=V<+# | 28 B f^;#<% | 29 ER )#"#<#?"+'4! | 30 B ante corr. <#? | 31 ER u4+#@#+8 | 
32 ER I<<#$#?"F | 33 ER 9&"15 | 34 N O;#*#?8 | 35 G +4 | 36 ER G$"+" | 37 ER omm. | 
38 N =+".% | 39 G om. | 40 R G#?<4 | 41 R O#9")8 | 42 R a$'@"F | 43 N v"$#A8 " | 
44 G *")$"%9="( | 45 R *;4)+" | 46 ER 1',*%%9&" | 47 R .;4749="F  
 
a G in marg. 9)WH4++"=8 Z";#98 $!&#<"94C8 1'$*4M9=" | b G in marg. K94+#@#+&8 
.;4749="F T'C"&8 I<<#$#+"F E)4&#+"F O;#*#&8 G;#=#<"F O;#*#&8, G&#$#?"F 
f2&;#<"F G$"+"F a$#;8 G#2A'+"F, `#+#;"F .;4=8 | c G in marg. T;#.8 G#?<4M RV9&"+8 
G#?<4M D4$- O#9"@8 a$')"F a"$#+8 RV*4W+"+8 K#;+"$"F T'C"&8 E&;'>#+8 
U49&#;8 <;4<#*#>+" Z"=4+&"F ='*$V>9="F '+#+"?8 S$V.#,8 @;'+CV& D!1#)"F S4="F 
Z'<#)9="F, <#$W[=] K;#?4;8 l<"9=#<8 L!$59="F T"$4?'+8 E&4$,W P49';"F K';"#+8, 
+4?!C a"$"<<8 D4$W+=&#+8 f94M E",)"F Z#$W&4;'+8 S'&;')"F a4#*#;8 
P4;>4;89&4"+8 R#-+'+*8 O;#+"=8 +4?4C 

154v 
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+49&';#.#1, "+Fe" 34 +(,4.# )%e=' $%&/<"9C:, DW;4C="F, Z"=4+q&"F2, 
K'*q$V>9=FM3, '+#+"* @;'+CVA8, Sq$V.#,8, D41#)F", R#9&8, S4=F" ) 
*;4)+#9&-18 <#e$q9="18 " ;#*% h.4$#+#)%, Z'<#e)q9=F" K;#e?4;8 )q 
=+".% .'\.% )4 .($)% .4\.% " ."\.% " .)(F. L%$9="5 <#$9=F4, T"$4?'+86 E&4,$- 
P49';F", K';F#e+8 a"$"e<8 D4$-+=&#+8 KV;4M +4?4C=F4, f+4eM7 
E"e$)F", Z#$W&4;'$ S'&;'e)F", "&'$F"9=F48, " 749=F49 <#)%9&#<"9C:, 
D#9#e1' " D#9=):w, *+'7'$#)#6C'*10 " 9&;'+8 &#.# "e?4+"11 
)#9q<#?"+#)4e+F412 +' ?+#e."18 ?%9&418 "A;W*q+# &q)#;-e&8, a4#e*#;8, 
&'=#3q*4 L">$"'e+*;8, # "Aq;W*+#?8 ;#e*% &#$=#)'e+"W 4);4M9='W 
9"eC4 .$(.$4!, || D#9#18, "$" D49#18 7'e9&5 Ie9F"13 =q G#e+q&V )qAWw, "*%e34 
?#9q1"e&: "$" ?#9q1#)"e&:, " ?#9="&9=F4 .#e;:, " 9q?43q+'W 
K'<'6*#=F"14 ?%e9q&'. 
O 'H4 / Aq*% =q&#w ;4e=q$8, We=# +(+4,+-W15 D#9=)' >%$#M16 J#9F" +';#6 
+4*')+:18 )%=/', +'7'w Aq)'&"9- D#9=)#eB #! ;4=" " .;'*' 9&#e$+#)<

17 
D#9q=):w &#.*'w 9"eC4 4e9&5. D#9=)'wa >/ A'e?#=8 "Aq *')+:18 )q;4?4+8, 
&#e=?/ #! *;4)' 9q;Ve>q$4+8 " +4Aq+'e&4+8b >% We=# # &#?834 
P4;q>4;89q&4e"+8 )q $%&#<"9"18 )19 =+-.9&)' ?#9=#)9=#.#20 <"e,4&8, 
*'.3 )4$"e=F" =+(A5 O)'e+8 S'+"$#)"75 *# .9($. $%&8 "Aq Z#$#*"e?4;W21 
<;"#&#$8 9q)#M <q;4+49422 , <# 9#)%&V G4&;'w ?"&q;#<#$"e&' 
="e4)q9=#)<

23, c " ;Ve9q=#)<
24, ?"&q;#<#$"&8 ># &#eM G4e&q;8 &'e?# <;"#&/$8 

9q)#M ?"&q;#<#$F" "A>;', >%, *q$W 9)(&'.# +%=#&#;#.#25 I$4_%eW, 2 
4.#34 .;#>' 26+' D#9q=)%26 7B*49'w27 W)q$-e1V9-, &%?8 34 D#9=)'w 
.q;'6

28 <;#9q$'e)"9W29 7B*49: &%e?" " )4$"e="18 =+(A4M <;"#&#$#*, <# 
9?4-&" ># || O)'e+' S'+"e$#)"7', &#.#. "e?4+"30, d Fe+8 O)'e+8 
O)'e+#)"75 &'e?# <;"#&#$8 *4;q3'e,4, <# +4*

e S"?"e&q;F"31, <# 
S"?"&;F" Z'9"e$F"32, "e34 <#We)8 *qH4e;533 2 Z"e&#$q&'34 )4$"=#.#35 =+(AW 
$"&#)9=#.#36 37I$+'&'A"B ",>

38 E#e@"B37, Z'9"e$"W39 9q$%<#e.# <# 94>% 
+'9q$%*+"=' #9q&'e)", #! +4.#34 <#&#* R)'e+8 >V*V7" )4$"e="* =+(A4?8 
?#9q=#e)q9="?8 )q94H'9q$")q,"?840, "9<#6 9"e$: " <#6*'e+q9&)'  

__________________________ 
 
1 ER add. " N +49&';'.# | 2 B ante corr. Z-=4+&"F | 3 B K'*$V/9=" N K'$*2>9=" | 4 R om. | 
5 ERN L%,9="F | 6 ER T"$F?'$

 | 7 R f+4 | 8 E "&'$"$9="4 R "&'$"'+9="4 | 9 ER 
.;4749="4 | 10 B suprascr. GRN in textu | 11 ERN F?-+" | 12 GR )#9<#?"+'+"4 | 13 ER N9"F | 
14 G K'<#6*#="F R K'<'6*#9="F | 15 G +(+4,+- R ++4,+4- | 16 G >%$# | 17 E 9&#,+'.# | 
18 G $%&#<"9"F | 19 B in ras. GN omm. | 20 EN ?#9=#)9='.# | 21 ER Z#$#*"?4;' | 
22 ER <;"+494 | 23 EN ="4)9='.# | 24 E =V-9='.# R =V;9=#.# N ;29='.# | 25 E +%=#&#;'.# | 
26–26 U in marg. B suprascr. | 27 N 72*49' | 28 B suprascr. | 29 B ad. .;'6 in ras. | 30 ER "?-+" | 
31 ER S?"&;"F | 32 E Z'9"$" | 33 ER *,4- | 34 N Z"&#+&' | 35 EN )4$"='.# | 
36 N $"&#)9='.# | 37–37 B ante corr. I+'9&'9"B E#@"B ,% | 38 ER "& | 39 R Z'9"$5- | 
40 ER )94H'"#&$"),"*# N )949H'9$"),"?8 
 
a G in marg. D#9=)' L$#+*8, EV"*8, I$>4;&8 K;'+&"F, +4?: ]V" a;'+C8, +4?: ' 
`#+';8, .;47: | b G in marg. )4$"="F =+(A5 R)'+8 S'+"$#)"75 *# 230 $: <;49&#$8 9)#M 
<;4+494 "& Z$'*"?";' )8 D#9=)V | c G in marg. G4&;8 ?"&;#<#$"&8 ?#9=#)9="F | d G in 
marg. R#'++8 R#'++#)"75 | e G in marg. S"?"&;"F Z'9"$"F Z'9"$"F &4?+:M R#'++8 
.;#A+:M 
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&'&'e;q9=#.#1 ):>",9-. ='A'$9=VB #;*Vw, G4e;q?5, E">"e;5, ]#<-+8, 
m.#e;FB2 #!+B*V343 <;4*q=" )4+q.;#)84, L#,.';FB5 '9F"9=VB " F+:W 
9q&;'+:w 9"e$% 9q)#4M <#=#;", " <#;'>#&", #! $"&#e)q9=#.#6 ."#*;9&)' .#\. 
.;'*#' )qAW, 9q7 ,)4e*: " 9q $"@$We+q&: )4$"e=F4 )#%+: )4*4w8, " &#M9 
+'7'w <"9'e&"9-10 C(;5 " ."*;5 )q94'ea J#9F"11 &#.#w )q+V=8 Z'9"e$F", 
)4$"=FM =+(A5 ?#9q=#)q9=F"b, .;'6 D#9=)Vw12 +'7'w 9&%+#B ='e?4+q+#B " 
>',q+-?" #/)#*"e&", =#&#;:4 9q&%e+: )q8 .$\. $%&8 +'9q$%*+"C: 4.# 
#*q)' 9#)4;q,"e,', #>'e74 " 9'e?8 P4;q>4;9&4$

13 j"e.?V+q&814 ):e,4 )#15 
#<"9'e+F"16 .;'*' D#9q=):w 9"eC4 .$(.#$4&8, We=# *'>:w .;'e*8 D#9=)'w || 
"+:* 9&;'+'e?8 <q;#Aq)'e+F4 #! 94>4w *'e&" "?%e$#17, 9F4w +4 <#e*q$"+q+#18, 
+# )#"e9q&"+q+V )4eH819 )#&?#3q+'20, We=# #! ;4="w .;'e*8 "e?- <;FWw, "e># 
'H4 9'* .;'e*8 D#9=)'w <;4e3q*4 94.# +4 >:e9q&5 9q&#$+:M " .$()' &#.# 
+';#e*'21, #*+'=/ "Aq)%9q&+' )4eH822 4e9q&5, -e=# "e?- ?#9=#'9='.#23 
+';#e*'24 >% Aq+'e&q+# <#)%9q&#<"9qC#*#

 c *q;4)+"?8 #! D#9#e1', &#3q*425 
" Kq;#?4- )q .$()% ."\.%26 )q =+".% .'\.% =q;#+"=8 <#$9="18, <# *#,."( 
<;#"A)#3q*4+F'1827 9';?'eCq="18 +';#*#)8, # D#9=)% .$(.#$4&8, 9"eC4 
34 .$()V 28."\.29 ) =+".%28 .'\.% A'=q$B7'e4&8, +" 34w 4e9&5 +4)%;+# "e?8, (94 
4e9&5 D#9=)%) D#9q1#* D#*#=#*#, "$"w I?'_#)"e&#* *;4)q$4;474w++:*

30 
+%=#.*' )#e "?- 9#9%*#)8, " >$"3q+"18 ;V9q9q#)8, "$" ;#_#$-+#)8 
<q;4M&" *"$"w <;4?4+"e&""#

31*, <#&#e?8 34 9q&';#432 33(94 4e9q&5 "e?W 
?#9=#)q9=#4)33 )#9q<;FWe&", 
D#9#e18 2e># 9(+8 O'@4&#)8 ,49&:%, )q+V=8 U#e4)8 A' E';?'&#* 
>$"3q+"?8 9)#"?8, 4.#e34 34D#M94M )834 .F\. .$)%, R#9"68 || 
*q;4)q+#9q&4M 4);4eM9q="18 ) =+"e.% .'\.% ) .$()% .*(F. O9&;#)', "$"w 
f=q&'+#)' 9(+', )+Ve=' E"e?#)', <q;')+V=' .35 U#e4)' >:&" 
9)"*%&4,9&)VB&8, ,46 #! Z')"$#e+' <# 9q?%,4+F"36 -A:1 9q +';#*#* 
9)#"?8 )9%?8 " Aq 9(+:37 O9q&;#):?", 94 49&538 9q$')-e+:39 =#&#;:4 = 
+"?8 <;"9q&'e$", W=# Z";#" <"e,4&8, "*#e,' #e>' 7q;4& ';q?4$9=F440 
.#;:, " 9=";9=F4, "$" &'&';9=F441 <#$W, #! )#9&#e7q+:18 9&;'$

42, =q 
<#$V+#H+:*# 7'9&4*# )q94$4e+q+:W, )q +'7'$4 34 +' >;4.'( 
<#+q&9=')<

43 "$" 74;+'.#44 ?#e;W <#94$",'9W, )q $%&/ .;($'. <# 
<#&#<%, 45#! )$'*%e+"-45 34 U"*);#&#)' )q Z')"$#+% )q $%&# .=(4., ' 

__________________________ 
 
1 N &'&';9='.# | 2 G x.#;"B | 3 G #!+2*2. N #+B*238 | 4 G )4+.4;#'# | 5 G L#$.#;"B | 
6 EN $"&#'9='.# | 7 R 9V | 8 ER omm. | 9 N &# | 10 N ad. " | 11 N J#99F" | 12 N D#9=): | 
13 ER P4->%9&4$ | 14 BGN j"."?V+&8 ER j".$V$&8 | 15 R 4)# | 16 R <"9'+"F | 17 BGN 
"?%$' | 18 R <#6$"++#% | 19 BRN )4H5 | 20 G )#&?#3+# | 21 ER +';#6: | 22 BGERN )4H5 | 
23 GR ?#9=#)9=#.# | 24 ER +';#6: | 25 ER omm. | 26 ER .+\. | 27 BGRN <;#"A)#.*4+"-18 | 
28–28 R om. | 29 E .+\. | 30 N *;4)$4 ;474+:?8 | 31 ER <;4?-+"&""# | 32 G 9&';'- | 33–33 R om. 
parentheses signs | 34–34 ER D#"9%4)8 | 35 N om. | 36 E "#?%,4+"9- R "#?%,4+"- | 37 ER 
9(+#?8 | 38 B ad. 9 | 39 ER 9$#)-+: | 40 R ';?-+9="4 | 41 N &'&';9=F- | 42 UB add. {"} in ras. 
| 43 G <#$#&"%9=')# ER <#$&"9='.# | 44 BGR 74;+#)# | 45–45 ER #)$'63+" 
 
a G in marg. Z'9"$"F | b G in marg. 9&;#4+F4 D#9=): | c G in marg. D#9#18 
;#*#+'7'$5+"=8 ?'=9#)'&-+8 ;V99#)8, 9$')-+8, ;#=9#$W+#)8 " ?#9=#)"&W+8 N 
<#)%9&#<"9C4?8 

156v 
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<;#&")8 "+:18 <#)%9&#<"9qC#)81 " A4?$4?%;#)8 #! <#&#e<' .;(#4. 2#! 
I*'?'2, 3 . .0'(s$. +';#*: ;Ve9q="4 +'7','9W4 F& 9$#)4+9=#)<

5 -A:e=', 
"e1834 "Aq*')+'6 9)(&#4 <"9'+F4 ) >">$F", " )9"w *;4)+"- <#)%9&#<"9qC: 
7+4 ;#"#9F'+:7, 8 +';"C'1V9-, +# ?#e9q1:9, ?#9#1"10, ?4941"11 ?#*#e=", 
?#9q94+:12, ?#9q1#M=#M=", #! &#)# "18 =#$%+#+'7'$+"='13 D#9#e1' 
O'@4&#)"7', +4 #! +(+4,+4M +#)#M D#9=):, Fe34 || 'eH4 9Ve&5 #*+#.#. 
+';#*' ;V9=#.#14, "$"w ;#_#$-+9=#.#15, #! &#.#. D#9#1', #>'e74 
<;4+4>;4.$" >:$# &#.# "?4+"16 2<#&;4>$-&" )# *+#."- )%=", &#=q?# 
;#9q9q"-+:17, #! &;418 >;'&#)8 =+WA4M )';-e3q9="18 " #! N$q.", "$"w 
f$4e+: " Zq$'*"?4;'18 ?#+';1', " *;V.'./ D#+#?'$81'19, " F+:18 
=+(A4M +';"C'1V9-, +" 34 A+'&+# >% ) &# );4?- &# "e?W D#9=):w, 
)q+4.*' &#e=q?# ="e4)q9="4, )$'*"?4;9=F4, )4$"=#+#)q.#;#*qC=F420, 
74-+".#)9=F4, .'$"C=F4, 9q?#$4e+q9=F4 =+(A" ) ;V9="( A4?$We18 
3")-1V21, -e=# ):,422 94)< *#9q&'e&#7q+# +'7q&4,q9-, 
T'.3 <#&#?8 *# *)V( 9#e&8 "23 +%e9=#$q=#24 *49-! $%&8, &#w *;4)+44 "e?- 
=#$%+#+'7'$+"='25 ;Ve9q=#.#26 " 9';?'C=#.#27 D#9#1' )#9=;49"$"28, 
)q+4.*' D#9=)'w #! D#9=):w .;'*', " #! ;4="w <# <;4+494+F" <;"#&#$' "Aq 
Z#$#*"?4;-29 A)'!> +'7',', +# =q *%$V <q;"9q&V<'B, 
T#e&834 D#9#18 9(+8 O'@4&#)8 3"):e" || 2 7#;+#.#30 ?#e;Wa )q31 )4$"=8 
+';#*8 V?q+#3"9W, <#&#* ) &%18 <#$-18 =#,1#)832, =q;'$4)q9&)# 
Aq$'&:*

33 ;V+#?8 9q$')+#4 V9&;#"18, " <q;/9q&;'++# +'94$")8, " 
+';#6 9q$')4+9=F"34, ;V9=F" )q +4* 2?q+#3")8 "e*4 *'$%4 +'9q$%*"4 4.# 
)q <#$V+#H+:W 9&;'+: A' </$&9=#4 "$"w 74;+#4 ?#e;4, "*%e34 +'6 
S#+#*# " Z#,.#B ;4='?", " +'6 #A4;#* ?4#&FM9="?835 36)q =#&#;#436 
S#e+8 )<'*'e4&8, ) 9&4<W18 <q;#9&;'++# <#94$"e,'9-, " )# ?q+#e."-37 
+';#*: )q=;'e&qC4 );4?-+"38 V?q+#3",'9-39 &'=#, We=# )q +'9q$%*F" 
O'@4&#)4 " D#9#1#)4 9q)#M9&)V "?-+8 "18 "9</,+"&"9-, O'@4&8 ># 
#! 1'$q*4M9='./40 " 4)q;4M9='.#41 WA:=' <q;#9&;'++# "$"w 
<q;#9q&;'+-BHF"9-42, D#9#18 34 ;#9&-.")'-M9-43, " *'e$q+F" 
*&#$=V4&C'*44 &#.*'w +'9$%*+"C: "e18 <# 97'9q$")#?V45 <;")%!9&)V " 

__________________________ 
 
1 R <#)%9&#<"9C4)8 | 2–2 R #!*'+# | 3 G I*?' | 4 R +'7',' | 5 N 9$#)4+9='.# | 
6 R F['*')+' | 7–7 N +4;9#"$'+: | 8 ER ;#"#99"'+: [sic] | 9 G ?91: | 10 BGN ?#9#1: | 11 ER 
?49"1" | 12 ER ?#"#94+5 | 13 G =#$%+'+'7',#+"=' | 14 ERN ;V9='.# | 15 N ;#=9#$-+9='.# | 
16 B "?-+" ante corr. "?{4++4} GERN "?-+" | 17 BERN ;#99"'+: G ;#9F'+: | 
18 B Z$'*"?";' | 19 B D#+#?'1' ante corr. D#+#?#+'1' E D#+#?#+'1' N D#+#?'1' | 
20 GR )4$"=#+#).#;#C="4 N )4$"=#+#).#;#*9=F4 | 21 N 3")'12 | 22 ER +"34 | 23 G "$" | 
24 ER +4&#,=# | 25 B =#$%+/7',#+"=' G =#$!+/+'9'$+"=' | 26 ERN ;V9='.# | 
27 N 9'?';C='.# | 28 R )#9=;494$" | 29 ER Z#$#*"?4;' | 30 GR 74;+#)# EN 74-+'.# | 
31 ER omm. | 32 B =#,#1#;8 a corr. =#,#1#)8 G =#,1#- N =#$.#;8 | 33 R A$#&:?8 | 
34 ER 9$#)4+9="F | 35 R ?4#&"9="?8 | 36–36 R )&#;#4 | 37 R *+#."4 | 38 BN );4?4+" | 
39 G 2?+#3"9- | 40 BR 1',#*4M9=#)# | 41 B 4);4M9=#)# | 42 ER <;#"#&;'+-BH"9- | 
43 G ;'9&-.")'-M9- E ;#"#&-.")'"9- R ;#"#&-.")'$"9- | 44 B suprascr. G &#,=24&9- in 
textu RN in textu | 45 E "#7'9&$")#*: N H'9$")#?2 
 
a G in marg. s D#9#1' K#$1"*' " A$'&#4 ;V+# 
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9)#M9&)#?81 "?-+8 <;4*=#)8 9q)#"e18, " <# >$(.#9q$#)4+FB U#eW 
<'!;F';1' 94$4+"- 9)#- *'$4742 ;'9q<;#9&;'+",'3, -=# )q9W 
<#$V+#H+:-4 9q&;'+:w || "5 ?4.)#9&#e7q+:- 7'9q&" )q94$4e+q+:W 
+';#*'*> 9q$#)4+9=#.#6 WA:=' "9q<#$+"&", +'7')8 34 #! 
='<q<'*#=FM9="187 8" =#,1"e+q9="(

8, 9 =;'$4'9&)8 " )4A*% =;V.8 
K"?4;F-10 L#9q@#;', " 74;+#.#11 ?#;W, S#e+V, N="w, Z#,.", K'e?:, 
S+4+;', L#e.'12, S49+:, Sq+49&;'13, SV+'-14, *'e38 *# S)"+: " U4?q+'w 
*#$q."?8 ;'&9&#-+F4*#

15 "9&#7+"=#)8 )q9% >4;4." #)$'*%,', &'e34 
*'e34 *# $4*-+#.# " )'$q&F"9=#./16 "$"w )4+4*F"9=#.#17 <#?#9=#)9="18 
)';W.9=#.#19 ?#;W 4e34 +(+4 $"@$-+&: ]"@$-+*F'20 " E)%B21 
#>$")'4&8, " *# U#;)4.F" *#9&".'4&8 "?- 9"e$V " )$'9&5 9q$#)4+9=#)#

22 
WA:=' ;'9<;#9&;'+"e$"23. 
E';?#&824, a 34 "$"w E';?'&825 9(+8 O4=q&'+/' )q+V=8 E"?#)8, 
<;')+V=8 U#W <'&;F';1', <# O#9"@V26 ) =+".% .'\.% )q .$)% .*(F. 
*;4)+#9&4M27 4);4M9="18 " <# D#"94B >:!>4 .F\.4 "e34 &'=#3q*4 >% ) 
9"18 9&;'+'( <#$V+#H+:18 9 D#9#1#*# *%*#* *)#B;#6+:*#

28, 
<#94$",9-29 >% 9';?'&#*#, *'e*4 "?W || " <q;#Aq)'e+F4 -=# +'e98 )q9%e18 
9';q?'e&'?" 94 4e9&5 ):9#e="?" +';#e*'?" #! +4.# A#)V!

30. T"$4?'e+8 )q 
<;#"Aq)4*4+F" ;#*#9q$#e)"W31 O9"#8 c;"#&#)', 9"eC4 9';?'&' ;474+F4 
"Aq$'.'4&8, 94.# ;'e*" #! J"@'&' 9(+' P#?4;#)', ;"@"'e+4 "e34 9V&532 
9';q?'&: " .4+4&:, "?- . .4+4&"33 Aq+'?4+V4&834 2 4);44', 
<;",4,9&)VBHF" .;4=" "?-+#)','35 +#?'*:, 94 49&5 '3&6J

36 "+#M 
<'e3"&"37, "+:18 ?%9&8 "HVHF"38. 9';q?'&8 34 &#,=V4&9- )#3q*5 
):9#&:, "$"w )#3q*5 ):e,q+"-39 9&;'+:w. 
Kq;#?4- 4<"#=<8 )';?4$9=F", &'=#.*4 )q $%&#<"9" 9)#4M, 4B34 
*%W+"- <#$9='- "A# &q?:w " FAq ?;'7+#.$V>#="1840 <;#<'9&4M 
"Aq.;4>4+:w, #9)%&"41 9"C4 ;'Aq9V.*4+F442 >$(.#;'AV?+#4 # <q;#Aq)'+F" F 
):)#*4 9';q?'&8, )q +'7'$4 =+".8 <4;):( ) .$()% .)(F. <",4&8 <#6 
"?-+#)'+"4?843, "*%.3 .$(.#$4&8 9';q?'&#*

44 >:&" 9q$#)-+8 " 
)4+4*-+8, " &%18 >:e&" *;4e)q+"18 9';q?'!

45, "$" -e=# .;4=" .$(.#$B&8 
9'^;#?'e&:46 || " ;'&9%W++:* <# Aq*'e+F" 9&#$q<' )')"$/$9=' <#  

__________________________ 
 
1 R )#|"+9&)#* | 2 ER *'$47' | 3 R ;#"#<;'9&;'+",' | 4 B <#,:+#H+:4 | 5 R om. | 6 GEN 
9$#)4+9=')# | 7 G ='<'*#="%9="( ER ='<'*#="9="( | 8–8 G om. | 9 ER =#,="+9="( | 
10 N K";$4;F- | 11 EN 74-+'.# | 12 ER L(.' | 13 N S+4<;' | 14 G suprascr. | 15 ERN 
;'"#&#-+"4*# | 16 GN )',&"%9='.# ER )',&"9=#.# | 17 GN )4+4*"F9='.# ER )4+4*"9=#./ | 
18 R <#?#9=#'9="F | 19 N )';-39='.# | 20 BGERN ]"@$-+*"- | 21 GN )94B | 
22 N 9$#)4+9='.# | 23 ER ;#"#<;#9&;'+"$" | 24 ER E'-?'&8 | 25 ER E'-?'=8 N E'?';&8 | 
26 N O9"62 | 27 ER *;4)+#"#&" N *;4)9&4M | 28 ER ;#6+:?8 | 29 R <#94$"9- | 30 ER A#)%! | 
31 E ;#*'9$#)"- R ;#*'9$#)#+- | 32 G 49&5 | 33 N .4+4&: | 34 BGN A+'?4+'4! | 35 BGERN 
"?4+#)',' | 36 UB ante corr. {+'} G ad. +' | 37 BGN add. " | 38 R "*VH"F | 39 BN ):,+"4 | 
40 G ?;'|7+#)#.$V>#="( | 41 N #9)-&" | 42 R ;'"#9V3*4+"4 | 43 BGN "?4+#)'+"4* | 
44 BGN 9';?'&#'# | 45 ER omm. | 46 G 9'2;#?'&: N 9');'?'&: 
 
a G in marg. 9';?'&: #! E';?'&' 9:+' R4=&'+#)', )+V=' E"?#)' " <;')+V=' U#4)' 
D#9#18 34 >4 4?V *!*8 *)#B;#*+:? 
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158v 
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<#&#<4 )94'e A4?q$" $B*4?8, 9"-w 9&;'+:w #)q$'*%),"18 +4<qHVM4>, 3 
+4 #! [T])"9=#e+' +# #! E';?#e&'1 "$"w E';?'&', 4.#34 D#"9F"2 O#9"68 
4)q;4M9&F"3 <"9'&4$", Oe9&;#)' "$"w4 O4=&'+#)'5 9(+' E"?#)' )+Ve=', 
U#e4)' <;'e)q+V=' >:),'6 <#?"+'B&8 "e?- "7 +'7'$# )4*VH48 " <q;#744 
`q*% "e?'," 7"&'&4$B $B>4eA+:M, <'74 "+:18 ?#"18 )q 9$"74+F" 
;'AV?#'

9 ;'Aq$"7+:18 <#)%9&#<"9'&4M10 [sic] *#)#*:, " <'74 ?#4.# 
"Aq)%e9q&+:?"11 9)"*%&4,9&): 2=;4<q$4++#4 ;'AV?%e+F4 )4$"=#.#12 " 
749&+#.#13 ?Ve3' ;'&923q*4+F4?8 # 9';?'&%18, W=# #! E';?'&'14 "$" 
#!

15 E';?'&' 9(+' O4=q&'e+#)'16 )+Ve=' E"?#)' <;''+V=' U#4)' ;474+" 
9V&5, ' +4 #! [T])"9=#+' "$"w I9="+:17 P#?4;#)'18 9(+', -=# +%C:" 
$%&#<"9qC: +4?4C=F4, ' 7'-&5 " S$V.#,8 <"9'$", +" #! h)'+' " 
f$"e9q9:19, || -e=# D41#)F" )q .$()% .'\.% ) =+"e.4 .'\.% 34 )q $"9q&V .'\.*# 34, 
)q <;#"Aq)4*4+F" <4e;q)'.#20 +'7'$' <#$9=#.#21 <#$#3"w ?"?# *%$': 
h)'+q ># " f$"9822 9(+8 4.# .;4749="-23 +';#e*: 2?+#e3",', " 
$'&"e+q9=F4, ' +4 9';?'&8, "e34 WA:=#* " +q;'e)'?" *;4e)q+"?", *'$474 
9Ve&5 #! .;4=#)8 $'&"e++"=#', &'=#.*4 " #! +%?C#)8 ;'&$"e7q+"24. 
I25 We=# Z";#e98 1',*4-+"+826 <"e,4! ) =+".4 .*\.% Tq)"9=#+'27 >:e&" 
=;'$4* 9';q?'C="* #! S#+' *'34 *# J4+' ;4="w, &'=#3q*4 ) =+"e.4 ."\.% 
)#9q<#?"+'4&8, -=# ) $%&# .;($'. #! <#&#<' T)"9=#$ 9';q?'&: )4$"=F4 
+';#*: 2?q+#e3", &#.*' &'* 'e>"4 <#$'.'4&8, -e=# D#9q18 D#9#18, "$"w 
D#9=)' ?#9=#e)q9=F4 C(;9&)' )#28 I9F", =V++# " )# f);#e<429 V?+#e3". 
T'e?834 ) &#M34 =q+"e.4 <",4&8, 30) $%&#30 94.# U"e+' 74&)4;&#4, 
)')"$#e+q9=#./31 &;4&5W.# C(;Ww Tq)"9=#e+8 "9q<#$"+8 || 9';q?'&#' 
A'=#e+' " 29&')'32 <#27'4! 2 J4e+'. 
T#.*'w K;#?4-

33 .($- "Aq;W*q+:?" 9q='A'$?" We=# 9q$')-+4 " 9';q?'&: 
+4 9V&5 +%e?qC: )q .$()% .[\.% ) =+".4 .'\.% 9"4 ;'A*4$"w, W=# " Z";#9q9' 
<;" <q;')*% 4.# <#)%9&" #9q&'e)"34, " 9';q?'&#)8 "$"w 9q$')-+#)8 +4 #! 
[T])"9=#+' +# #! I99';?#&'35, "$"w E';?'&' 2?+#e34+: >:e&" "A5W)"w. 
' K;'+CF- O#;'+*'36, " a;'+C"e,q=', O;#+"=' <#)%9q&#<"9C#'

37 
+4?4C="18, 9"$+#B38 ?#75B <q;')q*: <#>%3q*4++:18 9-A', " 
;'AV?%+"W "e18 9q)%&$:?" "( 34 ):)#*'*%

39 40#!)4,, #41 94* " 
G$"+F" "Aq;-e*q+# 274$, A4*$440?%- " <#)%9&#<"9'&4$5 )5 
49&49&)4++%%

42 <#)%9&" ) =+".4 .*\.% )q .$')% .)(F.43 9q)"*%&4,9&)V4&8 
9"e?"44 9q$#)49: .($-, 9'-?'&: . <#"e9q&"++% +4 9V&5 +%?C:, +# #! 

__________________________ 
 
1 B I99';?#&' ante corr. E';?'&' G E';?#&# R E'-?'&' N I99';?'&' | 2 ERN D#"9%% | 
3 R 4);4"9&" | 4 N om. | 5 R U4=&'+#)' | 6 R >:,' | 7 ER omm. | 8 ER )4*VH2 | 9 ER 
;'&:?#?8 | 10 BGERN <#)%9&#<"9'&4$4% | 11 G "A)%9&+:* | 12 N )4$"='.# | 13 ERN 
749&+'.# | 14 BN I99';?#&' G E'-?#&' | 15 BGN omm. | 16 G O=&'+#)' | 17 N I=9"+: | 
18 R P4?4;#)' | 19 R f$""#): | 20 GR <4-)#.# | 21 ERN <#,"#='.# | 22 E f$""#98 R f$""#$8 | 
23 N .;4749=F4 | 24 G ;'&$"7+{:}( ER ;'&$"7+F" | 25 R T [sic] | 26 N 1#$*4-+"+8 | 
27 N T)"=#+' | 28 R )' | 29 B f^;#<% G y|;#<4 | 30–30 N )?%9&# | 31 GEN )')"$#+9=')# | 
32 E 2"#9&')2 R V9&')2 | 33 B ante corr. K;'?4-# | 34 E #"#9&')" | 35 GE E'-?#&' R E'-?'&' | 
36 BGN O#;+'+*' | 37 R <#)%9&#<"9C4)8 | 38 ER 9"$#B | 39 ER ):)#*'?8 | 40–40 ER omm.  
| 41 B in ras. GN om. | 42 ER 49&49&)4+"4 | 43 ER .*(F. | 44 N 9"? ante corr. 9"?" 
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160v 
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+"18 Z"9$#B ;4=#B <;4=q$#+q9W 1= )#9&#=V1 9$(+C' #!*4$4e+", 
T#. ;'AV?%e+"4 G$"+Fe4)#2 # 9';?'e&%( || <#6=;4<$-B&83 "A)%e9q&+:?" 
9)"*%&4,9&): K#;+"$F", T'C"&8, E&;'>#+8, Gq&'$#?F"4, "5 F+F" 
9q$')+F"6 <#)%9&/<"e9qC: " A4?q$4?%;:. 
O+F" <'e74 34 L4$9=F", )q +'7'$4 ):)#*V +';#*' <#$9=#.#7 <",V&8, 
9');#?'&FB8 >:&" ;474++V9 #! $B*4M 9 #7q?"10 -H4;"75"11, 9'^;#"

12 
># .;4749=F"13 WeH4;"C', #*?', .$'&, " #!&V*V $8;474+F4 9'^;#?'&#'#

14 
<q;#"Aq)#*"&8, -e=# $B*4M .+%)$"):( " 9&;',+:18, "e?834 -;#9&5 " 
34e9&#=#9&5 -*#)"&' "& #74M, -e=# -H4;"C'*# 9q)";%<:*# W)$-,49-15, 
#*+'=#. " &# 9)#4 ?q+%+F4, " -e=# #! [T])"9=#+' "?V&8 +'7'$# 
9'-?'&:, 9'e?8 34 L4$9=F"16 #!9&')$-4&817 " +' ;'&9V3q*4+F" 
>$(.#;'AV?+#?V18, *#=&#;' K;#?4;', We=# #! I99';?#&'19 9(+' 
O4=q&'+#)'20, )q+V=' E"?#)', <;#"&"*#,'21 9'-?'&: <#$'.'4&9-, 
<#+434 " T"$4?'$ Eq&4$q$-22 *#=&#-

23 274+:M, +' *4=% ;#*#9q$#)"W 
c;"#&#)' 9');#?'&'24, +4 #! 9');#"#

25, || " #?+F'26 .;4749="18 9q$#', +# 
#! 1',*4M9=#./27 WA:=' "Aq;W*+:* ;'AV?#*#, )#3q*'28 ):9#&:, "$"w 
)#3q*' ):,+"- 9&;'+: &#,=V4&829, 
 
 
IV:2 
 
D'&q)%W30 N9#e"#&#)"7' Eq&;"=#e)q9=#.#31, # <;#"Aq)#*% 9q$'e)q+#./32 
+';#e*' ;V9=#.#33, 9q$#)4+9=#.#34, 9';?'C=#.#35, " *$- 74.# ;474e+" 
9V&5 9q$')We+4. 
P$')'w .)\.W. 
N 9q$#)4e+'18 " 9q$')4e+q9="1836 A4?q$-(, +';#e*' ;Ve9=#.#37 "$"w 
9';?'eCq=#.#38, #!=V*V 9F4w "18 <;#A)'e+F4 <;#"Aq;'9q&4w, ;'A$"e7q+: 9Ve&5 
?+%+F- ;'&$"7+:18 <#)%9&#<"9qC#)8 7"&'&4$B $B>4Aq+:M39, #>'74 &#w 
We)% <#='AVe4&q9-, -=# 9q$')-+4, "$"w 9q$')'e="40 <;46=" +'," >:e,' 
9q$')+F"41 )#"e+q9=#B 1;'/;#9&"B42, )# )q;4?W 4H4 )#M+:w 
&;'W+9=#M43, +# <#+434 94$4+F- 9)#" "?W1V || )q G'@$-.#+F", " ) 
9&;'+% I9F" ?4+q,#% 2 7#;+#.#44 ?#e;W, "*%34 +(+4 &V-=" " .;4=" 

__________________________ 
 
1–1 G =# "#)%&V | 2 B G$"+"4) a corr. G$"+"4)# N T"+F4 | 3 R <#6=;%<$-4! | 4 BGN 
G&#$#?"F | 5 R om. | 6 R 9$''+" | 7 ERN <#$9='.# | 8 B 9'^;#?'&"B G 9'2;#?'&"B | 9 B 
;474+$ G ;474$+# N ;474+8 | 10 B ante corr. #7"F N #7"F | 11 R -H4;+"$# | 12 GR 9'2;#"# 
N 9');#9 | 13 B .;4749=" ante corr. .;4749="F GN .;4749=" | 14 B ante corr. 9'^;#?'&: 
G 9'2;#?'&#'# EN 9');#?'&#)8 R 9'';'?'&#' | 15 R -)$-,'9- | 16 G L%$="F | 17 R 
#9&')$-4! | 18 BGN >$(.#;'&:?+#* | 19 U ante corr. I99';?'&' E E"#'-?#&' R E';?#&#)' | 
20 R U4=&'+#)' | 21 ERN <;#"A:*#,' | 22 G E&4$- | 23 N *#9&#;8 | 24 BG 9'^;#?'&' ER 
9');'?'&' | 25 BG 9'^;#" | 26 R #*+"+' N #?"+' | 27 GERN 1',*4%9=')# | 28 ER <#.*' | 
29 ER &#,#=V4&89- | 30 BG D'&@4' N D'&64- | 31 EN E&;"=#)9='.# | 32 BGEN 9$')+')# | 
33 ERN ;V9='.# | 34 GEN 9$#)4+9=')# | 35 N 9';?'C='.# | 36 ER 9$#)4$9="18 F | 
37 EN ;V9='.# | 38 N 9';?'C='.# | 39 R $B>4&+: | 40 E 9$')-=" R 9$#)-=" | 41 R 9$''+" | 
42 R 1;'/;#"#&5B | 43 N &;#-+9=#M | 44 EN 7#-+'.# 
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3")V&8, ?43q*V "e?" . 9q$')W$, 94;>#)81, >#,.';#)8, >#$,'- 7'9&5, 
"e34 +4 <;",4$C:2, We=# &Ve;q=" 3")V&8 +# "e9q&"++F"3 *%*"7" 
<'@$-.#+9="4 A4?q$" "& *;4)+"18 )%=#' >:&" 9='A:)'B&q9W.4 
Gq;#=#<F"a &'e=#3q*4 9q$'e)q+:M5 " *q;4)+F"6 <#)%9&#<"94C8 <q;4347 
.0'(_. $%&8 # )#M+% .#&9=#M <",'w 8)/ );4?4+'8 O29&"+"'+'9 C(;W 
=#+9&W$&"+#<#$9=#.#10, ) $%&# #! c;"#&' .6(=". " <'<: .?@.)# O$';F#e+' 
<#?"+'4&8 # 9$')'='(

11, 
O#;+'+q*8b, I$-+8 &'=#.*4 *;4e)q+F" <#)%9&#<"94C8 <",4&8, -=# 12&/w 
"e?-12 "$"w <;#A)'+F4 9q$')-+813, )# ';4?4+' 4.# +#)# >% ) $%&# #! 
c;"#&' .2(7). +# ;%75 9q$')4+9=VB, 4-.3 +(+4 || )q9"w14 2<#&;4>$-B&8, 
*;4e)q+BB15 >:&" 9q)"*%&4,9&)VB&8, 
L:e),4416 -e=# &'e=# 4e9&5, <# 9q?%,4+F" ># WA:=#' 2 9&#,<' 
)')"$#+9=', <4;):" >%17 -A:=8 1'$q*4M9=F" " 4)q;4M9=F", "$"w 
3"*#)9=F", <#&#* 9="@9=F"18 "$" &'&';9=F", &'e34 4."<4!C=F"19, c, 
4@"#e<q9=F" " "+q*%M9=F", <#&#* .;4749=F"20, $'&"$9=F"21, " +',8 
9q$#)4$9=F"22, ,49&:" #! D#9#1' ,49&'.#23 9(+' O'@4&#)', <# +4*# 
+4?4C=#M #! [T])"9=#e+'24, &% -A:e=" 9V&5 <# )94M )94$4++4M $Ve&q7F4, #! 
+"1834 -e=# #! "9&#7+"=#)8 3"):18, "+:4 ;'&$"7+:1825 26+';#*#)8 
-A:=" +'7'$' 2?+/34+"- 9)#M9&)', " ;'A$"e7q+: ;'Aq$"7+:1826 ;'e*" 
;V>434M ;%7" 9)#" "?%B! 4e34 )9-=#?V <#='3V27, 'H4 =q&# 
)#<;#9"&8, 'eH4 " .#(). WA:=' <;#&"' )#3q*#)8 " =+(A4M <4;4?4+"$#"#

28 
2 9&#,#<' )')"$#+9=#.#29 #! #*+#.#, +# >$(.#;'AV?+:M >:)'$#M30 "31 
"9=V94+8 WA:=#*# || 9'* 9#>#eB &#w ;'&9V*"e&" ?#e34&8, 9"eC4 34 4e34 
O#;+'+q*832 "e34 <q;4e3q*4 .0'(;. $%e&8 <"9'w $%&#<"95 9q)#B, 
9q)"*%&4$q9&)V4! WA:e=8 9q$#)4e+q9=FM >:e&" *q;4)q+F"33, " &/w "Aq;W*q+# 
<"e,4&8, <# <#&#<% ># &#!7'"# )q $%&# .;($'. <# Z";#"9V. 
T#e&834 O#;+'e+q*8 Fe34 ) $%e&# #! c;"#&' .6(<*.d <q;" D'V;"=F"34 C(;%, 
.+(4.*#

35 <",4!, We=# 9q$')'e=" +'6 O9q&;#?8, "$"w36 SV+'4?8 =q 
<#$Ve+#H+:?8 9q&;'+'e?8 3"e,', <#&#* 34 <q;4,4e*8 SV+'eM, D"9q9F"37 
#e>%, G'+q+#e+FB38, )4+q.;:39, " ;'=V,4+5, D'=4*#e+FB, a;'=FB, O9q&;FB 
;'A#;"e,' " <q$4+"e,', 9#&)#;")8 .3 ?474?8 >4A#<'e9q+#440 94>%w 
3"$"eH4 ) &%e18 9q&;'+'18, "+Fe"41 )q &%e18 &'?8 A4?q$-e1842, "+Fe" 34 

__________________________ 
 
1 R 94;<#'# | 2 G <;",$4C: | 3 ER "9&"++:F | 4 [Phrase untranslated, cf. example (70)] | 
5 R 9$''#+: | 6 R *;()+" | 7 E <;43*4 R om. N <;438 | 8–8 R om. | 9 R RV"#&"+' | 10 GE 
=#"#&-$#&"+#<#,9=#)# RN =#"#&-+&"+#<#,#9='.# | 11 BGN 9$#)'='( E 9$')'=' R 9$')=' | 
12–12 R &"&"- | 13 N 9$#)-+8 | 14 N )9% | 15 R *;4)+4B | 16 B ante corr. 434 "?%$# >:&" | 
17 N om. | 18 ER .;4749="F | 19 ER 4."<4!9="F N 4."<4C=FM | 20 BGN .;4749=#% | 21 BGN 
$'&"+9=#% | 22 BG 9$#)4+9=#% | 23 E ,49&#.# | 24 N )#9&#=' | 25 G ;'&$"7+: | 26–26 R om. | 
27 B <#='3B | 28 E <4;4?-+"$#"# | 29 N )')"$#+9='.# | 30 ER >:)'$# | 31 R om. | 
32 G R#-+'6 | 33 R *;4'+" | 34 R D'V;"=4 | 35 E +4(?8 RN +4?8 | 36 ER add. +'6 | 
37 N D"9F" | 38 G G'+=#+"B | 39 G )4+.4;: | 40 R >%[#<'94+#4 | 41 R " F+" | 42 N ad. " 
 
a G in marg. G;#=#<"F | b G in marg. R/;+'+*8 | c G in marg. <4;):4 WA:=" | d G in marg. 
<;"7"+' ;4=#?:(# 9$')W+8 

162v 

163r 
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?43q*V1 Sq;'e)#B, " E')#B ;4='e?" )# O$$";"=% " )q S'$q?'e&F" 
<#94$"e,'9W, " )q9"2 =Ve<q+# 9'e?" 9#>#eB &% A4e?q$" 9$')4e+q9="?" #! 
9$'e)q+:18 9)#"e18 *%, +';4=#e,' <q;#9q&;'+-W3 . ;V>43" 9q)#", 
>4&<;49&'e+q+:*> )#M+'?", <#=#M 94>%w " +'9q$%*q+"=#?8 || 9q)#"?8 )q 
+"e18 V=;4<q$-eW, ;"e?q9=F44 " =#$9&'$&"+#<#e$q9=F45 C(;9&)' )q =#+4C8 
#9$'e>",'6, " <#$q="7 "e18 9q$'e>: 9#&q)#;"w, # 94* <;/9q&;'++%4 
#/;WeH4," 2 ;474e+q+:1 <#)%9&#<"9'e&4$4M, OF;+'e+q*'8 " Gq;#=#e<FW. 
Lq$#e+q*8 34, "e349 A'e 9q&# " A' *q)'&qC'&5 $%&8 # 9q=$#+4e+F" =q 
<#."e>4$" ;"e?q9=#.#10 C(;9&)' <#)%9&5 <"9'w, "*%e34 I;q='*F4)'11 " 
N+#;F4)'12 )q$'9q&)#)'+FW13, "e34 >We1V C(;5?", ) $%&# #! c;"#&' .9(7". 
<#?"+#)4e+F4 *q;4)+%M,44 &q)#;"&814, <#?"+'e4&8 34 " 9q$#)4e+q9=F"15 
+';#6, We=# )q &# )q;4e?- 2e34 >% 9q$')4$. 
Tq;#e.8 .3 G#?q<4M, &%e18 )q9%18 <#)%9q&#<"9'&4$4M16, *q;4)+%M,F" 
<#)%9&#<"94K ;"e?q9=FM, "e34 *# ;3"#&)' 4H4w c;"#&#)' ;'&$"e7+:18 
+';#e*#)8 *%-e+"W <"9'w, RV9&"e+8 "A +4.#w ) =+(.4 .$().% # +';#e*%17 
9$#)4e+9=#?8, "e1834 "e9&;"?"18 A#)V&8 9"C4 <"e,V&8a, -e=# N4e&8 "$"w 
I4e&8 || C(;5 =#,1F"9=F419 A4?q$"w, +'6 7#;+:* ?#;4*# $43'HF-, +4*'$4e74 
#! ;4="w S#e+' 9 D#9=): &4=VH4%, )+4.*' 4?V O'9q9#+820 9# 
';q.'+'2&:21 D"*FB *H4;522 9#=q;#e)"H"23 (4e3424 9#=;#)"H4 ;V+/w 
Aq$'&#4 &)#;C: +';"7B&8) 2+498, <#9q$'w25 A' +"* ) <#.#e+B .0"\. 
$B*4M26 +' 9V*'18 74;+:* ?#;4*

27 &F" <;",46 = V9&5B *V+'%9=#?228 
)$4=#,' ))4;18 )#*:w =';'>$"29 9)#", &'. <;F"*#,' *# 29&5W ;%=8 
E'e): " Sq;'):, <#&#* ;4=#B E')#B <#6 .#;: )#$#9=F4 ',<F"9=F4 
<;F"*#,', ' 7;4eA8 .#;: +' <q$47'18 = >;4.'?830 ?#e;W 
'*;"'&"C=#.#31, =#;'/$" 9q)#" <q;"+49#e,', .#+Ww " FH'w ';.#+'2&#'

32 
O'9q9#+' Aq$#*%4)8 " FAq?%++"=#)8 " 1"H+"=#', =;'$-33 9q)#4.# N4&:, 
+# "( &'e?# +4 #/;%&q,"34, We=# 7'e-1V #9q&'e)")8 =#;'>$" 9q)#Ww35 
<q;F"*#,' +' <#$-w "&'$F"9=F4, "*%34 +(+4 I=)"$4F' .;'*8 9q$')+:M, " 
&'e?# 2$B>"e)q,4 <#$#34+F4 *#>;#M36 A4?q$" #>"$+:- <#94$"e,'9W, 
+437 )/9q1#&%)8 +'A'6 )q *#* =;'e$W =#,1F"9=#.#38 )#Aq);'&"&"9W, "$"w 
>#We95 =#;#$- 9)#4)# || N4&:, We=# +4 *#.#+",' )#;#)8 9q)#"18, "$"w 
-=# 9=V7"$# "e?8 <q$')'+F4 <# ?/;B " )#$#="e&', 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER A4?$B | 2 N )9% | 3 R <;#"#&;'++'- | 4 ER ;"?9='- | 5 BEN =/$9&-+&"+#<#$9="4 
G =#9&-$#&"+#<#,9="4 R =#"#&-+&"+#<#,#9=#4 | 6 R #"#$'4$#",' | 7 R <#,#9="F | 
8 G O#;+'$*' R OF;+',#*' | 9 ER omm. | 10 ERN ;"?9='./ | 11 B ante corr. I;+'*"4)' | 
12 ER I+#;"4)' | 13 GN )$'9&#)'+"- | 14 G *)#;"&8 | 15 N 9$')4+9=FM | 16 B ante corr. 
)#)!9&#<"9'&4$4M | 17 ER add. ) | 18 N "9&;"?8 | 19 BG =#,#1"F9="F N =#+1FM9=FM | 
20 R U'"#9#+8 | 21 ER '-1'+'V&: | 22 ER *,4;5 | 23 N 9#=;#)"H4 | 24 R om. | 25 N <#9$')8 | 
26 R om. | 27 G ad. " | 28 ER *V+'F9=#*# | 29 BGN =#;'/$" | 30 G >;4.#* | 31 R '*;"'C=#./ 
N '*;F'&"C='.# | 32 ER '-.'+'2&#'# | 33 R =#;#>$- | 34 ER #/;%&#,' | 35 BGN 9)#" | 
36 B *#/;# E *#/;' R *#/;'" | 37 U ante corr. +# ER +# | 38 GERN =#,1"%9=')#   
 
a G in marg. =#$1"*' 

163v 

164v 

164r 
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E"eC41 V># <#94$"e)q,49-2 +'e," 9q$#)'e=" ) <#$-18 "&'$FeM9="18 <q;" 
>;4.'18 ?#e;W '*;"'!9=#.#3, 4e34 +(+4 Z"+"C4B4, " 9&;'+:w 4W 
#/$")'4&8, ;4=#e,' W "e9&;:5 #! Re9&;: "$"w SV+'- ;4="w, 4B34 "Aq 
?#;W #! 9)#4W 9&;'+:w =#$q1"e*: <;"<q$:,', 'e=" >: ;4e=$8 
"9q&;"%7"="6, 7"$"w *V+'M7"=", 9q$')'=" ># SV+'M7 +';"7B&88 
Z"e9q&4;8, " $'&"++"="9 Oe9&4;8, -=# N)"*F" # G#+q&%10 " D'_"e?V11 " 
"+F" +';#*", "*%34 #! ?#;#A#)8 9q&' "9&4;8, 
Oe+q*% 34 )q =+"e.4 .A\.%12 

`q;"e,"13 142e34 We=#14 <#9q;4*% O9&;#):( )#6 &W,=F415 )#A:, <'9&V18 
349&#=8 W&)".9=F"16 <;#)#*"&8, || 
T#eM34 *q)#"?4++'.#17 Oe9q&;'18, &'=#.*419 "+F" <#)%9&#<"9'&4$"20 " 
A4?$4?%;C: SV+'M Oe9q&;8 +';"7B&8, 9q$#)'=#)821 34 +'6 ?#;4* 
'*;"'e&q9="*

22 <;#9&;'++# 3")VH"W, "9&;"7"=" "$" "e9&;: A#)V&8, " 
#!A*% *#)#6+# " -e)q+# =F"3q*# A;%&" ?#e34&8, We=# 9q$')'e=" )# I9F" F 
)# f';#e<%23 "Aq*')+'24 V?q+#3",'9-, "&'$FM9="1825 " 4$$"+9="1826 
9&;'$ ?q+#.# #)q$'*%,' 27+# )q9"27 #! +'9q$%*F- O'@4&#)', " D#9#1' 
9(+' 4.#w, +'7'$'28 9q)#" "?%W )q94.*', F9 &%( 9q&;'+8 -e34 +(+4 D#9=)' 
*4;3"&8, " #! #A4;' ?4#&FM9=#.#29 " 74;+#.#30 ?#e;W )q 9"- 9q&;'+:w 
4);#e<q9=F431, ) +"1834 <;#9q&;'$+# " +(+4 3")V&8, <q;"1#*"$" #! 
9&;'$ 9q&V*4+:18 "H' +4>' $V&7'.#32, " 9q&;'e+8 #>"$+%M,"18, )q 
+'7'e$4 9';?'&:, ;#_#$-+:, " ;V9'e="33, 9q D"*;"68&#?834, a =#;#$4*# 
<#$&q9="?835 )4$"e=F4 )#M+:w " *#$q."36 )#4)'),F"37, <# +"18 <#&#* 
.#&:, ="*);:, F )'$*'$"&:, "e1834 7'"#&5 ) &%18 9q&;'+'18, "*%e34 +(+4 
|| ]"&q)', ]#&)', " jq?#eM*538 <#94$"9W39, -e=# 9q)%M9="4 " *'&C=F440 
*%W+F-, " K"$"=F", K"*);8 ) +'7'$4 )#M+: *"&?'-9="W41 K';F#e+8 
42)q =+".'1842 )&#;:18, ?#+'e;q1F" &;4&4M )%=' )&#;'.#43, O#'="* 
KV;4M, @;4M9q&'*FM9=F"44 ) <#)%9&" ,q$4+q9=#M, <#;#*#B +%e?qC: 
9q)"*%&4,9&)VB!, 
Sq;V.'W 34 7'e9q&5 &%18 )'+q*'$"&#)8, .#!&#'

45, " ="?q);#' )9B 
f)q;#<V46, 4$"=/ 49&5 )4+q.4;9=VB47, .;4749=VB48, F&'$FM9=VB49, 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER 9"4 | 2 R <#94$",'9- | 3 N '*;F'&9='.# | 4 B Z"+"C:B ante corr. Z"+"C:4B GN 
Z"+"C:B | 5 G om. | 6 GRN "9&;"7"=" | 7–7 N om. | 8 G +';"7V&8 | 9 R $'&"+9="F | 10 B 
ante corr. ?#+&% | 11 ER D'_'?V | 12 ER omm. | 13 B ante corr. A;",{+} G A;". R A;","F | 
14–14 N -=# 238 with numbers above: 2 1 | 15 ER &-39="4 | 16 ER -&)"F39="F | 
17 R *)#"?4$9=#./ | 18 B ante corr. O9&;: | 19 ER add. " | 20 R <#)%9&# . <"9'&4$4% | 
21 N 9$')'=#) | 22 R '*;"'C="?8 | 23 BG f^;#<% | 24 R "['*')+' | 25 R "&'$"9="18 | 
26 R 4$"+9="18 | 27–27 R +#)" | 28 ER +'7'$# | 29 GN ?4#&"%9='.# E ?4#&"+9=#.# | 30 EN 
74-+'.# | 31 B 4^;#<9="4 G 4^;#<9="- | 32 N $27,'.# | 33 B ante corr. ;V9'="F | 34 U ante 
corr. D"*;"68&{'}?8 E D"6;"&'* R D"&;"&'?8 | 35 R <#$9="?8 N <#+&FM9="?8 | 36 B 
ante corr. *#,."F | 37 N )#4)',' | 38 G j?#6 R j?#*5" N j?#"*8 | 39 G <#94$"|$"9- | 
40 ER *'C="- | 41 N *"&?';9=F4 | 42–42 R om. | 43 N )&#;#.# | 44 ER @;%M9&'*"9="F | 
45 R om. N .#&#)8 | 46 BG f^;#<V | 47 ER )4+.;89=2B | 48 R om. | 49 ER F&'$"9=2B; R ad. " 
 
a G in marg. D"&;"*'&8 " *!$' 9$')W+8 

165r 

165v 
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@;'+CV.9=VB, 1" .",<'e+q9=VB1 A4e?q$B, 9q$#)4e+q9="?"2 3" 
+4?4C="?", &'=#3q*4 9q $"&#)9="?"3 +';#e*:, 9"e$: #/HF4 9#)#=V<"' 
<#)#4)'e,'4.  
T%. )'+q*'$"&:. " I@q;"e=% &q;4&4M 7'9&" )q94$4e+q+:W, " J"?V +4 
9q<V9&"$"5 "346 349&#=# ;'A#;",', " )# I@;"=% *)%9&" $%e&8 3",', 
# 74* <#+4347 We)q+'- 9)"*%&4$9&)' "e?'?:, +4 1#HV *#,.# ?4,='&5, 
|| G# )'+q*'$"&%188, 9';q?'&%(, .#&q&%18, " ;#_#$-+418, #! &%e1834 
<#e$5 " 9q&;'e+8 <#$V+#H+:18 " )#9q&#7+:18 ?#9=#e)q9="(

9, "+F" 
+';#*" &#.#. 9q$#)4e+q9=#.#10 WA:=' <;#"A:*#,'11, "e34 )#,.';:12, 
"$"w >#$q.';:13, #! Z#,."14 ;4=" "?-+#)',49-15, L#$.';F- 34 "$"w 
Z#,#.';"- 4e9&5 )4$"e='W 9&;'+'w <# #>#"*#

16 >4;4.'*# ;4="17 Z#,." ?4. 
f)q;#<#B18 " I9F4B, &' ;4=' +'7'9- )# ;q3#)9=#M19 A4?$"C:20 
?#9=#'9=#M, "$"w 4A4;'21 Z#$.#, +'>;')8 34 ) 94>- ?+#.# ;%=8 
)4$"="18 &474&8 7;4& ?#9=#'#9="4 9&;'+:w *'$474, <#&#* 7;4& 
='A'+9=VB22, A')#$9=VB, +'.'eM9=VB, '9&';'1'+9=VB23, " "+:4 
&'&';9=F4 #;*: <;4,46 A' I9&';'1'+5B24 ) ='9&F"9=#425, "$" 
.";='+9=/4 " <#;9=#426 ?/e;4, 4e34 D#9=)' 1)'$:e+q9="*# ?#;4*# 
+';"74&8 94*?5*49-&827 *)%?'28 29&5" )<'*'4&8, <#?#9=#)9="29 
Z#,.', ' <#&'&';9="30 f*4$9V, G&#$#?F" " .;4=" y.#31 "e?W 4M *',', 
L4$9=F" 34 +(,8 A'#*q+# "?- =q$',# )?%9&4 A S#+#*# +4)%*#?832 9:%

33 
?#9=#)9="18 9q&;'$, || 
N! &#M 34&#.q*' ;4="34 Z#,." " 9q &%18 <#$535 ("18.3 " +(+4 =+(A5 
?#9=#)9=FM ."*;5 >#,.';9=FM36 <",4!9W, <#,46 9q )4$"e=#B #;*#B " 
?q+#349&)#*#

37 $B*4% <;4*=" +(," 9q$#)4+9=F4 >#$.';: "$"w )#,#.';: 
<;F"*#,' ) +'7'$4 = 74;+#?V ?#e;B, "H' $V&7"1838 9&;'+8, 'H4 
+%C:"39 <",V&8 -=/ "e18 "9q &%18 <#$5 &'&';: 9#.+',', " &/ +4 =q 
*%$V, We=# +"e34 $V&7"40 #/-)"?8, " &'*# 2 74;+#.#41 ?#e;- ?4. S#+#*# 
" S+4<q;#*# ;%='?", "*%34 +(+4 =";=4$9=F442, =;:*9=F443 " 
?'+q=/+9="4 &'&';: ?+#.#4 );4?W 9<#=#%+# 3"e,' 
Zq+4.*' 34 ) &%18 <#$W( 2?+#3",'9W #)q$'*%,' 44<# )q;4?4+"44, 45 " 
T'2;"=V46, Be3447 +(+4 <4;4=#<9=F" C';5 9&#$+:*# .;'*#*# #)q$'*%, 
<#&#* 29$:,')8 # ;'A*#;%(

48 ;"?9="18 C49';4M, ' <#+434 " I&"$' )  

__________________________ 
 
1–1 R om. | 2 ER 9)#"$9="?" | 3–3 N om. | 4 R <#)#%)',4 | 5 N <29&"$" | 6 G " | 7 B ante 
corr. -=/ | 8 ER )#$*'$"&4( | 9 GERN add. " | 10 GRN 9$#)4+9=')# | 11 ER <;#|A:*#,' | 
12 ER <#,.';: | 13 R >#$.#;: | 14 R Z#." | 15 BGN "?4+#)','9- ER F?4+#)',49- | 
16 N #>%"?8 | 17 G om. | 18 BG f^;#<#B R f;#<#)8B | 19 GR -34'#9=#% | 20 B ante corr. 
A4?$"C{"} ER A4?$"C4 | 21 G #[4;' E 4A4-;' | 22 G om. | 23 RN '"#&;'1'$9=2B | 24 RN 
I9&;'1'+5B | 25 ER ='9&"+9=#4 | 26 R <#?#;9=#4 | 27 B 94*?8*49-&8 RN 94?*49-&8 | 28 R 
*)4?- | 29 ER <#?#9=#)9="F | 30 ER <#&'&'-9="F | 31 U ante corr. J.# B J.# ante corr. ].# 
N J.# ante corr. {4}.# [Pol. Rho] | 32 R +4)%*#?#?8 | 33 R 9: | 34–34 ER ;%=" &#.*' | 
35 N <#$8 | 36 R >#$.#;9="F | 37 R ?+#349&)/ | 38 N $27,"18 | 39 R +4*:" | 40 G $V!74 | 
41 EN 74-+'.# | 42 B ante corr. ="-<4$9="4 N =";944$59=F4 | 43 BGN =;"*9="4 | 44–44 G 
suprascr. | 45 GER );4?-+" | 46 BG T'^;"=V N T');"=2 | 47 N 434 | 48 R [;'*#;418 

166r 

166v 
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&# );4e?W 9q .V++'?", "$"w B.;'?" 1#! ;4="w1 m.;:, "9q2 &%1834 9&;'+8 
?#9=#)9="18 <;4,46

3 >#$q,VB 7'e9q&5 f)q;#<:4, #)$'*%'# )4+.4;9=VB 
A4e?q$B, ;'A#;", >% <#*)".+V,'9- " >#,.';: 9V1"*# " )#*W+:*#

5 || 
<V&4*# 9q =+(A4?8a 9)#"e?8 S4;q>'$/*#

6, ) S'=FB )q &# );4?W ;"?9=VB 
9&;'+V, "*%34 +(+4 )#$#," ?V&-+- ?4. SV+'- " Sq+49&;'7 3")V&8, " 
&% 9&;'+: "Aq.+')8 *'=/' 9'?" 9"$#B #)q$'*%,' ) $%&# s c;"#&' .2(=. 
<#&#* ) $%e&# .2(+*. 29$:,''

8 # 9?4;&" a4#*#9"- C(;W <;4"*#,' ) 
D"9"B9 7;4A8 SV+'M, 9"C4 34 #>#B D"99"B ?'e$V " )4$"=V 2*#/ <#6 
.;4749="?" C(;5?", )"*W "18 ;'A*#;: )+V&;4$+"- #)$'*%,', " #! 
9)#4.# +';474+"W &% 9&;'+: L#$.';F4B +';4=#,', W.3 " *+495 &'=# 
+';"74?810, W=# " 9'?" >#,#.';:11 +(+4,+F" W)% &#12 "9q<#)%*VB!, 
We=/ <;46=" "e18 "Aq ?#9=#)9="18 9&;'+8 "A:*#,'. 3")V&8 . 
>#$.';: 9q$')-+413 ?4. ):9#="?" ='?4++:?" .#;'*> A' SV+'4* 
):%1')8 "Aq ?V$&-+9=#M A4?$", #! L;'"e$#)'14, SB-*%4)'15, " 
g;V9&B='16 .#;#*/'

17 <#*V+'M9="18,18 &F" 34 <#&#*# >#$.';:, 
9q$')W+4, a;'=F"19 >#$,VB20 7'9&5 #)q$'*%,'. `"+#+' || C(;W 
=#$9&'+q&"e+#<#e$q9=#./21, )q $%&# #! c;"#&' .2(#[. <#;'A"e,', " X(;5.;'*8 
<#>%*"&4$9&)V- )qA-e,' " 9#3q.#,'. 94.# ;'*" )q $%&# .2(7). C(;5 
I+'9&'9F" <-&5*49-&:M )"e*- )4$"=VB 9"$V " +'%Aq*:22 >#$.';9=F4, 
29&;#" *#$.VB 9&%+V #! E"$");F"23, We34 +'6 9'?"?8 P'$49<#+&/*# 
$43"&8 *'3424 *# 74;+#.#25 ?#;W, 1#&- "?%&" <#=#M 926 9)#"?" 
C(;4.;'3'+:27 A' &#B 9q&%+#B #! >#$.';#)8, a;'=FB .3 9 
I*;"'+#<#$4*# #9&')" >4Aq =;%<#9&", Be34 )q9B #)$'*%,' >#,.';:, " 
9q&%+: &% ;#Aq?4&'e)828. <'e=" ) )#$#9&" C(;4.;'6C=F429 +'%Aq3'$", # 
74* Kq;#?4;8 )# "?W+#)'+F"30 9';?'&Fe"9="1831 +';#e*#)8 )q .$')%w ."\.% 
<",'w )q32 9)"*%e&4$q9&)# <;")#*"&8 G#*<#+F' ]4&', +#33 'eA8 >:&F4?834 
9)#"e?8 "Aq)%9q&+%M,F", " #74)"e*q+#M35 9q)"*%e&4$5, "e34 >:e18 *)'H"36 
)q E"$");F"37, =#&#;#M .#;#*8 +'6 ?#;4*# P4$49q<#e+q&/*#

38 9q39 
&V;9="?8 .#;#6=/*# 9 ='e?4+" )"9"&8, .?\. )4;9&8 #! X(;W.;'68, ' 9&%$ 
&%18 +%9q=#$=# *49-&840 )4;9&8 || A' E"$">q;Fe4B, " +(+4 We)+:441 Aq+'e=" 
9# ;q)'e?" " )'$'e?"42, " =F"3*# "e34 &V*:w <#%*4&8 2Aq;%&" 
)#Aq?#34&8. <'e74 3443 =q 74;+/*? ?#e;B #! X(;W.;'*' )q L%e$8.#;#*8 
__________________________ 
 
1–1 R om. | 2 N " 98 | 3 R <;",46 | 4 BG f^;#<: | 5 E )'*-+:*# | 6 ER S4->"$#* | 
7 ER U4"#&;' | 8 B ante corr. 29$:,#)8 | 9 G ante corr. D49"B N D49FB | 10 N +';"7"?8 | 
11 E >#,#.#;: | 12 B suprascr. | 13 N 9$#)-+4 | 14 B ante corr. L;'+*%4)' | 15 B ante corr. 
SB;*%)' ER SB-*4!4)' [sic] | 16 G g;V9&B9=' | 17 ER .;'*#'# | 18 [Phrase untranslated, cf. 
example (71)] | 19 G a;'=" | 20 R >#$,22B [sic] | 21 B =/$9&-+&"+#<#$9=#)# GERN 
=#+9&-+&"+#<#$9='.# | 22 N +'%A*8 | 23 R E"$''#;"F | 24 N *'38 | 25 ERN 74-+'.# | 
26 ER omm. | 27 B C(;4.;'3-+: GER C(;4.;'34+: N C';-.;'3'+: | 28 ERN ;'&?4&')8 | 
29 BRN C(;4.;'69="4 | 30 ER "?4+#)'+"F | 31 R 9'?'-&"F9="( | 32 ER omm. | 33 B ad. (-=# 
.($4&8 '2&#- 94' =+".") in ras. | 34 E >:&"?8 R >:&4* | 35 GER #74)"*+# | 36 ER *)'.*" | 
37 R E"$''#;"F | 38 B ante corr. P4$49&#$&#* ER P4$49<#$#&#&#* | 39 ER omm. | 40 BRN 
*49-&5 | 41 ER -)+:W | 42 N )#$'?" | 43 ER add. " 
 
a G in marg. =+(A5 S4;>'$8 

167r 

167v 

168r 
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)#$#e9=#% %*V7", A'+4 .=([. $%&81 &% 9q&%+: >%2 A"e3q*W"3. I+'9q&'e9F" 
C(;5 ) 7"9$% <W&5*49-&:M, )# )q94w );4e?W ."#*;9&)#)'+F- 9q)#4.#. 
9#)4;q,")8 34 C(;9&)' 9q)#4./ .=([. $%&8 .;#?#* V>"4+8 >:9q&5, 
>#$.';: . 9 =+(A4?8 9q)#"e?8 cq;V+#* &q;4&F"?84 <# 9q?4;&"a 4.# 
.;4749=F4 ."*;9&)' <q$4+",' " #)$'*%1V >4&#!<#;+/, 
G#&#*# )q $%&# /! c;"#&' .r("F. ]q)V &q;4&F4?V C(;B, "e34 >% 
#>;'A#>#;4C8 ;474$ ):,4"?-+#)'e+q+F"5 >#e$.';:6 <#?#H9&)#)'1V, 
)q+4.*' 9q;'C:e+" X(;W.;'*' */>:)'1V ."\. $%&8, "e1834 >#$.';: 
9q$')-+47 ) =#+4C8 "Aq>"e,', A'+4 "e18 ?/- " .$'6 #*#$%)',48 A%$#w, 
9q)4;q18 &#.# 9q;'C:+9=F4 =#;'>q$"9 " ='&#;q."10, &%e38 >#$.';: +' 
f$49q<#e+q&% " G;#<#+q&"*%11 || "Aq;We*+:*# V1"&;4+F4?8, <#* )#*#B 
#e.+5 <#*q$#3")812 )#Aq34.#,'13, # 94*# " K';F/$ +4?q7"+814 )q 
$%&#<"9"15 9)#4M16 ) 17=+".% ..\.%17 ?#+'e;q1F"18 .*\.% )%e=' ...)# 
)#9q<#?"+'4&8, 
G#&#*# )q $%e&# .r(7[. ' #! 9#Aq*'e+F- ?"e;' <# ;"e?q9=#?V 9q7#&V19 .0*(#*. ' 
#! #9+#)'+F- ?";'20 .0'6(+'. U"="@#;' C(;W =#+q9&'$#&"+#<#$9=#./21, 
&%38 >#$q.';: 9# )9%?8 )#eM9=#* .;4749="?8 " ;"?9="?8 "Aq>"e,' " 
9'?#.#22 2>"e,', <#&#e?8 D"1'M$' KV;#<#$'e&'23 2 I*;"'+#<#$-24, -=# 
) &/*# )q +'7'$% <q;#9q&;'++%4 ;474e9W ) =#+4C8 <#>"e,', We=# "25 9'?8 
4*)'w V>%34w26 ' 9 #&q7'-+"-27 . +4 9#)4;,")8 +' C(;9&)% *)Vw $%&8 ) 
?+"&;5 <#9q&;"349W, " &'e?8 )q9%w )#M9=' ;"e?q9=F4 ) <#?#7528 .;4=/*# 
<q;",4e*q,F- <'*#e,', 29" I9q)',*829 )#4)#*' ;"?9=FM W&8 " 3")8 
9#A34$

30 #! >#,.';#)8 +' 34;&)V, || 
N! &#.#. D"1'M$' KV;#<#$'e&'31 ;474++FM32 >#,.';: 'Aq>V7+:4 
9$#)', "e1834 +(+4 )q9W JV95 2<#&q;4>q$W4&833, )?%9&# *'e;' <q;"-,', <# 
&#M <#>%*434 L#9q+V, S',?'&FB35, O$$";"=8, " )q9% 9&;'+:w ;"*#9=F4 
+'6 ?#;4?8 4.4M9="?8 $43'HF436, *'e34 *#e ?#;W '*;"'&9=#.#37 
#)q$'*%,', " +';#*'?" 9q$#)4e+q9="?" *'e34 *# +(+4,+"18 );4?4$ 
+'<#$+",', O9&;"+#<#$538 .;'6 +' ;V>43'18 "&'$FM9="1839, 4.#3440 
+(+4 )"+"C:'+441 *4;q3'!, 9"e$#B )qAW,', "*%e34 .04(0F. $B*4M 

__________________________ 
 
1 B suprascr. | 2 G om. ER / | 3 B ante corr. A".*- ad. " in ras. | 4 ER &;4&"* | 5 E 
):,4"?4+#)'$#+:F R ):,4F?4++#)'++:% | 6 ER >#,#.#;: | 7 GE 9$')-+- R 9$#)-+- | 
8 E #*#$!),4 R #*/$%):4 | 9 N =';'>$" | 10 BGERN ='&';." | 11 ER G;#<#$*"&4 | 
12 N <#$#3")8 | 13 B suprascr. | 14 N +4?4"+8 | 15 G $%&#<"9"F | 16 G 9)#4* | 17–17 ER ..\. 
=+(.4 | 18 ER ?'+';1"F | 19 BGN H#&V ER 9H#&V | 20 GN J"?' [Pol. Rzymá] | 
21 B =/$9&-+&"+#<#$9=#.# G =#9&-+&"+#<#,9=#)# E =#9&-+&"+#<#,#9='.# 
RN =#+9&-$#&"+#<#$9='.# | 22 N 9'?'.# | 23 G K2;'<#$'&' N K2;#<#&#$'&' | 
24 GR I*;"'+'<#$- E I$*;"'+'<#$W | 25 ER omm. | 26 BGN 2>%3' | 27 ER #7&'+"- | 
28 ER <#?#H8 | 29–29 ER U'9)',#*8 | 30 BGN 9#.34+8 | 31 G K2;'<#$'&' E KV;'&#<#$#&' 
R K#;'&#<#$#&' | 32 ERN ;474+"F | 33 G 2<#&;4/$-B&8 ER V<#&;4>$-4&9W | 
34 ER <#>%34 | 35 R S#,?'&"B | 36 RN $43'H"- | 37 ER '*;"'C='.# N '*;F'&9='.# | 
38 ER O9&;'+#<#$5 N O&;"+#<#$5 | 39 ER "!&'$"F9="18 | 40 ER add. " | 41 E )"+"C4'+4 
R )"+"C"'+4 
 
a G in marg. =+(A5 c;V+8 

168v 

169r 
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$V!7"181 )q +4)#$B )AW,'. )+4.*'e 34 I$q."?V+*8 =#;#e$5 
$4+q.#>';*9=F" 9 )#%9=/*# +' +"18 9#>;'9W2 1#&- "e18 #!&V*V ):.+'&5, 
+' .#$#)V 4.# <#>",', -e=# ) &%( 9&;'+'( " +(+4 9q$')-+43 )4$"=F44 
#9'*: "?V!, 
N)q$'*%,' <#&#*# f<";#*# " I$>'+F4B "*%34 h>$'+4755, 
Eq)-&:.;'6

6, d"eC', ]:e9q9V7, D#e=q;V8, L%,.#;#6, S#>;VB9, Kq;#eB, 
U#)q.#;#6, 9q$')4e+q9="?"10 "?-+:w11 || ;474++:4 .#;#*: " A'e?q=" 
9#9q&;#e",'. 
G'e<' ;"?9=FM12 U"=#$'% .'\. ' <#e9q$4 R#'$+' 1334+: &q;4&FM13, 14 ) $%e&# 
#! c;"#&' .s(+@. <"9'w = +"e?8 9q$#)49: ?$"&"):?", *' =;(H4+F4 9q)(&#4, " 
)%;V c;"&#)V )#9<;""?V&8, +' 7q&# #+"w #1#&+# 9#>$(.#)#$",', Fe># 
?43q*V "e?" ?+#.# 1;"#&FW$

15 &#.#. 9q$#)4+9=#.#16 WA:=V >:,'a, <'74 
34 .;4749=F- )%;:, <#9q$'w &#.*' =q +"*# U"=#$'M <'e<' <#9q$:w 9)#"e17 " 
$B*4%

18 *(1/)+:1819 ?q+#.#, "e34 >#$q.';#)8, " F+:( 9q$')-$
20 )# 

a;'=F" " ) D"9F" =;"&",', " +'27",' 1;"#&F'+9=#M21 )%e;4 <# 
;"?q9=#?V22 7"+V, @#;q&"+"We+:23 . 9q)(H4++"=" .;4749=F4, "e34 
<q;4.*4 94.# A'=#+V 9q)#4*: "&27",', #! +"18 "Aq.+','24, +'A:)'W 
"18 #!9q&Ve<q+"='?", 
E"eC4 )+4.*'w )q9"25 >#,.';: 4*"+#?:,q$4++#26 <q;F-,' 9q)(&#4 
=q;4H4+F4, 29$:,')8 -=# 9q;'C:+" P",q<'+FB " F&'$F'$9=F427 || 
A4e?q$". " a;'e+qCFB 9q)";%<# <#)#4)',', " 7'9&"B P",q<'+F"28 
#)$'*%,', " P';.'+'2*

29 .#;V 9q$')+VB )# I<V$F"30 )qAW,', A'+4 
C49';" 1;"&F'e+q9=F431 +4 ?#3'1V 9V<;#&")"&"9W, 9#>;','9- 
*#>;#)#$+/ >#$q.';:32, 9q$#)-+433, "*#e,' 34 ?#;4?8 " A4?$4B )# 
I<V$FB, "*%34 9q;'C:+#'

34 .0$\. "Aq>",', <#&#* 34 2 <;"9q&'+"H' 
'+q=#+9=#.#35, " +4'<#$"&'+9=#.#36 *'e)8 9q <;#&q7"?"37 )#eM9=" 
9q;'C:+q9="?"38 >#e%, =#;'>$"39 " ='e&#;."40 *")+:?8 ):?:9$#* 
9#3q.#,', " )q9%( ?'1?4&'$

41 ;'&9:<',', >:9&5 9F4 #! c;"#&' )q $%&# 
.s(+@.42 <;" C49';4 ]#*)"=% )&#;#* 9(+4 ]#&';F4)4, #! D'(?4&' . 
<;#;#e=' 9q;'C:+9=#.#43 ) $%&/ .?(.. <# H4&V K';F'e+#)V. =+-eA5 34 
>#$q.';9=FM44 <# &#M 9q$V3q>4 1;"#&F'+9=#M45, <;"W46 A'=#$ <V9&:++:M, 

__________________________ 
 
1 E $V&,"( N $27,"18 | 2 R 9#>;'$9- | 3 ER 9$')-+W | 4 B suprascr. | 5 ER N/$'+475 
N d$>$'+475 | 6 R E)(&:%.;'6 | 7 B ante corr. ]:99' | 8 B suprascr., ante corr. D#=;{'} 
G ante corr. D#{&#};V | 9 B ante corr. S#/;{#}B | 10 ER 9$#)4$#9="?" | 11 BGN "?4+: | 
12 ER ;"?9=" | 13–13 B in marg. | 14 B ad. ..\.% in ras. E &;4&" | 15 GN 1;"#&"'+8 | 16 EN 
9$#)4$#9='.# R 9$')4+9='.# | 17 N 9)#- | 18 ER $B*4* | 19 ER *21#'#+:* | 20 BGN 9$#)-$ | 
21 BE 1;"#&"-+9=#% | 22 ER ?"-9=#?V | 23 ER @#-&"+"'+: | 24 G ad. " | 25 N )9% | 26 E 
4*"+#?:7#$4+# | 27 B "&'$"-$9="4 | 28 ER P",<'+" | 29 R P#-.'+'V?8 | 30 ER I<#$" | 
31 BEN 1;"#&"-$9="4 | 32 E >#,#.#;: | 33 GN 9$')-+4 ER 9$')-+W | 34 B ante corr. 
9;'C:+{'}' | 35 N '+=#+9='.# | 36 E +4'<'$"&'$#9='.# R +4'<'$"&'$#9=#.# 
N +4'<#$"&'+9='.# | 37 GN <;#7"?" | 38 B ante corr. +4'<#$"&'$9="?" | 39 ER =';'/$" | 
40 GER ='&'-." N =';&#." | 41 R ?'(?4&-+8 | 42 ER .#! (+@. | 43 EN 9;'C:$#9='.# | 
44 ER >#$.'-9=" | 45 B 1;"#&"-+9=#% suprascr. ER 1;""#&"-$#9=#% | 46 G <;"|-,  
 
a G in marg. >#$.';: ;"?9=#4 "9<#)!*'+"4 <;"4?$B&8 

169v 

170r 
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9(+V 9q)#4?Vw A*'w )q$'9&5, "34 A'+434 +4*#>q;% )$'e9q&)#)', =q &#?V 
)%;#B1, a @#;&V+"-$

2 C(;4.;'6C="183 >% +'<'W$, <#)4$% #! (C8 4?Vw #e7" 
):$V<"&5 ):,46 "& ?+"#&;W || 9(+'b 34 Be+q,'.# >#$q.';#?84 *'*4w 
=+(AW, 9'e?8 34 ) ?+"#&;5 )#Aq);'&")9-5, &'?/ 3"&F4 9#)4;q,", #*+'=#. 
<#&/?8 >#,.';: " 4*)' +4 )9"w6 9q$')-+4 *$W 9#9%*9&)4++#./7 
9q?%3q9&)' )# .;4749=F"8 A'=#+8 <q;4);'&"$"9-, ) +4?834 " +(+4 9V&5, 
E"eC4 &#.q*'w "Aq &%18 ;V9=#.#9 =#$%e+' >#$q.';#)8 "$"w )#,.';#)810, "34 
#! Z#e$q." ;4="w "A ?#9=#)9="18 9&;'+8 "&"*#,'11 12&% +';#*:12 
9q$')4e+q9=F413 #! ?#e;W @;'=FeM9=#.#14, *'34 *# )4+4*FM9=#.#15 
<;#9&;'e+q+#16 *#,>$"9&)F4?817 )#"e+q9="?8 V?q+#3",'9W, -e=# 94;q>: 
"e34 &#B A4?$4B #)$'*%,', "e6J34 >% <;43q*4 94.# D"9q9"W ?'e$'- 
+(+4 E4;q>F4B A#)V&8, "$"w E4e;)F4B. >#,.';:18 "*%34 <;43q*4 94.# 
D"9q9"W )4$"='- L#9+', "*%34 <;4.*419 94.# 20>% 21]")V;+FW20, 22, 
+(+4 >#94+9='W A4?q$-, ' .*% <;4.

23 94.# >:e$821 O$$";"=8 " 
S#,?'&F-, +(+4 ;'.VA:, =';q)'e&: ;'9=F" || "$"w ;'e74)4, =';+"#$W+4, 
'$>'e+:, "9q&;F'+4, " <q;#e&q7F"24 ?4. .#;8 3")VHF"25, "26 +'6 ?#;4?8 
'*;"'&"C="*, )q9"27 &%1834 >#$q.';4% "$"w )#$.';4M28 ?#9=#e)q9="18 
#! Z#$." ;4="w +'9q$%6+"C: 9Ve&5 "e9q&"++F" "29 9q$')4e+q9="*

30 WA:=#*# 
*'e34 *# +(+4,+"18 )q;4?4$ #/H4 .#)#;W!, " 9q$')W+: +';"7B&q9-31, 
<'e74 34 9VHF" )# O,$";"=% ) S',?'&F"32 " )q ]")V;q+F"33, 
O& &#.#. 9$')4+9=#.#34 +';#*V >% 9q)(&:"35 R4;#+"*

36, c *'$q?'C=FM 
27"&4$5 " 9q&#$<8 =#9q&4$' <#)94*9&)4++#.#37, "e34 >$(.#*'&FB 3"&FW 
Cq)%&-,4 ) $%&# #! c;"#&'d .&(_". &'=#. K";"$8 " D4@#*F" <4;)F" 
9q$#)4$9&F"38 '<#e9q&#$" #! &#.#38 +';#*' >#$q.';9=/)#

39 >:,' ) $%&# 
.&(_4. )# )q;4?W m$"'+' #!9q&Ve<q+"=' <;#&")8 4.#.

40 K";", <"9' 
=+"." "Aq;W*+:-41 9q$')4+9="?842 WA:=/*# " $'&"+9="?8 <#>#;-W 
)%e;4 1;"&F'e+q9=#%

43, ' &% =q+"." We=# K';F/$ 9)"*%&4$9&)V4! ) =+".'18 
..\. 9V&5, " +(+4 9q$')4+9=F"44 ) =+".#1;'+"&4$+"C4 h+' J42=q$"+' 
9$')+#)<

45 || >(.#9q$#)' )# .q;'*4 <q@#;4+9=#*#. 

__________________________ 
 
1 G )%-: | 2 G @V;&V+"'$# | 3 G C(;4.;'C="( E C(;4.;'6="18 N C';4.;'*9="( | 
4 N >#$.';'?8 | 5 G )#&);'&"9- | 6 E )9"F N )9% | 7 ERN 9#9469&)4$#+'.# | 8 ER .;4749=#% 
| 9 ERN ;V9='.# | 10 R )#,.#;#'# | 11 ERN "A:*#,' | 12–12 N +';#*: &% | 13 G 9$#)4+9="4 
ER 9$#)4+9="- | 14 ERN @;'="9='.# | 15 ER )4+4*"C='.# N )4+4*FM9='.# | 
16 E <;#9&'$#+# R <;#9&#,+# | 17 N *#>$"9&)F4?8 | 18 E >#,#.#;: | 19 BGN <;4. | 20–20 ER 
>:$" )V-+"- | 21–21 B suprascr. | 22 B ante corr. ]B)V;+"-, ad. " in ras. N ]&)2;+F- | 23 ER 
<;43*4 | 24 E <;#!7" N <;#&7F4 | 25 E 3")VH" | 26 ER omm. | 27 N )9% | 28 R )',.';4% | 
29 ER omm. | 30 ER 9$#)4$#9="* | 31 BGN +';"7V&9- | 32 RN S#,?'&"F | 33 R ]")2;"F | 
34 E 9$#)4$#9='.# R 9$#)4$#9=#.# N 9$')4+9='.# | 35 E 9)(&: | 36 ER U4;#+"?8 | 37 ERN 
<#)94*9&)4++'.# | 38 ER 9$#)4$#&"F N 9$')4+9&F" | 39 N >#$.';9='.# | 40 ER 4.# | 
41 R F&;-6+:4 | 42 ERN 9$#)4$#9="* | 43 BGE 1;"&"-$#9=#% | 44 GEN 9$#)4+9="F 
R 9$#)4+9=" | 45 RN 9$')+'.# 
 
a G in marg. >#$.';: <;"4?$B&8 A'=#+8 .;4749="F | b G in marg. <;4?!+' =+-A4M "(# | 
c G in marg. 9)(&:F O4;#+"?8 *',#?'C="F | d G in marg. K";"$8 " D4@#*"F 

170v 

171r 

171v 
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I 74.#w ;'*", " ='=#):w ;'e*" )"+:w " <q;"$Ve7'W, >#$.';:1, JVe95, 
=';)'&:, *',?'&:2, 94->:, >#9+:3, "$";"="4, " F+F"5 6&#.#. +';#*' 
<;46=" +'e,"6, 9q$')-+4 9Ve&5 ;474+"7, ;'&$"7+:(

8 9Ve&5 
<#)%9&#<"9qC/' ;'AV?%+FW, We=# ):,4 94.# +'<"9'18. 
EV"e*89, a )q =+".'18 9q)#"e18, 9$')4e+q9=F"10 +';#6 >:&" 9q$')+:M11 A' 
Oe9q&;#*# "$"w SV+'4* <#$'.'4&8, "*%34 +(+4 >#$.';: " 94;>: 
;474++F"12 . #! ,$W14!9&)'13 " 9q$')+:( *%,# )#"e+q9="18 9q$')#+:, 
"$"w 9$')'="14, ' +4 9=$')#+:, -=# "&'$F'+415 .$(.#$B&8 =#&#;:*# 
<;#Aq)'+F4?8 1#&W12 ;'&$"7+: >:&" #! 9="@#)8 " &'&'-, <#+434 
.;4e=" ?4. .4+4&: "$"w 9';q?'&:16 +';#*'?" 9$#)4+9="?", 17" ?4.

17 
&'&';: +"='=#)' ;'A$"7FW +4 &)#;W1V18, # 94*# R#'="*#

19 KV;4% )# 
"9&#;F" ,$4+9=#M +4?7"$ <#;#*#B )#9<#?"+'4&8, .4+4&: " 
)'+q*'$"&: || 9q$#)-+: >:e&" #! D#9#1' ;#.*4++:?" <",'w, "e34 
.#&#)8 9 &%18 <#$5, "*%3420 +(+4 ]"!)' " JV95 >%$'W "Aq.+',', "+F" 
34 9 &%?" .#&'?" ) A'<'*+:421 9q&;'+:w <;F"*#,', &'=#. 9 
="*);W+:, W=# +(," <;46=" 9q$')-+4 "Aq*')+' ) +4?4C="18 A4?$W( 
#9'*: <;#9q&;'++:422 "?%e,' *'34 *# $%&' .0';(?@.)#

23 )+4.*' +' +"( 
)9"24 =+(A" +4?4C=F4 )#9&',' <;" C49';4 K#+q;'*425, "26 "Aq.+',' "e18 
"&#27 D"e9q+F"28 "29 F& ;V>434M =#;#$4)9&)V *'&C=#?V30 9?%e3+:18 "e># 
.6\. $%&8 <;4>:,' )# "*#$#9q$V34+F", &#e&83431 KV;4% +4?7"+8 
<",4&8, We=# 4.*' <# 9?4;&" I!&"$: =#;#$W )4+q.4;9=#.#32 
349&#='./33, +';#*: 9';?'C=F4 9q$')4+9=#.#34 WA:=' #! ?#;- 
$4*4+'.#35 " #! #A4;' ?4#&FM9=#)#

36 "Aq ;V9="18 9q&;'$ ?#9=#)9="18 
)4$"=#B 9"$#B <;",46,4 "Aq.+',', "9q &%18 <#e$5 We34 +(+4 G#$,' )q 
94>% 9#*4;3"! +%?C#'# 94+#+#', .4+?V+q*V;#'# " >#F4'#

37, # 74*# " 
Z'<#)9=#M38 ='+q&#;8 =;'=#'#9=#% || <#$-=8 ) $%e&#<"9" 9q)#4M, Be34 +4 
9#)4;,' " +4 ):*'' Ve?q;4, <",439 9"C4, -=# 9q$')'=", "$"w 9q$')W+4 
+'," <;46=" #! #A4;' 9q$#)4+#.#40 4e34 49&5 ) ?#9=/'9="18 9q&;'+'e18 
;474+"41 9V&5, " &#.# *$W <#$-=", 741"42 >#$.';:, "43 F+F" )9"w44 
9$')-+4 " JV95 "e?V&8 <;#"A)#.*4+F4 9q)#4 #! D#9#1', "$"w45 D#9=): 
9(+' O'@4&#)', <#+434 "& 9&;'+8 ?#9=#)9="18 <;#"&"*#,'46, 47# 94*#

47  

__________________________ 
 
1 ER >#,#.#;: | 2 ER *#,#?'&: | 3 R >#F+: | 4 BG "$";"=' | 5 G F++"F | 6–6 N <;4*=" +'," 
&#.#38 +';#*' with numbers above: 3 4 1 2 | 7 R ;474+"F | 8 E ;'&7+:18 | 9 E ante corr. 
EV"&8 R EV*8 N E"2*8 | 10 ER 9$#)4$#9=" | 11 E 9$')+: | 12 ER ;474+"F | 13 B ante corr. 
,$-.4!9&)' G ,$-1$4!9&)' E ,$-1#"#&)' R ,$-1#!9&)' | 14 G 9$#)'=" | 15 BGN 
"&'$"-+4 | 16 ER 9#-?'&: | 17–17 N "?34 | 18 B ad. " in ras. N ad. " | 19 E R#="?8 | 20 B ante 
corr. "34 | 21 R ['<#6+:4 | 22 ER <;#9&;'$#+:W | 23 R ad. ' | 24 N )9% | 25 R K#+*;'&4 | 
26 ER omm. | 27 B ante corr. {#}& G "& | 28 R D"9"F | 29 ER omm. | 30 E *'C=#?2 | 
31 ERN &V!34 | 32 E )4$.;59='.# RN )4+.4-9='.# | 33 G 349&'='./ | 34 ER 9$#)4+9='.# 
N 9$')4+9='.# | 35 BGR $4*4+#./ | 36 ER ?4#&"9='.# N ?4#&FM9='.# | 37 G #>#"4'# 
ER >#"#'# | 38 ER Z'<')9=#% | 39 R <",4! | 40 ER 9$')4+#.# N 9$#)4+'.# | 41 R ;474+"F | 
42 ER add. " | 43 E om. | 44 E )9"F N )9% | 45 ER add. #! | 46 ER <;#"A:*#,' | 47–47 B ante 
corr. 9"4% 
 
a B in marg. #!9&'' 

172v 

172r 
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&'e=# Z'<#)9=#M <",4&8. 
I,#>4;&81 34 K;'e+q&F" +4?4C=F" <#)%9&+"=8 .$(.#$4&8 >:e&" ;474++:( 
9q$')'=#'#

2 #! ?+#.#;%e7F- 9q$#e)8 4e34 49&5 -)+#4 >4Aq*%$F4 
+4;'&9V*+#.#3 ;'AV?%+F- 4.#, <#+434 9q$')'=" "?%B&8 >:&" 
9)#%9&)4++# " F9&"++# ;474++F"4 <# ;'&9V3*4+"B ;'AVe?q+:18 $B*4M 
9q$#)'="5 #! 9$'):, "e># 9'?" 9q$')'="6 " >#$.';: #! <;";#6+#)#

7 
WA:=' ;V9=#.#8 &# "e?- 4*"+#?:,$4++# *',' #! 9$'):, " #! 9)#"e18 
9$')+:( )#"+9="( || *%,, 9"C4 34 We=# #+"w 9'?" 9q$'e)q+:?" " 
9q$')'='?" 94>% +';"C'1V, &#.*' " $'&"e+q+"="9 9 +"?". *#$.# 
;'&#)'1V ) ."#*;9&)'( ;'*" .;4749="18 "10 F&'$FM9="1811, +'7',' "18 
+';"C'&" 9q$')"e+: " 9q$'):, 9&;'+: . "18 Eq$')#+FW ' +4 9q$#)"+:12, 
"$"w 9$#):13, " +4 #!

14 Eq$#)#+"W15 #! 9$#)8 +# #! 9$'):16, &#.# ;'*" 
;V9'e=", <#$-=", "17 741" *;4)+F418 +'e," <;4*=", W=# )q94.*' $V7q,"19 
9q$')V +434,> 9#=;#)"H' $B>$W1V, &#.*' =+(A4?8 " 9(+#?8 9)#"?8, " 
F+:?8 9)#4.# +';#e*' $B*4?8 #/7420 "?4+' *')'1V 9#BA+: " 9$#34+: 
921 9$')#B, -e=# Eq)-&#9q$')8, Gq;/?:9$')8 Eq&#9q$')8, L#;"9q$')8, 
Gq;49q$')8, Z:;#>#9q$')8, 94 49&5 "e34 9)#"e?8 ?V349&)#*# 9$'e)V 94>% 
):;#>#&',, O?"9q$')8 4?$-9W A' 9$')V, Eq&'+"9$'' 229q&'+#)$-M23 
94>% 9q$'e)V, S")"9q$')822, D47"9q$')8 #! ?47' 9$')+:%

24, `'$"9$')8, 
Zq$'*"9q$')8, h;#9$'', L;4&"9q$')8, D";#9q$')825, S#>;#9$')8, 
G;">:9q$')8, `'9$')8, L#$49q$')8 || Z4+C49$')8,  
Z4eH826 2e># <;'e)q*4 <#*#>q+', # 74*# " Kq;#?4- ) <#)49&-18 " )# )q9%18 
274+FW18 9)#>#6+:18 >(349&)4++:18 9q)"*%&4$9&)V4! )q27 .$')% ..(F. ) 
=+".4 .'\. # *%$418 <#$9="18, We=# &F" >#$.';:, "e34 +'6 SV+'4?8 " 
+'6 .;4749="* ?#;4*# 3"e,', )q+4.*' )4$F- " <q;49$')+'- *4$49' 
)#"$9='W <;#&")8 ;"e?q9=#.#28 " =#9q&-+q&"+#<#$9=#.#29 C(;9&)' -e=# 
):,4 ;4=#1#?8 &)#;-1V, " 7'9&:430 <#>%*"&4$9&)' +'6 ;"?$-+: " 
+'6 .;4=" <#$V7'1V, 74"#&" ;'*" " 1q)'$: <q;#9$')q$5,"1q9W *%,# 
9)#"18 #9#>#4 "?W 9'?" 94>% *',', " +';"C'1V9W 9q$')'="31, "$" 
9$')+F", "$" "?8 &# 32"e?- "+:432 "e18 +';#*' $B*", JVe95 D#9=)', " 
<#$-=" *',', 34$'- A4?-+#?833 9)#"e?8 *#>;#% 9q$'):, &#.*' #! "18 
H'9q$"):18 " 9$')+:( *%$8 +';4=#,' "18 9q$')"'e+:, "$"w 9$')'e=", ' 
+'"# >: 9)#"e18 +'9q$%*+"=/' || +';4e=$" 9$'>'=" #! 9q$'>#9&", A'+4w 
A%$#w #9$'>%$" 49q?:w34, 
Zq &/* 34 A%$# <#.q;%,'B&8 "&'$F'e+435, " F18 $%&#<"9C:, "e34 +'e98 " 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER I$>%-*8 | 2 BGN 9$#)'=#)8 | 3 RN +4;'&926+'.# | 4 ER ;474+"F | 5 ER 9$')'=" | 
6 G 9$#)'=" | 7 G <;4;#6+#.# ERN <;";#6+'.# | 8 ERN ;V9='.# | 9 ER $'&"$#9=" | 
10 ER omm. | 11 ER "&'$"$#9="18 | 12 ER 9$')"+: | 13 ER 9$'): | 14 BGN omm. | 
15 ER E$')#+"W | 16 B ad. +# #! 9$'): in ras. | 17 ER omm. | 18 N *;4)+F" | 19 E $V&," 
R $275,"F | 20 G #/7' ER #>H4 | 21 ER omm. | 22–22 G suprascr. | 23 ER 9&'+#)$-W" | 
24 R 9$''#+: | 25 N in marg. | 26 N )4H5 | 27 ER )# | 28 RN ;"?9='.# | 
29 BN =#$9&-$&"+#<#,#9='.# G =#$9&-$#&"+#<#$9=#.# ER =#9&-$#&"+#<#,#9='.# | 
30 ER 7'9&:W | 31 N 9$#)'=" | 32–32 N "?-++:4 | 33 G ante corr. [4?$-+#?8 RN [4?$-+#* | 
34 R 49&?: | 35 BG "&'$"-+4 R F!&'$"'+4 

173r 

173v 

174r 
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F+:( >#$q.';#)8 +';#*' ;V9=#.#1 9q=$')#+:, " 9=$'):, ) $'&"+9=#?8 
WA:=% <",V! " A#)V&8, )# "&'$F"9=#?82 34 9=W)#+:3, " 9=-):4 
)?%9&# 9q$')'=#)85, "$"w 9$')#+/'

6 =#&#;#47 <#.;4,4e+"4 #! +42?%+F- 
+',4.# WA:e=' )#;q)'$#"# " )=;'$#95, ) <#)49&" G;#=#<F4): 
O#;+'+q*#):8, " L$#e+q*#): Aq+'&+/ #! <"9C/'# "&'$FM9="189, "34 
1#&- <# ?'$#*V,FB B+#,q9=V10 ?$'*4+q749=" ?#$)"&5 ?+#.#H"11 .F\. 
9$#)# )?%"#&/ .$\.12 .$(.#$B&8. 13, 14' .$(.#$-13, 15 9q$#e)#14 7'H4 "& 9$#)8 
F&'$FM9="18 " $'&"e+q9="( ;%74%

16 ):?4&:)'B&8, )q+4.*' ># "e?V&8 
.$(.#$'&", *".+', .#)#;-&8 *"+', "$" *"+"e-, "e.+"98, "+"98, "$9".+4, 
"+9"+4, <$WC4&8, <WC4&8, "$"w || "&'$F'+9=FM17 <"'eC4, "$" <"-A418, 
6$-&V"#, 6W&V"# " <;#7'-, 9"C419 34 4.*' "e?V&8 .$(.#$'&", 9q$')#20, 
9q$')#+F-21, "$" 9$')#+49=822, .$(.#$B&8 9"-)#+FW, 9"-)/, " 9"-)", 
9"-)#+" )?%9&# 9$')#+:, ' <#+434 2 +"18 +%&8 +"='=#)' ;'&$"7"-23, 
'H4 >: =q&# ?#$)", 9"')/24, "$"w 9CF')#, " 9$')# C 9$#)#25, "$"w .$.26 
?4. 27.9. " .F.27 )?4,'B&828, &#.*' #!A*% A+'&+# +4V?%BHF" <"9C: 
"18, 1#&WHF" .$(.#$'&", "$"w <"9'&" +%7&# # +',"18 <;46='18 
9$')'='(

29, +4 <"9',' +'98 9$'):, "$"w 9$')#+:30, +#31 9=$')#+:, "$"w 
9=$'):32, =#&#;:*# "?4+4*#

33 +(+4 "&'$F'+:34 )q9"w35 <'74 34 
)"+"C4M9="18 9&;'$ 3"&4$" +4)#$+"=' " )9-=#.#36 ;'>' =V<$4+#.#37 
9=$'): " 9=-):38 +';"C'B&8, 9F4 .3 &#.# *$W -=# )+4.*' "&'$F'+439 V 
?#;- I*;F'&"C=#.#40 3"),F"41, )4+4&:, $#+.#>';*:42 
>4&<;49&'++:443 )#%+: # ;V>43'18 Aq >#$.';: " 9# "+%?" || 
9q$')#e="44 <;46='?" +',"?" "?%,', &#.*' +' )#M+%, "$" A'.#+'?" ) 
+4)#$B <#"?'+:18 9$')#=#' "?4+4*# "e18 +4)#,+"75"*# +';"C'1V 
9=$-)#+:45, " 9="-):, We=# >% #>:7'M *;4)$4 2 .;4=#)8, " 2 ;"*#$-+8 
+4)#$+"=#)8 9)#"18 9:e;: " .4&:, W=# "& E";F" " F& P4&F", "*%34 +(+4 
)#$#9='- A4?$Ww " <4;4=#<9='- #;q*' >:)'1V <#"?'+:, -=# +(+4 &V;=" 
*;4)+"18 )4H4M +4 )#"#<#?"+'- "&'$F'+846, =';');'A#)8, ;'.VA#)847, " 
='+*"="=/'#

48, &'=#. +(,"18 ;V9'=#)8 D#9=)V "1834 ?+#349&)/ +' 
='&#;.'1849 <#"?'+:(

50, 6;4$.'2;851, " 2;V"#.'2;8 +4)#$+"='?" 
+';"7B&852 

__________________________ 
 
1 ERN ;V9='.# | 2 E "&'$"9=#?8 R "!&'$"'$#9=#?8 | 3 E 9=$-)#+: R 9=$')#+: | 
4 R 9=$'): | 5 B ante corr. 9$')4=#)8 | 6 N ad. ("$" 9$')#+#)8) | 7 ER =#&#;:4 | 
8 N O;#+'+*#): | 9 ER "&'$"9="( | 10 E B+,9=2 R B+#,49=2 | 11 BN ?+#.'H" G 
?+#.'H"F R ?+#.#3*: | 12 N $B*" | 13–13 G '+.4$8 | 14–14 B ante corr. ..\. 34 | 15 N .$'.#$5 
| 16 B ante corr. ) ;%7" G ;%74"* | 17 BGN "&'$"-+9="F | 18 ER <"'A4 | 19 B ante corr. H4 | 
20 ER 9$#)# | 21 ER 9$')'+"W | 22 R 9$#)4+49=8 N 9$')#+4=98 | 23 ER ;'&$27"W | 
24 ER 9"-)' | 25 ER 9"#)# | 26 ER $B6% | 27–27 R 9"F | 28 N )?4H'B&8 | 29 N 9$#)'='18 | 
30 N 9$#)'+: | 31 R +' | 32 ER 9='): | 33 N "?-+4?8 | 34 BGN "&'$"-+: | 35 N )9% | 36 EN 
)9-='.# | 37 N =2<$4+'.# | 38 R 9=$-): | 39 BG "&'$"-+4 | 40 N I*;F'&"C='.# | 41 BG 
3")H"F R 3")," | 42 B ante corr. $#$.#>'-*:F ER $#+.'>'-*: | 43 G >49<;49&'++:4 
ER >4&<;49&'$+:- | 44 ER 9$')#='?" N 9$#)'=" | 45 N 9=-)#+: | 46 BG "&'$"-$ | 47 ER 
;'.#A#'# | 48 R =',*"="=#)8 N ='+*"="+#)8 | 49 BGN ='&'-.'( | 50 ER <#"?'$+:18 | 
51 R *4+.'2- | 52 BGN +';"7V! 

174v 

175r 
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E"eC4 &#.*' 7"&'&4$B $B>4A+:M1, 9$')'=" ;474+" 9Ve&5 #! 9$'):, " 
9$')+:( *%,# 9)#"18, <#+434 "18 " $'&"+9=F4 )9%2 $%&#<"9C: 
9$')#+: " 9$')-+: <",V!, "$" <#&#*# -=# +(+4 9'?" 94>% +';"7B&83 
9$#)'=/'

4 )#A?#.#,' &# "e?W5 94>% || *'e&5, 'e=" >: ;4e=$8 "9&"++F" 
"[q)%9q&+F"6, <#9q&#-e+q+F"7 +4$#3+F" ) 9$#)% #! 9$#)' 27&")#./8, " 
F9&"++:(

9 #>4H'+4M10, "11 FA)%9&+#.#12 ;474+"- 9)#4./, <#+434 &# 
4H4w *# +(+4,+-.# *+" V 741#'# =';)'&#'

13, " 2 +'98 <#$-=#)8 1;'+"?# 
49&5, -e=# *#>;:*# " 749+:*#

14 9$#)#* #>4H'B&C'15 A'<q$'&"&5, 
"9<#,+"&516 " *#9&')"&5 #!A*% 9$#)'17 -=# $V!,')#

18, ' +4 *#,.V "$"w 
#>4H'+F- V<#?"+'4?q9W 4.#34 +4 "9<#,+"&5 V $B*4%

19 "9&"++# 
>$(.#;#*+:18 *#>;#&V " 9$')V $B>WH"18 >:)'4&8 )4$"=#4 
>4&749&"420, -=# "e+8 $V&q7" >: ;'+V <;"+-,

21 +434$" 9$#)2 9)#4?V +4 
>:&5 ."#*"+#?8, +# +(+4 +%C:" 22.#)#;"&5 #>:=q$"22 "$"23 W 74( 
9$#)'24 *4;3'&C'25, #!A*% -)$-4&9-26 -=# +(,"27 <;4*=" 9$'e)V " 749q&5 
" <;')q*"):4 9$#)' )q94.*' $B>"$", &#.# *$- " &#$5 9$')+#4, #! 9$'): 
" #! <;')*: 9)(&:W "?- <#$V7",', -=# 28"e18 +(+4 "+F"28 9q$')+:18 
9$')'=8, 9$')#e+:29, || "+F"30 . 9$#)'="31 +';"7B&832, 
IH4 &#.*' #! 9q$'):, "$"w 749&+:( " F9q&"++:18 9$#)8 ;474++"33 9V&5 
9$')'=" " 9$#)'="34, )q94 &# *#>;# " #*+' ;%9, <#+434 ?'$# ;'A$"7F435 
) <4;)#*# 9$#.%, 9q$'w, "$"w 9q$#w, "># " >#$.';: )?%9&# 9$#)#36, 
.$(.#$B&8 9q$')#37, &'=#. 94;>: )+4.*' =#?V 7&# #>4H'B&8, &'=# ?" 
L(.' +' ?#B )%;V, +' ?#4 9q$')#38 )"&4.9=#4, 
T'=#.*4 O#;+'e+q*8 <q;4.

39 .0'(;. $%! <#?"+'- # +';#*%18 +'e,"18 ) 
<#)%9&" 9q)#4% #6+'=# "18 9q$#)'='?"40, 9$')"+'?", " 9$')'='?" 
+';"C'4&8 9"?" 9$#)49:, W=# 9$')'e="41 9 $%)#M 9q&#;#+: 
9';?'eCq="18 .#;8, =#&#;:4 L4&9="*8, "$"w T'&;: +';"C'4* 3",' )# 
);4?4+' 4.#, ' "+:4 +'6 Z"9q$#B ;4=#B <;#9q&;'++:4 #9'*: "?%$", 
434 ;'AV?%e4&q9W # ;V9'='18 .'$"C="18, #9&;#39="18, <#*#$9="( 
>%$9="1, 14$?9="1842, || $q)#)9="18 <q;4?:9$9="1843, =#&#;:4 
9&;'+:, " +(+4 <#6.#;9="?"44 +';"74*#, *$- &#.# <#+434 <#7"+'B&9- 
#! .#e;8 )4+.4;9="18, ' 7&# <"e,4&8 &#&834 O#;+'+*8 We=#45 "+F" 
9$')'=" +'6 Z"9$#B )# );4?- 4.# ) $%&/ .0*(7). #9'*: "?%$", &# 
;'AV?%4&9-46 # +',"18 <#$-='( ("e34 #! ,";#="( <#e$5 " #! $#)#'#  

__________________________ 
 
1 R $B>4&+: | 2 BG )9" | 3 BN +';"7V! | 4 E 9$')#=#'# R 9$')'+#' | 5 ER add. ) | 
6 ER "9)49&+"F | 7 E <#9&#W+"F | 8 BGERN 27&")'.# | 9 R F"9&"++:18 | 10 GER #>%H'+"4 
| 11 ER omm. | 12 ERN "&)49&+'.# | 13 R F'-)'&#)8 | 14 ER 749&+:* | 15 RN #>4H'B!9- | 
16 R F9<#,+"&8 | 17 ER 9$')' | 18 B $2!7,'.# G $V!7'.# N $27,'.# | 19 E $B*4 | 20 G 
>4"#749&"4 N >4H49&F4 | 21 G <;"+4$8 | 22–22 B suprascr. | 23 GN "$"$# | 24 E ad. *4- in ras. | 
25 N *4;3'&9- | 26 ER W)$W4&C' | 27 G suprascr. | 28–28 N +:+% "18 "+F" with numbers 
above: 2 1 3 | 29 R 9$')'+: | 30 ER " "+" | 31 ERN 9$')'=" | 32 N +';"72&8 | 33 GE ;474+" 
R ;474+"F | 34 ER 9$')'=" | 35 ER ;'&$27"W | 36 R 9$#)' | 37 ER 9$#)# | 38 ER 9$#)# | 
39 ER <;43*4 | 40 ER 9$')'='?" | 41 G 9$#)'=" | 42 B ante corr. 1#,#?9="( N 1#$?9="18 | 
43 N <4;4?:9$59="18 | 44 N <#*.#;9="?8 | 45 ER add. " | 46 B ;'AV?%4&C' 

176r 

176v 

175v 
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=#&#;#41 <#$4)'+54*#
2 A#)V&8 ;474e+" 9V&5) # <#?#-7"='18, ='9V>'18, 

?'AV;'18, 741'(, "e34 &'=#3q*4 "Aq ;V9=#.#3 >#$.';9=#./4 
9$#)4+9=#.#5 +';#*' " 9&;'+8 +'7',' <;#"Aq)#3q*4+F- 9q)#" "?%- 9 
;#A+:?"6 )#4)#*: " 97 =+(A" ;#eAq+/ ) &%18 A4?$W18 <4;46 &:9-75B8 " 
+%9=#$=/ 9#&8 $%! ):>")8 +%?C#)8 <#94$"$""#, "9 &%1834 >#$.';#' 
"$" )#,.';#)89, #! Z#$." ;4="w ?#9=#)9=#%, "e+8 +';#6 ;V9=#M 
#!$V7",9W "3410 ) &%( 9&;'+'18, We34 +(+4 Z#$:+5B +';"C'4*# 
<#94$"$"95, '11 #! Z#$." ;4=", " #! )#$.';#)8 )#$."+C:12 & A4?$4B || 
9)#4B Z#$."+4*# ;474+" 9V&5, 
K#&#;#M13 +';#6 " +(+4 ) )#"e+q9="1814 *%$418 -=# " <q;4*=#)8 "( 
)"*"* >:&" 9$')+:(

15, W=#16 9Ve&5, $V7'+4, )#$#*"?4;C:, 
=;4?4+q7'+4, .;#*q$-+4, #);V7'+4, 3"&#?";-+4, =#;7'+4, A>';'e3'+4, 
"e34 <#&#?8 ="4)9=F4 <#6$W9=F417, <#*#$9=F4, " F+:4 9q?%3q+:4 ;V9=F4 
9&;'+: +';#*#* 9)#"?8 +'<#,#+",', "+F"18 34 ) &%18 <#$-( ("*%.3 
+(+4 +"A#):419 ='A'=" 3")Ve&5) &'=#. 20+'* [S]+4<;#*

20 " S#+#* 
;4='?" " ) T');"=%, "*%34 +(+4 &'&';: <4;4=#<q9=F4 #9&'$"95, ' 9 
+"?" .#!&:, W!)"3", <#$#)C:, <474+%."21, " F+:4 9'-?'&:22 *;Ve3>V 
-=# 9 <#>;'&:?'?" "A #6+#.# +';#*' "*V7"?" 3"$", +(+4 #9&'&=" 
"18 9V&5 +'6 74;+:*# ?#;4*, ?4. <4;4=#<9=#B #;*#B " ?4. )#$#18, 
=#&#;:4 +';"7B&9- >4&9';'):23, 9$#)4+9="* WA:=#*# .$(.#$BHF", || 
N &%e18 +'<"9'w N)"e*F"24 U'9#+8 &q)#;4C8 "Aq;W*+:M, )?%9&/ 
)4$"=#)#

25 *")' = ;"?$-+#*# 4.*'26 >% ) 9:$=4, ) T');"=4, "*%34 +(+4 
K';'w, K;"?8, " L%,#.#;#*827 )#$#9=#M, " F*%34 #7'=#)8, ='+4)8, 
74;='9: " K"4'

28, 
G"e,4&8 34 9"eC4 # G#+&% =q D'_"e?Va 
G#9;4*"w +4<;"W&4$5 3")V '& 2)%7+:M29, 30'=" ?"30 9 #&4749&)/*# 
#!W&8 49&531 ?"e;8 )%7+:M32, Fe34 -*#?833 WH4;"75"*#

34 ?'3V&8 
9&;%$: 9)#"35, *'>:w = 9?4;&" <q;"*'$", )"e+8 )4$"="18 )*)#4, Aq*% 
)#e"+8 #;V34++:" 9&%+: )q9% #9'*",#, >V6&#36 #)4C8 )q 1$4)"+4 )#$=8 
9&;'e,q+:M37 #.;'*",, =;#e)q$" #! 9q&;%$8 43'&9W, 9 9&#;#+8 
+'<%;4++:18, " #*)' A*4-3"&8 =;%<#9&5 )#;#&8 A'&)#;4$+:18, || 

__________________________ 
 
1 ERN =#&#;:4 | 2 B ante corr. <#$4){4}+54* | 3 ERN ;V9='.# | 4 EN >#,#.';9='.# | 5 BG 
9$')4+9=#.# ER 9$#)4$#9='.# N 9$')4+9='.# | 6 N ;'A+:?" | 7 ER omm. | 8 BG &:9475B 
N &:9474B | 9 E )#,.#;#'# | 10 B ad. ) &%( in ras. | 11 R om. | 12 B )#$.:+C: ante corr. 
)#$:+C: GN )#,#.:$#C: E )#.$"$#C: R )#.$"C: | 13 R )#&#;#% | 14 E '##+"9="F18 | 15 B 
9$')+: ante corr. 9$')+:( N 9$')+: | 16 E suprascr. | 17 E <#6$-,"#="4 R <#6$-?9="4 | 
18 G " "++" ER " F+"F | 19 BGN +"A#): | 20–20 N +'* L+4<;#?8 | 21 BG <47"+4." | 22 G 
9#-?'&: N 94;?'&: | 23 BGN >499';'): | 24 G N)"*" | 25 EN )4$"='.# | 26 B ante corr. 
<#{$}4.*' N .*' | 27 B ante corr. L4,#.#;#6 | 28 ER K"4): | 29 ER 2)%7+: | 30–30 R '="?8 | 
31 B 49&8 ante corr. 49?8 N 49?8 ante corr. 49)8 | 32 ER )%7+: | 33 G -*'* | 
34 B WH4-7"?8 ante corr. W&H4{&}7"?8 G W&H4-7"?8 N -A897497"?8 ante corr. 
-A87497"?8 | 35 B ante corr. 9)#{4} | 36 R >2!&# | 37 B ante corr. 9&;',{+#} R 9&;',+: 
N 9&;',+FM 
 
a G in marg. &)#;4+"4 N)"*F{"}- U'[#+' 

177r 

177v 
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Kq &#?V. D'_"?V, 
O$"w 7q&/ 9');#?'&:, W&)"A" 9)";%<"1, &)#;W&8 " F& T');"="2 $B*" 
?+#)# $%<F", .*% SV+'M 9&'+#)"&9- &'* <#)4-1V )#*:w, >%.'B&8 
9=#;:*# =#+4?8 7q;4&

3 ;4=V ) A')#*:, >#$,'-4 7'9&5 $B*4M J"?4, 
&4>45 +4 >#-!9W, +" 34 #;V3F- )#4)8 '2A#+9="( 9&;','!9-, 
29&;4?$-B! "18 $Ve=", " <#$+: 9''*'="6, " ) *'$+F47 <;"):7+: 8<V&" 
';.'?'=", = &#?Vw <;"):7+:8 &4;q<%&5 3'3q*: " .#$#*:, ' 
+4<;"-&4$5 .#+- "18 +4 +'M*4! )#*:, 
T#M349 ) =+".4 .*\.% 
`;"," 7&# W&)"34+"$ &#, &-.=F410 )#A:, .#+"! 9q;46 SV+'M9="( )#6 
+'*%W"# ) ?#;#A:, A;"," #!&;')V11 9 #9&;:*# 9?%,4e+q+V 34$%9=#*, 
*'>: #6+"?8 9?4;&" 12)"+Vw A*%$',>

12, 13 <#&"9=#*
14, 

O+'- ?q+#.'W 9# 2*")$4+F4?8 <"9'w N)"*F"15 || # 9';?'&%(, " *"e)q+#M16 
1;'/;#9&" .#!&/' " .4&#)8, " 9q$')'=/' )17 9)#"( l$4.F'1818 # G#+q&%, 
" We)% &# <#='AV4!, W=# +(," 9';?'&:, JV95, -&q)"3'+4, )#,.:+C:19, 
]"&q)', jq?#M*", " D#9=)' +4 >:$" <#6*'++: 9"e$% " )$'*%+FB 
;"?9=#?V 4.*' .$(.#$4&8, 
L#$,'-20 7'9&5 $B*4% J"?4 &4>4 +4 >#-!9-, " <;#7'W, -=# ?'$# 7&# 
):,4 94./ +'<"9'9W, 
G"9' &'=#.*4 N)F"21 9q$')4+9="*#

22 WA:=/*# "$"w ;V9="?8 9&"1", = 
&#?V ># 4.# >$(.#WA:7F4 ;%7" <;")4*4 -=/ +'27",'9- 4- 9#)4;,4++# 
)+4.*' .$(.#$4&8, 
E"4 ):w A+'eM&4 .4&: " ):w 9');#?'&:23, "&27"1q9- 9';?'C="24 "25 
.4&9="26 .$(./$'&", || 
N 94*# " R;#*#e&827 )q =+"e.% .*\.% 9q)"*%&4,9&)V4!, We=# 9';?'&: +';#e*' 
;Ve9=#.#28 "e34 <'e74 ?"e9=#)829 94 49&5 )#$.';#)8, " <'74 9="@#)8 
&'&';: ) &#w );4e?W =;'9+%M,VB30 ;%75 "?%$", )q +'7'$4 )?%9q&# 
*4>4$:431 ;%7" =;'9#&V 9q$#)8 "A#>;4$" #!A*% -)$-4!9W, -=# 9';?'e&: 
+(," ;'A$"e7q+" >:$" +q;'e)'*%

32 " +';#*#*# " -A:e=#?8 #! 9="@#', "$"w 
&'&'-, 'H4 *;4)+F" <#)%9&#<"9C: .;4749=F4 $'&"+9="4, )9%w +';#*: 
<#$V+#7+:433 " ?43q*#)#9&#e7q+:4 9="e@'?" " 9';q?'&'*% A'#*+# 
+';"C'1V, <#$W=#)8 ;V9'=/)8, ]"&)V " D#9=)Vw " &'&'e;8 #*"+8 +';/6 
>:&" $#.+#, ;'AV?%W ) =VB $#. <;")#*W "e18 ;')+#4 9)";%<F4 ) 
)#"e+q9="18 *%$418, "1834 -e=# <;";#*+'.#34 ;4?49$' )#"e+q9=#.#35 
>4&<;49&'++#36 27"$"9537, &#.# *$-w " Gq;#=#e<F"38 9#$.'' 9"eC4 <",4&8 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER 9)";%<"F | 2 R T');"="F | 3 G 74;4& | 4 BGN >#,#,' | 5 BGN &4>- | 6 B 9'"*'=" ante 
corr. 9''*'=" GN 9'"*'=" | 7 ER *'$"+4 N *'$5+:4 | 8–8 ER om. | 9 N &#34 | 
10 ER &-3="- | 11 BGN #!;')2 | 12–12 B ante corr. *)% )"+: | 13 ER A*%$'&" | 14 B ante corr. 
<#&'9=#* | 15 ER N)*"F | 16 ER *"'#+# | 17 N om. | 18 E 2$4."'18 R 2$4.+'18 | 19 B ante corr. 
)#$:+C: N )#$."+C: | 20 R #$,'W [space left for initial] | 21 G N)"6>F ante corr. N)"F | 
22 ER 9$#)4+9="?8 | 23 R 9''#;%?'&: | 24 BGN 9'-?'C="F | 25 B in ras. N om. | 26 GN 
.4&9="F | 27 B ad. &#! in ras. | 28 ERN ;V9='.# | 29 R ?"F=#)8 | 30 N =;'9+%M,4?2 | 31 ER 
*%>$:4 | 32 ER +;')#* | 33 ER <#$2+#,+:4 | 34 G <;";#6+#.# | 35 ERN )#"+9='.# | 
36 G >49<;49&'++# | 37 N 2$"$#95 ante corr. 2$"$"95 | 38 ER G;#=#<" 

178r 

178v 

179r 
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# 9$#)'='181, 9=$-)#e+: +';#*8 9=";9=#M )# );4?W O29&"+F'e+'2 
+'<'*#,'3 +' O$$";"=84, " )4$F- >4*: 9#&)#;",', # 74?8 
#>;WH4,"5 <;#"#&;'++%4 || 2 Z#$W&4;'+'6 )q =+".4 ."\.% )# O$$"e;"=% 
<#&#* +49=#;# #9?#&;4$"95 )# $q3" 9)#4% <#)%9&#<"e9qC: .;4749=F4, 
-=# &#%34 Z#$-&4;'$

7 ) =+".4 .A\.% ) E';?'C:M8 )#"#<#?"+'4&8, &#=?# 
. <#&#?8 +'9 &% +';#e*: 9q$')4e+q9=F410 9';?'&'?" +';"C'12, "e34 ?4. 
Z"9q$#B, S#e+#*, " ?4. ?#e;4*# +4?4C="* " .#;'?" )4+.4;9="?"11 
3"e,', -e=/ <#$-=", ?'AV;:, <;V9: 9&';:4, ]"&)V, j?#M*512, JV95 " 
D#9q=)V, &F" 34 )9"13 14# 9"$%14, 15 ;"?9=#M +"?'$# 7q&# ;'*%,', 'H4 
E)4&#+F" "16 f2&;#<F" <",V&8, 434 "17 D41#)F" ) =+"e.4 .'\.% ) .$')% 
.[(F. " Z#$-&4;'$ ) =+"A%18 .A\. )#9q<#?"+'4!

19, -e=/ S#?"&"'e+820 ) 
+'7'$4 <;#&")#21 "* )#4)'w, +#22 =q;')')V23 <#>%*V24 <#$V7"w, <#+434 
*)Vw )#4)#6, I2;4$F-25 aVe9=', " N+<"- E')"+'26 9q <#$='?" "27 9q 
)#%9=" )4$"="?" 9';q?'e&: +'e," V>"e$", I+q&#+F" GF" &'=#., " 
I+&#+F" Z4;8 C49';" 9# "+%?"28 9';?'&: " 9 ;V9'e=" 2 ;4="w S#e+', 
7'9&:4 >#" "?%e1V29, +# 9 ?'$#B || =#;:9q&FB30, 9q &%?". 9';?'&: 
Z'$4+q&"+"'+831, P'$4$, D'_"?"+"-$

32, P'$F4+8, S"#=q$"&F'+833, 
G;#)8, K';8, S;V98, "34 "+F" C49';"35, " ?q+#A" )#4)#*: ;"*9&F"36 
*#,.#, +#37 )# &qH4 )#4)'1V, 
Gq;#=V,#

a 34 1q)'$"&9-38, # 9q)#4* ?Ve349q&)%, W=# "&
39 E';?'&F" 9q&# 

*4)"eC8 <#"?',, #! +"1834 ) #*+V +#7540 *49-&541 9q)#4)'$8, ' )q 
<W&+'&C'&542 *+4M (9=#$=# ?#.$8 .$(.4&843) )9% <4;4?#.$8, 
G#?<#+F"44 . D4$$W45 ) =+"e.% ..\.% ) .$')% .*\.% <",4!, -e=# 9';?'C=F4 
+';#*: 9q$')4+9=F4 )q94.*' >:,' 9q)#>#*+: " +4V=;#&"?:46, &#.# 
*q$W " I)q.V9&8 =49';5 #/$'*'):M47 )q94B )q94$4++#Bb )5 4.#. );4e?- 
c;"#&#98 ;#*"9W48 )+4.*' 9#)%e&#)','49 4*: )#4)'&5 <;#&")8 9';?'e&8 
9"eC4 .$(.#$-, We=# ?q+% +4 $%&5 4e9q&5 A$'&#B 2*#B ;:>: $#)"e&5, 'e=" 
>: ;4e=q$8 +4 1#7Bw >#$," <#&4;-&5 +434$" 9:9='e&5, || # 94* 7q&" 
<q;#9&;'++%4 2 Eq)4&#e+F'50, &#!34 Ie)q.V9&8 =49';5 <"9' = ]4+&V$B 
)#4)#63 9q)#4?Vw, *' +4 *4;A'4&8 *;'A+"&5 )#%+#B 9';?'&#)8, "e34 " 
<#=#B +4 Aq+'$", " ) 9"$% )#"e+q9=#M ?#e7q+" >:,', # 94?8 a$#e;8 ) 
=+".'( .*\.( 

__________________________ 
 
1 G 9$')'='( | 2 BGN O29&"+"-+' | 3 G +'<#*#,' | 4 R O6$";"=8 | 5 BG #/;'H4," | 
6 G Z#$-&4;4+' ER Z#$W&4;#'+' | 7 E Z#$-&4;W$# R Z#$-&4;-$5 | 8 N E';?'CF" | 
9 BGN omm. | 10 ER 9$#)4$#9="4 | 11 E )4$.;59="?" | 12 R j?/6 N j?#"*8 | 13 N )9% | 
14–14 N #9%$" | 15 R 9&% | 16 G om. R + | 17 ER omm. | 18 RN =+.% | 19 BGN )#9<#?"+'B! | 
20 BGERN S#?"&"-$ | 21 ER <;#&")2 | 22 N +' | 23 BGN =;#)')2 E ='=')2 ante corr. 
=;')')2 R ='=#)V | 24 R ad. (<#>%*V) | 25 N I2?;4$F- | 26 B ante corr. E'+"+' | 27 R "& | 
28 E "+"?" R "+:?" N M+%?8 | 29 N "?-12 | 30 R =#;:9&5B | 31 BGN Z'$4+&"+"-$ | 
32 ER D'_"?"'+8 | 33 B S"#=$"&"-$ ante corr. S"#=$"&"+"-$ GN S"#=$"&"-+8 | 
34 E om. | 35 G C49';"F | 36 R ;"?9="F | 37 N +' | 38 R 2)'$"!9- | 39 ER " | 40 R +#H5 | 
41 G *49-&8 | 42 R <-&+C'&5 | 43 G om. | 44 ER G#?<"F | 45 N D4$5+- | 46 G +4V=;#&"?:F | 
47 ER #)$'*'):F | 48 G ante corr. ;#*",' | 49 ER 9#)4&#)',4 | 50 BGN E)4&#+"- 
 
a G in marg. ?V349&)# G;#=V,#' | b G in marg. I).V9&8 =49';5 

179v 

180r 

180v 
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T'?834 <",4&8 +' =#+C%, )9%*# +' A'<'6 " <#,*4+5 V?";"'#,"?q9-1 
+';#e*#?8, )q+4.*'2 +' A'<'6 9$(+C' " +'3 <#,*4+5 2?";"w I).V9q&8 
)#M+#eB )q9% +';#*: <#9q$'$" = +4?Vw <#9$/' 9="e@: " 9';q?'&: 
*;V.>: 9#9%69&)4++#M4 <;#9W, -e=# 9)#>#*+F" $B*", 
Zq &#. )q;4?W .4<"*: <q;4e*q=" 3?/%*9=F-5 " $"&#)9=F46 =#&$#=8 
?4*W+8 <# #>:7'B 9q)#4?V <#.'+9=#?V <#9)-H4+8 )?%9&# <#?"+=V 
*;V.>: &#?Ve34 C49';B I).V9q&V7 <#9q$'$", # 74* K"$"=FM8 K"?);89, 
) <;#"Aq)#*4 ="?);/' " Eq)4&#+F"10. || 
I 2 jq?#M*"11 ]#&q):w " V =Ve;q9#)8 <'e74 34 2 $B*4M <#94$9="1812 " 
+(+4 )"*"*# $V7,4413 >:&" 9#=;#e)"H4, =#&$"=814 "$" .#;,4=815 
?%e*W$

a 
E"eC4 &#.*' I).V9&8 =49';5 9"$+%%,FM ;'&9V3q*',4 94>%w *;V3>V 
+',"( 9'-?'&#)8, 9q$')W$

16, &#e3*4 T;#-$ 9#!)#;"w, We=# )+4.*' 
*'e=#)8 " -&)"3#'

17 <#>%6>, 9';?'&#)8 ) *;Ve3>V 94>% <;"-, 18*' 
>4A#<'9+%M,F"18 #! "18 +'%A*/' >V*4!, # 74* S"#+ K'9F" ) &;#-+4, 
N;V3"4b "e18 >%, $Ve=", 9'?#9&;%$:, ;#.'&"+: *#,.F4, ?474M19, 
9'>4$520 9=V*#9q&" ;'e*" 34$%A' " ;V.W *#$./ +4 Aq+'$", <",4&8 ># 
G'VA'+F"21, -=# 9'*# )"*%22 <'e+q9:;5 9';q?'eC=FM23, "A ;#.' =#<:&8 
$#,'*"e+:18 <# <#*#>"B 74,V" A?""+#M V7"+4+8, =#&#;#% 
=;%<#9&"B " $4.=#9&"B24 +4 1V3"25 >:,# .;4749=#.#26 (='=#): +(+4 V 
+'"#

27) <'+qC:;W28, ||  
O29q&"+F'+829 34 .+(). C49';530 +4 ?#.F" +" )#M+#B +" *;V3>#B 
9';?'&#' 9q?";"&"31, .#;#*: " =q;%<#9&" <;#&")8 "18 Aq*',4, 1#&-32 
"e?8 <;#1#6 *# SV+'- A'>#;#+"&533 +# "18 " &/ +4 V9&;',", # 94* 7&" 
Gq;#=#<F- # Aq*'+FW18 OV9&"+"'+'34, 
T%. 9';q?'e&: +'e,", I!&"$B 9q$')+#)<

35 =#;#$Ww, "e34 9&;'e1836 
)q94$4++:- <"9'9- +' <#$-18 ='&'$#+"C="(

37 </>",', ) <'e?W&5 34 
&#$5 9q$')+:438 <#>%*:, +' H"&'18 9q)#"18 *)V18 )#"+#)8 
)4;1#):1839 A .#$:?" ?47?"40 #>:=$" >:$# <"9'&", *'>: &%?8 
-)"$" ?V349&)#41 9q)#4 )#"+9=#4, 4e34 )q &#$"=#M C4+% V +"18 
>:e9q&542, -=# P"<#=;'&8 )q =+"e.'18 # )#A*V9% F )#*%43 <",4&8, W=# +4 
&#=q?# ?V3F4c +/ " 34+: 2<;'3+-1V9-44 )#M+#B45, ' ='e- >: &;418  

__________________________ 
 
1 N 2?"$"),"?9- | 2 B ante corr. )94.*' | 3 ER omm. | 4 R 9#9%69&)4++/ | 5 R 3?#69="- | 
6 ERN $"&#)9="- | 7 N I).29&' | 8 ER K"$"=" | 9 E K"?)-5 | 10 BN add. #! | 
11 GR j?#*" | 12 U ante corr. <#9#$9="18 ER <#9#,#9="18 | 13 ER $2!,44 | 14 B ante corr. 
=#&$"&8 | 15 BGERN .#-,#=8 | 16 G 9$#)-$ | 17 R -!)"3/1# | 18–18 E *'>: A#<'9+!","F 
R *'>: ['/<'9&+%M,"F | 19 B ante corr. ?47" | 20 B ante corr. 9'/$" | 21 ERN G#2A'+"F | 
22 G )"*4, | 23 N 9';?#C=FM ante corr. 9';?'C=FM | 24 B ante corr. {.#}.#9&"B 
ER $4.#9&"B | 25 GRN 1234 | 26 ERN .;!749='.# | 27 B ante corr. +'18 | 28 ER <'+9:;W | 
29 BGN O29&"+"-+ | 30 E C4"8;8 | 31 R 9?";"&5 | 32 ER 1#&-12 | 33 B ante corr. A'<#;#+"! | 
34 BGERN OV9&"+"-+' | 35 ERN 9$')+'.# | 36 R 9";'( | 37 G ='&#$#+"C="18 | 38 BGN 
9$')+:- | 39 ER )4;1#)+:( | 40 ER ?47" | 41 G ?+#349&)# | 42 G >:&5 | 43 BGN )#*'( | 
44 B ante corr. V<;')$-129- | 45 B ante corr. +' )#%+% GN )#%+% 
 
a B in marg. #!9&'' | b G in marg. #;V3"4 9';?'&#' | c G in marg. A'=#+8 34+'?8 

181r 

181v 
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?V34M +' )#M+%w +4 V>"$', || &'=#):18 +4*#9q&#M+:18 = 9V<q;V349&)V 
;'AV?%)'1V, " *'>: A*%w =;#&=#9&", " &#9=$")#?V1 7"&'&4$B +#;#)W2, 
3" F+:183 C49';4M .;4749="18 ;"?9="18, &'=#344 .0'\. 9)"*%&4$9&)85 
#6 9';?'C=#% )#"e+q9=#M 1;'>;#9&" #9q&')",, &#.*' &/w 9'?# *%$# 
W)$-4&8, -=# <#*$"++# +4 $%+5B, +" 9q<'+F4?8, &#e$5 )4$"=#.#7 " 
,";#=#.#8 )$'*%+F- *#9&".$", #! ?#;- $4*-+#.#9 *'$474 A' 
?#9=#e)q9="*% 9q&;'+'?" &'=83410 #! ?#;- >'$&F"9=#)#

11 434 <;Ve9:, 
$"@$-+&: " E)%B #/$")'4&8, *'34 *#12 '*;"'C=#.#13 ?/;W 
)"+"C%M9=#.#14, " *'34 *# P4$49<#+&'15 " 74;+#.#16 ?#;W, ) =#&#;#M 
#=q;Ve.4 +(+4 )4Aq*% +';#6 9';?'eCq=FM " 9$#)4+9=FM #9'*: 9q)#" 
["]?%B&817, <#*'7'*# I$4_'+*;' )4$"e=#./18 <#6&)4-34++:419 9q 
+"e?834, " 920 #&C#?821 4./22 a"$"</*#

23 *# ;(3&)' c;"#&#)' )24 $%&# 
.&(F. <# O#9"@V *;4)+#"#&4% 4);4M9="( || )#25 )$'*%+F" )94$4++:- 
;'>#&'1V, &)4;*-&8 34 &#w 741" <#*q$"++/, W=# <;" I$4_'+*;4 
)4$"=#?8 <;46=" "18 >:e,' 9q$')+F", " *$- 9q$')+:(

26 *%,# #! 9$'): 
9q$')'=" ;474+"27 9V&5, -e=# " <q;")"$F" I$4_'+*;/' ) *4;4e)q+4%

28 
9q)#4M $%&#<"9" 9$#)4+9="* WA:=/*# <"9'++#M29 V='A:)'B&8, 
=';)'&: . " >#$q.';: &q)4;*-&8, W=# <;")"$F" <#6$"++:M30 +' 
1';&F" I$4_'+*;#)8 9q$#)'=#?831 *'+832, " Aq$'&:e?"33 9q$#)'e?" )# 
I$4_'+*;F" <"9'$, " +(+4 ) ='&+% &V-9=#%, 4.#e3434 )qAW D'.?4&535 
C'e;5 )q?%9&4 9 X(;4?8.;'*#*

36, <#+4e34 " &Ve;=" +4 "+:*# +';#*/*# 
&#$5 ?q+#.# 9&;'e+8 )q94$4e+q+:W37 #)$'*%,', &#=q?# 9q$#)4e+q9="*, "A 
+4.#34 W+:7'$

38 39" '63'?'.$'+:39 &)#;W!. 
U#40 <#+4e34 &%w +';#e*: 9';?'eCq=F441, >#,.';9=F4, ;V9=F4, .#&9=F4, 
<#e$9=F4, )#$:$9=F4, )'+q*'$9=F442, 74e9q=F4 #! I@4&#)' 9:+' D#9#1' 
V?q+#34++:4, &#$5 A%$/ || 1q;'e>q;: >:e,', -e=# )q9B f)q;#e<V, I9F" #>% 
" I@;"=V <#)#4)'e,'43, &#.*'w WA:1 9q)#% <;";#*+:M44 9q$')4e+q9=FM45 
*$W ;'Aq+#9q&" ;V>434M, " 7'e9q&#.#46 ?4. 7B3"?" +';#e*: #/H4+F- 
<#?%,'$", W=# 4*"e+8 +';#6 V47 *;V.#)#48 +(+4 4*)'w ;%75 -A:=' 
#/H4.#49 ):;'AV?%&" ?#e34&8, 'eH4 " #! &#.#.

50 +';#*' 9';?'C=#.#51, 
" #! &#.#. WA:=' 9q$#)4+9=#./52 #! 9q?4,4+F- WA:=/' V 9&#,#<' 

__________________________ 
 
1 R &#9=$#)#?V | 2 N +';#)- | 3–3 N "++:18 | 4 ER &'=#3*! | 5 N 9)"*%&4$59&)#?8 | 6 ER 
' | 7 ERN )4$"='.# | 8 ERN ,";#='.# | 9 N $4*-+'.# | 10 N &'=#38 | 11 BG >',#&"9=#.# 
ERN >'$&"F9='.# | 12 GER *' | 13 G #*;"'C=#.# ERN '6;"'C='.# | 14 ERN )"+"C4%9='.# 
| 15 B ante corr. P49<#+&' R P4$49<#,&' | 16 ERN 74-+'.# | 17 BGERN 9)#" "?%B! | 
18 EN )4$"='.# | 19 ER <#6&)4-34+"4 | 20 BGN 9# | 21 BGN #!C4* | 22 GER 4)# | 23 BGN 
a"$"<<#* | 24 ER omm. | 25 R <# | 26 B ante corr. 9$'): | 27 R ;474+"F | 28 U ante corr. 
*8;4)+4% BGERN *;4)+4% | 29 ER <"9'+# | 30 ER <#6$"++"F | 31 ER 9$#)'=#' | 32 G *'+5 
| 33 G [$#&:?" | 34 ER 4.# | 35 ERN D'.?4&8 | 36 ER X49';4*.;'*#* | 37 G )94$4++:4 | 
38 G -+:74$ | 39–39 ER +'63'?'.$'+: | 40 N om. | 41 E 9';?'K9="4 R 9';?'69="4 | 
42 ER )#+*',9="4 | 43 ER <#)#4)' | 44 E <;";#6+: | 45 G 9$#)4+9=" ER 9$#)4+9="F 
N 9$')'+9=FM | 46 GERN 7'"#&'.# | 47 ER ' | 48 ER *;V.#)' | 49 ER #/,'.# | 50 N &#.# | 
51 EN 9';?'C='.# | 52 BG 9$')4+9=#.# ERN 9$#)4$#9='.# 

182r 

182v 

183r 
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Z')"$#e+q9=#./1, a A'7'&#)#
2, " #! &#.#38 =#$%+#+'7'e$q+"='3 O'@4&' " 

D#9#1' 9:+' 4.# <;#"Aq)#34+F44 <#$+#4 "?%B!. 94.# ;'e*" 
9#/9&)4++:M5 -A:=8 9$#)4$9=FM 9q&';#*;4)+FM -)$-4&9-6 >:&" ;V9=F" 
?#9=#)q9=FM7, <#+4e34 &' JVe95 "1834 D#9=)#B A#)4e,88 "Aq*')+' ) &%( 
9&;'+'e18 <#$V+#H+:(

9 " )#"#&#7+:18 .*% "10 +(+4 <#94$"$""# *'$4 +4 
)#$#7"$"95, &#.# *$- +q;')#)8 " #>:e75W11 " -A:=' *;4)+4.#12 +4 
?#.$"w "Aq?4+"&5, W=# &# "+:?8 +';#*/*# "34 "9q13 &%18 9q&;'e+8 
14?#9=#)9="18 || ):e,q$" <q;"$V7"e$#"#

14, <#+434 )q ;'A$"7+:18 
9q&;'+'18 )q94$4++:- )15 )#%+% 2<;'3q+-$"9-16, &#.#w ;'e*" 94e;q>:, 
=';)'&:, ;'e7", >#$.';:17, A .;4=", 9 )4$.;:, " 9q &V;=", *#$q?'&: ., 
=';+"#$-+4 9q&";"-e+418, "9q&;"'+419, "$$";"=", 9 )/$#1", ,q$4+9=F4, 
?#;')-+420, 741", ?"9q9"'+421, <#?#;-+4, ='9q9V)F'+422, 9 +%?qC:, JVe95 
>%$'- 9q D#9=)#B, " 9q &'&';:, <#6.#;-+4, ?'AV;: <#6$-,'+4, JV95 
74;+'-, )#$:+C:, " ]"&): 7'9&5 239q <#$-="23, ' <#$-=" 9# )9%?" 
+';#*: +q;'): <q$'&5424 " WA:=8 #!7'9&"b <;";#*+#M25 <#?%,'$", 
-=# <# *#9q&#"$9q&)V +'"# #>4&-+'?", 1'?'$4#e+'?" )q9We=8 +';4H" 
?#e34&8, 
E"eC4 &#.*' "e?'," 7"&'&4$B $B>4A+:M26 <;#"Aq)4*4+F427 +';#*' 
$"&/'9=#.#28, 3q?#M*9=#.#29, 9';?'&#)8, 9$')W+8, JV9F"30, "31 F+:(, " 
-=# 9'-?'&: ;474+" 9Ve&5 #! I9';?'&'32, "$"w || E';q?'&:, # +4*#34 7q&" 
>:&F- .F\. .$()V, 2 O#9"@' *;4)+#9&4M 4)q;4M9="18 =+"." .'\. .$()V .*(F. "$"w 
;474+" 9Ve&5 9';q?'&: We=# 9="@#)8 +';#6 &'&';9=FM "Aq.+'$", " 
):>"$"33 "Aq E';q?'eC:"34, "1834 <#&/*# .;4e=" -e=# ):,4 94.# ;4749W 
9"$V "18 <#Aq+'e)q,4 )?%9&#c E';?'&'35 4e34 #! 4);4M9=#.#36 
&#,=Ve4&q9- ):9#=8 " 74e9q&4$, 9');#?'&:37 +';4H" ?#3'1V 
<;/&")+:?8 #>:7'4*# #! 9');#" 4e34 #! .;4749='.#38 ;'AV?%e4&q9- 
WH4;"C' " #*#?', #=#, 94 49&5 +';#6 95 WH4;"75" #7?"w 9q)";%<F- 
;'e*" )#"e+q9=#.#39, 9$')'=" . +';"7B&840 #! 9$'):, " #! 9q$')+#)#

41 
)#"+q9=#.#42 *%$', "$"w 9q$')'=" #! 9q$#e)', We=# )# "9q<#$+4+F"43 9q$#e)' 
#>4H'+FW 294;*+# <#"&#-e+q+"44 >:$", +(+4 34 = 9'?#M <#)49&" 
;V9=#M45 )#e "?- )9%( )4H4% +'7'$' L(.' <q;"9&V<'4*#

46, || 
__________________________ 
 
1 ERN Z')"$#$#9='.# | 2 N A'7'&'.# | 3 ERN =#$%+'+'7',#+"=' | 4 RN <;#"&)#.*4+"4 | 
5 BG 9#<9&)4++:F E 9#/9&)4++: N 9#>9&)4++#M | 6 G -)$-|&9- | 7 G ?#9=#'9=" | 
8 B A#)4*# ante corr. A#)2 GN A#)4?8 | 9 BGN <#$2+#,+:( | 10 ER omm. | 11 R />:7'- | 
12 BGERN *;4)+-.# | 13 ER 9 | 14–14 R suprascr. | 15 B )8 ante corr. )# | 16 B ante corr. 
V<;'.+-$"$- | 17 ER >#,#.#;: | 18 E 9&;"-+4 R 9<;"-+4 | 19 G "9&;"-+4 | 20 GR 
?#;#)-+4 | 21 BGER ?"99"-+4 N ?"9=F-+4 | 22 G ='9=2)"'+4 ER =';92)"-'+4 | 23–23 ER 
omm. | 24 ER <$'&5- | 25 N <;"1#*+# | 26 ER $B>!&+: | 27 G <;#"&)4*4+"- | 28 ERN 
$"&#'#9='.# | 29 ER 3?#"*5C='.# N 3?#"*9='.# | 30 ER JV9" N J299F" | 31 R om. | 
32 N I99';?'&' | 33 U ante corr. ):>:$" | 34 N E';?'CF" | 35 ER E';?'&" | 36 BERN 
4);4%9='.# | 37 G 9#);#?'&: R 9');#?#&: | 38 BG .;4749=#.# | 39 ERN )#"$#9='.# | 
40 N +';"72&8 | 41 ERN 9$')+'.# | 42 ERN )#"+9='.# | 43 E ""#<#,#+4+" | 44 E <#9&#-+"+F 
R <#9&#-++"F | 45 B suprascr. | 46 N <;"9&2<'4!  
 
a G in marg. *;4)+#9&5 -A:=' ?#9=#)9='.# | b E in marg. # <$'&54 | c E in marg. 9'-?'&: 
&#,[...] ):9#1# " 749&4[…] R in marg. 9'-?'&: &#,=24!9- ):9#=8 . " 749&4+8 

183v 

184r 
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IV:3 
 
D'&q@4'1 Eq&;F=#'#9=#.#2 Ne9#9&#e)F7'; # >%$#M F 74e;q+#M J#9"F, 
Z#9&#e7+:(, <#$V+#,+:(

3, " #4 <#$V*4$+:18 +';#e*%18 *;4e)+"18, 5" 
F185, 6 =+-&-18 )4$"e=#+#).#;#6C="187, "&>#-9="( <9=#e)9="18 
>4$#/A4e;9="18 ="4)q9="( $VC="188 )#$#*"?4;9="189 )#$:e+9="(

10 
.'e$"Cq="18 <#6.#;q9="18, <#*#,#9="18 " F+:18, 
P$')' ..\. 
S;4)q+"F )9%( 9$')4+9="1811 +';#*#)8 "9&#7+"C:12, a " #!;'9q$" 
;V9=#M A4?$", " F18 9q$'e)q+:4 ;#*#9q$#e)"-13 #!=V*V >:, " =#4- ;'e*" 
)"+: "$" 9#/9&)'14, JV95 "?-+#)'+:15 >:$", ;'&$"7+:18 9Ve&5 
V74+:18 $B*4M # &#* ?+%+"-16 " <;#"&)#.*4+"-, "># &'=#.*4 >:,' 
JVe95 .;4749="?8 " $'&"+9="* <#)%9&#||<"9qC#?8 +4&+'e4?"17, -=# "18 
"+:4 <#$V+#,+:419 +';#e*: "1834 )q9%e18 A'#6+# 9="@'?", "$" 
9'-?'&'?" +';"C'1V, 'eH4 ;#_#$-+#)8, " ;#_'+#)8 "?-, 434 9q ;V9'e+: 
"$" ;#9'+: " J#9"4B 9$"7'4&q9-, +4 >% &'"+# *;4)q+"?8 
A4?$4<"9qC#* "># " Gq&#$#?"F )9B )94$4++VB #<"9V-, &'=#. 
20*E&;4)#$ <#)%9&#<"94K F G$"+"F*20 <#$'.'B&821 94$4+"-, " 
*4;q3'e): ;#_#$-e+9="4 )q 9'-?'C:F +4*'$474 #! ?#;- "$" #A4;' 
?4#&"F9=#.#22 )q =#&#e;#4 S#e+8 )<'*'4&8, "*%34 ?#9=#)q9="4, " 
>4$#;V9="4 +';#*: 3")V!, " ='e+4'#C: >4$#C4;=)-+4, <#&")$-+423 
;4A'$#C:, 74;q+".#)C:24, &"F, ;#_#$-+425, "$" ;#_'e+4, -=# Z#$W&4;'+8 
)#9<#?"+'4! 26<# E&;')#+V26, )4$"="427 )#"+: "?%1V 9 
D";;"*'&#?828 f)<'&#;#* 9"$+:?8 =#;#$4?8 T'9=#B )#4)#e*#B 
9)#"?8 *# c;"#&' .;<.)# .#e*V Eq&;'@#+8 34 9'?8 )q =q+".'( A4?$4?%;"- 
9q)#4./ || 94*q?:18 29<",4&8 9"eC429, # *;4)+"18 ;V9="( #9'*'18, 
;#_'+" . "$"w ;V>'+"30 V=q$#+W" =31 ?4.)#9&#7+:?8 " 
<#$V+#H+:*#

32 9&;'+'* ?4. S#+/*
33 " Sq+4<;#*# ;4='?" 34) <#$-(

34 
3")V!. 
D'$# . +"e34 <",4&8, ' +(+4 ='=F4 <# ;#_'+41835 +';#e*: 3")Ve&8 +4 
)%?: " <q;#9, #*+'=#. &/ "Aq)%9&+# -e=/ ;#_'+436 <;/&")8 )#4)/6 
D"@;"*'&' f2<'&#;' >"$""#, 9"- 9V&5 9VHF-37 9q$#)'w E&;')#+#):.  

__________________________ 
 
1 BGRN D'!@%- E D'&)4W | 2 ERN E&;"=#)9='.#, ER add. [ | 3 ER <#$2+#H+:18 | 4 ER 
omm. | 5–5 E """18 [sic] | 6 R F+:( | 7 E )4$"=#+#).#;#K="18 RN )4$"=#+#'#.#;#*9="18 | 
8 N in marg. | 9 N )#$#*"?";9="18 | 10 B ante corr. )#$:+9=#% | 11 ER 9$#)4$#9="( | 12 N 
"9&#=+"C: | 13 ERN ;#*#9$')"W | 14 ER 9#>:&)' | 15 BGN "?4+#)'+: | 16 GER +%+"- | 
17 N +4A+'4?: | 18 ER omm. | 19 R <#$2+#H+:4 | 20–20 BGN in textu | 21 G <#$#.'B&8 | 22 G 
?4#&"9=#.# ER ?4#&"9='.# N ?4#&FM9='.# | 23 BGERN <V&"'$-+4 | 24 G 74-+".#)8C:F | 
25 BG ;#_#$-+- | 26–26 ER <49&;'+#)2 | 27 ER )4$"="- | 28 E D"@8;"68&'* | 29–29 BGN 
9"C4 <",4! | 30 N ;29'+" | 31 R " N =# | 32 BGN <#$V+#7+:* ER <#$2+#,+:* | 33 B ante 
corr. S#?#* | 34–34 N suprascr. | 35 R ;'_'+418 | 36 ER ;'_'+4 | 37 BGN 9VH"4  
 
a G in marg. # <;#"A)4*4+"F ;V9#)8, "$" ;#99"-+8 

184v 

185v 

185r 
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K#;+"$F" T'C"&81 <#&#?8 )q $%&#<"9"2 9q)/4M ) =+".4 .A(F. &'=#. 
*;4)+F" <#)%9&/<"94C8 "*%.3 #<"9V4&8 );4?4+'w )q$'*%+F- N!&#+'a 
E"$)F-, "e34 #9q?:" >% <# O2$F"3 =4e9';4 9"eC4 <"e,4&8 # ;#_#e$-+4184, 
)q+4.*' .$(.#$4&8 =+(A" ;"e?q9&F" <# 9q?4;&" U4;#+#)#M P'$>', " 
N!&#+85 E"$)F" " Z"&4$$F", =# )+Ve&q;4++"*#

6 )#M+'?8 ?:"#$" 
#>;'&",', N!&#%

7 34 <#"#&')$4$ =49';5 P',>V8 2>"w, " Z"&4$$F- 
&q;"3q*: <#>"w, &#.*' ;#_#$-+4 +';#e*8 || 9';?'C=FM "Aq>")8 *)' 
)#M9='9 ;"e?q9=F4, &%?8 9q?%$-4 9 )4$"=#B +'*43q*#B10 ) D"9q9"B11 
"*%34 +(+4 >#$.';: )9&V<",', 9"4 34 >:9&5 ) $%&/12 #! 9#A*'+F- 
?";' .0*(F. <# K';"#+#)V 9q7#&V13 ) =+".% ..\.% ?#+';1F"14 .*\.% )%=' ..\.)#, 
' #! #9q+#)'+"- J"?' .s(=4.)#

15 #! c;"#&' . .#().)# #6+'=#. 4H4 *# 
;3"#&)' c;"#&#)' A' +%9=#$=# 9#&8 $%&8 <#16 G&#$#?"B, " F+:?8 
*;4)+4M,"?8 ;#_#$-+#)817 " ;#_'+#'#, "e?W >%18 9q$')+#, ' #! &#.# 
+',49&)"- <#9q$%*+-.# ;#_#$-+#)819 " ;#_'+#)8 ) D"99"B20, "$" 
L#$.';FB, " #! $%&' .#(). *# +(+4,+-.# .0'1(#..)# 49&5 .0'(1. 9q $",=#*# 
$%&8, 
U#21 #!=V*V >: ;#_#$-+4, 22;#99'+'?", " ;V9'='?"22, "$" JV95B 
"?-+#)'+"23 >:,> &;V*+# *#.'*'&q9W, 
Zq +'7'$4 #>;4&'4?8 2 fA4="$- <;5#;=' ) .$')% .$(". " .$(@. <#?"+#)4+F- 
|| =+(AW J#99=', D#9#1', a#)4$-, " T#.#-?: # 94?8 9#.$'9VB&8, 
f)94)F" =49';FM9=F"24, a4#*#&"#e+8 E"*?'1825, " .#\. <;4)#6+"=#)826 
>">$F", # 74* O4;#+"?8 9)(&:M27 <#?:,$-4&8, 'H4 $" 9#/9&)4++#4 
='=#)' +';#*' 9"4 9$#)# ;#e9q9828 V fA41F"$'29 -)$-4&8, "$" +"w30, +# 
-=# D#9#18 V D#"9%- ?#9=#)9="18 +';#*#'# =#$%+#+'7'$+"=' 
W)$-4&8, &'=#. 2 O#9"@' *;4)+#9&4M ) =+".431 .'\. ) .$')% .'(F. 
I9';q?#e&832 "$" E';?'&8, -)$-4&8 9';?'&#)8, I91'+"&

33 "$"w 
T)"9=#$

34, +%?C#'#, P#?4;q 34 ="?q);/'#, T#.#;?", .#!&/'#
35, h)'+8 

4$$"+#)836, " )#$#,'$, " <;#9
37, -=# 38234 # &#* ):e,4 94.#38 

*#9&'&#7+# ;4=#1#*#, &#.*' &# "e?- J#9q9839 V f[4=F"$-40 <;5#;#=' 
>$"A8 9q$"7'4&9-41 9 <;#A)'+F4?8 JV9" " 42;#&9#)843 "$"42 ;V99#)8 
'H4 &# "e?- J#9q9844 +4 #>;%&'4&9- +".*% =;#?% >">$F" V fA4=F"$W +# 
+" V Z";#"#9' +" 34 2 O/9"@', || 

__________________________ 
 
1 BG T'C:! | 2 ER $%&#<"9"F | 3 BG OB$"F | 4 ER ;#_'$-+418 N ;#_#$-+'18 | 5 R N!&#+5 
| 6 G )+V&;4++:?8 | 7 ER N&#% N N&&#+8 | 8 R P#$>V | 9 ER )#"+' | 10 ER +'*43*!B | 
11 BG D"9"B E D"9=$B R D"9"$B | 12 BGN $%&' | 13 BGN H#&2 ER 9H#&2 | 
14 ER ?'+'-1"F | 15 E .#! (=4.)# | 16 G # | 17 ER ;#_'$-+#* | 18 G 94>% | 19 ER ;#_'$-+#'## | 
20 G D"9"B ante corr. D"99"B | 21 R "# | 22–22 BG ;#"#9'?" | 23 BGN "?4+#)'+" | 
24 E =49';"+9=" R =49';"$#9="F | 25 BGN E:*?'( | 26 ER <;#)#6+"=#' | 27 E 9)(&: | 
28 ER ;#"# | 29 BG f[41"F$- ERN fA4="F$- | 30 BG omm. | 31 B ante corr. =+".{"} | 32 ER 
I9';?'&8 | 33 BG I91'+"98 | 34 R T)"=9#+8 | 35 BG &#!.#' R .#$&#'# | 36 ER 4,#$"+#?8 | 
37 R <;#7"( | 38–38 N ):,4 234 # &#?8 94.# with numbers above: 3 1 2 4 | 39 BG JV"98 
ER J#995 | 40 E fA4="$"FW R f[4="$"- | 41 BG 9$V7'4&9W | 42–42 BG omm. | 43 N ;#99#)8 | 
44 ER J#995 
 
a G in marg. N!&#+8, P'{,}>', E"$)"F " Z"&4$$"F 

186r 

186v 
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f)q9")F"1 38 &%e?8 9q$#e)/?8 ;#9q982, ;"?$-+8 ;'AV?%&" 1#eH4&8, +# 
9)(&:M f;#+"?8 7&# / &%?8 W)q$W$#98 +4 #>;%&4, ' ;"e?q$-+4 . #! 
J/?V$' ;474++:18 >:&"3, " #9q+#)'++:( =;%<=# )?4+WeB&8, # 74* 
<;#9&;'$+44 7q&" 2 Z#$-&-;4+'4 )q =+".'185 .[\.6 &'38 D";9"$"W, 
G#e;&"W, K'&#+'7 " F+:18, "e34 +".*%34 &)#;-&8 <#?"+8 
<q;#"A)4*4+FW J"?' #! J#9q9', 1#&- "18 &:9-7', # &#?8 ;'A$"7+:?" 
<;#"A)#*: .;'+-&9-, <;#"A)#*- J"?8 #! ;'A$"7+:18 =&"&#;#)8 
;'A$"7+/ >:&", " #! ;'A$"7+:18 )"+8 ;474++:M &#8 &#=?/ "[)%9&+# 
W=/ .;4=" *;4)+F" " +(+4,+F", JV" +4 JV95B, +# J#9q9F4B A#)V&8 " 
<",V!, 7'-&59 *$- &#.# -e=# JV95 #! &#./ 9q$#)'10 ;#9q9811 2 fA4=F"$- 
;474++V12 >:&5 7'B&813, 434 'A8 ;'AV?+:( $B*4% ;'&:?+#?V 
;'&9V3q*4+FB14 )q;V7'B, || 
Sq$V.#,8 34 " D41#)F" ) =+".4 .'\.% ) .$()% .)\.% )q $"9q&V .)\.* 
$%&/<"9qC: +(," <#$9=F4 <",V&8, >V6&/15 ;V9=F416 A4?q$" ;474++:17, 
" V?q+#3"&4$+:18 >:,' #! JV9q9', )+V=', "$" W=# +%C:" .$(.#$B&8 
#! ;#*+'./19 >;'e&' ]41#)' " k41#)', 9"C4 ]4(, $41"C=VB20, "$"w 
$WC=VB, B34 +(+4 A#)4* <#$9=VB21 (#! <;#9&;'++:18 <#,, " 
<#$4)'+5W22, "$"w <#$4+4)8 9';?'C="18 +';#*#)8 ;474++V23) A4?$B 
#)q$'*%$8 " V?+#3"$8, k418 34 )&#;:M >;'&8 749="4 9&;'+: 
):.+')8 >#4?8 +%?C:24 9q$')4+9="?825 +';#*#?8 #9'*"$8, "1834 
741" #! &#.#. k41' " +(+4 +';"C'4?8, <#&#?8 JV9826, "$"w JV9q9' 
(4.#38 "?W #*+"?8 9$#)#?8 .2. +4 9#.$'9V4&9- 9# fA4=F"$4?827)28 
J#"9829 &;4&F" >;'&8, ]41#)8 " k41#)8 9)#M9&)4++:M30 +'9q$%*+"=8 
D#9#1'a #! I@4&' )4$"=F4 " <;#"#&;'$+:4 || +';#*: ;V9="4 ) 
<#$Ve+#Hq+:1831 " ?4.)#9&#7+:18 9q&;'+'1832, " +' <#$*4$ 2?+#3", 
#9'*", " #! 9)#4.# "?W+"33 &% A4?$" J#9q9"4B (W=# " F+:4 >;'&5- 4)/ 
$41" " 741") "?4+#)', 
O+F" . #! ;#_#$-+#)834 +';#*#' 9';q?'C="18 ?#9=#)9="18, "34 9 
D"@;"*'&/*#

35 =#;#$4*# <#+q&9="?836 ;'&#)'1V, ;V9'=" ;#_#$-+:37, " 
;V99'+: )?4+-B&8 >:&" ;474+:38, "+F"39 38 1#&-&840 "?4+#)'&5 #! 
C)%&' ;V9', "34 49q&541 #/H4 C)%&8 ;V9=#)#

42 "43 </*#$9=#.#44, F 
)#$:+9=#./45 +';#*', &#)# *$- +(,"46 "18 +(+4 +'A:)'B! ;V9'='*%

47, 

__________________________ 
 
1 B fV'9%)"F G fV)9%" N f)94)FM | 2 ER ;#995 | 3 G >:&"F | 4 N Z#$-&4;'+' | 5 E =+(."( | 
6 ER .)\. | 7 ER " N&#+' | 8 BG omm. | 9 G 7'4&8 | 10 R 9$')' | 11 B ;V"#95 G ;V"#98 ERN ;#995 
| 12 G ;474++# | 13 BG 7'B | 14 ER ;'&923*4+"W | 15 BR >V!&# | 16 G ;V&9="4 | 
17 G ;474++:F ER ;474+: | 18 GN V?+#3"&4,+:F | 19 N ;#*+#.# | 20 R $41"6=2B | 21 BG 
<#,#9=#B | 22 BG <#$4)'-,# ER <#$4)'+:W N <#$4)'$- | 23 R ;474+"+V | 24 N +4?C#)8 | 
25 ER 9$#)4$#9="?8 | 26 GRN JV95 | 27 BGN f[4="F$4):* ER fA4="$4* | 28 BGN omm. 
right parenthesis sign | 29 BG JV"#) N J#998) | 30 R 9)#%9&)4$#+: | 31 GEN <#$V+#,+:( | 
32 BG 9&;'$ | 33 BGN "?4+" | 34 BGER ;#_'$-+#' | 35 BG D"@;'*'&#* | 36 BG <#,#9="?8 
ER <#+&"9="* | 37 ER ;#_'$-+: | 38 BG ;474$+:% | 39 BG "F+" | 40 ER 1#&-1V | 41 B 9V! in 
ras. G 9V&5 suprascr. | 42 RN ;V9='.# | 43 BGN omm. | 44 N <#*#$59='.# | 45 N )#$:+9='.# | 
46 BG +(,"( | 47 E ;V9'='*  
 
a G in marg. +';#*: ;V9="4 

187r 

187v 

188r 
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94 49&5 ;V9: )#$#9: "?VH"?", 
EV&5 +%C:" "34 ;V9=VB A4?$B " ;V9'=" #! JV9: .#;#*'1 A%$# 
<;4*;4)+-./ #! U#)'.#;#*' )4$"=#)#

2 +' <#$+#1
3 [sic] ._\. )4;9&8 

$43'H'.# >:&" ;474++:( || 7'B&84, +# &# "e18 7'W+"4 A%$# 
+4<#*#>+/5, 9'?# *%$# W)$-4&8, <#+434 +4 *#?#)"&8 #! 9)#4.#, 
9)#"?" ;V='?" A*'++#.#6 *#?V, +# *#*# #! *#?#)"&#.#7 "?4+" >:)'4& 
9- ;474$, &'=#38 +4 .#;#*#=8 JVe9', 1#&- " <;4*;4)+F", ;V9="?8 
+';#*#*# "e?- *'*4w, +#8 ;V9'=", .#;#*#=8 9)#"?" ;V='?" 9#9&;#"$", F 
9)#"?8 "?4+4?8 +';4=#,', -=# 34 +4 #! ;4=", +" 34 #! .;'*' 
D#9=):, D#9=)', +# ;4=' " .;'6 #! +';#*' ?#9=#)9=#)#

9 "?-+#)'+:10 
9V&5, -e=# K;'=#'# #! K;#='11, J"?8 #! J#?V$', I+&"#1"- #! I+&"#1', 
U"+")F" #! U"+' " <;#9

12 ;474++:"13 9V&5 #! 9)#"( A*'&4$4M, ' +4 
Aq*'&4$" #! &%( )4H4% -.3 9'?" 9#&*',', <;#"Aq)#*-&8 34 +%C:" 
;V9'=#'# #! 9&;'+: =#,1"9="-14 9q$')+:-, 15) +B.3

15 O'9#$
16 <# 

A$'&#4 ;V+# %&*",#, # 74* ):,4 94)# ) <#)49&" Tq;#.#)#% OV9&"+#)#M 
;4749-, $'&"++"="17 . "18 A#)V&8 ;V9q9:, ;V&4+: " ;#_#$-+:18. 
19U# D#9=)' F )9"20 >4$#;V9qC: +4 <q;"4?$B! &%( ):,4</?-+V&:()21 
|| +';#*' 9)#4.# ;V9=#.#22 "$" ;#9F"9=#.#23 <;#"&)4*4+4M24 " 
+';474+4%, -=# <;')*% +49#.$'"#+:18, ' &)4-*-&8 &#w, -=# JV"# "$" 
;Ve9="4 +';#e*: "&*')q+' J#99"4B25, 94 49&5 $B*" <# <;#9&;'+q+:* 
7'9&4* )94$4++:- ;'&9"-+"F ;474+" 9V&5, " ) &#*# <;#"&)4*4e+F"26 
D#9=)' 9#.$'9Ve4&9- A .;4749="?" *;4)+"?" <#)%9&#<"9C:, "34 
)9%18 9';?'&#)8 +#?'e*'?"27, 94w 49&5 9 ?%9&' +' ?%9&# 
<;494$-BH"?"9-28, " 9<#e;'?" 94 49&5 ;'&9%-+:?"29 +';"7B!, 434 
="F.*# <;"$%.+# 7"&'e- 9)(&'-30 <"9'+"- 2 <;5#;#=#)8 #e>;-H4&8, F34 
7'9&# 9$#)494w ;'&9%-+F- 31V<#&;4>$-B&8, 4.*' #e ;'&9%-+F"31 +';#e*#)8 
.$(B&8; 
Ie ;Ve9="4 "$" ;#9F"9="432 +';#e*: Aq33 9)#"?" 9$#)4+q9='.#34 -A:e=' 
3"e&4$?" >#$q,VB35 7'9&5 f);#e<: " I[F"36 +%=#&#;:437 9&;'+:w 
<#7'e)8 #! ?#;- $4*4+#e.#38, *'34 *# ?#;- ?4.A4?q9=#.#39 " 
'*;F'&"eC=#.#40, "*%34 )"+"C%M9="4 *4-3'):, &'=#.*4 #! 
$"6$-$9=#.#41 <;V9=#.#42, "$" || >'$&"F"=#.#43 " )4+4*F"9=#.#44 ?#e;- 

__________________________ 
 
1 N .#;'A*# | 2 EN )4$"='.# | 3 BGRN <#,#+#75 | 4 B 7'B | 5 ER +4<#*#>+: | 
6 EN A*'++'.# | 7 N *#?#)"&'.# | 8 G +' | 9 ERN ?#9=#'#9='.# | 10 BN "?4+#)'+: G 
"?4+#)'+" | 11 BG K;#)' | 12 R <;#7"F | 13 BN ;474++: | 14 BGN =#,#1"%9="W | 15–15 BG 
)+#)5 . | 16 BG O'99#+8 N O-99#+8 | 17 E $'&"+"+9=" R $'&"+9="F | 18 BG ;#_#$-+- 
R ;#_'$-+: | 19 R ad. left parenthesis sign | 20 E )9"F N )9! | 21 BGN omm. right parenthesis 
sign | 22 ERN ;V9='.# | 23 E ;#9"F9='.# RN ;#"#9"F9='.# | 24 BG <;#"&)4*4+"4 | 
25 ER J#9"4B | 26 ER <;#"&)4*4+" | 27 R +#?#*'?" | 28 GER <;494$-BH"?89W | 
29 BGER ;'&9%-++:*> E ante corr. ;'&9%-++:W | 30 ER 9)(&:W | 31–31 N in marg. | 32 ER 
;#9""#="4 N ;#99FM9=F4 | 33 G om. | 34 BG 9$#)4+9=#.# | 35 B ante corr. >{V},#,VB | 
36 BG IA"- | 37 N +%=#&#;:- | 38 N $4*4+'.# | 39 N ?435A4?9='.# | 40 N '*;F'&"C='.# | 
41 E $"@$-+9='.# N $"6$-+&9='.# | 42 N <;29='.# | 43 E >#,#&"9=#.# R >#+&"9=#.# 
N >'$&FM9='.# | 44 E )4+4*"C='.# R )4+4*"C=#.# N )4+4*FM9='.# 

188v 

189r 

189v 
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*'.3 *# ='9<F"9=#.#1, <#$&9=#.#2, 4.4F9=#./3, 4$49<#$&9='.#4 ?#e;- 
+'9%-$" " +'<#,+",>, 'H4 )8 "+:(

5 ?%9&418 "+:4 +';#e*: -=# ]"&)', 
]#&)' F &'&'e;: .;4=" "&'e$"'+46, " +4e?C: ?4. 9$')-+87 <# 9?%.9&)V 
" ;'&$"7"B8 9&;'$ 9?%,'$""#. +#e, #!=Ve*V +" 49&5 ;V99'="9, " F+:4 
;V9="4 +';#e*: "?- " <;#&)'+"4 "?V!, #e6+'=# )9"w10 9$#)4+q9=#.#11 
-A:e=' 2<#!;4/$-B&8, " )9"w12 9Ve&5 2. 1;"#&"'+413, #e)F" <# 7"+V "1834 
49&5 >#$q,'e- 7'9&5, .;4749=#?V -=# D#9=)'w >%$'- JV95 >#$.';: 
>#e9+:14 94;>:. #e)F" <# ;"?q9=#?V V74+"B15, -=# <#$-e=" ?'AVe;:, 
741"16 ?#;')-+4, =';)'&: *',#?'&:17, <#?#;7"=", ,$4+qA'="18, 
=';"+&:, 9&";"'+4, ;'.V,'+4, " F++:1819 ?+#e.# +';#e*#)8 
9$')4$9=#.#20 ;V9=#./21 -A:e=' 2<#&;4>$-BH"(; <",4! &'=#.*4 
S$V.#,8 ) $%&/<"9" 9)#4% ) $"9&V .=(4.* ) =+".'( || .'\.( -=# 
Ne*#+'e=;8a =+(A5 ;V9="F J"?8 )A- " )$'*% "?8, 434 " - #>;%$8 2 
Z#$-&4;'e+', ) =+"e.% .)\.% +#22 &#.#w =+(A- +';"C'e4&8 Ne*#'e=;8, ?'$/ 7&# 
#!?%+")8, #>'e74 4.# +4 ;V9='./23 +';"C'e4&8, &#24 "&'$"'e+"+'25. " 
='=# A' <#e?#7"B26 .#!&#)827 J"?8 )qA-, " )$'*%28 "?8 .*(F. $%&8, ) &#e?8 
S$V.#e,8 9 Z#$-&4;'e+#?8 <V9&5 9<#- 7"+-&8, - 29) &#?829, 30 +4 
)*'B95; 
T%18 . ;V9'=#)8 7'9&5 <4;)#31, V 74-+#.#32 ?#;-, "$"w +' S#+V " <# 
Z#$.% ;4='e?8 <#9%$"$"95, "+F" 34 # 74?8 =V<+# )9"33 $%&#<""#C: 
;V9="4 9#.$'9VeB&C'34, +'6 *V+'e"9="?" >4;4.'?" 9&;'+: #)$'*%$" 
F*%34 +(+4 )4+.4;9="4 " >#$.';q9="435 A4?$", "18.3 &#.*' +#;C: "$" 
+#;"eC: +';"C'e12 <#&#?8 . "+:e4 +';#e*: ;V9="4 9$')4e+q9="4 <# 
;'&$"7+:?8 9&;'+'e?8 ;#9<;#9&4-$"95 " ;'&9%-$"95, "34 
;'&$"7+:?" "?4+'e?" #! ;%=8 9q&;'+8 || " =+(A4M36 9)#"18 ;'&$"e7+# 
"?4+#)'+" 92&5 -=# )#$.';: "$" >#$.';:, " )#$:$C: #! Z#$.", 
?#;')-+437 #! D#;'): ;4="w, "$"w #! D#;'e&'38 =+(A-, <#$#7'+4 #! 
G#$#&: ;4="w, 741" #! k41', <#$-=" #! <#$5 "$"39 <#$-e+#)8 +';#e*#' 
"+:e( ;Ve9="18 "34 ) &%( 9&;'+'e18 "*%34 +(+4 K"4)8, 94$4e+"- 9)#"w40 
"?%1V41, <#&#?8 )+4.*' +'6 SV+'4?8 <#94$"$"95, "&.+'$" "18 
)#$#e," "9 &%( 9&;'+8, ' "+F" "9 &#.#. +';#e*' +'6 Z"9$#B ;4=#eB V 
+%?C#)8 " +'6 N*;#B 2 9'9#)8 9&;'+: <#A')$'3")'$"42 9 =+(A4?8 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER ='9<"9=#.# N ='9<FM9='.# | 2 N <#+&9='.# | 3 G 4.49=#./ N 4.4M9='.# | 
4 BG 4$49<#$*9=#.# ER 4$%9<#$&9=#.# | 5 BGER :+:18 | 6 BG F&'$"-+4 | 7 G 9$#)-+8 | 
8 G ;'&$"7'B E ;'A$"7BB R ;'&$"75B | 9 ER ;V9'=" | 10 N )9% | 11 N 9$#)4+9='.# | 12 N 
)9% | 13 BG 1;"#&"-+4 | 14 ER >#9+:F | 15 B ante corr. 2{#}4+"B | 16 BGN 741: | 17 BGRN 
*#,#?'&: | 18 R ,$4,['=" | 19 BGER F+:( N ante corr. "+:18 | 20 ER 9$#)4+9='.# 
N 9$')4+9='.# | 21 ERN ;V9='.# | 22 G +' | 23 G -:9=#.# | 24 BGRN +# | 25 BG "&'$"-+"+' 
| 26 R <#?#H"B | 27 BG .#!)#;#' R .#&#'# | 28 BG )$'*%,# | 29–29 BG omm. | 30 N &# | 
31 ER <4-)#% | 32 RN 74;+'.# | 33 N )9% | 34 BGN 9#.$'9VB!9- | 35 E >#,#.#;9="4 | 
36 E =+(A4 | 37 BG ?#;#)-+- | 38 R D#;#&' | 39 ER add. #! | 40 R 9)#- | 41 N "?-12 | 
42 B <#'$'3")',> ante corr. <#3''$'3")',> G <#)$'3")'$" 
 
a G in marg. N*#+'=;8 =+(A5 ;V9="F 

190v 

190r 
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9)#"?8 ]41#?8 #! +4.#. */ +(+4 +'98 $-1'?" ' &V-=" $4(&'*%
1 

)4$.;: $4$.4)'?", ]"&)' " j?#%*52 $:+q='?" ]#&)' $4M9'?" 
+';"e7B&83. ' "+:18 +';"C'1V *;#)='e+: #! *;#e)8 A'+4w ) $%9'18 ) 
.V9&:e( " <#;#9$:( ;#eH'18 3")-1V, || 
S;4.#)"e7"a .3 +'6 S)"e+#B >:e,'4, "+F" .3 +'6 S49+#eB " EV$#B 
;4='e?" 94)4;q9="?", "+F" .*% S+4<;8 " Z#$.' +'7"+'e4!9- =;")"e7'+4b 
;474e+" >:,', "18.3 >% 9&#$+:F5 .;'6 E?#$4+49=86. &'=#.*4 94->: 
=';)'e&:7 >4$-+4 <#?#-7"=", "8 F+q+:49 9$')4+q9=#.#10 -A:e=' +';#e*: 
;Ve9="4, ;'&$"7+:?" <;#&)'+q?"11 #! ;'&$"7+:18 9&;'$ " =+(A4M 
;474e+" 9V&5, +# <#6$"++:18 <#)%9&#<"9C#)8 "?%!> +4 ?#e34?8 *'34 
*# K"- E&%=', "12 K#;4)'13 =+(A4%. &#&8 KF" "$"w K".8 E&%=8 " 
K#;4e)814 =+(A" ;Ve9="4 >;'e&5-15 >:$" ;#*+:4 74&)4;&'- . 949&;'c "( 
]4>4*' "$"w ]4e>4*5 #! +';#e*' " +'9$%*"'16 R'@4&#)' " D#9#e1' 9(+' 
4./, " &F" )$'9&)#)'e&" +'7'e,'. KF" "$" K".8 9&';%M,F", .;'6 K"e4)8 
#! 9)#4.# "?4+"17 +' ;4=% S+4<;% <#9&')", "*%34 <#&#e?8 >% 
9&#$+:M .;'6 " .$')' 9'?#*4-3')9&)'18 ;Ve9=#.#19; || )&#;:eM >;'&8 
E&%=8 +4*'$4e74d K"4)' 9#9&;#e" .;'6 +' .#;% E&4=')"CV #! 9)#4.# 
"?4+"20. &'=#.*4e K#;4)8 &;4e&F" >;'! "( K#;4)"CV ) V*%,+#?8 
9)#4?8 =+-.9&)421 V9&;#e" 4.#.3 <#&#?8 Z:7.#;#6

22 A)'e$" 949&;' . 
"18 ]">4*'23, f +' ;4=% ]">4e63

24 94$4e+"- 9)#" <#$#3")8 &'?8. 
.#;#*#e=8 ]">46 "$" ]B>47525 <#9&'e)" +' ):9#=#* 1#,?V, 
TF" =+(A" )4;q1#)+%M,F" >;'&5-26 ;#6+:427 "?%12 "+:e18 =+(A4% <#6 
9)#4B )$'e9&"B ?q+#.# "34 7'e9q&# V +"e18 )#4)#e*: >:e,' "&

g +"e18 >% 
<4;q):F J'6A"?8 #! +4.#. ;474e+" 9V&5 ;'*"*7'+4, +'6 ;4=#B 
E'9=#B28 Z-&=#B29 #!

h +4.#. )-!7'+4 +'6 ;4=#B Z#,#.#B " Z-&q=#B, 
SV$4>' #!

i +4.#. *V$4>-+4 +'6 LV.#?8 "18.
j +(+4 $V7'e+'?" A#)4e?8, 

+# &% +';#e*: ;V9="4, "34 #! J#*"e?' #! SV$4>: " Z-&q=' 
<;#"&)#.*4+"4 "?%$" || <# #e>:e7'B A)%;"+V ) $4e9'( 3"e$", F & 
>$".+"?" >4& ):>#;V " 9&:*' .*% =#*: <#$B>"e$#95, 9#)#=V<$-$"95, 
# 74e?8 =;#e+"=" ;29="4 S$V.#,8 " D%1#)F" ) =+(.%30 .'\. ) .$')% .*\. ) 
$"9&V .[\. <;#9&;'++%4 9)"*%&4,9&)VB!; 
G#&#e?8 )+4.*' &;" >;'e&' ;474e+q+:431 =+(A" ;V9="4 KF" E&%=832 " 

__________________________ 
 
1 G $4!&'?" | 2 N j?#"*8 | 3 N +';"72&8 | 4 G ad. " | 5 G 9&#$5+: | 6 N E?#$4+9=8 | 
7 BG =',#)'&: | 8 ER omm. | 9 BGER F+:4 | 10 B 9$')4+9='.# E 98$#)4+9='.# ante corr. 
9#$#)4+9='.# R 9$#)4+9=#.# N 9$#)4+9='.# | 11 ER <;#&)'++:?" | 12 G om. | 
13 ER K#;4A' | 14 BG K#;4+4' | 15 BG >;'&"- | 16 BGERN +'"#$%*"- | 17 ER F?-+" | 
18 ERN 9'?#*4-39&)' | 19 N ;29='.# | 20 ER "?W+" | 21 ER =+-349&)% | 22 ER Z:7#.;'6 | 
23 BGN ]4>468 | 24 BG ]">4*" | 25 BG ]4>475 | 26 BG >;'&"- | 27 GER ;#*+:- | 
28 R E'+9#B | 29 U ante corr. Z-&=# BGN Z-!=# | 30 BGN =+(.'( | 31 ER ;474$+:F | 
32 B E=%1 G t%=8 
 
a G in marg. *;-.#)"7" | b G in marg. =;")"7" | c G in marg. K"F | d G in marg. t4=8 | 
e G in marg. c#;4)8 | f G in marg. ]4>4*' | g G in marg. J'*A"?8 " ;'*A"?"7" | h G in 
marg. )-&7'+4 | i G in marg. SV$4>' | j G in marg. *V$4$7-+4 

191r 

191v 

192r 
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K#;4e)8 #! 3"&"- <;49&'e)"$"951, 9(+#)4 " +'9$%6+"C: "( <#9$4 "18 
*#$.# =F".*# +' 9)#4* V*%$4 9 ?";#* )$'9&)#)',>, *'34 <#&#e?8 )5 
"18 ?%9&# N9='$*8 I9=#,#&82 "$"w N9=#$#6, " S:;8 =+(A"a #! "18 .3 
+';#68 +'9&V<"e$"3. "+F"4 . ;V9F'+4 ) <#$V+#,+:185 9&;'e+'18 
<;#9&;'e+q+/ +'6 #eA4;#?8 O$?4+4?8 "$"w O,#?4;8, 4.#. ) ,";"+V6 .?\. 
)4e;9&8 ' ) 6$"+Vw ._\. )4e;9&8, 9"*%$", &F" .3 U#)8.;'6 )4$"e=F"b +' 
Z#,1#)% ;4=%, -34 +(+4 9;4*"w .;'e*' "*4&8 <#9&')"$", " P#9&#?"$'7 
"&

8 <#9;4*"w 94>- || ) =+(A- "&>;'e,'. &#$"e=' . &#.*' >% ?#e75 
)4$"e=#+#).#;#6C=#)89 " ) &#$"e=#% 749&" " ;'&:?%+F"10 2 
"+#9&;'e+q+:( &#&8 .;'6 )4$"e=F" U#e)8.#;#6

11 >%, -=# K;'+q&F" 
+4?4Cq=F"12 <#)%9&#<"94C8 ) =+".% .'\. ) .$')% .'\. &'=VB <;"e&7B # 
+"18 )#9<#?"+'e4&8, 1&#13 ?#e34&8 "$"w 9?%4&8 7&#w <;#&"'# L(.' " 
)4$"e=#.#14 U#)'.#e;#*'15, 
Ye/;%&'e4&8 34 9- ) $%&#<"9-18 ;V9="18 *;4)q+"18 -=# =#994;: ("34 
='=#)8 +';#6 >% )%*'&" +4 ?#e34?8) +%=#&#;:?" 7'9&5?" ;V9="18 
9&;'$ "&*')+' )$'*%,', " )?%9&# *'+" F <#6*'+q9&)' 9# )9-=#.#16 
*)#;'w >4$49#" =#3"eC: ):>";'e$", &'=#.*4 )';4." "$"w )';-." )$'*%$" 
"?" ?q+#.#, # &%18 )';4.'18 #!=V*V17 >: #+" >:e$" ;'&$"7+' 9V&5 
;'AV?%+"-, <#+4.3 F ;V9="4 $%&#<"9" =;#?% 9'?#)# || "18 <;#&)'e+"-, 
*'$+-.#18 #19 +"(

20 <;#"&)4*4+"- +4 &)#;-!, +# <#+434 D#9=)', 
)4$"e=#+#).#;#3'+421. <9=#e)"7"22, >'$q&F"9=#423 ?#e;4, 434 <;V9:, 
E)%B *'e&q7'+8, $";$-+&:, v"$$-+*"B, " 7'9&5 ?#9=#e)9="18 9&;'$ 
#>$")'4&8 )';-.9=#4 ?#e;4 +';"C'B&8, &#.*' )"*"!9- )4eH824 >:e&" 
-)$4+q+', -=# "$" 9)%%9="4 "$" *'&qC="425 " <;Ve9="4 =+(A" *$- 
9?4.9&)' #/H"( ;V>434M "?" #>$'*'1V, 
f9&5 . Z'.;"'26 .;'6 "&*')q+' A4$# 9$')4$ #! )'$*'$"&827 <#9&'e)$4+8 
+4*'$474 ]B/=', +' ;V>43'e18 .#,,&4e+q9="(

28, #! +4.#. >',&"F9=#429 
?#;4, )';-.9=#4 "?4+#)'$+# +%C:F >:&" ;'&:?%B&8, 
U#c <#+434 )'$*'$"&: &#.#. 9$#)4e+q9=#.#30 -A:e=' <# ;'&9V3*4+"B 
+%=#&#;:( <#)%9&#<"9qC#)8 V<#&;4>$-$" ) &%31 . );4?4+'w A%e$# 
9",+"32 )33 ."#*;9&)'( 9)#"18 || )#"+q9=#B34 1;'>;#9&"B >:e,' )"6+'- 
)4eH835 >:e&" "A)%9&+'36 -=# ;V9'e=" ) &# );4?- "9 &%18 )'.;#)8, "$"37 

__________________________ 
 
1 B <;4"#$')"$"" G <;4"&$')"$"95 ante corr. <;49$')"$"95 | 2 BG I9=#,#*8 | 3 B 
+'9&#<"$" | 4 ER "+" | 5 BGR <#$V+#H+:( | 6 N ,";#&2 | 7 ER P#9&#?""#$' | 8 BG " | 
9 BGERN )4$"=#+#'.#;#6C#' | 10 ER ;'AV?%+" | 11 ER U#)8.;'6 | 12 N +4?4C=#M | 
13 N =&# | 14 N )4$"='.# | 15 ERN U#)'.;'*' | 16 ER )9-=#)' N )9-='.# | 17 B #!=#*V 
G #!=V*: | 18 ER *#,#+-.# N *'$5+'.# | 19 BG #! ER omm. | 20 ER "( | 21 BGN add. " 
E )4$"=#+#)#.#;#3'+4 | 22 E <9=#)"7"F | 23 BG >',#&"$9=#4 | 24 N )4H5 | 25 ER *'K="4 | 
26 BGER Z'.;"- | 27 G )'*'$"! | 28 R .#$#,&4+9="18 | 29 BG >'$&"$9=#4 R >#$&"F9=#4 | 
30 EN 9$#)4$9='.# | 31 ER &!1 | 32 BG 9",#+: | 33 ER omm. | 34 B ante corr. )#"$#9=2B | 
35 N )4H5 | 36 G "&)%9+' ER "A)%9&+# | 37 ER :$" 
 
a G in marg. N9=#$*8 " S";8 | b G in marg. U#)8.;'*8 " P#9&#?:9$8 | c G in marg. 
)';-." "$" )'+*'$"&: 

192v 

193r 

193v 
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)';-.#'#
1 " )'+*'$"&#)8 #! +';#e*' 9$#)4+q9='2 =+(A4M 94>% "&>F;','3 " 

)$'9&5 "?8 +'6 ;V9="?" ."#*;9&): );V7"e,'. )+4.*' ># +' JV9"w +' 
<#$8*4+5 $43'H4M N9='$q*8 " S:e;8 +'9$%*+"C: K"4): +'4 
="4)9=#?8 =+(39&)% =+(3"e,', +';#e*: ;V9="4 <;#9&;'e+q+# ) 
<#$Ve+#,+:(

5 )#9&#7+:18 9&;'+'( ;#&?+#e3"$""#
6. *#$.# . >4& 

9&';%","18 )$'*%&4$4% #/H"?"w7 +4+')"e9&5?" )#&34+" 
);4*"e&4$+:48 A'*#e;: "9 )#M+: *#?#):4 )$'9&" ;'e*" " 
9&';%M,"+q9&)' +' =+(A4% " ?4. 94>- )97"+',>, " &# )"e*- P#9&#?"$810 
?V. 74e9&4+8, >$(.#;'&:?4+8, " )4$"e=#.#11 <#7&4e+"W 2 +#).#;#6C#)8 
+'7' "e?8 9#)%&#)'&" <#+4. 9#.$'9"e&"95 +4 ?#.$"w ) ):e>#;% =+(A- "& 
<#9;4*" 94>- *$- ;'&+#9&" 7"+#e)8, *'>:w <#"#$'e$" || ) )'e;-.", "12 &;4e18 
>;'e&#)8 =+(A4eM )';-.9="18 "34w &#.*' )#"+q9=#B 1;'>;#e9&"B 9$'e)q+" 
>:e,' +' ."#*;9&)# ;Ve9=#4 ):e>;'$"13, " <;"&)'$", 
E4M >$(.#;'&:?+:M14 9#)%&8 P#9q&#?"e$#'# <#1)'$- JVe95 <#9$',' 
&#&87'" <#9$#)8 ) )';-." " 18 =+(A4?8 "(, .($- <;#9&/ 9"eC4, ."#*;9&)# " 
A4?$- +(,' )4$"=' "15 #>",+' V;-*V . ) +4?8 +%&8, <;F"*"e&4 ):w 
."#*;9&)VM&4 " )$'*%M&4 +'e?", 
T# <#9#$9&)# <;"+-e)8 &;" >;'e&' ;#6+:e416 =+(A"17, a )';-.9="418, 
JB;"=8 E"+'298 "$"w E"+%)8, " T;")#- "$" T;V>#- "*#e,' ) JV9519 
'>"4 920 <#9$'?" ) $%&# #! 9#&*'+"- ?"e;' <# ;V9=#?V 974&V21 .0[(&#. 
434 ='34&q9- >:&" K;#?4;V, #! c;"#&' .s(_'. )+4.*' . <;F"*#,' = 
;V9="?8 ;V>43'?8, 9 )4$"e=#B #1#&#B #! )9%18 7"+#e)8 -5">%"1%(

22 
<;"+-+:23 >:e,' || '>"4 34 ."#*;9&)# ;V9=#4 *#/;#)#$+/ )#$+:?" 
$B6?" <#6*'+#424 +' &;" 7'9&" &;" >;'e&' =+(A" ?4. 9#>#B 
;'&*%$"e$"25, JB;"=8 9&';%",F" =+(3"#&)# )4$"e=#.#26 U#)'.#;#*'27 
)A- )28 V*%$8 9&#$+:" 34 .;'6 +' #9&;#)% #A4;' $'*#.9=#.#29 (4.#.3 
) ,";"+2 .&\. )4;9&830 ' )*#$5 .6\. )4;9&8 <",4&8 P4;>4;9&4$

31) .;(<4. 
)4-9&8 #! )4$"e=#.#32 U#)'.#;#68

33 <#9&')"34, 
E"+'V98 . "$" E"+%)8 #>$'*'w 9&;'+'*% ;V9="?" +'6 >%$:?8 
#A4;#*, 4.#. )*#$5 " <#<4;4e.835 ._\. )4;9&8 #! U#)'w.#;#e*' )4$"e=#.#36, 
' #! D#9=): .6\. )4;9&8,  
U'6 &%?8. #A4;#?8, ) +4.#. -=# 9$')-! ;%=8 .&(_. )<'e*'4&8, ' &#,#=# 
#6+' ;4=' E#9+'b "& +4.# ):1#e*"&8 ;474$+:F37 =+(A5 E"+'298 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER .#)#;-'# | 2 E 9$#)4$9='.# R 9$')4+9='.# | 3 U ante corr. "&>;',' | 4 G +'6 | 5 BG 
<#$V+#H+:( | 6 R ;#[#?+#3#$""# | 7 N suprascr. | 8 E );4*"&4,#+:W | 9 BG omm. | 10 E 
P#9&#"#?""#$ R P#9&#"#?",# | 11 EN )4$"='.# | 12 R "& | 13 E ):/;'+" | 14 N >$'.#;'A2?+#M 
| 15 ER omm. | 16 B ante corr. ;{V}*+:4 | 17 BGN =+(A- | 18 E )#;-39="4 | 19 BG J#"# | 20 ER 
omm. | 21 BGN H4&2 | 22 N ;#99FM9="18 | 23 B <;"+-!> G <;"+-,% E <;"-+: R <;"-&: 
N <;"+-&: | 24 BGRN <#6*'$+#4 | 25 ER ;#&*4$"$" | 26 EN )4$"='.# | 27 ER U#)'.;'*' | 
28 BGN )# | 29 N $'*#39='.# | 30 R suprascr. | 31 ER P4;>49&4$ | 32 N )4$"='.# | 
33 ER U#)'.;'*' | 34 G <#9&')"&5 ER <#9&')"$" | 35 E <#<4;!18 | 36 N )4$"='.# | 
37 BG 74;4$+:%  
 
a G in marg. JB;"=8, E"+4V98 " T;V)#;8 | b BG in marg. i4=9+' 

194r 

194v 
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=;%<#"#&5 " .;'6 || 9&#$q+:" <#9&')", "*%34 +(+4 =+(A5 )4$"e=F" 
?#9=#e)q9=F" +(+4,+F" ='&+: 9)#4% >#$,VB 7'9&5 *$- >4A#<'9&)'1 
?%9&' 1;'e+"&" #>:e=q$8, 
T;4e&F" =+(A5 )';-.9=F"2 T;V)#;8 "$" T;V>#;8 <;"- =+(39&)# 
<$49=#)9=#4 "$"w <9=#)q9=#4 V*%$+#4 .;(<. )4;9&8 #! )4$"e=#.#3 
U#)'.#;#*'4 .;'*8 . 9&#$+:F 9#&)#;"w ) E)#;C4 "$"w )8 O&>#e;9=%5, ' 
<# D%1#)"B: ) `>#-=%6, 4.#.3 +%=#.*' A' <;#?:9$#* =+(A- 
I$4_'+*;' <#$2/%$"15)#

7 )A-e,' <#$-e=" ) $%&# .0'6(_[. +# *4-3'&5 +4 
V?%$", 
E)"*%&4$9&)VB&8 $%&#<"9" ;Ve9="4 -=/ &% &;"wa >;'e&' JB;"=8 
E"+'e)988 " T;V)#-

9 =+(A" <;4.*4;474e++F"10 <;#"&)4*4e+"4 +';#e*' 
119)#4.# <#6$"++:?8 ;#*#9$#)"4*

11 "?%-1V "& )4,?#38 ;"e?9="18 
=49'-9=#./12 ;#e*', #! +"e18. )4$"e="4 =+(A" ?#9=#e)q9="4 F +(+4,q+"4 
)4$"e="4 ."#*;" ;#6 9)#% >:e&" || #! ;"e?$-+8 &)4;*-&8, 434 'H4 >: 
9"eC4 >:$#, &#.*' &F" =+(A" +'9$%6+"C: G'$4?#e+#): "$"w GVe)$F'13 
]")#e+' ;"e?9=#.#14 =+(A-, "$" &#)';:H"15 "( >-1V, 16"34 ) 9F- 9&;'+:w 
<#$V+#,q+:416, 17, "*%34 +(+4 j?#"*518 $";$-+&:, "$"w ]#&)' " 
]"&q)' .9.6\.19 >$(.#;#6+:( ;"e?q9="( " 9 7'&:;?'20 ;#e*:21 $Ve7q,"?"22 
V-9"+#'#

23, =#$Be?+#)8 =49';"e+#)824 F ="&'e);#'#
25, ) =#;'>$-(

26 7;4& 
'.$"+9=F"27 " >',&F"9=F"28 #="'e+829 &%9+#&'e?" AV+69="?"30 
*A4?+:?8* *"e)+:* 3;4>"4?831 >(3F"?8 <;"<$:w32 
f9&5 = &#?V A4?$"eC' Z';'e."-33 "$"w Z4;'.F'34 ) ."#*;9&)435 9'@#M9=#.#36 
=+(A- ?4. "&'$"'$9=#B37 " @;'$CV&9=#B38 A4?$4B +4*'$4e74 
$-&#>;#$.#)8, " )#=#$&4'#, -34 &#.*' >%39 9&;'+#eB ;"?9=#B F &40 &#% 
'H4 &F" =+(A" 9 G'$4?#e+#?841 ) 9"- 9&;'+:w <#$V+#,q+:- <;F"*#e,', || 
&#.*' )4;'."e9="442 "$"w )';'.9="4 =+(A" #! "&'$"'+q9=#%

43 #!7"+: 
)';'.F"44 +';"C'e1V9-, 9&;'+2 . $#&#)9=#B45 ) &# );4e?- Z';'."B46 
"?4+#)',' ) +4%34 (474.*' G'$4?#e+848 ) j?#eM*" " ) ]"&q)%47 9# 
"+:e?" ;"e?q$-+: <#94$"9-49) #>$'e*',', " 9 &%18.3

50 );'.#)8 "$"w 
)';'.#)8 ;V9'e=" &%( &;4e18 =+(A4% >;'e&5B <#?-+Ve&:( JB;"=' E"+'e)9' 
" T;V)#;'51 +' ."#*;9&)' ;Ve9="4 <;"-H'52; 
__________________________ 
 
1 R >4[#<'"#9&)' | 2 E )';-39=" | 3 N )4$"='.# | 4 ER U#)'.;'*' | 5 BG z&>#;9=4 | 6 BGN 
`>#-9=4 | 7 N <#$2>"+9='.# | 8 ER E"+''# | 9 G T;")#- | 10 BG <;4.*4;474+"F | 11–11 BG 
omm. | 12 N =49';9='.# | 13 BGER GV'#$"- | 14 EN ;"?9='.# | 15 EN &#)';"H" | 16–16 N in 
marg. | 17 BGERN <#$2+#,+:- | 18 GER j?#*5 N j?#"*8 | 19 UG ante corr. .9(6. 
BERN .9(6. | 20 BG 74&:-?' N 74&:;5?- | 21 B ante corr. ;#*{'} | 22 ER $2&7,"?" | 23 ER 
V-9'+#'# | 24 ER =49';'+#'# | 25 B ante corr. ="&'';#?8 | 26 G =#;#/$-( | 27 BG ')#$"+9="4 | 
28 BG >'$&"+9="F ER >#$&"F9="F | 29 BG #="-$ | 30 ER A2%9="?" | 31 G 3;4>""* | 32 BG 
<$"&: | 33 ER Z';-."W N Z';'.F' | 34 BGN Z4;'."- | 35 ER ."#*;&)# | 36 BGE 9'@#+9=#.# 
R 9#@#+9=#.# N 9'6#M9='.# | 37 BG "&'$"-+9=#B E "&'$"'$9=2B R F&'$"'$#9=#.# | 
38 BGN @;'+CV.9=#B E @;'$CV39=#B ante corr. @;'$CV39=2B R @;'$#CV.9=2B | 39 ER 
>: | 40 G 9 | 41 ER G#$4?#+#?8 | 42 BG )4;'."F9="4 | 43 BG "&'$"-+9=#% | 44 ER )';'." | 
45 BGERN $#&#)9=2B | 46 R Z';'."4B | 47–47 ER in marg. | 48 ER G#$4?[#+8] | 
49 BG <#94$-9- ER <#94$"$"9- | 50 E &4183' | 51 BGN T;V)';' | 52 BGERN <;"-,' 
 
a G in marg. #&=V*' <;#"[#,$" =+(A5W )';W39="4 

195r 

195v 

196r 
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IH4 ;V9'=" " $%&#<"9C: "( =&# #e+"w " ='=#):w $B*" >:e$", )';-." 
9='A'&5 +4 2?%B&8. <#+4.3 9#)4;,4+q+# <;#9&# $%&#<"95 9)#B 
+'7"+'B&8 9"eC41 <#9$'$' 63 JV"# =q )';-.#?82, .($- "*"e&4 ): 
."#*;9&)V%&4, " )$'*%M&4 +'e?", " <;#9: ' )"+8 " <;#"&)4*4+4%

3 
+"='="18 +4 &)#;-!, &#.# ># ) &# );4?- ;'&:?8 "18 +4 */9&"e.8, 
<#)%9&5 ># )4$"e=#.#4 "9=V9&)', " ;'&$"7+:( =+")# 7&4e+"- " 9#)%&' 
2<#&;4/$-4!, "34 'H4 1#H4&85 Be || *#)#6+#6 " "A-eH+# +' 9)%&87 
<;#"&+49&5 -=#.3 " ?: ) &#?8 <;#"&)4*4+F" ;V9="18 " $"&#e)9="( 
+';#e*#)8 *#$.# ?:e9$"$" " ?#&.#?88 )4;&%$", ;'*%- "9&"+q+# ) 
9#)4;,4e+9&)# )4eH89 <;46<;"-&2B10 <;")49&"w, 
Z$'69&)VBHV11 . JB;"=V +' )4$"e=#+#).#;#69=#?812 =+-.9&)413 ) 
]'e*#.4, '14 T;V)#e;V +' <q9=#)q9=#* )8 O&>#;"#=215, &;4e&F" >;'e&8 "18a 
E"+'V"

16 +' L4$%#A4;4 V?q;4 >4& +'9$%*"-17, +' ."#*;9&)4 ;V9=#?8 
>4$##A4-9=#?8 9#)4;,'w &#e=?# *)' $%&', &#)# =+-.9&)'18 )$'9&5 <# 
+4e?8 T;V)#- >;'! =+(A5 <9=#)q9=F" <;F- +# "19 &#M +4*#,.# +' <V9&#* 
?%9&4 9%*4, <#+434 ) .#6 <# >;'e&4 E"+'29420 V?;4 )# Gq9=#)4 " &'e?8 
<# #>:e7'B <#.'+q9=#?V +' <;4):9#e=#% ?#."e$4 <#.;4e>4+. 
JB;"=8 . 9&';%M,"F21 >;'e&8 =+(A5 )4$"e=#+#).#;#69=F"22 <#9$4 "( #>' 
=+-.9&)'23 >4$#/A4;9=#424 F <9=#e)9=#425 <;"-b, <#&#?8 . || 
*)#;-+#?8 9)#"?8 " *;V&-?8 A'9$234+:?8 .;'e*: ) ;V9="( A4?$-18 
;#&*'$8. #6+#?V E?#$4e+49=826 "+#e?V G#e$#C=827, DVe;#?8 L4$##A4;#, 
J#9&#'# " <;#e7'-28;  
 
Ne9=#$#6 "e S:e;8 +'9$%6+FC: K"e4):, =+(A"29 ;Ve9="18 A4?4$5 +' 
<#$8*(+5 $43'H"18, " ='e=# P;4e="B )#4)','30, " X(;-.;'*' *#>:)'e1V, 
U' JV9"w +' <#,#*(+5 $43'eH4M +' =+-.9&)%31 ="4)q9=#?8 Ne9=#$#6 " 
S:e;8 +'9$%6+"C: K"4):, ) &# );4?- )4$"7'e)#c #/$'*'12 &F" 9#>;')8 
)4$"e=#4 )#M9=# ;Ve9=#4, -=# $%&#<"9C: "( 9)"*%&4$9&)VB&832, ) 
9V6+'18 )#*-+:( +' =';'/$-(

33, " +' ='&'-.'(
34 " )35 9&;2.'( "*#e,' ) 

P;4="B 74e;+:?8 ?#e;4?8, " #/"*#,'36 X(;5.;'6 .;4="d ., "+:e- 
<#e?#7" " +'*4.*: || =;#?% ."#*' L(.' +4 "?%-, ?#$-1V9- +4<;49&'+q+# 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER omm. | 2 N )';-.'?8 | 3 B ante corr. <;#"&)4*4+" G <;#"&)4*4+"F | 4 N )4$"='.# | 
5 N 1#74&8 | 6 ER *#)#,#+# | 7 ER add. " | 8 ER ?#A.#'# | 9 N )4H5 | 10 B ante corr. 
<;46<;"-&" | 11 G )$'*:749&)VBHV R )$'9&59&)VBH2 | 12 G )4$"=#+#)#./;#C=/?8 | 
13 ER =+-349&)4 | 14 G # | 15 GER z&>#;9=V N O9>#;9=2 | 16 N E"+-298 | 17 B +'9$%*F' | 
18 ER =+-349&)' | 19 ER omm. | 20 B ante corr. E")'V94 N E"+-294 | 21 B 9&';%M,:M 
G 9&';%%," | 22 G )4$"=#+#)#.#;#C="F E )4$"=#+#)#.#6C="F R )4$"=#+#'#.#;#6C="F 
N )4$"=#+#).#;#*9=#M | 23 ER =+-349&)' | 24 GER >4$#A4-9=#4 | 25 E <9=#<9=#4 ante 
corr. <9=#)9=#4 | 26 EN E?#$4$#9=8 | 27 E G#$#K9=8 R G#6$#+9=8 | 28 E <;#75W | 
29 ER =+(A4% | 30 N )#4)#,' | 31 ER =+-349&)4 | 32 G 9)"*%,#|9&)VB! | 33 N =#;'>$-18 | 
34 N ='&#;.'18 | 35 N om. | 36 GERN #>:*#,' 
 
a G in marg. 9?4;&5 E"+4V9' " T;V)#;' | b G in marg. ;'A*!$4+"4 JV9" >#W;'?8 | c G in 
marg. N9=#$*8 " S";8 )8 K"4)! | d G in marg. "18 #9'*' +' X(;5.;(*8 

196v 

197r 

197v 
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*'>:w "( #! &#% 9)";%<#% #9'*: ;V9'=#)8 9)#>#*"e$8 &'.
1 <'&;"';18 

E4;.F" )A-)8 ;"&: *%): D';F", -342 &'?#3 >%, ?4. <;#e7"?" ?#Hq?"w 
749&+# >$B*#e?' (-=# $%&#<"95 ;Ve9='- )#9<#?"+'4&8) #?#7" Be ) 
?#e;44 " '>"4 ?#;4 )#9=#$4>'9-5, a, -=# =#;'>$-?86 ;V9="?8 
;'&>")'e&"", &#$"e=#, -=# N9=#$#6 " S:;8 =+(A" ="e4)q9="4 9 ?'e$:?" 
$B6?" 4*)'7 ) K"4'# )#&);'&"e,'9-, 
G#&#e?8b V?;4w JB;"e=8 =+(A5 )4$"e=#+#'#.#;#69=F"8 <9=#e)q9=F"9 F 
>4$#w/eA4-9=F"10 9(+' . O.#;-w #9&'e)", 4.#34c 9# )9%?8 ."#*;9&)#* 
;V9="?8 )*'*4 ) 9#>$B*4+"411 N$41V12 +%=#4?V >$".+4?V 9)#4?V 
"34 9$:e,''#

13, d -=# N9=#$#6 " S:e;8 )#A);'&",'9- ) K"4'# V&4;-)8 
+';-6 <#6 X(;4?8.#;#*#*

14, '>"4e ) 9V6+% )A-)8 9 9#>#B O.#;- 
JB;"=#)"7' <;F"e*4 ) K"4)8 S+4<;#?8 ;4=/B || " <;"&)'15 "1816 +' 
;#&.#)#;8 <;"-&4$q9=F"17 N9=#$#e*'18 " S"e;'19 =+(A4" ="e4)9="( F34 
+"749#.#3420 +4<;"-&4$9=#.#21 #! 9)#"18 +4 +'*%-95, 9 ?'$:?" 
$B6?" <;F"*#e,' )22 #>#& N$41#)8 " O.#;4)823 +' L+4<;8. &'?8 
N$418 <#='A'w "?8 O.#;- .($-d, 94M24 49&5 +'9$%*+"=8 )9%( =+-.9&)825 
;Ve9="( 9(+8 JB;"=#)8, ' ?+% >$".+"F, " &'e=# #>#"18 =+(A4% "26 
>;'e&#)8 N9=#$#e*'27 " S:e;' <4;46 9#>#B <#)4$% 2>"e&", F28 #)$'*% 
K"e4)#?8, F )9%?" ;Ve9="?" =+-.9&):29 = +4?V +'$43'H"?", " 
<;#9&;'e+q+# +' )#9&#e=8 +' <#,#+#75, " +' <#,*4+5, ."#*;9&)# F 
4*"e+##>$'*'&4$q9&)# 9)#4 ;'&,";"w ?+#."4 9&;'+:w 9?4.+:4 9"e$#B " 
):e?:9$#?8 = <#9$V,'e+"B 9)#4?V " R.#;4)V <;"+Ve*")8, 
E"C4 . +'9$%*"4 9VH"( =+(A4% ;Ve9="18 ="e4)q9="18, F =#;4e)"74)830 ) 
N9=#$#63

31 " S:;4, )+4.*' "( N$418 #/?'e+#?8 "&>", || 9#)4;,"e$#95, 
' "& =+(A4% )';-.9="18 "+:4 =+(A" #! O.#;-32 *'.3 *# +(+4,+-.# 
)4$"e=#.#33 =+(A- ?#9=#e)q9=#.#34 +#e):e?8 ;#*#9q$#)"4* A'74e$"95, 
O*4e <#&#e?8 9 )#e"9=#?835 N$4( +' *;4)$-+: 9# O.#;4?8 "34 >:e,' 
&'=#.*4 +';#*' ;V9=#.#36, " <#=#;")8 "( <#6 )$'9&537 9)#B38 *'e+5 +' 
+"( <#$#3"w <# <#>%*4 . ;'e*V-9-39 ) K"e4)% <#)4$% = 94>% <;")49&5 
=#+- 4.#34 >#$,"40 )9%18 $B>$-,441, <;"A)')8 3 )#$1)#e)8 )#<;#9"w 
"18, 7&# # &#e?8 =#+% 7'-$" >:, "3442 <;",46

43 ;4=#e,', -=/ &:  

__________________________ 
 
1 N &'=834 | 2 ER B34 | 3 ER &'?8 | 4 BGN ?#;" | 5 ER )#9=#$:>'9- | 6 BGN =';'/$-?8 
| 7 N #!F*#,' | 8 E )4$"=#+#).#;#6="F R )4$"=#+#'#.#;#C="F N )4$"=#+#).#;#*C=#M | 
9 N <9=#)9=#M | 10 N >!$##A4;9=#M | 11 G 9#>$B*4+"F | 12 ER N$5.2 | 13 BGN 29$:,''# | 
14 BGRN X(;4?8.;'*#?8 | 15 ER <;"&)')8 | 16 ER omm. | 17 R <;"-&4,#9=" | 18 R N9=#,*' 
N N9=#$'*' | 19 E S:;' ante corr. S";' R S:;' | 20 G +"749#34 | 21 N +4<;F-&4$59='.# | 
22 GER )# | 23 BGN O.';4)8 | 24 ERN 94 | 25 EN =+-349&)8 R =+-349&8 | 26 BGN omm. | 
27 R N9=#,*' | 28 ER omm. | 29 E =+-3'!): R =+-349&): | 30 ER =#;!)"7')8 | 
31 R N9=#$*4 | 32 G z.#;- | 33 N )4$"='.# | 34 N ?#9=#)9='.# | 35 R )#%9="?8 | 
36 ERN ;V9='.# | 37 ER )$'9&"B | 38 ER 9)#4B | 39 E ;'*29W | 40 N >#$5,4 | 41 ER $B>-,4 
N $B>$-," | 42 R #+" 34 | 43 G <;",46,4 
 
a G in marg. <#>!.8 | b G in marg. 9?4;&5 JB;"=' | c G in marg. O.#;5 | d G in marg. N$4.8 
| e G in marg. <#1#*8 4.# )8 K"4)8 | d G in marg. N9=#$*8 " S";8 2>"4+" | e G in marg. 
<#>%*' +'*8 *;4)$W+: 

198r 

198v 
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)4$"e=F" =+-34 #! 94.# =#+W V?;4e,", &#.# *$- <#)4$% 4./ #! 94>- 
#!)49&5, " #9#>81 1;'e+"&", F 9#>;')8 >#$,"2 )#F9=8 "& ;V9="18 A4?4e$5 
"*4 )#*-+:* +';-*#?8 7;4& 7#;+#43 ?#e;4 ) X(;5.;'6, 4.#34 9"$#B 
)4$"e=#B *#9&')',4a, >4&<;49&'$+# ?#e;4?8 " A4?$4B = >'e,+-* " =q 
9&%+'* || <;"9&2<'- " &#)# +'9"$"- C(;5 =#$9&'+&"+#<#$9=F"4 +4 ?#.F" 
):*4-3'&55, F <#e?#7" +' ):e;V7=2 +"#!=V*V +4 7'-$86, V&#$" N$41' 
)4$"e="?" *';: <#=#% <#=V<'-, F <;#9- *'>: #! #9'*:7 #!9&V<"e$8. 
N$418 .8 )"*-9 -=#w +4 ?#3',4 .;'68 *#>:e&5, *'-?" 2&#$4$ 9#&)#;"w 
<#?";-9510 . 9 C(;4?8 .;4e749="*, " <#9#)%&#)')8 9 +"e?8, #9&')" &'* 
(-=# JV95 <"e,4&8) 9="e&811 9)#M, "$"w .4->8 9 H"&#e?8 +' )%7+2B 
<'e?-&5, F &#! .4;>8 "$"w 9="e&812 ?4. "+:?" *;4'#+#9&5?" 9"?8 
#/;'A#?8, ='=#)8 +(+4 ."#*;5 ?#9=#e)9=#% 2<#&;4/$-4&5 +' );'&'( 
.'$'&9="(

13 <;#&")8 X(;-.;'*' <# 6;4'#+4?2 <"e9'+814 A+'e&4$ 49&5; 
G#&#?8 )#&);'&"e9-15 "&

16 X';-.;'e*' 17) K"4)817, b N$4( )q #9%+5, F 
<#?-+2 # =#+% 9)#4?8, #! +4.#.

18 9?4-&5 4?2 )#$1):w <;"+-&5 
<;46)%H'e$", <#)4e$% 34 4.# <;")4e9&" =q 94>%, )+4.*' . )#&)%9&"e,' 
4?V, -=# V. V?;4 || >4& +4.#, <#)4$% <;#)#*"e&" 94>4 1 =#"#&4* 4.#, 
)"e*%&" "18, <;",46

19 34 +' ?%9&# "*%34 $43'e1V =#e9&", 9-*4 +' +"e18 
' "+:e4 $%&#<"e9" <"e,V&8 " P4->49&4"$

20 -=# +#.#B ) $#/ V*'e;" .($-, 
94 <;#)4H4)'e$" 49&4 9?4-&5 <;"-&" #! 94.# =#+-21, #+8 . -=# )"e*"&4 
V?;4, -22 >: +4 1#&%,# 7&#/ &#. " )#,#1)#e?823 <;"$V7"e$#"#, 9"- . 4?2 
"&;4=q,V, '>"4 A?F-24 FA# $>' =#+q9=#.#25 ):e9=#7"$' F V3'$"$' 4.# ) 
+#.2 " #!

26 &#)# V?;4. 9#)4;,'c +' ."#*;9&)4 ="4)9=#*, +#).#;#6C=#*
27 

<9=#)9=#*, "&>#;9=#?8, F >4$##A4;q9=#?8 .$(.. $%&', <#.;4>4$ +' .#;% 
E&4=')"C:28 <# /e>:7'B <#.'+9=#*:, 
 
O.#;529 JB;"e=#)"75 )4$"e=F" =+(A5 " 9'?#*4-34C8 A4?4$5 ;2e9="(, 
G# 9?4e;&" N$41#)#% O.#;530 JB;"=#)"75 +'7' )$'*%&" ) K"4)% ) 
)4$"e=#?8 U#)%.#e;#63, )#e G9=#)4 ) L4$%#A4;4, " +' )9%( =+-.9&)'( " 
A4?$-18 || ;Ve9="18 +' A'<'*4 <#,#+#75 " +' <#,#*4+5 $43'H"(, ' 4H4w 
<;" 3")#&% N141'31 [sic] *-6=" 9)#4.# <#- 94>% ) 9V<;2.9&)#32 N,#.V 
<;')+V7=2 P#9&#?"e$#)V33 "A# Gq9=#)', +' *;4)$-$ *'+534 )4$"e=2B F 

__________________________ 
 
1 B ante corr. #9#>V | 2 N >#$5,4 | 3 GERN 74-+/4 | 4 E =#9&4$&"+#<#,9="F R 
=#9&-$#&"+#<#,9=" N =#+9&-+&"+#<#$59=FM | 5 G )#&*4-3'! | 6 R 7'-$5 | 7 B ante corr. 
#9'*{'} | 8 E 3' | 9 G )"*%)8 | 10 ER <#?";-9- | 11 G H"! ante corr. 9="! | 12 G 9HF! ante 
corr. 9="! | 13 GN .'$'C="18 | 14 [Phrases untranslated] | 15 E )#&);'&"95 | 16 G "9 | 17–17 R 
om. | 18 G +4.# | 19 G <;",46|,4 | 20 BG P4->4;9&4"+8 | 21 ER add. " | 22 G -=# | 
23 R )#,#1)'?8 | 24 BGN A?F" | 25 RN =#+9='.# | 26 G # | 27 B +#).#;#69=#?8 
E +#)#.#;#6C=#?8 | 28 N t4=')"C4 | 29 R O.#;8 | 30 N O.#;8 | 31 BGN N$41' E N$4.' 
ante corr. N141' R N$4.' | 32 N 92<;2349&)# | 33 B ante corr. P#"#&#?"$#)' 
GE P#9&#?""#$#)V | 34 ER omm. 
 
a G in marg. #9$43'+"4 X';W.;'*' | b G in marg. )#[);'&8 =8 K"4)V | c G in marg. 
9?4;&5 N$4.' 

199r 

199v 

200r 
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+49&4-<"?2B <#$#3"wa, >#$,"1 +434$" *-6='2 4.# N$4183, 9#>;')8 . 
)4$"e="4 )#eM9=' "*4 ?#e;4?8 ) .;4e749=2B A4?$B, "*%34 U"=#?"e*"B, 
" R;'=$"B .;'*: 9$')+:4 #9'*"w, " <#<',> " ?+#.# 9&;'+8 .;4749=#.#5 
C(;- J#?'+' <$%+" ) Z"6"+F"6, " ) G#+&%. )4$"4B .3 9"$#B = 
X(;B.;'*V 7"*VHV 4?27, "?%BHV . <-&5+'*49-&5 =;'&: &:9-9

8 
=';'/$4%

9, " F+:18 9V*#)8 )#*-+:(, 9#>;')9-10 <;#&")8 4)#11 J#?'$ 
C(;5 .;4749=F" 9 <#?#75B ;"e?q9=#B, " F+:(

12 ."#*;4% 1;"#&"-+9="(
13, 

9#&)#;")8 . #<#$74+"4 9 ;29="?8 +';-*#?8 +'b 7#-+#?814 ?#e;"15, " 
<#>"w )4$"e="416 )#e"9=' ;2e9="4, -=# 4*)' O.#;5 9 &;4e&54B 7'9&"B 
+';-6:

17 ) K"4)8 V>43', F <#&#?8 <;"?";"9-18 9 C(;4* .;4e749="?8; # 
&#* <#>#e"H" O.#;#)%19, || $%e&#<"9qC: ;Ve9="4 +4 )#9<#?"+'eB!. +# 
]V"!<;'$*8 "&;-6+:M $%&#<"e94C8 )4H4M )# f);#e<% 9#&)#;4+:(

20 
<"e,4&821 ) =+(.% .4\. ) .$')% .[\. <"e,4!

22, -=# O+.4;8 ;Ve9=#% =#;#e$5 
9"C4 #+8 4.# +'A:)'e4&8 1#&- ;4H" O.#;5, )+4.*' "*4 9 )4$"e="* 
+';-*#?8 = X(;B.;'6:, )#*-+:?8 >#4?8 #! J#?'+' C(;- 
=#$9&'e+&"+#<#$9=#)#

23 F&>"4$ >:9&5 F 9 )4$"e="?8 V;#e+#?8 #&#.+'e+8 
>:9&5 #! X(;-.;'68, 
I `#+';824 .;4749=#M <#)%9&#<"9'e&4$5, +4 "?-+2- =+(A- O.#;- 
<"e,4&8, -=/ JVe9525 "?%- 9 9#>#eB <-&5+'*49-&5 =;'&: =#;'/$4%

26 
X(;5.;'6 1#&-1V )A-e&" "*%. #! .;4e=8 A%$# "&>"4+" >:e,' -=# #! 
&#$"=#)#

27 7"9$' =';'/$4%
28 ?'$# 7&# "( V>43'w, &%* JVe95 #! +'%&*#)8 

) .;4749=2B A4?$B V*4-3'$"95. O.#;529 .3 )4$"e=F" =+(A5 )#&);'&"'#9- 
"& X(;W.;'68 ) K"4)8, "*4 <;#&")#30 *;4'#$-$ ) ?'$#?8 7"9$% $B*4%, 
1#&- 9 +"( <'e=" || <#>#e;: >;'e&5, &#.q*' *;4e)q$-+431 9 =+(A4* 9)#"?8 
U"9="+"4?8, ' <# +%=#&#;:?832 D',#*"e&#*

33 ;474+q+:?8 +'7'e,' 
*V?'&" # &%18 <#>#;'(, " ='=8 >: "934 &#$535 &-,q=#% +4)#e$" 
):e>"&9-36, ;4=#e,' 34 ?4. 94>-, )+4.*' )#$=8 <#)'e*"&9-37 )# /)C:, 
&#.*'c )94 9&'e*# ;'A#;"! 94.# ;'e*" )"e*- O.#;- ) ?'$#?8 7"9$%, 
V*';",' 9"$+# +' V;#e7"H" V .#;#*' K#;49q&4e+-38, F 2>"w 4.# =+(A5 
*;4)$-$9=F"39 D',#*"e&840 "$"w U"9="+"e-41. "*%34 " <#.;4>4+8 ) 
K#;49&4+%42 43) ?#."$% A%$# ):9#e=#M ) $%&#43 #! 9#&*'e+"- ?"e;' 
.0[2(+". <# H4e&V, 

__________________________ 
 
1 N >#$5,4 | 2 ER *-&5=' | 3 R Y$4.8 | 4 ER 9$')+" | 5 ERN .;4749='.# | 6 RN Z"@'+"F | 
7–7 G "*VH4?2 | 8 N &:9-H5 | 9 N =#;'>$4M | 10 BG 9#>;'9- | 11 BGN 4.# | 12 B "++:18 | 
13 BGRN 1;"#&"'+9="18 | 14 ERN 74-+#?8 | 15 N ?#;4 | 16 ER )4$"="- | 17 N ante corr. 
+';-*' | 18 R <#?";"9- | 19 ERN R.#;4)! | 20 BGERN 9#&)#;4++:18 | 21 BGN omm. | 22 R 
om. | 23 ER =#9&-$&"+#<#,#9='.# N =#+9&-+&"+#<#$59='.# | 24 N `#='$5 | 25 ER ;V9: | 
26 ER =';'/$4% | 27 BGN &#$"='.# E &'$"=#.# | 28 G =#;'>$4% | 29 R O.#;8 | 30 ERN 
<;#&"'# | 31 N *;4)$-+: | 32 N +!=#&#;#* | 33 G D'+*"&/?8 | 34 BGN "A | 35 N 9&#$5 | 
36 GER ):>"&8C' | 37 G <#)'*"!C' | 38 R K/;#9&4+- | 39 ER *;4)$4+9="F | 40 G D'+*"! | 
41 G U"9<"+"- R U"9=+"- | 42 R K#;#"#&4+! N K#;49&4+" | 43–43 ER omm. 
 
a G in marg. <#1#*8 O.#;- )8 P;4C"B | b G in marg. <#&4;- O.#;- | c G in marg. >#M 
*;4)$-+9='.# =+(AW D'+*"&' 9# O.#;4?8 " 9?4;&5 <#9$%*+W.# 

200v 

201r 
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K'=# N,.' #e&#?q9&"w +' *;4)$-e+4( 9?4-&5 ?V3' 9)#4.# O.#;-, 
G#a V>"4+F" #! *;4e)$-$, ?V3' 9)#4.# O.#;- JB;"e=#)"7' =+-."+-1 
N,.' 9 9(+#?8 4*"+#;#6+:*

2 E)-&#9$')#?8 ;Ve9="4 
)4$"e=#+#'#.#;#69="43 " ="e4)9="4 ."#*;9&)' || <;"- ) 9)#4 <;')q$4e+"4, 
-34 +4 -=/ 34+q9=F" <#,# 9$'>:F4, +# -=# <;4"&;-6+%%,F"5 ?#+'-18 
V<;')$-,4, " 9# )9%( 9&;'+8 #! +'%&*#)8 +4<;"-&4$9="( I9'6?V6 " 
K%$&V )#4)#e*'?8 9;#6+"=#* V>"4+q+'.# ?V3' 9)#4.# V=;'"+q+:47 
#>#;#e+: );27"e)8 V=;4<"e$', 
G#&#e?8 *;4e)$-+4 )#&.#;*%)9- )q 9)#>#e*% <#;V.'-95 ="4e)q$-+#?88, 
-=# ."#*;- "18 2>"),F"9, <#9$','10 = N$.% *)'*49-&511 7$()=8 749&+:( 
$B*4% +'.#)';")'- Be >$(.#"9=2e9+#, <#&#e?8 . .;#A-H4 " 1#&-eeH4 B = 
&#?2 <;"+2*"&", *' =+(AB "( U"9q="e+"B " <# +%="?8 D',#*"&V 
9V<;2.9&)V4!, "18. #+' ):e9$2,')8 <#)4$% -?2 )4$"e=2 )# *)#;% 
):=#<'&"12, " )9%18 &%18 <#9$#)8 ) +B 3"):( )?4&'e&5. <#&#*

b 34 
9'?'w +'=$#+"e)q9- +'6 -?#B, )#<;#,'e,4 "(, ='e=# $" &'?# 
<;4>:)'e4&4 ."#*' 9)'e&#)4, " <#)4$% "( A4?$4B || 3"):( A')'$"e&5, &# 
9#&)#;")8, '>"4 .#+qC' = *;4e)q$-+#?8 <#9$' >$(.#*';- "(

13 -=# # +4F14, 
-=# # )*#)% #9";#&%)q,4%

15 <#<4e74+"4 "?V&8, .($- -=#16 '& V34 ?V3' 
?#4.# #! ?4-&):( )#9=;49"e&" +4 ?#.V, ' <#+4. 4H4 ?$'*' =+(AB 
)(,4?V ) 9V<;2.9&)# +4 #!;"C'eB9-, &#1#?# <# ?4+- <;#&"e)8 ?#4.# 
7"+2 <;",q$"e&4 $B*4% 749&+%M,"18, " ) >#$q,"e18 7"9$%(

17, ' +4 -=# 
<4;):(, *;4)$-+4 &# V9$:,')8 9 )4$"e=#B ;'*#9&"B <#9$'e,' = N$.% 
<-&5*49-&518 9&';%","( >#-;8 F&>;'++:(, "+"F19 .3 <#$'.'B&8 
74&H;4*49-&820 ,q&"w 9# ?+#349&)#* $B*4%, 
Oe34 ) K"e4)8 )+4.*' <;"F*#e,' ) $'*"'1821 " ) 9V*%18 ;'&$"7+:( 
;4=#B S+4<;#* <#)4$% =+-."+"22 N,.' "?823 >'+B )4$"B 
"&.#&#e)"&" " <#9$' = +"e?8 <;#9- *'>: ) >'+4 #! &#.# &;V*' " *',+4% 
*#;#e." <#<#e&"$""#, F #7"9&"$""#, <#&#?8 .3 || *'>: 9 <#9#$9&)#*# = +4% 
<;",q$"w. 
TF" 34 &#?V >$(.#<;"-&q9&)V24 ;'e*" 9VeH4 "*#,' ) >'+B, )+4.*' . 
?:e&"95 " )%+"='?", '44 44 #18 #e18 1)#9&'&""#

25 +'e7'$"26, <#)4$% 
>'+B27 9#$#?#B28 " ()#e;#"#&#* )=;2)# #/)49&5, " A'3475, -=# )9%?8 
"*, " 9 ;'>: 9)#"?" Aq.#;%!>

29. ' N,#.' '>"4 <#9$#)8 9)#"( = 
*;4)$-+#* <#9$' 930 #>q)4eH4+"4?8, -=# 4*4&8 V.3 = +"e?8 1#&- >:e&" 
9V<;V.+"C4B =+(AB "(, "?8 .3 ."#*;+"31, &#=q?/ *'>:w V.#&#e)'$"  

__________________________ 
 
1 B ante corr. =+-."+" | 2 N 4*"+#;#*+#?8 | 3 ER )4$"=#+#).#;#6C="4 | 4 E 9$'>{"}" 
R 9$'>-M | 5 B <;4"A;-6+%M,:M | 6 GER N9'6?2 | 7 E V=;'%+:4 | 8 ER ="-)$-+#* | 
9 GN 2>")," | 10 R </,#|$',' | 11 N *)'*49-&8 | 12 BGN ):=#<'&5 | 13 BGN "?8 | 14 R +! | 
15 E #9";#&4'#,"F | 16 E -=' | 17 N 7"+4( | 18 BN <-&5*49-&8 | 19 G " F+" | 20 B 74&:;49-! | 
21 N $'*F-18 | 22 RN =+(."+- | 23 R ad. ("?8) | 24 E >$(.#<;"-9&9)2% | 25 BGN 1)#9&'&C' 
E 1)#"#&'$""# | 26 BGN +'74$" | 27 E >'+4B | 28 E 9'$#?#B | 29 ER A.#;!&5 N 98.#;!&" | 
30 ER 9# | 31 R ."#*;+4B 
 
a G in marg. Y$.' | b G in marg. ?49&5 Y$." 

201v 

202r 

202v 
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?4*#e)8 *#)#,9&)#1 = <;"%&*V, 434 <# #>4H'+"B 9)#4?V <4;)#?V 
?Ve3V O.#;B <#?"+#)4+"4 9#&q)#;"e&". *;4)$-+4 . &#?V 
#/;'*#)')q,49-2, -=# )9% =+-.9&)' ;Ve9="4 =+(AB "( 9 &#$5 )4$"e=#B 
34+#B <#6*'+:3 >Ve*V&8, " &%?8 +'6 ;V9'='?" )A'"?q+# >Ve*V7" 
<4;q)# <#6*'+q+:?", ."#*'?" >:e&" "?%-12 &#!7'98 ) c#;#9&"+% 
9&#$+#?8 .;'63 9)#4* ?4e*:w " )9-=#44 *#)#$9&)/ || +' >;'=8 
<;49$'e)q+:M5 2.#&#e)',', N,#.' 34 -=# #>4H'w 9 ="4e)9=#B ,$-(&#B, 69 
)#M6 *# >#eB "&>;'+q+:?"7 +' );4?- +'&+'74+q+#4 ) c#;#9&"+8 <;F"*4 
*;4)$-+48 . ) 9)%&$:18 V=;',4+"-( = +4% ):e%1')8, <;"-,' B 9 
)4$"4B ;'*#9&"B, <#&#?8 . +'7',' )#<;#,'&" .*% <4;)F"9 " 
)&#;F"10 "( <#9$:w: #+'e 34 #!)4H', -=/ A' +4B "+:?8 <V&4e?8 <# ?'$V 
4M 9#=;#e)"H" %*V&8, ?%9&'?" )%*#?:?" -=# #!74+q+"="11. V<q;#9"w 
<#&#?8 V +"( <#"&"w12 +' ?%9&/ "*%34 ?V. 4- <4;):F R.#;513 
JBe;"=#)"75 =+(A5 <#.;4>4e+8 >:9&5, &'?# ># ) c#;#9&"+% V>"e$" >:e,' 
4.# *;4)q$-+4 " <#.;4>#,'., 
G;",46 34 +' ?#."$2 +'7' [%$+% <$'e='&", 149#&)#;")8 .3

14 ?V3V 
9)#4*: <#?"+#)4+"4 <#)4$% +' &#* ?%9&4 ):9#=#*

15 ?#."$2 #9:e<'&5, 
;4=#e,' 34 *;4e)$-+416 ."3' =+-."e+"17 ?Ve3' &)#4)# V>",>

18 4"#?:, >%19 
># +4?$"#&")8, -=# )#,#=8 || *";',4 #)qC:. N,#.' 34 A'=;:e)q9-20 V&'")8 
.+%)8 ) 9;6C:21 2?#$q7'w, #*%-'

22 34 9- ) ;"eA: 9)%&$:, -=# +' >;'=8 
+'7'w V.#H'&" *;4e)$-+8, 9)#"?8 .3 )9%?8 >#-;#?8 A'<;4&"w <"e&" ?46, 
)+4.*' . *;4e)$-+4 2<",'9- '>"4 >4&)%9&+# </)4$%23 "( ="4)q$-+#?8 
9)#"?8 ;V>"e&", ?Ve7"&", =#$#&"24 >"e&5. 9%75, F25 V>")'&", 2>",' .26 
"18 &#.*' .04\. 9#!)#;")8 .3 &#, " #!?9&")827 9?4e;&5 ?Ve3' 9)#4.# 
<47'$+2 9)'6>2 *;4)$-+#* #9&'e)" 9'?' . ) K"e4)8 )#&);'&"e9-28, 
G#&#e?8 9#>;'e)829 )4$"e=#4 )#eM9=# ) K"e4)% +' *;V.#e4 $%&#, 
<#*)".+V9-30 9 9(+#?8 9)#"* E)-&#9$'e)#?8 O.#;#)"74?831 <;#&"e)8 
*;4e)$-$, +'V7'e- 4.# *'>: " #$ 2>"4+"4 #! (C' 9)#4.# #!?q9&"$832, 
<#>")8 . ;'e&" *;4)$-+9="4, #9&'e+q="33 >43'eH"( 9 <#>#"H'34 .#+-,4 
*'34 *# c#;#9&"+' .;'e*'35 9&#$+#.#36 "*%34 ?+#349&)# *;4'#$-$ 
A'<4;$#"# >%, " &#eB #9'e*#B C4$:F || .#6 ?V7'e,4 ) c#;#e9q&"+%37 .;'e*4, 
)"e*- .3 -=# +42*#>+#38 >% 9"e$#B .;'e*' )qA-&" =;%<#9&" ;'e*" 
49&4"#&)4++:- ?%9&' <;46 )#9<;"- <;#?:9$8 &)#;"e&", " <#9$' = 
3"e&4$4?8 " =# .;'.*'+#?839, .($- V34 #!?9&"18 9?4;&5 ?V3' 9)#4)#, 
#6+'=#.

40 #! )'" +4 #!9&V<$B, 'H4 ='=#): +" 49&5 *'e+" +4 *'*"e&4 

__________________________ 
 
1 U ante corr. *#)#,+# | 2 ER #/;'*#)'),"9- | 3 BGN <#*'+: | 4 N )9-=F4 | 5 N 
<;49$')+#M | 6–6 ER 9)#"* | 7 ER "&>;'$#+"?" | 8 E *;4)$-+- | 9 N <4;):" | 10 N )&#;:" | 
11 ER #!74++"="F | 12 GR <#"!&" | 13 N om. | 14–14 N 9#&)#;"),4 | 15 E ):9#='* R ):9#=# 
| 16 N *;4)$4+# | 17 G =+("."+" ERN =+-."+- | 18 G 2>", | 19 N 94 | 20 BGN add. " | 21 N 
94;C: | 22 G #*%4)8 | 23 E <#)!$" | 24 ER =#$#&5 | 25 ER omm. | 26 E 3" | 27 R #!/?9&"'# | 
28 G )#&;'&"9- | 29 G 9#>;' | 30 BGN <#6)"+V9- R <#6)".+2)9- | 31 GERN R.#;4)"74?8 | 
32 N #&?9&")8 | 33 ER #9&'&=" | 34 G >#>#"H' | 35 E .#;#*' | 36 ERN 9&#,+'.# | 
37 E P#;#9&"+4 | 38 BGN +42*// | 39 N .;'3*'+'* | 40 G 4*8+'=#. ante corr. 4*{"}+'=#. 

203r 

203v 

204r 
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?"1: +4 1#HV 34 >#$q,"-2 *'e+", &#=?# *'*"e&43 ?" +(+4 )?%9&# *'e+" 
<# &;" .#$V>-, " <# &;" )#;#/-, *;4)$-+4 . >%6+F"4 9 #1#&#B 
9#&)#;"e,' &#. N,#.' . .#$V>-?8 5" )#;#/-?85 <#)4$% ) 1)#9&: 
)<$%&'e&5 64&"$5, 9 9%;#B " A .#$#'#"4B6 A'34.8 .3 .#$#)4+q=" <V9&" 
"18 <;" )4e74;4, 9"C4 . =F".*#7 .#$V>5 " .#$V>"eC'8 ) *#?8 9)#M, ' 
)#;#>4%

9 <#6 A'9&;41V, "$"w <#6
10 =;#)$", #>:e=$:4 9 #.+4?8 +'A'6 "& 

)#%9=' ;V9=#.#11 <;"$4&%)812 )# ?+#e."( ?%9&4( .;'6 A'3.$"w 
&#e&87'98, ' N,#.' ) &# )q;4?- = <;"9&Ve<V 9# )9%( 9&;'+8 9 )4$"e="?8 
#=;"=#?813 " ,Ve?#?8 "*4, F*%34 || "& A'.34$+#.#14 .;'e*' >43'H"18 
?+#e349&)# *;4e)$-+8 <#>"e$", <#9%=$", F <#&#<"e$", ' "+"F Aq 34+'e?" 
" & *%&q?" <#.#;%$"15, "+:e1816 . A%e$# ?+#.# ) K"e4)8 ) +4)#e$B 
#!)4$"w, ' "+:(

17 -=# 9=#e&8 <;#*')'$"18; 9"C4 . N$.' #!?q9&"'# 9?4e;&5 
?Ve3' 9)#4.# A+'e&+#, " *#>:'# )9% "+:4 .;'e*: *;4)$-+q9="4 -34 &#.# 
;'e*" 9&;'e1' " <;#?:9$' +49$:e,'+q+#.#19 " +4#>:=$#.#20 
*#>;#)#$q+/ <#6*')'$""#

21 )#&);'&"9- ) K"4)8 9 )4$"e=#B ;'e*#9&"B 9 
9(+#?8 9)#"?8 E)-&#9$')#?8 C(;)74?822, 
G#&#?8a ) $%&# #! 9#&*'+"- ?";', .0[2(_..)# "*4 9 )4$"e=#B 749&"B ) 
=#;'>$-18 ) X(;5.;'6, F <;",46 A *)#;#* 9)#"?8 ;V9="1823 >#-;824 =q 
.;4749=#?V C(;B, R#'+q+2 X"?""#1"B, #!*'*4 4?2 )4$"e="4 *';:, "34 B 
)4$"F?825 #>"$q9&)#?8 ) X(;%.;'*% 2.#H'e,4, )# );4?- . *#>;#M26 
?:9$" <#VH4e+8 || >$(.#$%<"4?8 " 9$'e)#B <#>%*"e&4$9&)8 4-, =q &#?V 
<;#9&;'+q9&)#?827 ."#*;9&)' ;Ve9=#.#28, ;474 4%, *#9&#M+' 49"w 
=+-."e+"29 N$.' >:e&530 +' C(;9&)% .;4e749=#?8 9 +'e?" ) 94?8 .;'e*4 
+(,4?831 X(;".;'e*%, " +'.#)';")'e$8 B ) 9V<;2.9&)#32, )*#)4C8 33># 
9:F33 34+:w +4 "?-e,434, N,#.' 34 #!)%H' 4?V, # C(;B, '& 49?535 
-A:74+q=', 94?# . <;F"*#18, *' )%;: )',4M +'V7B9-36 
1;"#&"-+q9=#M37, 'H4 .3 1#eH4," ?- )A-e&"b, =;49&"w ?4+4w, &#.*' 
+'9&'e)" B <'&;"'-1838 C(;4.;'69=#M39 ) )%;440 1;"#&"'+q9=#%

41, <#&#?8 
. B 9# ?+#e349&)#* >#-;8 ;V9="18 =;49&", 9'?8 . C(;5 O#'$

42 <# 
<;#,4e+"B 4- >% #! (C8 =;49(&+:F43 9# "+:e?" =+(A" .;4e749="?", *'*4 .3 
"?- 4M f$4+', -=# " <4;)#% C(;C4 9)#4M " >$(.#9$#)" B <'&;"'-18 
.$(.$- >$(.#9$#)4+q+' &: ) 34+'e18 ;V9="18, "># 44V>$'3'! &-44 9(+#)4 
;Ve9&F"45 ) <#9$%6+4?8 ;#*% )+V=#)8 &)#"(; || 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER omm. | 2 G >#,,"4 | 3 ER *'%&4 | 4 N >!*+:" | 5–5 B suprascr. | 6 BGEN .#$#)+4B | 
7 GER =".*# | 8 GE .V$V>"C' | 9 ER )#;#/" | 10 G <#& | 11 ERN ;V9='.# | 12 B ante corr. 
<;"$4&4)8 | 13 BGN =;"=#?8 | 14 B ante corr. A'.34++: G ['34+#./ ERN A'.34++'.# | 
15 GN add. F | 16 B "++:18 | 17 BN "++:18 | 18 N <#*')"$" | 19 ER +49$:7#+'.# N 
+49$:,'++'.# | 20 BGN +4#>:=$'.# | 21 BGN <#*')'$""## | 22 E C(;4)+-?8 | 23 E ;V9="* R 
;V9="?" | 24 R >#-;: | 25 ER )4$"="* | 26 G *#>;:4 | 27 E <;#9&;'$9)#?8 | 28 EN ;V9='.# 
| 29 N =+-."+- | 30 E >:9&5 | 31 N +',"?8 | 32 R 92<;V349&)# | 33–33 R >#$,"F | 
34 R "?!-,4 | 35 N 49?8 | 36 G +'V7V9- | 37 BGRN 1;"#&"'$9=#M | 38 E <'!;"'( | 39 ER 
C(;4.;'6C=#% | 40 G .#;4 | 41 E 1;"9&"-+9=#% | 42 GER R#'++8 | 43 E =;49&+: | 44–44 E 
V>$'3'&W | 45 E ;V9=&"F 
 
a G in marg. Y$.' )8 X(;%.;(*% | b G in marg. =;%H4+"4 N$." 98 >#$W;: 

204v 

205r 
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G#&#?8 .3 <;"A)' Be = 94>% C(;5 <# =;4H4+F" = 9&#$V, " ;474w 4M, V># 
'& &- #e1 f$4e+# "&>;'e18, -=#2 " 9'?'w ?+% #>4H'e$'9- 49" ) 34+Vw >:e&" 
+' C(;9&)# .;4e749=#4, f$4+' . #!)%H'w 4?V ='=# "?'," ?- <#-&" 
=;49&")8 9'?8 -=# #! (C8, " +';4e=83 ?- *H4e;5 94>%, <#+434 ) A'=#+% 
1;"#&"'$9=#?84, " )8 -A:C4( )4H85 49&5 9=)4;+', " +49$:e1'+' #! (CV 
*H4- <#"?'&", " ;474 C(;5. <;41"e&;"$' ?- 49" #6 f$4e+#, <#&#?8 . 
*'*4 *';: A$'e&:, 9;4/;-+:, 94;-A", " ;"eA:, ,#$=#): F A$'&#&q='$+:, 
N,.' 34 #>4H'w 4?2 "9 K"4)' <;"9$'&5 )#9=2, =#. " $B*4M ;'>#&+:(, 
"*4 34 = <'!;"';1V ?#$- >$(.#9$#)4+"- ) *#e?8 9)#eM, .($-, 9(+8 ?#% 
E)-&#9$'e)8 -A:e749=8, *' "&>')"&8 ?- ."#*5 #! )9-='.#7 [$'. 
<'&;"'-188 . ;474w = +4%, *H"9 ?#- )%;+'- )# c;"9&%10, -=# 
=;49&"e$'9- 49" " )# c;"#&' #>$4=q$'9- 49", &#eM &- "A>'e)"&8, -=#.3 
"&>')" <4-):F || ;#6 U#e4)8 ) =#)74.%,11 ]#&' #! 9#*#?$-+8, D#"9"-12 
9 $B6?" "9;'"$q&-+: #! 6';'#+' #! *#?V ;'>#e&:, S)(*' #! E'V$', 
S'+"$'13 "& 74$B9&4M14 $)#e):18, &;4e18 #&;#=8 I+'e+"B, 15IA'e;"'16, 
D"e9'"$'15 #! <4H" #e.+4++#%, 9"C4 F &4>% "&>'e)"&8. 9"- . ;4=8, *'*4 
4M >$(.#9$#)4e+"4, " 9)4H4e+q+"='17. N$.' 34 9# )9%?8 *)#;#* 9)#"?8 
)9%*8 ) =#;'>$"w )#A);'&"e9-a >$(34++# ) K"e4)8, # 94?8 `#+';'w18 
<#)%9&#<"94C8 <;#9&;'e++/ <"e,4&819, &' N,.' "$" f$4e+' <4e;q)'- 
>:e9&5 1;"#&"-+=#B20 )q JV9"w21, " ?+#e."( ;#9"'$ =# c;"9&V #>;'&"w, 
94.# ;'e*" B JVe95 V<#*#>$-4&8 9$(+CV. -=# 9$(+C4 ># ?";8 #9"-, 9"eC4 " 
#+' 9)(&:?8 =;4H4e+"4?8 ;Ve9="- +';#e*: <;#9)%&"22. +# 9(+' 
E)-&#9$')' +"=#"?8 #>:e7'4?8 =# =;4H4e+"B " = <#&+'+"B 
"9&"+q+#.#23 L(.' <;")49&" +4 ?#3',4, >% ># [%$# 1;'/;8 " )94.# 94>% 
)#"$9=#?V 3"&"B )*'*4. || 94.# ;'*" " ?'e&4;" #!.#)';")'$9-, -=# 
<#)+4.*' =;49&"e&"9- ?+%, 9 =%* ;'e&#)'&" >Ve*V24, " #&4749&)# 
1;'+"&". 9"C4 . )4$"- 1;'>;#9&", "25 "9=29&)'b )#"$9='.#26 >% 
<;4.*4;474+q+:M E)-&#9$')8, -=# )+4.*' $%&8 9)#"( *#9&".+V&" 4?Vw 
)94.*' ) <#e$4 9 )#"$9&)#* 9)#"?8 3"e&" +"='="18 <#?%,4=827, " 
+'<;'9+:( 9+';-e*#)8 ) )#eM9=4 9)#4?8 +4 <#<V9&" )#eA"&", &'=8.

28 +" 
=#&$#)8 +"='=#)' 9V6+' <#)';4++#.#29 4*"+8 #! 30)#4)831 4.#30 +432 
M?-,433 ?-9# &#=?#34 )-e$#4 " 1$%/ 9V1#eM35 9'?8 )#36 )9%?" )94.*' 
-*'e$8, ,'&;#)8 " 9'?8 +4 &+',, =;#?%e ,'$','w " 4<'+7"w +' .#$#%  

__________________________ 
 
1 ER omm. | 2 E -=' | 3 ER +';4=$8 | 4 E 1;""#&"-+9=#* | 5 GN )4H5 | 6 ER omm. | 7 BGR 
)9-=#.# | 8 E <'&;"'( | 9 G *," | 10 ER c;"#&' | 11 [Phrase untranslated] | 12 GER D#"94- | 
13 R S'+"F$' | 14 E 7B$B9&4% | 15–15 ER D"9'"$2 IA';"- | 16 B ante corr. IA';"B | 
17 N 9)-H4++"=' | 18 G `#+#;' E ad. *{"}93- R ad. 74*';8 | 19 N in marg. | 20 GRN 
1;"#&"'+=#B E 1;""#&"-+9=#B | 21 G JV9"F | 22 N <#9)!&" | 23 GERN "9&"++'.# | 24 U ante 
corr. >V*V&8 G >%*V | 25 R om. | 26 E )#"+"9='.# R )#"+9=#.# | 27 ER <#?!,'=8 | 
28 BGN &'.3 | 29 N <#)';4++'.# | 30–30 G 9)#4.# | 31 E 4)#4)8 N )#%4.# | 32 ER omm. | 
33 G "?%-,4 | 34 N &#$5=# | 35 N 9218 | 36 BGERN 9# 
 
a G in marg. )#&);'H4+"4 N$." )8 K"4)8 | b G in marg. =';'1&4;8 E)W&#9$')' 9(+' 
O.#;4)" " N$." 

205v 

206r 

206v 
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A4?$%1 <#6 +4>#?8 9"3")'$8, &'=8.
2 9%6$# "$" '-7'=83 ) .#$#): 

<#$#3', 9:e<'$84, 9:e" ?#+'-185 )9%18 A4e?4$5 ;Ve9="18 94.# ;'*" 
",8"!5,=/%G'H(

6 .;4e=#)8 2*#/+# #*#$%)',# " ."#*;9&)' "( >"e;'$8; || 
 
E)-&#9$')8 Oe.#;#)"757 )4$"e=F" =+(A5 "$"w C(;5 ="4)q9=F" 
<4;4-9$')9=F"8 "9 F+:18. 9'?#*4-34C8 )94' JV9F" ) $%&#10 .0[2(_..)#  
E)-&#"#$')8 O.#;#)"7511 )+V=8 JB;"e=#)8 )+4.*'wa 4?Vw ?'e&" N,#.' )# 
=;4H4e+F" f$4+' )9% =+-.9&)'12 ;Ve9="4 ="e4)q9="4 
)4$"e=#+#).#;#6C="413 <9=#)q9="414 >4$##A4-9="4, " F+:415 )# 
)$'*%+"416 9#)4;,4$+# *'63, 9#>;')817 )4$"e="4 ;'e&" 918 9)#"( A4?4$5 
) +'7'$4 38 +' =#A';:, "$"w19 =#9q94;: $B*" +';#e*' ;Ve9=#.#20 "34 
"9<#6 )$'*%+"- 4.# ):>")'$"9521, "e*4 " *#>:$8 .;'6 "1822 9&#$+:M 
L4$')4e9523 ;474+q+:M, '24 9'?%18 =#A';#)8b 9 =+(A4* "( <#>%*"e)8 = 
<#9$V,'e+"B <;")4*4, " *'+5 +' +"18 <#$#3"w, # 94?8 S$V.#7 " 
D%1#e)F" ) =+".% .)\. ) .$')% ..\. ) $"9&2 .=(*.* 9)"*%&4,9&)2B!

25, || 
<#&#?8 <# $%&#<"9-?8 ;V9="* " <#,#9="?8, 9#>;')8 )4$"e="4 ;'e&" 
"*4 +' >#,#.';: *'.3 A' SV+'%, "18. ?+#.'H"26 <#>%*")8 )A- #! 
+"18 .<\. .;'*#)8 +'6 SV+'4?8, "27 9q)#"?" ;V9'='?" #9'*")8 ) 
G4;4-9$''#$%28 9&#$+:M .;'6 ."#*;9&)8 9)#"18 <#9&')", ?(&;" . 9)#4M 
N,#.% " )4,#?#e3'?8 9)#"?8 *V?+:?8 ="e4'#9="?8 )#&)49&" .($-, -=# ) 
G4;4-9$''#$"29 )#&$B/$4+q+:" ?#M 9&#$q+:M .;'6, <#9;4*%30 C(;9&)8 
?#"18, <#+434 9B*: ?+% "& .;4749=#% A4?$" <;")#eA-&8 A$'e&#, 
9;4>;# *;'."4 )4eH", )"e+' "31 ;'&$"7+:4 #)#H"w, "& )4+.4;832 &'=#.*4 
A$'e&# 9;4e>;/w " =#+"w *#>;:4, 9 JV9" =#e3"33 ?4*:34 )#e9=8 " $B*4M 
;'>#&+:(, 
Oc 35)q &#35 );4e?- <474+%." "9 &%18 9&;'$, "*%34 ]"&)', #! .#e&#)836, 
-&)"3#)8 <#$#)C#)8, " '$-+#)837 9?%e,4+'38 <;F"||*#e,' <#6 K"e4)8, " 
#9'*"e,' .;'6, )# .;'*4 34 ="4)q9=#?8 A'<4e;q$'95 >:$'39 N$.' 95 
d;#<#$=#*

40 N$4e1#?841 " 9# Z$'*"e?4;#?842 &;4?'43 )+Ve='?"44, 
9(+'?" E)-&#9$')#):?"45, = +4?V38 N$.' <#9$' 9=#;VB <#e?#75 
.$(.$-, &: 7B3"18 A4?4, )A:9=")'4,8, ' ?4+- ?'&4;5 &)#B " 946 
9(+'?" &)#"?" <474+4."47 ?'$# +4 )A-,>, <#+4.3 #&#,$" >:$#48 -=# 

__________________________ 
 
1 BGN A4?$" | 2 E &'=3' | 3 G #-7'=8 | 4 ER 9<'$8 | 5 R ad. F | 6 GN in textu 
ER 9$'9&#$B>"?:18 in textu | 7 ERN O.#;4)"75 | 8 E <4;!-9$#'#9="F N om. | 9 E om. | 
10 R $!&' | 11 ER O.#;4)"75 | 12 ER =+-349&)' | 13 BGN )4$"=#+#'#.#;#69=F4 
E )4$"=#+#)#.#;#6C="4 | 14 B suprascr. | 15 BN "++:4 | 16 N )$'*!+F" | 17 BGN 9#/;' | 
18 ER omm. | 19 ER add. +' | 20 ERN ;V9='.# | 21 E ):>")'$"98 | 22 G om. | 23 ER L4$')498 | 
24 E # | 25 G 9)"*%&4,9&)V4&8 | 26 E ?+#.#H" R ?+#.#3*: | 27 R "& | 28 GE G4;4-9$#'$4 | 
29 G G4;4-9$#)$" | 30 ER <#9;4*" | 31 ER omm. | 32 E )4+.;8 | 33 E =#3' | 34 G ?"*: |     
35–35 ER )# | 36 ER .#&&#)8 | 37 N -$-+#)8 | 38 BGN 9?%,4++' | 39 R >:$# | 
40 G d;'<#,#=#?8 | 41 ER N$41#):* | 42 ER Z$'*"?";#* | 43 GER &;4?- | 44 R ad. 9 | 
45 E E)-&#9$')"):?" | 46 G & E om. | 47 BG <47"+"." N <474+"." | 48 G >: 
 
a G in marg. E)W&#9$')8 )$'*%4&8 | b G in marg. E)-&#9$')8 )#B4&8 | c G in marg. /9'*' 
K"4)' #! <474+4.8 

207r 

207v 

208r 
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D%1#e)"F1 <"e,4!, V9$:,4)82 )%9&" #! ;29="( -A:e=#)8 >26&#3 +' +"( 
E)-&#9$'e)84 95 )4$"="?8 )#"e9=#* "*4&8, +# $%&#<"956 ;Ve9='- 
9)"*%&4$9&)V4!, -=# E)-&#9$'e)8 9=#e;/ <;F"*4 "9 G4;4-9$#)$-7 9 
)#"+q9&)#?8 9)#"e?8 ;'&.+'8 " <#>" <493+%.", #>'74 .3 ?'&" 4.# A 
>#$-;:9 <;"$%.+# 34$'e,4, 7&#/ 3"$8 ) K"e4)% #$ 34 +4 )#91#&% ) 
K"e4)4 3"&". " 4.*'34 E)-&#9$')8 ) G4;4-9$#)$510 )#&);'H',49-, 
.$'.#$'11 4?V ?'&" 4.# N$q.', 9(+V ?#Ma $B>4&+:M12, '& V34 V?;2 
.*%34 ?4+4 )#9q1#H4," *' <#.;4>4," 13('=" )%*'- 9?4;&5 9)#B)13 ) 
&;4&F" || *4+5 2?;4 " <#.;4>4+' ) K"e4)4, =#9&" . 4- )+V=8 
Z$'*"?4;814 =;49&")q9-, " ) ?%9&'15 9)(&:- <#6-, " ?4.*V 9)(&:- 
<;"7&4+' #! =#9&-+&"+#<#,#9=#.#16 <'&;"'-1', *4+5 . 4- <;'&+24*

17 
?"#C' "B$- .'F.)# *+-, 
*;#&*%$818 9(+#)8 E)-&#9$')#):(

19* E)-&#9$')8 .3 <# 9?4;&" ?(&;420 
9)#4- N,." "$"w f$4+: ;'&*4$" =+-34+"- ;V9="- &;4* 9(+#* 9)#"?821 
f;#<#$=2 K"4)8, N$.V "$"w N$412 *;4)$-+: A .;'*: c#;#9&"+#*, " 
G4;4-9$#)$4?822, Z$'*"?";V23 )4$"=F" U#)8.#;#6, <#+434 
+#).#;#6C: <# 9#)%&V +%="- 34+: S#>;:+", Z$'*"?4;' ) =+-A-24 
94>% 2?#$",', >% 34 ) U#)%.;'63

25 .#9&5 +%=&# )4$"=F", 
<;#&)'+"4?8 K'$BH' D'$4C826 "?%-b 34 V 94>%27 *)% *H4;" "?- 
4*"+#M28 S#/;#+- " *;2.#% D'$B9=', D'$B9=' . >% V =+-."+" N,." 
=$B7+"C4B29, #! +4-.3

30 E)-&#9$')8 "?% Z$'*"?4;'31, || 
O &'=# E)-&#9$')8 9(+: V9&;#- " ;'&*4$"32 "* =+-.9&)', 
*E)-e&#9q$')8 <'e=" +' >#$.';:33,* 9'?8 . ) <#=#4 +4 )#&?#34 
<;4>:)'!> <'=" "*4w +' >#$.';:34, " ,46 +'6 74;?+:*

35 ?#;4* 7;4& 
S'="eB, "$" )#$#9=2B36 A4?q$B, 7;4& SV+'% <;4%*437, " .;'6 9$')+:M 
>#$.';9=F" G4;4-9$#)$538 ;474+q+:F39 )4$F"?840 <;"9&V<#?8 )A- " 
#)$'*%, <#&#?8 Z'9"$"B " K#9&-+q&"+241 =49';4* .;4749q="?8 )#"+V 
<;46)#&)49&"42, ) $%&# #! c;"#&' ."#*' .C(#). <# 974&V43 D41#)"#)2 " 
S$V.#,4)V44. *E)-&#9$''# )45 .;4C=2B46 A4?$B,* F <;"F*4 )# .;4="47 9 
)#M9=#?8 ;V9="?8. =49';" 34 .;4749&F" Z'9F$"F " K#9&-+q&"+8 
<#9$',' = +4?V <#"#$: ?#$- <;"?";4+"- " &"e,"+:, " =#$"=#48 
)#%9=' "?-,449, )%*'&" #! +4.# 34$',4, #>4H4)'- *'+5 *'&" +' 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER D41#)" | 2 BGERN 29$:,''# | 3 GER >V!&# | 4 G E)%&#"#$')8 | 5 R om. | 
6 R $!&#<"94C8 | 7 GRN G4;4-"#$')$- | 8 R ;'[#.+' | 9 E >'$-;: | 10 GN G4;4-9$')$5 
ER G4;4-9$#'# | 11 N .$'.#$- | 12 N $B>4A+#M | 13–13 G om. parentheses signs | 14 R Z$'*"4- 
| 15 UB ante corr. ?%9&# | 16 E =#9&-+&"+'<#,#9='.# N =#+9&-+&"+#<#$59='.# | 
17 R <;'&*+24?8 | 18 E ;#&*4$",# R ;#&*4$" | 19 BN add. F$" N$41V E E)-&#9$#)[#]):18 | 
20 GERN ?&(;" | 21 G 9)#4*: ante corr. 9)#"* | 22 RN G4;4-"#$')$4?8 | 23 E Z$'*"?4;V | 
24 R =+([" | 25 BGN U#)%.#;#*4 | 26 R D'$4*8 | 27 GN 94>- | 28 N 4*"+#B | 29 B ante corr. 
=$BC+"C4B | 30 G +4%34 | 31 R Z$'*"?";' | 32 G ;#&*4$" | 33 E >#$.#;: | 34 E >#,#.#;: | 
35 ERN 74-+:?8 | 36 ER )#$#39=2B | 37 E <;4F*4% | 38 ER G4;4-9$#'# N G4;4-9$')$5 | 39 
E ;474++: | 40 G )4$"="* | 41 RN K#$#9&-$#&"+V | 42 E <;46)#9)49&" | 43 ERN H4&2 | 44 N 
S$2.#,#)2 | 45 ER omm. | 46 G .;4749=2B | 47 E .;4="F | 48 N =#$"=' | 49 BGN "?%-,4 
 
a G in marg. 9?4;&5 N$." | b G in marg. .#9&5 K'$BH' 

208v 

209r 
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)9-=#.#1 ;V9=#.#2 7$()=', 4.*' 34 2)%*')q,4 7"9$# )#M+9&)' 4./3, 
4*):?:9$85 .;474"#=F" <;#&")# ;#9"-$

6 $2=''#
7*4 )9=#;4 )#- 9)#" 

.;4749="48 9#>;'),4, " <;#&")# E)-&#9$')' )4*#,', F )+4.*' #>#"9 
)#"9=' <;#&"'# 94>- 9&',', JV95 34 )"*- ?+#349q&)# .;4=#'# 
<;"9&;',q+" >:e,', E)-&#9$''# 34 )"*%10 )#M9=# 9)#4 ) >#-&+", ;4e74, 
*;%7511 E)-&#9$')#)' = )#"$9&)2* +4 )"3V ?%9&', =#4 >: +'" A*% 
>4A#<'9q+# #! +4<;"-&4$4% 9=;:&" ?#)#$#12, || A4?$" . " 9q$'e): 
;Ve9="4 ) ;Ve=" +4<;"-e&4$q9="4 <#*'e&" +"=#.*' 94.# ) ?:9$" 9)#4% +4 
"?%$8 49q?513, +# <;#&")# +4<;"-&4$4% ?V349&)4+q+# )#BW14 "$" 
9?4;&5 9$')+VB <;"F?4?8, "$"w >4&9?4;&+:-15 9$'): 94>% 
*#='34?816, 'H4 <;49$')q+/ " ?V349&)4+q+# )#B- V?;Vw17, "?4+" 
9)#4?V 18)%7+:- 9$'):18 A'9$V3V19, 4.*' . <#>%3V20 )%7+VB 9;'?#&V 
" <#+#" )#9<;"F?V21, ' ?q+#349&)#?8 +4<;"-&4$4% ?- #/,46,"?8 +4 
<#*#>'4&8 ?+% >%3'&" " V%&" +4)#&?#3+#, +# ?V349q&q)4+q+# 
<;#e&")822 "18 >V*V 9&#-&", " .$')V A' #&4749&)# 9)#4 +'<;46 )9%?823 
+' 9&;'1#)'+"4 <#$#3V. *# 94?8 7&"w P4->49&4M+'24* 9"B 
E)-&#9$')#)V ;%75 P4;>49&4"$

25 )# #<"9'+F" 9&';#)#
26 $%&#<"9C' 

?#9=#)q9=#.#27 +' $"9&V .4\.* #<"924! )#"+" . " )94 )#"$9&)# ;V9=#4, 
28(<4;)# "9<23''#9-)28 .$'.#$'+"4?8 =+(A- 9)#4.# -=# <;">:&"4*

29 
+#):4 <#?#H" #<#,#74+"30, &#!7'" 4*"+#.$'9+# )#A#<"e,', *#1#e&' 
;29'=#'#* ;4=,4 .*% .$')' &)#- C(;9='- &'?# " +(," *' >V*V&831, 
32V&)4-*") 3432 &#.*' )#"$9&)/ || "*4 9 )4$"e=#B33 9=#e;#9&"B " V*';" 
349&#=# +'<;#&")8 9&#-H44 )#"+q9&)# .;4749=#4, 34;'A#-)') 3434 " 
;#&>")8 )4$"e="?8 +',49&)"4* <#$=" V9&;#4++:435 "18, " &'=# 
<#>%*V )#&<;"-,'36, *<#>%*' ;#9"-$

37 +'6
38 .;4="* >43'H"18 . 

.;4=#'# <#>")'$", 9%=$" "+:1839 <#4?q,4 3"):(, <#&#?8 E)-&#9$')8 
2<#&;4>$-- <#>%*: .;4749="-40 9&;'e+:, ;'A#;-,

41 " <V9&#,"$8, " 
4.*' E)-&#9$')' "+"F =+(A" V?#$-1V *';:, <;#9- <#=#-, A$'&#* " 
<'+'e*#=?"42 >"94;4'#

43 44(-=# ;V9="4 $%&#<"9C: "?-+VB&8,)44 +4 
)#91#&% <;"F?'&", " .+V,'-95 "?", &#=?/ #! .;4=#)8 #*4.*:, 
#;V3"-45 A>;V" H"&:. ?47" <;"9$'++:446 <;"4?q$-; 

__________________________ 
 
1 N )9-='.# | 2 N ;29='.# | 3 E ad. )9=#;4 in marg. R ad. )9=/;4 | 4–4 ER in textu | 
5 ER ):?:9$"( | 6 BG ;#"#9"-$ ER ;#9"'$ | 7 ER $2=' | 8 G .;4749="- | 9 ER #>' | 
10 GER )"*- | 11 ER ;295 | 12 ER ?#7+# | 13 B 49?8 GR 49&5 | 14 B ante corr. )#B{4?8} | 
15 GE >49?4-&+:- N >4A9?4;&+:4 | 16 E *'5='34?8 R *'='34?8 | 17 E V?;4* R V?;4 | 
18–18 BGN 9$'): )%7+:- | 19 R A'"#$!3V | 20 E <#>!.V ante corr. <#>!3V | 21 BN )#&<;"F?V 
| 22 ER <;#&")V | 23 N 9)!?8 | 24 BGN P4->4-9&4%+' ER P4->89&4"+' | 25 BN 
P4->4-9&4"+8 E P4;>89&4"+8 R P4->#9&4%#+8 | 26 ERN 9&';'.# | 27 ERN ?#9=#'#9='.# | 
28–28 G om. parentheses signs | 29 G <;4>:&"4* | 30 G /<#,#74+"F N #<#$74+: | 31 E >V&2! | 
32–32 ER V&)4-*"),4 | 33 BG )4$"4B | 34–34 N ;'A#;)'),4 | 35 R 29&;#4++:- | 
36 GR )#9<;"-,' | 37 B ;#"#9"-$ G ;#"#9"'+8 E ;"99[…] R ;#9"'$ | 38 G +' | 39 N in marg. | 
40 G .;4749="4 | 41 ER ;'A#;",# | 42 GER <#+'*#1?" | 43 BGN )"94;#' | 44–44 G om. 
parentheses signs | 45 N #;"3F- | 46 G <;""#$'+:4 ER <;"9$'++:- 

209v 

210r 
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*9"?81 E)-&#9$')8 .;4=" 94>% <;"=$#+",* E"C4)#B2 1;'>;#9&"B 
)4$"4B " ?Ve349&)#?8 4.# .;4749="4 +';#*: )#&>V.*4+:3 <;",46,4 
=# =49';4?8 9)#"?8 " =# =+(A4?8 .$'.#$','4, " ?: 34$'4?8 " 
1#H4?8 >:&" <#6

5 &'="?8 C(;4?8 "34 +4 &$'&# +# #;V3"- )A-&" 
$B>"&8. E)-&#9$')V . 9 )#"+q9&)#*

6 || 1 K#9&-e+&"+#<#$B7 
<;">$"3'BHV9-, *E)-&#9$'' +' X(;4.#;#63 )4$"4 *'+" )A-)8 #!"*4,* 
8.;4=" #! +4.# "9=V<#)'1V9- *'+"B8 )4$"4B " #! .;4749="18 .;'e+"C8 
4.# #!);'&",'9, -=# >#$,"10 "18 +4 )#3)'&" 4?V, F )#&);'&"9- 9 
)4e$"="?" 9&'*'?" )4$>V*#)8 #&-(74++:1811 A$'&#?8 F 9 )4$"e="?" 
9#=;#)"H" ) >#$.';:. 94.# E)-&#9$')' `'+'e;5 *;4)+F" 
$%&#<"9'&4$512 ) =+".'( ..\.( E)-&#9$'>'13 +';"C'e4&8. )#&);'H'-14 34 
9- 9 )4$"e="?" *#>:7" = G4;4-9$#)$B15 ;V9=#?V, " 1 K"e4)V; A',46,4 
4?V ) <V&5 <474+%." +' &$#?8 ?%9&4, " = >#B +4<;"9&#%+#?8, 
E)-&#9$''# 34 >"9- 9 +"?" " <#;'34+8, )A-&8 >%16 <493+4.9="* 
=+(A4?8 KV;#?8 "$" KV;49#* ;474+q+:?8, *E)-e&#9$')' <#>"$" " 
.$')2 4?2 #!9%=$" <474+%."17* =+-& 3418 <#)4$% 194?V .$')V19 #!94H", 
" F& 74;4<' .$'): 4.# <#)4$% 7'," 9#&)#;"!>

20 F A$'&#?8 #/$#3"e&", F 
9#&)#;" +' +4* +'6<"9'+"421 &'=#)#, 7V3'.#22 "9=F"23 9)#4 
<#.V>$-4&8, " )94.*' >$(."- ?:e9$"24 KV;4"# "9 &#% 7'," <"-,4, 
#/+#'#$-- 9$')V 9)#4- <#>%*: " <'?-!>, || 
Ne &%18 <474+4.'18 "(34 `'+';8 .;4=8 A#)4&8 <'C:e+q+"='?"25, 
Z'<#+F"26 . <4'#C:e+'?"27 ='=#): $B*" >:$" #/;-H4,"28 #/ +"( ) 
<;#"&)4*4+F" <#$#)C#'#, F -&)".#'# <#>;'&"?#)8 $"&#)q9="(, "18. )# 
#+:4 );4?4+' )9-="?" <;#&)'+F" +';"C'12. ' &#M =+-A5 KV;4" >% 
$"&)"+8, -=# "?- 4.# -)$-4!, 
 
Ne 2>"4e+"-(

29 30*;V)# 6-?)8
30 >;'e&F"31, 9(+#)8 Eq)-e&#9$'e)#):18;  

G# 9?4;q&" Eq)-&#9$'e)' JBe;"=#)"7'32, 9'?#e*4-3C' ;Ve9=#.#33, 9(+#)434 
4.#w, &;"w, 1#&- .#;'&*#35 " F&;-6+#36, a <;"e 3")#&% #! (C#)4, =q+-34+F" 
;Ve9="?" ;'&*%$4+:37 >%1V38. +# +4 )#&?#.#,' ?4.*V 9#>#B ) 
&"e,"+% 3"e&". ) +'7'$% <4;):F *V?+:F39 E)-&#"#$')#'# >#-;"+8  

__________________________ 
 
1 N 9'?8 | 2 E 9"C#)#B | 3 ER )#A>V3*4++: | 4 GN .$(.#$',4 R .$',' | 5 G <#! | 
6 G )#%9=#* | 7 ER K#"#&-+&"+V<#$B N K#+9&-+&"+#<#$B | 8–8 N suprascr. | 9 E ante corr. 
#!);'&"9- | 10 N >#$5,4 | 11 BGERN #&-.74++:( | 12 G $%&#<"94C8 | 13 GR E)-&#"#$')' | 
14 R )#&*;'H'- | 15 B ante corr. G;4-9$#)$B GN G4;4-"#$')$B | 16 G ad. 9 | 
17 G <474+4.9="F =(+A5 KV;#?8 | 18 G om. | 19–19 BG .$')2 4?2 | 20 N #&&)#;"&" | 
21 R <#6<"9'+"4 N +'*<"9'++:4 | 22 EN 7B3'.# R 7B3'3#.# | 23 N "H'M | 24 B ante 
corr. ?#9$" G ?#.$" | 25 N <'C:"++"='?" | 26 G Z#<#+"F E Z'<#"+" R Z'<#++" N )8 
'<#+F" | 27 U ante corr. <{#}'#C:+'?" ER <#'#C:+'?" | 28 BG #/;'H4," | 29 ER 2>"4+"F | 
30–30 B suprascr. ER *;V.'.# | 31 ER >;'&' | 32 G O.#;4)"7' ante corr. JB;"=#)"7' 
[correction made in hand G6] | 33 ERN ;V9='.# | 34 G 9:+#)4% | 35 N in marg. | 36 E FA;'6+# | 
37 ER ;'A*4$!++:18 | 38 G >-1V | 39 E *V*+: ante corr. *V-+: 
 
a G in marg. d;#<#$=8  

210v 

211r 
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"?4+4*
1 E)'*#$&82, *E)'*#,&8 )&#;:F3 I1"&#@4,

4,* <;"%1''# ) K"e4)8 
=5 d;#<#$=V =+(AB ="e4)q9=#?V >#$,#*: #! >;'e&F", +'7' 4?Vw 
9#)%&#e)'&" *' "&.#+"&8 #! =+-34+"- *;4)$-+q9=#)

5 " 
<4;4-"#$#'#||9=#.#6 >;'e&' 9q)#4.# N$41', ;+-9- 4?Vw -=# 9(+' 4.#a 
;474+q+'.# ]B&V7 N$4( V>"8 +' $#)'(, 
E"C4 . f;#<#e$=8 <# 9#e)%&V E)'e*#$q&#)V9 <#VH4+8 <#6- )#M+V +' 
>;'e&', "10 )#M 4.# *;4e)q$-+q9="4 <#>"w, N$4( 34 V,46 A >#B 11(<# 
D4e1#)"B)11 ?+#349q&)' ;'*"e +';#*' >43'H"( 9 &#.#. >#B, *94.# 
.;'68 P4->49&4"$

12 " =;#+"=' ="e4)9='- +4 #&+'7"$" &#=q?# S$2)5,8 
" D41#)F" " =;#+"=" +%=#&#;:4 ;29="4,* +4 )#&?#34 ).+49&""# )#13 
.;'6

14 9)#M Z';-.. +# #! )#M9=8 d;#<#$q=#):(
15 <;"9q&V<'eBH"( =# 

.;'6: 9 ):9#e=#.#16 ?#e9&V 9)4;q34+8 " ?4.*V ?q+#349&)'17 $B*4M 
+V.+# V?;4w ) $%&#18 #! 9#&)#;4+"- 9)%&' .0[2(<4. f;#<#$=819 . )# 
.;'6

20 Z';-. )q+"*4 "21 <#)4$% >;'e&' 9q)#4.# N$41' "9='&"22, " <# 
)A-&F"23 .;'68 ) &;4&F" *4+5 #>;%&#e,' 4.#24 ?4. &%$'?"25 7$()749="?" 
?4;q&)', " <;"+4e9#,' &%$#w 4.#w <;46 f;#<#$='. f;#<#$=8 . )"e*% &%e$# 
>;'&'26 9)#4.# ;474 =q E)'*#$&V27, Eq)'*#e$&428 94.# <#34$',#

29 49", F 
<#.;4>#,' 4.# ) N);2e7"30. *N);V9#

31 .;'6,* 
*Z$'*"e?4-

32 )33 )';-."34 <#>%3'* g9$:,')8 9"4 Z$'*"?4;835, -=# 
d;#<#,=836 >;'&' 9)#4.# N,.'37 V>", >43' "& )4$"e=#.#38 
U#)'||.#;#*'39 A'e ?#;4 = )';-e.#?840, ' +' )4$"e=#* =+-34+F" 
+#).#;#6C=#*

41 d;#<#$=8 <#9'*" +'?%9+"='42 9)#4.#, " 94>4 9#&)#;" 
9'?#*4-3C' )94' JV9"F43, Z$'*"?4;844 34 )A- 94>% )';-.#)8 +' 
<#?#H8, "*4 +' 9)#4 =+-34+"4, " +'?%9+"='45 d;#<#$=#)'46 F& 
)4$"e=#.#47 U#)'.#;#*'48 F&.+', 49*Z$'*"?4-

50 51U#'#.#;#6 <'="51 
#&:e9='52*49 )5 4.#. ?%9&# <#9&')" 9)#4.# "?4+4*

53 S#/;:+B, 9'?8 . 
9#>;' )#M9=# ;V9=#4, " 9#4*"+-54 9 )';-."b <;#&")# d;#<#$q=' )#e4)' 
V<;4.*'- 4.#e55 ) &#e?8, )%*%56 >#57 -=# "?-e,4 d;#<#,=8 )#eM+V 
<#6-&" <;#e&")V 4.#, 

__________________________ 
 
1 G F?-+4* | 2 ER E)'*',&8 | 3 B )&#;: | 4 G I1"&#)4$8 | 5 N *;4)$-+9='.# | 
6 R <4;4-9$''#9=#.# N <4;4-9$')9='.# | 7 R om. | 8 ER V>"F | 9 R E)'*',#&#)V 
N E)'*#+&#)2 | 10 N om. | 11–11 G om. parentheses signs | 12 BGN P4->4-,&4"+8 | 13 ER ) | 
14 ER .#;#6 | 15 G f;#<#,#=#):( | 16 N ):9#='.# | 17 N ?+#349&)#?8 | 18 ER $!&' | 19 BG 
f;'<#,#=8 | 20 G .;'*4 | 21 ER omm. | 22 ER "9='&5 | 23 E )A-&" | 24 N 4.#38 | 25 N &!$!9: | 
26 G suprascr. | 27 G E)'$*#&2 ER E #)',*#&V | 28 GER E)'$*#&4 | 29 G ad. $" | 30 G N'#;V7"F 
N ad. .;'*! | 31 G I);V75 | 32 N Z$'*"?";8 | 33 ER )' | 34 ER );-." | 35 N Z$'*"?";8 | 
36 ER f;#<#,=8 | 37 N N$4.' | 38 G )4$"=#)' N )4$"='.# | 39 ER U#)'.;'68 | 40 ER 
)';-1#?8 | 41 G +#'#.#;#C="* N +#).#;#*9=#?8 | 42 GRN +'?%9&+"=' | 43 N J#99F" | 
44 RN Z$'*"?"- | 45 RN +'?!9&+"=' | 46 G d;#<#,#=' | 47 N )4$"='.# | 48 E U#)'.;'*' ad. 
" R U#)'.;' | 49–49 ER omm. | 50 N Z$'*"?";8 | 51–51 N <'=" U#).#;#*8 | 52 G #!"9=' | 
53 GN F?-+4?8 | 54 ER 9#4*"+-"# | 55 ER 4)# | 56 G )%*- ER )"*4 | 57 N om.  
 
a G in marg. Y$4.8 2>"&8 | b G in marg. *#9&#"+# A'?%7'+F- 

211v 

212r 
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Z &# . );4e?- <#9$'w1. "2 =#3 J4()#e$56:
4 =+(AB <q9=#'#9=#*: 5("34 "& 

)';-)# <;"F*4)5 <;#9-H46 V +4.# )q 34+V *H4;" J#1?"*:7 8(J#1?"*'9 
. <;# Z$'*"?4;' )%*-H410 >:e&" +4"9&#)' $#e3')8, 11 E)-&#9$''# 34 9 
+'$#.+"C4B12 D'$B9=#B 4.# <;"3")13 +4 )#"#1#&% A' +4.# "!&" +# A' 
>;'&' 4.# " +4<;"-&4$- d;#<#e$q='14 #! +4.#. " 9q)'&#'# #3"*'$'15 >%. 
Z$'*"?4;8, ;'&.+%e)'9-16 +' J4()#e$5*'17 #>q;'e&" +' +4.# )#M9q=' 
.#&#):4 9)#", " G9=#'# )A-w, 9'?#.#18 . J418)#e$5*'19, a A *)4?- 9(+: 4.# 
?>"w, ' *H4;5 || J#1?"*V20 )q 34+Ve 94>% )qA-w 9"e$#B 
G#&#?8 Z$'e*"?4;821 &#B <#>%*#B " <;"9#)#=V<$4+"4*

b 94>% 
=+-.9&)'22 <9=#)q9='.# V=;4<")q9-, "*4 1 K"e4)V <;#&")#23 d;#<#$q=', 
d;#<#$=824 9-*425 ) K"e4)4, ' Z$'*"?4;826 #9'6> 4.#, " ;'&:?% -=# 
9"$#B +4 )qA-&" 4.#, <#9$' &'%+# =527 d;#<#$=#)V )%;+#?V *V?+#?V 
>#-;"+2 = L$V*V +';"C'- 4.# #! (C#?828, " <#9$' = +4*: *';: 
*#)#$+:29, ?#$- *'>: <#*',# 4?V 9#)%&8 d;#<#$q=' V>"e&"  
Z:e;'AV?%)8 Z$'*"?4;#)#30 <#9$'+"4 L$V6 #>%H'e-31 d;#<#,=' 
2>"&", 32&#7"B / 9 <;"$43'+"4* K"e4)' *#9&')'$832, 33 Z$'*"e?4;8, '34 
d;#<#,#=V 9#)%&8 *'-, *'>: ) K"e4)4 +4 3", <#)%*'- -=# ?+#349&)# 
="e4)$-$

35 ;'>#'# 4.# +' &*;')"4 V?:,$-B&8, F -=# =# Z$'*"?"-:
36 

<;"9&'B!; 
E"e?8 L$Ve*#):?8 $4e9q+:?837 9#)%e&#?8, d;#<#$=8 "9 K"e4)' 2"*4 )#38 
.;'*8 J#*4+8 "34 9&#"&8 +' V9&5439 ;%=" m;9:, "*%34 7'-,4 
Aq*;'e)"4 9)#4 9#1;'e+"&"c. || 
Z$'*"e?";840 34 K"e4)8 )qA-w, " #9'*")8 9)#"?" )#M9=" 
)4$"e=#+#).#;#69="?"41 " )';-.9="*%, "*4 9 )#"$9&)#?8 A' 
f;#<#$q=#?842 " )# .;'63 J#*4+443 #9'*" 4.#. " <#)4$% =# .;'6: " 
>',q+-?8 <;"9&V<'&" &-,=#44 <# ?q+#.#4 )q;4?-. )#"9='45 . 
d;#<#$q=#): )# .;'*4 >V*V7"446 "&+V.*4+: >-e,447, )"*- . 
"&+V3*4+"4 "18 L$V6, 9#)%&#)' d;#<#$q=V <;#9"e&" ?"e;V " &"e,"+: V 
>;'&' 9)#4.# Z$'*"?4;'48. ' Z$'e*"?4;V49 <;46)#&)%H'-, 7&# V34 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER omm. | 2 N <#9$: | 3 N =8 | 4 U ante corr. J4()#$#6: B ante corr. Z94)#$#6: 
N J#9)#$5*2 | 5–5 G om. parentheses signs | 6 ER <;#9-HV | 7 N J#&?"*: | 8–8 G om. 
parentheses signs | 9 R J#(?!*' N J#&?"*' | 10 ER )!*-H' N )!*',4 | 11 N om. right 
parenthesis sign | 12 E +'$#3+"C#B | 13 G om. right parenthesis sign | 14 E f;#<#,=' | 15 E 
#3'*'$' | 16 E ;'A).+!)'9- | 17 U ante corr. J4()#$#*' B ante corr. Z94)#$#*' G J#()',#*' 
R J4()'$*' | 18 N 9'?'.# | 19 U ante corr. J418)#$#*' B ante corr. Z94)#$#*' G J#()',#*' | 
20 N J#!?"*2 | 21 BR Z$'*"?";8 | 22 ER =+-349&)' N =+-38 | 23 E <;#&")V N <;#&")# 
ante corr. <;#&"){2} | 24 ER add. 34 | 25 N 9-*5 | 26 R Z$'*"?"- | 27 ERN =8 | 
28 BGN #!2C4?8 | 29 G *#)#$" | 30 R Z$'*"?";#)# | 31 BGN #>%H' | 32–32 ER in marg. | 
33 G *#9&')",# | 34 ER omm. | 35 GER ="-)$-+8 | 36 BGEN Z$'*"?4;V | 37 BGN $49&+:* | 
38 ER ) | 39 E V954 | 40 GEN Z$'*"?4- | 41 ER )4$"=#+#)#.#;#K="?" | 42 N d;#<#$=#?8 | 
43 ER J#*"+4 | 44 BGN &-.=# | 45 G )#%9=# | 46 GER >V*V7" | 47 B ad. :,' suprascr. 
G >:,' | 48 R Z$'*"?";' | 49 B Z$'*"?46: R Z$'*"?";V 
 
a G in marg. Z$'*"?";8 "*4 +' G9=#)8 | b G in marg. <#&#?8 =8 K"4)2 | c G in marg. 
K"4)8 )AW&8 

212v 

213r 
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d;#<#,#=' 1#H4! ):*'&51, " <;46 +4.# <;")4"#&", d;#<#$=8 . 
<#9q$V,' 9#)%&' L$V*#)' $"#&"e)'2 <#6*'*49- ) 9"$4 +' ?$"#&5, 3>;'e&V 
9)#4*:

3, 4 Z$'*"?4;V5 34$'- #! +4.# 434 *'9&8 4?Vw +' <;#<"&'+"4, *' 
&%?8 >$(.#*';4+8 >V*4&8. Z$'*"?4;V6 . 9"4 >:9&5 .#63, <#&#?8 L$V6 
9#)%&#)' d;#<#$q=V, *' "*4&8 =# >;'e&V " <#6*'9q&9-7 4?Vw, 
)#&>;'+-H48 34 d;#<#$q=V *;V.F" *V?+#M9 >#-;"+8, "?4+4* Z4;'9=#, 
d;#<#$=810 . Z4;'9=#)'11 9#)%&' <;4+4>;41812, <#9$V,'a L$V*', "13 F& 
.;'*' "&"*414 =#15 >;'e&V, || 4.*' 34 "91#.*',4 "& );'&8, '>"4 #! *)2 
)';-.#)8 V>"4$ >:e9&5, 434 9'?8 Z$'*"?";816, #! +%e="- >',q+" 
A;-w,417 )"*%)q 34 d;#<#$q='18 >;'e&' V>"4$+', &#!7'" <#9$' )# .;'6 
)';-.#)8 )#M+#'# 9)#"(, " 34+V >;'e&' 9)#4.# .;47'+q=V -! F +'9"$#)', 9 
+4B34 f;#<#$=819 <#=' 4H4 74;q+"C4B20 >:$' <;4.*4 *'34 +4 <#-&" 
4?V 21B ) 34+V21 "?% 9(+' &%?8 #/;'A#?8 )#.*4$4+"-22 ;'*" 434 
."#*;9&)#)'&"23, f;#<#$=824 V>"25 N$41' >;'e&', d;#<#,=' 3426 
Z$'*"e?";827 V>"w, 
 
Zq$'*"e?4;8 )4$"e="F Eq)-e&#9$')F9#

28 9'?#*4;q34C8 ;V9=F", <4;q):F 
1;"9&"'+"+829 >:9&5 ) $%&# #! 9#!)#;4+"- ?"e;' .0[2(<[.4, 
Z$'*"e?4;830 Eq)-&#9$'e)"75, )+21# O.#;4'# <;')+V1#

b JBe;"=#)8 #)$'*% 
=+-34+"-?" ;V9="?" >;'e&F" 9)#"(, N,.'31 F f;#<#,#='32 || " )9B JV95 
<#$V+#7#+VB33, )#9&#7+VB " +'34 <#,#*4+5 $43'HVB, >%$VB, " 
74;+VB. <#6 9)#B *4-3')V <;")4*4, 94.# ;'*" <"9'9- C(;4?8 "$" 
=#;#$4?8, 9'?#*4;3C4?8 " )4$"e="* =+(A4?8 )94'35 J#9F", <;49&#$8 . 
9)#M "& )4$"=#.#36 U#)'.#;#*'37, c )q K"e4)8 <;4+49438, ' A' V>"4$+:( 
>;'e&F" 9)#"18 N,.'39 " f;#<#e$q='40, >(.#?8 9)#"?8 34;q&): <;"e+#9-, 
?q+#349&)# >#,#)'+#)8 " ='<"H841 <#.'+q9="( ) K"e4)4 " +' "+:( 
.#;'( " <#$-( ="e4)9="( +'9&')",, " <#"#&;#",# +'7'$+#% >#$)'+8d 
A%$# ):e9#=8 G4;V+V "$" G4-=V+242 >#.V .;#?#)843 &4?+:( #/$'=#'# " 
?#,+F" " >$(.#7"+q+# 4.# <#7"&'-, &%$# . 4.#e "A;-6+# "& *;4)' 
):;4A', .$')V 34 9;4/;-$: V," A$'&:-, +#." 34$%&+:- 9#*%$', ) 
;V='18 . ='?4+5 *4;3', <#*#>"4?8 .;#?' <'$-H'.#, -1#+q&: "  

__________________________ 
 
1 G )%*'&5 | 2 GR $9&")# | 3–3 B ante corr. >;'&' 9)#4.# | 4 N 9)#4<#$2 | 5 R Z$'*"?";V | 
6 E Z$'*"?4- R Z$'*"?";V | 7 N <#**'9- | 8 B )#&>;'+4H4 G )#&>;'+-,4 | 9 GER 
*V*+:F | 10 B f;#<#,#=8 | 11 N Z4;',=#)' | 12 ERN <;4+4>;!)# | 13 G om. | 14 BGN "A:*4 | 
15 BGN = | 16 BGEN Z$'*"?4;8 | 17 GER A;-H4 | 18 G f;#<#$=' | 19 GRN d;#<#$=8 | 
20 ER 74-+"C#B | 21–21 N om. | 22 G )#&3*4$%4"- ER )#.*4+"- | 23 E ."#*;59&)'&" | 
24 GRN d;#<#,#=8 | 25 ER 2 | 26 N om. | 27 BGEN Z$'*"?4;8 | 28 G E)%&#9$')"75 | 
29 BGER 1;"&"-+"+8 | 30 GR Z$'*"?";8 | 31 N N$4.' ante corr. N$.' | 32 N d;#<#$=' | 
33 N <#$2+#H+2B | 34 B +# | 35 N )94- | 36 N )4$"='.# | 37 ER U#)'.;'68 | 38 GN <;"+494 | 
39 N N$4.' ante corr. N$5.' | 40 N d;#<#$=' | 41 G ='<"H5 | 42 N om. | 43 ER >#.#)8 
 
a G in marg. d;#<#$=8 2>"4+8 | b G in marg. Z$'*"?";8 | c G in marg. <;4+494+"4 
<;49&#$' "A8 U#)'.#;#*' )8 K"4)8 | d G in marg. =V?";8 G4;V+8 

213v 

214r 
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9'<@";'?"a V=;',4+q+:F1. "+:- . >#$q)'+: +';474 g9$'6, K#;99'2, 
S'99Ve>', E&;"e>', 3E"?', 4-.$'3, 4 [sic], D'=#,55, " <;#&q7'-, "(34 JV"# 
=V?";'?" +';"C'1V, " 34;&): "?8 &)#;-eH46, || 
E#&*' 34 Z$'*"?4;87 " .;'6 )4$"e=F" ?4. Z#,#.#B " N=#B ;%='?"b )# 
9)#4 "?- Z$'*"?"-

8 A%$# )# 9&;'+% "A#>",+#% #! D#9=): .;(<. 
<#<;"H89 +' )#9&#=8 9$(+C' " &'?# "9 K"4)' <;49&#, <;4+494, " 
>:&510 *# =+(A- O)'+' S'+"$#)"7' >4$#;V9=#.#11, =+(A5 . O)'+8 
S'+"$#)"75 "& Z$'*"?4;'12 <;"#&$8 = D#9=)4 <;4+49413, #>;'&"14 
<#&#?8 Z$'*"?4;8 ?:9$5 9)#B = )#"$9=#M15 >#*;#9&"16, c, )#4)' . ) 
+'7'$4 D47"9$')' =+(A- <#,9=#.#17, F '#A- .;'*: G;4?:,$518, " 
X:-)4+5 F V%&*8 ;'*"?"C=F" <#$9=#.#19 =+-.9&)'20 (217'-&5 
;'*#?9=F"22 <#6 9)#B *4-3')V <#=#;", " *'+5 )#&$#3" ='=#)V23 
<#$-=#* *')',>

24 # &#?8 S$2.#,8 " D41#)F" =+")#
25 .)\. .$''#

26 .'\. " ..\. 
9&;'+"C' .=(*. " <;#9:27 <",V!, 
S%&4%

28 Z$'*"?";829 #! <;"#/H4++:( 4?V 34$ "?-,4 #! J#6?"*:30 
*H4;"31 =+-A- J4()#,*'32 <9=#'#9='.#33, &;4( 9:+#)8 OA-9$')' 
d;#9$')' Z94)#$#*' " *)% *H4;". A .;4="+4B E)-&#<#,=' || 9 
749=#B34 =+-."+4B E)-&#9$')', E&'+"9$')', A >#,#.'-=#B35 L#;"9' " 
P$%>'36, 9)4-18 &%( 34+8 "?%-,4 V 94>- +'$#.+"C8 ) Z:7.;'63

37 .&\. 
) L4;49&#)4, " ) 94/;'(

38 .9\. ) L4$%.;'63 .&\. )9%18 >:$# 7"9$#* .s\. " 
>V*V7" 9#)4;,4++:*

d 9'?#*4-3C4* )94' J#9F", Z$'*"?4- ,46 9 
)4$"F?839 )#M9=#?8 7;4& SV+'% " #)$'*% A4?$" >#$.';9=2B. 
94->9=2B, ='-)'C=VB, 946?".;'6C=2B40, )"-&"K=2B, -&)",9=2B41 
*V$4<9=2B " 9&;'+: "*%34 +(+4 )#$#1" ?V$&-+442, " &'&';: 
>#/;2K="4, " )9%18 = <#9$V,'+"B 9)#4?V 4*"+:* <#64?#?8 <;".+' 
" *'+543 )4$"B +' +"( )#&$#3", -34 .;4749="* =4e9';4* *')',>

44; )# 
);4?- . 94-45 4)# )#M+: ) ;V9="- =+(3+"- <;"F*#,' <474+%.", " 
#9'*",' L%,#.#;#6, ) +4?8. <;4>:)'1V Z$'*"?4;#):( .&\. 
+'$#.+"C8, <474+%." . <#6 .;'*#?8 9&#-46 ?+#.#4 );4?-, +4 
)#&?#.#,' 4?V +"74.#e V7"+"&", +#47 9#)%H',' <#6 +"?8 9&#-!>, 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER V=;',4$+: | 2 N K#;9' | 3–3 [Pol. Symaergla] | 4 R f-:.$' | 5 GRN D'=#,8 | 
6 R &)#;-1V | 7 GR Z$'*"?";8 | 8 GERN Z$'*"?4- | 9 G <#<;"H5 | 10 BGERN >:9&5 | 
11 N >!$#;29='.# | 12 GR Z$'*"?";' | 13 N <;"+494 | 14 EN #/;'&"F | 15 G )#%9=#% | 
16 ER >#6;'9&" | 17 N <#$59='.# | 18 ER G4;!?:7#$5 | 19 ER <#,#9='.# | 20 ER =+-349&)' | 
21 GER omm. parenthesis sign | 22 R ;'*#?9=" BN add. right parenthesis sign | 23 N ='=#)8 | 
24 ER *')'&" | 25 N =+"." | 26 GER .$')' | 27 ER <;#7"F | 28 R *!*4% | 29 BGERN Z$'*"?4- 
| 30 R J#(?"*: | 31 N *H4;: | 32 B ante corr. Z94)#$#*' G E4)#$#*' N J#.)#$#*' | 33 E 
<9=#'#9=#.# | 34 E 74"#+#B R 74"#&+#B | 35 G >#,#.'-9=#B | 36 E c$!>' | 37 ER Z:,4.;'63 | 
38 GRN 94->'( | 39 GERN )4$"="?8 | 40 GER 946?".;'C=2B N 94*?".;'*9=2B | 41 ERN 
W&)"39=2B | 42 G ?V$&-+4 | 43 G *'+8 | 44 ER *')'&" | 45 G 94' | 46 N 9&#-12 | 47 N +4 
 
a G in marg. y9$'*8 K#-99' S'"#9V>' E&;">' E"?' f-.$' D'=#,8 | b G in marg. .;'*8 
Z$'*"?"- " <;4+494+"4 )# #+:M <;49&#$" "& K"4)' | c G in marg. )#M+' 98 G#,,4B | 
d G in marg. )#4++:W *%M9&)"- Z$'*"?";' | e G in marg. ):?:9$8 )%$.#;#*C4)8 
<;#&")8 <474+4.8 

214v 

215r 
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*#$*434 .;'C="(
1 3"&4$4% .$'*#* "&?#;-&8, .;'.*'+4 . )"*- 

<474+%.#)8 *#,#.#4 #=#$# || .;'*' #/$434+"4, <#?:,$-,4 "?8 
A*'&"9- .$'*' ;'*", " >% "& +"18 ?2. ) )#&;'9&4 <;49&';%$#* 
)#&>;'+"2 <474+%.#* .;'e*' A*'&", " <#)4$% *)% ='*" ="94$- 
;'&)49&"3, &;4&"B . V.#&#)'&" 9:&: ?46)-+:4, " ):)49&" <474+%.#* 
4)q &'>#-, 5(<474+%.#?84 9=27+# >4& *%$' 9&#-!>)5, 6 .$'.#$- 
<474+%.#?8, 9&#- ) <#$4 9+%6"'7 +4 "?'&4 F 94 >4$#.#;#6C:8 <# 
$B/)" 9)#4% = )'* <;"9$'$"; *#$*434 9# Z$'*"?4;#*

9 ."#*;4?8 
9)#"* *$- )'" <;".#&#)-&9-10 $V&74, <474+%." . )"*- 94 ;'&:?%,' 
-=# .$'*#* "(

11 +4 F&?#;"e&", .;'*' .3 9"$#B +4 )A-e&", " &#.# *$- 
#!"*#,' #& #9'*:; >4$#.#;#6C: . ?'$:* ):?:9$#* #!,V&"$""#, 
G#&#* <474+%." 9#>;')9- 9 )4$"F?812 )#"$9&)#* "*#,' 1 K"4)V, 
Z$'*"?"-

13 34 9$:,'14 <;# <#1#6 "( "*4 <;#&")#15 "(, " 9&' #>#A#* 
V ;4=" T;2>43" 9516 4*"+#% 9&;'+: || <474+%."17, A *;V."418 . 
Z$'*"?4- )"*- 34 <474+%." -=# Z$'*"?";819 <;#&")# "( 9&#"&8 )# 
?+#349&)4 9"$:, +4 9?%- +' +4.# >#4?8 +'9&V<'&", +# <;#9",' V 
+4.# 4*"+'.#20 #! )#"$ >;'&"9- 9#21 4*"+:*

22 34 "( 9&;'+: >#;C#* 
<474+%.#?8, " 'H4 ;V9=#M )#"+8 <;4#*#$%4e&8 <474+%.' &#.*' 
<474+%." Z$'*"?4-: 9$V3"&" >V*V&8, 'H4 . <474+%)# <;4#*#$%4&8 
;V9=#.#23 )#"+', &#.*' <474+%.#?8 JV95 <#6$43'&" " 9$V3"&" 
>V*V&8, ' >263 &'=#% >#;4C8 +4 #>;4&4&C'24 ?4.*V )'*% &#.*' ?: 
;29=2B A4?$B &;" .#*:25 )#4)'&526 >V*4*, 94.# ;'*" $2!74 )'* >4&

27 
=;#)#<;#$"&"- #6+#.# >#-C' A' '#9%( <#9&')"&5, 
Z$'*"?4- ):9$V,')8 #! <474+%.#'# <#"#$'+"- <47'$4$ >:9&5 A%$#, 
<#?:,$-- ) 94>% .$'.#$-, 'H4 +4 <#9&')$B >#;C' <474+%." 
<#?:9$-&8, 7&# )# =+-34+"-( ?#"( +" 4*"+8 )#"+8 = >#B *#9&#"+8 
|| #>;49&"9-28 ?#34&8, &#.#e ;'*" +' ?#4% *4-3')4 ;V9=#% )%7+'-29 
V=#;"&+' >V*4&8, 4.*' . <#9&')$B 9 <474+%.#?8 " >#;C' #! ;V9="18 
)#M30, <474+%)# 4.# <;4#*#$%4&8, &#.*' >49749&"431 " <#6*'$9&)#32 
<474+%.#* <;"#/;-HV; )# );4?- . &#% 4)# ?:9$" <;"F*4 <;46 
Z$'*"?4;' <4;4-9$')$-+"$

33 ?V. 9&';8 .$(.$-34. C(;B )4$"e=F" =+-34 
Z$'*"?";V35 9(+8 ?#% ?#34&8 >;'&"95 9 <474+%.#?8, # 94?8 
>$(.#*';9&)VM36. ;'*#9&4+8 >:9&5 Z$'*"?4-, " <#)4$% 4?V 9(+' 9)#4.# 
<;46 9- <;")49&", 4.*' . <;"F*4 B+#,' <;46 Z$'*"?4;'37, )#<;#9"  

__________________________ 
 
1 B .;'69="18 ERN .;'6C="18 | 2 N )#A#>;'+" | 3 GR ;#&)49&" | 4–4 N suprascr. | 5–5 G 
om. parentheses signs | 6 N om. right parenthesis sign | 7 GE 9+%6+' RN 9+!*"- | 
8 E >!$#.#;#6C" | 9 R M#$'*"?";#?8 | 10 G <;".#&#)'!C' N <;".#&#)-&C' | 11 B ante corr. 
"?8 | 12 BGERN )4$"="?8 | 13 BGERN Z$'*"?4- | 14 ER omm. | 15 N <;#&")2 | 16 G 9# 
N 98 | 17 ER add. . | 18 E *;V.2- R *;2.2B | 19 GERN Z$'*"?4- | 20 RN 4*"+#.# | 21 ER 95 
| 22 B 4*"+:$ | 23 ER ;V9='.# | 24 B ante corr. #>4;4&C' ER #>4;4!C' | 25 R .#*' | 
26 G )#4)'&" | 27 BG >49 | 28 N #>;4&"9- | 29 N )!7+' | 30 G )#"$ | 31 BER >4&749&"4 | 
32 ER <#6*'+9&)#* | 33 E <4;4-9$#)$-+"$ | 34 B a corr. .$(.{'}- | 35 GERN Z$'*"?4;V | 
36 N >$'*';9&)2M | 37 B Z$'*"?";' 
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4.# Z$'*"?4-
1,2 9?%4,3 $" >;'&"9- A >'.'&:;4*

4 <474+%.9="*, ;4745 
B+#,' C(;B <;49$')+:F6 7'& ;'/

7 &)#% +(+4 V&;"," ='=# <474+%." A 
>'.'&:;4*

8 9)#"* <;4!
9 &)#4B *4-3')#B <#9;'?$4+" >V*V!. )"*-10 

Z$'*"?"-
11 )4$"B12 1;'>;#9&5 B+#," ) ?'$#* )#&;'9&4, 1394% ># 

<4;4-9$#)$-+"$
14, -=# # +4* S$2.#,8 " D41#)F" ) =+".'(, || .)\. .$')' 

.F\. 9)"*%&4$9&)VB!, >:9&5 9;46+-.# )#&;'9&'13, 9V?+-,49-15 # <#>%*4, 
16#6+'=#.

17 <#9$' = <474+%.#*, *'>:16 A >#.'&:;4* 9)#"?8, = >#B 
):1#*",>, ' #$ "( 9 )#"+#?818 9)#"* #3"*'4!. )#V&;F" . <474+%." 
9&',' )# 9&;#M9&)%, " .#-*# <#+#9-, >#;C' +' 2.#&#)'++#419 ?%9&# 
<#9$'$", 7$()='a &#,9&' " <$47"e9&' )#&;'9&#* <#*#/+' P#$"'*V20, 
=#&#;#M 21.#-*# 9&#-21 )#<"- +' ;V9'=#)8 <#+#,'- " 1V$- "(, 
9=#;-422 34 ;')+'.# 94>%, 4*"+#?V . +4 9?%BHV, &;4( +' >#;>V 
<;"A:)',4, "A:63 "&

23 ;V9='.#24 )#M9=' <4;4-9$''#$-+"+825, 7$()=8 
?'e$8 +# =;4+'9&8. )"*- . 4.# <474+%.8 <#9?%-26 4?V " +'&)' 4.# 
34,#)'=#*, 4.*' . ?4.*V 9#>#B 9#,$"9-, 9+-$"9- #>' =;%<=# A' 
<#-9:, <#"9&"$+% -=# S';4" 9 f+8&4$B99#* f+4'9#):27 >#-C:28, 
<474+%.8 &#,#9&#&#B &%$'29, ;V9'=830 34 =;%<#9&"B 2<;')$-,4, 
<474+%.8 ):9#=831 7$()=8, ;V9'=832 . +"eA#=8, ?'e$# +'=$'+-e,49-33, 
34;'&>%.," 34 9-34 V*';" || <474+%.' .$')#B ) &#$9&#4 >;B1# >$"& 
$#+'35 <#6

36 <V<#* *'34 V<'*4. )#M9='37 . 938 #>#"( 9&;'+8 9&#-1V 
&"1#, " &;-H4 +' >#;>2 ?'$#.# ?23"7=' 9# "9<#$"+#*, <#&#?8 
)9&')8 <474+%.8 9 )4$"="* 9&:*#* 1#&%,# <4;4-9$')$-+"+'39 V*';"! 
=;%<=# =2$'=#*, #$ 34 9=#;# #/;'H9- #! <474+%.' #!>%34, <474+%)# 
34 7$()=8 &-34$#M40 #! =;%<='.#41 V*';4+"- =2$'=#)' 434 ?"+V$#42 
;V9"+'43 <#!=+V'#9-44 V<'*4 +' A4?$B, ;V9"+8 . +4 *'*4 4?V )9&'&" 
)9%6 +' +4.# " +'7' >"&" <# H4='*, 7&# AVe>: ? +4.# 9 =;#)"B45 
):<'*'$", " A' .#-$# 4.# V1)'!>

46 *'34 *(,2 +' &#?8 ?%9&4 ):$#?",#, 
)"*%) 34 9"4 Z$'*"?4;8 9 )#M9=#?8 )9=#;4 +' <474+%." +'9&2<". 
<474+%." . )"*-47 >4&9"$"4 " >497'9&"448 9)#4 ;'&>%.#,'9- <# 
<#$-*. J2" 34 V&%='BH"(

49 >"$" 9%=$", =#$#$", $#)"$", "+:( ) 
T;2>434 ;4=% <#&#<"$", " ?+#349&)/ <#$#+2 " *#>:7" )  

__________________________ 
 
1 B Z$'*"?";8 | 2 [Phrase untranslated] | 3 BGN 9?%4," | 4 GRN >#.'&:;4* | 5 E ;B74 | 
6 E <;49$')+: | 7–7 G />;'A8 | 8 GRN >#.'&:;4* | 9 GER <;46 N <;4 | 10 G )"*% | 
11 BGERN Z$'*"?4- | 12 N )4$"=2B | 13–13 G ad. parentheses signs | 14 BRN 
<4;4-9$')$-+"$ G <4;4-9$''#$"+8 | 15 ER 9#?+-,49- | 16–16 ER in marg. | 17 E #6+#=#. | 
18 N )#"9=#?8 | 19 G V.#&#)'+"4 | 20 BN P#$"-*V R P'$"'6: | 21–21 ER .#-*#9&"B | 22 R 
9=#;-W | 23 B " | 24 N ;29=#.# | 25 ER <4;4-9$#)$-+"$ | 26 ER <#9?!-9W | 27 R f+)'9#): | 
28 ER >2-C: | 29 B suprascr. G om. | 30 E ;V9"+8 ante corr. ;V9'=8 R ;V9"+8 | 31 R ):9#98 | 
32 E ;V9"+ ante corr. ;V9'= R ;V9"+8 | 33 GER +'=$#+-,49- | 34–34 ER ;'A>!.,"9W | 
35 ER $2+' | 36 G <#! | 37 G )'%9=' R )#%9=# | 38 G 9# | 39 B <4;4-9$')$4+"+' 
E <4;4-9$#'#$-+"+' | 40 ER &-3#$#% | 41 ER =;4<=#)' | 42 ER ?"+2$' | 43 G ;V9"+" +' | 
44 N <#*=+2)9- | 45 ER =;#)5B | 46 [Phrase untranslated, cf. example (76)] 47 ER )"*4 | 
48 GERN >4&7'9&"4 | 49 N 2&4='2H"18 
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<474+%.9=#?8 #>#[4 || +'>;'$", 9$')+VB <#>%*V 4*"+:?8 
<4;4-9$')$-+"+#*

1 2(+4 M+'=# -=# 4);4-+-3 #! S')"*'4 +'!
5 

@"$"9&"?:6)2 )#"#<;"-,'. 9#&)#;"7 . Z$'*"?4- +' &#* >;#6:, "*%34a 
>% <#>%*' *;V."F G4;4-9$#)$58, +' <'?-&5 94?V -=# 
<4;4-9$#)$4+"+89 +'6 >#.'&:;4*

10 <474+%39="?8 11<#>%6: 
#*4-3'11, 12 <4;4-9$#)$-+"+'13 . 9$')+:* >#.'&:;4*

14, ' #! (C' 4)#15 
7"&+:* 7$()=#* V7"e+"16; 
L:9&5 Z$'*"?";817 )4$"F?818 " 9$''#+:* )# )94?8 9)%&4 ?#+'-1#?8, 
"$"w 9'?#*4-3C4* )9%18 A4?4$5 ;#9F"9="1819, 3")4 >4&A'=#++# 
=V?";: 1)'$-, <;"F*#,' . = +4*: #! ;#&+:( =#;#$4%

20 " =+-A4% " 
+';#*#'# V7"&4,> ;'&$"7+:( 21)%;8 " A'=#+#)8, ) +'7'$421 ?'1?4&-+422 
&'&';: 4."<&-+423 " ';'+$4+-24, 9 <;#&7"?"25 C';" '-.')4+9="?", 
V)4H4)'- 4.# *' "( )%;2 " A'=#+8 <;"F?4&8 4.#. Z$'*"?4- 
<;4+4/;43%, || -)$-,4 ># 9- 4?V >:&" 9=';4*4+8 " ?4-A#=8, <#&#* 
<;"F*#,' <#9$: #! <'<: =49';4% " =+(A4% ;"?9="( "$"w $'&:+9="(

26 " 
+4?4C="(, <;#9-H427 4.# *'>: )%;2 " A'=#+8 1;"#&"-$9=F"28 <;"-,

29, 
Z$'*"?4-

30 . " +' 9"4 +4 "&)#$", -=# *%"9&)"4 $'&"$9=#431 ?'$# 
>$(.#7"#&+#, " =#9&4$: "( +4*#/;% V=;',4+: -)$-129- <#94?8 34 F #! 
4);44'

32 V)%H4)'+833, *' <;"F?4! A'=#+8 D#"94#'#
34, #$ 34 " &#.# +4 

)#"#1#&%, <#+4. D#"94#):35 A'=#+:36 &-.=" 92&5, " +4 "?-,4 2 +4.# 
+"=#&#;#M )%;: " A'=#+' <#9$: ?%9&' &#=?# .;4749="1837 =4e9';4% " 
<'&;"'-1#)838 <#9$: +%=#4 ?%9&# "?-,4, #>'74 )"*- ;'&$"7"439 
;'&$"9+:( )%;8 " A'=#e+#)8 +4 )#91#&% +"=#4- <;"-&"; 
G#9$' 34 Z$'*"?"-

40 ) ;#&+:4 ."#*;9&)' <#"#$#'#
b 9)#"( 2)%*'&" # 

7"+%( )%;: F # *%"9&)'( )9-="( +';#*#)8 <;"$%.+#, ) +'7'$% . 
<#)4$4 %1'&5 ) >#,#.';9=2B A4?$B, F 9)"*%||&4,#9&)#)'&"41 )%;: "( 
"+:( <#9$' ) J"* "+:( ) +%?C:, )# I@;"=2, )# f."<4!, " ) 
E="@"B42, "34 <;"9?#&;")9-43 ) ;'&$"7+:( +';#*%1844 ;'&$"7+:* 
)%;'?8 " *%%9&)'*, <;"F*#,' 34 <#&#* )#45 X(;5.#;#6

46 )#&)49&",' 
. 9"4 =49';4* K#$9&-+&"+247 " Z'9"$"B, -=# #! Z$'*"?4;' ?#+';1' 

__________________________ 
 
1 B <4;4-9$#)$4+"+#?8 GE <4;4-"#$#)$-+"+#?8 N <4;4-9$')$4+"+#?8 | 2–2 G om. 
parentheses signs | 3 BGN 4);4-+4 | 4 G S'):*' | 5 G F #! N +'* | 6 RN @"$"9&"+: | 7 G 
9#&)#;")8 | 8 ERN G4;4-9$')$5 | 9 BGE <4;4-9$#)$-+"+8 RN <4;4-9$''#$-+"$# | 10 G 
>#,#.';4* R >(.'&:;4?8 | 11–11 B suprascr. | 12 GN //*4-3' | 13 GRN <4;4-"#$')$-+"+' | 
14 R >(.'&:;4?8 | 15 N 4.# | 16 G 27"+"$" | 17 BGERN Z$'*"?4;8 | 18 G )4$"="?8 | 
19 ER ;V9"F9="18 N ;#9"9="18 | 20 E =#;'$4% | 21–21 BG in marg. N om. | 22 G ?'(?#&-+4 | 
23 B 4."<&4+- N 4."<&-+- | 24 BGRN ';'<$-+4 E ';'<$-+- | 25 ER <;#7"?" | 
26 ER "$'&"$9="( | 27 GN <;#9-,4 | 28 GRN 1;"#&"'+9="F | 29 G <;"'$8 | 30 B Z$'*"?"- | 
31 G $'&:+9=#4 | 32 G 4);4/' N 4);4418 | 33 B suprascr. | 34 BERN D#"9%4)8 | 
35 ER D#"9!4): N D#"94#)8 | 36 N A'=#$ | 37 G .;4749="* | 38 E <#&;"'-1#)8 | 39 N om. | 
40 BGERN Z$'*"?4- | 41 R 9)"*!&4,#9&)#)'&5 | 42 N K"6FB | 43 G <;"#9?#!;")9- 
R <;""#?'&;")'- | 44 N +';#*'18 | 45 ER ) | 46 GER X(;5.;'6 | 47 GER K#9&-+&"+V 
 
a G in marg. .;'*8 G4;4W9$')$5 )# [+'?4+"4 <#>%*: | b G in marg. <#9#$59&)# *$W 
;'[V?%+"W )%;8 
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;#9F"9=#)#
1 <;#)%*'!> )%;: <;"F*#,' <#"#$:. =49';" . 9$:,''# 9"4 

;'*#9&+: >%1V2, <#)4$%,' . "18 <;"-&" 7"&+#, <#='eA','3 . <#9$#*
4 

" 7"+8 C(;=#)+:" <# 29&')V .;4749=#?V, F #*';"'# "18 #!<V9&"e,' =# 
Z$'*"?4;V ) K"e4)8, " *' ."#*;B 9)#4?V # .;4749=#% )%;4, $V&7"5 
)#&)49&-!, <#9$'a 9 +"?" =# Z$'*"?4;26 <'&;"'-18 " =49';5 
K#$9&-+&"$

7 .;4=' K";"$'8, b @"$#9#@' ?V3' 274+', 94M K";"$89 
<;",46 =# Z$'*"?"-:

10, # )%;4 1;"#&"-$9=#%
11 ?+#.# >49%*#)' 9 +"*, 

)*'*4 3412 4?V #! <'&;"'-1'13 " #! =49';4M )?%9&# <#?"+=#'# A'<#+214 
A$'&2B +' +4%34 ):;4A'+#c "&;-6+# 9&;',+:M 926 L(3F" = 94?2. 
<;"9?#&;-9- Z$'*"?"-

15, ?#$"16 @"$#9#@', *' <#)%*'4! 4?2 
+'<"9'++'-e || +' A'<#+%, =F" #*49+VB 9V*F"17 " =F" #,VBB18 9&#-&8, 
<#)%*' 34 4?V @"$#9#@819 -=# #*49+2B 9&#-&" >V*V! )%;VBH"-20 ) 
."#*' +(,4.# OF9V"

21 c;"#&', " &)#;-H"F22 *%$' >$(.'-, A' 9"4. <# 9?4;&" 
)%7+:"23 3")#! " C(;9&)# +>"#+#4 )#9<;"F?2!, #,VBB24 .25 9&#-&826 ) 
3")' L(.' +4 )%;2BH"F 27>4& A'=#+'27 " >4& )%;: 3")8,428, *4$' 
[$:429 &)#;-H"F30, &"F )# #.+" '69=#?8 )%7+# #9V.*4+F31 >V*V!. 
Z$'*"?";832 . 9$:,''#

33 9"- )#A*#(+2 " ;474w, >$(.#9$#)4+F"34 9F"35 
"34 #*49+2B 9&'+2&8, .#;4 34 &%?8 "34 #,VBB36, @"$#9#'#

37 [sic] 34 
#!)%H', 'H4 =;49&","9-, " &: >2*4," #*49+2B, 'H4 . 38)# 
"*#$#<#=$#+4+F"38 3"&" >V*4,", ?%9&# &)#4 9# )9%?" $B6?" A4?4$5 
&)#"( #,VBB, ' <#&#* )39 )%9+#* #9V.*4+F"d, Z$'*"?"-

40 34 #>4H' 
=;"#&"&"9-, " #*';-41 @"$#9#e@' #!<29&". 
G;"&)' Z$'*"?";842 >$".+"1843 9)#"( >#-- F *V*+:( $B*4% )# .;'6 
Z$'*"?4- "34 +'6 K$-&?#B. || = +4?V. " <;49&#$8 9)#M "9 K"4)' 
<;4+494. &'?# )#&)49&" "?8 >49%*V # )%;4 1;"#&"'$9=#%

44 K";"e$'45 
@"$#9#@', 'H4 =&# =;"#&"!9-46 )#*#B F *(1#* )# "?-47 #! (C' " 9(+' " 
9)(&'.# *(1', 2?4;:" "?'&5 )#9&'&", " C(;9&)#)'&" )# )%=", +4)4;+:* 
34 " +4=;4H:*

48 <# 9?4;&" ?V=' " #9V.*4+"4 )%7+#4, &'=# 
Z$'*"?4-:

49 #! "A#>;'34+"- <#9$%6+-.#50 92*' L(3"- +' A'<#+4, 
)%;'e 1;"#&"-+9='-51 ) 9;6C: 2&)4-*"9-, +# +4 "?% >$(.#749&"):18 

__________________________ 
 
1 B ;#"#9"F9='.# GER ;#9"F9='.# | 2 BGN >-1V | 3 R <#='A' N <#='A'),' | 4 N <#9$'?8 | 
5 N $2&74 | 6 B Z$'*"?";2 | 7 BGER K#9&-$&"+8 | 8 R K";",$' | 9 ER K";",#$8 | 
10 GERN M#$'*"?4;V | 11 R 1;"#&"'$#9=#% | 12 E 3' | 13 R <#!;"'-1' | 14 G ['<'+V | 15 GER 
Z$'*"?4- | 16 G ?#$- | 17 ER 926F | 18 GERN /,2B | 19 BN @"$#9#' | 20 ER )!;2BH"F | 
21 BG OF"9' ER OF(9' N O"929' | 22 E &)#;-H" | 23 E )!7+: | 24 ERN #,2B | 25 N om. | 26 G 
9&#W&5 | 27–27 E >4&A'=#++' R >4&['=#$#+# | 28 G 3")VH4 ER 3")-,4 | 29 R [$:- | 30 ER 
&)#;-H" | 31 BG #9V3*4+"F | 32 GER Z$'*"?4;8 | 33 R 29$:,''# | 34 R >$(.#9$#)4$#+"F | 
35 G 9"4 | 36 ER #,2B | 37 GE @"$#9/; | 38–38 N +4 =;49&","9- " &'=# | 39 ER omm. | 
40 RN Z$'*"?4- | 41 ER #*';" | 42 BER Z$'*"?4- | 43 N >$"3+'18 | 44 BEN 1;"#&"-+9=#M 
| 45 B K";"$" R K";",#$' | 46 GR =;49&"!C' | 47 E "?' | 48 BGER +4=;4H4+:?8 N 
+4=;4H4++:?8 | 49 G Z$'*"?";V ER Z$'*"?4;! | 50 G <#9$%6+4.# | 51 GR 1;"#&"'+9='- 
 
a G in marg. )#[);'H4+"4 <#9$#' "[8 P;4C"F 98 @"$#9#@#?8 K";"$#?8 | b U in marg. 
Cyrill{os} Meth{ios} | c G in marg. >49%*' 4./ | d G in marg. /&<V9=8 | e G in marg. 
A'>)4+"4 
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$B*4M +'?%;4+"- 4.# = 9#)4;,4+"B )9=#;% <;")49&", 94.# ;'*" ) 
A'/)4+F4 <#$#3"; 
E#>;'1 34 )4$"=#4 )#M9=# #! )4$"=#.#2 U#)'.#;#*'3, a +#).#;#6C#)84 
" ="4)$-$, <#M*4 ) T');"=2 B. +(+4 G4;4=#<5B A#)4*, )A- K'@V "$" 
a4#*#9"B .;'6 9$')+:"5 2 .;4=#)8, <#&#* " 9&#,+:"6 )94'b T');"="F 
.;'6 K#-92+5. (4.#.

7 E')4$F" ) =+".'( )&#;:( c4-9#+#* ' D41#)F" 
K#-91"?8 +';"C'B&8) 2 <;49$')+#./8 <;"9&'+"H' ?#;- 
<#$&F"9='.#9, #9#>#4 9#=;#)"H4 =49';4% .;4749="( #9'*" " )9%?" || 
9"$'?" ?+#.#4 );4?- *#>:)',4 4.# >% ># &;2*4$ = +4?V <;"9&V<8 = 
&#?V . " .;4749&F" )#"+"10 *#>;4 1;'+-12 4./11, Z$'*"?4;812 . 9 
#9'6+:?"13 $B6?" +'7' *#.#)';")'&""# A*'&"9-14 "*, .$(.#$- 'H4 
*#/;#)#,+#15 +4 <#6*'*V&9-16 9&#-!> >V*4! 4H4 *# &;4( $%&8, " *#=#$4 
"( *#9&'+4&8, 74.# <#&#* 94>- 3'$%!> >V*2&8, .;4=" . .;#& 4.# +4 
9$2,'1V, " 9&#- <#6

17 K#-92+4*
18 4H4 .[\. ?"C#)8 .;'6C="(

19 
9"*%$C#)8 1#&- <;"+2*"!

20, " +2.*'21, #6+'=#22 ) 9)#4?8 2<#-9&)% 
<;4>:)'12c, +# 4*"+8 "& +"18 <;#&#<#+ I+'9&'9F"23 +'<"9' +' 9&;4$% 
9$#)49' 9)#- 9"C4, C(;B Z$'*"?4;4, >V*4 1#H4," .;'6 )9=#;% 
*#>:&", )%.*5 -=#24 &;2>: 49&5 <#6A4?+:4 = )#9&#=2 9$(+C' "?". 
"*4&8 ) K#-92+5 <;%9+'- )#*', &: . <;4=#<')8 #+:W25 &;2>:, )#*V 
#!"?4,826 =#-92+-+#*

27, " &*'*V&9-28 &4>%, 9 &%?8 <"9?#?8 9&;4$2 
):9&;4$" <;-?# ,'!;'29, Z$'*"?4;830 . || <#)4$% 9&;4$V <;"+49&" 
<;46 94>- " <"9?# 7;4&

31 <;4)#6+"='32 <;#7&4 9=#;# &;2>: <#6 
A4?$%B <#)4$% <;4=#<'&". =#-92+-+433 )"*- #!-&"4 )#*: +' ?$"#;*"4 
4.# A .;'*#* " +';-*#* ?#-9="?8 " .;'69="?834 " 935 9#=;#)"H" 
=49';9="?"d A*'$"95, 
Z +(,"1836 *;4)+"( ;#9F"9="(

37 $%&#<"9C'( +'<"e9'+#, " 
j"."?#$&838, e, " P4->4,&4"$

39 ) =+".'( 9)#"( # D#9=)% +' $"9&2 
.#(4.* 9)"*%&4,#9&)VB!

40, +#).#;#6C:41 4.*' 7;4&
42 .A\. $%&8 >:$" 9# 

Z$'*"?4;#*
43 <#6 K#-92+4*, 34+: . "( "9&#9=#)')9-44 <;";#6+#B 

9)4->#&#B #! ?+#.'.# 3*'e+"- ?234% 9)#"(, 9V?+4)'129- # "( 
)#&);'H4+F", ?+-H4 -=# +' )#M+'( ?V3" "( <#.">#,'45 ;'>#)8 
9)#"( " <$%++"=#)8 ) ?V34% ?%9&# 94>% <;"-e,', <# )A-&F" .  

__________________________ 
 
1 G 9#>;'' | 2 N )4$"='.# | 3 ER U#)'.;'68 | 4 ERN +#)#.#;#6C#'# | 5 ER 9$')+: | 6 E 
9&#,#+: | 7 ERN 94.#34 | 8 G <;49$')+'.# N <;49$')8 | 9 GN <#$#&"F9=#.# E <#+&"9='.# 
R <#$&"9=#./ | 10 R )/"+"F | 11 BN 4)# | 12 BGN Z$'*"?"- | 13 E #9'6+"?" | 14 R A*'&" 
4- | 15 BGN *#/;#)#$+4 | 16 G <#6*'*2!C' | 17 G <#! | 18 N K2;92+4?8 | 19 BN .;'69="18 | 
20 B <;"+V*" ante corr. <;"+V*"!> G <;"+V*" N <;"+2*"&" | 21 N ad. >! | 22 E #*+'=' | 
23 E I+'"#&'9" | 24 B suprascr. | 25 N #+:4 | 26 N #&:?4,8 | 27 N =#;92+-?8 | 28 G A*'*V!C' 
| 29 N ,4&;' | 30 G Z$'*"?"- | 31 G 74;4A8 | 32 R <4;4)#6+"=' | 33 ER =#-92+-+: | 34 G 
.;'6C="?8 | 35 ER omm. | 36 G +(+4,+"18 | 37 N ;#99FM9="18 suprascr. | 38 N j".?#+&8 | 
39 BGE P4->4;,&4"+8 | 40 G 9)"*%&4,#9&)V4&8 | 41 ER +#)#).#;#6C: | 42 G 74;4A8 | 
43 B Z$'*"?";#* | 44 N "9&#9&=#)')9- | 45 ER <#>",' 
 
a G in marg. )#B4&8 +' P;4C"B | b G in marg. />$43'+"4 K#;9V+W | c G in marg. "[?%+' 
<;#&#<#<' I+'9&'9F" | d G in marg. A*'7' K#;9V+- | e ER in marg. A;" # +#)#[.#];#6C'18 

220v 

221r 
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K#-92+- +#).#;#6C:1, )#&);'&",'9- ) )4$"=F" U#)8.#;#6
2, .;'*' 

K#-92+- );'&' ?%6+:4, " =#$#=#,# A%$# )4$"1# (-34 " *# *+495 V 
9#>#-+:43 C(;=)" ) U#)%.#;#63

4 49&5) 9 9#>#B <;")4A#,' +' &+'?- 
<#>%*:5; || ;'>" . " <$%++"=" =#&#;:4 34+: A' 94>- <#/;',> .#9<#6 
9)#"( )# .;'6 <29&"&5 +4 1#&-1V, " )#9&')8 <;#&")86 .#9<#6 9)#"( 9# 
#;23"4* #!>"&" "( 1#&-12. )+4.*' . 9 +"?" .#9<#*' )#"$9="?8 
#;23"4* >#M 9#&)#;",', V$27",' +'6 +"?" <#>%*V <$4+q+"=", <# 
9#)%&2 . +%=#4.#7 9&';%M,'.# )#M9=#)#48 #;23"4 9'/$" ?47" 
#!$#.,4, " )A4?,4 *;4=#$"F F <$%&" &%?8 "( +'='A'12, "(34 ;'>" 
V9&;',",'9- <#?-+2)8 -=# <;4.*4 .#9<#*"4 &'="?" <',#='?"9 " 
<$4&?" "( +'='A:)'1V10 ' +4 9'/$-?", F &'=# "& .;'*' >43','11 )#+8, 
" <;"F*#,' +' ?%9&# >#$#&+#4 <;"$43'H4412 +'6 ;%=#B D#$#.#B13 
#! y.$47' .F\. )4-9&8, " &'?# 9%*#,' )14 #9'63 " =;%<#9&5 <#9&;#",' 
1#&- #! .#9<#6

15 9)#"( #>#;#+"&"9-16 +# .#9<#*' "( "+:18 <#)%9",' 
"+:( 74&)4-&#)',' F *#9&#"+:?" ='&+5?" <;#&")8 "( *%$8 
='&+",', 
E"?8 $%&#<"9-* +' <#*#>"4 #<"92B&817 18.F\. V9&"$ 2 E&;#.' " 2 
G#*<"-18 =+")# .)\. || " P4;#*#! 2 D4,<#?4+', # &'&';%( "$"w 9="@%( 
&'=#. 9$V." " <$%++"=" <#4?q,4 34+: 1#A-4)8 9)#"( 
19)#&);'H'BH"(9- 3419, 20 #! )#%+:21 <# .A\. $%&4( -=# +4<;"-&4$4% ) 
*#e?: <V9&"e&"22 +4 1#e&-H4, +# <# ?q+#."( >;'+4( 1#A-4)' "&.+',' "( 
&'=#.*4 " <;#9: 
G# )A-&F" K#;92+- Z$'*"?4-

23 <;#!7"424 .;'*: " ?49&47=', " )4" 
&');"9=F"25 #9&;#)8 <#6 9)#B *4-3')2 <#=#;", " <#9$' 1 
K#9&-$&"+226 " Z'9"$"B 9(+#*

27 O#'++' `4?"9="28 1 =49';4* 
.;4749="* <#"#$: 9)#-. $%&' #! 9#&)#;4+"- ?";' .0[2(7[. )#&)%H'- "* 
-=# K#-92+5 9$')+:"29 "1830 .;'6 <;"9&'+"7+:F31 9# )94B T');"=#B 
)A-, F 9$:,'18 -=# "?V! 949&;2, " *'32 *'*V! 4*: ) 34+2, 'H4 +4 
*'*V!

33 9#&)#;B &'=#.*4, " K#$9&-+&"+#<#$B34, " <;#&7"*
35 

.;4749="* .;'*#*
36 -=#. " K#-92+B37. =49';" . #!)%eH',' +4 

*#9&#"! +'* 1;"#&"-$9="* ?#+'-1#* A' "+#)%-+#.# =+-A- ;#6+:- 
949&;: *'&", ' 4.*' #!9&V<- >#,#)'+#)8, =# "9&"++#*: c;"&2 L(.2 
+(,4*: <;"9&2<",", 38" ) +(,V 1;"#&"-+9=2B39 || )%-: <;"9&2e<","38 " 
=;49&"e,"9-, &#.*' 949&;: +(,4- &4>% )# 9)-&:" >;'=8 )#&>;'+-&" +4 
>2*4*, 9$:,')8 34 9"4 ;47440 <;4.*4 <#"#$'( = )'* <#"#$: F34 

__________________________ 
 
1 ER +#)#.#;#6C: | 2 ER U#)8.;'6 N ad. "A | 3 BN 9#>#-+:- | 4 R U#)4.;'63 | 5 B ante 
corr. <#>%*#?8 | 6 G ad. "18 in ras. | 7 G +"=#4.# | 8 R )#"$#9=#4 | 9 E <#,='?" | 
10 E +'='A')'12 R +'='[#)'12 | 11 BGN >43',4 | 12 G <;46$43'H44 | 13 B ante corr. 
D#$#1#B | 14 ER )# | 15 B .#9<#' G .#9<#*#' | 16 N #>#;#+"&"95 | 17 N #!<"92B&8 | 18–
18 [Pol. Iustinus ex Trogo Pompeio] | 19–19 G )#&);'H'BH"( 34 9- | 20 N om. | 21 ER )#"+8 
| 22 G <V9&"|&"&" | 23 G Z$'*"?";8 | 24 ER <;#7"4 | 25 GE &');""9="F R &4'#;"9="F | 26 N 
K#+9&-+&"+2 | 27 G suprascr. | 28 R `4?"9="F | 29 E 9$')+: | 30 R om. | 31 E <;"9&'+"7+: | 
32 GR omm. | 33 BGN *'*-! | 34 GER K#9&-+&"+#<#$B | 35 ERN <;#7"* | 36 B ante corr. 
);'*#?8 N .;'*'?8 | 37 E K2-92+B | 38–38 N in marg. | 39 GRN 1;"#&"'+9=VB | 40 N suprascr. 

221v 

222r 

222v 
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)#&)49&",' ?" "&;-6+# <#6;#>+2 )9- # )(,4* A'=#+4, 4.#. )#&$B>"(, 
)%;' . " *%"9&)' )(," 2.#6+" ?+% 92&5, " &'=# <;",$"&41 4<"#=<' "34 
?-2 =;"#&"!, 9'?" . 9 949&;#B 9)#4B )9=#;4 =# ?+% <;"%&3'%&4 "$" 
<;",$"&4 =# ?+% ) 92<;2e349&)#, '& 34 K#-92+53 F )9B &');"Cq=2B4 " 
<#$&9=2B5 9&;'+2 )'* )#&);'H2. 9$:,')8 K#$9&-+&"$

6 F Z'9"$F" 
=49';" >$(.#*'-+#%

7 Z$'*"?4;#'# #!)%&8 )#&;'*#)'9-8 )4$"4B9 
;'*#9&"B " +'7',' ?#$"&" I++2 949&;2 9)#B, *' "*4! A' Z$'*"?4-8 
) 92<;2.9&)#10, #+' . #!;"C',49- [%$#. >;'&"- . 4% ;4=#,', 'H4 +4 
<#M*4,8 7&# =#-92+-+#* " &');"=#* Z$'*"?4-

11 9#*%$', &# 9#&)#;"! 
" .;4=#*, = &#?2 . " .#-," >4&749&"412 +' +'" ?9&"&" >V*4!, 'H413 . 
L(.8 ;#"9"F9=2B14 A4?$B. || 9)(&:* =;4H4+"4* <;#9)(&"!, '15 .;4749=2B 
A4?$B >;'=#* &)#"* #! <$4+4+"- 9)#>#*"&8 )%7+'- 9$')' " 
>4&9?4-&+#416 >$(.#9$#)4+"4 #!94$% )#&;'9&4! +' &4>%, 
I+q+' C4e9';4)+', >;'e&F" 9# 9$4A'e?"a #!)4H' *' >2*" )#$- ."#*+-, " 
)9%6," ) =#;'/$" <#%*4 1 K#-92+B, >;'&F"17 . 4- =49';" 
<;#)#.*'1218, -=#19 S$2.#7

20 " D41#)F" <",2!, 9 )4$"F*21 
?+#349&)#* =+(A4% .;4749="( " 34+q9='22 " *()7' <#$223 "*4, "(34 
>$(.#<;"-&+#24 Z$'*"?4- <;"-, " ='=# 9=#;# =49';4)+2 )# .;'6 " ) 
<#$'&: =#-92+9="-b ))4*#,', '>"4 )+4A'<2 +'%*4 +' +4)# 9$4<#&' <# 
"&)#$4+"B L(3"B. +'7' 34 Z$'*"?4- 9V?+%)'&"9- =;49&"&"9- ,#

25 
4?2 26"$"w +"27 ?+-,426, 28 ># -=# >#A"29 4.# *$- 4.# +'?%;4+"- 7&# 
<#1#&%,#

30 =;49&"&"9- +'='A','. =49';4'#+' . <#9$' =# Z$'*"?4;2, 
'H4 +4 =;49&","9- +4 "&>2*4," 9$%<#&:, 9$:,''#

31 9"- Z$'*"?4- 
E)-&#9$')"75 )+2=8 O.#;4'# " N,#."+8 <;')+2=8 JB;"=#'# c, =;49&"9- 
) K#-92+% || ) )%;2 .;4749=2B 1;"#&"-+9=2B32 )# "?- #! (C' " 9(+' " 
9)(&'.# *(1' ) $%&# #! 9#&)#;4+"- ?";' .0[2(7[. ' #! c;"#&' <# L$2.#,V " 
D41#)"B .C(7.33 34' K;#?4- <#$'.'4!

d ) =+".'(
35 ..\.( .0[2(7A.34 ' #! 

c;"&' .C(<.36 4.*' . ';1"4<"#=<837 =#-92+9=F" )#&$#3" ;2=2 +' 
Z$'*"?";'38 " >$(.#9$#)" 4.# *' <;"F?4&8 *(18 9)(&:" &#.*'39 #!

e #7"B 
4)# #!<'*4 -=# 74,V-. &#.*' '>"4 <;#&;%)8 401)'$2 ."#*V L(.V40 )#&*'*4 
.($-, +(+4 <#&+'18 "9&"$+')#

41 L(.', 42=;"#&",' 34 "N
42 9 +"?8 )9"43  

__________________________ 
 
1 N <;",$4&4 | 2 N "?- | 3 E K2-92+5 | 4 R &''#;"69=2B | 5 ER <#$&C=2B | 6 BGER 
K#9&-$&"+8 | 7 E >$'.#;#6+#% R >$(.#;#6+# | 8 N )#A;'*#)','9- | 9 ER )4$"B | 
10 BGN 92<;2349&)# | 11 BG Z$'*"?"- | 12 GN >49749&"4 | 13 B ante corr. {4}H4 | 14 ERN 
;#9"F9=2B | 15 ER omm. | 16 G >49?4-&+#4 | 17 B >;'&" GN >;'&"- | 18 G <;#)#&3*'12 | 
19 G ad. *# in ras. | 20 BN S$2.#. | 21 N )4$"="?8 | 22 ER add. " @;'+C: ?";#* | 
23 BGN <#$' | 24 B >$(.#<;-!+# | 25 ERN omm. | 26–26 E " ?+-,4 ante corr. "$" +"+-?8|,4 
| 27 R " | 28 N ?+-H4 | 29 E >#$4A+5 ante corr. >#A" R >#$!&$ | 30 BGN <#1#&% ER 1#&4,# | 
31 E ad. 34 | 32 GR 1;"#&"'+9=VB | 33 ER .C(4. | 34–34 N om. | 35 BG =+") | 36 ER .C(). | 
37 E ';1"4<""#=2<V | 38 BERN Z$'*"?4;' | 39 ER add. . | 40–40 BGN ."2*V L(.2 1)'$2 | 
41 B "9&"++#.# | 42–42 B ante corr. =;"&"|9- 34 " ER =;49&",'9- | 43 E )9"F 
 
a G in marg. <;">:&"4 C';4)+: I++: .;4749=#M )8 K#;9V+5 | b G in marg. 9$%<#&' 
Z$'*"?";#)' | c G in marg. =;4H4+"4 Z$'*"?";' | d G in marg. <# ;#3{*} 988 .#* | 
e G in marg. Z$'*"?";8 <;#[;4 

223v 

223r 
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>#-;-1 4.#, " )#"$9&)#2 ;#9F"9=#4, Z$'*"?4-:
3 38 )# 9)(&#* 

=;4H4++"F4 "?- *'+# +#)#4 .;4749=#4 Z'9"$"F, 
Z4+7'9-5 34 " 9)(&:* >;'=#* 9#6, a I$+#B =49';4)+#B .;4749=#B, ) 
)4$"4% ;'*#9&" )94)# +';#*', ) K#-92+"7, b . +' .#;% 9#&*'8 1;'* )# 
"?- 9)(&'.# Z'9"$"- &4A#"?4++"='9 9)#4)#

10 +' <'?-&5 9)(&')# 
=;4H4+"-c 9)#4)#

11 K#-92+512 . 13" K'@2 " )9B T');"=214 #!*'*4 || 
.;4749="?8 =49';4?813, 15, 9'?8 . )9%6

16 ) =#;'/$"17 9 +#)#/;'7+#B 
=49';4)+#B, " <#$27' 9 +"?" <;#H4+"4 )#&);'&"e9-18 =# V9&"B 
S+4e<;' <#&#* 34 9V1"?8 <V&4*, <;"F*4 ) K"4'# 9 )4$"4B ;'*#9&"Bd 
)94.# +';#*', <;"+494 34 " "5/<G= 19" ?#H" 9)(&'.#19 K$"?#$&'20, " 
F=#+: " =q+"." " ;"eA: " <;#!7'-21 V&)';" C(;=#'#+:-22, " <;#&#<#<' 
I+'9&'e9"- "9 K#-9V+- "3423 9#)%&#)' 7;4& 9&;4$2 # &;2>'( 
<#6[4?+:(, " <;#7"(

24 <#<#'# *5-=#+#'# <%)C#)8, ?#+'1#'#, " 
?'9&4;#):1825 $B*4% "& .;4=#)8 A *#)#,+:* <$'&434* +'+-&:( 
9&;#4+"e- ;'e*" C(;=)4%, 
fe.*'e . <;"F*4 ) K"4)8 )9=#;4 <#)4$% ;'&;2,'&" " F9=#;4+-!>

26 "& 
#9+#)'+F"27 =2?"e;:, c'-9'28, E&;">', D#=#"9', " Z#$#"9', >',#)')'29 
[sic], "34 >% <#7"&'4* >#.8 9=#&F"30 " $%"+:F, (-=#. >% 2 '-='*#)8 
G'$ a')+2" " <;#9

31) )# "&<;'A+"&4$+#432 )94+';#6+#4 ?%9&# 
)#);4H"33, " ) +47"9&#&% V&#<"e&", G4;2+' +'7',#+#)#

34 "*#$'35 1 
=#+4)#*: 1)#9&2 <;")-A'&" " )$4H"36 || 7;4& .;'6 = S+4<;2, " 
+')-A')837 ='?4+5- V&#<"&" ) S+4<;%, 
U';#*"38 . +4)%-+"F <$'='129- <# >#.'( 9)#"( 9$4&+:?8 
+4.#*#)'+"4*, 
G#)4$% Z$'*"e?"-

39 ) ."#*;9&)4 9)#4* ;#9F"9=#* 27"+"&" A'='&, *' )9" 
=;49&-!C'40, " +';474 =;(H4+"B )94+';#6+#?2 *4+5, 'H4 . =&# +4 
=;49&"!C'41, +'='A'+"4 *' )#9<;"F?4&842 9"- 9$:,')843 +';#6 9 
;'*#9&"B "*-1V =;"#&"&"" ) K"4)8, "+"F44 . +' V;474++:445 ?%9&' (<# 
+"(3446 .;4749&F" 9)(H4++"C: *$- 9)(&'.# =;4H4+"- <#9&''#$4+: 
>:,') .$(BH4 *;2)# *;2.V 'H4 >: 9"4 *%$# +4 >:$# *#/;# +4 
=;"#&"$"9-47 / F )4$"="F =+(A5 " >#-;4 4)#48, #/$4=,4 34 " " 4;4" "  

__________________________ 
 
1 BGERN >#-;4 | 2 E )#"9&)#% | 3 B Z$'*"?";2 | 4 BGERN =;(H4+"F | 5 ER )4+7',' | 
6 ER 9 | 7 N K#;92+4 | 8 B ad. " in ras. | 9 B ante corr. &4A#"?4+"++"=' N &4A#"?4+"&9&)' | 
10 B ad. ' in ras. GN add. ' | 11 B suprascr. | 12 ER K#-92+" | 13–13 N =49';4?8 #!*'*! | 
14 G T');"+V | 15 E =494;'* | 16 B )9{)}*8 | 17 B =';'/$" | 18 G )#);'&"9- | 19–19 N in marg. 
| 20 N K$"?4+&' | 21 R <;#!7"- | 22 G C(;=#)+:4 | 23 B ante corr. -34 GN W34 | 
24 ERN <;#&7"18 | 25 ER ?'9&4;#'# | 26 N "A=#;4+-&" | 27 ER #9+#)'+"W | 28 ER c#-9' | 
29 N >'$)'+' | 30 ER 9=#&" | 31 G <;#7"F | 32 G "9<;'A+"&4$+#4 | 33 E )#);4H"F | 
34 BGE +'7',#+'.# N +'7'$+#4 | 35 E "*'$' | 36 ER );4H" | 37 E +')4A''# | 38 G +';#*"F | 
39 BERN Z$'*"?4- | 40 BG =;"#&-!9- | 41 BGN =;"#&"!9- | 42 N )#A<;F"?4&8 | 43 E 9$:)''# | 
44 ER "+" | 45 ER 2;474++:- | 46 B ante corr. +"*34 | 47 ER =;4"#&",#9- | 48 G 4.# 
 
a G in marg. Z$'*"?";8 )%+7'+8 9# I++#B | b G in marg. 1;'?8 9\ Z'9"$"W | c G in marg. 
)#[);'&8 K#;9V+", K'@: " T');"*: .;%=#* | d G in marg. <;"F*4 )8 K"4)8 " <;"+494 
?#H" 9(&'.# K$"?4+&' | e G in marg. ;'&;V,4+"4 =V?";#' 

224r 

224v 
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*"'=#+"1 ) ;"A: 9&#-1V +' 9='*-( = &#?2 V9&;#4$+:( +' ;4=% 
S+4<;%, F )1#.*'12 $B*"4 )# S+4<;8 &#,#<'*> #)F" <# <#-" "+"F . <# 
,4B 9)(H4++"C: . =;49&-H42 "( )# "?- #! (C' " 9(+' F 9)(&')# *(1', || " 
*')'12 "?8 "?-+'3, Z'9"$F". G4!;8, O#'$

4, T"?#@4% E"?4#$
5. " 

<;#9
6, 

Z &#.
7 );4?- *)'+'*49-&"8 9(+#'# Z$'*"?4;#):( "?%'#,"189 #! 34+8 

" +'$#.+"C8, Z:,49$')', OA'9$')'10, E)-&#<#,#=', d;#9$')', 
Z94)#$#*', E)-&#9$')', D9&"9$')'11, L#;"9'12. P$%>', E&'+"9$')', 
G#9)"&*', EV*"9$')', #9#># =;"#&"13 4<"#=<814 =#-92+9=F", " )*'*4 "( 
<# =;4H4+F", " 9 +"*>

15 =#$"=# 9#&8 *4&4% >#-;9="1816 ) +'V74+"4 
.;'e?#&:, .;4749=#% " 9$#)4+9=#%

17, (=#&#;2B 18?: "19 +(+418 
;#"9"'+420 V<#&;4>$-4*,) <;"9&')- = +"?8 V7"&4$4% *#/;:18 " 
F9=29+:( )# )9-=#* 274+"F, 9#&*' 34 ) K"4)4 "21 C(;=#)5 )# "?- 
)94*4-3"&4$- 9<(9' "& )4$"e='.#22 ='?4+"-23, a +' ?%9&4 "*%. 9&#-,# 
"*#,# G4;2+8 *' C(;=#)524 )# "?- 9)(&'.# Z'9"$"- &4A#"?4$+"='25 
9)#4)# " F+:( ?+#349&)# C(;=)4M +' ;'A$"7+:18 ?%9&418 "*%34 
<;43*4 ;'&$"7+:4 =V?";: 9&#-1V, #! ?+#."( 9#=;#)"H8 
="-<"7+:-26 || ='?4+q+:-27, " #! *;4)', )A-28 34 2 <'&;"'-1' 
=#9&-$&"+#<#$9=#.#29, b K"4)V <4-)'.#30 ?"!;#<#$"&' a#&"-, 
U#)V.#;#6=V31 '-1"4<"#=2<'32 ]4#$&"-, O#'="?'33 =#-92+9=#./34 
<;4)4*435, c +' '-1"4<"#=<9&)# ) )4$"=F" U#)8.#;#6, 36<;",46 3436 ) 
U#)8.;'6

37 O#'="* )9-38 =V?";: " F*#$:39 9#=;2,", G4;2+' . 
))4-34 ) ;4=2 Z#,#1#)8 -34 &474&8 <#"#;4*%40 .;'*' "& #A4;' O,#?4+-, 
' 4.*' G4;2+' &'H"$", 41) Z#,#1#)841 " >"$" <',#='?" <# *Ve&#*: 
&V$#)"HV, ) &# );4?- ) +4* =;"7',#

42 >%98, /e >4*'43 ?+% )<'*#( ) ;2C% 
+4?$"#&"):F44 " <$:F <;#&")#45 )#*: <#6 )4$"e=F" ?#9&8, (-=# # &#* 
$%&#<"9C: +(," ;29="4 " P4->4-,&4"$

46 +' $"9&V .#(*.* )#47 #<"9'+F" 
D#9=): 9#.$'9+# 9)"*%&4$9&)VB&8) 9"C4 G4;2+8 ;474 -=# )9%?8 
9$:,'H"*, 94 )'* +#).#;#6C:48 +' <'?-&5 ?#B, 9"* )494$"&49- 
)#9<#?"+'-49 ?4+4, '>"4 . ;4=8 9"- ):="+2,# +' ?#9&8 ?4. +';#68  

__________________________ 
 
1 BGN *"-=#+" | 2 N =;49&-,4 | 3 BGN "?4+' | 4 GRN R#'++8 | 5 E E4?4#$ | 6 R <;#7"F | 
7 BN &# | 8 ER *)'+'*49-! | 9 B ante corr. "?2H"18 | 10 GN RA-9$')' ER OA#9$')' | 
11 ER D"=&"9$')' | 12 G ad. F | 13 B in ras. GN omm. | 14 BGN add. =;("&" | 15 ER +"* | 
16 E >'--9="18 | 17 BERN 9$')4+9=#% | 18–18 BG " +(+4 ?: N +:+! ?: | 19 ER omm. | 
20 ER ;#9"'+4 N ;#99F-+4 | 21 ER omm. | 22 GERN )4$"=#.# | 23 ER ='?4+- | 24 N C4;=#)8 
| 25 B ante corr. &4A#"?4+"$+"=' R &4[#?4$+"=' | 26 N =";<"7+:4 | 27 N ='?4++:4 | 
28 N )A-& | 29 E =#9&-$&"+'<#,9='.# N =#+9&'+&"+#<#,9=#.# | 30 G <4-)#.# | 
31 ER )#)2.#;#6=2 | 32 N ';1F4<"9=#<' | 33 ER O#'++' | 34 E =#-92$9='.# | 35 GN <;")4*4 
| 36–36 N <;",4*,4 | 37 G U#)5.;'6 | 38 ER )A- | 39 BG F*#$" | 40 ER <#9;4*" | 41–41 B ante 
corr. *# Z#,#1#)' | 42 BGN =;"7' | 43 B >%*' ante corr. >4*' | 44 B ante corr. +4?$"&"):4 
G +4?$"#&"):- ER +4?$"#&"): | 45 N <;#&"' | 46 N P4;>4,&4"+8 | 47 BG ) | 
48 ER +#)#.#;#6C: | 49 B )#&<#?"+'- 
 
a G in marg. 1;'?8 )# "?W 9<(9' | b G in marg. <4;):M ?"&;#<#$"! a#&"F, '-1"4<"#=<: 
]4/+&"F " R#'="?8 | c G in marg. 9#=;V,4+"4 =2?";#' )8 U#)%.;'*% 

225r 

225v 
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"& )#*: <',#=2, " 9='A:)'4! D#9=)' || 7&# " +(+4 4*"+#.*: ) .#6 
9$V7'4!9- ) U#)%.#;#63 )4$"=#*, " 94%

1 .$'"
a 9$:,'$ >:)'4!, 4.#. 

29$:,')8 '>"4 9 )4$"="?8 ,V?#* 9&4='B&C'2 " <',#='?"3 *;2)# A 
*;2.#* >5B&C', " #! &#.# &#,# 349&#="F ,V?8 )#&;'9&'4!

4 7&# 4*)' 
"18 +'7'$+:4 9 )4$"e="?8 &;2*#* 9?";"&" ?#.V&8; 9"C4 . #! &#)# 
);4?4+"5 )4" ;29="F >%$#% " 74-+#% )#9&#7+#% <#$2+#7+#%

6, " +' 
<#,#*4+5 $43'HF" +';#*: ) 1;"#&"-+9=#%

7 )%;4 <#6 )$'9&"B8 
<'!;"'-1'9 =#$9&-$&"+#<#$9=#)<

10 " *%"9&)'?"11 .;4749="?" &)4-*# 
F +4<#=#$4>"?# <;4>:)'B!, <;#&")8 ;V9="1812 " .;4749="18 
$%&#<""#C#'# #! 9#&)#;4+"- ?";' .0[2(7A. ) &#* 9#7"9$%+"F $%&8 
j"."?#$&813, " P4->4-,&4"$ A%$# <#?%,'$""#

14, 97"&'- .#6 # 
Z$'*"?4;#)4 =;4H4+F" +' .A\.* $"9&2 )# #<"9'+"F D#9=): .0[2(_@.% 
<;#&")8 &%18 )9%18 $%&#<""#C#'# ;29="(, "&*'&4$4% .;4749="(

15 " 
<#,#9="18 || -34 'A8 9"4 9#.$'9#)'18 ?+#.'3*:16, 2 D41#)"W ) =+".4 
.)\.% ) .$')% ..\.% $"9&8 .=(4.% Z'<#)F" " L%$9=F" "& +"( .#6 #! c;"#&' 
<#$'.'4&8 >:&" .C(7.17 #! =;4H4+"- Z$'*"?4;#)', ' K;#?4;8 ) =+".'( 
..\. # )%;4 18*;4'#+"18 9$#)-+818, 19 97"&'4&8, #! 9#!)#;4+"- ?";' <# 
.;4749=#?V 7"9$V .#6 94% .0[2(7A.% ' #! c;"#&' .C(<. " 97"&'- 9 
+(+4,+"?8 $%&#?8 ."#*+"?8 .0'6(#@.%20 " &#./ >V*4&8, .6(7@. $%&8, ' 
N$.' 34+' O.#;4)' >'>' Z$'*"?4;/)' =;49&"9- ) $%&# .0[2(_..4, 
<;43*4 Z$'*"?4;' A' .$(*. $%&', 
IH4 `#+';821 .;4749=F" $%&/<"94C8 ) $%&#<"9C4 =+")#

22 ..\.23 || 
<",4&8 -=# +'<4;46 94./ #! =49';- =#$9&-+&"+#<#$9=#.#24 Z'9"$"- 
?'=4*#+-+"+'25 <#9$'$ >:9&5 ) J295 4<(9=<8, (4.#34 4$4e+5 V>"w 
;#.'?"26)27. JV95 34 &H'+"4?828 4.# )%;2 1;"#&"-+q9=VB29 <;"-, )+4.*' 
?#$-12 4.# # 7B*49"30, ='=#)'31 #! ."#*' c;"#&', 9#&)#;"&"32. 4<(9=<833 
4^)#$"434, "$"w +#):" A')%&8 ))4-34 )# #.+5, )4$"e=F"35, 43436 ) 
C%$#9&" 37" +4);4*"?#37 9 )4$"F?8 V*")$4+"4?8 )9%18 ;#"9"-+838 
<;4>:9&539, 
U# -=# )9=#;4 #! <;"-&:- )%;:40 1;"#&"-+9="441 #!9&V<",', #!A*% 

__________________________ 
 
1 N 94 | 2 BGN 9&4='B!9- | 3 E <#,='?" | 4 ER )#&;'9&4! | 5 ERN );4?-+" | 6 G <#$V7+#% 
ER <#$2+#7#+#% | 7 GR 1;"#&"'$#9=#% | 8 G ad. <#6 )$'9&"B in ras. | 9 B <#!;"'-1' | 
10 B ad. <#7"&',# in ras. G =#9&-+&"+#</,#9=/)# ER =#9&-$&"+#<#,9='.# | 11 B *%F&)'*% 
G *%M9&)#)'?" N *4M9&)'?8 | 12 N ;2A9="( | 13 ER j"?#$&8 N j".?#+&8 | 14 GN 
<#?%,'$" | 15 N suprascr. | 16 ER ?+#.#3*: | 17 ER .C(4. | 18–18 B ante corr. *;4'+#9&-( | 
19 G 9$#)-+: | 20 N .0'67A. | 21 ER `'+'- | 22 N =+".' | 23 B ante corr. .4\. | 
24 GR =#9&-+&"+/</$59=/./ E =#"#&-$&"+#<#,9='.# N =#+9&'+&"+#<#$59=')< | 
25 ER ?'=4*#+"+' | 26 E ;'.'?" | 27 G om. right parenthesis sign | 28 BER &,'+"4* | 
29 G 1;"#&"'+9=VB | 30 GN 7V*49" | 31 B ='=#): ante corr. ='=#)% GN ='=/): | 
32 B 9#&)#;"&"" ante corr. 9#&)#;",# N 9#&)#;"&"95 | 33 E 4<9=2<V R 4<"#=#<2 | 
34 ER 4)'$.4$"4 | 35 B ad. +4);4*" in ras. | 36 B ante corr. -34 G W34 N B34 | 37–37 B in 
marg. | 38 G ;#"#9"'+8 ER ;#9"'+8 | 39 B ante corr. >:,'; ad. #!9&')=' ER <;4>:)'&" | 
40 N ):;: | 41 GN 1;"#&"'+9="4 ER 1;""#&"-$9="- 
 
a ER in marg. A;"F [R A;"] 4H4 # +#)#.#;#6C'( 

227r 

226v 

226r 
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-)$-4!9-, =#.*' N$.' <#&#?8 =# O#'$+V1 X:?"91"B, ' Z$'*"?4;82 
)+V=8 4%, 1 K#9&-+&"+23 " Z'9"$"9B4 9(+#?8 X:?"91"4):*

5 || 
C49';4?8 .;4749="?8 "*#,' <;"-&" )%;2 9)(&2B 1;"#&"-+9=2B6, # 
94?8 &#M34 `#+'- ) &%18. =+".'( <",4!, 
Z#9<#?"+'4! ]-*>4;8&8 9';+'>2-9=F" "34 <;4.*4 .6(F. $%&8 $%&#<"" 
+4?4K=2B <"9' $%&' #! c;"#&' .C(_. ;#9F"9="47 +';#*: =# I$&#+28 
<4-)#?2 =49';B <#9$: 9)#- <#9$',', ?#$- 4.# *' <#,$4&8 = +"?8 
4<"#=<' 274+"- ;'*" )%;: 1;"#&"-+9="49. =49'- 34 <#9$' = +"* 4<"=<' 
I*',#>4-&'10, #$34 #! ;2=2 "( +'9"$2 VM*4, 1#&-H"*

11 2>"&" 4.#,12 
13+# ?+"!9-13, 14 "9&"$+# >:&", -=# `#+'-, " F+:4 $%&#<"9'&4$" 
.;4749&F" " ;29="415 $%&#<"9'&4,> 9)"*%&4$9&)VB&8, -=# <;4.*4 
N,#.', <#&#* )+2=8 4%16 Z$'e*"?";817 =;"#&"$"9-, " )9% ;29="4 A4?$" 
)#9<;"-,>

18 )%;2 .;4749='.#19 ['=#+', <# 7"+'* .;4749="* ) X(;%.;'63 
#9+#)'&4,+#20, ;29="4 || )9% A4?$", )21 <#&+'+"4, "9&"++#)#

22 L(.' " 
R9V9' c;"#&' 9(+' 4.# 4*"+#;#6+'./23, <;")4*#,' ) $%&# #! c;"#&' .C(<. ' 
<#$-=" +(," .C(_4. <;" D4749$')424 `4?#?"9$')#)"7425 =+(A426, a )9"27 
=;"#&",'9- 4*"+#?:,$4++#, )4+.;:28 <#&#?229 . ) $%&# .C(7. 'H4 "( 
=+(A5 P4"63' E&4@'+'30 9)(&'.# 9(+831 =;4H4+"432 <;"- ) $%&# .C(<. ) &# 
);4?- =#.*' " Z$'*"?"-

33, ' 741" ) $%&# #! c;"#&' ."#*' .s(74. <;" 
L#;")#4 =+(A4 <4-)#* 1;"#&"-+9=#*

34, #6+'=#. *# $%&' .C(=@. .#6: 
74;+5 )%;2 =;%<=# 4.*'35 <;"-, 
k"&'e&4$B $B>4&+:M #<"e9'+"436 *%M9&)8 Z$'*"?";#):(

37 +4?+#.# 
#9&')"&" F?'* <#+434 )%*'&" +'?8 <#&;4/+# 49&5 ='="?" 
?4;A="?"38 =V?";#1)'$4+F" *F')#$839 <;4$9&"$8 >:$# <;46=#)8 
+(,"( 9$#)-=#)8 ;29'=#)8 741#)8. || <#$-=#)8, " <;#9

40: " ]"&)V 
=#&#;:-41 <#.'+9="-42 *%M9&)' #! +'98 9 )4$"F?8 &;2*#* 9#>;'+:, " 
.$2>#="?" *#)#*: *#9&".+2&:43, " F9<:&'+: A*% '="44 ) A4-C'$445, F 
'=" +' *;4)+F"46 )%=8 <;46=#'# 9)#"( A;%&" "?',", 

__________________________ 
 
1 E O'++V | 2 G Z$'*"?";8 | 3 N K#+9&-+&"+2 | 4 BGRN Z'9"$"B E Z'9",#B | 5 B ante 
corr. X:?"9{"F+}:?8 | 6 GR 1;"#&"'+9=VB | 7 BG ;#"#9"F9="4 ER ;#9""#="4 N ;#99F"9=F" 
| 8 BGN N$&#+2 | 9 GR 1;"#&"'+9="- | 10 R I*'->4-&' | 11 N 1#&-H4 | 12 [Text passage 
untranslated] | 13–13 ER <#*+"!9W | 14 G ?+"&C' | 15 G ;29&"F | 16 BGN 4- | 17 GERN 
Z$'*"?4;8 | 18 B )#&<;"-,> | 19 G .;4749=/.# | 20 ER 9#9+#)'&4,#+# | 21 BGN )# | 22 GER 
F9&"$#+'.# | 23 G 4*"+#;#6+/./ | 24 BGN D"749$')4 | 25 N `4?#?"9$')"74 | 26 G =+(A" | 
27 E )9"F | 28 R )4+.4;: | 29 G <#&#* | 30 B ante corr. E&4)'+' | 31 ER omm. | 32 N =;4H4+F- 
| 33 R Z$'*"?4- | 34 G 1;"#&"'+9=/?8 | 35 B 4*)' ante corr. 4**' GERN 4*)' | 36 B ante corr. 
#<"9'+4% | 37 GER Z$'*"?4;#):18 | 38 GER ?4-A9="?" N ?4;9="?" | 39 N *F-)#$8 | 
40 R <;#7"F | 41 E =#&#;:4 N =#&#;'- | 42 G </.'+9="4 | 43 U ante corr. *#9&".+2&" 
BGN *#9&".+2&" | 44 B ante corr. -=" | 45 B ante corr. .4-C'$4 | 46 E *;!'#+" 
 
a G in marg. );4?W =;4H4+"W ;#99"W+8 <#$W=#)8 )4+.;#)8 " 741#)8

227v 

228r 

228v 
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Illustration 1. Ms. U, Slav 26, fol. 1r. 
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Illustration 2. Ms. U, Slav 26, fol. 2r. 
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Illustration 3. Ms. U, Slav 26, fol. 5r. 
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Illustration 4. Ms. U, Slav 26, fol. 152r. Hand U1. 
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Illustration 5. Ms. U, Slav 26, fol. 156r. Hand U2. 
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Illustration 6. Ms. U, Slav 26, fol. 198v. Hand U3. 
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Illustration 7. Ms. B, vol. I, fol. 148r. 
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Illustration 8. Ms. B, vol. II, fol. 121r. 
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